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Abstract
On August 23-26 1994 eighteen scholars from eight countries met with the members of the 
Copenhagen Polis Centre to hold a symposium on the inventory of archaic and classical 
Greek poleis, which is the major single project undertaken by the Copenhagen Polis Cen
tre.

The symposium was planned and organized by the editor of this volume. Six of the 
scholars submitted papers which had been circulated in advance to all participants. Six 
others were asked each to respond to one of the papers. For the names of the participants 
see the list on page 4.

The two main themes of the symposium were (a) the term polis and its use in archaic 
and classical literary and epigraphical sources, and (b) a number of case studies, each de
voted to a region. Two papers treated regions in the Peloponnese, viz., Arkadia and 
Achaia; one was devoted to the poleis in Crete; and two focused on colonies, viz, the 
Greek poleis in Sicily and along the northwest coast of the Black Sea. In the light of the 
respondents’ views and the following discussion of each of the papers among all the par
ticipants the six papers were subsequently revised by their authors, and are published in 
this volume together with the editor’s contribution to the inventory, viz., a short account of 
the region Boiotia and an alphabetical list of the poleis within the region.
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Preface

Mogens Herman hansen

The major single project undertaken by the Copenhagen Polis Centre is 
to build up an inventory of archaic and classical Greek poleis. The sym
posium held in August 1995 was devoted to some key problems related 
to the inventory. The two main themes of the symposium were (a) the 
term polis and its use in archaic and classical literary and epigraphical 
sources, and (b) a number of case studies, each devoted to a region. Two 
papers treated regions in the Peloponnese, viz., Arkadia and Achaia; one 
was devoted to the poleis in Crete; and two focused on colonies, viz, the 
Greek poleis in Sicily and along the northwest coast of the Black Sea.

In each paper some central problems were selected and studied in re
lation to the poleis found within the region. The paper on Arkadia fo
cused on two problems: ethnics as evidence for polis-ness and the subdi
vision of eastern Arkadia into tribal communities. The paper on Achaia 
demonstrated that polis formation in this region took place more than 
two centuries after Achaian colonists had founded their large colonies in 
southern Italy. The paper on the Sicilian colonies was devoted to the ur
banization of the island and the earliest examples of grid planning of 
towns. The paper on Crete analysed the concept of the dependent polis, 
one of the central themes in Acts 2; and the paper on the colonies in the 
Black Sea area discussed inter alia the chronology of the foundation of 
the colonies and the problem to what extent these colonies were proper 
poleis or had the status of e.g. an emporion.

In the light of the respondents’ views and the following discussion of 
each of the papers among all the participants the six papers were subse
quently revised by their authors, and are published in this volume to
gether with the editor’s contribution to the inventory, viz.., a short ac
count of the region Boiotia and an alphabetical list of the poleis within 
the region.

In addition to the papers two lectures were given, one by Prof. Rich
ard Talbert about the new Atlas of the Greek and Roman World, a pro
ject with which the Polis Centre is now officially affiliated, and one by 
Mogens Herman Hansen about ethnics as evidence for /w/A-ness, to be 
published in the third volume of the Papers from the Copenhagen Polis 
Centre.



This book could not have been published within a year after the Sympo
sium if it had not been for the unfailing support and help from friends 
and colleagues. Pernille Flensted-Jensen composed the index of names, 
Thomas Heine Nielsen the index of sources, and the eagle-eyed Theo
dore Buttrey read the first version of the manuscript and detected more 
inconsistences than I like to remember. Next, I am indebted to the Royal 
Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters for having sponsored the sym
posium and undertaken the publication of these acts; and finally, i owe a 
great debt of gratitude to all the participants who by their papers, their 
responses and their contributions to the discussion turned our meeting 
into what we all thought was a success.
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nOAAAXQS noAIS AETETAI 
(Arist. Pol. 1276a23)

The Copenhagen Inventory of Poleis and the 
Lex Hafniensis de Civitatex

Mogens Herman Hansen
(Respondent: Franz Georg Maier)

One of the main objectives of the Copenhagen Polis Centre is to build 
up an inventory of every single archaic and classical settlement which is 
explicitly called polis in contemporary sources. The main purpose of 
this investigation is to find out what the Greeks thought a polis was, and 
to compare that with what modern historians think a polis is.2 The con
cept of polis found in the sources and in modern historiography ought, 
of course, to be the same. But that is far from always the case. Let me 
adduce just two examples. The orthodoxy is that the small Boiotian 
town Mykalessos was not a polis', it was rather a kome. This is indeed 
the term used by Strabo, whose classification is cited in, for example, 
RE s.v. Mykalessos, and again in the Princeton Encyclopedia of Classi
cal Sites.3 What is passed over in silence in both these articles and in 
most other studies of the history of Boiotia is that Mykalessos is called a 
polis by Thucydides, not just once, but three times in a passage where he 
uses polis both in the urban and in the political sense of the word.4 Simi
larly, it is commonly believed that a klerouchy was not a polis.5 Never
theless the Athenian klerouchies are repeatedly classified as being po
leis both in literary texts and in inscriptions.6

Scores of other examples could be adduced but it would serve no pur
pose to list them here. In such cases the modem historian’s reaction has 
normally been to admit that these settlements may well be called poleis 
in our sources, but then to imply or to state explicitly that they were not 
poleis in the true sense.7 The curious result of such a policy is the view 
that our sources often apply the term polis to a settlement that, according 
to modern orthodoxy, was not a polis. We are faced with a polis that was 
not a polis.

The contradiction has its root in the fact that modern historians who 
write about ancient Greece like to use the term polis synonymously with 
the term city-state.8 But city-state is a modern historical term which 
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seems to have been coined in the mid 19th century and first applied to 
the Roman republican concept of civ it as? from where it was rapidly 
transferred not only to studies of the Greek polis10 but also to investiga
tions of Italian city-states from ca. 1100 onwards,11 of medieval German 
Reichsstädte, of Sumerian. Phoenician and Etruscan cities and of other 
city-state cultures as well.12 Thus modern historical discussions of the 
concept of the city-state combine characteristics borrowed from many 
different cultures13 and therefore the concept of city-state is not neces
sarily coextensive with the concept of polis. Mykalessos may well have 
been a polis in the eyes of the Greeks, although it is not a city-state in the 
eyes of a modern historian.

In order to avoid paradoxical statements of the type that a certain set
tlement though called a polis was not a polis I suggest that the two terms 
polis and city-state should be kept apart and not used indiscriminately. 
The term polis should be restricted to the Greeks’ own understanding of 
what a polis was, whereas the term city-state should be used only when 
we discuss modern historical analyses of ancient Greek society.

Consequently, instead of saying that Mykalessos, though called a po
lis, was not a polis in the true sense, the historian ought to say that My
kalessos, though apparently a polis in the age of Thucydides, was not a 
city-state. In this form the statement makes sense. Whether it is histori
cally true is a different matter. Whenever the city-state is discussed, in
dependence or autonomia are singled out as the most important defining 
characteristics.14 But a great number of communities called polis in our 
sources were not independent and did not enjoy autonomia.'5 Thus My
kalessos was a dependency of Tanagra;16 the Greeks thought it was a po
lis but according to modern orthodoxy its lack of independence or auto
nomia indicates that it was not a city-state.

If we establish and acknowledge a distinction between the ancient con
cept of polis and the modern historical concept of city-state it follows 
that we can conduct two different investigations of ancient Greek soci
ety which may lead to different conclusions: if we study the city-state 
and apply the modern historians’ understanding of what a city-state is, 
we get one picture of archaic and classical Hellas. If we go through the 
written sources and list all settlements that are actually called poleis in 
contemporary texts we investigate the ancient Greeks’ understanding of 
their own settlement pattern and get a different picture.

It would be wrong to say that one of the two pictures is the right one 
and that the other is misleading; rather, the two pictures are complemen- 
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tary. It is always legitimate to contrast a culture’s perception of itself 
with an outsider’s more detached perception of the same culture.
At the Copenhagen Polis Centre we want to know how the Greeks per

ceived their own settlement pattern and therefore our investigation 
must be based, first of all, on a careful examination of the terminology 
used and the site-classifications found in our sources. In this type of 
study it is necessary to describe and define the ancient concept of the 
polis before we begin to compare it with the modern concept of the 
city-state.

So what do we do? In all literary and epigraphical sources of the ar
chaic and classical periods we collect every attestation of the term polis 
in order to conduct two different investigations.

One of our tasks is to examine how the term polis is used whenever 
we meet it. Our sources tell us, for example, that a polis waged war, or 
made peace, or entered into an alliance, or struck coins, or passed a law, 
or a sentence, or founded a colony, or defrayed expenses, or repaired the 
walls, and we hear about the territory of a polis, or its roads and water 
supply, or its altars, or its protecting divinity.17

The other task is to examine every single attestation of the term polis 
referring to a named polis such as Korinth, or Melos, or Megalopolis.

In the first investigation we must analyse all the passages we have 
listed, no matter whether they concern a named polis or refer to a polis 
or the polis in general; and for this investigation a specific law passed by 
the polis Dreros is just as valuable a source as is a general reference in 
Aristotle that it is the polis which is responsible for passing laws.18 Con
ducting the second investigation we must, of course, restrict ourselves to 
the attestations which contain an explicit reference to a named polis and 
ignore all the passages referring to the polis in general.

These two different investigations relate to a very simple, but very 
important distinction, acknowledged in linguistics and philosophy and 
applied in that branch of logic which is devoted to the definition and 
classification of concepts.

The meaning of a term is one thing; that which is denoted by a term 
because it has a certain meaning is another. In linguistics this distinction 
is sometimes referred to as the distinction between connotation and de
notation; in modern logic the two terms used are the intension of a term 
(that is its meaning) and the extension of a term (that is the totality of 
objects to which the term refers).

Example: the connotation (or meaning) of the term “state” is some
thing like “a geographically delimited segment of human society united 
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by common obedience to a single sovereign”,19 but the term “state” de
notes any existing state, such as Greece, Denmark, Russia or Australia.

The intension of the term state is the sum total of all the proprieties 
that must be possessed by a community in order to be called a state; the 
extension of the term state is constituted by the total number of existing 
states.20

If we concentrate on the connotation or intension of a term we can de
termine its meaning by listing the essential characteristics which the 
term connotes, and then afterwards establish a list of the objects which 
fulfill the requirements of our definition.

If we concentrate on the denotation or extension of a term we shall do 
it the other way round: we begin by enumerating all the denotata, i.e. all 
objects to which the term is applied. Next, we look for the essential 
characteristics which these objects have in common, and finally we es
tablish the meaning of the term by assembling the common characteris
tics we have found in order to build up a picture of the concept behind 
the term.

After this digression I will return to my topic and ask the question: 
what is a polish Let me subdivide the main question into three questions: 
do we want to examine the term itself? or the concept behind the term? 
or the objects denoted by the term?

The term. An analysis of the term is principally a linguistic investiga
tion and in a study of ancient Greek history it is relevant only in so far it 
can shed light on the meaning and uses of the term. By studying the ety
mology of the word polis, for example, we learn that it is related to Old 
Indian pur, Lithuanian pills and Latvian pils and that these three words 
originally meant stronghold.21 Consequently the original meaning of po
lis must have been stronghold, and in this sense it may perhaps have 
been used about the fortified sites in Crete in the 10th century B.C. at, 
for example, Dreros and Anavlochos etc.22

The concept. A historian studies a term not for its own sake but in or
der to grasp the concept behind the term, to determine its essence, to 
find all the essential characteristics that go with it and transform these 
criteria into a description or even a definition of the concept. In doing all 
this the historian is faced with the problem that he has to apply modern 
terms and concepts in his description both of the ancient societies them
selves and of the concepts used by the ancients themselves to describe 
them. Sometimes the historian prefers in his analysis to use modern 
terms, such as “state” or “settlement” or “town” or “village”; but some
times the historian takes over an ancient term found in the sources and 
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uses it in transliterated form. As pointed out above, polis is precisely 
such a term and accordingly we cannot conduct our investigation of the 
term polis before we have decided whether we want to study the ancient 
concept of polis as found in our sources or the modern concept of polis 
as we meet it in the 19th and 20th century accounts of the history of an
cient Greece, where the word polis is frequently used synonymously 
with the modern term city-state.

The objects. The third type of investigation is to focus on the denota
ta and analyse the communities or settlements referred to by the word 
polis. Such a study is not necessarily bound up with a study of the term 
itself to the same extent as is an investigation of the concept. It is a com
monplace, but nevertheless true, that language is the medium in which 
concepts are expressed and words are the principal traces which ancient 
concepts have left behind for the modern historian to study. Symbols ex
pressed in painting or sculpture or architecture etc. are important acces
sories, but to conduct an investigation of an ancient concept without fo
cusing first on the words used to express it would be a nonsense.

On the other hand, the objects to which a term refers leave many oth
er traces than the term itself. If we focus on the objects rather than on the 
concept, an examination of the terms used about the objects may be re
legated to the background and that is in fact what has happened in recent 
studies of ancient Greek society. Inspired by the growing number of ar
chaeological surveys of the Greek landscape the focus of interest has 
shifted from the written to the archaeological sources, and from the 
towns to the countryside. The result has been a rapidly increasing num
ber of what can be called settlement pattern studies. Here the historian 
starts with the settlement pattern of a landscape, so far as it can be ascer
tained for macro-periods (archaic, classical, Hellenistic, Roman, late 
Roman), then the investigation is focused on the actual pattern of the so
cial, economic and political structure of the landscape and its settle
ments, and only then does the historian start looking at the names given 
to the various types of settlement and the terms used to describe them.23 
In such an investigation it does not matter very much how the Greeks 
classified the different types of settlement, and what they themselves 
thought of their settlement pattern comes second to the study of the set
tlement pattern itself.24

Prominent examples of such an approach are John Fossey’s studies of 
Boiotia, Lokris and Phokis. Or the Cherry-Davies-Mantzourani investi
gation of northern Keos. Or Carter’s studies of Metapontion.25 And a 
survey for the general reader, covering the whole of Hellas, is given by 
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Robin Osborne in his Classical Landscape With Figures (London 1987). 
In this study the settlements under discussion are called either “cities” or 
“towns” or “villages” ( 11 ). A discussion of the Greek terminology as ap
plied to each individual settlement is eschewed. Admittedly, Osborne 
states in his preface that he will use the English term “city” synony
mously with the Greek term “polis” in its political sense (ibid.). Never
theless, he sometimes uses the term village about a settlement that, in a 
contemporary source, is unquestionably called a polis in the political 
sense.26 Such inconsistencies, however, do not necessarily subtract from 
the value of his book, since the Greek terminology and the Greeks’ 
understanding of their own environment are issues intentionally left out 
of consideration in this type of study.27

Although such investigations are extremely valuable in their own right 
they are not designed to answer the question: what is a polis? This is 
nevertheless still an important question although to some extent it seems 
to have become a neglected one. That is why we have set up the Copen
hagen Polis Centre with the explicit aim of answering that question or at 
least to shed light on some important aspects of it.

First we collect all attestations of the term polis in archaic and classi
cal sources in order to analyse and list how the term is used in every sin
gle case, i.e. that a polis wages war, or strikes coins, or passes a law, or 
has its walls repaired, or sets up a cult for a protecting divinity, etc.

After this first investigation which focuses on the intension of the 
term we move to the extension and try to build up an inventory of all at
tested poleis.

In our collection of all attestations of the term polis we now discard 
all the instances of the word polis being used in a general way without 
reference to any named polis, and in our second investigation we focus 
exclusively on attestations of the term polis being linked to a named lo
cality such as Korinth, or Megalopolis, or Thasos, or Kyrene. Next, for 
every single locality that is called polis in a contemporary source we 
then attempt to have 45 other questions answered; cf. the specimen of 
the centre’s data-base questionnaire: see Appendix IV on pages 55-62.

We start from the term itself as found in the written sources, but many 
of the entries can only be filled by adducing archaeological evidence. 
Did the polis in question possess an agora or a bouleuterion or a pryta- 
neion? Do we know about victors in one of the Panhellenic games com
ing from this particular polis? Did it have a mint? Was its urban centre 
protected by a circuit of walls? Do we know about citizenship decrees 
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passed by the polis'! Was the name of the polis used in personal names 
after the patronymic as a kind of city-ethnic, e.g. Korinthios or The- 
baios, or is a citizen of this polis designated by e.g. a demotic instead of 
a city-ethnic? The 45 questions we ask have, of course, been generated 
by the first investigation in which we examined the various proprieties 
and activities typically connected with the concept of polis. When, for 
example, we ask for a bouleuterion it is because we know from our 
sources that a boule and its bouleuterion were a characteristic of a polis 
but not to be found in a deme or in a kome.28

Every attested polis is included in our inventory and classified as a 
polis type A. Next we collect information about locations which are not 
actually called polis in any contemporary source, but are known for a 
number of the activities we examined in our first investigation; for ex
ample, the community in question may have had an agora or a bouleu
terion or a prytaneion\ its citizens may have been known as victors in 
the Panhellenic games; or it possessed a mint. Its urban centre may have 
been protected by a circuit of walls, and a citizenship decree passed by 
the assembly may be preserved or referred to in a literary source.

If such a community shared a number of proprieties with the commu
nities actually called polis, the presumption is that it was in fact consid
ered a polis by the Greeks, and that it is only because of the fragmentary 
state of our sources that it is not attested directly as a polis in a contem
porary inscription or piece of literature. If the community is called polis 
in Hellenistic or Roman sources, e.g. in Diodoros or Strabo or Pausan
ias, it is noted, especially if the reference is “retrospective”.29 All such 
communities are now added to our inventory, but classified as poleis 
type B and C. We choose between B and C according to how certain or 
uncertain we are that it is only due to lack of sources that the community 
in question is not actually recorded as a polis in archaic and classical 
sources.

Thus, our principal criterion for inclusion and classification is the re
quirement that a locality is called a polis in at least one contemporary 
source, that is in archaic and classical sources down to the death of Al
exander the Great in 323. By adopting this method we are faced with a 
number of methodological problems: (a) to what extent was polis a 
loaded term and consequently subject to manipulation? (b) to what ex
tent are our sources consistent in their terminology? (c) to what extent 
did the word polis denote the same concept in the 7th and again in the 
4th century? (d) to what extent will the mass of Athenian evidence result 
in an inventory of poleis which reflects the idea of a polis in classical
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Athens but obscures the complexity of the concept as used in the rest of 
the Greek world? (e) to what extent is our investigation thwarted by the 
fact that the word polis is used not just in one sense but has four differ
ent meanings?

(a)
To what extent was polis a loaded term? Did it matter to the ancient 
Greeks if they lived in a polis rather than in some other form of commu
nity? Was it something they took pride in? According to our sources it 
certainly was, and I shall adduce some passages to substantiate the 
point.

1. During the council of war before the battle of Salamis the Korin- 
thian general Adeimantos tried to silence Themistokles by saying that he 
had no right to speak as long as he had no patris and was apolis. Now, 
Themistokles did not reply: “it is irrelevant whether or not we have a pa
tris and a polis', what matters is that we have 200 ships.” No, his answer 
was that Athens had an even better claim than Korinth to be labelled po
lis and ge (here echoing patris) as long as the Athenians had 200 ships.30 
This exchange of words is undoubtedly anecdotal, but it shows that Her- 
odotos and his contemporary readers (or listeners) took the concept of 
the polis very seriously. It is worth noting that, a century and a half later, 
Lykourgos made the same point: by leaving Athens the Athenians had 
not left their polis but just moved it to Salamis.31

2. When Kyros had conquered the Ionian cities their representatives 
met at the Panionion to discuss whether they should put up with being 
Persian subjects or consider the alternatives. But, according to Herodo- 
tos, already before the Persian conquest the philosopher Thales had ad
vised the Ionians to set up a common bouleuterion at Teos, and his pro
posal was concluded with the remark that the other poleis would be in
habited as before, but would change their status and become like 
demes.32 The plan came to nothing, but the political status of a commu
nity - to be a polis or just to be a deme - was obviously a matter of con
siderable consequence.

3. The same idea is expressed by Isokrates in the Panathenaikos 
where he claims that the Spartans treated their perioikic communities so 
that in name they were poleis but in reality they had less self-govern
ment than demes.33 Once again, it was desirable to be a polis, and there
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fore Isokrates comments on the universally accepted view that perioikic 
communities, a second rate sort of communities, were poleis.

4. Similarly, Thucydides tells us that when, in 431, many Athenians 
had to evacuate their houses and sanctuaries in the countryside and 
move into Athens they felt it “as if they were leaving their polis". What 
Thucydides wants to emphasize is the feelings an ordinary Athenian had 
towards his home, but the comparison he has chosen reveals the strong 
feelings a citizen must have possessed towards his polis.34

5. According to Thucydides the so-called synoikism of Attika in the 
age of Theseus consisted in the reduction of a number of poleis to local 
communities without a bouleuterion and a prytaneion.35 Thucydides is 
emphatic in pointing out not just that all the other Attic communities lost 
their political institutions, but that one polis only was created by the re
form.

6. In Xenophon’s Memorabilia polis is singled out as one of the es
sential human concepts that are worth discussing and need a definition.36

7. Aristotle describes man as a politikon zoon and asserts that a person 
who is apolis is either subhuman or superhuman.37 Other forms of com
munity, such as the oikia or the kome, or the ethnos, are not as developed 
and valuable as the polis which is the perfect form of human society 
(1252a 1-6, 1252b27-31 ). The ideal life which man is made for is the life 
of a citizen (Pol. 1288a38). Ho politikos bios is described as the life of a 
citizen who participates in the running of the political institutions of his 
polis (Pol. 1283b42-84a3). Similarly persons who do not participate in 
the polis, such as women, foreigners and slaves, are essentially second- 
rate. They live in the polis but they are not members of the polis (Pol. 
1275a7-8, 1326a 18-20). In his political philosophy Aristotle establishes 
a hierarchy within the human race, and only those who live in poleis and 
are members of a polis, typically adult male Hellenes, are capable of ful
filling man’s purpose in life ( 1327b 18-33).

8. Most Greeks believed that history of man had been a progress from 
bestiality to humanity and civilization, and in many accounts the forma
tion of poleis was a decisive step towards civilization.38

To conclude; the concept of the polis mattered to the Greeks. They did 
not just live in poleis, they found it important to live in poleis rather than 
in some other form of political community. They were highly conscious 
about this, and that is one reason why the Greeks’ use of the term polis 
is so important and well worth studying.

On the other hand, if living in a polis was something worth fighting 
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for, polis must have been a loaded term. Thus there is a risk that the use 
of the term was subject to manipulation and that the classification of a 
settlement as polis should not be taken at face value, but scrutinized as 
to when and by whom the classification was made. If this is the case it 
will affect our investigation of the concept and - more seriously - it may 
spoil the value of building up an inventory of all attested poleis. Let me 
illustrate this problem by a short digression about the modern concepts 
of democracy and state.

The meaning (or intension) of the term democracy is e.g. “a political 
system in which the whole people make the basic decisions on important 
matters of public policy”,39 whereas the reference (or extension) of the 
term comprises all democratically governed states.40 But nowadays de
mocracy has become a hurrah word and - apart from China, Iran, Nige
ria and a few others - every nation claims to be a democracy. So an in
ventory including every state called a democracy will comprise more 
than one hundred states many of which do not fulfill the criteria in
cluded in the definition suggested above. To study the concept of de
mocracy on the basis of a list of states called democracies would be 
grossly misleading.41

The meaning (or intension) of the term state is e.g. “a geographically 
delimited segment of human society united by common obedience to a 
single sovereign”; the corresponding reference (or extension) of the 
term comprises all states. Like democracy the word state is a loaded 
term, and it really matters to a people whether or not their country is rec
ognized as a state, but, unlike democracy, there is very little disagree
ment about which countries to include in or exclude from a list of all 
states. There is no disagreement about the state-hood of the 185 mem
bers of the United Nations42 plus Switzerland, and today the principal 
problems concern e.g. the former Jugoslavian republics of Bosnia and 
Macedonia and some other politically sore regions. Thus, a study of the 
extension of the term state and of the essential characteristics shared by 
all states will be a very valuable contribution to our understanding of the 
concept of state in our times.

Let us return to the term polis. Was it - like democracy - a hurrah 
word? or was it - like state - a loaded term, but not one which became a 
slogan to such an extent that it was constantly disputed whether or not a 
country was a state? Admittedly, the council of war before the battle of 
Salamis provides us with one such example: it testifies to a disagree
ment between the Korinthian and the Athenian generals as to whether 
Athens was a polis or not. There may have been other similar cases. 
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Suppose, for example, that the inhabitants of a small town insisted on 
being recognized as a polis but were dominated by a strong neighbour
ing town whose inhabitants would deny that the small dependent town 
was a polis. Let me adduce some possible instances to illustrate the 
problem.

In the classical period the small fortified town Aigosthena in northern 
Megaris was a dependency of the polis Megara, and in a Megarian de
cree of ca. 300 B.C. it is classified as a kome. But it is apparently re
ferred to as a polis by Skylax, writing in the first half of the 4th cent.43 
Furthermore, in ca. 240 it became a member of the Boiotian federation 
and in a decree passed ca. 200 Aigosthena is explicitly called a polis.44 
We may reject the classification found in Skylax and hold that, in ca. 
240 B.C., Aigosthena changed its status from being a kome in Megaris 
into being a member state of the Boiotian federation, i.e. a polis. But we 
cannot rule out the possibility that the Aigosthenitai had always claimed 
that they lived in a polis whereas the Megarians would only grant them 
the status of being a kome.

A somewhat similar problem may lie behind some of the entries in the 
Athenian Tribute Lists and in the list of Allies appended to the so-called 
Charter of the Second Athenian Naval Confederacy.45 Let me adduce 
just one example: among the members of the Second Naval Confedera
cy is recorded ZaxuvØiæv ô bfjpog ô ev NfjAXcoi.46 A comparison with 
the literary sources indicate that the demos in question was a rebellious 
faction of exiled democrats who had established themselves in a strong
hold called Arkadia, probably to be identified with Nellos. Both Xeno
phon (Hell. 6.2.2-3) and Diodoros (15.45.4) contrast the exiled demo
crats with ol ex Ttjg JiôÀEtDg ZöxtjvBlol, indicating that the position 
held by the exiled democrats was not a polis. But the exiles in Nellos are 
included in the list of allied poleis appended to the decree proposed and 
carried by Aristoteles of Marathon. Now, from the use of the term polis 
in the heading of the list of allies we cannot infer that all the commu
nities subsumed were actually poleis in the sense of being political com
munities of citizens. Nevertheless we cannot preclude the possibility 
that the Athenians and the exiled democrats themselves would claim 
that the stronghold on Zakynthos was a polis.4,1

On the other hand, it is worth noting that the exchange of words 
between Themistokles and Adeimantos is the only unquestionable ex
ample of a community whose status as a polis is claimed by one person 
but denied by another. Admittedly, there are more possible examples 
like the two I have cited, but, on the whole, there is a remarkable agree- 
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ment in our sources about whether or not a community was a polis. The 
perioikic communities in Lakedaimon, for example, are unanimously 
referred to as being poleis One suspects that the Spartans might have 
tried to deny them the status of polis, especially after the King’s Peace of 
386 B.C.,49 but among the sources that classify the perioikic commu
nities as poleis is Xenophon who had no axe to grind with the Spartans 
and, in my opinion, his use of the term guarantees that the Greeks were 
unanimous in their classification of the perioikic communities as depen
dent poleis, i.e. as poleis without autonomia.

To conclude: in our sources there is a remarkable agreement and very 
little disagreement about which communities were poleis, and the infer
ence is that, like the word state but unlike the word democracy, the word 
polis did not become a slogan and its application to named communities 
seems only very occasionally to have been a bone of contention. Admit
tedly, there were no “international criteria” - like e.g. membership of the 
UN - by which it was formally decided whether a given political com
munity was a polis or not. Yet, the rules for participation in the Panhel- 
lenic festivals, principally the Olympic Games, may have served as a 
yardstick not too far removed from some modern international agree
ments about statehood. A competitor had to be “the legitimate son of 
free Greek Parents” and “officially registered on the citizen roster of his 
native city”.50 I suspect that far from all poleis had rosters of citizens, 
but our sources show that every victor was proclaimed as a citizen of a 
named polis as well as in his own right. Thus, in cases of doubt the hel- 
lanodikai must have made a decision about the polis status of the com
munity with which a competitor claimed to be affiliated.

(b)
Next, are the sources consistent in the way they use the term polis! 
Many historians are sceptical, and as an example I will quote Peter 
Rhodes’ reaction to the way the Copenhagen Polis Centre has con
structed its inventory of poleis'. “I suspect we shall find that the Greeks 
themselves were not wholly consistent in their use of the word. They did 
not have the advantages of being able to use Liddell and Scott or Ibycus; 
and I ought to add here that they could not benefit from the researches of 
the Copenhagen Polis Centre: that is, they were often not as tidy and 
systematic in their use of their language as a tidy and systematic scholar 
would wish, and the principle that any political entity which a Greek is 
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known to have called a polis must have been a polis may not be a useful 
principle on which to base our research.”51

This apparently cautious approach may land modern historians in a 
different pitfall: whenever a site-classification found in the sources 
does not fit their understanding of what a polis ought to be, they are in
clined to dismiss the source as untrustworthy. Let me quote the judi
cious comment stated by Edmond Lévy: “Les modernes savent - ou 
croient savoir - mieux que les Anciens ce qu’est une cité, ce qui leur 
permet de reprocher à Hérodote d’appeler indûment telle localité une 
polis, d’affirmer que telle polis n’ést pas une vraie polis ou de traduire 
à l’occasion, quand le texte grec ne correspond pas oux conceptions 
modernes, polis par “petite cité”, “bourgade” ou établissement”.52 Like 
Lévy I have always suspected that the ancient Greeks were more con
sistent in their use of the term polis than many modern historians be
lieve - they were as consistent, I think, as modern Europeans are in 
their use of e.g. the term “state”, see supra page 16. No great diction
ary or computer concordance is required to use a term with reasonable 
precision. Most educated persons may not know all the problems con
cerning how to define a state, but they nevertheless apply the term to 
named countries with very few mistakes, and I can report that a collec
tion of the use of the term polis in archaic and classical sources seems 
to confirm my suspicion.53

Now, first we must make sure what we mean by “inconsistency”. In 
this context 1 take it to be an “inconsistency” if a named locality is de
scribed with mutually exclusive terms; whereas to describe a locality 
with two different terms that can be used synonymously is not an incon
sistency. Let me adduce just two examples: if Skylax in his periplous 
had classified Eleusis as a polis, as some scholars believe,54 it would 
have been a flagrant inconsistency, since Eleusis was incontestably a de
mos and since, in classical Attika, demos and polis are mutually exlusive 
terms.55 On the other hand, to call a place polis in one passage but chor
ion in another one is not an inconsistency, since chorion is a vague term 
that could be used about any type of settlement.56 Similarly the term po- 
lisma is often used synonymously with the term polis in its urban sense, 
which should cause no surprise.57

Following these guide-lines we in the Polis Centre plan to examine all 
archaic and classical sources and look out for two different types of in
consistency: (a) one author (or text) applies different and incompatible 
site-classifications to the same locality; (b) different authors apply dif- 
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ferent and incompatible site-classifications to the same locality. We have 
not yet completed our investigation, but so far we have found very few 
inconsistencies, and in some of these cases it can be debated whether 
there is an inconsistency at all. Let me adduce just one example of each 
type, (a) In Herodotos Anthele and Alpenos are both classified both as 
poleis and as komai, see infra page 41. (b) When referred to at large the 
perioikic communities in Lakonia are called poleis in all our sources;58 
some of the named perioikic cities are called poleis, e.g. Anthene and 
Thyrea,59 but others are called komai, e.g. Oion, Tyros and Belbina.60

Conversely, the sources testify to a considerable degree of consisten
cy. It is no wonder that all sources refer to e.g. Athens, Megara, Plataiai 
and Naupaktos as being poleis. But it is worth noting that the consisten
cy applies to many small settlements as well. There seems, for example, 
to have been six urban communities on the Athos peninsula (including 
Sane). They are called poleis by both Herodotos and Thucydides. One is 
called a polis in the Peace of Nikias, five are listed in Skylax’s Peri- 
plous, and five turn up in the Athenian Tribute Lists.61

The conclusion of the investigations we have conducted so far is that 
there is no support for the view that the Greeks were inconsistent in their 
use of the term polis. They may not have been wholly consistent, but the 
margin of error seems to be in the range of one per hundred or less. Nor 
are modern Europeans wholly consistent in the way they use the term 
“state”.

(c)
Our investigation covers the period ca. 600 - 323 B.C., but this span of 
almost three hundred years forces us to address the question whether the 
concept of polis was transformed to such an extent that we ought to split 
it up into a number of successive concepts rather than perceiving it as, 
essentially, one concept which, of course, underwent some changes in 
the course of the period. This question requires a thorough treatment, 
but, provisionally, a comparison between Aristotle’s Politics and some 
archaic texts are offered here in support of my conviction that the con
cept of polis had a core that persisted unchanged throughout the period 
in question.

In the Politics Aristotle defines a polis both as a town created by the 
synoikism of a number of komai (Book 1) and as a community of citi
zens around their political institutions (a xoivtovtct jioXltcov Jiokneiag) 
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(Book 3).62 His two definitions match the two different senses of the 
word polis. Defining the polis as a town composed of komai which 
again are composed of oikiai he takes all the inhabitants, including 
women, children and slaves, to be members of the polis. When defining 
the polis as a political community he emphasizes that the politai are the 
adult male citizens to the exclusion of foreigners, women, children and 
slaves.

That Aristotle’s view of the polis is essentially in agreement with 
views held ca. 600 B.C. is apparent, e.g., from the following five pas
sages.

Alkaios fr. 426, Lobel & Page: tov À.ôyov öv JiaXai pèv ’AXxatog ô 
jtolt]TT]Ç eljiev .. tbç aoa où XLOoi oùôè £ùXa oùôè té/vï] textôvwv al 
jiôXelç elev àXX’ onou jtot’ âv gxjlv ôIvôqeç aùioùç otb^Eiv e’lôôteç 
èvTaùOa xat tel/î] xat noXetg.

Alkaios fr. 130.17-23, Lobel and Page: potpav Ë/wv àypoïœ-
Tixav / IpÉppojv àyôpag axonoat / xapvltojpévag wyEOi^aiöa / xat 
ß[6]XXag. xà jraiTiQ xat JiaTEpog Ttåirip / xa....ï]pag Ë/ovTEg Jiebà 
tovôéwv / imv [àJÂÀaÀoxdxœv jioMiav / Ë ... [otjjtù toùtwv à- 
jtEXf|Xapai...

Tyrtaios fr. 12.27-8, West: tov ô’ cÀotpÙQOVTai uèv ôpcbg véot f]ôè 
yÉQOvTEç,/ àçyaXéq) ôè nôôm jrâoa xéxtiôe JtôXtg.

ZCIV 13 (Law from Gortyn, ca. 600 BV.C.): ... FaoTtav ôlxav ev lât 
ayopât xat ctôlxa .... alpeOfji toi xoevoôÔ9oi ...

M&L 2.1-2 (Law from Dreros, ca. 600 B.C.): dô’ ËFaÔE JtôXi.

Alkaios argues that a polis is not just a town but a community. The per
sonal sense of the word is emphasized at the expense of the urban sense, 
but the antithetical way of expressing his view reveals that others might 
prefer to describe a polis as a city in the urban sense of the term. So, as 
far back as our written sources go, the word polis is used to designate 
both a community of human beings and its physical setting, i.e. an urban 
centre and its hinterland. Next, the contemporary law from Dreros dem
onstrates that the persons who make up the polis act as a political com
munity. Here the polis in the sense of community is identified with its 
politai. In the other Alkaios fragment the politai are described as some 
who participate in the meetings of the assembly (cryopd) and the council 
(ßoXXa); and finally the fragmentary law from Gortyn testifies to an op
position between citizens (astoi) and foreigners (xenoi) and shows that 
the citizens form a (small) privileged group different from and smaller 
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than the inhabitants of the polis in the sense of a city with its hinter
land.63 On the other hand, when Tyrtaios uses polis in its personal sense 
and speaks of how the whole polis mourns for a brave soldier killed in 
battle, women and children are undoubtedly included among those who 
constitute the polis.64 Thus the essential elements in the concept of polis 
found in the late classical period are all present around 600 B.C. Aristo
tle can have had no difficulty agreeing with the archaic texts quoted 
above, and if Alkaios had had an opportunity to read Aristotle’s Politics 
he would have appreciated the philosopher’s descriptions of the polis in 
Books 1 and 3. How widespread this concept of polis was in ca. 600 
B.C., and how many poleis there were in Alkaios’ day are different 
questions not to be addressed here.

During the period ca. 600 - 323 B.C. the polis as an urban centre must 
have changed as much or perhaps even more than the polis as a commu
nity, and in the late 4th century towns like Athens, Eretria, Korinth and 
Syracuse were certainly very different from what they had been in the 
early 6th century. Yet, the concept of polis in the sense of town is al
ready apparent at the beginning of our period. The fragment of Alkaios 
quoted above shows, e contrario, that many would take a circuit of walls 
to be an essential element of a polis, and this impression is corroborated 
by what we learn from the Iliad and the Odyssey. The Homeric polis^ 
has broad streets66 and is enclosed with steep walls67 and beautiful tow
ers.68 Inside the city there is an assembly place,69 and sanctuaries,70 in 
which (sometimes) temples are erected.71 We do not hear much about 
houses,72 but the Homeric polis includes one or more mansions, which 
in some cases are so magnificent that the traditional designation of them 
as palaces seems well deserved.73

I do not intend here to reopen the debate about the eighth-century date 
of the so-called Homeric society but it is in any case indisputable that in 
the sixth century the Homeric poems were recited throughout the Greek 
world and formed an important part of a Greek’s intellectual back
ground. Thus, although there can be no doubt that around 600 B.C. very 
few urban centres in Hellas had walls74 and monumental buildings (apart 
from temples),75 nevertheless our written sources show that the circuit of 
walls, the agora and the shrines of the gods were already associated with 
the concept of the polis. When we move down to the classical period the 
grid-plan, the terrace houses, the public political architecure and the 
larger size of many urban centres were very important accessories to the 
polis in the sense of town, but even in the 4th century most small poleis, 
as e.g. Koresia on Keos, Akraiphia in Boiotia or Alipheira in Arkadia, 
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cannot have been much different from what larger poleis such as Eretria 
or Argos had been like in the sixth century.

(d)
Not only chronological but also regional variations must be taken into 
account. One might suspect that the concept of polis in Athens was dif
ferent from what people thought a polis was in Mantineia, or in Pantika- 
paion, or in Telmessos, or in Kyrene, etc. Consequently, since our inves
tigation starts from the term polis as found in the written sources and 
since the bulk of our texts are Athenian we must beware of the risk that 
our inventory of poleis will reflect the idea of the polis in classical 
Athens and obscure the complexity of the concept as used in the rest of 
the Greek world. Let me adduce two examples. Most of our information 
about the number and identity of Greek poleis in the last third of the fifth 
century comes from Thucydides and from the Athenian Tribute Lists. 
But Thucycides, though in exile, was an Athenian citizen, and the trib
ute lists must reflect the official Athenian view of the members of the 
Delian League.76 Furthermore, the most important general discussions 
of the concept of polis are found in Plato’s dialogues and in Aristotle’s 
political treatises. Plato was an Athenian citizen, and Aristotle, though 
born in Stageiros in Thrace, spent most of his adult life in Athens.

The only way of testing whether an investigation of the concept of po
lis based on all sources will be biassed by being too Atheno-centric is 
first to distinguish between Athenian and non-Athenian sources, and 
then to compare the concept of polis in the Athenian sources with what 
we find in ail the non-Athenian authors and documents. A preliminary 
investigation points to a remarkable degree of agreement between the 
Athenian view of the polis and what we know about the concept of the 
polis in the rest of the Greek world.
Let me adduce four examples.

1. Apart from Thucydides, our principal source for the meaning and 
uses of the term polis in the fifth century is Herodotos, and he was not an 
Athenian but a Halicarnassian who probably spent the last two decades 
of his life in Thourioi. If we focus on the intension of the term polis we 
note, for example, that Herodotos and Thucydides both take a bouleuter- 
ion to be the public building which constitutes a polis in the sense of a 
self-governing community.77 And if we examine the extension of the 
term polis we can compare the two historians’ classification of the 
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Greek settlements from Argilos west of the river Strymon and to Potei- 
daia on Pallene. Herodotos lists the poleis in this region in Book 7 in 
connection with Xerxes’ march through Thrace. Thucydides treats the 
same region in Book 4 in his description of Brasidas’ campagn in 424- 
22 and a number of the communities are mentioned again in the Peace of 
Nikias. A comparison between the settlements called polis by either au
thor reveals a remarkable agreement and there is no detectable disagree
ment. In the list presented here the references in brackets are to instances 
of the settlement in question being called a polis.

Aige (Hdt. 7.123.1) - not mentioned by Thue.
Akanthos (Hdt. 7.115.2; Thue. 4.85.6; 5.18.6)
Akrothoon (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3)
Aphytis (Hdt. 7.123.1) - Thue. 1.64.2 without site-classification 
Argilos (Hdt. 7.115.1; Thue. 4.103.4)
Assa (Hdt.7.122.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue.
Dion (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3)
Galefpsos] (Hdt.7.122.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue.
Kleonai (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3) 
Mekyberna (Hdt.7.122.1; Thue. 5.18.6) 
Mende (Hdt. 7.123.1 ; Thue. 4.123.1 ) 
Neapolis (Hdt. 7.123.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue. 
Olophyxos (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3) 
Olynthos (Hdt.7.122.1 ; Thue. 1.58.2; 5.18.6) 
Piloros (Hdt.7.122.1) - not mentioned by Thue. 
Poteideia (Hdt. 7.123.1 ; Thue. 1.62.1) 
Sane (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3; 5.18.6) 
Sane (Hdt. 7.123.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue. 
Sarte (Hdt.7.122.1) - not mentioned by Thue.
Sermyle (Hdt.7.122.1 ; Thue. 1.65.2)
Singos (Hdt.7.122.1; Thue. 5.18.6)
Skione (Hdt. 7.123.1 ; Thue. 4.120.1)
Stageiros (Hdt. 7.115.2; Thue. 5.18.5)
Therambos (Hdt. 7.123.1) - not mentioned by Thue.
Thyssos (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3)
Torone (Hdt.7.122.1 ; Thue. 4.110.2)

2. In his book How to Survive Under Siege Aineias the Tactician treats 
the polis both as a (walled) urban centre and as a political community 
which has to make decisions about its defence. His views of the polis are 
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so varied and illuminating that they have inspired a historian to write an 
article entitled: “Polisbegriff und Stasistheorie des Aeneas Tacticus.”78 
Who Aineias was is still in dispute but the prevailing opinion - to which 
I subscribe - is that he was Aineias of Stymphalos, general of the Arka- 
dians in the 360s.79 Thus he provides us with another non-Athenian view 
of the polis, but nevertheless one which is indistinguishable from what 
we would have got if a similar investigation of the concept of polis had 
been based on Thucydides, Xenophon and Demosthenes.

3. As stated above, the 45 questions we ask concerning every commu
nity called polis in a contemporary source have been generated by our 
investigation of how the term polis is used in all sources: a polis struck 
coins, passed laws, was protected physically by its walls and spiritually 
by its protecting divinity, etc. The references given above in note 17 are 
all from Athenian sources. But in every single case non-Athenian 
sources can be adduced to show that the activity or characteristic in 
question was an element in the concept of the polis.80

4. In the Politics Aristotle adduces some 270 historical examples to il
lustrate and exemplify his analysis of the polis. Only some 30 of his his
torical examples concern Athens whereas the ca. 240 other examples are 
drawn from a wide range of poleis, e.g. Lakedaimon, Syracuse, Kyrene 
plus some 80 other poleis. The impression one gets from reading the 
empirical part of the treatise, viz. Books 3-6, is that the work is far from 
being Atheno-centric. It may, of course, be objected that Aristotle is 
interpreting all the other poleis and their constitutions in the light of the 
Athenian constitution, but as far as we can check them Aristotle’s gener
alisations about the polis seem to be based on the non-Athenian much 
more than on the Athenian examples.

To conclude: our non-Athenian sources are so numerous and varied 
that with due caution it seems perfectly possible to counteract any ten
dency to draw a too Atheno-centric picture of the polis. Furthermore, a 
comparison between Athenian and non-Athenian sources indicates that 
an Athenian’s idea of a polis cannot have been radically different from 
what an Arkadian or a Milesian or a Syracusan thought a polis was. 
Quite the contrary.

(e)
The most serious problem we have to face is that the term polis has more 
than one meaning. In fact, it seems to have had four, since it is found in 
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the senses of (1) stronghold (2) town (3) country and (4) state. When 
used synonymously with akropolis the term polis denotes a stronghold 
and/or a small hill-top settlement.81 When used synonymously with asty 
the term polis denotes an urban centre.82 When used synonymously with 
ge or chora the term polis denotes the totality of town plus hinterland,83 
and when used synonymously with a koinonia or a plethos politon the 
term polis denotes what we today call a city-state.84

Now, recording every single attestation of the word polis found in ar
chaic and classical documents and literature must, accordingly, result in 
an inventory of poleis which comprises not only city-states, but also 
strongholds, towns, and countries. Under such circumstances an inven
tory of all localities called polis is apparently doomed to be a hotchpotch 
of settlements and of no value whatsoever. In the Polis Centre, however, 
we think that this problem is much less threatening than it appears, and 
this optimistic view is based on the following observations:

Let me first mention the relative frequency with which the four differ
ent senses occur. In archaic and classical authors and inscriptions attes
tations of polis in the sense of stronghold amount to less than one per 
hundred of all attestations, and attestations of polis where country is the 
principal sense or a secondary meaning that goes with the sense of town 
and/or state amount to less than two per hundred only. In the remaining 
ca. 98 per cent of the attestations polis is used either in the sense of town 
or in the sense of (city)-state, or the two senses are combined and indis
tinguishable. Again, in some authors, such as Herodotos and Aineias the 
Tactician, the urban sense is much more common than the political, 
whereas in Thucydides and Xenophon the sense of political community 
is about twice as common as the sense of urban centre. In inscriptions 
the political sense dominates and there are few attestations only of polis 
in the sense of town.

Next a brief discussion of the different meanings:

(a) Polis used synonymously with akropolis in the sense of stronghold is 
not only extremely rare, it is also confined to fixed formulas almost ex
clusively found in public documents, such as the provision that a certain 
document be inscribed and set up on the polis, that is on the akropolis, 
for everybody to inspect.85 Consequently it is easy to spot and identify 
the very few attestations of a locality being called polis in the sense of 
stronghold or small hill-top settlement, and even if we include such 
sources for the sake of completeness, we shall find only a handful of lo- 
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calities which are called polis in the sense of akropolis without being a 
polis in the political sense. One such example is the Attic deme Erchia, 
whose sacrificial calendar has several references to the polis, that is the 
akropolis of the deme, to be distinguished from the polis of the asty, that 
is the akropolis of all Athenians in Athens.86

(b) In a number of passages “country” or “territory” is either the prin
cipal meaning of the word polis or at least a secondary meaning where 
the principal meaning is either “state” or “town” or both.87 But when
ever polis occurs in the sense of territory, there is no doubt that the refer
ence is to the territory of a polis in the political sense. We have, for ex
ample, references to a law or a verdict prescribing that a person be ex
iled from a named polis, or that the corpse of an executed criminal be 
thrown over the border of the polis. In such passages polis must denote 
both the town and its hinterland, but obviously the reference is to the ter
ritory of a polis in the sense of “state”. Consequently we do not muddle 
up our inventory of attested poleis if we classify such communities as 
polis type A.

(c) Having discussed polis in the sense of stronghold and in the sense 
of territory we are left with two different meanings of the word polis 
which are both very common, namely (1) polis in the sense of town de
noting an urban centre and (2) polis in the sense of political community 
denoting what we today call a city-state. When constructing our inven
tory of poleis in the CPC we have to face two questions: (a) is it possible 
in our sources to distinguish between polis used in the sense of town and 
polis used in the sense of state? and (b) what happens if we simply 
record all attestations of the term polis irrespective of whether it means 
town or state?

Sometimes it is very easy to determine whether an author uses polis in 
the sense of town or state. See for example the following passage from 
Aeneas Tacticus in which the sense of town and the sense of state, both 
easily recognizable, appear only two lines apart: en bè oweßovXeuE 
xai to nXfjØog ræv xqv noXtv cpvXaoooviwv àjtô[xio0ov jtoifjoai, tv’ 
djç èXa/tOTOv bfjØev åvotkwpa ifj jioXel f] (Aen. Tact. 11.4). Here those 
who guard the town (polis') and its walls are juxtaposed with the state 
(polis) providing their pay. But in many other cases it is simply impos
sible to know which of the two senses an author has in mind and in such 
cases the correct answer is that he probably uses the term in both senses 
without distinguishing one from the other, so that it is simply pointless 
to try to establish a distinction. When, for example, Herodotos lists the 
six poleis on Athos, it is impossible to decide whether the six names he 
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mentions denote towns or states: èv ôè tcû ioØpcp touted, èç tov 
teXeutçü ô ’'A0(dç, 2avp nôktç 'EXXàç oiXT]Tai, al ôè èxtoç Sàvnç, 
Eoœ ôè tou "A0(i) olxT]|iÉvai, xàg tôte ô nÉQapg vrioicnTiôaç àvTi fj- 
JtElQWTlÔWV ÔQ[XT]TO JIOLEELV, ELOl aïÔE, AlOV, ’OXÔCpT^OÇ, ’AXQO- 

0œov, Øuoøog, KÀEœval. jiôXleç p,èv aurai aï tôv vA0ov vépovrai 
(Hdt. 7.22.3-23.1). Here the word polis is probably intended to convey 
both meanings simultaneously.

One important reason for this ambiguity in the meaning of the term 
polis is that in almost all poleis the name of the town was the same as the 
name of the state. In modern Europe there is only one example of the 
name of a state being identical with the name of the state’s principal city, 
namely Luxembourg. But in ancient Hellas, as we all know, this applied 
to nearly every polis. The toponym KÔQiv0oç, for example, can denote 
both the town Korinth and the Korinthian state88 and the ethnic oi 
KoqIvØioi is used to denote both the inhabitants of the town Korinth 
and the Korinthian citizens. So, when Xenophon, for example, tells us 
that the Korinthians feared that their polis was being betrayed, it is im
possible to know whether their concern was for the town Korinth or the 
entire Korinthian state.89

In the case of Korinth this ambiguity does not confuse us because, 
even admitting that polis is used ambiguously in such a passage, we 
know from innumerable other sources that Korinth was a polis in the po
litical sense as well as in the urban sense. Consequently it appears in our 
inventory as a polis type A. But what about all the poleis which are at
tested as polis in one passage only? If in this case we are in doubt 
whether the reference is to the town or the state, are we then, in our list 
of attested poleis, to include or to exclude the polis in question?

On the face of it, this ambiguity in the meaning of the term polis in 
our sources seems to be a major threat to the whole investigation we are 
conducting, but the difficulty in distinguishing between the sense of 
state and the sense of town does not make our investigation impossible, 
quite the contrary; it sheds light on an important aspect of the Greek po
lis.

A closer study of polis in the senses of town and state reveals that the 
term polis is not used to denote any town, but only a town that is also the 
urban centre of a polis in the sense of political community. The word po
lis has two different meanings, but its reference, its denotation, seems 
invariably to be what the Greeks called a polis in the sense of a koinonia 
politon politeias, and what we today call a city-state. Exceptions to this 
rule seem to amount to less than one percent. So far the investigation has 
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been completed for Herodotos,90 Thucydides,91 Xenophon92 and Aineias 
the Tactician93 and is being conducted for the Attic orators and for Sky- 
lax. The results look very promising and let me report them here for the 
three historians, the military expert and the geographer.

(a) Of 159 communities called polis in the urban sense in Herodotos 
133 are attested either in Herodotos’ own work or in some other source 
as poleis in the political sense as well. In 23 instances we have no con
temporary information about the political status of the urban centre in 
question, Naukratis is a case apart, and there are only two exceptions to 
the rule we have stated, namely the small settlements Anthela and Alpe- 
nos near Thermopylai, which are classified both as poleis and as komai; 
cf. infra page 41.

(b) In Thucydides 70 communities are called polis in the urban sense. 
In some five cases we are in doubt whether the community was a polis 
in the political sense as well, and there is only one attestation of a polis 
in the urban sense, which seems not to have been a polis in the political 
sense, namely Skandeia, the harbour of Kythera, the island south of La- 
konia. Skandeia is called polis in the urban sense at 4.54.1 although Ky
thera was a one-polis island with the city of Kythera as its political cen
tre.94 But even here Thucydides’ use of the term polis does not necessar
ily break the rule stated above. A distinction is made between f] ènt 
OotkdooT] JioXtç (4.54.1 ) and f] avw Jtôkig (4.54.2) which indicates that 
Thucydides took both Skandeia and Kythera to be one half of a polis, So 
Skandeia can be viewed as a part of Kythera and not as a polis in its own 
right.95

(c) In Xenophon’s Hellenika there is no detectable exception to our 
rule. In 75 out of 86 cases we can be fairly certain that a town called po
lis by Xenophon was a city-state as well; in the remaining 11 cases the 
result is a non liquet. But if we extend the investigation to cover the 
other Xenophontic treatises we find in the Poroi Xenophon’s proposal to 
increase the number of mining slaves and to found a new polis in the 
mining district.96 Here the word polis is undeniably used about an urban 
centre that was not the political centre of a polis. This is an exception to 
our rule, but it is the only one in the entire Xenophontic corpus.

(d) In Aineias the Tactician’s work polis in the sense of town obvious
ly prevails over polis used in the sense of state, whereas polis in the 
sense of territory is attested in a few passages only.97 In most cases the 
term polis refers either generally to any town under siege, or to an un
named town. But occasionally Aineias’ examples concern named poleis 
and the towns to which he refers are the following:
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Abdera
Apollonia (Pontos) 
Argos
Chalkis
Chios
Himera
Ilion
Klazomenai
Sparta
Megara
Plataiai
Poteidaia
Teos

15.9; 15.lObis;
20.4
U.8bis; 17.2; 17.4ter;
4.1; 4.2; 4.4
11.4bis;
10.22
24.12; 24.14.
28.5ter
2.2bis (polismdy,
4.10
2.3bis
31.25
18.13; 18.15; 18.19

The list is short - only 13 entries - but there is no denying the fact that 
all the towns called poleis by Aineias were poleis in the political sense 
as well. Furthermore, in several of Aineias’ references to an unnamed 
polis he takes it for granted that the town he describes was also a politi
cal community.98

To conclude, in Aineias’ treatise the term polis has several meanings 
and is used most frequently in the sense of town, sometimes in the sense 
of state and occasionally in the sense of land or country; but (he sites 
called poleis in the urban or territorial sense are all known to have been 
poleis in the political sense as well.

(e) Another text in which polis is used in the urbanistic rather than in 
the political sense is the fourth-century Periplous erroneously ascribed 
to Skylax of Karyanda. In this short text there are several hundred oc
currences of polis, in fact the highest concentration of the term in any 
extant classical Greek text. The prevailing opinion is that, in so far as 
Skylax can be trusted, he uses the term polis in the urbanistic sense on
ly and applies it to many settlements which no ancient historian would 
call a polis in the political sense and no modern historian would call a 
city-state. Moreover, the term is not infrequently used about settle
ments which, according to the usage in other sources, were certainly 
not poleis, not even in the urbanistic sense of the word. Let me quote 
the chapter on Attika and the verdict of an eminent Dutch scholar who, 
in his treatment of the Boiotian poleis in the 4th century B.C., prefers 
to avoid the term city-state altogether and has the following note: 
“Texts like Ps.-Scylax 57, in which the Attic towns of Rhamnous, Tho- 
rikos, Sounion, Anaphlystos, Peiraieus and Eleusis are referred to as
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poleis (fourth century), can be used to explore the ancient notion of po
lish

Skylax’s text runs as follows: [lEià ôè MeyaQetç elaiv ’AØT]vatu)v 
jtôXelç. xai hqcötov ifjg ’ÄTTixfjg ’EXevoiç, ou Iêqôv AfipqiQog eoti 
xai, ieî/oç. Kaià toùtô eoti SaXaptg vfjoog xai jtôàlç xai Xtpf]v. 
è'jteiia ô IlEiQaieùç xai xà oxÉXq xai ’AØfjvai. ô ôè flEiyaiEvg 
Xi|iÉvaç E/Et y’. ’AvàcpXuoxog teî/oç xai Xtp,f]v. Souvtov àxoorf]- 
QLOV xai TEL/Og. IEQÔV IÏOOElÔWVOg. 0OQIXOÇ TÊl/OÇ xai Xl|lEVEg ôuo. 
'Papvoùg TEi/oç.

If we accept this interpretation of Chapter 57 in particular and of the 
Periplous in general it follows that the only extant geographical treatise 
of the classical period is of very limited value for our inventory of archa
ic and classical Greek poleis, and that, in the case of Skylax, we must al
low not just for one or two, but for numerous exceptions to the rule we 
have established for the other authors.

However, a closer reading of Skylax’ text shows that the generally ac
cepted opinion of Skylax’ use of the term polis is based on a slightly 
misleading interpretation of how he uses the word polis as a heading. A 
typical introduction to a chapter of the Periplous runs as follows: psxà 
ôè ’Axapvaviav AixœXXa êotiv eOvoç, xat hôXeiç evaùifj sioiv ai'ÔE 
(35).100 After the heading jiôXeiç aïÔE (vel sim.) follows an enumeration 
of names of sites. In many cases Skylax simply lists the names of the 
sites without any further comment, see e.g. Chapter 42 (Achaia); but of
ten he adds a specification to many or sometimes even to all the names 
he lists, see e.g. Chapter 34 (Akarnania). The specifications used are the 
following: JiôXig, ôijroXig, tqljioXlç, tetqcoioXlç, Ieoov, Xtpijv, 
TEL/Og, VECOQLOV, EpJtOQLOV, (XXQOt, àxQ(JJTÏ]QlOV, vfjOOÇ, ÆOTOtpÔÇ, 
xôkxog, ÔQOg, /mpa, and combinations of these, e.g. jxôkig xat Xqtf]v, 
leqov xai TEi/og etc. Thus, under the heading jiôXeiç ai'ÔE vel sim. Sky
lax records not only poleis but also harbours,101 sanctuaries,102 rivers,103 
mountains104 and headlands.105 Of course, rivers, mountains and head
lands are not poleis, nor even settlements; furthermore there is no reason 
to believe that a site classified as a Ieqov, a Xi|if|V or a TEi/og was also a 
noktg unless it is explicitly stated or clearly implied.106 The inference is 
that Skylax uses the heading ai'ÔE JtoXstg in a very loose manner and he 
has no intention of conveying the impression that every site listed under 
this heading is a polis.

With this in mind let me return to the chapter on Attika quoted above 
and suggest a more cautious interpretation than the one offered by Bak- 
huizen and others. The description is introduced with the phrase e’loiv 
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’AØTjvaiwv jroXeig, and from the plural nôÀEtg we can infer that at least 
two of the communities subsumed under the heading must have been 
JtoXeig, sc. Salamis (which, being a clerouchy, is correctly described as 
a polis')101 and Athens itself (which is left without a site-classification 
but known by everybody to be a polis). None of the other sites, howev
er, is called a polis by Skylax: Eleusis is described as a sanctuary and a 
fortress,108 and if Skylax had taken it to be a polis he would have intro
duced the phrase with Jipcoir], sc.JtoXiç109 and not with jiqcotov. Fur
thermore, from the explicit reference to Salamis as a polis we can infer 
(a) that not all the sites listed after the heading jiôXelç were actually po- 
leis and (b) that the preceding site, sc. Eleusis, was probably not a polis. 
The status of Peiraieus is unclear; the information that it has three har
bours may perhaps indicate that Skylax took it to be a polis, but not nec
essarily.110 Anaphlystos is classified as a fortress with a harbour, Soun- 
ion as a promontory with a fortress and a sanctuary of Poseidon, Thori- 
kos as a fortress with two harbours1" and Rhamnous as a fortress.

A new reading of the whole Periplous along the lines indicated here 
leads to the conclusion that Skylax, of course, uses the term polis in its 
urbanistic sense, but, with a few exceptions, only about settlements 
which were poleis in the political sense as well. The most problematical 
section of the treatise is now the first section about Megaris. MeyctQeîç 
eIolv e0voç, xai jtôXelç aïôe. AlyooØEva, nfjyat, tei/oç repavEia, 
’'Aqlç (39). From the plural TtôXEiç we would expect at least two of the 
sites listed to have been poleis, but none of them is according to the gen
erally accepted view of the political organization of this region. In the 
Hellenistic period, however, both Aigosthena and Pegai were in fact po
leis"2 and we cannot preclude that both were poleis in the 4th century as 
well.113 If so they must have been dependencies of Megara. On the other 
hand it is worth noting that in an inscription of ca. 300 B.C. Aigosthena 
is classified as a kome in Megaris.114 I will leave the problem here and 
announce that a detailed analysis of Skylax will be conducted by the Po
lis Centre by Pernille Flensted-Jensen and myself and published in a 
forthcoming volume of the Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Centre.

To conclude: as is well known, authors like Herodotos, Thucydides 
and Xenophon did not care much about technical terms. It is unlikely 
that they spent long hours making sure that in every case they had used 
the term polis in accordance with the rule stated above. In my opinion, 
their use of polis simply reflects the ordinary use of the word in classical 
Greek.

Thus, I think that a generalisation is permitted, and let me sum up by 
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stating what we in the Polis Centre propose to call the lex Hafniensis de 
civitate: in archaic and classical sources the term polis used in the sense 
of “town” to denote a named urban centre is not applied to any urban 
centre but only to a town which was also the political centre of a polis. 
Thus, the term polis has two different meanings, town and state, but 
even when it is used in the sense of town its reference, its denotation, 
seems almost invariably to be what the Greeks called polis in the sense 
of a koinonia politon politeias and what we call a city-state. The lex Haf
niensis applies to Hellenic poleis only. The references to barbaric com
munities called poleis in the urban and/or in the political sense must, of 
course, be analysed separately. Whenever a term is transferred from one 
culture to describe a more or less similar phenomenon in other cultures 
it is unavoidably twisted, sometimes more, sometimes less according to 
how remote the other culture is. An obvious example is the term “state” 
as applied, for example, by historians to describe ancient Greek poleis or 
by 19th century politicians to describe contemporary African societies.

Consequently, in our inventory of archaic and classical poleis in the 
political sense of the term we can register as poleis type A not only lo
calities explicitly called polis in the political sense but also all the local
ities explicitly called polis in the urban sense, but then implicitly in (he 
political sense since we can infer from this usage that the town in ques
tion must have been a polis in the sense of state as well.

A further consequence of applying this law is the recognition that the 
concept of polis in the sense of town was much more closely connected 
with the concept of polis in the sense of state than many modern historians 
are inclined to believe. The prevailing orthodoxy is that there were city- 
states without an urban centre, or, to formulate the view in ancient terms, 
that there were poleis in the political sense which were not centred on a 
polis in the urban sense.115 This orthodoxy is without support in our 
sources and, in my opinion, it ought to be rejected as unfounded, at least 
for the late archaic and classical periods. In the Copenhagen Polis Centre 
we expect every polis in the political sense to have had an urban centre, 
perhaps so small that a modern European would call it a village rather than 
a town; but in this context it is the existence of an urban centre, not its size 
that is important. Furthermore we hope that in many cases it is possible to 
trace the physical remains of these urban centres. And by combining the 
archaeological evidence of urbanisation with the written evidence about 
polis in the political sense we hope to revive the view that in ancient 
Greece the concept of state, or rather the concept of self-governing politi
cal community, was inseparably bound up with the concept of town. The 
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traditional rendering of polis, namely by city-state, is basically correct 
and not a mis-nomer as it has become rather fashionable to say. But that is 
a separate investigation to be developed in future studies.116

Appendix I
Polis Used Synonymously with Akropolis

A study of polis used synonymously with akropolis in the sense of 
stronghold must start from the etymology of the word polis. First, it 
should be noted that the early variant form of polis, namely ptolis, is 
probably attested in the Mycenean Linear-B tablets in the form po-to-ri- 
jo. But, alas, po-to-ri-jo is not attested as a noun, only as (part of) a 
proper name,117 and we have no clue to what po-to-ri-jo can have meant 
in Mycenean Greek.

A comparison with other Indo-European languages yields better re
sults. The Greek word polis is related etymologically to Old Indian pur, 
Lithuanian pilis and Latvian pils.118 In all three languages the original 
meaning was “stronghold”, or “castle” but in Old Indian the word devel
oped the meaning “town” or “city”, whereas in the two Baltic languages 
it seems to have kept its original meaning and it is only in names, such 
as Daugapils (= Dynabourg), that the term has been applied to what is 
now a city.119

From the etymology it is reasonable to infer that the original meaning 
of polis in Greek too must have been “stronghold”. Our sources support 
this assumption, but not as unambiguously as one could have hoped for. 
In Homer polis and ptolis occur 236 times,120 but there are just two rea
sonably certain instances of the word being used synonymously with ak
ropolis: II. 4.514: gjç cpai’ outo JtTÔXtoç ôeivoç Oeoç and //. 7.370: vöv 
|ièv bôpjtov eXecfOe xaxà jitoZ.lv; in both cases the reference is to the 
akropolis of Troy.121 Admittedly, there are many more instances of polis 
denoting the castle of Troy or some other city, but in all these cases it is 
the addition of the adjective ctxpf] vel sim. which shows that the refer
ence is to the “citadel” and not to the “city”.122

There are some more examples in later poetry, for example in the Ho
meric hymn to Demeter,123 in Euripides124 and in Aristophanes.125 In At
tic prose there are a few attestations, which seem to reflect official lan
guage126 and are sometimes found in documents quoted by the author.127

It is in fact in inscriptions that we find the best evidence of polis used 
in the original sense of “stronghold” or “citadel”. Many Athenian public 
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enactments of the archaic and classical periods include formulas such as 
ypoupoai ô[è Tama ev gtéXJel xai xaTaOÊvai èp jtôàei,128 where polis 
is used synonymously with akropolis and in fact was replaced by akrop- 
olis from the beginning of the 4th century onwards.129 The Athenian of
ficial departmental style, however, seems to have reflected common 
Athenian usage as we know from Thucydides who tells us that, in his 
day, the Akropolis was still called polis by the Athenians.130 Similar for
mulas are found in inscriptions from other parts of Greece, e.g. Myke- 
nai, Eretria, and Rhodes,131 but it is worth noting how few they are.

Both in literary and in epigraphical sources the use of polis in the 
sense of stronghold is much more restricted than usually believed; and 
furthermore, with a few exceptions, this usage is only tolerated after a 
local preposition, and in certain familiar and unambiguous combinations 
such as avaygatpai tov YQappœtéa ifjç ßovkfjg èv ott)X,T|L kiØtvpi èp 
ttôæei jtqo^êvouç xai evEQyéiaç amoùg xai èxyôvoug Tfjç jtoXewç 
xfjç ’AØpvalæv.132

Let me adduce some passages from Thucydides to illustrate that even 
in Athens, where the formulaic use of polis in the sense of akropolis was 
widespread and to some extent reflected common usage, an Athenian 
would not have the meanings “stronghold” or “citadel” springing to his 
mind when he heard the word polis, except, of course, when it was ap
plied in one of the formulas discussed above. In all other cases the word 
polis would not be used synonymously with akropolis.

The word akropolis could designate both an eminence used as a set
tlement and a fortified place devoid of human habitation. Mylai in Sici
ly is an example of the first type of akropolis,133 Pylos on the Peloponne
sian west coast of the second.134 But when Thucydides tells us that the 
Akropolis was called polis by the Athenians he points out that the reason 
for this usage is that the Akropolis was once the centre of the urban set
tlement. Similarly when Dekeleia was fortified and all grain had to be 
brought by sea to Athens Thucydides has the comment that Athens had 
become a fortress instead of a polis: åvTt tov jtôLlç el vat cpQOÛQiov 
xaTÉOTp.135 This would be a strange comment if polis had been com
monly used in the sense of stronghold or fortress. On the contrary the 
comment suggests that a polis was, essentially, different from a phrou- 
rion, i.e. a town, not a fortress.

So the use of the word polis to designate an akropolis was probably re
stricted to akropoleis that were centres of human habitation. On the other 
hand, the akropoleis which were called poleis did not have to be the cen
tres of a polis in the political sense of the term, as were e.g. the akropoleis 
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of Athens or Korinth. The word could also be used to denote the akropo
lis of a civic subdivision, such as an Attic deme. The sacrificial calendar 
of Erchia, for example, regulates the cults of Athena Polias and Zeus Po- 
lieus, both located in the polis, i.e. on the akropolis of Erchia,136 and ex
plicitly distinguished from the polis in the asty, i.e. the Akropolis of Ath
ens.137 Similarly, Thucydides mentions a kome in Lokris called Polis,138 
and according to Pausanias the ruins of Old Mantineia could still be seen 
on a mountain called Ptolis.139 In both cases the name Polis is probably 
used synonymously with the noun akropolis in its original sense of 
“stronghold” and applied to a small settlement situated on an eminence.

The cults of Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus deserve a further note. 
The epithets Polias and Polieus seem to be derived from polis in the 
sense of akropolis.140 Admittedly, in the classical period Athena Polias 
and Zeus Polieus were interpreted as protectors of the polis, not just of 
the akropolis,}4[ but that is a secondary meaning of the epithet developed 
only after the connection between polis = akropolis and the epithets Po- 
lias/Polieus had been forgotten or at least obscured.142

To sum up: The Indo-European etymology strongly suggests that the 
original meaning of polis was “stronghold” or “citadel”, and that the 
word may have signified a settlement on a fortified eminence, like Dre- 
ros or Anavlochos. Our early written sources confirm that in certain 
contexts polis could be used synonymously with akropolis, but this 
meaning of the word, already rare in the archaic period, died out in the 
classical and Hellenistic periods, and in the Roman period only men of 
learning would know that polis had once been used synonymously with 
akropolis, as is apparent from a passage in Plutarch’s life of Pelopidas: 
TOV Ô’ IÊQOV kÔ/OV (0Ç CpOOL OWETOt^CtTO rOQYtÔOÇ JTQCOTOÇ E^ ÖV- 
öomv ehlXéxtwv TQiaxooiwv, olç f] JiôXtç aoxT]Oiv xat ôtatTav ev Tfj 
KaôpEiçt OTQaTOJiEåEvopÉvoig naoEt/E. xcii ôià tovØ’ ô ex jcôXewç 
Àô/oç ExaXovvTO. xàç yàp àxQOJTÔXEiç èjtielxcôç ol tôte jiôXelç 
cpvôpa^ov.143 In the same vein Pausanias notes that, in his day, the 
Athenian Akropolis was no longer called polis: ’A9r|VÔig dyaXpa èv Tfj 
VW àxQOJlÔX,El, tote ôè ôvopa^Évp jtôXel.144

Appendix II 
Polis Used in the Sense of Country

When used in a topographical sense rather than in a personal-political 
sense polis means “town” and is often opposed to terms such as agros'45 
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or ge146 or chora.^1 One of the most illuminating attestations of this 
meaning of the term polis is the 4th-century B.C. boundary stone from 
Paros inscribed: ÖQOg JtoXetog.148 Since Paros was a one-/?o/A-island, the 
stone can not have marked the boundary between two poleis; it must 
have marked the line between the town (polis) and its hinterland; cf. the 
reference in Aristotle’s Politics to laws prescribing how much land a cit
izen may own in the immediate vicinity of the town.149 Such laws pre
suppose that it is known where the town ends and the countryside be
gins.

Occasionally, however, polis denotes both the town and its hinterland. 
It is used as the generic term for chora-phis-asty150 or for chora-p\us-po- 
lis (where polis is used in the specific sense of town).151 In such cases 
polis carries the meaning “country”, as we should say. This is only what 
we should expect. It is a common linguistic phenomenon that, in a pair 
of antonymes, one of the two opposed words may also be used to denote 
the whole category.152 In many Indo-European languages the words for 
urban centre and countryside form a pair of antonyms, e.g. city/country 
(English) Stadt/Land (German) cité/pays (French) and by/land (Danish). 
Only in ancient Greek was it the word for town (polis) which came to 
denote the totality of town-plus-country, whereas in modern European 
languages it is invariably the word for country which is used about the 
entity of urban and rural sites.153 What is more surprising is that in a few 
cases polis may take on the sense of countryside alone almost to the ex
clusion of its urban centre:

Hdt. 7.58.2: ô ôè xot’ fpretQov otqotôç ... ejtoiéeto ttjv ôôov bid 
Tfjg Xeqoovtiood ... ôtà péortç noQevopevoç jtôXloç Tfj oirvopa 
Tuy/àvet éôv ’Ayogf].

Xen. Hell. 5.4.49: là hqôç ëœ Tf|Ç Tœv Opßatov Jiôkewg èôf|ov (ô 
’Ayr]0iX.aoç) pé/gi irjç Tavaygatov. etl yotQ tote xoti ttjv Tâvaypav 
ol JtEQi 'YjtaTÔôtûQOv, cptÀot ovTEÇ Tcov AaxEÔaipovtwv, El/OV.

In both these passages polis is used to denote the countryside alone: 
Xerxes’ army did not march through the gates of the city of Agore, and 
Agesilaos pillaged “the eastern part of the territory of Thebes up to the 
territory of Tanagra”, and not “the countryside east of the city of Thebes 
up to the city of Tanagra”.154

An inspection of the attestations of polis in the sense of country 
shows that it is not used about the hinterland of any urban centre, but on
ly about the hinterland of an urban centre which was the centre of a po
lis in the sense of political community. In most cases, in fact, “territory” 
is a better rendering than hinterland or countryside.155 Some attestations 
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are from a law or a verdict that a person be exiled from a named polis156 
or that the corpse of an executed criminal be thrown over the border of 
the polis.157 Other attestations concern the borders between two or more 
poleis.{5*

The investigation of polis in the sense of territory leads to the follow
ing supplement to the lex Hafniensis'. when the term polis is used in the 
sense of country or territory the reference is always to the territory of a 
polis in the political sense; there is no attestation of polis being used 
about the territory of a subdivision of a polis, such as a deme or a kome, 
or about the territory of a plurality of poleis or about a whole region. It 
such cases the proper term to use is choral This may seem very com
monplace and almost too obvious to be stated as a general rule. Yet the 
observation is not without importance. Its corollary is that the (infre
quent) occurrences of polis in the sense of country will not upset our in
ventory of all poleis in the political sense attested in archaic and classi
cal sources, since the word polis, even when it is used synonymously 
with chora or ge in the sense of country, must refer to what was a polis 
in the sense of a koinonia politon politeias. Thus, apart from the few at
testations of polis in the sense of akropolis, the word polis is used in 
three different senses, namely ( 1 ) town (2) country and (3) state but the 
object referred to by the term in sense (1) and (2) seems invariably to be 
a political community of the type called polis by the Greeks and city- 
state by modern historians.

The habit of using polis in three different senses all referring to the 
same denotatum is reflected in the way the Greeks named their poleis. It 
is common knowledge that the people of an ancient Greek city-state 
used the same name to denote the city and the state. Thus, Korinthos is 
either the name of the Korinthian state or of its urban centre.160 What is 
hardly ever discussed is that the name of the state and city was also com
monly used to designate the countryside. Thus the name Tanagra desig
nates either the Tanagraian state (Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) or its urban centre 
(Heraclides 8 in GGM Ip. 101 ) or its hinterland (Thue. 1.108.1 ), just as 
the term polis can be used to designate the Tanagraian state (Thue.
4.91.1 & 93.4) or the town (Heraclides 8 in GGM I p. 101) or the territo
ry (Xen. Hell. 5.4.49). Let me add that the case of Tanagra is not an ex
ception; rather, it is the rule, and other examples of names of town which 
can be used about the territory as well include Chaironeia (Lycurg. 
1.16), Haliartos (Xen. Hell. 3.5.17), Koroneia (Arist. Mir. 842b3), Leba- 
deia (Xen. Mem. 3.5.4), Mykalessos (Paus. 9.19.5), Orchomenos (Thue.
1.1 13.2), Oropos (Hyp. 3.16), Plataiai (Xen. Hell. 5.4.48), Siphai (Arist.
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Part. An. 696a5) and Thebes (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25), to mention just the ex
amples from Boiotia.

Appendix III
Herodotos’ Use of “Polis” in the sense of “Town”

The term polis occurs 469 times in Herodotos’ work. In some 320 pas
sages the only or the principal meaning is “urban centre’’ or “town”;161 in 
some 85 passages it is “political community” or “state”162 and in 5 pas
sages it is “country” or “territory”.163 In the remaining ca. 60 passages 
there is no way of deciding whether the principal meaning is “town” or 
“state” or “country”.164 There is no occurrence in Herodotos of polis be
ing used synonymously with akropolis in the sense of “stronghold”.165 
The overlap between the different senses of the word makes it impos
sible to give more precise figures, and although town is the most com
mon meaning of polis in Herodotos “community” is a connotation 
which goes with “town” in many of the 320 passages. Occasionally the 
term is used about one or more unnamed poleis,166 but in most passages 
the reference is to one or more identifiable communities and here the 
word polis appears juxtaposed with the name(s) of the pol(e)is in ques
tion.167 A count shows that it is applied to 254 different named commu
nities, namely 194 Hellenic and 60 barbarian poleis. In this investigation 
I shall focus on polis used about the Hellenic communities only168 and 
reserve the treatment of barbarian poleis to a forthcoming study.

Of the 194 Hellenic poleis 34 are referred to in the political sense on
ly,169 one is called polis in the territorial sense only,170 whereas 159 com
munites are referred to as being poleis either in the urban sense only or 
in both the urban and the political sense of the term or, in a few cases, in 
both the urban and the territorial sense. Let me adduce a few examples: 
Thespiai is called a polis once in Herodotos, viz. at 8.50.2 and here in 
the urban sense: ô yào ôtà Boiœrœv xyouropevog oipotTog ripa 
èpjtQf](jaç Oeotciéwv rijv JtoXtv ... r)xé te èç xàg ’Adqvag ... At 7.122.1 
five poleis on Sithonia are referred to as poleis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too: ô vauuxog otqoitoç ... 
KaQOtiTEtßETo 'EXkî]vtbaç toloôe jtôXlç, ex Târv vÉaç te xat OTçaTiqv 
TtaQ£Ä.a[ißavE, Toq(üvt]v, Takrppov, Sêq|tijXt)v, MiqxvßEQVocv, ’'OXvv- 
Oov. f] pév vuv xcoqî] otVTTi SiOœvtq xaÀÉETai. Tenedos is referred to as 
a polis in the urban sense at 1.151.2: E v Tevéôcü ôè pia oixESTOti JtôXtç, 
but it is included among the poleis in the political sense mentioned at 
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1.151.3: Aeoßtoioi pév vw xai TeveötoiGL, xotia nep ’Iœvœv toîol 
tcxç vr]ooi)ç e/ovoi, rjv ôeivôv oùôév. Tfjoi ôè Xoinfjoi nôXioi eaôe 
xoivfj ’'loci EJieoOai ... Kyrene is called polis in the urban sense at
4.164.3, but in the territorial sense at 4.156..3: ... xai EXiiaav vfjoov 
è jtl Aißup x£ip,ÉVT|v, ifj ovvopa ... èoTi nkaiÉa. À-éyETai bè Vor) el vat 
f] vrjooç ifj vov KuQT]vaut)v JtoXt.

Below follows an alphabetically ordered list of the 159 Hellenic com
munities which in Herodotos’ work are called polis in the urban sense. 
After the name of the settlement I have recorded (in italics) all occur
rences in Herodotos of polis in the sense of town being used for the 
settlement in question. Next, I have cited one or more sources which 
show that the community was a polis in the political sense too. The evi
dence adduced is selective and in many cases I find it sufficient to cite 
one (good) archaic or classical source in which the locality in question is 
called a polis in the political sense.171 Often it is Herodotos himself who 
in another passage has a reference to the town as a polis in the political 
sense. In many other cases the reference given is to Thucydides or 
Xenophon or Demosthenes or an archaic or classical inscription, etc. In 
quite a few instances, however, there is no attestation of the settlement 
being called polis in the political sense in any archaic or classical 
source, and here other sources must be adduced, e.g. an entry in the 
Athenian tribute lists, or evidence of proxenoi or theorodokoi, or coins 
struck by the city etc. Admittedly to be recorded in the tribute lists does 
not amount to proof that the settlement in question was a polis, but a 
combination of Herodotos' mention of the settlement as a polis in the ur
ban sense with an entry in the Athenian tribute lists is in my opinion a 
very strong indication that the settlement must have been a polis in the 
political sense as well as in the urban sense. The same line of argument 
applies to towns which had a mint, etc.

To conclude, the investigation shows that of the 159 communites 
called polis in the urban sense 133 are attested either in Herodotos’ own 
work or in some other source as poleis in the political sense as well. In 
23 instances172 we have no other contemporary information about the 
political status of the urban centre in question. It may have been a polis 
in the political sense, but we do not know. Next, at 2.178.1 Herodotos 
seems to refer to Naukratis as a polis and at 2.179.1 as an emporiorv, but 
the prevailing view is that Herodotos is using polis in a loose sense and 
that Naukratis was a emporion, not a polis.173 Yet, as duly noted by Aus
tin in his description of Naukratis, “Herodotos is making a fundamental 
distinction between the residents of the polis and those who only came 
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for trade but did not settle permanently in Naukratis ... It seems rather 
that we are dealing with, so to speak, a double Naukratis, the first com
posed of citizens resident on the spot, the second of foreigners not in
cluded in the civic organization.”174 Thus, the probability is that Naukra
tis became a polis in the political sense already during the reign of Am- 
asis and not in the fourth century only.175 Finally, in two cases a commu
nity which Herodotos calls polis in the urban sense is referred to in an
other chapter as being a Rome. The two communities are Anthela and 
Alpenos. Anthela was a small settlement in Oitaia near Thermopylai. At
7.176.2 it is called a polis but when referred to again at 7.200.2 it is 
called a kome. Alpenoi was a settlement in East Lokris. It is called a po
lis at 7.216.1 but a kome at 7.176.5. These are the only demonstrable in
consistencies in Herodotos’ use of the term polis. Thus, Herodotos used 
the term polis much more consistently than is commonly believed,176 
and with Anthela and Alpenos as the only exceptions Herodotos corrob
orates what was found by our study of the term polis in Thucycides and 
in Xenophon’s Hellenika'. in archaic and classical sources the term polis 
used in the sense of town to denote a named and identifiable urban cen
tre is not applied to any urban centre, but only to a town which was also 
the political centre of a polis in the sense of “state”. The term polis is 
used in two different meanings, “city” and “state” but the reference 
seems, with two exceptions, to be what the Greeks called polis in the 
sense of a koinonia politon politeias and what we today call a city-state. 
The consistency with which Herodotos uses the term polis should not be 
ascribed to a particular interest in political terminology. As in the case of 
Thucydides and Xenophon the presumption is rather that his way of ap
plying the term polis followed common Greek usage in the archaic and 
classical periods.

List of poleis
Abai 8.33.1, in 346 exempted from the dioikismos of the

Phokian poleis (Paus. 10.3.2).
Abdera 1.168.T, 7.109.1, a Tean colony; called polis in the per- 

sonal/political sense by Anakreon fr. 100, Diehl. (Isaac 
73-108).

Abydos 5.117.1, a Milesian colony; called polis in the political 
sense by Xen. in Hell, at 4.8.36. (Cook 56-7).
5.94.2, ’Af/iXX-Etov] restored in the assessment decreeAchilleion
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Aigaiai

Aige

Aigina

Aigiroessa

Aineia

Ainos

Ai olid ai

Akraiphia

Akrothoon

of 425/4 (/G I3 71 col. 3.137); coins struck ca. 350-300 
(Head 540). (Cook 180).
1.149.1, One of eleven Aiolian poleis; the A’iyaiEÏç are 
referred to by Xen. at Hell. 4.8.5 as forming an inde
pendent political community .
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; AlydvTtoi in 
the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 269 col. 3.4). (Zahrnt 
142).
5.83.2; 6.88.1, called polis in the political sense at
2.178.3 and 8.46.1, cf. 8.42.1 &49.1
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, unknown from 
other sources. The identification with the Aiolian city 
Elaia mentioned by Strabo at 13.1.67 seems unfounded.
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; Alveäxai 
in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 266 col. 2.34). 
(Zahrnt 231-3); coins struck from before 500 to ca. 350 
(Head 214); theorodokos appointed in 359 (ZG IV2 94 
lb. 10). (Zahrnt 142-4).
4.90.2; 7.58.3. Implicitly referred to as a polis by Anti
phon at 5.78; Aivlol in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 
260 col. 6.15); coins struck ca. 450 onwards (Head 
246-7); theorodokos appointed in 359 (ZG IV2 94 
lb.46). (Isaac 140-6).
8.35.1. For the otherwise unknown AloXiôéwv Valcke- 
naer conjectured AtXatéœv, and Lilaia was one of the 
Phokian poleis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.1). Accept
ing the the MSS reading we have no other source. The 
possible location of Aiolidai is discussed most recently 
by J.M. Fossey in The Ancient Topography of Eastern 
Phokis (Amsterdam 1986) 54-5.
8.135.1, called polis in the political sense by the Oxy- 
rhynchus historian at 19.3, Chambers.
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense. In 
contradistinction to the other five poleis on Athos listed 
by Herodotos at 7.22.3, Akrothoon is not attested in the 
Athenian tribute lists, (Zahrnt 150-1), but the 
’AxqoOoiol are recorded in the assessment decree of
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Alalia

Alpenos

Amphikaia
Amphissa

An tandro s

Anthele
Antikyra
Aphytis

Apollonia

Apollonia

Argilos

Argos

Artake

422/1 (/G I3 77 col. 5.33).
1.165.1, a Phokaian colony and probably a polis in the 
political sense during the few years of its existence. 
(Morel 861 ).
7.216.1, called kome at 7.176.5. In an honorary decree 
of 271/0 a certain fp^txoç ’Akrubviog is recorded as 
the Lokrian hieromnemon (Syll3 419) and the city
ethnic ’AXjiwvftou] is also attested in CID II 126.1, C3.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
8.32.2, To judge from Aischines’ account at 3.123-9 
Amphissa was undoubtedly a polis in the political 
sense. In the Delphic accounts of 337/6 a citizen of 
Amphissa is recorded as one of the two Lokrian hie- 
romnemones (CID II 74 I 37-8).
7.42.1, called polis by Alkaios (PLF Z13); one of the 
’Axiatat jiôXelç mentioned by Thue, at 4.52.3 where 
polis is used in the political sense; ’'AvTavlôjQofç] in 
the assessment decree of 422/1 (IG I3 77 col. 4.15). In 
410 the Antandrians voted to give politeia to the Syrac
usans (Xen. 77e//. 1.1.26).
7.176.2, called kome at 7.200.2.
7.198.2, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; ’Acpirraloi in 
the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 261 col. 1.1); fragment 
of coinage decree found in Aphytis (M&L 45); theoro- 
dokos appointed in 359 (IG IV2 94 lb.24); coins struck 
in the 4th cent, before the conquest by Philip (Head 
209-10). (Zahrnt 167-9).
4.93.1 (in the Pontic), a Milesian colony; described as 
an oligarchy by Aristotle in Pol. 1306a9-10. (Isaac 
241-7).
9.93.1; 9.94.2 (in Illyria); called polis in the political 
sense by Aristotle in Pol. 1290b 11-2.
7.115.1, an Andrian colony (Thue. 4.103.3); called po
lis in the political sense in the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 
5.18.5). (Isaac 52-4).
6.82.P, 6.82.2, called polis in the political sense at
7.151.1,
4.14.2, cf. 6.33.2, a Milesian colony (Anaximenes of 
Lampsakos [FGrHist 72J fr. 26 = Strab. 14.1.6; Steph.
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Assa

Athenai

Barke

Byzantion
Charadra
Chios

Dardanos

Daulis
Delphoi

Dikaia

Dion

Drymos
Eion

Elateia
Ephesos

Byz. 127.13).
7.122.1, probably to be identified with Assera (Zähmt 
162-7), one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho- 
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the 
political sense of the term; ’Aooepiiai in the Athenian 
tribute lists (/G I3 263 col. 3.17). (Zahrnt 162-3).
6.99.2; 7.133.2; 7.140.2; 8.41.3, called polis in the po
litical senseat 1.30.4; 1.59.6; 5.91.2; 5.97.1; 8.44.1.
4.160.1-, 4.200.1-, 4.200.2; 4.203.1, 2. It is apparent 
from Herodotos’ account (4.160-204) that Barke was a 
polis in the political sense and the term polis is used 
principally in the political sense at 4.202.2.
4.87.2; 6.33.1.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.142.4; 6.27.2, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called po
lis in the political sense at 2.178.2.
5.117.1; 7.43.2, where Dardanos is described as 
“bounding on Abydos”; one of six Hellespontine po
leis; Aapbavêç in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 267 
col. 1.24). (Cook 60).
8.35.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.1).
8.36.2, called polis in the political sense in the account 
of the naopoioi of 358 B.C. (CID II 31.1 ).
7.109.1, ’Aixaiot naoå ’'AßÖEQa in the Athenian trib
ute lists (IG I3 263 col. 3.19-20); coins struck ca. 500- 
450 (J.M.F. May in AC (1965) 1-21). (Isaac 109-11).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense; Aiëç 
àji[ô t]ö ’'AOo in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 269 
col. 2.35). (Zähmt 182-5).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
7.113.1, ruled by Boges and thus a polis in the political 
sense as well; coins struck ca. 500-450 (Head 197); 
(Isaac 60-3 takes Eion to be a military base only and not 
a true settlement); called emporion by Thue, at 4.102.4.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.26.2bis; 1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called 
polis in the political sense in the arbitration treaty 
between Miletos and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 
113.28 & 38).
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Epion

Eretria

Erochos
Erythrai

Galepsos

Gigonos

Gonnos

Gryneia

Hekatonnesoi

Heraion

4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia, see Xen. Hell. 
3.2.23 & 30 where Epeion is included among the peri- 
oikic poleis ruled by Elis. (Heine 88).
6.99.2; 6.100.2; 6.101.2; 6.101.3, referred to as a polis 
in the political sense at 8.46.2, cf. 8.42.1.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.142.4, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense in the arbitration treaty between Miletos 
and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 113.15 & 38).
7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a 
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too. I follow ATL (Gazetteer 477) in be
lieving that Takriipôç is Herodotos’ or somebody elsc’s 
error for *rdX.T], cf. the Pa/aiToi in the assessment de
cree of422/l (IG I3 77 col. 5.24). (Zahrnt 178-9).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; Tiyovoc, 
in the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 278 col. 6.32). 
(Zahrnt 179-80).
7.128.1; 7.173.4, in Perrhaibia (Helly 1.75); f] JiôXiç f] 
TovvétDV in Hellenistic decrees (Helly II no. 5.1-2, 3rd 
cent, etc.); bronze coins of the early 4th cent. (Helly 
1.75).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, see Hekataios 
(JFGrHist 1) fr. 225 = Steph. Byz. 213.12 (see White- 
head 119); rçmvEiêç in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 
265 col. 1.17); the ethnic rquvEÏç attested in apsephis- 
ma quoted by Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 2; coins struck 
in the 3rd cent. B.C. (Head 555). (Heine 89-90).
1.151.2, included among the poleis in the political 
sense mentioned at 1.151.3; coins struck in the 4th cent. 
(Head 563).
4.90.2, same as Heraionteichos (Dem. 3.4), a Samian 
colony (Harp. s.v.). It was certainly a polis in the politi
cal sense in the mid 3rd cent. B.C. (F.Delphes III 3 207) 
and presumably in the early 5th cent, as well. (Isaac 
203).
8.23.1, called polis in the political sense in the treatyHistiaia
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Hyampolis
Hyele

Hyria

Itanos

Kardia

Karene

Kampsa

Kasmenai

Kasthanaia

Kil la

Klazomenai

Kleonai

with Keos of 363/2 (Syli.3 172.3).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.167.3, a Phokaian colony (Elea, Velia). (Morel 858- 
61).
7.170.2-, 7.170.3, allegedly a Cretan colony east of Tar
ent, cf. Strab. 6.3.6.
4.151.2, For Itanos as a political community, and prob
ably a polis, see tovç ’Ixaviovç in an archaic law from 
Lyttos (SEG 35 991.4); coins struck in the 5th and 4th 
cent. (Head 469-70).
6.33.3; 6.36.2; 6.41.1; 7.58.2; 9.115.1, called polis in 
the political sense by Demosthenes at 23.181-2. (Isaac 
187-8).
7.42.1, in Mysia; the ethnic Kapryvotioi attested in a 
psephisma quoted by Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 2.
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; probably 
to be identified with *Sxatpa, cf. Sxacpoaiot in the 
Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 279 col. 2.49); coins struck 
before ca. 480 (Head 212).(Zähmt 231-3).
7.155.2, Syracusan colony (Thue. 6.5.2), see A. di Vita, 
“Town Planning in the Greek Colonies of Sicily from 
the Time of their Foundations to the Punic Wars,” in 
J.P. Descæudres (ed.), Greek Colonies and Native Pop
ulations (Oxford 1990) 350.
7.183.3; 7.188.1, called kome by Strabo at 9.5.22; it 
was probably synoikized with Demetrias in 294 and 
may on that occasion have changed its status from polis 
to kome. (Stählin 51 -2, 68)
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, mentioned again 
by Strabo at 13.1.62. Apart from Herodotos’ classifica
tion of Killa as a polis nothing is known about its status.
1.142.3 5.123.1, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called po
lis in the political sense at 2.178.2 and in the arbitration 
treaty between Miletos and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 
113.21 & 38).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos, called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense;
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Kolophon

Kombreia

Kroton

Kyme

Kyrene

Lampsakos

Larisa

Lebedos

Lepreon

Lipaxos

Madytos

KXeovai in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 278 col. 
6.23). (Zahrnt 194).
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis\ called polis in the 
political sense in a decree of ca. 334 B.C. (AJP 56 
[1935] 3.11, 16 p. 378).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; otherwise 
unknown apart from the ethnic KopßQEcrrai which is 
attested in SEG 38 681 (1st cent. A.D). (Zahrnt 198-9).
3.137.3, listed as a polis in the political sense at 8.47.1, 
cf. 8.42.1 &49.1.
1.149.1; 5.123.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; the city
ethnic Kvpotïoç is attested at 5.37.1 where Kyme is 
listed as a polis in the political sense, ruled by a tyrant; 
Kupatot in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 261 col. 
5.2); coins struck from ca. 600 onwards (Head 552-3). 
4.156.3; 4.164.3; 4.203.1; 4.203.2bis, called polis in the 
political sense in the foundation decree of the 4th/7th 
cent. (M&L 5.3-4).
5.117.1, a Phokaian colony; Aapcpoaxevot in the Athe
nian tribute lists (ZG I3 269 col. 2.10); coins struck ca. 
500 onwards (Head 529-30).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; called polis in the 
urban sense by Xenophon in Hell, at 3.1.13; and in Gy
ro/?. at 7.1.45; A[op)i(ja] restored in the assessment de
cree of 425/4 (ZG I3 71 col. 3.130); cf. Cook 196-8.
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense in the arbitration treaty between Miletos 
and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 113.25 & 38).
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; called polis in 
the political sense by Thucydides at 5.31.4-5; 
AeJtQeàTOti recorded on the Serpent Column (M&L 
27.11).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; cf. Steph. 
Byz. 418.7 but virtually unattested in other sources. 
(Zahrnt 199).
9.120.4, McxbuTtoi in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3
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Makistos

Maroneia

Mekyberna

Meliboia
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Mesambria 
(Pontic)

Mesambria 
(Thrace) 
Miletos

Myrina

Myous

Naukratis

Naxos
(the island)

271 col. 2.34); coins struck ca. 350 and later (Head 
260); (Isaac 194).
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; see Xen. Hell. 
3.2.25, 30, cf. 23 where Makistos is included among 
the perioikic poleis ruled by Elis.
7.109.1, MaoovÎTai in the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 
260 col. 6.19); coins struck from ca. 500 onwards 
(Head 248-52; A.B. West in NNM 40 [1929]).
7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a 
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too; called polis in the political sense in 
the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.6). (Zähmt 203-4).
7.188.3, proxeny decree of the 3rd cent, passed by Tasos 
for a citizen of Meliboia (Michel 463); coins struck ca. 
400-344 (Head 301). (Stählin 50).
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; called polis in 
the political sense by Thucydides at 4.121.2. (Zähmt 
200-203).
4.93.1, a colony founded in ca. 510 by Megara, Byzan
tion and Chalkedon, called polis in the political sense at
6.33.2,
7.108.2, unknown from other sources apart from a 
bronze coin of the 1st cent. (Head 248).
1.142.3; 6.7.1; 6.18.1; 6.20.1, one of twelve Ionian po
leis', called polis in the political sense in the arbitration 
treaty between Miletos and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 
113.8-9 & 32).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis', MuQivaioi in the 
Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 265 col. 1.11); coins struck 
in the 4th cent. B.C. (Head 555).(Heine 92).
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis', called polis in the 
political sense in the arbitration treaty between Miletos 
and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 113.8-9 & 32).
2.178.1, f] Jtôkig f] NomxpaTLT[d)v] in an honorary de
cree of the 4th cent. Flinders Petrie, Naukratis I (1886) 
p. 63 no. 3; Athenian proxeny decree of 349/8 for 
©eoyévpç ô NomxoaTiiï]ç (IG II2 206).(Austin 29-33). 
5.30.3; 5.30.4; 6.96.1, called polis in the political sense 
by Thucydides at 1.98.4.
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Neapolis

Neon

Neonteichos

Nonakris

Notion

Noudion

Oasis polis

Oaxos

Olbia

Olophyxos

Olynthos

Ophryneion

Paion

7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; NeoijtoX.[iç] in 
the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 267 col. 2.29 versus col. 
3.5).(Zahrnt 207).
8.32.1', 8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 
10.3.2); coins struck in the archaic period (Head 343).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, cf. Steph. Byz. 
472.14 but unattested in other sources.
6.74.1', 6.74.2bis, called polisma by Pausanias at 
8.17.6, otherwise unattested; cf. J. Hejnic, Pausanias 
the Perieget and the Archaic History of Arcadia 
(Prague 1961) 38.
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, unattested in 
other sources.
4.148.1, one of six poleis in Triphylia; unattested in 
other sources.
3.26.1, a Samian colony in Libya; cf. F. Chamoux, 
Cyrène sous la monarchie de Battiades (Paris 1953) 64; 
N. Jones, Public Organization in Ancient Greece (Phil
adelphia 1987) 195.
4.154.1, called polis in the political sense in a 6th cen
tury law (I.Cret II.v no.l = Koerner 101).
4.79.2 (oi èv BoqlxjOeveltewv ifj jioXt); the term cxotv 
occurs at 4.78.3 and èpjlÔQtov at 4.17.1 ; called polis in 
the political sense at Sy//3 218.14-5: to vopiapa to Tfj[ç 
hoXJewç; a Milesian colony (Hdt. 4.78.3, CAH3.3,126).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos; called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense; 
’OXocpn/oiot in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 268 
col. 2.23); coins struck ca. 350 B.C. (Head 206). 
(Zahrnt 208).
8.127.1, called polis in the political sense in the Peace 
of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.5). (Zahrnt 209-10).
7.43.2, ’O[cpQVVEiov] restored in the assessment decree 
of 425/4 (IG I3 71 col. 3.131 ); coins struck ca. 350-300 
(Head 547-8). Cf. Cook 72-7.
6.127.3, a theorodokos from Paion is recorded in the 
Delphic list of ca. 200 B.C. (BCH 45 [1921] 2.72); cf. 
Hejnic (supra s.v. Nonakris) 41.
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Paisos

Panopeis
Parapotamioi
Pari on

Paros

Pedasa

Pedieis

Perinthos

Perkote

Phokaia

Phrixai

Piloros

Pitane

5.117.1, one of six Hellespontine poleis; a Milesian col
ony according to Anaximenes of Lampsakos (FGrHist 
72 fr. 26); natoevot in the Athenian tribute lists. (IG I3 
272 col. 132).
8.35.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.1).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
5.117.1, the city-ethnic riotQir|vôç is attested at 4.138.1 
where Parion is listed as a polis (4.137.2) in the politi
cal sense, ruled by a tyrant; naptavot in the Athenian 
tribute lists (ZG I3 259 col. 6.15).
6.133.3; 6.134.2; called polis in the political sense in 
Parian decrees of the fourth century B.C. (ZG XII 5 
110.6; 111.6; 114.15).
8.104.1, at 6.20.1 the Pedaseis are referred to as a peo
ple forming a political community; IlEÖacreg in the 
Athenian tribute lists.
8.33.1, Phokian polis; mentioned by the Oxyrhynchus 
historian at 21.5, Chambers, otherwise unknown.
6.33.1, a Samian colony. neQtvûtot in the Athenian tri
bute lists (ZG I3 261 col. 5.3).
5.117.1, one of six Hellespontine poleis; a Milesian col
ony according to Anaximenes of Lampsakos (FGrHist 
72 fr. 25); according to Schol. Hom. ZZ. 11.229 [III 167, 
Erbse] situated in the territory of Lampsakos and pre
sumably a dependent polis; nepzooiot in the Athenian 
tribute lists (ZG I3 272 col. 1.33).
1.80.1; 1.142.4; 1.162.2-163.1; 1.163.3; 1.165.2;
1.165.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense at 2.178.2 and in the treaty with Myti- 
lene of the early 4th cent. (Tod 112.1, 6).
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; see Xen. Hell. 
3.2.30, cf. 23-5 where Phrixa is included among the 
perioikic poleis ruled by Elis.
7.122.1, one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho- 
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the 
political sense of the term; niXopog in the Athenian 
tribute lists (ZG I3 278 col. 6.22). (Zähmt 212-3).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; niTOtvcdoi in the 
Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 262 col. 3.24); coins struck 
in the 5th and 4th cent. (Head 537).
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Plataiai

Pistyros

Posideion

Poteidaia

Priene

Prokonnesos

Pyrgos

Rhoiteion

Salamis 
(Cyprus) 
Sale

Samos

Sane

Sane

Sarte

8.50.2; 9.51.2; 9.52. Ibis; called polis in the political 
sense by Thucydides e.g. at 2.2.2; 3.57.2.
7.109.1, polis in Thrace; called emporion by Steph. 
Byz. at 524.11 but unattested in other sources, cf. Thue. 
1.100.2 (Bresson 202).
3.91.1, a colony in northern Syria founded by Amphilo- 
chos; called polichne by Strab. at 16.2.8 & 12 and polis 
by Steph. Byz. at 533.12.
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene, called polis in 
the political sense by Thucydides at 1.66.1.
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis, called polis in the 
political sense in an honorary decree of 334 B.C. (Syll.3 
278.5-7).
4.14.2, cf. 6.33.2, called polis in the political sense at
4.15.1,
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; listed again 
among the Triphylian poleis by Polybios at 4.77.9, 
4.80.13, cf. E. Meyer, Neue Peloponnesische Wande
rungen (Bem 1957) 69-70.
7.43.2, one of the ’Axiatai JiôÀetç mentioned by 
Thue, at 4.52.2 where polis is used in the political 
sense; Tolteiov in the Athenian assessment decree of 
422/1 (IG I3 77 col. 4.16); coins struck ca. 350-300 
(Head 548). Cf. Cook 87-9.
5.115.1, called polis in the political sense at 5.104.3.

7.59.2, a Samothracian colony; unattested in other 
Greek sources.
1.142.4; 3.54.1; 3.55.1; 3.60.2; 3.139.1; 3.146.1;
6.25.2, one of twelve Ionian poleis;
7.22.3; 7.23.1, one of six poleis on Athos called polis 
by Thucydides at 4.109.3, probably in the political 
sense; called polis in the political sense in the Peace of 
Nikias (Thue. 5.18.6). (Zahrnt 219-21).
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene, mentioned again 
by Strabo at 7 fr. 27 but unknown from other sources. 
(Zahrnt 221. rejecting the identification with the Sane 
on Athos suggested by Gomme in Comm. Ill 588, 673).
7.122.1, one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho- 
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the
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Singos
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Siphnos
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Smila

Smyrna

Soloi

Sparta
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political sense of the term; SotQTCtïot in the Athenian 
tribute lists (IG I3 279 col. 2.79).
6.33.1, a Megarian colony; Athenian decree about Se
lymbria in 408-7 (/G I3 118); SeXupßQiavoi in the 
Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 267 col. 1.26); coins struck 
ca. 500-450 (Head 271).
7.33.1', 9.118.2. referred to as a political community at 
7.78.1; SÉOTLOL in the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 267 
col. 4.33);
7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a 
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too; called polis in the political sense in 
the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.8). (Zähmt 225-6).
7.123.3, in the Thermaic Gulf; unattested in other 
sources.
7.122.1, one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the 
political sense of the term; called polis in the political 
sense in the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.6). (Zähmt 
226-9).
1.76.1', 4.12.2, called a polis in the political sense of the 
term by Xenophon in Anabasis at 5.5.8 and 10.
3.58.1, called polis in the political sense at 8.46.4.
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; called polis in 
the political sense at 8.128.3, and in the Peace of Nikias 
(Thue. 5.18.8). (Zahrnt 234-6).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; SpfXXot in 
the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 278 col. 6.31). (Zahrnt 
236).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis', doikized in ca. 
545, but classified as a polis in the political sense in 1G 
II2 28.17-20 (of 387/6 B.C., restored).
5.115.2, but at 5.110.1 Soloi is juxtaposed with Salamis 
and referred to as a political community.
6.58.1', called polis in the political sense at 7.101.1 and
7.234.2,
7.115.2, called polis in the political sense in the Peace 
of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.5). (Zahrnt 238-43).
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Stryme

Sybaris 
Syrakousai 
Taucheira

Temnos

Tenedos

Teos

Tethronion
Thebai
Thera

Therambos

Therme

Thespiai

Thyssos

7.108.2, a Thasian colony; described as a chorion by 
Demosthenes at 50.22; classified as a polis by Steph. 
Byz. at 587.17 citing Androtion (FGrHist 324 fr. 31), 
but we cannot be sure that the site-classification stems 
from Androtion, see Whitehead 118-9; see also IG XII 
8 p. 79 re 361 (hierne).
5.45.1, called polis in the political sense at 6.21.1.
7.155.2, called polis in the political sense at 7.154.2.
4.171.1, coins struck ca. 480-31 (Head 874); called po
lis in the political sense by Arrian De Succ. Alex. fr. 
1.17.
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; not recorded in 
the Athenian tribute lists; coins struck in the 4th cent. 
B.C. (Head 556); called a polis in the political sense of 
the term by Xenophon in Hell, at 4.8.5.
1.151.2, included among the poleis in the political 
sense mentioned at 1.151.3; TevÉôlol in the Athenian 
tribute lists (IG I3 261 col. 1.6); coins struck from ca. 
550 to ca. 387 (Head 550).
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense in some public imprecations of ca. 470 
B.C. (Syll.3 37, 38; SEG 31 984).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
9.86.1, called polis in the political sense at 1.61.3.
4.150.2, classified under the heading polis in the politi
cal sense of the term by Thucydides at 2.9.4.
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; ©Qapßaloi in 
the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 262 col. 1.4). (Zahrnt 
187-8).
7.124.1, called polis in the urban sense by Hekataios 
(fr. 146); not attested in the Athenian tribute list; called 
a chorion by Aischines at 2.27. The attribution to 
Therme of some late archaic coins rests on no strong 
evidence (Head 203, Kraay 141).(Zahrnt 188-9).
8.50.2, called polis in the political sense in an honorary 
decree of ca. 414 B.C. (IG I3 72.6).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense, 
©booioi in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 263 col. 
3.23). (Zahrnt 189-91).
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Torone 7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too; called polis in the political sense in 
the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.8). (Zähmt 247-51).

Trachis 7.199.1, the urban centre of the Tpa/iviot, one of the 
three “tribes” into which the Malians were subdivided 
(Thue. 3.92.2).

Tritea 8.33.1, listed by Herodotos among the Phokian poleis,
but by Thucydides at 3.101.2 listed among the Lokrian 
towns of which most, and presumably all, were poleis 
in the political sense. See L. Lerat, Les Locriens de 
l’Ouest II (Paris 1952) 39, 116.

Zankle 6.23.3; 6.23.4; 6.23.5; 6.24.2; 7.164.1, a Chalkidian 
colony, called polis in the political sense at 7.154.2.

Zone 7.59.2, Zôve Jtotpà SÉQpeiov in the assessment decree
of 422/1 (7G I3 77 col. 5.27-8); coins struck in the 4th 
cent. (Isaac 130-1).

NB. At 7.123.2 Aioat is probably a corruption for AÏoa, cf. ATL, Gaz
etteer 466.

Abbreviations: ATL (Gazetteer) - B.D. Meritt, H.T. Wade-Gery & M.F. 
McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists I (Cambridge Mass. 1939) 461- 
566; Austin = M.M. Austin, Greece and Egypt in the Archaic Age. 
PCPS Suppl. 2 (1970); Bresson = A. Bresson, “Les cités grecques et 
leurs emporia," in A. Bresson & P. Rouillard, L'emporion (Paris 1993) 
163-226. Cook = J.M. Cook, The Troad (Oxford 1973); Head = B.V. 
Head, Historic Numorum (2nd edn. London 1911); Heine = Th. Heine 
Nielsen, “Was Eutaia a Polis," Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Cen
tre 2 (1995) 83-102; Helly = B. Helly, Gonnoi III (Amsterdam 1973); 
Isaac = B. Isaac The Greek settlements in Thrace until the Macdonian 
Conquest (1986) 203; Morel = J.-P. Morel, “L’expansion Phocéenne en 
occident. Dix années de recherches (1966-75) BCH 99 (1975) 853-96 
(see also PP 107 [1966] 378-420); Stählin = Fr. Stählin, Das hellenisti
sche Thessalien (Stuttgart 1924); Whitehead = D. Whitehead, “Site- 
Classification and Reliability in Stephanus of Byzantium,” Papers from 
the Copenhagen Polis Centre 1 (1994) 99-124; Zahrnt - M. Zahrnt, 
Olynth und die Chalkidier (München 1971).
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Appendix IV
Database Layout Filled in for Tanagra177

NAME (toponym and/or ethnic): Tanagra (Tanagraios).
SITE (map reference): Map 54. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.35.
SIZE OF TERRITORY: 5.
CATEGORY: A.

1. NAME & ETHNIC: Tctvotypoi (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 35, 36 = Laz-
zarini 998); TavotyQaïog (LSAG 95 no. 12; SEG 9 2.32, C4s); 
Tavay^fjog (/G VII 3055.25 C4m; 2723.2-3, C3e); 
TavayQEioç (ZG VII 522.10, C3s).

2. LOCATION

3A. CALLED A POLIS:

C6 and earlier C5 C4

Arch/Class. Thue. 4.91.1 &
93.4.

Isoc. 14.9 
(implicitly).

retrospective contemporary

later sources Strab. 9.2.25. IG VII 504-9 (C3s).

3B. CALLED A POLIS
in topographical sense

qua citadel (akropolis)
qua town (astyp Heraclides (GGM Ip. 101)8.
qua totality of territory (asty+chorap. Xen. Hell. 5.4.49. 

in personal/political sense: Thue. 4.91.1 & 93.4; Isoc. 14.9.

4. POLIS COGNATES
polites (sg./pl.)
politeia
politeuein/politeuesthai
politikos
polisma/polichne/polichnion
other
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5. ASTY + COGNATES
asty 
astos 
other

6. PATRIS + COGNATES

7. ETHNIKON-.
INDIVIDUAL COLLECTIVE

INTERNAL IG VII 540.5 = SEG 
19 335 (Clf).

Head (1911) 347-8, 
(C4f).

EXTERNAL CIDU 76 col 2. 19-20 
(335).

LSAG 95 no. 12.
(C6s); SEG 15 245
(C6s).

8. ALTERNATIVE TOPONYMS
emporion 
hieron/temenos 
korne-, eu Tfjç TavayQixïjç xaià xdtpag olxoit|iévî]Ç (Plut. 

Mor. 299C).
limen/epineion
p h rourion/teichos

9. TERRITORY name of territory: (+-chora, ge): Tavor/QCi (Thue.
3.91.3-4); f] Tavay^odot (Thue. 4.76.4); f] Tavaypaixf] (Strab. 
9.2.11). During the first federation one of the eleven Boiotian 
districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3); it comprised Delion (Thue. 4.76.4), 
Aulis (Nikokrates FGrHist 376 fr. 1; Strab. 9.2.8), Salganeus 
(Nikokrates FGrHist 376 fr. 1), the Tetrakomia, i.e. Eleon. 
Harma, Mykalessos and Pharai (Strab. 9.2.14, Fossey [1988] 
43-99 and 222-3). Tanagra was bounded on the east by Oro- 
pos (Heraclides 7-8, GGM I, 101) on the west by Skolos (be
longing to Thebes)(Hdt. 9.15.2; 5.79.2; Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) and 
on the north by Anthedon (Nikokrates FGrHist 376 fr. 1) and 
Glisas (Hdt. 9.43.1)(belonging to Thebes, Strab. 9.2.31).

10. POPULATION: casualty list of Tanagraians killed at Delion in 424
(/G VII 585. SEG 35 411).
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11. REGION: Boiotia (Thue. 1.108.1; Hell. Oxy. 19.2-4).

12. TRIBAL AFFILIATION

13. FEDERAL MEMBERSHIP: first Boiotian Confederacy 446-386
(Hell. Oxy. 19.3); Second Boiotian Confederacy 374-338 
(Isoc. 14.9); third Boiotian confederacy 338-172 (SEG 32 
476.14, Tanagraian boiotarch shortly after 338).

14. LEAGUE MEMBERSHIP

15. ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIP: alliance between Thebes, Thespiai,
Koroneia and Tanagra in 506 and earlier (Hdt. 5.79.2).

16. PARTY TO A TREATY
equal
subordinate
superior 
unknown

17. SYNOIKISM, METOIKISM, DIOIKISM, ANDRAPODISMOS,
REFOUNDATION, SYMPOLITE1A etc.
synoikism 
metoikism 
dioikism 
andrapodismos 
physical destruction 
refoundation 
sympoliteia

18. EXILES, REFUGEES

19. MILITARY MATTERS
armed forces: at Delion in 424 (Thue. 4.91.1 & 93.4). 
commanders

20. ENVOYS
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21. PROXENIA
given: (IG VII 504-09, ca. 245-10; cf. J.M. Fossey, in Ho

ros 2 LI984] 119-35).
received: Eretria (IG XII.9 203, C4s).

22. NATURALIZATION
citizenship given 
citizenship received

23. THEORODOKOI & THEOROP. Theorodokoi to host theoroi from
Delphi: èv [TJavayeai (BCHA5 [1921] 2.21, 2.150, 5.7, C2).

24. CIVIC SUBDIVISIONS: phratriai attested in a Cl list of victors
(SEG 19 335.67) see Knoepfler (1992) 430.

25. CONSTITUTION TYPE: Oligarchy: Hell. Oxy. 19.2. Probably a
Constitution of Tanagra among the 158 Aristotelian Politeiai 
(Plut. Mor. 299C, cf. Hansen [1995a] 53).

26. PUBLIC ENACTMENTS: the oldest attested public enactments
are some proxeny decrees of C3s (IG VII 504-09 = EBi 34-5).

27. OTHER MANIFESTATIONS OF LEGAL SYSTEM (ôixat åno
ompß., arbitration, [death] sentences, lawgiver etc.)

28. OFFICIALS
eponymous: archon attested only from C3s onwards (IG VII 

505), cf. Sherk [1990] 286-7.
boule: (Hell. Oxy. 19.2).
other: Tanagraian boiotarch shortly after 338 (SEG 32

476.14); otcpeÔQiaTevôvTwv ... Niovog ’Aqloto- 
vvpio TavayQpw (IG VII 2724b.4-5, ca. 280-70 
B.C.).

29. ASSEMBLY

30. PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE
bouleuterion
prytaneion
ekklesiasterion
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agora
law courts
stoas
temples/ cuit sites: temple of Hermes Promachos near the 

theatre (Paus. 9.22.2)
theatre: there are a few remains of a theatre, which may date 

from C4 (Roller 11989] 182-4).
fountain houses and drains
other

31. AKROPOLIS

32. WALLS: walled city in 457 but walls demolished by the Athenians
(Thue. 1.108.1). Existing circuit of walls of 2,2 km with 43 
towers, mostly of isodomic ashlar construction. Dated ca. 
425-375 and presumably erected after the King’s Peace (Roll
er [1974], [1987]). to teî/oç at Xen. Hell. 5.4.49 refers to the 
Theban stockade, not to the walls of Tanagra (Munn [1987] 
124-6).

33. URBANISATION: Walls enclose an area of 60 hectares (Bintliff
[1991] 201). Except, perhaps, a temple of Hermes Promachos 
near the theatre (Paus. 9.22.2) all architectural remains seem 
to be later than the reconstruction of the walls in the early 
fourth century; and the elaborate orthogonal town plan, with 
insulae of 52 x 102 metres was clearly devised to fit the exist
ing walls. Nothing of archaic and fifth-century Tanagra is vis
ible today (Roller 1987). For Hellenistic Tanagra cf. the de
scription in Heraclides, GGM Ip. 101.8.

34. MINT: Coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 446, from
before 410 to 374 (or later) (Hansen [1995] 20-1) and again 
from ca. 338 to 315. Obv.: mostly Boiotian shield but some of 
the earliest have the forepart of a bridled horse (Schachter 
[1958] 43-6); Rev.: mostly an incuse but between 410 and 374 
some have a horse’s head or the stem of a galley, legend: T, 
TA, TAN, TANA. Between 480 and 456 some are inscribed 
BO or BOI (Head 347-8; Kraay 109-14; Schachter [1989] 
85).
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35. CONTROL OF LAND OWNERSHIP
enktesis grants
other mechanisms

36. TAXATION
levied
paid

37. FREE NON-CITIZENS

38. CULTS
patron deities (polias, polieus, poliouchos): Hermes with the 

epithets Kriophoros and Promachos (Schachter 2 [1986] 
47).

other communal cults
festivals

39. CALENDAR: Roesch ( 1982) 25-28, Hellenistic.

40. COMMUNAL ORACLE CONSULTATION (incl. promanteid)

4L PARTICIPATION/VICTORS IN GAMES
Isthmian
Nemean
Olympian
Pythian
Other

42. COMMUNAL DEDICATIONS
internal
external (incl. thesauroi at Delphi/Olympia): Lazzarini 958 (= 

LSAG 95 no. 12), Olympia (C61); Lazzarini 968, Olympia 
(ca. 500); Lazzarini 987 (LSAG p. 375), Delphi (458/7); 
Lazzarini 998 (= Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 36), Olympia 
(458/7).

43. COLONIZER: of Herakleia Pontike ca. 560 (Paus. 5.26.7), Bur-
stein 15-8.
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44. COLONIZED
foundation year 
metropolis 
oikist(s)

45. FOUNDATION MYTH

46. HELLENIC/BARBARIAN POLIS
Hellenic 
barbarian 
mixed

47. BIBLIOGRAPHY: J. Bintliff, “Die Polis-Landschaften Griechen
lands: Probleme und Aussichten der Bevölkerungsgeschich
te,” in E. Olshausen & H. Sonnabend (eds.), Geographica 
Historica 5 (1991) 149-202; S.M. Burstein, Outposts of Hel
lenism. The Emergence of Heraclea on the Black Sea (Berke
ley & Los Angeles 1976); J.M. Fossey, Topography and Pop
ulation of Ancient Boiotia (Chicago 1988) 43-99; M.H. Han
sen, “Boiotian Poleis. A Test Case,” in M.H. Hansen (ed.), 
Sources for The Ancient Greek City-State. Acts of the Copen
hagen Polis Centre 2. Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes 
Selskab, Historisk-filosofiske meddelelser 72 (Copenhagen 
1995) 13-63; M.H. Hansen, “Korne. A Study in How the 
Greeks Designated and Classified Settlements which were not 
Poleis,” in M.H. Hansen and K. Raaflaub (eds.), Studies in the 
Ancient Greek Polis. Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Cen
tre 2. Historia Einzelschriften 95 (Stuttgart 1995) 45-82. [= 
1995a]; D. Knoepfler, “Sept années de recherches sur 
l’épigraphie de la Béotie (1985-1991),” Chiron 22 (1992) 
411-503; M.L. Lazzarini, Le formule delle dediche votive nel- 
la Grecia arcaica. Atti della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei 
373 (Rome 1976); M. Munn, “Agesilaos’ Boiotian Cam
paigns,” Cl.Ant. 6 (1987) 106-38; P. Roesch, Études 
Béotiennes (Paris 1982); D.W. Roller, Tanagran Studies I. 
Sources and Documents on Tanagra in Boiotia. II. The Proso- 
pography of Tanagra in Boiotia (Amsterdam 1989); D.W. 
Roller, “The Date of the Walls at Tanagra,” Hesperia (1974) 
260-3; D.W. Roller, “Tanagra Survey Project 1985,” BSA 82 
(1987) 213-32; D.W. Roller, “Recent Investigations at 
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Grimâdha (Tanagra),” Boeotia Antiqua 1 (1989) 129-63; A. 
Schachter, Cults ofBoiotia II, BICS 38.2 (1986); A.Schachter, 
“Horse Coins from Tanagra,” Num. Chron. 6.18 (1958) 43-6; 
A. Schachter, “Boiotia in the Sixth Century B.C.,” in H. Beis- 
ter and J. Buckler (eds.), Boiotika. Vorträge vom 5. Interna
tionalen Böotien-Kolloquium (München 1989) 73-86; R. 
Sherk, “The Eponymous Officials of Greek Cities,” ZPE 83 
(1990) 279-88.178
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mation of a grant or references in inscriptions to earlier events (e.g. IG II2 505.17ff and /.- 
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author or document in question, e.g. Strabo’s remark that in his days Thespiai and Tanagra 
are the only settlements which deserve to be called poleis (Strab. 9.2.5); Hellenistic prox- 
eny-decrees or alliances etc.
30 Hdt. 8.61: raina kéyovroç ØEpioroxkÉog atniç ô KoyivOioç ’AÔEi|.iavTOg è- 
jtEcpÉQETO, aiyàv te xeXeùwv tcö (.itj èoTt JiaïQÎç xai EvQ'ußiaÖT]v oùx èœv èjïit|rr]<pi^Eiv 
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32 Hdt. 1.170.3: /Qqarr) ôè xai (sc. yvcbp.r|) Jtgiv f] ôiacpOa^fjvai Tœvir)v ©akéw à- 
vôqoç MiÀT]aiou èyévETO,... ôç èxéXegê ev ßouZ.Etnf|Qiov ’'Iœvaç èxrfjoOai, ro ôè Eivai 
èv Técp, TÉorv yà(j itégov Eivai Ttuviqg, ràç ôè akkaç JiôX.taç oixEop.Évaç pqôèv f|oaov 
vo|LiitEa0ai xarà jteq eî ôfjpoi eiev.
33 Isoc. 12.179: p.Erà ôè raina ôiEÀovraç rô jrkfjØog aùrmv wç oïôv r’ qv eIç è- 
kayiorovg siç tôjtogç xaroixiaat pixyobg xai jïoXàoùç;, ôvôpaai pèv jtQoaayo- 
qet)O|iévovç ûjç jtôXêiç olxoüvraç, tt]v ôè ôùvapiv è'xovraç ékarræ rcov ôf]pit)v rcov 
trao’ f|iiîv.
34 Thuc. 2.16.2: EßaQÖvovro ôè xai xakEJtœç è'cpEQOv oixiaç te xarakEÎnovrEç xai 
lEQà a ôià jravràç pv aùroïç èx rfjg xarà rô åøxdiov Jtokirriag irctrpia ôiairdv te 
[.lÉkkovTEç ptEraßakkEiv xai oùôèv akAo t] jtôXlv tt]v avroù ànoÀEinotv Ëxaaroç.
35 Thuc. 2.15.2: èjtelôt] ôè 0t]GEÙç EßaoikEUGE,... râ te akka ôiExôop.ï]OE rpv xœgav 
xai xaraÀwaç rwv aÂAœv jtôàemv rot te ßoukEinf]Qia xai ràç ô.QX(n èg rryv vbv jtôkiv 
ouaav, ev ßoukEtnriQiov àjtoÔEi^ag xai jiQtnavEÎov, 'Çvvcdxige Jtâvrag, xai 
vEpoqÉvoug rà aîneov éxâoToug ajiEQ xai jtqo toù TivåyxaaE p.iâ jtôXei ratnyj 
XQf)GØai, f] àjidvrœv t]ôr] ^DvrEkobvratv èç ainf]v p,Eyâkt] yEvopÉvT] naQEÔôOî] ùjtô 
©qoéœg roîg è'jtEira.
36 Xen. Mem. 1.1.16: ainôg ôè JtEQi ræv åvØQrøTEiæv ctei ôieXéyeto gxojtwv ri eù- 
GEßsg, ri aaEßEg, té xakôv, ri aioxQÔv, ri ôixaiov, ri aôixov, ri oükpqogùvt], ri yiavia, 
Ti àvÔQEia, ri ÔEikia, ri Jiôkig, ri jiokirixôg, ri àoxÙ ùvOqcdjtwv, ri ày/ixog à- 
vØQWTtiov, xai JtEpi rcov äkkotv, ä roùg yièv eiôôraç; rp/riro xaXoùg xàyaHoùg Eivai, 
roùg ô’ dyvoovvrag àvôçajTOÔcbÔEig âv ôixaicog xExkfjGØat.
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37 Arist. Pol. 1253a2-4: ô âvÔQWJioç cpvøEt jtoXitixov t/nov. xai ô anoXiç ôtà tpvotv 
xai, où ôtà TÙ/rp tjtol tpaùkôg ècruv, fj xqelttwv rj åvØowjroc.
38 Soph. Ant. 370: mpinokig versus anoktç; PI. Resp. 369C: JtoXÀOÙç etç plav oï- 
xr|0iv àyEiQavTaç xoivwvoùç te xai PotjBoùç, xavip Tfj ctwoixia ÉØéptEØa Tiôkiv ovo- 
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ÔQEaoav tt]v rcôkiv ôià tô ttoôteoov vopâôag xai anoQttôT]v 'ÇmvTaç tote oweXØelv.
39 B. Holden, 77ie Nature of Democracy (Uonâon 1974) 8.
40 See e.g. A. Lijphart, Democracies. Patterns of Majoritarian and Consensus Govern
ment in Twenty-One Countries (New Haven 1984) Chapter 3, 37-45: The Universe of De
mocracies.
41 Holden (supra n. 39) 6-8.
42 All members of the UN are states. See The Charter, Chapter 2 Articles 3-4 and Rules 
of Procedure of the General Assembly 134-38.
43 Skylax 39, see the discussion infra page 30).
44 IG VII 1.18 (ca. 300 B.C.) and 207.4 (ca. 200 B.C.).
45 See A. Avram, “Poleis und Nicht-Po/eis im Ersten und Zweiten Attischen Seebund,” 
in Hansen & Raaflaub (eds.) (supra n. 15) 191-200.
46 IG II2 43 B 35-8.
47 See M. Dreher,“Poleis und Nicht-Poleis im Zweiten Athenischen Seebund,” in Han
sen (ed.) (supra n. 4) 176-8.
48 Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 168; Hdt. 7.234.2; Thuc. 5.54.1; Xen. Hell. 6.5.21; Ages. 
2.24; Lac. Pol. 15.3; Skylax 46; Isoc. 12.179; Strab. 8.4.11; Paus. 3.2.6; Polemon neyi 
Tæv èv AaxEÖaipovi jtÖXewv, p. 50 Preller. See S. Isager and J.E. Skydsgaard, Ancient 
Greek Agriculture (London 1992) 131; P.J. Rhodes (supra n. 7) 163-4.
49 Cf. the exchange of words between Agesilaos and Epameinondas in 371 reported by 
Pausanias at 9.13.2 and by Plutarch in Ages. 28.1-3.
50 M.I. Finley & H.W. Pleket, The Olympic Games (London 1976) 61. References to the 
sources are omitted from this work but can easily be supplied; we know from Hdt. 5.22.1- 
2 that competitors in the Olympic games had to be Greeks, cf. also Hdt. 2.160.3. That the 
crown was awarded the polis as well as the victor is apparent from e.g. Dem. 58.66: ô 
jràjtjïoç ô épôç 'Okupniaat vixf|oaç Jtaîôaç aTàôiov ÈOTEtpàvwoE ttjv rrôkiv, cf. Isoc. 
16.32. Several sources confirm that affiliation with a polis was a condition for participat
ing in the games: In 420 Sparta was excluded from the Olympic games but a Spartan 
named Lichas participated and had his victory proclaimed pretending that he was a Boio- 
tian (Thuc. 5.50.4; cf. Eur. fr. 282, Nauck). The Syracusans tried to bribe Kleinopatros of 
Miletos to have his victorious son proclaimed as a Syracusan (Paus. 6.2.6). Astylos of 
Kroton won three successive victories at Olympia; the second and third times he consent
ed to being proclaimed a Syracusan, whereupon the Krotoniatai confiscated his house 
(Paus.6.13.1). In 380 the victorious runner Sotades from Crete was bribed by the Ephe
sians to be proclaimed as a citizen of Ephesos and was subsequently exiled by the Cretans 
(Paus. 6.18.6). That the same rules applied at the other Panhellenic games is apparent from 
Paus. 5.2.1 -5; 6.3.9; 6.16.2 (Elis excluded from the Isthmian Games) and Paus. 8.18.8 (the 
fact that a man of Lousoi was proclaimed victor in the Pythian Games in 546 is adduced as 
proof that Lousoi was once a polis). It must be added that Kimon, although in exile, twice 
sent a quadriga to Olympia and was twice victorious. The second time he allowed Peisis- 
tratos to be proclaimed; what he did the first time is unknown (Hdt. 6.103.2).
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51 Rhodes {supra n. 5) 91-2.
52 Lévy {supra n. 7) 53-4.
53 I have once before had the same experience. Until recently it was universally ac
cepted by modern historians that the fourth-century Athenians were inconsistent in their 
way of using the terms nomos and psephisma and that the assembly often legislated by 
psephisma although the passing of all nomoi rested with the nomothetai. A collection of all 
relevant sources showed that the Athenians were much more consistent in their legislative 
procedures and in their use of the terms nomos and psephisma than modern historians had 
believed (without having examined the evidence). See M.H. Hansen, The Athenian Eccle
sia I (Copenhagen 1983) 161-206.
54 Skylax 57 (in GGM I p. 46). See the interpretation of the passage supra pages 30-32.
55 The so-called Marathonian TEipcutoXig, composed of four ôfjpoi, is apparently a 
contradiction in terms, but a plausible explanation is that the four communities were poleis 
long before they were made into demes by Kleisthenes’ reforms, see R. Sherk, “The Epon
ymous Officials of Greek Cities,” ZPE 83 ( 1990) 278.
56 Compare e.g. Hell. Oxy. 20.3, Chambers (where the small Boiotian communities syn- 
oikized with Thebes in ca. 430 are called choria) with 21.5 (where the term chorion is 
used jointly with polis about Hyampolis which was undeniably a polis in the political 
sense).
57 Thucydides uses the terms polis and polisma synonymously about the four cities in 
Doris (Thue. 1.107.2); Chaironeia is classified as a polis by the Oxyrhynchus Historian at 
19.2-3 but as a polisma by Aristophanes Boeotus (FGrHist 379) fr. 3. Cf. P. Flensted-Jen- 
sen, “The Bottiaians and their Poleis,” in Hansen & Raaflaub (eds.) {supra n. 15) Appen
dix 129-31.
58 See supra n. 48.
59 Thue. 4.56.2-57.3 (Thyrea) and 5.41.2 (Thyrea and Anthene).
60 Oion: Xen. Hell. 6.5.25-6; Tyros: E Delphes III 1 68; Belbina: Comica Adespota P. 
Oxy. 1801 col. 2.42 = Austin CGF fr. 343. Cf. Hansen {supra n. 23) 74.
61 Hdt. 7.22.3-23.1 ; Thue. 4.109.3; 5.18.6 (Peace of Nikias, where Sane is called polis)-, 
Skylax 66; IG P 269 col. 2.35 (Dion), 278 col. 6.23 (Kleonai), 268 col. 2.23 (Olophyxos), 
260 col. 8.19 (Sane), 263 col. 3.23 (Thyssos); see supra p. 24.
62 Arist. Pol. 1252b 19-20, 27-30; 1276b 1-3. See M.H. Hansen, “Aristotle’s two Comple
mentary views of the Greek Polis,” forthcoming in R.W. Wallace and E.M. Harris (eds.). 
Transitions to Empire in the Graeco-Roman World, 360-146 B.C. (Oklahoma 1996).
63 Se also the Solonian law Plut. Solon 24.4 (= Fr. 75, Ruschenbusch): JtaQE/El ö’ å- 
JiOQÎav xai ô tcûv ÔT)ixoJtoif|T(i)v vôpoç, ort YEvéaØat TtoXliag où öubwot JtXpv toïç 
cpEÙyouatv aEupuyta if]v éainxôv t] jtavEOTÉOLç ’AOfivate pETOtxtçopévoiç èjù té/vt]. I 
fully endorse the interpretation offered by S.D. Lambert, The Phratries of Attica (Ann Ar
bor 1993) 381-3, pace J.K. Davies, “The Descent Group and the Alternatives,” CJ 73 
(1978) 105-21.
64 Cf. e.g. Thue. 2.44-5; Lycurg. 1.40
65 See S. Scully. Homer and the Sacred City (Ithaka 1990); K. Raaflaub, “Homer to Sol
on. The Rise of the Polis. The Written Sources,” in Hansen (ed.) (supra n. 7) 46-59.
66 vt'v yap xev eXoiç jioX.lv EÙçvâyvLav II. 2.12, 29, 66 etc.
67 Od. 14.472; II. 1.129 (Troy); //. 18.514 (shield of Achilles); Od. 6.9 (Scheria).
68 //. 3.153 (Troy); Od. 6.262-3 (Scheria).
69 II. 18.497 (shield of Achilles); Od. 6.266 (Scheria).
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70 Od. 6.10, 266 (Scheria).
71 II. 1.39; 5.446; 7.83 (Temple of Apollon); II. 6.297-300 (temple of Athena).
72 Od. 6.9 (Scheria).
73 11. 6.242ff (palace of Priamos); Od. 4.15ff (palace of Menelaos); Od. 7.8 Iff (palace of 
Alkinoos). Cf. C. Rider, The Greek House (reprint Cambridge 1965), Chapter xiv: “Ho
meric Palaces” 166-209.
74 P. Ducrey, “La muraille est-elle un élément constitutif d’une cité?,” in Hansen (supra 
n. 4) 245-56.
75 M.H. Hansen and T. Fischer-Hansen, “Monumental Political Architecture in Archaic 
and Classical Geek Poleis," in Whitehead (ed.) (supra n. 2) 85.
76 W. Schuller, “Poleis im Ersten Attischen Seebund,” in Hansen (ed.) (supra n. 4) 165- 
70.
77 See supra n. 28.
78 Aloys Winterling in Historia 40 (1991) 193-229, cf. especially 205-11.
79 D. Whitehead, Aineias the Tactician. How to Survive under Siege (Oxford 1990) 10-3.
80 A polis waged war (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 42B31-2, Argos); made peace (Tod, GHI 
145.5-6, Argos); entered into an alliance (OlBer. 7 (1961) 207-10, Poseidonia); struck 
coins (SylF 218.10, Olbia); passed a law (CID I 9.2-3, Delphoi; Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 2.1 -2, 
Dreros); passed a sentence (SylF 530.4, Dyme); founded a colony (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 
5.37, Thera); defrayed expenses (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 83.2, Thasos; IvO 16.7-8, Elis and 
Skillous); repaired the walls (CEG 869, Paphos); organised a festival (1G Xll 9 189.5, Ere- 
tria); horoi marking the borders of a polis (Treaty between Sparta and Argos quoted by 
Thue. 5.79.4); the water supply of a polis (Heraclides 13-4, GGMI 102-3, Thebai); the al
tars of a polis (F. Delphes III 2.18.5-7, Delphoi); the protecting divinities of a polis (IG XII 
8 356, Thasos).
81 Thue. 2.15.6: xctÀEîiai bè Ôià Tqv jraXaiàv Tavrq xaTotxqoiv xai q àxQÔjrokig 
pÉ'/.ot TOÎ’bE en vjt’ ’ABqvaiiov jtô)aç.
82 Dem. 18.215-6: ovtcjç o’ixelwç üpàç èbé/ovio (sc. ol Oqßatoi) wot’ Ë'ipD töv ô- 
nXiTtov xai iâ)v ijijiéœv ovtwv elç ràç oixiaç xai to atmi bé/enOat Tqv aTyanàv èiti 
Jiaîôaç xai yvvaîxaç xai Ta TipiwiaTa ... ovte yào e’iç Tqv jtôàlv eioeXOôvToç toù 
OTQaTOJiéôov oùôeiç ovôèv oùb’ àbixœç vpïv évexâXeoev.
83 Hdt. 7.58.2: ô bè xax’ qjteipov oryaTog (Xerxes’ army) ... èjtoléeto Tqv ôbov btà 
Tqç XeQoovqoou ... ôià péoqç bè ÂOQEUÔpEvoç jtôXloç Tq ovvopâ Tuy/àvEi Èov 
’AyoQq.
84 Thuc. 5.18.5 (Peace of Nikias): ooaç bè jtôLeiç jrayébooav AaxEbatpôvioi 
’AOqvaiotç, è^égtw àmÉvai ottol âv ßoüXwvTat ai’Toùç xai Ta éainæv Ë/ovraç.
85 See Appendix I on pages 34-6.
86 Sacrificial calendar of Erchia: SEG 21 541. Cult of Athena Polias (col. 1 lines 62-66) 
and of Zeus Polieus (col. 3 lines 59-64) on the akropolis of Erchia (distinguished from the 
akropolis in the city of Athens: col. 3 lines 15-7). See infra notes 136-7.
87 See Appendix II on pages 36-9.
88 Thuc. 2.93.2 (town); Xen. Hell. 4.4.6 (state), quoted in note 158 infra. See Hansen 
(supra n. 7) 20 with notes 139-40 and infra p. 38 at n. 160.
89 Xen. Hell. 4.5.3: ’Ayqoikaog ... ccrE/dioqoE pet’ ayicrrov jiqôç to aoTi), dç 
JTQOblbopÉVqÇ Tqç JTÔkEtOÇ, (ÏXTTE Ol KOQlvOlOl bEtaaVTEÇ pq JTQOblÔOÎTO VJtÔ TIVOJV q 
JTÔÀ.LÇ, pETEJTÉptpaVTO TOV TtplXQOtTqV.
90 See Appendix III on pages 38-54.
91 See Hansen (supra n. 4) 39-45.
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92 See Th. Heine Nielsen, “Was Eutaia a Polis? A Note on Xenophon’s Use of the Term 
Polis in the Hellenika," in Hansen & Raaflaub (eds.) (supra n. 15) 83-102.
93 See infra pages 29-30.
94 Thue. 4.54.1 : f] ÈJÙ Oakdoop jrôXiç as opposed to Kythera which at 4.54.2 is called: 
f] ave) jüôX,iç. Cf. 54.4 where the reference is to: SxdvÔEtav to èni tco À.ipévi jrdkiopa. 
As far as we know the island Kythera had only one polis, viz. Kythera (cf. Skylax 46; 
Strab. 8.5.1; Paus. 3.23.1), and Skandeia is just the port of Kythera, not a political commu
nity in its own right. Cf. A.W. Gomme A Historical Commentary on Thucydides III (Ox
ford 1956)509.
95 See Hansen (supra n. 4) 43-4.
96 In Xenophon the term polis is used about the urban centre to be founded in the min
ing district (Vect. 4.50). How strange Xenophon’s usage is here is duly noted by Ph. 
Gauthier in his Commentaire historique des Poroi de Xenophon (Paris 1976) 188-9.
97 E.g. at 1.1; 7.1.
98 E.g. at 10.23.
99 S.C. Bakhuizen, “Thebes and Boeotia in the Fourth Century B.C.,” Phoenix 48 
(1994)308 n. 3.
100 Repeated with small variations in 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, 45, 46, 57, 58, 60, 61,63, 64, 
65. In the rest of the work replaced by jtoXelç 'EkkpvéÔEÇ aïÔE, cf. 67 etc.
101 E.g. Achilleios and Psamathous (46), Isai (65).
102 E.g. sanctuaries of Poseidon at Cape Tainaros (46) and Cape Geraistos (58).
103 E.g. Alpheios (43) and Eurotas (46).
104 Geraneia (39). Since there is no reliable evidence of any fortification on Mount Ge- 
raneia (Paus 1.43.8; Thue. 1.105.3; 4.70.1) I suggest the punctuation AlydoOeva, npyai 
TEt/oç, TEQaveia, ’'Agig. In the 1831 edn. R.H. Klausen suggests the attractive conjecture: 
TEQClVEia OQOÇ.
105 E.g. Cape Malea (46).
106 In addition to Jtokig xai Xippv (e.g. Leukas and Astakas, 34) and kipf|v (Achilleios 
and Psamathous, 46) we also find xai Åipr|v in contexts which indicate that nôktç has to 
be understood from the heading so that the meaning is <JTÔX.iç> xai ktpf|v, cf. Siphai (38), 
Kyllene (43). Messene (45) etc.
107 See supra page 7 with n. 6.
108 For the relative on cf. xai ’'IoOpog, ou Ieqov nooEiôcôvog. Like Eleusis, the Isth- 
mos was certainly not a polis and Skylax does not say so.
109 Cf. e.g. 34, 47, 62, 66 etc.
110 For e/ei cf. 58: ndpoç ktpévag E/ovaa brio, where it is unclear whether vijaoç or 
JlôKiç is to be understood with the participle E/owa. Alternatively, since islands are 
grammatically feminine, è'/cmcra may go directly with ndpoç.
111 It is worth noting, however, that Hekataios seems to have used the term polis about 
Thorikos, see Steph. Byz 315.7-8 (= FGrHist 1 fr. 126): ©ÔQixog, ôfjpoç Tfjç ’Axapa- 
vriôoç (pukfiç. 'Exaxaîoc; bE xôkiv aï>Tf|v cppotv.
112 Aigosthena: IG V11 207; Pegai: IG V11 190.
113 See Hansen (supra n. 23) 74-5.
114 IG VIII.
115 E. g. W.G. Runciman, “Doomed to Extinction: The Polis as an Evolutionary Dead- 
End,” in Murray and Price (supra n. 14) 348; K.-W. Weiwei, Die griechische Polis (Köln 
1983) 16; K. Raaflaub, “Homer und die Geschichte des 8. Jh.s v. Chr.,” in J. Latacz (ed.), 
Zweihundert Jahre Homer-Forschung (Stuttgart 1991 ) 241.
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116 Argued provisionally in Hansen (supra n. 7) 13-6.
117 KN As 1517,12, cf. A. Thumb & A. Scherer, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte 11 
(Heidelberg 1959) 335 §337 13a; A. Morpurgo, Mycenaeae Graecitatis Lexicon (Rome 
1963)262.
118 Cf. H. Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Wörterbuch II (Heidelberg 1970) 576-7; 
M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford 1899) 635: “pur, f. a ram
part, wall, stronghold, fortress, castle, city, town.” K. Strunk, “Verkannte Spuren eines 
weiteren Tiefstufentyps im Griechischen,” Glotta 41 (1970) 2.
119 It is misleading when in his book Indo-European Language and Society (London 
1973) 298 E. Benveniste claims: “we have thus here an old Indo-European term, which in 
Greek, and only in Greek, has taken on the sense of “town, city”, then “state”.” In Sanskrit 
pur certainly developed the meaning “town", “city” (see supra n. 118) and since many of 
these cities were actually states I would not preclude that the word may take on the sense 
of “state” or “political community” as well.
120 E. Lévy, “Asty et Polis dans V Iliade," Ktema 8 ( 1983) 55 nn.3-4.
121 But Lévy (supra n. 120) 59-60 is prepared to question even these two occurrences 
and holds that polis in the sense of akropolis is unattested in the Iliad. Sakellariou (supra n. 
20) 156 n. 3 would like to add II. 17.144: ôjtjküç xe jtoXiv xai äoTV aawopç whereas Lévy 
(60-1 ) believes that here and in similar instances polis is used synonymously with asty.
122 See e.g. II. 6.88, 297, 317 etc.
123 Hymn. Hom. Cer. 270-2: ctXX’ aye pot vqôv te péyav xai ßwpov vjl’ aÙTœ / 
TEl’XOVTWV JTCtÇ ÔfjpOÇ TJJtal JtÔXlV al JW TE TEÏ/OÇ / Ka^Ll/Oyoi’ XaØVJTEQØEV ÈjÙ 
JtQOVXOVTl xoktnvà).
124 Eur. fr. 228.6, Nauck; Strab. 5.2.4; 8.6.9.
125 Èç JïôXtv (Lys. 302, 912; Thesm. 812); JTpog jtôXiv (Nub. 69; Lys. 266, 288); èx 
jtôXeidç (Eq. 1093); Èv jtôXel (Eq. 267; Lys. 245, 317, 754, 758, 1183).
126 Ant. 6.39; Andoc. 1.132; Is. 5.44; Aeschin. 1.97; see the extremely illuminative note 
in W. Wyse, The Speeches of Isaeus (Cambridge 1904) 476-77 (ad Is. 5.44).
127 Thue. 5.18.10; 5.23.5; 5.47.11.
128 IG I3 46.21-2. The earliest attestation in a decree is in IG F 4 B.3 (485/4), the last se
curely dated attestation is IG II2 17.10 (394/3).
129 A. Henry, “Polis/Acropolis, Paymasters and the Ten Talent Fund,” Chiron 12(1982) 
91-118.
130 Thue. 2.15.6, quoted supra n. 81.
131 Mykenai: IG IV.2 492.2: Jtay’ ’Afh]vaiag Èç Jtôkiog ixÈTaç è'yevto (6th cent. 
B.C.); Eretria: XII 9 196.8-11: avaØEivat ojtov av ßovXt)Tai Tæv lEOfïjv w èv 
’EQETQiai f) Tfjg JTÔX.EOÇ; Rhodos: IG XII 1 677.13-9: [Ø]épsiv ôè Taç OTf|Xaç .... aXXav 
ôè ÈJti Tàç xaTaßaoiog Tâ[ç] È£ ’Ayaiaç jtôXioç.
132 E.g. IG IF 57. Note that polis is used without the article in the sense of akropolis but 
with the article when it signifies the Athenian state. See Wyse’s note to Is 5.44 (supra n. 126).
133 Thue. 3.90.3. See L. Bernabö Brea & M. Cavalier, Mylai (Novara 1959).
134 Thue. 4.26.2, cf. 4.3.2-3.
135 Thuc.7.28.1.
136 SEG 21 541 col. I 62-4: ’AOqvâai FIokiâÔL, Èp jtÔXei ’Eqxiùgl; col. Ill 61-3: Ali 
nokiE(î), Èp jtôXêi ’Eqxùxoi (375-50 B.C.).
137 5EG21 541 col. 3.15-7: Ail noXiE(î) Èp jtôXe(i) èv aoTE(i).
138 Thuc. 3.101.2.
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139 Paus. 8.12.7. Remains of old Cyclopean walls have been found on the eminence. 
See R. Hope Simpson and J.E Lazenby, The Catalogue of Ships in Homer’s Iliad (Oxford 
1970) 92-3.
140 See S. Cole, “Civic Cult and Civic Identity,” in Hansen {supra n. 4) 301-5.
141 See e.g. the Kolophonians’ decree about the repair of their walls (ca. 311-06 B.C.), 
L. Migeotte, Les souscriptions publiques dans les cités grecques (Genève 1992) no. 69 
lines 18-20.
142 Note, however, that the archaic sanctuary of Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus at Alal- 
komenai (Steph. Byz. 68.18-9) was located in the plain and not on an akropolis (Strabo 
9.2.36; Paus. 9.33.5). The inference is that the epithets Polias and Polieus must be taken to 
mean “protecting the polis” and that this interpretation of the epithet seems to be consider
ably older than Susan Cole assumes. See Hansen (supra n. 4) 32-3.
143 Plut. Pelop. 18.1.
144 Paus. 1.26.6.
145 Thue. 2.5.4 : oi örißaiot ... eneßovkevov roîç ë^w Tfjç jtôXeoç tcïjv nXaTauùv. 
rpav yào xat avØQæjioi xœrà toùç àyQoùç xat xaiacrxEuf),...
146 Thuc. 2.71.2: œriEÔtbou (Pausanias) nXœratEÛCFi yfjv xat jtôXlv tt]v acpETÉQav 
è'/ovraç aÙTOvôpouç o’ixelv.
147 Thuc. 2.68.9: èXBôvteç te jtqôç tô ’'Açyoç Tf]ç pèv xù’gotç Èxgœtouv, tt]v ôè 
jiôXtv tnç oùx êôùvqvto éXeîv JTQoaßakövrEg, àjTEX<ÔQï|oav èjt’ oïxou xai ôtEXùdrioav 
xœrà Ë0vr|.
148 Apparently unpublished but exhibited in the court of the Museum on Paros. I am 
grateful to Prof. J.E. Skydsgaard for drawing my attention to this precious source and pro
viding me with a photo of the stone, and to Prof. Stephen Tracy for dating the inscription 
to (presumably) the second half of the 4th century B.C., but perhaps a little later.
149 Arist. Pol. 1319a8-10; cf 1330a 14-6 and Plat. Lg. 745C.
150 Hdt. 5.29.2: ôie^eXciooivteç ôè nàaav tt)v x<ùqt]v ... tuç taxtora xaiEßtioav èç tô 
aoiu, àXtï]v jiottjoapEvot œrrÉÔE^av toùtouç pèv ttjv jtôXlv vÉpetv tojv euqov toùç à- 
YQOÙÇ EU È^EQYaopÉVOUÇ.
151 Arist Pol. 1325H36: jieqi Tfjç peXXoùoîiç xœr’ eùxt]v ouvEaràvai jtôXeoç (polis 
used as the generic term); 1326626: rà jteql Tfjç /yboaç (the hinterland of the polis)', 
1327a3-4: Tfjç ôè jtÔXewç tt]v Øéolv e’l XQH JtOlEÎv xœr’ EÙXhV (polis used in the more spe
cific sense of town).
152 For this linguistic phenomenon (sometimes called participatory opposition) cf. J. 
Lyons, Semantics I (Cambridge 1977) 307-8: “semantic marking”.
153 See Hansen (supra n. 7) 15.
154 As is apparent from the passage the Tanagraians were allied with the Lakedaimo- 
nians, and accordingly it is unbelievable that Agesilaos pillaged the western part of the ter
ritory of Tanagra up to the city of Tanagra. Thus the genitive jtôXeoç to be understood af
ter Tfjç Tavaygatwv must denote the territory, not the town, and, similarly, in the phrase 
Tfjç tù)v ©rißauov jtÔXecdç the term jtÔXlç must denote the territory of Thebes, not the city 
of Thebes. Thus, pace LSJ s.v. f]d)Ç, the genitive Tfjç Ttùv 0T]ßaiwv jt6Xe<i)Ç must be parti
tive and not separative. See also tou TeXeutlou ÈOTÇaTEupÉvou jtqôç tt)v tcûv 
’OXuvØiarv jtôXlv at Hell. 5.3.3.
155 Lys. 6.46: àXX’ oùôejtwjtot’ èx Tfjç jtôXêcdç ÈOTQaTEÙaœto, oüte 'utjteùç oüte ô- 
jrkÉTTlÇ, OÜTE TQtf]QaQXOÇ OÜt’ EJTlßaTTig...
156 Lys. 6.15: outoç pèv xarà toùç vôpouç toùç è^ ’ AqeIou Jtàyou ÇEÙ^ETat tt|V toû 
àÔLXT]0ÉVTOÇ Tt6X.IV.
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157 Din. 1.77: tov Tpg 'EXXâboç àXiTppiov (XJioxTEivavTag È^ôqicftov èx Tfjç JTÔXEœg 
jroipoai.
158 Xen. Heil. 4.4.6: alo0avôp.Evoi (the Korinthians) àxpaviÇoptévpv Tpv jiôXlv bià to 
xai ôqodç àvaojrâaOat xai "Agyog àvTi KoqlvØov Tpv jtaTQiôa aÙTOîç ôvo|xâ^EO0ai 
... Isoc. 4.131 : èjteI xai tout’ È'xopEV avTOÎç ÈJtiTip.âv, otl Tfj pÈv amwv jtoXel toùç ô- 
jxÔqovç eIXoteuelv ctvayxct^ouai (the Lakedaimonians). See D. Rousset,“Les frontières 
des cités grecques. Premières réflexions à partir du recueil des documents épigraphiques,” 
Cahiers du Centre G. Glotz 5 (1994) 97-126.
159 Cf. e.g. Hell. Oxy. 19.3, Chambers, where chora is used to denote the whole of 
Boiotia subdivided into eleven mere, and Xen. Hell. 7.1.28 where chora is used about the 
territory of the Parrhasians.
160 See supra page 28 with n. 88.
161 See e.g. Hdt. 6.96.1: oi bè népoat ... ÈvÉ.iopoav xai txx ipà xai Tpv jtôXiv (i.e. 
Naxos).
162 See e.g. Hdt. 5.92ßl; KopivOioioi yào pv jtôXloç xaTaoTaoiç Toipbe. pv ÔX- 
lyag/ui...
163 See e.g. Hdt. 6.74.2: Èv ÔÈ Tamp Tp jtôXl (Nonakris) XÉyETai Etvai vjt’ ’Apxàbwv 
TO STVyÔÇ VÖXDQ.
164 See e.g. Hdt. 4.150.3: XQP p FlvØip xtÎÇelv Èv Atßvp jtoX.lv.
165 In his description of Aigina Herodotos mentions p JiaXatp xaXEopévp jrôXiç (Hdt. 
6.88.1 ). One might think that he had the akropolis in mind, but it is more likely that the ref
erence is to the oldest part of the city near the bay north of Cape Colonna; see T. Figueira, 
Aegina. Society and Politics (Salem 1981) 190-1.
166 Polis in the sense of political community used about the Hellenic cities in general: 
el yÙQ Ôf] TOVTO YE ÔOXÉEl V(XÏV Eivat XQPOTOV (BOTE TVpaVVEl'EoOai Tàç JlÔXlÇ, xtX. 
(Hdt. 5.92a2). Polis in the sense of town used about the Ionian cities in general: OVTOÇ 
xbvpp ... mg cijtlxeto èç Tpv Twvipv, a'ipEE tcic; jroXtag x^iiaoi (Hdt. 1.162.2).
167 In surveys, e.g. of contingents in a battle, where the term polis is used as a heading 
it is a matter of interpretation how many of the names listed are covered by the heading. 
One example is Herodotos’ list at 8.43-48 of the ships which fought on the Greek side in 
the battle of Salamis. The heading is ovvEXÉxØpoav te ôp jtoXXxù jtXevveç vÈeç p Èjt’ 
'AQTEpioiw Èvanpaxeov xai cxjto jroXiœv jtXeuvojv (8.42.1 ). Again, after the list the ac
count of the Greeks’ war council is opened with the phrase: (bg ôè èç Tpv SaXapïva 
ouvpXØov oi OToarpyoi àno twv Elppp,évwv jtoXiœv, è[3ouXevovto ... (8.49.1). A list of 
twenty-two named communities is sandwiched between outo jtoXixdv jiXsijvwv at 8.42.1 
and ano Tmv E’tQppÉvwv jtoXlwv at 8.49.1, and I believe that Herodotos must have taken 
these twenty-two communities to be poleis in the political sense of the term.
168 Thus, I exclude (a) Atramyttion, called polis at 7.42.1, because, in the lifetime of 
Herodotos, it was a barbarian polis and not hellenized until 422 when it was settled by the 
Delians (Thue. 5.1.1; Diod. 12.73.1; Skylax 98); (b) the Edonian polis Myrkinos (5.11.2'. 
5.24.4, cf. Thue. 4.107.3) although the colonists were probable Hellenes (Hdt. 5.23.2); (c) 
the Sicilian town Maktorion (7.153.3) to be Hellenized only after the age of Herodotos. (d) 
Pyrene (2.33.2) which, however, may have been the Massalian colony Emporion.
169 They are Aineia (7.123.2); Amprakia (8.45.1); Arisba (1.151.2); Asine (8.73.2); 
Chalkis (8.46.2); Elis (8.73.2); Epidauros (8.43.1); Eretria (8.46.2); Halikarnassos 
(1.144.3; 2.178.2; 7.99.2); Hermione (8.43.1; 8.73.2); Ialysos (1.144.3); Kallipolis
(7.154.2);  Kalydnos (7.99.2); Kamiros (1.144.3); Keos (the four poleis perhaps united, cf. 
Brun in ZPE 76 [1989] 129) (8.46.2); Knidos (1.144.3, 2.178.2); Korinthos (5.92ßlbis;
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8.43.1); Kos (1.144.3; 7.99.2); Kythnos (8.46.4); Kyzikos (4.15.1, cf. 4.14.1); Leontinoi
(7.154.2) ; Leukas (8.45.1); Lindos (1.144.3); Megara (8.45.1); Melos (8.46.4); Mytilene
(2.178.2) ; Naxos (in Sicily) (7.154.2); Nisyros (7.99.2); Phaselis (2.178.2); Rhodos (prob
ably = Kamiros, Ialysos and Lindos combined) (2.178.2); Seriphos (8.46.4); Sikyon 
(8.43.1); Styra (8.46.4); Troizen (8.43.1, cf. supra n. 167).
170 Agore in the Thracian Chersonese, mentioned at 7.58.2.
171 For the Phokian poleis I cite Pausanias’ account at 10.3.2 of the dioikismos of Pho- 
kis in 346, cf. Diod. 16.60.1-2; Dem. 19.123 (twenty-two Phokian poleis'). For a full dis
cussion of the archaic and classical sources see Jacques Oulhen’s and Dennis Rousset’s 
forthcoming contribution to the CPC inventory of poleis.
172 Indicated in the list by italics.
173 Interpreting Thue. 4.102.3 Bresson emphasizes how a polis was often developed out 
of an emporion. See A. Bresson, “les cités grecques et leurs emporia,” in A. Bresson & P. 
Rouillard (eds.), L’emporion (Paris 1993) 218-21.
174 M.M. Austin, Greece and Egypt in the Archaic Age. PCPS Suppl. 2 (1970) 30.
175 As argued most recently by A. Bresson, “Rhodes, L'Hellénion et le statut de Nau- 
cratis (Vie- IVe siècle a.C.),” DAH 6 (1980) 291-349. Bresson’s discussion on pages 316- 
7 of the use of the ethnie NauxQariTqg will be discussed in my forthcoming article on eth
nics as evidence for po/A-ness, to be published in Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Cen
tre 3.
176 Cf. e.g. Macan’s comment on Hdt. 7.123 (page 156-7): “One might wish to believe 
that this list of trivial villages were a gloss from a local pedant! Why should Hdt. stud the 
few miles of Krossian coast with this heptarchy of hamlets?”.
177 Conventions: references to Greek authors follow the abbreviations of OCD. Refer
ences to inscriptions follow the latest standard editions, conventions are those of SEG. Ci
tations of modern works follow the abbreviations of American Journal of Archaeology 
(1991 issue). Centuries are abbreviated C6, C5, C4 (= 6th, 5th, 4th cent. B.C.). C5e (= ear
ly fifth century B.C.), C5f (= first half of the 5th cent.) C5m (= ca. 450 B.C.) C5s (second 
half of the 5th cent.). C51 (= late fifth century B.C.). Whenever a source is used retrospec
tively the period to which it refers is indicated. A reference in Diodoros to an event in 402 
B.C. is recorded: Diod. 14.17.3, r402 B.C. or: Harp. s.v. Hysiai, rC4. - Apart from some 
later additions and revisions this database layout was composed during the summer and 
autumn of 1993 by Mogens Herman Hansen, Lene Rubinstein and David Whitehead.
178 For valuable comments on this paper I would like to thank my respondent Franz 
Georg Maier and my colleagues in the CPC’. Tobias Fischer-Hansen, Pernille Flensted- 
Jensen, Antony Keen, Thomas Heine Nielsen and Lene Rubinstein. A much shorter ver
sion of the paper was delivered at the symposion on The Development of the Polis in Ar
chaic Greece, arranged by P.J. Rhodes and held in Durham in Sept. 1995. It will appear in 
the acts of the symposion published by Routledge.
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An Inventory of Boiotian Poleis in 
the Archaic and Classical Periods

Mogens Herman Hansen

I. The Region Boiotia
The name of the region is Bolwtloi (Ar. Ach. 160; Thue. 1.12.3; SEG 28 
461.28, 287-0 B.C.). The ethnic is BoiwtÔç (Hom. II. 2.494, Ducat no. 
257) or Boid)Tiog (Hom. II. 14.476; CID II 31.93); cf. Gschnitzer 
(1983) 153. The collective use of the ethnic is attested externally in the 
epigram commemorating the Athenian victory over the Boiotians in 506 
B.C (eOvea Bolotöv, IG I3 501) and internally on the obverse of the 
coins (BOI, BOIQ Head [1881] 21, 54) and in the C4f Boiotian proxeny 
decrees jtqo^evov eijiev Bolotov, (JG VII 2407-8). For the individual 
and external use see [’EJjttôbaXoç tÔjto[XXovl] Bolôtloç e/ç ’Eq/- 
[opevö] (Lazzarini 374, C5f); for the internal use see EvßotAog 
navoip^iôoTOV Bolwtloç (BCH 99 [1975] 51-3 line 4, C3f). The region 
Boiotia is described with the terms /côça (Hdt. 8.44.1 ; Hell. Oxy. 19.2) 
or yfj (Soph. fr. 314.31, Radt; Hdt. 5.57.1), and from ca. 500 B.C. the 
term è'Ovoç is used of the people (IG I3 501 ; Hdt. 9.31.5-32.1 ; Hell. Oxy. 
19.4; Aeschin. 2.116, Bakhuizen 1989).

In the Catalogue of Ships Orchomenos and Aspledon are described as 
Minyan settlements outside Boiotia (Hom. II. 2.511; cf. Thue. 4.76.3). 
In later sources both Orchomenos (Hdt. 8.34.1; Thue. 1.113.1) and As
pledon (Strab. 9.2.41 ; Paus. 9.38.9) were considered Boiotian, and in the 
archaic and classical periods the frontiers of the whole region were the 
following: Boiotia bordered on Phokis, and the westernmost Boiotian 
poleis were Orchomenos (Hdt. 8.34.1), Chaironeia (Hekataios [FGrHist 
1] fr. 116; Thue. 4.76.3), Lebadeia (Strab. 9.3.14) and Chorsiai (Skylax 
38). To the north Boiotia bordered on Opountian Lokris and the frontier 
must have run north of Hyettos and Kopai (no explicit evidence) and 
west of Anthedon (Strab. 9.2.13, cf. Hom. II. 2.508). The easternmost 
Boiotian settlement was Delphinion in the Oropia (Strab. 9.2.6). Oropos 
was contiguous to Attika (Thue. 4.99.1 ); it was under Athenian domina
tion in the years ca. 500-411, ca. 375-66 and 338-22, but never integrat
ed into Attika (see infra page 97). Moving westward from Oropos (Her- 
aclides 7-8, GGM I. 101) the Boiotian poleis bordering on Attika were 
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Tanagra (Thue. 3.91.3-5; Dem. 18.96), Hysiai (Hdt. 6.108.6) and Pla- 
taiai (Hdt. 6.108.3). In the years around 500 B.C. Hysiai was an Attic 
“deme” (Hdt. 5.74.1), and Plataiai may have been a part of Attika as 
well (see infra page 100). Eleutherai was originally a Boiotian settle
ment (Polemon fr. 2; Steph. Byz. 265.10) incorporated into Attika (Paus. 
1.38.8) in, probably, 506 (Connor 8-16). It is a moot point whether it be
longed to Boiotia once again in the fourth century (for: Camp [1991]; 
against: Munn [1993] 8-9). Towards the Isthmos Boiotia bordered on 
Megaris and the frontier ran along the ridge of Kithairon between Boio
tian Kreusis and Megarian Aigosthena (Xen. Hell. 5.4.17-8).

Our written sources provide us with information about 63 named 
Boiotian settlements' of the archaic and classical periods.2 Of these 58 
have been identified,3 most beyond reasonable doubt, some with a cer
tain amount of probability only.4 Five ancient toponyms, however, re
main unlocated5 and, conversely, we have remains of two fairly small 
ancient settlements which cannot be convincingly matched with any of 
the toponyms found in the written sources.6 Thus we know of 65 archa
ic and classical settlements altogether. Twenty-seven are described be
low in the inventory which comprises every Boiotian settlement which 
was either certainly (type A) or probably (type B) or possibly (type C) a 
polis. The other thirty-eight settlements are in alphabetical order:7

A.sl'ra (’'Aoxqt]) - Hes. Op. 639-40 (xebpri); Ephorus (FGrHist 70) fr. 1 
(xtbpr]); Strab. 9.2.25; Paus. 9.29.1-2; Steph. Byz. 133.12 
(jrôkiç). AC. (Fossey [1988] 142-5).

Aspledon (’AonXiibcbv) - Hom. 11. 2.511; Cf. Hes. fr. 77; Strab. 9.2.41; 
Paus. 9.38.9 (JtoXig); Steph. Byz. 135.8 (jiôXiç). C, but also A 
since it is recorded in Homer and Hesiod. (Fossey [1988] 361-3). 

Aulis (AuXiç) - Hom. //. 2.496; Hes. Op. 651; Aesch. Ag. 191; Xen
Hell. 3.4.3; Ephorus (FGrHist 70) fr. 119; Hell. Oxy. 20.3 (?); 
Skylax 59 (leqov); Nicocrates (FGrHist 376) fr. 1; Dion. Call. 
88, GGM 1.241 (jiôXlç); Strab. 9.2.8 (/oqlov, xibpT], Xipfjv); 
Paus. 9.19.6. Steph. Byz. 147.1. AC. (Fossey [1988] 68-74).

Chalia (XaXta) - Theopomp. {FGrHist 115) fr. 211-2 = Steph. Byz. 
681.4 (jtôX,iç). AC. (Fossey [1988] 77-8).

Delion (Af|ktov) - Hdt. 6.118.2; Thue. 4.76.4-5; Skylax 59 (Ieqov); 
Strab. 9.2.7 (leqov; noXt/viov); Paus. 9.20.1; Steph. Byz. 
226.13-4 (leqov; noXt/vcov). C. (Fossey [1988] 62-6).

Delphinion (AEÀxpivtov) - Strab. 9.2.6 (tEQog Xippv). C. Fossey [1988] 
37-8.
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Donakon (Aovaxcbv) - Paus. 9.31.7. C. (Fossey [1988] 147-9).
Drytnos (AQupôç) - Harp. s.v. (jtôXiç) = Arist. fr. 612, Rose. Unlocated 

settlement near Panaktos.
Eilesion (Elkéoiov) - Hom. 11. 2.499; Dion. Call. 90, GGM 1.241; 

Strab. 9.2.17; Steph. Byz. 261.13. AC. (Fossey [1988] 127-30).
Gia Unidentified settlement. C. (Fossey [1988] 288).
Glisas (rkiaaç) - Hom. //. 2.504; Hdt. 9.43.2; Hellanicus (FGrHist 4) 

fr. 100; Strab. 9.2.31 (xaioixta); Paus. 9.19.6 (èpeiiria); Steph. 
Byz. 209.16 (jtôXtç). AC. (Fossey [ 1988] 217-23).

Graia (T^ata) - Hom. II. 2.498; Arist. fr. 613, Rose. A?C. (Fossey 
[1988] 66-7).

Hanna CAoua) - Hom. II. 2.499; Philoch. fr. 113 (xwp,T]Tal) = Strab. 
9.2.11, 14 (xd)[iT] EQT)poç); Paus. 9.19.4 (eqeljiicl hôaewç); 
Steph. Byz. 122.6 (jiôXiç). AC. (Fossey [1988] 85-9).

Heleon (’Ekscov) - Hom. II. 2.500; Strab. 9.2.12, 14 (xtbpp); Plut. Mor. 
301 A; Paus. 1.29.6. AC. (Fossey [1988] 89-95).

Hippotai ('IJtJiOTai) - Plut. Mor. 775A (xœpî]). C. (Fossey [1988] 339- 
40).

Hyle C'YX,ï]) - Hom. II. 2.500; Strab. 9.2.20 (xcbpt]); Steph. Byz. 647.13. 
AC. (Fossey [1988] 235-43).

Hyria ('Ygia) - Hom. II. 2.496; Theopomp. (FGrHist 115) fr. 211 = 
Steph. Byz. 651.15 (JloMôtov); Strab. 9.2.12. AC. (Fossey [1988] 
75-6).

Isos C'Iooç) - Strab. 9.2.14 (t/vp nôXewç). AC. (Fossey [1988] 257-61). 
Keressos (Keqt|Oo6ç) - Plut. Cam. 19.4; Paus. 9.14.2-4 (è/upov /w- 

qlov)(= Anthologiae Graecae Appendix 6.73, cf. Fontenrose Q 
204). A, according to the literary sources. Near Thespiai but unlo
cated.

Kreusis (Kqewiç) - Xen. Hell. 5.4.16-7, 6.4.3 (teï/oç); Strab. 9.2.25 
(EJtivEiov); Paus. 9.32.1 (ejuvelov); Steph. Byz. 383.6 (jtÔXlç). 
AC. (Fossey [1988] 157-63).

Kyrtone (KwTcbvï] later Kuqtwveç) - Paus 9.24.4 (noAiopa) = Steph. 
Byz. 398.9 (jioktç). C. (Fossey [1990] 52-7).

Lenktra (Aevxtqoi) - Xen. Hell. 6.4.4 (êv Aêvxtqoiç xfjç 0EOJiixf]ç); 
Dem. 9.23; Diod. 15.53.2 (to Aevxtqixov jteölov); Harp. s.v. 
(/woiov JtEQi OEOJiidç); Plut. Mor. 773B (xwptov xfjç twv 
ØEOJiiéwv xwQag); Strab. 9.2.39 (tôjtoç). C. (Fossey [1988] 154- 
7).

Mali - Unidentified settlement. A. (Fossey [ 1988] 194-5).
Medeon (MsÔEtbv) - Hom. II. 2.501 (EVXTtpEvov htoàteOqov); Strab. 
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9.2.26; Dion. Call. 99, GGM 1.241 (nôXtç); Steph. Byz. 439.19 
(HÔÀ.IÇ). AC. (Fossey [ 1988J 312-4).

Metachoion (Meià/oiov) - Ephorus (FGrHist. 70) fr. 94 = Steph. Byz. 
448.19 (tpQOBQiov); (MeiaTOt/on MSS: Mexa/otov Marx). 
Between Orchomenos and Koroneia, but unlocated. C, according 
to the literary sources.

Mideia (Mlöeta) - Hom. II. 2.507; Steph. Byz. 451.17 (jtoXtg). Unlo
cated.

Afaa (Nlckx) - Hom. //. 2.508; Dion. Call. 102, GGM 1.242. Unlocated.
Oinophyta (’Olvôcpura) - Thue. 1.108.3; 4.95.3; Plat. Menex. 242B; 

Arist. Pol. 1302b29; Diod. 11.83.1. AC. (Fossey [19881 58-60).
Okalea (’QxctXéa) - Hom. II. 2.501; Hymn. Hom. Ap. 242 (’QxotXÉr]v 

HoXwwpyov); Strab. 9.2.26-7; Dion. Call. 99, GGM 1.241 
(jtoXtg); Steph. Byz. 706.11 (JtôXiç). H, but also A and C (impli
citly) since it is recorded in Homer and in the hymn to Apollon. 
(Fossey [1988] 314-8).

Olmones (’'OX.p,(DV£ç) - Paus. 9.24.3; 9.34.10 (xcbp,T]); Steph. Byz. 490.7 
(xebur]); IG VII 2808a 15, after 212 A.D. C. (Fossey [1988] 296- 
8).

Peteon (Hetecuv) - Hom. II. 2.500; Strab. 9.2.26 (xtfyiT]); Steph. Byz. 
519.13 (jt0X.bg). AC. (Fossey [1988] 233-4).

Salganeus (Sakyavevg) - Nicocrates (FGrHist 376) fr. 1; Heraclides 
26, GGM 1.105; Diod. 19.77.4; Strab. 9.2.9 (/wqlov); Steph. 
Byz. 551.6 (jtôXtç). C. (Fossey [1988] 78-80).

Schoinos (S/otvoç) - Hom. II. 2.497; Hell. Oxy. 20.3; Strab. 9.2.22. AC. 
Fossey [1988] 229-32.

Stephon (iTÉqxirv) - Plut. Mor. 299C (etl Tfjç TavayQtxfjg xaià xœpag 
olxov|iÉVT]g). AC. (Fossey [1988] 49-52).

Tegyra (TEyupa) - Lycophron Alex. 646; Callisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 
11 = Steph. Byz. 611.3 (JlôX.tç); Plut. Pelop. 16-9. AC. (Fossey 
[1988] 367-72).

Teumessos (Tev|lIT]OGÔç) - Hymn. Hom. Ap. 224; Eur. Phoen. 1100; 
Strab. 9.2.24; Paus. 9.19.1 (/(notov); Steph. Byz. 618.21 (oqoç). 
C. (Fossey [1988] 212-6).

Tilphosaion (TiXtpwoatov) - Dem. 19.141, 148 (fortification, see Fos
sey [1992] 112-4); Ephorus (FGrHist 70) fr. 153 and Theopomp. 
(FGrHist 115) fr. 301 (oqoç); TiXcpœooa Pind. fr. 198b; Aristo
phanes (FGrHist 379) fr. 4 (xqt]VT]). CH.

Trapheia (TgctcpEia) - Nicander Ther. 887; Steph. Byz. 632.4 (HÔXiç). 
AC? (Fossey [1988] 244-6).
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Some of these settlements may indeed have been poleis; Eleon for ex
ample seems to have had a territory of its own bordering on the territory 
of Tanagra (Paus. 1.29.6) and that is an indication of the polis-ness of 
the settlement. Similarly, Harma is a rather sizeable settlement with im
pressive fortifications (Fossey [1988] 86-8) and is described by Pausan
ias as the ruins of a polis (9.19.4). Thus we must consider the possibility 
that all four members of what in the Hellenistic period was called the 
tetrakomia, i.e. Pharai, Mykalessos, Eleon and Harma (Strab. 9.2.14), 
had all been poleis in the archaic and/or classical period (Etienne & 
Knoepfler [1976] 225-6). Conversely some of the settlements included 
in the inventory of poleis might perhaps be omitted, viz., Alalkomenai 
and Onchestos. Even allowing for some uncertainty the inventory leads 
to the conclusion that more than two fifths of all the Boiotian settle
ments must have been considered to be poleis either throughout the ar
chaic and classical periods or at least for some time within these periods.

Many of these poleis, however, were small dependencies, and at least 
in the classical period the Boiotian poleis seem to have formed a hierar
chy with at least three different layers: during the 1st and 2nd federation 
(ca. 446-387 and 378/4-338) the only truly independent polis was 
Thebes which, in addition to being the leading member of the confeder
acy, preserved its capacity to enter into relations with other poleis 
(Staatsverträge nos. 273, 277, 283, 345, see infra page 108). Beneath 
Thebes was a number of poleis which, being member states of the feder
ation, provided magistrates and councillors to the federal government 
and contingents to the federal army. Beneath these poleis was a number 
of little poleis, each depending on one of the larger poleis and with its 
own territory inside the territory of the larger polis but without any rep
resentation in the federal government. Chorsiai, Eutresis, Siphai and 
Thisbai were poleis depending on Thespiai; Mykalessos and Pharai be
longed to Tanagra; Erythrai, Skolos, Eteonos/Skaphlai and Hysiai were 
first connected with Plataiai in some form of sympoliteia but were later 
subdued by Thebes, which also possessed Anthedon, Oropos and Potni- 
ai; Chaironeia lay within the territory of Orchomenos until after 424.

We are poorly informed indeed about the status of all the settlements 
which were not poleis. The orthodoxy is that they were komai and - mu- 
tatis mutandis - had a status similar to the Attic demes (see Hansen 
[1995a] 69-71). But apart from phratries, attested in the late Hellenistic 
period (Knoepfler [1981] 148-9), we know of no civic subdivisions in 
Boiotia (Jones 79). So even supposing that these settlements were in fact 
komai there is no evidence to show that komai were an element in the 
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political organization of Boiotia in the same way as they must have been 
in e.g. Argos (Charneux in BCH 108 [1984] 207-27). Furthermore, only 
one Boiotian settlement is called korne in archaic and classical sources, 
namely Askra (Hes. Op. 639-40; Ephorus [FGrHist IG] fr. 1). Philocho- 
ros may have used the term kometai about the inhabitants of Harma 
(FGrHist 228 fr. 113). In all other cases the authority for Boiotian komai 
is either Strabo or Pausanias, but it is illegitimate to project their site- 
classfications back into the archaic and classical periods (see Hansen 
[1995a] 48-52). To conclude: the territory of a major Boiotian polis, e.g. 
Thebes or Thespiai or Tanagra, comprised a number of settlements of 
which some were poleis, some were not and the relation between depen
dent poleis and other dependencies remains obscure.

II. The Inventory of Poleis8
Akraiphia, Akraiphnion (Akraiphieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long 23.15; 
size of territory: 1 ; type: A. The toponym is ’AxQattpiot, id (IG VII 
4135.6, C3s; 2871.1, Cl) or (in literary sources only) ’Axpatcpia, f] 
(Hdt. 8.135.1; Steph. Byz. 63.1); ’Axpaupiat (Strab. 9.2.27); 
’AxQodcpviov (Hell. Oxy. 19.3); ’AxQodcpvia (Theopomp. [FGrHist 
115] fr. 362 ). The city-ethnic is: ’AxgatcpiEvg (Ducat no. 260 = SEG 31 
393, C5f); ’Axpricpisvg (IG VII 2708.4, C2f); or (in literary sources on
ly) ’AxQOticpviEVÇ (Theopomp. [FGrHist 115) fr. 362); ’AxQaicpvioç, 
’AxQaicpVEd)TT]g (Ephorus [FGrHist 70] fr. 229).

Akraiphia is called a polis in the urban sense by Herodotos (8.135.1) 
and in the political sense by the Oxyrhynchus historian (Hell. Oxy. 
19.3). The earliest epigraphical reference to a Jtôkiç ’AxQT]cpiEUi)v is in a 
dedication from Ptoion (IG VII 4156.2, C3f).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a decree 
from Oropos (IG VII 351.9 = SEG 25 489, 228/26 B.C.) and internally 
in a dedication from Ptoion (LSAG 95 no. 13, C61). The individual use 
of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a list of aphedriateuontes (1G 
VII 2724a.2, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. Knoepfler 11992] 451) and internally 
in a dedication: IlvOtag ôxpai(p[iE6g] (LSAG 95 no. 15, ca. 500 B.C.).

An inscription of ca. 315 B.C. cut in the rock near Vristika marked the 
border between Akraiphia and Kopai (IG VII 2792, SEG 36 411, Lauf- 
fer [1986] 136), and, similarly, a horns of the late archaic period prob
ably records the border between the two poleis (SEG 30 440, C6-5): 
[hÔQog ’A]xpai[q)tÉov x]cxi Kojt[aiov]. The nearby sanctuary at Ptoion 
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was controlled by Akraiphia in the archaic period (Ducat [1971] 448-50) 
as well as in the Hellenistic age (/G VII 4139.20-1, C2I, Roesch [1982] 
225ff), but when the oracle was consulted by Mys in 479 it was under 
Theban control (Hdt. 8.135.1, cf. Strab. 9.2.34). The Thebans may have 
dispossessed the Akraiphians of the oracle in C6s (Gullath [1989] 166) 
but a preferable explanation is that “the oracle may have remained with
in the direction of Akraiphia, although formally the sanctuary and the 
territory of Akraiphia were under Theban control” (Schachter 1 [1981] 
69). In 395, however, Akraiphia was united with Chaironeia and Kopai 
and constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts {Hell. Oxy. 19.3). 
The size of the territory has been assessed at ca. 35 km2 (Fossey [ 1988] 
264, 198). There is no explicit evidence for membership of the Second 
Federation whereas the attestation of an aphedriateuon from Akraiphia 
testifies to membership of the Third Federation (IG VII 2724a.2, ca. 
280-70 B.C., cf. Knoepfler [1992] 451). The oldest attested public en
actments are two proxeny decrees of ca 200 B.C. {BCH 23 [1899] 90-1 ). 
An eponymous archon is attested in C6s (LSAG 95 no. 13). The protect
ing god of Akraiphia was perhaps Zeus of some sort (Schachter 3 [ 1994] 
93-5 and letter of Dec. 1994).

The akropolis was fortified with a double wall: an outer face of hard 
limestone in trapezoidal coursed masonry, perhaps of C4, and an inner 
face of poros stone in ashlar coursed masonry, built in C3 and probably 
destroyed in 196 BC. A diateichisma in polygonal work is either older 
than or contemporary with the limestone wall. There are substantial re
mains of a pentagonal tower of the Hellenistic period. The circuit of 
walls enclosed an area of ca. 17 hectares (Fossey 11988] 266-8, Garlan 
BCH 98 11974] 98-112 and information from John Camp). The size of 
the lower town is unknown, nor do we know whether there was a circuit 
of walls enclosing the entire town. The settlement can be traced back to 
C8 (Fossey [1988] 269).

Akraiphia struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 480, 
from 456 to 446, and from 387 (or earlier) to 374 (or later). Type: Obv.: 
Boiotian shield; Rev.: kantharos in incuse square (some), legend: A 
(C5e), AK (C5m) or AKPH (C4e) (Head [1911] 344; Schachter 11989] 
85; Baldwin Brett [1955] 137 no. 1011).

Alalkomenai. Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long. 23.00. Located at Vouno ca. 1 
km east of Solinarion (Knauss 42-68); size of territory: 1 ; type: C. The 
toponym is ’AXaXxo|ieval, al (Strab. 9.2.27; Paus. 9.33.5). Apart from 
Steph. Byz. 68.19 there is no attestation of a city-ethnic.
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The only author to call Alalkomenai a polis is Strabo who retrospec
tively describes the site as a small polis situated in a plain (9.2.36). Ac
cording to Pausanias (9.33.5) the settlement was just a xcbpj]. But it may 
deserve inclusion in this inventory of poleis because it seems to have 
had a territory of its own and especially because of its famous sanctuary 
for Athena, to ’AXaXxopevEtov (ZG IX21 170.5) dedicated to the cult of 
’AXaXxopevTjig ’AOijvT] (Hom. II. 4.8, see Schachter 1 [1981] 111-4). 
According to Steph. Byz. 68.18-9 the goddess had the epithet noXiotg, 
and her cult was linked with that of Zevç noXtebg. Since the sanctuary 
was in the lowlands (Paus. 9.33.5) the epithets JtoXtdg and JtoX.LE'Vg 
must refer not to an akropolis cult but rather to cults of divinities pro
tecting the polis. The cult of Athena at the Alalkomenion was presum
ably an old one (Schachter 1 [1981] 12) which indicates that at least in 
the archaic period Alalkomenai was a polis (Hansen [1995] 32-3) with 
the cult of its protecting god located in an extra-mural sanctuary. The 
territory is called ’AXaXxopevia; it must have been very small but at 
least it included the fortified mountain Tilphosaion (Ephorus [FGrHist 
70] fr. 153; Diod. 19.53.7). The Alalkomenion was located ca. 300 m 
north of Alalkomenai (Knauss 50).

Anthedon (Anthedonios) Map 54. Lat. 38.30, long. 23.25; size of territo
ry: 2; type: B. The toponym is ’Av0ï]ôd)v, f) (Hom. II. 2.508; Skylax 59; 
I. Stratonikeia 508.43, Cl), the city-ethnic is ’AvOiqbôviog (ZG IX21 
27.4, C3), in the Boiotian dialect: ’AvOdôovioç (ZG VII 2723.4, C3e).

The earliest explicit reference to Anthedon as a polis (in the urban 
sense) is in Heraclides (23, GGMI p. 104, C3s); that it was a polis in the 
political sense as well is apparent from the fact that ’Aqiotoxà.elç 
’Ayaøif|ii) ’AvOaôôvtoç appears ca. 280-70 B.C. among the aphedria- 
teuontes (ZG VII 2723.4, cf. Knoepfler [1992] 451). There is no proof 
that Anthedon was a polis in the classical period, but if we can trust 
Steph. Byz. 96.18-9: Aeœviôt]g Zœyçdcpoç, EvcpQavoQOg paOr]Tf|Ç, 
’AvOtiôÔvloç the application of the city-ethnic to a fourth century paint
er is an indication that Anthedon was a polis in the political sense at 
least from the beginning of the Third Federation (i.e. from 338 B.C.). 
The eight victories at the four major Panhellenic games won ca. 300 
B.C. by the pankratist Nikon of Anthedon point in the same direction 
(Steph. Byz. 96.17-8 & Phlegon of Tralles [FGrHist 257a] = P.Oxy. 
2082 4.27); see also the reference in Plut. Mor. 300F to Mvqtlç f] 
’Av0r|bovia jroif|TQia, probably to be dated in C3 rather than in C5 
(Knoepfler [1986] 601 n. 31). Similarly, Skylax’ classification of Anthe- 
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don as a teichos (59) points to the conclusion that Anthedon had not 
been a polis during the first and second federations. The only epigraphi
cal reference to Anthedon as a polis is a heavily restored proxeny decree 
of C3 (SEG 36 413 = Knoepfler [1986] 624-30).

The territory is called f| ’Av0ï|bovia (Strab. 9.2.13) and its size has 
been assessed at ca. 85 km2 (Fossey [1988] 250). Anthedon bounded on 
Tanagra to the southeast (Nikokrates [FGrHist 376] fr. 1) and on Thebes 
to the southwest (Heraclides 23, GGM I, 104). Although there is no ex
plicit evidence, it is usually assumed that Anthedon belonged to Thebes 
and that its harbour was used as a naval base by the Thebans when in the 
360s they built a fleet (Schläger et alii [1968] 90), but see Fossey (1993) 
117-20. The attestation of an aphedriateuon from Anthedon testifies to 
membership of the Third Federation (/G VII 2723.4, ca. 280-70, cf. 
Knoepfler [1992] 451). The protecting god of Anthedon was probably 
Zeus Karaios and Anthas whose cult, however, is unattested before C2 
(/G II2 2360, Schachter 3 [1994] 97 and letter of Dec. 1994)

The ancient town lay next to the sea around a tiny harbour (Strab. 
9.2.13; Schläger et alii [1968]). A hill of about 30 m high was used for 
the akropolis. On the north side of the hill are the remains of a Hellenis
tic (Roesch [PECS'] 59) fortification wall built in ashlar masonry with 
interval towers. The city walls encompassed both the hill and the har
bour and enclosed an area of 36 hectares (Wallace [1979] 58; Fossey 
[1988] 252). Herakleides mentions an agora flanked with two stoas. The 
settlement can be traced back to the Neolithic period (Fossey [1988] 
255).

Chaironeia (Chaironeus). Map 54. Lat. 38.30, long.22.55; size of terri
tory: 2; type: A. The toponym is XatQWveioi, T) (Thue. 1.113.1; E 
Delphes III 3 96 = SEG 32 529, ca. 313-300 B.C.), but in some Boiotian 
inscriptions X[t]]Qd)via (/G VII 3170.10, C3) or XaiQ(i)vf]a (SEG 38 
380.1, Cl). The city-ethnic is Xaiooveng (SEG 15 282.4, 263/55 B. C.).

Chaironeia is called a polis presumably in the urban sense by Heka- 
taios (FGrHist 1 fr. 116, cf. Hansen [1995] 55 n. 44) and in the political 
sense by Thucydides (4.76.3 and 4.89.2, cf. Hansen [1995] 21-4; Hell. 
Oxy. 19.3). The earliest epigraphical reference to a Jtôktç Xr|Q0)vet[(D]v 
is a proxeny decree of C2e (IG VII 3287 = Michel 240). The term 
Jtokiopa is used by Aristophanes (FGrHist 379 fr. 3, C4).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested (internally) on the re
verse of the coins XAIPQNE(QN), 387-74 (Head [1881] 44) and exter
nally by Polybios at 27.1.4. For the individual use of the city-ethnic see 
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e.g. EÙQUtpàovTOç KaÀÀtcpgovoç XotiQœvéwg (SEG 15 282.4, gramma- 
teus 263/55 B.C.).

The territory is called XaïQtoveicx (Lycurg. 1.16: f] èv XaiQOveta 
[lâ/î]) and it was the westernmost region of Boiotia, bounding Phokis 
(Thue. 4.76.3, cf. Hekataios [FGrHist 1] fr. 116). In C5f its territory was 
a part of the territory of Orchomenos (inference from Hdt. 8.34.1). In 
395, however, Chaironeia was united with Kopai and Akraiphia and 
constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts {Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The 
size of the territory has been assessed at ca. 55 km2 (Fossey [1988J 342).

In C5 Chaironeia was a dependent polis under Orchomenos (jtoXlv 
’OQ/opEvuDV, Theopomp. [FGrHist 115] fr. 407, probably referring to 
446 B.C.; èç ’Oç/OfiEvov ^uvteXeiv, Thue. 4.76.3, referring to 424 
B.C.) and was perhaps without any representation in the federal govern
ment. In 395, however, Chaironeia was united with Akraiphia and Kopai 
and constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). It 
is not known when Chaironeia changed its status from an Orchomenian 
dependency to one of the six poleis which provided one boiotarch every 
third year. Chaironeia was a member of the Second Federation (EJtißo- 
pØEtv, Diod. 16.39.8) and of the Third Federation as well (IG VII 
2724c.6, 245-40 B.C.). In 446 Chaironeia was conquered by the Atheni
ans and exposed to andrapodismos (Thue. 1.1 13.1; Theopomp. fr. 407).

Chaironeia must have been fortified in 424 (Thue. 4.89.2). On the ak- 
ropolis there are remains of (1) a circuit of walls of cyclopean masonry, 
probably of the archaic period; (2) Lesbian blocks, presumably archaic; 
(3) a C4 ashlar circuit of walls. Small extensions at the NE comer of the 
cyclopean wall and at the NW corner of the ashlar wall suggest that the 
lower city in the archaic and classical periods was walled and lay north 
of the akropolis. The akropolis walls enclose an area of ca. 15 hectares. 
The size of the lower city is unknown (Fossey [1988] 376-9). The city’s 
extent is unknown and Bintliff’s estimate of 30? hectares is guesswork 
(Bintliff [1991] 202). The settlement can be traced back to the Early 
Helladic period (Fossey [1988] 380). Of public architecture the only 
known building is a small rock-cut theatre of the 5th or 4th century (Dil- 
ke in BSA 45 [1950] 35-7). The protecting god of Chaironeia may have 
been Zeus (Paus. 9.41.6, Schachter 3 [1994] 99).

Chaironeia struck coins on the Aiginetan standard between 387 (or 
earlier) and 374 (or later). Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.; club, leg
end: XAI or XAIPQNE (Head [1911] 344).

Chorsiai (Chorsieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 22.55; size of territory: 
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1; type: A. The toponym KoQøtat, al (Dem. 19,141 codd. AY; Harp, 
s.v.; Skylax 38) is attested in literary sources but not in inscriptions. 
From the city-ethnic XoQOiebg (SEG 3 342, Migeotte [1984] no. 11) we 
can infer that in the Boiotian dialect the toponym must have been 
XoQøial which is the spelling offered by Steph. Byz. at 696.1. It has 
been suggested that the KoQOtai referred to by Demosthenes must be 
Kopaela in eastern Lokris (Etienne & Knoepfler [1976] 32-41), but 
Demosthenes’ mention of Orchomenos, Koroneia and Tilphosaion side 
by side with Koqoiat as well as the notes in Harp, and Skylax strongly 
support the traditional location of the site in southern Boiotia.

Skylax (38) lists Chorsiai as the first toponym after the heading 
JIÔZ.ELÇ at be, and the setttlement is presumably called a polis by Theo- 
pompos (FGrHist 115 fr. 167). The earliest epigraphical reference to a 
JioXtg XoQøielwv is in a proxeny decree of C3s (IG VII 2385 = Michel 
231).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a treaty 
with Thisbai (SEG 3 342, C2e) and internally in a proxeny decree (SEG 
22 410, C2f). There is no attestation of the individual use.

The name of the territory is unknown; its size has been assessed at ca. 
40 km2 (Fossey [1988] 186). A C4f list of Thespian dedications found in 
Chorsiai indicates that Chorsiai in the early fourth century was a depen
dent polis lying inside the territory of Thespiai (SEG 24 361, soon after 
395/4, Schachter 1 [1981] 238).

In 346 Chorsiai was destroyed by the Thebans, had its walls demol
ished and, like Orchomenos and Koroneia, was perhaps exposed to an 
andrapodismos (Dem. 19.141).

The only reference in written sources to walls is (pxuQwpévoç; at 
Diod. 16.58.1, describing the Phocians’ occupation of Chorsiai during 
the Sacred War down to 346 B.C. Remains of a coursed trapezoidal wall 
enclose both the akropolis and the lower town on the east, north and 
west sides, whereas the south side is protected by cliffs. This circuit of 
walls seems to date from the years after the battle of Leuktra; it was 
probably destroyed by the Thebans in 346 (Dem. 19.141), but re-erected 
later on in the 4th century in isodomic ashlar work. The walls enclose 
residential quarters of max. one hectare (Büsing & Büsing-Kolbe [1972] 
79-87; Fossey [1988] 188-91). The settlement can be traced back to the 
Early Helladic period (Fossey [1988] 193).

Erythrai. Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.25; size of territory: 1; type: C. 
The toponym is ’EqvØQai (Hom. II. 2.499 [for the accent see Schol. ad 
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loc.]\ Thuc. 3.24.2). There is no attestation of the toponym in epigraphi
cal sources, and the only attestation of a city-ethnic is ’EpuOgatog 
üavrlatç] {SEG 30 457, C61, cf. Fossey [1991] 181-9; Hansen [1995] 
46-7; for the word order ethnic-name see IG VII 2796). But AppapéiT] 
MolqI/ou ’EpnOpala (/G II2 8500 = SEG 14 194, C4s) may come from 
Boiotian Erythrai too, since Molqi/oc; is a good Boiotian name and 
since the stele was found in Eleusis where several other sepulchral in
scriptions commemorating Boiotians have been found (Koumanoudis 
[1961] 104).

The only reference in ancient literature to Erythrai having been a po
lis is Pausanias’ remark: 'Yotwv xat ’EqvOqwv eqeIjilol êotl. jTÔXeiç 
ôé JiOTE tcôv Boudtcôv f]øav (Paus. 9.2.1). Pausanias’ retrospective site
classification is supported by two observations: (a) in 479 Erythrai had a 
territory which must have been very small (Hdt. 9.15.3, 25.2: ô ’EqvO- 
patog /(bpoç), and (b) a sympoliteia with Plataiai in C5m suggests that 
Erythrai had been a polis before it joined the sympoliteia and may per
haps still have been a dependent polis even after the union {Hell. Oxy. 
19.3, Hansen [1995] 16) by which its territory seems to have become a 
part of Platans (Strab. 9.2.24). Erythrai must have been annexed by 
Thebes before the synoikism of ca. 431 when its population was moved 
to Thebes {Hell. Oxy. 20.3). By 395, however, Erythrai had been repop
ulated, but was still lying within the territory of Thebes {Hell. Oxy. 
19.3).

The akropolis was fortified by an undated circuit of walls of rubble 
with no pretence to style enclosing an area of 1600 m2 (Fossey [1988] 
117-8). A wall of the lower town "is only visible as a line in the fall of 
the land" (Letter from Fossey of Jan 1995). The walls are probably later 
than 431 when Erythrai is described as unfortified {Hell. Oxy. 20.3). 
Apart from a few LH III sherds the settlement cannot be traced further 
back than the classical period (Fossey [1988] 118).

Eteonos/Skaphai (Skaph(l)eus). Location unknown; type: C. The topo
nym was originally ’Etewvôç, ô (Hom. II. 2.497) but it was changed into 
Sxacpod, al {Hell. Oxy. 20.3) or alternatively SxacpXal {IG II2 11654, 
C4m; Strab. 9.2.24, erroneously emended SxdptpT] by all eds.). The 
change of name may perhaps be connected with the refoundation of the 
town in ca. 400 B.C. after the synoikism with Thebes in ca. 431. We 
know that Eteonos/Skaphai was located near Skolos and occupied a hill 
(Hom. //. 2.497) in the Parasopia (Strab. 9.2.24), but the precise location 
is unknown (Fossey [1988] 130-1).
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Apart from Steph. Byz. (283.8) Eteonos/Skaphai is never ealled a po
lis and the reasons for including the site in this inventory are (a) that a 
city-ethnic is attested in classical sources (Hansen [ 1995] 28, 48) and (b) 
that a sympoliteia with Plataiai in C5m suggests that Eteonos/Skaphai 
had been a polis before it joined the sympoliteia and may perhaps still 
have been a dependent polis even after the union {Hell. Oxy. 19.3, Han
sen [1995] 16).

Apart from Steph. Byz. 283.10 there is no attestation of a city-ethnic 
derived from the toponym Eteonos, but the city-ethnic Sxot(p(X)e6ç is 
attested in four Attic sepulchral inscriptions of C4 of which the two last 
have been found in Eleusis: IG II2 11202: SxaqAeiJg, C4f; IG II2 
11654: èSxacpXàœv, C4m [Koumanoudis: acixav, but see bpa/pacuv in 
IG VII 3055.4]; SEG 15 161: SxacpXixå, SxarpXixat, C4m; SEG 22 
191 : SxacpXixat, C4s; cf. also SEG 22 192, C2-3 AD. The only other at
testation is in Men. Dy sc. hypoth. 14: vjtEXpivctTO ’AQiOTÔôripoç 
SxOtfpETJÇ.

Eutresis (Eutretidieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.15; size of territo
ry: 1; type: C. The toponym is EitTQt]Otg (Hom. II. 2.502; Hell. Oxy. 
19.3). The only surviving attestation of the city-ethnic is in a Hellenistic 
dedication to Apollo: EmQeiTiôieïeg ’AnoXXom {BCH 28 [1904] 430- 
1 no. 1).

Strabo calls Eutresis a xæpiov ØEOJtiÉæv (9.2.28) and in Steph. Byz. 
(287.21) it is classified as a kome. Eutresis is not called a polis in any ex
tant source, but the reference at 7/e//. Oxy. 19.3 to what was probably a 
sympoliteia between Thespiai, Thisbai and Eutresis suggests that Eutre
sis during the First Federation was a dependent polis dominated by 
Thespiai (Siewert [1977] 463, Hansen [1995] 16), cf. tol Øeojiléøolv 
xai tolq oùv avroç {SEG 26 475.5, C5f). The attestation of the city
ethnic further suggests that Eutresis was still a polis in the Hellenistic 
period during the Third Federation.

Excavations have revealed a part of a circuit of walls. Its compart
ment construction has been taken to suggest a mid fourth century date 
(Fossey [1988] 152). The settlement can be traced back to the Neolithic 
period (Fossey [ 1988] 152).

Haliartos (Haliartios). Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long. 23.05; size of territory: 
2; type: A. The toponym is ’AQiotQTOÇ, ô (Armenidas \FGrHist 378] 
fr.7) or ’AXtotQTOg (Hom. //. 2.503, cf. P. Lit. Load. 6; Lys. 16.13; IG 
VII 2850, C2-C1). In Boiotia the city-ethnic is either ’ApiapTiog {SEG 
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25 554, C5, Etienne & Knoepfler [1976] 221-5) or ’AXiotQTiog (/G VII 
2724.4-5, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. Knoepfler [1992] 451); outside Boiotia it 
is always ’AXiàpTioç (Thue. 4.93.4). For the late appearance of the 
form AXictQTtog see most recently Knoepfler (1992) 480-1.

Haliartos is listed as one of the Boiotian poleis in Thucydides’ de
scription of the battle of Delion (4.91.1 & 93.4). It is called a polis in the 
urban sense by Heraclides (25, GGM I 104, C3) and in the political 
sense by the Oxyrhynchus historian {Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The earliest epi
graphical attestation of a JiôXiç ’AQia[pTUi)v] is in a C3 decree concern
ing the cult of Athena Itonia (SEG 32 456.7, 235-30 B.C.), but the term 
[jTO]ZiTeicx (citizenship) in a citizenship decree of C41 (SEG 28 453.8) 
strongly supports Knoepfler’s restoration [xâg JtôXioç ’AXiaQiiov] in 
lines 3-4 of the decree (BCH 102 [1978] 381, pace Fossey in Boeotia 
Antiqua 4 [1994] 49-51).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a C5 ded
ication found near Onchestos (SEG 25 554) and internally on the reverse 
of a coin of C4f (APIAPTION, Head [1911] 345, see Etienne & Knocp- 
fler [1976] 222 n. 771). For the individual (and external) use see e.g. 
Kgujdôao ’Ay/ta^iw ’Aqkxqxlü) (/G VII 2724b.2, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. 
Knoepfler [1992] 451).

The territory was called ÄktaQTOg (Xen. Hell. 3.5.17) or AXiapita 
(Strab. 9.2.33; Paus. 9.33.4). Together with Lebadeia and Koroneia Hal
iartos constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). 
The size of the territory has been assessed at ca. 80 km2 (Fossey [1988] 
300). It comprised Onchestos (Strab. 9.2.33; SEG 25 554, Etienne & 
Knoepfler [1976] 223; Schachter 2 [1986] 206) and Okalea and Medeon 
as well (Strab. 9.2.26). A line of fortifications, now dated to 371 BC 
(Fossey [1992] 112-4) indicates the border of the city towards Koroneia 
(Fossey [1988] 320). The Cambridge/Bradford survey of Boiotia has 
disclosed that there is a band of almost empty territory running east-west 
just north of Askra, probably the border-zone between the territory of 
Haliartos and that of Thespiai (Snodgrass [1990] 129). The Thebans’ re
mark at Hdt. 5.79.2 that the Koroneians and Thespians are their neigh
bours indicates that Haliartos in 507/6 was a dependent po/A and situat
ed in what was then the territory of either Koroneia or Thebes. Haliartos 
was a member of the First Federation (Hell. Oxy. 19.3) and of Third 
Federation (IG VII 2724b.2, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. Knoepfler [1992] 451). 
We have no evidence relating to the Second Federation.

A small circuit of walls of cyclopean masonry (Mycenaean) with Les
bian (archaic) and trapezoidal (classical) repairs encloses the akropolis. 
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An ashlar circuit of walls, probably of C4, encloses the lower city and 
covers an area of ca. 36 hectares (Fossey [1988] 301-5). Haliartos was 
fortified when attacked by Lysandros in 395/4 (Xen. Hell. 3.5.17-9; 
Paus. 3.5.3-5). Both passages refer to a circuit of walls enclosing the 
whole city and not just the akropolis. Haliartos seems to have been an 
early iron age settlement located in and round the akropolis wherefrom 
it spread down the slope to the south. The settlement can be traced back 
to the Neolithic period (Fossey [1988] 305-6). The urban centre reached 
its maximum size in the 4th century (Bintliff & Snodgrass [1988] 61-5). 
On the akropolis have been found the remains of an archaic sanctuary of 
Athena (C7-6), and the protecting god of Haliartos was probably Athena 
Itonia (SEG 25 556.6-7, C31, Schachter 1 [1981] 116)

Haliartos struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 456 to 446, 
from ca. 400 (or earlier) to 374 (or later), and again from ca. 338 to 315. 
Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: amphora, later a trident, legend: ei
ther API or AP, later AAI (Head [1911] 345; Kraay [1976] 111-2). Are- 
markable stater has on the reverse a naked Poseidon and the legend AP- 
IAPTION (or -IOS) in epichoric letters, which points to a date around 
400 B.C. rather than after 387 (Etienne & Knoepfler [1976] 222, Hansen 
[1995] 63 add. note). The archaic coins inscribed with an epichoric H 
and traditionally assigned to Haliartos are now believed to have been 
struck by Hyettos (Etienne and Knoepfler [1976] 218-26).

Hyettos (Hyettios). Map 54. Lat. 38.35, long. 23.05; size of territory: 2; 
type: B. Apart from the Latinized version in Pliny NH 36.128 the topo
nym "Yîittoç, o is attested in two late sources only, viz., Pausanias 
(9.24.3-4, 36.6) and Stephanus (646.14). But the personal name "Yt]t- 
toç (Hes. fr. 257, C7-6) implies that the toponym goes back to the archa
ic period. The city-ethnic is 'Yéitoç (SEG 24 300, C6s), 'Yeiinog (IG 
VII 1673.4, ca. 240 B.C), 'Yéttloç (IG VII 416.78, Cl) or 'Yf|TTtoç (IG 
VII 2833.4, ca. 200 AD).

The earliest explicit reference to Hyettos as a polls is in a military cat
alogue of ca. 250 (SEG 26 498.3-4). But other evidence implies that 
Hyettos was a polis in the archaic and classical periods as well, (a) SEG 
24 300, C6s: Oeßaioi töv hvETiov inscribed on a greave and undoubt
edly commemorating a Theban victory over the Hyettans. (b) Hell. Oxy. 
19.3: ôvo bè Jiapei/ovio ßoitDiotQ/a; ’Oç/op-évioi xai rYf]TTioi (Wil- 
amowitz, Etienne and Knoepfler [1976] 230 : MS rYoiaioi), which 
shows that in ca. 400 B.C. Hyettos was one of the poleis which partici
pated in the running of the Federal administration. Further evidence of 
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the close relations between Hyettos and Orchomenos is provided by a 
public dedication of ca. 400 B.C. set up by the Orchomenians on the ak- 
ropolis of Hyettos (now lost but seen in 1938 by M. Feyel, BCH 62 
11938] 165 n. 5.; Etienne and Knoepfler [1976] 228-9).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the dedi
cation SEG 24 300, C6s and internally on the coins if B is an abbrevia
tion of hueitov. The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested in a list 
of aphedriateuontes: ... ’AptOTopn/ü) 'Yelttlw (IG VII 1673.4, ca. 240 
B.C.). The name of the territory is unknown; its size has been assessed at 
ca. 55 km2 (Fossey [1988] 292).

During the First Federation Orchomenos and Hyettos constituted two 
of the Boiotian districts and provided two Boiotarchs {Hell. Oxy. 19.3). 
The difference in size between the two cities indicates that, like the oth
er small poleis around lake Kopais, Hyettos provided one boiotarch eve
ry third year and Orchomenos all the others (Etienne & Knoepfler 229- 
33). Hyettos was a member of the Third Federation (IG VII 1673.4, ca. 
240 B.C.). There is no evidence concerning the Second Federation.

The akropolis was fortified by a wall of Lesbian masonry dating from 
ca. 500 B.C. with repairs of the 4th and 2nd centuries B.C. The circuit of 
walls encloses an area of ca. 6 hectares. There are no traces of any wall 
around the lower city, which seems to have lain south and east of the ak
ropolis (Etienne & Knoepfler 45-65). There are no traces of habitation 
antedating the archaic period (Fossey [1988] 294-5).

Hyettos struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to ca. 
480. Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: a mill-sail punch. Legend: (first 
on obv. later on rev.) the epichoric letter h (B) (Head [1911] 345 & 
Kraay [1976] 109-10 under Haliartos, but assigned to Hyettos by 
Etienne & Knoepfler [1976] 218-26 & 383-90; Schachter [1989] 85).

Hysiai. Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.20; size of territory: 1 ; type: C. The 
toponym is ’Yotal (Hdt. 5.74.2; Eur. Bacch. 751). There is no attesta
tion of the toponym in epigraphical sources and the only attestation of a 
city-ethnic is in Steph. Byz. 653.9.

Apart from Pausanias’ description of Hysiai as the ruins of what had 
once been a Boiotian polis (9.2.1 ) the only reference in ancient literature 
to Hysiai as a polis is in Harpokration s.v. 'Ycaal, ifjç Boiwtioç jtôàlç, 
quoting Hypereides’ speech For Xenophilos (fr. 156, Sauppe) on the 
toponym, but not necessarily on the classification of the site as a polis. 
The two main reasons for including Hysiai in this inventory are (a) that 
it had a territory of its own and (b) that it was placed right between Pla- 
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taiai and the three small cities which are named by the Oxyrhynchus his
torian as ŒupjroXtTEVÔpEvat with Plataiai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3), viz. Eryth- 
rai, Skolos and Skaphai. This location strongly indicates that Hysiai 
must have been one of the small members of the sympoliteia not men
tioned explicitly by the Oxyrhynchus historian but referred to with the 
phrase xwv dXÀwv /wqudv, and thus Hysiai was presumably a polis, at 
least before it joined the sympoliteia.

Hysiai had been annexed by Athens, probably in 519, and was still 
part of Attika in 506 (Hdt. 5.74.2; 6.108.6); but in 479 Hysiai had a ter
ritory of its own which, however, must have been very small (Hdt. 
9.25.3, cf. 6.108.6) bounding Plataiai to the west (Hdt. 9.15.3; 25.3), 
Thebes to the north (Hdt. 6.108.6), Erythrai to the east (Hdt. 9.15.3) and 
Eleutherai to the south (Paus. 9.1.6). Later in C5 Hysiai seems to have 
been a member of the sympoliteia led by Plataiai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3) and 
must accordingly have been a part of Plataiis (cf. Paus. 9.2.1 ).

Traces of a circuit of walls could still be seen a hundred years ago 
(Fossey [ 1988] 113) and some remains of buildings as well as two dedi
cations to Demeter (IG VII 1670-1) have been connected with the sanc
tuary of Demeter Eleusinios (Hdt. 9.57.2; Plut. Mor. 325E)(Schachter 1 
[1981] 153).

Kopai (Kopaieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.30, long. 23.10; size of territory: 3; 
type: A. The toponym KthJiai is attested in literary sources only (Hom. 
II. 2.502; Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The city-ethnic is KwJtatEVÇ (Thue. 4.93.4; 
IG VII 4149.15, Clf) or Kcwraïoç (Head [1911] 344, C4f) or Kwjrfjoç 
(IG VII 2792, C4s), which is the more common form in Boiotian in
scriptions (Fossey in LCM 10 [1985] 39).

Kopai is listed as one of the Boiotian poleis in Thucydides’ descrip
tion of the battle of Delion (4.91.1 & 93.4) and in the Oxyrhynchus 
Historian’s account of the federal constitution (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The 
earliest epigraphical attestation of a nôXiç KwJtf)Grv is in a dedication of 
the Hellenistic period (SEG 41 452, C2f).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally on a C4s 
boundary stone (IG VII 2792) and internally on the reverse of a coin of 
C4f (KQnAIQN, Head [1911] 344); the individual use is attested exter
nally in a list of aphedriateuontes: ’Aqlchjtoxqoitloç [’Epjnéôtuvoç 
K(i)Jt[f|](i) (IG VII 2724d.5, ca. 240 B.C.) and internally in a Hellenistic 
grave epigramme (IG VII 2796.1).

An inscription of ca. 315 cut in the rock near Vristika marked the bor
der between Kopai and Akraiphia (IG VII 2792, SEG 36 411, Lauffer 
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[1986] 136), and, similarly, a horos of the late archaic period probably 
records the border between the two poleis {SEG 30 440). The size of the 
territory has been assessed at ca. 105 km2 (Fossey [1988] 264).

In 395 Kopai was united with Akraiphia and Chaironeia and consti
tuted one of the eleven Boiotian districts {Hell. Oxy. 19.3). There is no 
explicit evidence concerning the Second Federation, but Kopai was a 
member of the Third Federation (/G VII 2724d.5, ca. 240 B.C.).

A line of a ashlar wall (presumably of the second half of the 4th cen
tury B.C.) and possibly the position of a tower can still be observed 
(Fossey [1988] 278). The settlement can be traced back to the Neolithic 
period (Fossey [1988] 279).

Kopai struck coins on the Aiginetan standard between 387 (or earlier) 
and 374 (or later). Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: forepart or head of 
a bull, legend: KQ or KQFIAIQN (Head [1911] 344).

Koroneia (Koronaios or Koroneus). Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.55; 
size of territory: 2; type: A. The toponym is KoQcbveta (Hom. II. 2.503; 
Thue. 1.113.2; IG II2 5222, 394 B.C.) but a C6 dedication in Olympia 
has 9OQÔVEta {LSAG 95 no. 11). In most literary sources the city-ethnic 
is Kooovaioç (Hdt. 5.79.2; Thue. 4.93.4) but in inscriptions and some 
literary sources it is Koqwvevc; (Lazzarini 916; CID II 74 col. 1.50, 
337/6; Hell. Oxy. 19.3); once it is Koqojvloç (Strab. 9.2.29). Again, 
[9o]QOVE[eg] has been restored on a C61 helmet dedicated to Olympian 
Zeus (BSA 87 [1992] 288) and the oldest coins (500-480) are marked 
with a 9 whereas the coins of the next series (from ca. 456-46) are signed 
KOPO (Head [1911] 345).

Koroneia is presumably called a polis by Hekataios {FGrHist 1 fr. 
117) but the first unquestionable attestation of Koroneia as a polls is in 
Thucydides’ description of the battle of Delion (Thue. 4.91.1 & 93.4). 
The oldest epigraphical reference to a jTÔælc, Koqwvelöv is in a C31 
proxeny decree {SEG 26 552).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a dedica
tion in Thebes (Lazzarini 916) as well as in literary sources (Hdt. 5.79.2; 
Thue. 4.93.4) and internally on the coins KOPO(NEIQN) (Head [1881] 
26). For the individual and external use of the city-ethnic cf. the sepul
chral inscription EvxqctTT] KoooveF xclîqe {IG VII 2114 - Choix 49, 
Hellenistic), for the individual and internal use see the list of victors at 
the Pamboiotia {SEG 26 551, C3s)

The territory was called KoQCUVEia (Thue. 1.113.2; Arist. Mir. 
842b3) or f] KoQWVEiaxf| (Strab. 9.2.19, 28). Together with Haliartos 
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and Lebadeia Koroneia constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts 
(Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The territory of Koroneia comprised Hermaion (a val
ley), Metachoion (a fortress between Koroneia and Orchomenos) 
(Ephorus (FGrHist 70] fr. 94a) and the sanctuary of Athena Itonia 
(Strab. 9.2.29; Schol. Apol. Rhod. 1.551a). Its size has been assessed at 
ca. 95 km2 (Fossey [1988] 322).

Koroneia was allied with Thebes in 506 and earlier (Hdt. 5.79.2). The 
city was a member of the First Federation (Hell. Oxy. 19.3-4), the Sec
ond Federation (Diod. 16.35.3) and the Third Federation (CID II 74.50). 
In 359 theorodokoi were appointed to host theoroi from Epidauros (IG 
IV2 1.94.7). The protecting god of Koroneia was Athena Itonia whose 
sanctuary seems to have been located just to the north of the akropolis 
(Ale. fr. 325, L&P; Schachter 1 [1981] 117-27).

In 353/2 Koroneia was conquered by Onomarchos (Ephorus fr. 94a; 
Diod. 16.35.3) and became a Phokian stronghold (Dem. 19.148; Diod.
16.58.1) until 346 when Philip had the city handed over to the Thebans 
(Dem. 5.22, 6.13) who exposed it to an andrapodismos (Dem. 19.112, 
325); but shortly afterwards Koroneia must have been resettled since, in 
337/6, one of the Boiotian tamiai in Delphi is a Koroneian citizen (CID 
II 74.50).

Koroneia was a walled city when conquered by the Phokians in 353 
(Ephorus fr. 94a; Diod. 16.58.1). There are remains of an undated poly
gonal circuit of walls around the akropolis, enclosing an area of 38 hec
tares (Fossey [1988] 325-6, letter of Jan. 1995); another circuit of walls 
of unknown date enclosing the lower town could still be seen in the 19th 
century (Frazer Paus. V 70). The settlement can be traced back to the 
Neolithic period (Fossey [1988] 326).

Koroneia struck coins on the Aiginetan standard in the periods ca. 
500-480, ca. 456-46, ca. 387 (or earlier) - 374 (or later) and after 338. 
Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: head of Athena Itonia (some), legend: 
down to ca. 480: 9, thereafter either KOPO or KO or KOP (Head [1911] 
345; Kraay [1976] 110-1 ; Schachter [1989] 85).

Lebadeia (Lebadeus). Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.50; size of territory: 
2; type: A. The toponym is Aeßctöeia, f| (Hdt 8.134.1; IG VII 3083.4-5, 
C3s). The city-ethnic is Aeßaöevg (Hell. Oxy. 19.3; CID II 102 col. Ill, 
324/3) but in some Boiotian inscriptions it is Aeßaöetqoc; (IG VII 
3068.1 = Michel 635, C3).

Lebadeia is called a polis in the political sense by Hell. Oxy. (at 19.3). 
The earliest epigraphical attestation of a Jtôktç AeßaÖEt[f|Wv] is in a sa- 
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cred law of C4m (IG VII 3055). The formula is restored in IG VII 3086 
of ca. 400 B.C., but see Schachter 3 (1994) 76 n.l.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in a sacred 
law (/G VII 3055, C4s, Schachter 3 [1994] 86-8) and externally in Hell. 
Oxy. 19.3. For the individual and external use see e.g. S(dxqoite[oç A]- 
eßaÖEteo[g], hieromnemon in 324/3 (CID II 102 col. 1.11).

The territory was called Aeßabeta (Cratinus fr. 220; Xen. Mem. 3.5.4; 
Theophr. Hist. Pl. 4.11.8) or f] Aeßotbtcxxf] (Arist. HA 606aI). Together 
with Koroneia and Haliartos Lebadeia constituted one of the eleven 
Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). A horos of C4-C3 found some 4 km. 
south-east of Lebadeia marks the border between Lebadeia and Koro
neia (SEG 23 297). To the north-east Lebadeia bordered the territory of 
Orchomenos (Arist. HA 606al). The adjoining city to the north was 
Chaironeia (Plut. Mor. 849A, rC4). The size of the territory has been as
sessed at ca. 95 km2 (Fossey [1988] 322, 342).

Lebadeia was a member of the First Federation (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The 
city must have been a member of the Second Federation as well since 
the annual panegyris celebrating the Boiotian victory at Leuktra took 
place in Lebadeia (Diod. 15.53.4; IG VII 552, C4), and the attestation of 
a hieromnemon in 324/3 testifies to membership of the Third Federation 
(CID II 102 col. 1.11)

Theorodokoi were appointed in ca. 400 B.C. to host theoroi from Del
phi (Sy IP 90.14-5) and in 359 to host theoroi from Epidauros (restored in 
IG IV2 1.94.9). The protecting god of Lebadeia was probably Zeus Ba- 
sileus (Schachter 3 [1994] 109-18).

The city was situated on the eastern bank of the Herkyna river (Paus. 
9.39.2) beneath the modem city. The size of the city is unknown and so 
far no traces of an ancient circuit of walls have been found. Excavations 
have revealed some remains of C4 monumental buildings including a 
stoa and a temple of the Megale Meter (Fossey [1988] 345; Schachter 2 
[1986] 127-30). To the west of the Herkyna river was the sanctuary of 
Zeus Basileios and the famous oracle of Trophonios (Paus. 9.39.5-13). 
Lebadeia was sacked by Lysandros in 395 B.C. (Plut. Lys. 28.2).

Lebadeia struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 387 (or ear
lier) to 374 (or later) and again from ca. 338 to 315. Type: Obv.: Boio
tian shield; Rev.: thunderbolt (some), legend: AEBA or AEB (Head 
[1911] 346).

Mykalessos (Mykalessios). Map 54. Lat. 38.25, 23.30; size of territory: 
2?; type: A. The toponym is Muxakriooog, f] (Hom. //. 2.498; Thue. 
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7.29.2-3). The city-ethnic is Mux«À.f]OOioç (Thue. 7.30.3). Neither the 
toponym nor the city-ethnic is attested in epigraphical sources.

Mykalessos is called a polis both in the urban and in the political 
sense by Thucydides at 7.29-30. According to Strabo it was a kome 
(Strab. 9.2.11, 14), whereas Pausanias, retrospectively, describes My
kalessos as the ruins of a polis (9.19.4).

The only attestation of the city-ethnic (in its collective and external 
use) is in Thue. 7.30.3, paraphrased by Pausanias at 1.23.3.

In the Hellenistic and Roman periods Mykalessos was located in the 
territory of Tanagra (Strab. 9.2.11, 14; Paus. 9.19.8), and that seems to 
have been the case already in the early 5th cent. B.C (Fossey [1988] 83- 
4, 222-3; Hansen [1995] 36-7). Within the Tanagraian territory, howev
er, Mykalessos had its own territory, called MvxotXï]oaôç, which seems 
to have stretched as far as the Euboian Gulf (Paus. 9.19.5, Bakhuizen 
[1970] 20-1, 148-9) and so must be assessed at at least 50 and perhaps 
over 100 km2.

In 413 the city was sacked by Thracian mercenaries and a large part 
of the population was killed off (Thue. 7.29-30). Mykalessos was walled 
but the circuit of walls was not very high and parts of it had collapsed 
(Thue. 7.29.3). The wall reported by Lolling (1989) 508 may have been 
the remains of a circuit of walls (Fossey [1988] 80-1). Thucydides de
scribes Mykalessos as a small polis and apart from houses the only 
buildings referred to are some sanctuaries and a school (Thue. 7.29.4-5). 
The large nekropolis testifies to a peak of population in C6s (Ure [1940] 
496-510). The settlement can be traced back to EH II (Fossey [1988] 79- 
80).

Mykalessos struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 
480 and from 387 (or earlier) to 374 (or later). Type: Obv.: Boiotian 
shield; Rev.: thunderbolt (some), legend: M or later MY (Head [1911] 
346; Kraay [1976] 110; Schachter [1989] 85).

Onchestos. Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long. 23.10; size of territory: 1 ; type: C. 
The toponym is ’Oyxt]0tôç, ô (Hom. II. 2.506; IG IX2 1.1 170.5, 292 
B.C.). There is no attestation of a city-ethnic.

Onchestos is called a polis in the urban sense by Heraclides at 25, 
GGM I 104) and retrospectively by Pausanias at 9.26.5. There is no ex
plicit reference to Onchestos being a polis in the political sense. In 338, 
however, Onchestos became the capital of the Boiotian Federation 
(Roesch [1982] 266-82), and the federal archon was hereafter referred to 
as the Archon in Onchestos (/G XII 9 912.5, ca. 308-04 B.C.). The re
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mains of a C6s temple of Poseidon have been found (ArchDelt 28 [ 1973] 
269-71, Schachter 2 [1986] 207) and near the temple what may be the 
remains of an early Hellenistic bouleuterion (ArchDelt [1973-4] Chron. 
442). If the identification is correct, it probably accommodated the fed
eral council (SEG 23 271.64-6, Roesch [1965] 126-33).

According to Steph. Byz. (483.9) the city-ethnic was ’Oyxf)OTtoç, but 
in earlier and more reliable sources this adjective is unattested as a city
ethnic and known only as an epithet of Poseidon (Paus. 9.37.1 ) or his 
son Megareus (Hellanicus [FGrHist 4] fr. 78).

Together with Haliartos (Hdt. 5.79.2) Onchestos may originally have 
belonged to Thebes (Hes. Scut. 103-5, Schachter 2 [1986] 215) or to Ko- 
roneia. A C5 public dedication of the Haliartians found in the Poseidon- 
ion indicates that it then belonged to Haliartos (SEG 25 554, Schachter 2 
[1986] 206). After 338 it was probably independent.

The settlement of Onchestos has been tentatively identified with a site 
of ca 5 hectares about 1 km. west of the sanctuary of Poseidon. On the 
site were found fragments of monumental Doric architecture, traces of a 
fortification wall, of a Hellenistic bouleuterion, and the plan of what ap
pears to be an agora of Hellenistic date. (Bintliff & Snodgrass [1985] 
140; Schachter 2 [1986] 208).

Orchomenos (Orchomenios). Map 54. Lat. 38.30, 22.55; size of territo
ry: 3; type: A. The toponym is ’Oç/o^tevog (Hom. II. 2.511; Thue. 
3.87.4) or, in the Boiotian dialect, ’Epxo|Jievôg (LSAG 95 no. 17, ca. 
475-50?). The city-ethnic is ’OQXOftÉvioç (Hdt. 9.16.1; CID II 74 col. 
1.36) but in Boiotian inscriptions almost always ’Eqxo[1Évloç (LSAG 95 
no. 11) and only occasionally ’OQX°péviog (both forms are attested in 
IG VII 3172.17 & 51-2, 223 B.C.).

Orchomenos is called a polis in the territorial sense by Pindar (?) in a 
poem for Apollon (fr. 333.8, Maehler), in the urban sense by Herodotos 
(8.34.1), and in the political sense by Thucydides in his description of 
the battle of Delion (Thue. 4.91.1 & 93.4). The earliest epigraphical ref
erence to a TtoXig ’EQXop£vtwv is a proxeny decree of C31 (IG VII 3166 
= Michel 238).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally on a C6m 
helmet at Olympia commemorating a victory over Koroneia (LSAG 95 
no. 11) and internally (in an abbreviated form) on the reverse of the 
coins; EPXO(MENIQN) (Head [1911] 346-7). For the individual (and 
external) use cf. e.g. Nixiaç 'Eppatov ’EQXopévtoç (IG IF 10036, 410- 
390 B.C.). Both the ethnic and the city-ethnic are recorded in a C5 ded-
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ication from Delphi: [’EJnibriakog ... Boiotioç è/ç ’EqxI°Fevc)] 
(LSAG 95 no. 17, ca. 475-50).

The territory was called yfj f] ’OQ/opevtcov (Hdt. 8.34.1) or f] ’Oq/o- 
[XEVia (Theophr. Hist. Pl. 9.13.1; Strab. 9.2.19) orf] ’Oy/opevog (Thue.
1.113.2).  [When denoting the city the gender of the toponym is invari
ably masculine (the exception is Apol. Rhod. Arg. 4.257), thus f] 
’OQ/op-evog probably denotes the territory of Orchomenos with either 
yfj or xd)Qa implied]. Together with Hyettos Orchomenos constituted 
two of the eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). Down to the end 
of the 5th century the territory of Orchomenos seems to have included 
Chaironeia (Hdt. 8.34.1; Thue. 4.76.3; Theopomp. (FGrHist 115] fr. 
407), but Chaironeia became free of Orchomenos at one time after 424 
(Thue. 4.76.3; 4.93.4) but before 395 (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). To the south Or
chomenos bordered the territory of Lebadeia (Arist. HA 605b31). The 
size of the territory has been assessed at ca. 105 km2 (Fossey [1988] 
342).

In the Catalogue of Ships Orchomenos is called Mlvueloç and is not 
a part of Boiotia (Hom. II. 2.511 ; cf. Thue. 4.76.3). According to this tra
dition Orchomenos and the Minyans had once ruled Boiotia and re
ceived tribute from the Boiotian cities (Isoc. 14.10; Diod. 15.79.5).

As a member of the First Federation Orchomenos (together with 
Hyettos) supplied two of the eleven Boiotarchs (Hell. Oxy. 19.3); but in 
395 at the outbreak of the Korinthian War the Orchomenians joined 
Sparta and defected from the federation (Xen. Hell. 3.5.6). The city was 
garrisoned by the Spartans from 395 to 375 or even later (Xen. Hell. 
4.3.15; 5.1.29; Diod. 15.37.1) and the war between Thebes and Orcho
menos went on until 371 (Xen. Hell. 6.4.10). In 370, however, Orcho
menos was forced to rejoin the Boiotian federation (Diod. 15.57.1), ap
parently without any representation in the federal government (only 7 
boiotarchs in 365, SEG 34 355). An abortive coup d’état planned by the 
Orchomenian knights in collusion with some Theban exiles resulted in a 
Theban attack on Orchomenos in 364. The city was conquered, de
stroyed and exposed to an andrapodismos by which all men were killed 
while women and children were sold into slavery (Diod. 15.79.3-6; 
Dem. 16.4, 25; 20.109). But the site was not abandoned, and in 359 an 
Orchomenian theorodokos was appointed to host a theoros from Epidau- 
ros (IG IV2 1 94.8). So in 364 Orchomenos must have been given to set
tlers who were loyal to Thebes. In the spring of 353 Orchomenos was 
conquered by Onomarchos (Diod. 16.33.4) and occupied by the Pho- 
kians until their capitulation in the summer of 346 (Dem. 19.148; Aes- 
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chin. 2.141; Diod. 16.58.1). During the Phokian occupation the city was 
resettled by some Orchomenians, probably those who had escaped the 
andrapodismos of 364 (Aeschin. 2.141; Dem. 16.25; Schol. Dem. 6.13, 
21 Dilts). After the peace with the Phokians Philip surrendered Orcho- 
menos to the Thebans (Dem. 5.21-2) and the city seems to have suffered 
yet another andrapodismos (Dem. 19.112, 141,325). When the Thebans 
had been defeated at Chaironeia, however, Orchomenos was refounded, 
this time with Philip’s support, and the city was given back to the sur
viving Orchomenians (Paus. 4.27.10; 9.37.8); it joined the federation 
again, and in 337-6 one of the Boiotian hieromnemones at Delphi was 
an Orchomenian (CID II 74 col. 1.36; col. 2.27). After the destruction of 
Thebes in 335 Orchomenos became once again a walled city (Arr. Anab. 
1.9.10).

Orchomenos was a member of the Kalaurian amphiktyony (Strab. 
8.6.14, Schachter 2 [1986] 213-4; Tausend [1992] 12-3). In 452 Orcho
menos may have been a member of the Delian League (IG I3 260 col. 
9.9, as restored by D. Lewis; see CAH 5.50)

The constitution of Orchomenos was oligarchic (Thuc.4.76.3; Diod.
15.79.3) and based on a property qualification (Hell. Oxy. 19.2). The 
Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a Constitution of the Orcho
menians (Arist. fr. 578-82, Gigon). Pausanias’ reference at 9.34.10 to 
two Orchomenian phylai, if trustworthy, must refer to his own day (Jo
nes [1987] 78-9).

The protecting god of Orchomenos was Zeus with various epithets 
(Laphystios, Akraios, Karaios, Keraios)(Schachter 3 [ 1994] 120-24, let
ter of Oct. 1994). Asopichos of Orchomenos is recorded as victor in the 
Olympic games of 488 (Pind. Ol. 14.4, 17)

The only explicit reference in written sources to walls is q)xuQ(i)|.iÉvog 
at Diod. 16.58.1 which shows that Orchomenos was fortified during the 
Phokian occupation 353-46. Substantial remains of a polygonal and ir
regular trapezoidal wall enclose the akropolis and the western part of the 
town, and is crowned by a keep of ashlar masonry. The walls enclose an 
area of less than 20 hectares but the lower city must have extended fur
ther to the south. The date of the wall is disputed. Fossey (1988) 353 
suggests archaic, Scranton (1941) 91 the mid 4th century, whereas Lauf- 
fer (1974) 297-9 prefers to identify the remains with the walls erected in 
the 330s after the sack of Thebes in 335 (Arr. Anab. 1.9.10). For the ar
chaic and classical periods the degree of urbanisation is virtually un
known, partly because the classical remains were destroyed by the later 
Byzantine occupation and partly because the relevant material from 
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Bulle’s excavations was never published (Lauffer [1974] 311). Remains 
have been found of archaic temples, a shrine for Dionysos (Fossey 
[1988] 354, and a theatre which is now dated C4s (Spyropoulos in AR 20 
[1973-4] 20).

Orchomenos struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 
480: Type: Obv.: incuse; Rev.: sprouting corn-grain, legend: E or EP. 
From ca. 400 (or earlier, cf. Hansen [1995] 63 add. note) to 374 (or lat
er). Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: running horse or amphora, leg
end: EP, EPX or EPXO. From ca. 338 to 315. Types: Obv.: Boiotian 
shield; Rev.: plain, legend: OPX (Head [1911] 346-7; Kraay [1976] 110; 
Schachter [1989] 85).

Oropos (Oropios). Map 54. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.45; size of territory: 3; 
type: B. The toponym is ’QqgjjtÔç, Ô (Hdt. 6.101.1 ; SEG 3 117.14, 303/2 
B.C.). The city-ethnnic is ’QQtbjtiog (Thue. 2.23.3; IG VII 4250-1 = 
Tod, GHI 164 A-B, C4m).

Oropos is called a polis in the urban sense by Heraclides (7, GGM I 
100, C3s) in the territorial sense by Aristotle (fr. 613, Rose) and in the 
political sense by Diodoros (Diod. 14.17.3, rC4). The earliest epigraph
ical attestations of Oropos as a polis are in some citizenship decrees of 
ca. 322-310 B.C. (/G VII 4256-7 and SEG 15 264).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in two prox- 
eny decrees of C4m (Tod, GHI 164 A-B) and externally in many literary 
sources (e.g. Thue. 2.23.3). The individual use of the city-ethnic is at
tested internally in a sepulchral inscription of C2 (SEG 15 303) and ex
ternally in a list of aphedriateuontes of 312-04 B.C.: [K|oaTVÅÅH) 
’ApcpiöcxpLco ’Qqwjuid (/G VII 2724a.5, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. Knoepfler 
[1992] 451).

The name of the territory is ’Qqwjuoi (Thue. 4.99.1) or ’Qqiojiôç 
(Hyp. 3.16). It is sometimes referred to as being contiguous to Boiotia 
(SEG 37 100.142, ca. 330 B.C.) and sometimes as being part of Boiotia 
(Paus. 1.34.1 ). Thucydides’ account of the aftermath of the battle of De
lion shows that Oropos was a border district between Attika and Boiotia 
(Thue. 4.99.1 ). The size of the territory has been assessed at ca. 110 km2 
(Fossey [1988] 28).

According to the Boiotian historian Nikokrates (FGrHist 376 fr. 1) 
Oropos was originally an Eretrian colony, and this piece of information 
is supported by a study of the local dialect which was neither Boiotian 
nor Attic but a form of Ionian very close to that spoken by the Eretrians 
(Wilamowitz [1886] 97-103). Oropos fell to Athens probably after 
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507/6 (since the settlement did not become an Attic deme), perhaps be
fore 490 (Hdt. 6.101.1), but perhaps only after the Persian destruction of 
Eretria (Knoepfler [1985] 52). During most of the 5th cent. Oropos was 
an Athenian dependency (Thue. 2.23.3) but in 411 the city was con
quered by the Boiotians (Thue. 8.60.1 ) and enjoyed a short period of in
dependence (Lys. 31.9) until 402 when the losing side in a civil war ap
pealed to Thebes. The Thebans captured the city and forced its popula
tion to leave their settlement at the coast and move seven stades inland. 
The Oropians were first allowed to retain their political institutions, 
probably as a Theban dependency, but after a few years Oropos was an
nexed to the Boiotian federation and all Oropians were made citizens of 
Thebes (Diod. 14.17.1-3; Theopomp. [FGrHist 115] fr. 12). When the 
Boiotian federation was dissolved in 386 after the King’s Peace Oropos 
must have regained its independence, but some time between 375 and 
373 the Oropians preferred to join Athens once again rather than to be 
forced by Thebes to join the new Boiotian federation (Isoc. 14.20, 37, 
Knoepfler [1986] 90-3; SEG 36 442). Already in 366 (Diod. 15.76.1), 
however, Oropos was captured by the Eretrian tyrants (Aeschin. 3.85; 
Dem. 18.99). Facing the threat of a major Athenian attack they agreed to 
hand over Oropos to the Thebans and submit to international arbitration. 
The Thebans garrisoned the city, but the arbitration came to nothing and 
Thebes arrogated Oropos once again (Xen. Hell. 7.4.1; Diod. 15.76.1; 
Schol. Dem. 18.99, 176 Dilts; 21.64, 204 Dilts). Two proxeny decrees 
passed by the Oropians in their ekklesia (Tod, GHI 164A-B) in probably 
359/8 (Coulton [1968] 182) strongly suggest that Oropos, though a de
pendency of Thebes, was still a polis, and not just a municipality (Han
sen [1995] 39). After the defeat at Chaironeia Oropos was transferred to 
Athens, perhaps already by Philip in 338 (Paus. 1.34.1; Schol. Dem. 
18.99, 176 Dilts; Robert [I960] 195), perhaps only in 335 after 
Alexander’s destruction of Thebes (Knoepfler [ 1993] 295). Oropos re
gained its independence in 322, had it confirmed in 319 (Diod. 18.56.6), 
but became a member of the Third Boiotian Federation in the years 312- 
04 (Diod. 19.78.3; IG VII 2724a.5, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. Knoepfler 
[1992] 451).

Remains of an undated fortification wall enclosing the akropolis are 
still visible along the west side, but only as a fall in the land with some 
debris. All remains of ancient structures have disappeared (Fossey 
[ 1988 ] 30 and letter of Jan. 1995).

Pharai. Map 54. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.40, size of territory: 1?; type B. 
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The toponym is Oocqcil, attested in Strab. 9.2.14 and Steph. Byz. 658.5 
but not in any other source. The full form of the city-ethnic is unknown 
since it is only attested in the abbreviated form <t>A on the reverse of 
some C4f coins (Head [1911] 347).

Pharai is not called a polis in any extant source but the existence of a 
fourth-century mint strongly suggests that Pharai must have been a po
lis, at least in the period after the King’s Peace of 386.

According to Strabo (9.2.14-5) Pharai, Eleon. Harma and Mykalessos 
formed a TETQaxwpicx which lay in the territory of Tanagra.

Pharai struck coins on the Aiginetan standard between ca. 386 (or ear
lier) and 374 (or later). Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: amphora, leg
end: <t>A (Head [1911] 347). On the archaic issues traditionally assigned 
to Pharai see infra s.v. Thespiai.

Plataiai (Plataieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.15; size of territory: 3; 
type: A. The toponym is nkaiaiai, al (Tod, GHI 204.34-5, C4; IG IV2 
1 629, C2; Hdt. 9.25.2) but some authors use the singular: nkæraia, f] 
(Hom. Il 2.504; Thue. 2.2.1 et alibi). The city-ethnic is nkaxaiEUg 
(Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 27.6, 479 B.C.; SEG 9 2.44, C4s; IG VII 1664.2-3, 
C3; Hdt. 8.44.1; Thue. 2.3.1; Lys. 23.2) and the ktetikon nkaiaixog is 
only used as an ethnic in the feminine (IG II2 10096, C4m); for one pos
sible exception see Aeschin. 3.162.

Plataiai is called a polis in numerous literary sources both in the urban 
sense (Hdt. 8.50.2; Thue. 2.5.4; 3.68.3) and in the political sense (Thue. 
2.2.2; 3.57.2; Isoc. 14.1, cf. polites at Thue. 2.2.2; 3.65.3). The term as- 
ty is used by Herodotos at 7.233.2. The earliest epigraphical reference to 
a JiôXiç nX(XTT]Eiæv is in a C3 proxeny decree (ZG VII 1664.3 = Michel 
225).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally on the Ser
pent Column (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 27.6, 479 B.C.) and internally in a 
Hellenistic proxeny decree (ZG VII 1664.2-3, C3). For the individual 
(and external) use cf. e.g. ’E/tXaog 4>ik«viöov nLaxaieug in a Troiz- 
enian citizenship decree of 369 B.C. (Syll.3 162.2-3, 369 B.C.).

The name of the territory is yfj nkotTOiiiq (Thue. 2.71.4); xcoqci 
nkaiaiig (Thue. 3.58.5); HkotTaiäoiv (Thue. 4.72.1); èviaîç Ilkaiai- 
aîç (Xen. Hell. 5.4.48). In 506 the Asopos river was made the border 
between Plataiai and Thebes (Hdt. 6.108.6; Paus. 9.4.4). To the west 
Plataiai bounded on Thespiai (Hdt 8.50.2) and to the east on Hysiai 
(Hdt. 6.108.6) which was then a part of Attika (Hdt. 5.74.2). The size of 
the territory has been assessed at ca. 170 km2 (Fossey [1988] 100). It is 
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debated whether Plataiai too was a part of Attika from 519 onwards (for: 
Badian [1993] 117; against: Hammond [1992] 145). But at least from 
479 Plataiai was a part of Boiotia. Platans came to constitute two of the 
eleven Boiotian districts and included the small towns in the Parasopia 
which by then had entered into a sympoliteia with Plataiai, i.e. Skolos, 
Erythrai, Skaphai and, undoubtedly, Hysiai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). In 429 
King Archidamos summoned the Plataians to show him the borders of 
Plataian territory (Thue. 2.72.3). In 427-6 the territory was annexed by 
Thebes (Thue. 3.68.2-3; 5.17.2). In 519 (Thue. 3.68.5, Homblower 
[1991] 464-5) Plataiai entered into an alliance with Athens (Thue. 
2.73.3; 3.68.5, Hammond [1992] 144) whereby the Plataians were 
granted Athenian citizenship collectively (Thue. 3.55.3; 63.2, Amit 
[1973] 75-8; Homblower [1991] 449); the grant probably implied that a 
Plataian who moved to Athens was inscribed as citizen without an indi
vidual decree passed by the people. The Plataians fought side by side 
with the Athenians at Marathon (Hdt. 6.108.1) and those who died in 
battle were buried with the Athenian (manumitted) slaves (Paus. 1.32.3, 
Hammond [1992] 147-50). In 480 the Persians occupied Plataiai and de
stroyed the city by fire (Hdt. 8.50.2). Six hundred Plataians fought in the 
battle of Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.6) and after the battle Pausanias had 
all the victors take an oath that guaranteed the independence of the Pla
taian polis (Thue. 2.71.2). At one time between the Persian and the Pel
oponnesian War, when the First Federation was organized as described 
by the Oxyrhynchus historian, Plataiai had some kind of sympoliteia 
with the small towns in the Parasopia, controlled two of the eleven dis
tricts of Boiotia, and provided two boiotarchs (Hell. Oxy. 19.3, Kirsten 
[1950] 2302-3). It is apparent, however, from Thucydides’ account 
(Thue. 2.2.4; 3.65.2, Buck [1979] 153-4) that Plataiai had left the feder
ation when the city was attacked by Thebes in the spring of 431 (Thue.
2.2-6).  During this period Plataiai was a democracy in which major de
cisions were made by the people in assembly (Thue. 2.72.2, see Amit 
66-71). In the years 429-7 Plataiai was besieged by the Lakedaimonians 
and the members of the Peloponnesian League (Thue. 2.71-8; 3.20-4; 
3.52-68). After its capture in 427 the men were killed while the women 
were exposed to andrapodismos (Thue. 3.68.2; Dem. 59.103). In 426 
the city was razed to the ground (Thue. 3.68.3) and settled by some 
Megarians plus a few Plataians who were loyal to Sparta (Thue. 3.68.3). 
Some Plataian evacuees of 431 (Thue. 2.6.4) and some who in 428 es
caped the siege (Thue. 3.24.2) were all granted Athenian citizenship 
(Dem. 59.103-4; Isoc. 12.94, Osborne [1982] D 1) and inscribed in the 
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Attic tribes and demes (Lys. 23.2-3). After the destruction of Skione in 
421 the Athenians gave the place to the Plataians (Thue. 5.32.1) but 
many remained in Athens (Lys. 23.5-7). The Plataians were restored to 
their native city only after the King’s Peace of 386 (Paus. 9.1.4) and per
haps in connection with Sparta’s occupation of the Kadmeia in 382 
(Isoc. 14, hypoth.). They remained loyal to the Lakedaimonians after the 
liberation of Thebes in 379 (Xen. Hell. 5.4.14), and when the Thebans 
put pressure on the Plataians to join the Second Federation they refused 
(Isoc. 14.8-9). As a result Plataiai was conquered and destroyed once 
again by the Thebans (Xen. Hell. 6.3.1; 6.3.5; Isoc. 14. 1, 5, 7, 19, 35, 
46), probably in 373 (Paus. 9.1.5-8, Tuplin [1986] 321 n. 2) rather than 
in 374 (Diod 15.46.6). This time the Plataians were allowed to go into 
exile (Paus. 9.1.7). They found refuge in Athens once again and had 
their previous grant of citizenship renewed (Diod. 15.46.6, cf. Isoc. 
14.51-2). The town was still deserted and unfortified in 343 (Dem. 
19.21, 112, 325), but the Plataians were repatriated by Philip II (Paus. 
4.27.10; 9.1.8) undoubtedly in consequence of the peace of 338. They 
took an active part in the destruction of Thebes in 335 (Arr. Anab. 1.8.8; 
Diod. 17.13.5), whereupon the members of the Korinthian League de
cided to rebuild and refortify Plataiai (Arr. Anab. 1.9.10). Yet it may 
have taken another four years before the town and its walls were re
erected in 331 B.C. (Plut. Alex. 34.2; Arist. 11.9). Plataiai provided one 
of the naopoioi of 336/5 and must accordingly have joined the Boiotian 
federation already before the destruction of Thebes (CID II 32.32). The 
attestation in the early 3rd century of a Plataian as one of the aphedria- 
teuontes shows that the city was a member of the Third Federation as 
well (IG VII 2724.5-6, ca. 280-70, cf. Knoepfler [1992] 451).

Plataiai was a fortified city when attacked by Thebes in 431 (Thue. 
2.4.4; 2.75.4), but in 426 the walls were demolished (Thue. 3.68.3) and 
not reerected until after the King’s Peace of 386, now with Spartan help 
(Paus. 9.1.6). This circuit of walls, however, was destroyed once again 
by the Thebans in 373 (Isoc. 14.19, 35; Dem. 6.30), and new walls were 
built only after the sack of Thebes in 335 (Arr. Anab. 1.9.10). Remains 
of all three phases are still to be seen: (1) Plataiai had no proper akropo- 
lis; but the oldest part of the settlement to the NW, an area of 10 hec
tares, was enclosed by a wall in Lesbian masonry probably the one that 
was demolished in 426. (2) A new and much larger wall in polygonal 
masonry with interval towers enclosed an area of 80 hectares. (3) Re
founded in 335 the city was protected by a wall of coursed ashlar blocks 
enclosing an area of 70 hectares (Fossey [ 1988] 102-7).
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Plataiai is described as a small town (Thuc. 2.77.2) and according to 
Poseidippos (fr. 29, C3e) it deserved to be called a polis only during the 
celebration of the Eleutheria (Prandi [1988] 161-73) which were cele
brated in the agora (Thuc. 2.71.2). Six hundred Plataians fought at Pla
taiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.6), and there were four hundred to defend the city 
when the siege began in 429 (Thuc. 2.78.3). The protecting god of Pla
taiai was Hera (Schachter 1 [1981] 242-50) whose sanctuary was out
side the city (Hdt. 9.52.1 ), whereas the temple for Hera built by the The
bans in 427-6 was probably inside the walls (Thuc. 3.68.3). The settle
ment can be traced back to the Neolithic period (Fossey [1988] 109).

Plataiai struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 387 (or earli
er) to 374 (or later). Type: Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: head of Hera, 
legend: nAA (Head [1911] 347).

Potniai (Potnieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.20; size of territory: 1; 
type: C. The toponym is Hoiviat (Hell.Oxy. 20.3; Xen. Hell. 5.4.51). 
The city-ethnic is IIoTvieuç (ADelt. 3 [1917] 64).

Potniai is called a polis in late sources only (Strab. 9.2.24; Schol. Eur. 
Or. 317-8; Steph. Byz. 533.21) and Pausanias has just EpEutta (9.8.1). 
The reason for including Potniai in this inventory of poleis is the C6 at
testation of a city-ethnic inscribed on a poros column drum dedicated to 
Apollon: [’Ajiôkjkovt noiviÈç (ADelt. 3 [1917] 64, cf. Hansen [ 1995] 
32, 48).

We have no information about the name of the territory. Potniai was 
one of the small unwalled settlements whose population was moved to 
Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 20.3) in connection with the major synoikism at the 
outbreak of the Peloponnesian War (Demand [1990] 83-5). The absence 
of physical remains of the Hellenistic period (Fossey [1988] 209) may 
indicate that, unlike the other small towns synoikized with Thebes in 
431, Potniai was not resettled. Potniai was famous for its sanctuary of 
Demeter and Kore (Paus. 9.8.1) which was an ancient one (Schachter 1 
[1981] 159-60). The settlement can be traced back to the Protogeometric 
period (Fossey [19881 209) but po-ti-ni-ja on a Theban Linear B tablet 
suggests that Potniai was inhabited in the Mycecaean period (Schachter 
1 [1981] 159).

Siphai (Siphaieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.10, long. 23.05; size of territory: 1; 
type: A. The toponym is Sttpott (Thuc. 4.76.2) but according to Pausan
ias Ticpa (9.32.4). The city-ethnic is Sicpeievç (IG VII 207 - Michel 
170, C3s).
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Siphai is called a polis (in the political sense) by Thucydides at
4.76.2- 3 & 89.2 (Cf. Hansen [1995] 21-3) and in the urban sense by 
Skylax (38, emendation of MSS Scpàoiç). The only epigraphical refer
ence to a jiÔXlç Sicpeitov is in a Hellenistic pact of friendship between 
Aigosthena and Siphai (/G VII 207, C3s) which, too, provides us with 
the only preserved attestation of the city-ethnic.

The territory is called Ziqxxt (Arist. Part. An. 696a5, Schwandner 
[1977] 519-20). It constituted the littoral region of the territory of Thes- 
piai (Thue. 4.76.3) and its size has been assessed at ca. 25 km2 (Fossey 
[ 1988] 134). Stephanus calls Siphai an èjuvelov Tfjç Øeojiiaxfjg (Steph. 
Byz. 573.1 ). A C4f list of Thespian dedications includes some in Siphai 
(SEG 24 361.25), which supports the assumption that Siphai was a de
pendent polis in Thespian territory.

From the abortive attempt in 424 B.C. to introduce a democracy we 
can infer that Siphai must have had an oligarchic constitution (Thue.
4.76.2- 3; 89.2; 101.3)

Siphai was walled in 424 (jTQOÔmOEiv, Thue. 4.76.3). The existing 
circuit of walls in ashlar masonry with square towers (of which 7 are 
preserved) encloses both the akropolis and the settlement below to the 
north, east and south. To the west was the Corinthian Gulf and no traces 
of a wall have been found here. The wall is of C4 and, partly for histori
cal reasons, Schwandner suggests a date between 363 and 330, but the 
nearby tower at Mavrovouni (Ano-Siphai) from ca. 400 B.C. points to 
earlier fortifications at Siphai as well (Schwandner [1977] 548-51). The 
circuit encloses an area of ca. 3 hectares, of which only a part was used 
for settlement. The harbour was presumably to the south of the city.

Siphai had no mint but stray finds on the akropolis of Thespian coins 
(Schwandner [1977] 547 n. 32) demonstrate that such coins were legal 
tender in Siphai.

Skolos. Map 54. Lat. 38.20/38.15, long. 23.20; size of territory: 1; type; 
C. Down to ca. 404 probably north of the Asopos river, after 404 south 
of the river, see infra. B. The toponym is Szcukog (Hom. II. 2.497; Xen. 
Ages. 2.22). Apart from Steph. Byz. 580.8 there is no attestation of an 
ethnic.

The only classification of Skolos as a polis is in Steph. Byz. 580.7. 
According to Strabo it was a xcopr| ifjç naqaoœjiiaç (9.2.23) and Pau
sanias has just EQEiJlLCt (9.4.4). What justifies the inclusion of Skolos in 
this inventory is only its membership of the sympoliteia headed by Pla- 
taiai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3, Hansen [1995] 16)
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We have no information about the name of the territory which must 
have been very small. Down to 479 B.C. Skolos was in Theban territory 
(Hdt. 9.15.2; 65.1) and probably situated north of the Asopos river, 
which was the southern border of the territory of Thebes (Hdt. 6.108.6, 
cf. most recently Munn [1987] 121-4). After the Persian Wars Skolos 
became part of the Plataian territory and a member of the sympoliteia 
which for some time constituted two of the eleven Boiotian districts 
(Hell. Oxy. 19.3). But by 431 B.C. Skolos must have been annexed by 
Thebes once again, since it was one of the small unwalled settlements 
whose population was moved to Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 20.3) in connection 
with the major synoikism at the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War. By 
395 Skolos had been repopulated. It still belonged to Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 
19.3), but since both Strabo (9.2.23) and, more importantly, Pausanias 
(9.4.4, Wallace 89) place Skolos south of the Asopos river, the re
founded village was probably placed south of the Asopos river in land 
that had been Theban territory since the destruction of Plataiai in 426.

Tanagra (Tanagraios). Map 54. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.35; size of territory: 
5; type: A. The toponym is Tavaypcx (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 35, 36 = Laz- 
zarini 998), the city-ethnic is Tavaypaiog (LSAG 95 no. 12, C6; SEG 9 
2.32, C4s) but in Boiotian inscriptions from C4 onwards mostly 
Tavotypfjoç (IG VII 3055.25, C4m; 2723.2-3, C3e), sometimes 
Tavaypeiog (IG VII 522.10, C3s).

Tanagra is listed as one of the Boiotian poleis in Thucydides’ descrip
tion of the Battle of Delion in 424 (4.91.1 & 93.4). It is described as a 
polis in the urban sense by Heraclides (8-10 GGM Ip. 101, C3s) and in 
the territorial sense by Xenophon (Hell. 5.4.49). The earliest epigraphi
cal references to a JioXtg Tavotypf]wv are in a series of proxeny decrees 
of C3s (IG VII 504-9).

The collective use of the city-ethnic Tavotypaiot is attested external
ly on a late C6 shield at Olympia commemorating a victory over? 
(LSAG 95 no. 12), and internally (in an abbreviated form) on the reverse 
of the coins: TANA(rPAIQN) (Head [1911] 347-8). For the individual 
use of the city-ethnic see e.g. S[x]i’0puovi Oopptôa Ta va [y paid)] I, 
naopoios at Delphi in 335 (CID II 76 col 2.19-20).

The territory is called Tavaypa (Thue. 3.91.3-4) or f] Tavaypata 
(Thue. 4.76.4) or (later) f] Tavaypatxf] (Strab. 9.2.11). During the First 
Federation the territory of Tanagra constituted one of the eleven Boio
tian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3); it comprised Delion (Thue. 4.76.4), Aulis 
(Nikokrates [FGrHist 376] fr. 1; Strab. 9.2.8), Salganeus (Nikokrates 
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[FGrHist 376] fr. 1), and what was later called the Tetrakomia, i.e. Ele- 
on, Harma, Mykalessos and Pharai (Strab. 9.2.14, Fossey [1988] 43-99 
and 222-3). Tanagra was bounded on the east by Oropos (Heraclides 7- 
8, GGM 1, 101) on the west by Skolos (belonging to Thebes)(Hdt. 
9.15.2; 5.79.2; Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) and on the north by Anthedon (Niko- 
krates [FGrHist 376] fr. 1) and Glisas (Hdt. 9.43.1)(belonging to 
Thebes, Strab. 9.2.31). Inclusive of the small dependent poleis its size 
has been assessed at ca. 530 km2 (Fossey [1988] 28).

Tanagra was allied with Thebes in 506 and earlier (Hdt. 5.79.2) and 
the city was a member of the First Federation (Hell. Oxy. 19.3), the Sec
ond Federation (Isoc. 14.9) and the Third Federation (SEG 32 476.14, 
ca. 338 B.C. recording a boiotarch from Tanagra). The Aristotelian col
lection of politeiai seems to have included a Constitution of Tanagra 
(Plut. Mor. 299C, Hansen [ 1995a] 53) which reported a tradition that the 
territory of Tanagra had once been inhabited xaxà xœpxxç.

According to Thucydides Tanagra was a walled city in 457 but fol
lowing the battle of Oinophyta the Tanagraians had their walls demol
ished by the Athenians (Thue. 1.108.1). The existing circuit of walls of 
2,2 km. with 43 towers, mostly of isodomic ashlar construction, can be 
dated to the period ca. 425-375 and may have been erected after the 
King’s Peace in 386 (Roller [1974], [1987]). Xenophon’s mention at 
Hell. 5.4.49 of to teî/oç, however, must refer to the Theban stockade 
and not to the walls of Tanagra (Munn [ 1987] 124-6). The city walls en
close an area of 60 hectares. Except, perhaps, for a temple of Hermes 
Promachos near the theatre (Paus. 9.22.2) all architectural remains seem 
to be later than the C4 circuit of walls; and the orthogonal town plan, 
with insulae of 52 x 102 metres, was clearly devised to fit the existing 
walls. Nothing of archaic and fifth-century Tanagra is visible today 
(Roller [1989] 157). There are a few remains of the theatre, which may 
have been built in C4 (Roller [1989] 152-4). Heraclides describes Tana
gra as a town inhabited by farmers (9, GGM Ip. 101,9).

The protecting god of Tanagra seems to have been Hermes with the 
epithets Kriophoros and Promachos (Schachter 2 [1986] 47). Tanagra 
struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 446, from before 
410 to 374 (or later) (Hansen [1995] 20-1) and again from ca. 338 to 
315. Type: Obv.: mostly Boiotian shield but some of the earliest have 
the forepart of a bridled horse (Schachter [1958] 43-6); Rev.: mostly an 
incuse but between 410 and 374 some have a horse’s head or the stern of 
a galley, legend: T, TA, TAN, TANA. Between 480 and 456 some are 
inscribed BO or BOI (Head [1911] 347-8; Kraay [1976] 109-14; 
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Schachter [1989] 85). In ca. 560 Tanagra joined Megara in colonizing 
Herakleia Pontike (Paus. 5.26.7, Burstein [1976J 15-8).

Thebai (Thebaios). Map 54. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.20; size of territory: 5; 
type: A. The toponym is ©fjßoti, ai {LSAG 95 no. 16, ca. 470; Hom. II. 
5.804); the singular 0f|[4p or 0f|ßa is sometimes found in poetry (Hom. 
II. 4.378, IG VII 2470.1, ca. 300 B.C.). The city-ethnic is ©Tißalog 
{LSAG 94 no. 7, C6f; Hdt. 5.79.2), in the Boiotian dialect often ©Eißfjog 
{SEG 28 465.4, C4s).

Thebes is called a polis in the urban sense in Hes. Scut. 105 (C6) and 
in many later sources (Theog. Eleg. 1.1209; Hdt. 9.86.1; Dem. 18.216). 
The term asty is used by e.g. Demosthenes at 18.215. Thebes is called a 
polis in the territorial sense by Xenophon {Hell. 5.4.49) and in the polit
ical sense by e.g. Herodotos (9.13.3), Thucydides (3.62.3-4) and Xeno
phon {Hell. 3.5.8). The earliest epigraphical attestation of a JiôÀiç 
©EißptDV is in a proxeny decree of C4s {SEG 28 465; 32 430). The term 
polisma is found at Aesch. Sept. 63.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on the re
verse of some coins (0EBAION, Head [1881] 31-2, C5s) and external
ly on a dedication in Olympia of C6s {SEG 24 300). For the individual 
use of the city-ethnic see Ducat [1971] no. 232: ’Eju/apeg ho 0rß[- 
aloç] (dedication in Ptoion, C6s).

The territory is called 0T]ßai’g (Hdt. 9.65.1; Thue. 3.58.5) or 0fjßat 
(Xen. Hell. 5.2.25), or in later sources sometimes 0r|ßaia (Strab. 9.2.26). 
Before 506 the Thebaïs extended south of the Asopos but in 506 the river 
was made the border between Thebes and Plataiai (Hdt. 6.108.6; Paus. 
9.4.4), and the territory of Thebes may then have comprised both Haliar- 
tos (inference from Hdt. 5.79.2) and presumably Akraiphia with 
Apollon’s sanctuary at Ptoion (Hdt. 8.135.1, Schachter 1 [1981] 69, cf. 
also Strab. 9.2.34; Paus. 9.23.5). To the east Theban territory may have 
reached the coast and included Delion (Hdt. 6.118.2, Schachter 1 [1981] 
46). After the battle of Plataiai Thebes was probably deprived of most of 
its former territory including the Tetrakomia (Hdt. 9.43.2, Fossey [1988] 
222-3, probably relating to the period ca. 450-30, cf. Hansen [1995] 37 
with n. 137) and Delion (Thue. 4.76.4). But at the beginning of the Pelo
ponnesian War the Thebaïs must have comprised all the small towns that 
joined the synoikism and had their population moved to Thebes {Hell. 
Oxy. 20.3). The size of its territory ca. 435 B.C. has been assessed at ca. 
650 km2 (Bakhuizen [1994] 314). In 427-6 the territory of Plataiai was in
corporated into Thebes (Thue. 3.68.2-3, 5.17.2). In 395 the Thebaïs con- 
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stituted two of the eleven Boiotian districts and controlled the two Pla- 
taian districts as well (Hell. Oxy. 19.3), plus Oropos (Diod. 14.17.1-3) 
and Aulis (Xen. Hell. 3.5.5). Thebes suffered its next major setback dur
ing the Spartan occupation in 382-79 (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25-36; 5.4.1-12), 
but when the Boiotian Federation had been re-established in 378-4 
Thebes extended its territory to include Plataiai (from 373, Xen. Hell. 
6.3.1 ; Paus. 9.1.5-8), Thespiai (after 377 [Xen. Hell. 5.4.46-8] but before 
the autumn of 371, Xen. Hell. 6.3.5; Isoc. 8.17), Kreusis (Xen. Hell. 
6.4.3) and Oropos (from 366, Xen. Hell. 7.4.1). We have no information 
about Anthedon (Gullath ( 1989] 164), and we do not know whether Or- 
chomenos was annexed by Thebes after its destruction in 364 (Diod. 
15.79.3-6). During the Third Sacred War Koroneia and Orchomenos 
were held by the Phokians but in 346 Philip handed them back to the The
bans (Dem. 5.21-2). The Thebais must now have been bounded by This- 
bai, Haliartos, Akraiphia, Tanagra (Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) and Athens (jrôXiç 
aoTuyeiTtov, Aeschin. 3.133; Din. 1.38). In 338 Thebes lost Plataiai, Or
chomenos (Paus. 4.27.10), Thespiai (SEG 32 476) and Oropos (Paus. 
1.34.1), and after the destruction of Thebes in 335 what remained of its 
territory was given to the neighbouring cities (Hyp. 6.17; Diod. 18.11.3- 
4; Paus. 1.25.4; Gullath [ 1982] 77-82).

After the victory at Plataiai in 479 Thebes was besieged by the Greek 
army until it surrendered the leaders of the pro-Persian faction (Hdt. 
9.86-8). Shortly after the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War many small 
unfortified Boiotian towns were synoikized with Thebes which thereby 
doubled its population. The towns merged with Thebes included Eryth- 
rai, Skaphai, Skolos, [..]lis, Schoinos and Potniai (Hell. Oxy. 20.3, De
mand [1990] 83-5, pace Moggi [1976] 197-204 who prefers a date ca. 
426-4). From 382 to 379 Thebes had to suffer a Spartan occupation 
(Xen. Hell. 5.2.25-36; 5.4.1-12); and by the peace of 338 a Macedonian 
garrison was placed on the Kadmeia (Diod. 16.87.3).

In 335 Thebes was conquered by Alexander and razed to the ground 
(Din. 1.24; Arr. Anab. 1.7-9; Diod. 17.7-14; Plut. Alex. 11.6-12, Gullath 
60-85). More than 6000 men were killed and the remaining population, 
some 30,000 men, women and children, were exposed to andrapodis- 
mos and sold into slavery (Din. 1.24; Arr. Anab. 1.9.9; Diod. 17.13.3; 
17.14.1; Plut. Ater. 11.12).

Thebes was the leading member of the First Federation (Thue. 4.91.1 ; 
Hell. Oxy. 19.3); it re-established the federation immediately after the 
liberation of the city in 379 (Plut. Pelop. 13.1) and dominated all the 
other member states (Isoc. 14.8-10; Aeschin. 3.142); and in spite of the 
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defeat in 338 Thebes was still a member of the Third Federation 
between 338 and the destruction of the city in 335 (Arr. Anab. 1.7.11 ; 
CID 11 74 col. 1.72,337/6).

Membership of the Boiotian Federation did not prevent Thebes from 
joining one of the major leagues or from entering into alliance with oth
er poleis-. during the 370s Thebans was a member of the Second Atheni
an Naval Confederacy (/G II2 40; 43.24-5, 79; 1607.155), and in 339 
Athens concluded an alliance with Thebes, not with the Boiotian feder
ation (Aeschin. 3.142, Staatsverträge 345).
Theban laws were traditionally ascribed to Philolaos of Korinth (Arist. 

Pol. 1274a31 -2) who probably lived in C7s. The Aristotelian collection 
of politeiai included a Constitution of Thebes (Arist. fr. 506-7, Gigon). 
Down to the Spartan occupation of Kadmeia 382-79 Thebes was an oli
garchy, in C61-C5e of the narrow type (dynasteia, Thue. 3.62.3), later a 
more moderate oligarchy (ibid., Arist. Pol. 1278a25) ruled by a boule 
based on a property qualification (Hell. Oxy. 19.2). The battle of Oino- 
phyta in 457 B.C. was followed by a brief period of democracy (Arist. 
Pol. 1302b28-9). Between 382 and 379 the constitution was again a dy
nasteia (Xen. Hell. 5.4.46). From 379 onwards Thebes was a democracy 
(Diod. 15.79.3; Polyb. 6.43). Thebes had a boule (Xen. Hell. 5.2.29) 
which prepared the matters to be put to the assembly (Diod. 17.9.1). An 
oracular response refers to a meeting of the popular assembly in 506 
B.C. (Hdt. 5.79.1). It is unknown what powers it had during the oligar
chy down to 379, but from then on major decisions were made by the 
people in assembly (Aeschin. 2.105; Dem. 18.213; Ar. Anab. 1.7.2). An 
eponymous archon is attested in C4s (SEG 28 466, ca. 338 B.C.) and 
polemarchs from 382 (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25, Schaefer [1956] 1108-11).

The protective divinities of Thebes were probably Demeter and Dio
nysos Kadmeios (Pind. Isthm. 7.1-5; Brackertz [1976] 73-8; Schachter 1 
[1981] 168; 187). Theorodokoi were appointed in 359 to host theoroi 
from Epidauros (IG IV2 1.94.4); In 360/59 Thebes was granted proman- 
teia by the Delphians (F.Delphes. III.4 375).

Citizens of Thebes are frequently attested as victors at the major Pan- 
hellenic festivals, e.g. at the Isthmian games (Pind Isthm. 1, 3-4, 7, 474, 
458 and 454 B.C.), at the Nemean games (Schol. Pind. Isthm. 223.10, 
Drachmann, 470s B.C.), at the Olympic games (Paus. 5.8.7, 680 B.C. 
See Moretti nos. 33, 69, 136, 206, 352, 427, 441 ), at the Pythian games 
(Pind. Pyth. 11,474 B.C), and at the Amphiareia (/G VII 414.4, 24, 366- 
38B.C.).

Thebes is called a fortified city in ca. 540 (Theog. Eleg. 1.1209) and 
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again in 479 (Helt. 9.41.2; 9.86-8), but it is uncertain whether the refer
ences are to the akropolis wall or to a wall enclosing the lower city as 
well. In C4 the city had two circuits of walls (Arr. Anab. 1.7.9-10, 8.5- 
6): an akropolis wall around the Kadmeia with the seven famous gates 
(Pind. Pyth. 11.12; Paus. 9.8.4) enclosed an area of ca. 25 hectares, and 
a wall around the lower city enclosed an area of ca. 328 hectares. Only a 
few traces are left (Symeonoglou [1985] 119). The akropolis wall seems 
to have followed the line of the late Helladic cyclopean wall, and the 
surviving traces of polygonal and isodomic masonry may be no more 
than archaic and classical repairs of the late Helladic wall (Cf. Hes. Sew/. 
105). The short south side of the akropolis wall seems to have been a 
part of the city wall as well (Arr. Anab. 1.7.9-10). The great city wall 
was of mud-brick superimposed on a foundation of isodomic masonry 
and covered with tiles. The masonry suggests a date in the 5th century. 
The synoikism of 431 must be the terminus ante quem, and the most 
likely terminus post quem seems to be the liberation of Boiotia from 
Athenian domination in 446 (Symeonoglou [1985] 118-22). The city 
wall was demolished in 335 (Aeschin. 3.157), but the akropolis wall was 
probably left to protect the Macedonian garrison on the Kadmeia (Hyp. 
6.17; Arr. Anab. 1.9.9).

In the archaic period much of the Kadmeia was inhabited (Fossey 
[1988] 204), but some Thebans, including Pindar, lived in the lower city 
(Paus. 9.25.3) which became densely populated after the erection of the 
greater circuit of walls in the mid-fifth century and the synoikism of ca. 
431 (Hell. Oxy. 20.3). In the classical period Thebes had at least 23 
sanctuaries, twelve on the Kadmeia and eleven in the lower city (Syme
onoglou [1985] 123-37). The Theban boule (Xen. Hell. 5.2.29) as well 
as the federal council (Hell. Oxy. 19.4) and the boiotarchs (Aeschin. 
3.145) had their meeting place on the Kadmeia. In lower Thebes was the 
polemarcheion (Xen. Hell. 5.4.6), a hippodrome (Paus 9.23.2; Symeon
oglou [1985] 140 and Cat. no. 106), a stadion and a gymnasion (Paus. 
9.23.1 ; Symeonoglou [1985] 140, cat. nos. 65, 169); another gymnasion 
was situated outside the walls (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25). The agora in the low
er city was flanked with several stoas (Xen. Hell. 5.2.29; Diod. 12.70.5). 
Thebes had a theatre (Paus. 9.16.6) which in C4 was used for meetings 
of the assembly (Plut. Mor. 799E-F); traces have been found in the 
northern part of the lower city (Symeonoglou [1985] 189-90). The city 
got most of its water through an impressive system of subterranean 
aquaducts already famous in antiquity (Heraclides 13, GGM I 102) and 
still partly preserved (Symeonoglou [1985] 141-4).
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Thebes struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 335 
(Head [1881] 11, 16-8, 23-4, 29-42, 54-5, 61-72, Kraay [1976] 109-14; 
Schachter [1989] 85). Type: Obv.: mostly Boiotian shield, but on some 
C4 bronze issues the head of young Herakles; Rev.: down to 479 mill
sail; thereafter Herakles or Dionysos or an amphora with symbols relat
ing to Herakles or Dionysos. Legend: first 0, later various abbreviations 
of the city ethnic or occasionally the full form: 0EBAION. An abbrevi
ated personal name, denoting the issuing magistrate appears on the C4 
amphora coins, and 45 separate magistrates can be identified (Hepworth 
[1986] 35). A series of probably Theban coins struck ca. 386-79 have a 
kantharos on the rev. and the legend BOI or BOIQ.

In ca. 560 B.C. Thebes joined Megara in colonizing Herakleia Pon- 
tike (Suda s.v. 'H^axkeiôriç, 461 Adler, cf. Burstein [1976] 15-8).

Thespiai (Thespieus). Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.10; size of territory: 
4; type: A. The toponym is ØEOJiiai (Xen. Hell. 5.4.10; IG VII 1862, 
Roman, but ØÉOJteia at Hom. 11. 2.498, Hdt. 8.50.2). The city-ethnic is 
©EOJttevç (F.Delphes III.4 148. C5f). At Hes. Op. 222 Jtôkiç probably 
denotes Thespiai. After Hesiod the earliest explicit references to Thespi
ai as a polis are Hdt. 8.50.2 (in the urban sense) and IG I3 72.6 (in the po
litical sense). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally 
on the Serpent Column (Meiggs-Lewis, GH1 27.6: ©eojilèç, 479 B.C.) 
and internally in a proxeny decree of C3m (SEG 32 496.2-3). For the in
dividual use of the city-ethnic cf. e.g. IIuOovi Øeojilei, naopoios at Del
phi in 334 (CID II 79A.15). In the feminine the ktetikon ØEOJitxf] is 
sometimes used (IG IF 8834, C4).

The territory is called f] ØErøuxf] yfj (Thue. 4.76.3); f) Ttbv Øeøjilcov 
Xœça (Xen. Hell. 5.4.42) or just f] ØEøJirzfi (Xen. Hell. 6.4.4). During 
the First Federation Thespiai constituted two of the eleven Boiotian dis
tricts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3) including Siphai (Thue. 4.76.3), Leuktra (Xen. 
Hell. 6.4.4), Eutresis and Thisbai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3), Kreusis (Skylax 38 
[as restored by Roesch 1980]; Livius 36.21.5; but Xen. Hell. 6.4.3 
shows that in 371 it belonged to Thebes), Askra (Hes Op. 639-40 & 222; 
Arist. fr. 580, Gigon) and Keressos (Paus. 9.14.1-4; Plut. Cam. 19.4; 
Mor. 866F). Thespiai bounded on Haliartos to the north (see s.v. Haliar- 
tos), on Thebes to the east (Hdt. 5.79.2), on Plataiai to the south-east 
(Hdt. 8.50.2), and on Thisbai to the south-west (Xen. Hell. 6.4.3-4). The 
size of its territory has been assessed at ca. 260 km2 (Fossey [1988] 
134).

Thespiai was allied with Thebes in 506 and earlier (Hdt. 5.79.2). The 
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city was a member of the First Federation and provided two boiotarchs 
(Hell. Oxy. 19.3-4). Thespiai was garrisoned by the Spartans in 379 and 
378 (Xen. Hell. 5.4.15, 41) but by 372 it had been forced by the Thebans 
to join the Second Federation (Isoc. 14.9, Owteàelv e’lç Trig 0f|ßotg). 
Before the autumn of 371 (Xen. Hell. 6.3.5; 6.4.10) the city was sacked 
by the Thebans and depopulated (Diod. 15.46.6, Isoc. 6.27; Dem. 16.4, 
25, 28). In 359j however, a Thespian theorodokos hosted theoroi sent 
from Epidauros (IG IV2 1.94.6) and Aischylos of Thespiai was a victor 
in the Olympic Games, probably in 348 (CIA 26); so Demosthenes’ con
tention (19.325) that the city was still not rebuilt in 346 must be read 
with a grain of salt. But shortly after 338 the city was resettled and pro
vided one of the boiotarchs for the federation in its third period (SEG 32 
476.13, C4s).

The constitution of Thespiai was oligarchic and based on a property 
qualification (Hell.Oxy. 19.3; Xen. Hell. 5.4.46). and a democratic up
rising in 414 was immediately quenched by the Thebans (Thue. 6.95.2). 
An eponymous archon is attested in ca. 386 (SEG 24 361.3, Sherk 287).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a Constitution of 
Thespiai (Arist. No. 59, p. 640, Gigon).

The walls were demolished by the Thebans in 423 (Thue. 4.133.1); 
re-erected with Spartan help in 378 (Xen. Hell. 5.4.41); demolished 
once more by the Thebans (Dem. 6.30; Isoc. 14.19, 35), probably before 
373-2 (the date of Isoc. Plat.) and not yet rebuilt in 343 (Dem. 19.112). 
Three huge square blocks of the classical city wall were discovered in 
1987 (Bintliff-Snodgrass [1988J67). Surveys have shown that “the early 
city consisted of at least four separate nuclei, spread out over a total ar
ea of about 100 hectares”. In the 5th and 4th centuries they were merged 
together into one large conurbation (Snodgrass [1987-9] 57). The city 
was burned down by the Persians in 480 (Hdt. 8.50.2). Seven hundred 
Thespians were killed at Thermopylai in 480 (Hdt. 7.202.1), and 1800 
fought in the battle of Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.30.1). South and west of 
the city remains have been found of a Doric temple dedicated to Apollon 
Archegetas who seems to have been the protecting god of Thespiai 
(Schachter 1 [1981] 89, letter of Oct. 1994).

Thespiai struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 480 
(Etienne and Knoepfler [1976] 219; Schachter [1989] 85), from 387 (or 
earlier) to 374 (or later) and again from ca. 338 to 315 (Head [1911] 
354). Obv.: Boiotian shield; Rev.: crescent and (on some) amphora or 
head of Aphrodite, legend: 510-480: the epichoric letter (CD), originally 
interpreted as a <t> and associated with Pharai, but now interpreted as a 0 
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signifying Thespiai (Etienne and Knoepfler [1976] 219); the fourth cen
tury coins are inscribed ØES or ØEXni or ØEXniKON. Some have 
the epichoric sigma ($), pointing to a date earlier than 387 .

Thisbai (Thisbeus). Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 22.55; size of territory: 
3; type: B. The toponym is 0ioßiq, q (Hom. II. 2.502) or more frequent
ly 0[oßai in the plural (Hell. Oxy. 19.3, F. Delphes III 3 103.3, 300-280 
B. C.). The city ethnic is ©toßeng (IG VII 2724b6, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. 
Knoepfler [1992] 451; SEG 15, 282.4, 263-55 B.C.).

The earliest attestation of Thisbai as a polis is in a third-century trea
ty with Chorsiai (SEG 3 342.4 = Migeotte [1984] no. 11, C2e) and the 
only attestation in a literary source is in Paus. 9.32.2. The occurrence in 
the late fourth century of a Thisban among the aphedriateuontes, how
ever, shows that Thisbai was a polis at least from the beginning of the 
Third Federation (IG VII 2724b.6, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. Knoepfler [1992] 
451 ), and the reference at Hell. Oxy. 19.3 to what was probably a sympo- 
liteia between Thespiai, Eutresis and Thisbai suggests that during the 
First Federation Thisbai was a dependent polis dominated by Thespiai 
(Roesch [1965] 37; Siewert [1977] 463; Hansen [1995] 16). The size of 
its territory has been assessed at just over 100 km2 (Fossey [1988] 176).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in Thisbai’s 
copy of a treaty with Chorsiai (SEG 3 342 = Migeotte [1984] no. 11, 
C2e) but externally only in a Roman inscription (IG VII 2870.13, 155
A. D.). For the individual use see e.g. nvQpaxoç TOovbcxplii) ©loßefoq 
in a list of aphedriateuontes (IG VII 2724b.4, ca. 280-70 B.C., cf. 
Knoepfler [1992] 451). The territory was called 0iaßai (Xen. Hell.
6.4.3) .

Thisbai is attested as a member of the First Federation (Hell. Oxy.
19.3) and of the Third Federation (IG VII 2724b.4).

A circuit of walls of ca. 2.5 km. with interval square towers enclosed 
the city which was situated on a rocky hill to the north, the foothill of 
mount Helikon to the south and the narrow corridor between the two 
eminences. Most of the wall is of pseudo-isodomic trapezoidal or ashlar 
work, but one round tower on the northern hill (the akropolis) is in Les
bian masonry (Maier [1958]). The circuit of walls enclosed an area of 
ca. 47 hectares. Maier (24-5) suggests a date between ca. 325 and 175
B. C.. but the tower indicates a date between 375 and 325 B.C. (Buckler 
[1980] 283 n. 19). No remains of buildings have been traced. The settle
ment can be traced back to the Early Helladic period (Fossey [1988] 
180).9
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Notes

1 The list of settlements excludes sanctuaries, cf. Fossey (1988) 435 note 107, i.e. the 
Amphiaraion, the Kabeirion and the sanctuaries of Apollon Ptoios, Apollon Tegyrios, 
Apollon Thourios, Athena Itonia, Dionysos at Tzamali, the Muses near Thespiai and Zeus 
Hypatos at Moni Sagmata.
2 Doubtful or spurious settlements mentioned in late sources only include a number of 
toponyms recorded in Strabo, viz., ©EQCtJtvai (9.2.24) and <t>oivix(g (9.2.27) or in Steph. 
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Byz. viz,: ’'Acrcupa (140.18); ’'A/vai (152.17-8); Técpupa (= Tanagra, Fossey 54); Ztrta 
(293.20); ’Iopf|vr] (338.21); ’Trœv (342.10 cf. Armenidas FGrHist 378 fr. 1); KtÀaiOoa 
(372.8); ’'Okpiov (490.3); <J>tXr|vô(3iov (665.21) and OkEyûa (667.15). Furthermore, fol
lowing Bakhuizen ([1989] 65-6), I have left out ”Aqvt] (Hom. II. 2.507; Hes. fr. 218; Strab. 
9.2.35; Steph. Byz. 123.18, Jiôktç) which allegedly was swallowed up by the Lake Kopais 
(Strab. 9.2.35). It seems to be a mythical toponym, not even to be placed on an atlas of 
Bronze Age settlements. However, in Papers (1990) 64-5 Fossey identifies Homeric Arne 
with a settlement (Magoula Balomenou) which has substantial remains from the Bronze 
Age plus some Roman and Late Roman.
3 For the location and identification of the settlements see Map 54 of the Atlas of the 
Greek and Roman World, compiled by J. Fossey and J. Morin and the directory which ac
companies the map.
4 Viz., Delphinion, Donakon, Heleon, Hyle, Oinophyta, Okalea, Pharai, Stephon, Til- 
phosaion, and Trapheia, see Fossey (1988) 390-1; for Tilphosaion, however, see Map 54.
5 Eteonos/Skaph(l)ai, Keressos, Mideia, Metachoion and Nisa.
6 Gia and Mali both recorded in the Atlas of the Greek and Roman World as settlements 
of the smallest size.
7 Information about the date of the remains found on the site is derived from the directo
ry accompanying Map 54 (supra n. 3). A means Archaic and C classical. The lat/long co
ordinates given for each of the poleis recorded in the inventory below are approximations. 
I would like to thank Dir. R. Talbert and the compilers of Map 54 for permission to refer to 
the still unpublished information on the map itself and in the accompanying directory. Let 
me add that the map is still being revised and that the final version in some details may be 
different from the one 1 have used.
8 Conventions: references to Greek authors follow the abbreviations of OCD. Refer
ences to inscriptions follow the latest standard editions, conventions are those of SEG. Ci
tations of modern works follow the abbreviations of American Journal of Archaeology 
(1991 issue). Centuries are abbreviated C6, C5, C4 (= 6th, 5th, 4th cent. B.C.). C5e (= ear
ly fifth century B.C.), C5f (= first half of the 5th cent.) C5m (= ca. 450 B.C.) C5s (second 
half of the 5th cent.). C51 (= late fifth century B.C.). Whenever a source is used retrospec
tively the period to which it refers is indicated. A reference in Diodoros to an event in 402 
B.C. is recorded: Diod. 14.17.3, r402 B.C. or: Harp. s.v. Hysiai, rC4.

Re size of territory: we distinguish between five different categories: (1) 0-25 km2, (2) 
25-100 km2, (3) 100-200 km2, (4) 200-500 km2 and (5) 500 km2 or more.
9 lam extremely grateful to Prof. Denis Knoepfler and Prof. Albert Schachter for their 
valuable addenda and corrigenda to an earlier version of this inventory. I would further
more like to thank Prof. John Camp and Prof. John Fossey for providing me with additio
nal information about Boiotian city walls.
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Arkadia.
City-Ethnics and Tribalism

117

Thomas Heine Nielsen 
(Respondent: James Roy)

In the present paper I discuss two of the data-base entries and their ap
plication to Arkadia (supra pages 55-62). The entries selected are “eth
nics” and “tribal affiliation”. The two selected topics are not connected 
with each other. However, the conclusions reached in the part dealing 
with city-ethnics become important in the part dealing with tribalism, 
since that part makes frequent use of city-ethnics in discussing the polis- 
ness of different tribal communities. The aim of the paper is to show: 1. 
that the occurrence of a city-ethnic is a very good indication of polis- 
ness of the city to which the ethnic belongs, and 2. that the so-called 
tribes of Arkadia were, contrary to what is normally held, believed by 
the Greeks to be subdivided into poleis and that this view of the tribal 
communities is corroborated by other evidence.

I. Arkadian City-Ethnics as Sources for Polis-ness
It was one of the major results of M.H. Hansen’s investigation of Boio- 
tian Poleis that in Boiotia a city-ethnic, if recorded in a good source, is a 
very strong indication of the po/A-ness of the city in question. We know 
this because Boiotia had no civic subdivisions like the Attic demes or 
Argive komai, and consequently the third and often political part of a 
Boiolian's name was never a demotic, but either the regional ethnic 
Bolotôç/Boicütloç or the ethnic of his polis, e.g. ©eoTtienç, Tavaypat- 
og etc. These ethnics are, of course, also used in the plural, in the regu
lar Greek manner, to denote the community of citizens making up a po
lis, as in e.g. Sipoviöa otp/oviog toi hépôi nioioi ’Axpicpiög åvéØeav 
(LSAG 402 7 13).1

In Arkadia the situation is more complex, partly because we meet tri
bal ethnics such as e.g. Happaotog in addition to the regional ethnic 
and city-ethnics, and partly because civic subdivisions are attested in 
e.g. Tegea, Thisoa and Phigaleia. It seems, however, that the civic subdi- 
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visions of Arkadian poleis were never used to coin demotics in the way 
the Attic demes were, and so we can take an ethnic, when used as a part 
of a name, to be a city-ethnic and use it as source for polis-ness if we are 
able to distinguish it from tribal and regional ethnics, which is, in prac
tice, very easy (see part II below). It will also emerge that external col
lective uses of city-ethnics are very valuable in establishing the polis- 
ness of a given site. The rest of this part will be devoted to substantiating 
this claim and to draw up a list of ethnics attested in contemporary 
sources from the archaic to the Hellenistic period.2

1. Aiea
Attestations of the city-ethnic:3 5th cent: external collective, IvO 30; ex
ternal individual, IG l3 80. Hellenistic period: external collective, IvO 
295,1. Magnasia 38.65; external individual, Dubois 0.9, IG IX.I2 7, 9, 
IG VII 2112, IG IV. I2 96.46; internal collective, Head HN2 418.

Comments: IvO 30 reads: eôo^ev ’AXeioïç tf...] H AttpiXov tov 
’A0otv[aï]ov, MeXavwjiw ul uv, // npô^Evov xai e6eqyé//tolv tôjv 
’AXelcôv YQOtip//ai év ’OVuvJita eôo^ev, and it surely belongs to Aiea, 
not Elis. In addition to earlier arguments, it should be noted that the en
actment formula of IvO 30: êôo^ev ’AXeloîç, is different from the Elean 
enactment formula. In the archaic period, the Elean enactment formula 
is invariably ot FpoiTQa tolç FaXsiotg, and the only contemporary de
cree of Elis has 0EOTipiÔT]v tov / Eùôfipo Msvöatov / jiqô^evov 
èjiôrioœv / toi FaÀstoi, ôapio/QYEOVTwv xtX., whereas the first in
stance of è'ôo^E (tôl Jtôki) in an Elean decree is SEG 12 371 from 242 
BC, where we still find digamma in both toponym and ethnic of Elis.4

The decree SEG 12 371 (which has the digamma in both toponym and 
ethnic of Elis) leads us to expect, a fortiori, digamma in inscriptions set up 
in Elis itself around 300 BC, which is IvO's date for IvO 295, a dedication 
by å JiôÀ-iç tcöv ’AXeitöv in honour of <t>voxog AItoXoç. Klaffenbach 
suggested that IvO 295 should be attributed to Aiea on the basis of IG 
IX. I2 7, an Aitolian grant of citizenship to a man of Aiea dated ejci tcov 
jteql 0V0XOV ßovXaQXOiwTwv. In the light of the digammas found in 
SEG 12 371 it is very tempting to accept the attribution of IvO 295 to Aiea.

Demotics: there is no information about demotics in Aiea.

2. Alipheira
Attestations of the city-ethnic: Hellenistic period: external collective, 
Polyb. 4.77.10, 78.8, IvO 48; external individual, CIG 1936, IG II2 
8046; internal collective, SEG 25 449, Head 7/V2 418.
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Demotics: although the evidence is at present exiguous, it is worth 
pointing out that there are no traces of civic subdivisions used to coin 
demotics in Alipheira. The preserved epitaphs from the city make no use 
of either city-ethnic or demotics, and neither is there any trace of demo- 
tics in the amnesty of T13 BC: however, it is reasonable to assume that 
KX,ecüvv|10Ç, who liberated the city, Miktnv and ’AireXt/og, whose fines 
shall be abrogated, Eevocpwv, who is a magistrate (toç ôaptopyôç lôç 
jiEQi HEVotpwvTa), and EEV0XQCtTT]g, also a magistrate (xQEOVÔpog toç 
jteq'l EEVOxpctTEOt), and Eugï]Xoç, perhaps a lawgiver, were citizens. 
But although for at least some of these persons a reference to this decree 
could be important and precise identification therefore necessary, they 
are referred to solely by their personal names, and thus the custom of 
coining demotics from civic subdivisions probably did not exist at Ali
pheira.5

3. Asea
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external collective, Xen. Hell. 
7.5.5. Hellenistic period: internal collective, Head HN2 418.

Demotics: there is no information about demotics in Asea.

4. Dipaia
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external individual, Paus. 6.7.9 
= Moretti no. 314. 4th cent.: external collective, SEG 23 179. Hellenistic 
period: internal collective, Head HN2 418.

Comments: the nature of the inscription SEG 23 179 is not entirely 
clear. Bradeen thinks that it is a record of a judgement by a foreign board 
of arbitration in a dispute involving the city of Dipaia.6

Demotics: there is no information about demotics in Dipaia.

5. Eua
Attestations of the city-ethnic: Hellenistic period: internal collective, NC 
(1917) 139 (Achaian federal bronze coin), SEG 30 377.

Comments: Eua is often discussed in an Arkadian context, since at 
283.12-13 Stephanos of Byzantion has this entry: Eva, nôkiç ’Apxaöi- 
aç, ©Eonopjtoç Èv extco. to eOvixov Eùaîoç. That this Eua was Arka
dian is accepted by Ernst Meyer, who argues that it must have been situ
ated near Orchomenos, because the Achaian federal bronze coin in
scribed [AXAIQJN EYAEQN was found there. However, Roy thinks 
that this Eua was the one in Thyreatis in Lakonia, and this is almost cer
tainly correct. The reason that Theopompos described it as Arkadian 
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may well be that it was a member of the Arkadian Confederacy, like Tri- 
phylian Lepreon.7

Theopompos seems to have treated Peloponnesian, and perhaps espe
cially Arkadian, matters fully in his Philippica, often in a way that in
spires confidence, as is seen when frag. 60, Evatpwv, Jiokig ’Op/ope- 
vlwv, ØEOJiopjiog Èv extco, is compared with IG V.2 343 (=IPArk [su
pra n. 5] no. 15), a record of ouFoixta between Euaimon and Orchome- 
nos. For Euaimon, see below no. 6.8

Demotics: there is no information about demotics in Eua.

6. Euaimon
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external collective, IG N.2 343 
- Dubois (supra n. 3) 146-163 = IPArk (supra n. 5) no. 15.

Demotics: An interesting feature of the inscription is the list of per
sonal names found in lines 91-?; it originally held at least five names, 
but one or two more is not impossible. It is not immediately clear in 
what capacity these 5-7 persons are listed, but it seems reasonable to 
agree with Dubois 162 that “ces noms doivent être ceux des magistrats 
qui ont prêté serment pour les deux cités.” Oaths are recorded for both 
the Orchomenians (11. 77-95) and the Euaimnians (11. 58-77), and if Du
bois is right, we should expect the list to include people of both Orcho- 
menos and Euaimon. But the bare personal names are given, and so all 
persons listed are perhaps Orchomenians (see below s.v. Orchomenos); 
if Euaimnians are included, it seems that there was no custom of naming 
with demotics in this city.

7. Helisson
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external collective, SEG 37 340 
(= IPArk [supra n. 3] no. 9), IG IV. 12 42. Hellenistic period: external col
lective, Polyb. 11.11.6; internal collective, Head HEP 418.9

Demotics: SEG 37 340 contains a stipulation of great importance in 
this connection, 11. 16-18: 'EXioFaotoç naviag åjtvYQdipaoØai iv toç 
èjripEXqTàç jtaTQtàcpt xài [à]X,ixtav lv ôéx’ àpÉpaig apav ol oxako- 
YQacpoi pôXœvoi; “All the Heliswasians are to register themselves with 
the epimeletai with their father’s name according to age.” What is im
portant here is that there is no mention of any kind of civic subdivision 
like phylai or demes, although it is obvious that precise identification of 
the persons registered could be very important (see e.g, 11. 23-25). This 
leads to the conclusion that there were no civic subdivisions in Helisson, 
or, at the very least, that they were not used in official naming customs.
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This conclusion is corroborated by another inscription, IG IV.I2 42 of 
ca. 300 BC, which lists seven people of Helisson just by their personal 
names, although other people listed are allotted city-ethnics or demo- 
tics.10

8. Heraia
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 6th cent.: external collective, SV II 110. 
5th cent.: external collective, Lazzarini no. 975, Thue. 5.67.1; internal 
collective, Head HN3 448. 4th cent.: external collective, Xen. Hell. 
6.5.11,22, IG V.2 1.58; IG V.2 343.13. Hellenistic period: external col
lective, Polyb. 4.78.5,1.Magnesia 38.65, IvO 48; external individual, IG 
II2 2326, IG V.2 368.143-45, IG IV.I2 96.35, 43; internal collective, 
Head f/N2 418.

Demotics: the only major inscription assigned to Heraia by von Gaer
tringen seems to show that civic subdivisions were not used to coin de- 
motics in Heraia. It is a 3rd century record of a verdict given by an un
known polis in a case between Heraia and an unknown polis. Lines 7-11 
contain a list of the Heraians involved in the case; they are listed merely 
with name and patronymic.11

9. Kaphyai
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external collective, Sylt.3 48. 
4th cent.: external individual, IG II2 66, CID II 12.11.1. Hellenistic peri
od: external collective, IG II2 687.25, 39, Polyb. 4.11.13, 13.3, IG V.2 
534, IvO 50,I.Magnesia 38.61; external individual, CIG 1936, IG IX.I2 
22, Dubois (supra n. 3) 0.4, O.6, SEG 11 414.8; internal collective, 
Head H/V2 418.12

Demotics: there is no information about demotics in Kaphyai.

10. Kleitor
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 6th cent.: external collective, Paus. 
5.23.7. 4th cent.: external collective, IG V.2 1.52, Xen. Hell. 5.4.36, 37, 
SEG 20 716.18; external individual, IvO 167, CID II 51.7, Syll.3 291. 
Hellenistic period: external collective, I.Magnesia 38.63, Polyb. e.g. 
4.18.12; external individual, IG XI.4 532 (see SEG 18 235), IG IV.I2 96 
bis- internal collective, IG V.2 367 e.g. 1.1, II. 1, Head HN3 418.

Demotics: unfortunately there is no good evidence about demotics in 
Kleitor, although it should perhaps be noted that there are no traces of 
demotics on the surviving funerary monuments.13
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11. Kortys/Gortys
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 6th cent.: external individual, IG I2 488 
(?). 5th cent.: external collective, SEG 11 1168. Hellenistic period: inter
nal collective, Head 777V2 418.

Comments: Hiller von Gaertringen printed IG I2 488 like this: [0ç>]â- 
i/ç Koqtvvlo[ç] / [otvJéØEXEv / [ra]0[E]vaiai, and commented “Areas 
fuit”, thus producing an extremely early use of the ethnic (ca. 525 BC). 
IG I3 639, however, has changed the reading to: [©Qjdi/g Koqtwlo 
xtX., thus turning the city-ethnic into a personal name “ab ethnico Ar- 
cadico deductum.” Perhaps this interpretation is the most probable as 
there is no direct parallel to the formula: dedicant’s name in the nomina
tive + city-ethnic, from archaic Athens, whereas there are good parallels 
to the formula: dedicant’s name in the nominative + patronymic, or 
slight variations hereof. But even if we read Koqtuvio, it would be fair 
to interpret this to mean that the city-ethnic of Kortys existed and was 
used in the 6th century.14

Demotics: there is no evidence relating to the question of demotics in 
Kortys.

12. Kynaitha
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external individual, Aristo- 
xenos (Wehrli frag. 135). Hellenistic period: external collective, 1.Mag
nesia 38.66, SEG 15 254.3, SGDI 1604, Polyb. e.g. 9.17; external indi
vidual, SGDI2566.

Demotics: there is no evidence relating to the questions of demotics in 
Kynaitha.15

13. Las ion
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external collective, Xen. Hell. 
4.2.16. Hellenistic period: external individual, Euphorion of Chalkis 
(Meineke p. 139), Ant. Graeca 6.111.

Comments: according to Xenophon the Arkadians laid claim to La
sion in the 390s; since no pan-Arkadian political organization existed in 
the 390s, Xenophon’s statement should probably be interpreted to mean 
that Lasion was considered ethnically Arkadian. In the 360s Lasion was 
a member of the Arkadian Confederacy.16

Demotics: SEG II 1173, two grave stelae, give just the personal 
names, once accompanied by a patronymic.
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14. Lousoi
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external individual, Xen. Anab. 
7.6.40; internal collective, IG N.2 387. 4th cent.: internal collective, IG 
N.I 388-396. Hellenistic period: external collective, I.Magnesia 38.68, 
Polyb. 4.18.11, IG V.2 358; external individual, IG IV.I2 73.24, Dubois 
(supra n. 3) 0.12; internal collective, Head 7/V2 418.

Demotics: although some of the decrees of Lousoi list magistrates, the 
persons in question are listed solely by personal names, and thus we 
must on present evidence assume that there was no custom of naming 
with demotics in Lousoi.17

15. Lykos our a
Attestations of the city-ethnic: Hellenistic period: external collective, 
SEG 41 332; internal collective, SEG 41 332.

Demotics: SEG 41 332 is the only evidence of any significance sur
viving from our period. It shows no traces of demotics, and the same 
holds true of the Roman era documents from the city.

16. Mantineia
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external collective, IvO 16.17, 
SEG 28 408 (?), IG I3 83, Hdt. e.g. 9.35, Thue. e.g. 3.107.4; external in
dividual, Hdt. 4.162.2. 4th cent.: external collective, IG II2 33, IG V.2 
1.34, Xen. Hell. e.g. 3.2.21, 4.2.13; external individual, IG II2 9279-82, 
SEG 26 330, SEG 11 347, CID II 1 .II 24, 5.1.4; internal collective, SEG 
37 340. Hellenistic period: external collective, Polyb. e.g. 2.56.6; exter
nal individual, e.g. ED III. 1 32, 43.

Demotics: a system of five phylai is attested at Mantineia. IG N.2 271 
is a fully preserved catalogue of names, arranging the entries, consisting 
of onoma + patronymic, by the headings: ’EnaLéotç, ’EvvaXlaç, 'Oji- 
Xoôpiaç, n[o]ooibaiaç and Favax tolag. There is, however, no evi
dence that these phylai served to coin demotics, though we could fairly 
expect to find traces of such a custom if it existed: IG N.2 262 II. 1-13 is 
a mid-5th century list of persons convicted in a trial, listed solely by 
their personal names; IG N.2 272-73 are two fragmentary catalogues of 
names of the 4th-3rd centuries and again only the personal name is em
ployed; IG N.2 278 of the 4th century is commonly thought to be a de
dication by two boards of officials, and the ten persons are again re
corded only with their personal names; finally, SEG 37 340.23 has pro
vided evidence that the eponymous official of Mantineia was a damior- 
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gos, who is referred to in this inscription merely by his personal name: 
tv koi voteqov FÉT[e]t fj Ntxf]g ebapioQYp.18

Three undated horos stones of some kind suggest that there did exist 
organizations after which a group of people could be named. The best 
preserved reads: oq(oç) X(d(qlov) STQavßwveotv. I know of no scholarly 
discussion of these inscriptions and it is difficult to see what kind of or
ganization we are dealing with, except that they must have been of a ter
ritorial character. Perhaps the most likely explanation is that they are ho- 
roi of private estates or small religious associations. In any case, these 
subdivisions are not used to coin demotics, on present evidence.19

And so we can reasonably conclude that Mantineia conforms to the 
general Arkadian pattern in not using demotics although the city did de
monstrably possess civic subdivisions.

77. Megalopolis
Attestations of the city-ethnic. 4th cent.: external collective, Xen. Hell. 
7.5.5, IG V.2 1.23; external individual, CID II 5.1.26-47. Hellenistic pe
riod: external collective, IvO 46.5, 26; external individual, FD III. 1 44, 
45, 46; internal collective, IG V.2 437.438.18; internal individual, IG 
V.2 437.438.21, SEG 36 379.

Demotics: First, it is worth pointing out that that there is no evidence 
to suggest that the communities absorbed by the synoecism in 368 BC 
lived on as administrative units of the new polis. The importance of this 
will emerge later.20

But civic subdivisions are attested in Megalopolis. A system of six 
phylai was in existence in the classical period; the phylai are called 
’AQxaôiota, ’Ajiokkwvla, IlavaØavata, 'HQOtxX,Eia, HavCa and [Av]- 
xata, all named after important Arkadian divinities.21

Again, these phylai are not used to coin demotics. If they were, we 
could expect to find traces of the custom in the inscriptions of the city. 
These, however, normally use the plain personal name, personal name + 
patronymic, or personal name + patronymic + city-ethnic, and even offi
cials are not treated otherwise.22

There is a late Hellenistic decree by the phatra of the Lykoatai and a 
dedication of the patra of the Prosymnaians, but both seem to be reli
gious associations, and they are not used in individual naming.

So Megalopolis conforms to the general Arkadian pattern of not using 
demotics.
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18. Methydrion
Attestations of the city-ethnic'. 5th cent.-, external individual, Xen. Anab. 
4.1.27, 6.20, 7.9. 4th cent.: external collective, IPArk (supra n. 5) no. 
14.6-7; internal collective, Head HN2 451. Hellenistic period: external 
collective, I.Magnesia 38.61, IG V.2 344.18; external individual, FD 
III. 1.83 (p. 384) with IG V.2 p. 130; internal collective, Head HN2 418.

Comments: there is no agreement on the date of the coinage inscribed 
MEØYAPIEQN and described by Head HN2 451. It is perhaps most 
likely that it dates to the 4th century as the types (which refer to a pecu
liar epichoric version of the Kallisto myth) are clearly identical to those 
of Orchomenos - a city with which Methydrion had special relations - 
and this coinage is assigned to the 4th century by Head.23

Demotics: there is no evidence about civic subdivisions or the custom 
of naming from demotics in Methydrion.

19. Orchomenos
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external collective, Syll.3 31.12, 
Hdt. 9.28, Thue. 5.61.5; external individual, Xen. Anab. 2.5.37. 
cent.: external collective, Xen. Hell. 6.5.11, IG V.2 1.46; external indi
vidual, IvOlb 4; internal collective IG V.2 343 passim, Dubois (supra n. 
3) 0.1, Head HN2 451. Hellenistic period: external collective, Polyb. 
4.11.3, I.Magnesia 38.60; external individual, Dubois TE.8; internal 
collective, IG N.2 344; internal individual, IG N.2 345.8.

Demotics: the epigraphic material from Orchomenos is rich in pre
cisely those details which allow us to say for sure that no demotics were 
employed there.

IPArk (supra n. 5) no. 14 is a demarcation of the borders of Orchome
nos towards an unknown polis made by, presumably, the Arkadian Con
federacy; it thus dates to the 360s. The inscription ends with two cata
logues of Orchomenian officials: five OeaQOi are listed, solely by per
sonal name, and five JtoXépxxQxoi, likewise only by personal name. The 
list of names appended to IG V.2 343 (=IPArk [supra n. 5] no. 15) was 
discussed above in connection with Euaimon. Dubois O.3 is a grant of 
proxeny to three Athenians from 265/4. It mentions the eponymous 
thearos solely by his personal name (1. 9), and the JiQotoTarac; râç] aXt- 
atag is treated in the same way (11. 9-10).24

Dubois 0.4 is a Hellenistic grant of proxeny; again, the eponymous 
thearos and the prostatas haliaias are referred to solely by personal 
name, and the same goes for a new official, a /eqooxojtoc;. Dubois 0.5 
is another 3rd century grant of proxeny. Again, the eponymous official, 
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the prostatas haliaias, the cheroskopos and this time also the gramma
teus are referred to solely by their personal names. In Dubois 0.6 of the 
3rd century only the eponymous thearos and the grammateus are men
tioned; both are referred to solely by their personal names. In Dubois 
0.8 at least the grammateus ton thearon and the priest of Artemis are re
ferred to solely by personal names. In Dubois 0.9 the eponymous offi
cial has become a damiorgos, but he is still referred to solely by personal 
name (1. 8). In Dubois 0.10, the eponymous official is again referred to 
solely by personal name. In Dubois 0.11 the eponymous thearos and the 
grammateus are referred to solely by their personal names (11. 1, 18). 
Finally, epitaphs and dedications from the city show no traces of demo- 
tics.25

So we can conclude that the custom of naming with demotics did not 
exist at Orchomenos; if any kind of civic subdivisions existed, it has left 
no traces whatsoever.26

20. Oresthasion
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external individual, IvO 
147.148. 4th cent.: external individual, SEG 20 716.23.

Demotics: there is no evidence at all on the question of demotics in 
Oresthasion.

21. Pallantion
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external collective, Xen. Hell. 
7.5.5, SEG 33 276; external individual, CID II 5.21; internal collective, 
SEG 11 1084, Diod. 15.59.3. Hellenistic period: internal collective, 
Head HN2 418.

Demotics: there are only a few sources that can throw any light on the 
question about demotics in Pallantion. Three dedications of the 6th cen
tury have simply the personal names, which is not surprising.27

The Argive decree SEG 11 1084 contains a grant of proxeny and thea- 
rodokia to seven people of Pallantion; they are listed with personal 
name and patronymic. The decree was set up in copy at Pallantion itself 
and we can perhaps conclude that Pallantians could be identified in a 
satisfying way without the use of demotics.

22. Pheneos
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external collective, SEG 39 
1365. 4th cent.: external individual, SEG 30 356; internal collective, 
Head HN2 452. Hellenistic period: external collective, I.Magnesia
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38.63; external individual, SEG 21 992, IG XII 3.250.17, IG IX. 11 22, 
FD III. 1.16, 39-42, IG IV.P 73.13, 96.48, 71, 100.1, 3; internal collec
tive, Head HH2 418.

Demotics: unfortunately, there is no good evidence bearing on the 
question of demotics in Pheneos. IG V.2 362-366 are from Mt. Kyllene, 
inscribed with just personal names, and the purpose is uncertain; SEG 
19 328 is a base of a statue recording the dedication of the statue ejii 
îeqêwç tov ’AoxXotJitov OîiptXdov tou 'Hptbiöa, but we cannot be 
sure that we are facing a public document, since it is uncertain whether 
the priest of Asklepios was the eponymous official of the polis.28

23. Phigaleia
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external individual, Hdt. 6.83.2. 
4th cent.: external collective, CID II 4.III.45; external individual, IvO 
161. Hellenistic period: external collective, IG II2 687, I.Magnesia 
38.64, SGDI 4646-48, Polyb. 4.3.5; external individual, IG IX.P 13; 
internal collective, IG V.2 421, Head HN2 418.

Demotics: in IG V.2 421, undated and very fragmentary, occurs the ex
pression éxdoTa cpuXa; this shows that at some time there was a system 
of phylai in Phigaleia. There is, however, nothing to suggest that demo- 
tics were coined from these phylai. On the contrary, what evidence there 
is suggests that Phigaleia did not have the custom of naming with demo- 
tics: IG V.2 425 is an archaic list of names, perhaps a funerary monument. 
Six persons are listed, all males, solely by personal name. IG V.2 423 is 
an undated dedication by two damiorgov, only their personal names are 
given. Dubois (supra n. 3) PHI.2 is a list of names; three males are listed, 
solely by personal names. Dubois PHI.5 is a list of names. One person 
has the city-ethnic of Triphylian Lepreon, AEJtQEOtTag, added to his 
name. The others have nothing, so we can assume that Phigaleian citizens 
could be satisfyingly identified by their personal name alone.29

Other sources strongly support this assumption. In IG V.2 419, a 
Messenian decree set up at Phigaleia itself, there is a list of Phigaleian 
envoys to Messene; eight persons are listed, solely by personal names; 
dedicators in the city also used only their personal names, and the same 
habit can be observed on the funerary monuments.30

Finally, IvO 402 is a late Hellenistic base set up in Olympia by à 
Jiô[À,iç] Ttïrv (PiaXÉœv (sic) in honour of three of its own citizens; they 
are all named, with personal name and patronymic.

So, Phigaleia conforms to the Arkadian pattern in not using demotics 
in naming.
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24. P s op hi s
Attestations of the city-ethnic. 6th cent.: external collective, SEG 24 
299. 5th cent.: external collective, Hekataios (FGrHist I ) frag. 6; inter
nal collective, Head HN3 453. 4th cent.: external collective, IvO 294. 
Hellenistic period: external collective, Polyb. 4.71.13, I.Magnesia 
38.66; internal collective, NC (1921) 172.

Demotics: no individual use of the city-ethnic has been transmitted 
and neither is there any evidence relating to the question of demotics in 
Psophis.

25. Stymphalos
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external collective, Pind. 
01.6.99; external individual, Xcn.Anab. 2.5.37, 3.1.31,4.7.13. 4th cent.: 
external collective, SEG 32 370, SEG 36 147, SEG 20 716; external indi
vidual, Syll.3 189, IG V.2 389.16, IG IV.I2 102; internal collective, Head 
HIN 454. Hellenistic period: external collective, I.Magnesia 38.62, SEG 
25 445, Polyb. 2.55.8, Diod. 19.63; external individual, FD III. 1.14, 38, 
447 (see SEG 18 235); internal collective, SEG 11 1109, Head HN1418.

Demotics: fortunately the epigraphical material from Stymphalos pro
vides those details that allow us to conclude that there was no custom of 
naming with demotics in this city: IG N.I 351 is a grant of citizenship to 
an unknown man; it has no mention of civic subdivisions like the one 
found in e.g. IG V.2 510, a grant of citizenship from Thisoa, containing 
a stipulation that the naturalized man choose whatever (pdiQa he likes. 
Furthermore, the decree lists a number of officials solely by their per
sonal names. The same is true of the decrees IG V.2 355 and 356. In 
SEG 25 445 two envoys of Stymphalos are mentioned, one solely by 
personal name and one with patronymic added (1.21). Finally, the funer
ary monuments from Stymphalos show no traces of demotics.31

So it can be concluded that Stymphalos conforms to the Arkadian pat
tern in not naming with demotics; if any kind of civic subdivisions ex
isted, it has left no traces whatsoever.

26. Tegea
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 5th cent.: external collective, Hdt. 1.66.3, 
Thue. 4.134.1, Syll.3 31.7; external individual, Hdt. 9.9.1, Thue. 2.67.1, 
IG I3 1371 ; internal collective, IG V.2 159. 4th cent.: external collective, 
Dubois (supra n. 3) TE.3, Xen. Hell. 4.2.13; external individual, IG V.l 
719, IG II2 10435, CID II 4.1.40; internal collective, Head HIN 455, Du
bois TE.8. Hellenistic period: external collective, I.Magnesia 38.60, 
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Polyb. passinv, external individual, IG IV.I2 96.70; internal collective, 
IG V.2 9, Head HN2 418.

Demotics: Tegea had a system of four phylai. The phylai were called: 
'IjuroOoïTOtt, en’ ’AØavaiav, Koaouniai and ’AnoXXoviaxai. One 
could easily imagine that demotics, e.g. TnnoOotTaç, could be coined 
from these phylai. But it was certainly not the case. Just as in Mantineia, 
the phylai were used to arrange certain public documents of unknown 
purpose and lists of fallen warriors, but that is all.32

In IG N.I 6 B. 1 59-60 a board of three laplat OTQa[TayœvJ is listed, 
but only by personal names. In B.2 109-110 a board of stratagoi is 
listed, again only by personal names. A number of other people are men
tioned in the inscription, with name + patronymic. The inscription also 
contains two references to thephyle én’ ’AOavaiav in fragmentary con
texts. IG N.I 10 mentions a stratagos, simply by his personal name. IG 
V.2 11 lists the prostatai ton damoti, the stratagoi, the hipparchos, a 
grammateus and a priest of Athena, all simply by their personal names, 
and exactly the same is seen in IG V.2 12 and 13. IG V.2 16 contains ref
erences to several heads of boards of stratagoi, all simply referred to by 
their personal names. IG V.2 30 is a catalogue of the 3rd century, con
taining at least 27 persons, listed with name + patronymic. In IG V.2 31 
at least 32 persons are listed, some with, some without patronymic. IG 
N.I 2.35 is a list of perhaps as many as 75 persons, listed with name and 
patronymic. IG N.I 116 is a 3rd century dedication by seven stratagoi, a 
hipparchos and a grafes', all are listed with name + patronymic, but 
without demotic, and, in short, no traces whatsoever are found of demo- 
tics in the rich epigraphical material from Tegea.

So Tegea conforms to the Arkadian pattern of not using demotics in 
naming.

27. Teuthis
Attestations of the city-ethnic. Hellenistic period: internal collective, 
Head HN2 418.

Comments: this is an extremely badly documented city. The Achaian 
federal bronze is the only documentary attestation of the city-ethnic. The 
ethnic is given by Herodianus De Prosodia Catholica 3.1 67: TenØibrig 
ô olxœv TeuOlba nôXiv ’Apxaöiag, apparently not reconstructed by 
Lentz from Stephanos of Byzantion.33

Demotics: there is one inscription from Teuthis, SEG 35 347: it is an 
epitaph of the 2nd century, with no sign of demotics. This is all we can 
say about Teuthis.34
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28. Thelpoussa
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external collective, IG V.2 1.64. 
Hellenistic period: external collective, SEG 12 371, IG IV.l2 72B, 
I.Magnesia 38.67, Polyb. 4.73.2; external individual, IG IX.I2 31.89, 
FD III.4 15, 19, IG V.2 512; internal collective, IG V.2 411.

Comments: the oldest occurrence of the ethnic of Thelpoussa is SEG 
13 1254a. Here the word is not really an ethnic, i.e. it is not used as a 
(part of a) name: botpôotoç 0ek(poioioç, on a kerykeion from
Olympia. It dates to the early 5th century.

Demotics: if Thelpoussa had any structure of civic subdivisions, it has 
left no traces in the sparse material from the city. IG V.2 411 is an hon
orary statue set up by Thelpoussa for [XjéXiç IlkeiOTtfaJ; as the honor- 
and is recorded without city-ethnic, we may perhaps assume that he was 
a citizen of Thelpoussa itself, in which case we have an instance of nam
ing without demotic in an official context. In SEG 12 371 we find exact
ly the same: the thearodokos elected by Thelpoussa for Kos is named, 
and only personal name + patronymic is given (1. 31). If IG IV.l2 72 has 
been correctly restored to [0eXjc]ovo<j[ioi], we have at least 14 citizens 
of Thelpoussa listed with just personal name + patronymic, though that 
is perhaps not very significant in an external context. Dedications and 
epitaphs of the city show no traces of demotics either.35

And so it can be concluded that Thelpoussa conforms to the Arkadian 
pattern of not using demotics in naming.

29. Thisoa
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external individual, SEG 14 
455, CID II 5.1.23-24. Hellenistic period: internal collective, IG V.2 511, 
Head TTVMIS.'6

Comments: the entry CID II 5.1.23-24 reads: BcxBuxMjç 0ioooùoç éy 
MeyaXag HoXiog, followed immediately by ten citizens of Megalopolis 
listed just with the city-ethnic of Megalopolis, e.g. Ayï|olôapoç Meya- 
XonoXiTOtg. According to Paus. 8.27.4, Thisoa was one of the poleis 
synoecized into Megalopolis. But as stated above, the cities synoecized 
into Megalopolis did not live on as administrative units of the new polis. 
So Bathykies is either a metic in Megalopolis or he is sentimentally 
hanging on to his old ethnic. In both cases, this must be treated as an in
dividual use of the city-ethnic.

Demotics: IG V.2 511 is a 3rd-2nd century grant of citizenship to an 
unknown man. The decree contains the stipulation that the naturalized 
man e’tç (pctTQav eqjieiv ÔJtotav dv ßökrjTOti. But as no other relevant 
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evidence survives from Thisoa, we cannot know if demotics were 
coined from these phatrai.71

30. Torthyneion
Attestations of the city-ethnic: 4th cent.: external collective, IPArk (su
pra n. 5) no. 14. Hellenistic period: external individual, IG IX. I2 17.37.

Demotics: there is no information about demotics in Torthyneion.

Conclusion
Though civic subdivisions, primarily in the form of phylai, are found in 
Arkadia, adjectives coined from the names of these phylai are never 
used in personal names as a kind of demotic (in the wider sense), and 
thus it must be legitimate to conclude that a city-ethnic used as the third 
and political part of a name is an extremely good indication of the polis- 
ness of the site from whose toponym the ethnic is derived.

A few documents use names of subdivisions collectively, though not 
individually; e.g. in Megalopolis we find a decree of the phatra of the 
Auxoaiat. These documents are found only within the polis, and so we 
can regard external collective attestations of ethnics as attestations of 
city-ethnics, and use them as very good indications of the polis-ness of 
the sites from whose toponym the ethnics are derived.

Important as this conclusion is in itself, it also points to some other 
interesting perspectives. Thus, three small pieces of evidence become 
very interesting in the light of the conclusions reached above. First, SEG 
18 157 is a subscriptio statuae of the 5th century: Saéag ©Qacmßoko 
naQJivÀ.aïoç. As should be clear by now, it is very unlikely that Ilao- 
Jtukatog is a demotic. It is more likely that it is the city-ethnic of the 
Hvkat mentioned by Stephanos of Byzantion at 539.18 and described as 
TÔJtog ’AQxabtaç. If so, this (Par)Pylai may very well have been a 
small polis.™

Secondly, Stephanos of Byzantion (478.8) cites Ephoros for the eth
nic Neaxavtog, the ethnic of Nestane in Mantinike. Nestane is normally 
regarded as a village of Mantineia, but in view of the conclusions 
reached here, this instance of its ethnic opens up the possibility that Nes
tane was a dependent polis of Mantineia in the same way as Helisson. 
But as we do not know exactly how the ethnic was used by Ephoros, this 
cannot be more than a suggestion. And exactly the same caveat applies 
to the third piece of evidence: At 670.7-8 Stephanos again cites Epho
ros, this time for the ethnic Ooqlcxcuç, of Phorieia, described as a home. 
Nothing else is known of this Phorieia, but the existence of a separate 
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ethnic suggests that it may have been a small dependent polis some
where in Arkadia.39

II. Tribalism and Po/Lv-Structure
Introduction

It is well-known that a number of tribal communities existed in Arkadia 
right down to the synoecism which produced Megalopolis, and even be
yond. The tribes in question were the Eutresians, the Kynourians, the 
Mainalians, the Parrhasians, and in the archaic period perhaps also the 
Azanes.

We have no information about the ethnic character of these “tribes” in 
the archaic and classical periods; they are not referred to as e.g. E0vr] or 
cpüXoti in classical sources. Thucydides and Xenophon refer to them by 
their collective ethnics such as MotivdXioi, riappaotoi or EvTQqoioi 
and some of them are listed in this way by an important document of the 
Arkadian Confederacy. They are, however, classified as E0vr| by Strabo 
and perhaps for this reason it has become modern practice to refer to 
them as “tribes”. It is not impossible that the tribes claimed a common 
ancestry for their members; thus the Mainalians probably claimed Mai- 
nalos as an ancestor. And it is at least a possible interpretation of a pas
sage in Hellanikos that Mainalos was a son of Arkas, the eponymous an
cestor of all Arkadians.40

The tribes were made up of a number of minor communities, and it is 
the aim of the present part of this paper to investigate whether these sub
divisions were poleis or not. It will be shown that a substantial number 
of these tribal communities were believed by the Greeks to be poleis. 
This runs counter to the prevailing view: that the tribal states were “set
tled in villages” and that the use by the ancient sources of the word po
leis to describe these tribal communities “is unlikely to be precise.”41

But first it will be necessary to draw up a list of the attested tribal 
communities. The tribal affiliations of 50 different Arkadian commun
ities are set out in Table 1,42

Two things are immediately striking. First, not one of the major poleis 
of Arkadia is described by the ancient sources as belonging to a tribal 
group. In his list of the peydkai tcoXelc; of Arkadia at 44 Ps.-Skylax 
names the following: Tegea, Mantineia, Heraia, Orchomenos and Stym- 
phalos, and these big poleis are never described as belonging to any of 
the tribal groups. These poleis (Heraia excepted) are all situated in east- 
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em Arkadia and this area, then, seems to have been an area of poleis 
only. Second, the scarcity of contemporary evidence relating to the tri
bal affiliations of these communities: we find only three communities 
(Dipaia, Oresthasion, and Paion) whose tribal affiliations are attested in 
classical sources; and in one case (Dipaia) the classical source is only 
transmitted via Pausanias. Hellenistic sources attest the tribal affiliation 
of only one community (Psophis). Roman sources, on the other hand, at
test the tribal affiliation of no less than 29 communities, counting 
Enispe. Pausanias alone is responsible for 27 of these 29 attributions. 
And 26 of these tribal affiliations given by Pausanias are found in one 
single passage, 8.27.3-4, the decree listing the participants in the synoe- 
cism of Megalopolis.43

On the basis of the location of the attested tribal communities, mod
ern scholars have placed on the map a total of 17 communities and the 
tribes to which they are believed to have belonged. So, the ancient 
sources assign 33 communities to various tribal groups and for 26 of 
these attributions we depend on one single source; in 17 cases we rely 
on modern inference.

The key passage contained in Pausanias is the list of communities that 
were synoecized into Megalopolis. The list is laid out on the basis of the 
different Arkadian tribes. Pausanias himself believes that it is a genuine 
list representing a decision passed by the Arkadian Confederacy. Mod
ern opinions, however, are divided on the issue of the genuineness of 
this list. Some, e.g. Callmer, Hejnic, Dusanic and Roy, accept that the 
passage does ultimately reflect the original federal decision, whereas 
others, e.g. Moggi, Demand and myself, hold that it is later and perhaps 
a forgery made to justify Megalopolitan claims to cities acquired subse
quent to the original synoecism.44

However, in both cases the list must have originated from local 
sources and this fact ought to guarantee the authenticity of the tribal af
filiations expressed in the list. Moreover, the tribal affiliations of Dipaia 
and Oresthasion expressed in classical sources correspond to those of 
Pausanias’ list, and a combination of IvO 147.148 and P. Oxy. 222.29 al
so supports the authenticity of the tribal affiliations expressed in the list: 
IvO 147.148 is a dedication of a victorious athlete in Olympia; he de
scribes himself as ’OQeoOaotog. P Oxy. 222 is a fragment of a list of 
Olympionikai; in line 29 the victor who dedicated IvO 147.148 appears; 
he is described as MaivaXiog, which fits Pausanias’ list. Finally, the list 
seems to betray a high degree of local geographical knowledge; Iasaia, 
Lykaia, Ptolederma, Knau son and Proseis, are sites known exclusively 
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from this list, and this should be considered a support of the conclusion 
that the list is reliable as regards the tribes and the tribal affiliations of 
the communities included in the list, no matter whether it is a forgery or 
not.

One community (Thisoa) is ascribed to two different tribal groups by 
Pausanias, to Kynouria in the list at 8.27.4, and to Parrhasia at 8.38.3. 
This may perhaps be an indication that tribal borders were fluctuating, 
but it is more likely that we are dealing with an error on the part of a late 
source. The attribution to Kynouria in the list at 8.27 should be consid
ered the correct one, as this list is probably derived from local sources; 
the attribution of the city to Parrhasia at 8.38 must then be considered “a 
mere slip by Pausanias.” Thus we can accept the tribal affiliations set 
out in Table 1, though we cannot, of course, be sure that the table in
cludes all communities that belonged to the tribal states.45

In the following I shall concentrate on the Mainalians and their com
munities and investigate whether these communities were believed by 
the Greeks to be poleis or not, and to what extent the description of them 
as poleis that are in fact found in the sources can be corroborated by 
other evidence. The reason for concentrating on the Mainalians is that 
this tribe is by far the best documented, and that the conclusions reached 
in discussing the Mainalians will provide a suitable point of departure 
for a short discussion of the other tribes.

Mainalia
The Mainalians are far better documented than any of the other tribal 
groups in Arkadia. The name of the tribal territory is given by Thucy
dides at 5.64.3; it was Maivakia. Pausanias once uses this form but 
more often he uses the name of the mountain, Motivakov, to refer to 
Mainalia. The tribal ethnic is used as the third part of a name, e.g. 
Eevoxkrjc; EuOvcpQOVOÇ Maivakiog. Whether the athletic games cp 
Matvctktoi mentioned in a 3rd century Argive inscription go back to the 
time of tribal organization, we cannot say. In the 4th century the Maina
lians supplied two oecists for the founding of Megalopolis, 10 Maina- 
lian communities were planned to be absorbed by Megalopolis, and (so
me of?) the Mainalians were members of the Arkadian Confederacy on 
a tribal basis. Thus the Mainalian tribal state existed both before and 
after the synoecism of Megalopolis and we can assume that it existed 
throughout the classical period, although we do not know when it ceased 
to exist.46

In this period we also meet some fully developed Mainalian poleis 
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(see below) and perhaps the evidence presented by Thucydides and dis
cussed below can be interpreted in the light of this fact, namely that po- 
leis existed in Mainalia alongside the tribal structure.

At 4.134 Thucydides briefly describes a battle fought in 423/2 
between MavTivfjç...xai TeyEâTai xai oi éxaiÉQœv. He
does not specify who these allies were. It is, however, likely that the 
Mantineian allies were (at least) the Parrhasians, as it appears from 5.33 
that the Parrhasians were hypekooi of Mantineia and their territory could 
be considered Mantineian (JV^pa/tg. This state of affairs was however 
brought to an end by the Lakedaimonians, who made the Parrhasians 
autonomoi. Considering the context, where %up|iaxot and UJtfptooi are 
taken to be more or less the same thing, the liberation of the Parrhasians 
must equal the dissolution of their symmachia with the Mantineians.47

The allies of Tegea were perhaps the Mainalians as they fought along
side the Tegeatai in the battle of Mantineia in 418.48

If this reconstruction is correct, who were the Arkadian allies of Man
tineia in 418, mentioned by Thucydides at 5.67.2? It is not very likely 
that they were the Parrhasians, since we have not heard of any further 
changes in the foreign connections of Parrhasia since 5.33 (where Thu
cydides describes how the Lakedaimonians “liberated” the Parrhasians 
from Mantineian rule). The allies were almost certainly some of the 
Mainalians, and perhaps the Orchomenians. This is very strongly indi
cated by 5.77.1, the treaty between Argos and Sparta, which stipulates 
that the Argives are to return xtbç naibaç toïç ’Oq/O|jievioiç xat tc'oç 
avôçag toïç MaivaXtoiç. These Orchomenian children must be the 
hostages given by Orchomenos to Mantineia, when Orchomenos surren
dered shortly before the battle of Mantineia. Likewise we must suppose 
that the Mainalian men were hostages taken from the Mainalians in 
question to ensure their loyalty; this may have been deemed necessary, 
because they were to face other Mainalians in battle, namely those who 
were allies of Tegea (?) and Sparta.49

If this is accepted, the Mainalian tribe was clearly divided into two 
parts in 418, one allied with Tegea and Sparta, and one allied with Man
tineia. This division can of course have been the result of force, but may 
perhaps also be explained by the fact that some of the Mainalian com
munities acted as pole is on their own.

All this leads to the conclusion that the Mantineian “empire” men
tioned by Thucydides in 5.29.1 and 81.1 at least in its later phases in
cluded some of the Mainalians. Clearly, then, it must be these Mainalian 
subjects (and perhaps Orchomenos) that are referred to at 5.81.1. Thucy
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dides here states that the Mantineians came to terms with Sparta and it]v 
ctQxf]v àcpeîoav Tæv jtoXeov.50

The Mainalian subjects of Mantineia must be included in tmv 
JTÔkeœv. So, Thucydides could refer to the Mainalian communities in 
general as poleis. M.H. Hansen has shown that whenever Thucydides 
uses the term polis about a named urban site, this “town” is also the po
litical centre of a city-state. If we can assume by analogy that this rule 
applies also when the term polis is used generally, then Thucydides 
clearly considered (some of) the Mainalian communities to be poleis in 
the political sense of the word.51

Individual Mainalian communities
That Thucydides was indeed right can be shown by an examination of 
the individual Mainalian communities.52

Oresthasion, or Orestheion, is mentioned by Herodotos, but he does 
not give any information on its status. The city is, however, called polis 
by Pherekydes and Euripides. There is good evidence to support the de
scription of Oresthasion as a polis. The territory of the city is mentioned 
by Thucydides; it was called Oresthis. The city produced an Olympic 
victor in 472 BC. The inscription of his victory dedication has survived; 
the victor is referred to as ’Apxctg ’OQEoOàoioç. The same victor is 
listed by P Oxy. 222.29, but here described as Matvakiog. So, the vic
tor himself seems to have placed emphasis upon his being an Orestha- 
sian. In the 4th century there is one more external attestation of the city
ethnic used as the third part of a name. So the city was called polis, had 
its own territory, had an Olympic victor, and the city-ethnic was used as 
the 3rd part of names; it must be reasonable to assume that the ancient 
sources were right in their classification of Oresthasion as a polis.53

Asea is poorly documented by the written sources. It is, however, 
mentioned by Xenophon in an extremely important passage where he 
seems to think of Asea as a not unimportant polis', ô pévxoi ’Enaprt- 
vwvôaç Ekoyi^ETO xai ev neXojtovvf]O(p acptaiv vnaQ/Etv ’A^yeiovg 
te xai Meootjviovç xai ’Aoxâbdw long xa otpETEQa cpQovovvxag. 
ijoav Ô’ cwTOi TEysåiai xai MEyaXonoXiTai xai ’AoEaxai xai IlaÀ.- 
XavTEig, xai el tlveç öf] jtôà.eiç ôià to pixQai te el vat xai èv péøatg 
TavTaiç olxELV fjvayxa^ovTO {Hell. 7.5.5). Asea is here listed with Te- 
gea, Megalopolis and Pallantion, all three of them demonstrably poleis, 
and all four are contrasted with small poleis who are forced to side with 
Thebes. This must mean that Asea is a polis siding with Thebes not due 
to force, but due to its phronesis. So the conclusion must be that Xeno
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phon considered Asea a not unimportant polis. In the Hellenistic period 
the city was demonstrably a polis. The city has been thoroughly exca
vated. It seems to have been a centre of some importance in the Helle
nistic period. The akropolis was fortified in the 3rd century and so was 
the town below. Remains of private houses, a temple and a palaistra 
have been unearthed. The city was a member of the Achaian Confedera
cy and had its own Delphic thearodokos. Thus Asea was a polis in the 
classical period and continued to be so in the Hellenistic period.54

In the case of Eutaia Xenophon is again the only source of any impor
tance. He describes the activities of Agesilaos in Eutaia in 370 BC. 
From the description it appears that the city was walled, that there was a 
number of private houses in the city, and that the city had placed troops 
under the command of the Arkadian Confederacy. Xenophon thrice uses 
the word polis about Eutaia, once primarily in the sense of “territory,” 
and twice primarily in the sense of “town.” But as I have shown else
where, Xenophon uses the word polis in precisely the same way as Thu
cydides: to denote the urban centre of a city-state. So the conclusion 
must be that Xenophon thought of Eutaia as a city-state.55

That Helisson was a polis in the first half of the 4th century has been 
definitely proved by the discovery of an inscription recording an agree
ment between Helisson and Mantineia whereby the Heliswasians be
come citizens of Mantineia. The inscription twice refers to Helisson as a 
polis, mentions its territory, its laws, its magistrates and has the city
ethnic in its external collective use. It further appears that it was possible 
to prove that a man was not a Heliswasian, which must mean that citi
zenship was defined at Helisson. All this refers to the period prior to the 
inclusion of Helisson in Mantineia, i.e. (according to most scholars) to 
the period before 385 BC, and for that period the polis-ness of Helisson 
cannot reasonably be doubted. The city-ethnic of Helisson is found in 
the external collective use ca. 300 BC and in Polybios. In the Hellenistic 
period the city was a member of the Achaian Confederacy and had its 
own territory. Thus, Helisson was a polis in the classical period and 
again in the Hellenistic period.56

Pallantion was surely a polis. This appears both from the passage of 
Xenophon discussed above in connection with Asea, and from an Ar
give decree in which the city is described as a polis. This decree further
more contains an Argive grant of proxenia and thearodokia to seven 
named Pallantians and has the city-ethnic in its external collective use. 
In the 5th century, Pallantion had its own Delphic thearodokos, and its 
own coinage. In the 4th century ’AaàXaxog naZkavieng donated mon- 
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ey in Delphi. Pallantion existed in the archaic period, and a number of 
votive offerings and temples dates to this period. The akropolis was 
walled. In the Hellenistic period the city was a member of the Achaian 
Confederacy and had a Delphic thearodokos. Thus, Pallantion was a po
lis already in the classical period and continued to be so in the Hellenis
tic period.57

The city of Mainalos is not very amply documented. The only evid
ence that suggests its polis-ness is the Olympic victor it produced in 400 
BC. There is possibly a reference to the Mainalian city of Lykaia in 
Theopompos; Stephanos of Byzantion has the following s.v. Lykaia: 
Auxaia, jrôXiç ’AQxaöiag. ØEOJtopiog vg’. The probability that Theo
pompos did describe Lykaia as a polis is not bad, but the reference might 
as well be to the homonymous Kynourian city.58

Dipaia is not actually called polis in any source from the classical pe
riod. It is mentioned both by Herodotos and Isokrates in connection with 
the battle fought there in the 460s; neither of them says anything about 
the status of the town. The city had an Olympic victor in ca. 440 BC, 
who erected a statue in Olympia and decribed himself as a Auiaievç Tfjç 
MaivaXüiyv xcbçaç, according to Pausanias. An inscription dating to the 
first half of the 4th century mentions the AijIoléeç, thus providing an at
testation of the city-ethnic in its external collective use which is, as dem
onstrated above, a very strong indication of polis-ness. The nature of the 
inscription is not clear, but it seems to be a verdict in a case involving 
Dipaia. If correct, the nature of the document may lend support to the 
idea that Dipaia was a polis. In the Hellenistic period the city was a 
member of the Achaian Confederacy. Thus Dipaia was perhaps a polis 
already in the classical period; it surely came to be one in the Hellenistic 
period.59

So in the classical period, even after the synoecism of Megalopolis, 
there existed a Mainalian tribal state, which included a number of com
munities referred to by Thucydides, Xenophon and other literary and 
epigraphic sources as poleis. These Mainalian poleis show some fea
tures characteristic of ordinary poleis such as defined territories, city
ethnics, coinage, proxenoi, thearodokoi, participation in the Olympic 
Games, walls, magistrates, laws, and so on. It must, then, be concluded, 
that these Mainalian communities not only were ccdledpoleis in a rather 
loose sense, but that they were poleis in the sense of political commun
ities.60
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The other tribes
No traces have been left of the Azanian tribal state if it ever existed. All 
three communities called Azanian by good ancient authorities are de
scribed by our sources as poleis or were probably poleis\ Paion is called 
polis by Herodotos. But apart from that the only source pointing to the 
po/zs-ness of Paion is the existence there of a Hellenistic thearodokos. 
Psophis refers to itself as a polis on a 4th century dedication set up in 
Olympia, and its city-ethnic is attested from the 6th century onwards. 
Pheneos is not actually called polis in any archaic or classical source, 
but it was probably a polis since its city-ethnic is found in good sources 
and since it has coinage from the 5th century and produced an Olympic 
victor in 392 BC. So the communities described as Azanian were poleis, 
but it is impossible to decide whether the poleis only developed when a 
tribal structure broke down, or whether tribalism and polis structure ever 
coexisted for a time.61 The Eutresians must be left out of consideration 
in this connection since next to nothing is known about the individual 
Eutresian communities.62

For the Parrhasians, the situation is a little better. Thucydides (5.33.2) 
refers to the Parrhasian communities as poleis: otbuvaxot ô’ ovteç (sc. 
oi MavTtvetg) btaomoott tô te ev Kmpékotg tel/oç xai xàç èv 
naQQaotoig JtôX.Eig ånfjkOov. Here the word polis is probably used in 
the sense of “town”, but as already discussed, Thucydides only de
scribes towns as poleis when they are centres of political communities, 
at least when he is dealing with named urban sites. Thus if we can rely 
on analogy here, Thucydides probably did think of the Parrhasian com
munities as poleis in the sense of political communities.63

We are, however, not in a position to test whether Thucydides was 
right, since our sources for the individual Parrhasian communities are 
very few. The only classical reference to any Parrhasian community is 
found in Herodotos. In his description of the suitors of Agariste he lists 
two Arkadians, one being ’Aptavioç Avzoupyov ’Açxàç èx TqœjteÇ,- 
owtoç. Since Herodotos states that 'Ekkf]vwv ooot ocpioi te aÙTOÜJt 
fjaav xai naTQp E^ur/xw^voi EtpoixEOv pvriOTfjQEg, we can perhaps 
assume that Herodotos (or rather his source) considered Trapezous a not 
completely negligible community. But unfortunately this does not throw 
light on the status of Trapezous.64

For Lykosoura we now have epigraphical proof that the city was a po
lis in the Hellenistic period. SEG 41 332 is a decree of Lykosoura dating 
to 223-190 BC. The decree refers to Lykosoura as a polis six times, 
gives the city-ethnic five times, refers to the citizen body and to envoys 
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of the city, and it contains a grant of proxeny. So Lykosoura was clearly 
a polis in the late 3rd-early 2nd century. This is a nice confirmation of 
Pausanias’ statement that Lykosoura was not absorbed by Megalopolis. 
Unfortunately, the decree does not throw any light on the question 
whether Lykosoura only developed into a polis after the foundation of 
Megalopolis or whether it was a polis also prior to the foundation of 
Megalopolis. But it is reasonable to assume that it was a polis at least 
from 368 BC, since it is hard to see how else the city could have been or
ganized when the rest of the Parrhasians had been synoecized into 
Megalopolis. So we do not know whether the Parrhasians were settled in 
poleis during the existence of their tribal state.65

We know that the tribal state of the Kynourians survived the synoe- 
cism of Megalopolis, since they appear on the Phylarchos decree side by 
side with Megalopolis. The decree lists five damiorgoi of the Kynou
rians, the same number as e.g. Tegea and Mantineia supplied. This prob
ably means that no Kynourian communities took part in the synoecism 
of Megalopolis. At least we know of only four Kynourian communities, 
and according to Pausanias all but Alipheira were incorporated into 
Megalopolis. If this is correct, the five damiorgoi must have been sup
plied by Alipheira alone, in which case we should have expected the 
heading ’AXupeiQEÎç, not Kvvouqlol; or they must have been supplied 
by Alipheira and a number of other Kynourian communities of which 
not a single trace of evidence has survived. The most likely solution to 
the problem is that no Kynourians were incorporated into Megalopolis 
and that Pausanias (or rather his source) is wrong. But, as shown below, 
the evidence relating to Alipheira seems to contradict this.66

Although it cannot be proved, it is indeed possible that the Kynou
rians were settled in poleis like the Mainalians. Thus, as we have already 
seen, it is possible that Theopompos referred to Kynourian Lykaia as a 
polis (see above). Kortys, or Gortys, set up a dedication of spoils in Del
phi in the early 5th century. The dedication uses the city-ethnic and can 
be considered proof of action by Kortys independently of the tribe: “The 
Gortynians certainly dedicated their spoils without reference to the Cy- 
nourian tribe, and it seems entirely likely that they had undertaken inde
pendently of the tribe the war from which the spoils came.” As we have 
seen, such an external attestation of the city-ethnic is a very strong indi
cation of polis-ness. In the Hellenistic period Kortys was certainly a po
lis, since it was a member of the Achaian Confederacy.67

It is not entirely clear whether Alipheira participated in the synoecism 
of Megalopolis. According to Pausanias 8.27.7, Alipheira remained a 
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polis in spite of the synoecism. This is probably correct, as we shall see, 
but it is unclear whether it means that the city was not synoecized. Both 
Polybios and Livy state that it was, but the evidence relating to the Ky- 
nourian tribe as such seems to point in the opposite direction (see 
above).68

The city is not attested in written sources until the Hellenistic period. 
It must, however, have existed in the 5th century, since the colossal 
statue of Athena mentioned by both Polybios and Pausanias must be 
dated to that period. Furthermore, the construction of the temple of 
Athena on the akropolis took place ca. 500-490 BC and some ex-votos 
found at the temple go back to the 6th century. The temple of Asklepios 
was constructed in the second half of the 4th century. The walls prob
ably belong to the 5th century. Thus the existence of the city in the ar
chaic and classical periods is proved by archaeological evidence. How
ever, as already stated, the city is not attested in written sources until the 
3rd century. Polybios describes an attack on the city during the Social 
War (221-217 BC); he calls it a polis twice and mentions the walls, the 
akropolis, and the proasteion, and then relates how the Alipheireis nego
tiated a settlement with Philip V. A little earlier he has given a short re
view of 3rd century Alipheireian history. The city had been controlled 
by the tyrant of Megalopolis, Lydiadas, who gave it to the Eleians jtqoç 
Tivotg lôlotg Jtpà^eiç åÅÅayf|v. Polybios uses the phrase f] w 
’AXitpetpewv TtoXtg in this connection, and he probably does not regard 
it as a korne (vel sim). of Megalopolis, but as a dependency. It is proved 
beyond doubt by inscriptions from the city that Alipheira was a polis in 
the political sense of that word early in the 3rd century: IPArk (supra n. 
5) no. 24 is an amnesty of 273 BC. Containing detailed regulations for a 
return to peaceful conditions after a period of stasis, it refers to Aliphei
ra as a polis three times and contains references to officials and possibly 
to a boule. Alipheira also had a defined territory and it had a dispute 
with Heraia settled by arbitration. The city became a member of the 
Achaian Confederacy, and had a Delphic thearodokos.

So Alipheira was clearly an urban site and certainly a polis in the 3rd 
century. It is not known whether Alipheira developed into a polis only 
when the Kynourian tribal structure broke down (presumably in the late 
4th century), or whether it was a polis also at the time of the existence of 
the tribal structure. The latter cannot be excluded, as has become clear 
from the discussion of the Mainalians.69
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Conclusions
City-ethnics are a very important type of source in dealing with Arkadia, 
since the existence of a city-ethnic is a very strong indication of polis- 
ness of the city in question. That this is the case is shown by an examina
tion of civic subdivisions in Arkadia. Civic subdivisions are found in a 
number of Arkadian cities, but there is not a single instance of these sub
divisions being used to coin demotics, and not a single instance of a per
sonal name including a part that is demonstrably a demotic. For a num
ber of sites the city-ethnic is one of the best indications of po//'.v-ness, if 
not the only one: Aiea, Asea, Dipaia, Euaimon, Kaphyai, Kortys, Kynai- 
tha, Lasion, Methydrion, Pheneos, Thelpoussa, Thisoa and Torthyneion. 
In the case of other cities, the city-ethnic is the oldest source to have sur
vived: Heraia, Kleitor and Psophis, to mention only some prominent cit
ies. The importance of city-ethnics as a type of source is illustrated by 
the fact that this group alone puts 30 sites on a map of Arkadian poleis, 
some of them already in the archaic period.

The demonstration that the Mainalian tribal state was subdivided into 
poleis and the probability that some of the other tribal states were too, 
adds an interesting perspective to the political organization of Arkadia 
and to Greek history at large.

In the classical period, Arkadia was clearly organized into a number 
of major poleis such as Heraia, Kleitor, Stymphalos, Orchomenos, Man- 
tineia, Tegea and after 368 BC Megalopolis.7” These big poleis did not 
unite into a federation until 370 BC. Prior to that, each one of them 
seems to have followed its own policy.

This political fragmentation sometimes led to serious conflicts among 
the major poleis. One such conflict between Mantineia and Tegea is de
scribed in Thucydides, and Xenophon has a reference to a traditional 
state of hostility between Orchomenos and Mantineia, as well as a refer
ence to a war between Orchomenos and Kleitor.71

Sometimes a number of the major poleis united to meet external 
threats. This happened e.g. during the Persian Wars, and Herodotos at
tests an alliance between all Arkadians (except the Mantineians) which 
fought Sparta in vain in the 460s.72

But Arkadia also housed a number of minor poleis such as Aiea, 
Paion, Pallantion, Helisson and Eutaia, to mention just a few. It seems 
certain that these small poleis were the objects of aggression on the part 
of the major poleis. Thus Orchomenos was the centre of a synteleia prior 
to the foundation of Megalopolis, if we accept Pausanias 8.27 as a reli
able reflection of Arkadian conditions around 368; Methydrion, Thisoa 
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and Teuthis and others belonged to this synteleia. This must have meant 
some kind of dependence upon Orchomenos. Kleitor was clearly an ag
gressive polis, and it has been assumed that it turned Paion and Thali- 
ades into dependencies.73

But the best example of the aggressiveness of the major poleis is 
Mantineia. During the Peloponnesian War Mantineia established an em
pire. This empire included at least the Parrhasians and probably also 
some Mainalians and others. To maintain this empire against the will of 
Sparta, Mantineia allied with Argos, Elis and Athens. This alliance con
quered Orchomenos and then turned against Tegea. This led to the battle 
of Mantineia in 418 BC. Sparta won this battle and Mantineia had to 
give up its empire.74

A glance at Map 2 shows that the Mainalians were the neighbours of 
three of the major poleis: Orchomenos, Mantineia, and Tegea. It was 
perhaps to maintain themselves against the threats constituted by these 
big poleis that the Mainalians, presumably on the basis of a feeling of 
common ancestry but certainly on the basis of geographical proximity, 
formed a tribal state. If the Mainalians did unite to stand up against the 
big poleis, they were not completely successful, since they probably 
had to give in to Mantineia during the Peloponnesian War. But the Mai
nalians should be taken into account in descriptions of how Greek poleis 
formed larger units.75

From a diachronical point of view it is interesting to note that the tri
bal structures disappeared in the late 4th century and that the former tri
bal communities all were poleis in the Hellenistic period: either they had 
been absorbed by the synoecism of Megalopolis, or they became poleis 
without any tribal affiliation like Lykosoura. Of the former Mainalian 
communities we meet Asea, Dipaia, Helisson and Pallantion, as mem
bers of the Achaian Confederacy in the Hellenistic period. Of the former 
Kynourian communities we meet Alipheira and Kortys as members, and 
of the former Parrhasian communities Lykosoura is attested as a polis on 
its own in the Hellenistic period. Taken with the synoecism of Megalo
polis this testifies to an Arkadia under continuous development as far as 
the polis structure is concerned, a development that lasted into the Hel
lenistic period, and a development which made Arkadia look more like 
the other Greek regions such as Boiotia and Argolis (see Figure 2 for a 
diachronical view of the structure of the Arkadian ethnos). If the Battle 
of Chaironeia did in any way mark the end of the polis, this was not no
ticed in Arkadia.
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Figure 1
First Occurrence of Each Category of City-Ethnics

City ext. coll. ext. ind. int. coll. int. ind.

Aiea classical classical Hellenistic

Alipheira Hellenistic Hellenistic Hellenistic

Asea classical Hellenistic

Dipaia classical classical Hellenistic

Eua Hellenistic

Euaimon classical

Helisson classical Hellenistic

Heraia archaic classical classical

Kaphyai classical classical Hellenistic

Kleitor archaic classical Hellenistic

Kortys classical archaic Hellenistic

Kynaitha Hellenistic classical

Lasion classical Hellenistic

Lousoi Hellenistic classical classical

Lykosoura Hellenistic Hellenistic

Mantineia classical classical classical

Megalopolis classical classical Hellenistic Hellenistic

Methydrion classical classical classical

Orchomenos classical classical classical Hellenistic

Oresthasion classical

Pallantion classical classical classical

Pheneos classical classical classical

Phigaleia classical classical Hellenistic

Psophis archaic classical

Stymphalos classical classical classical

Tegca classical classical classical

Teuthis Hellenistic

Thelpoussa classical Hellenistic Hellenistic

Thisoa classical Hellenistic

Torthyneion classical Hellenistic
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Appendix 
Missing City-Ethnics

A city-ethnic is something every polis must have had. For some poleis, 
however, the city-ethnic is not attested. In Arkadia, the city-ethnic has 
not been transmitted in the cases of the following poleis, excluding from 
consideration the ethnics evidenced by Stephanos of Byzantion and 
Pausanias (in brackets, sources pointing to the polis-ness of the sites 
listed):

Amilos (Paus. 8.13.5); Brenthe (Paus. 8.28.7); Dasea (Paus. 8.3.2, 
36.9); Eutaia (Xen. Hell. 6.5.12); Eutresia: none of the Eutresian com
munities has produced a city-ethnic (for a list of Eutresian communities 
see table 1); Halous (possibly had a Delphic thearodokos in the 5th cen
tury [G. Daux, REG 62 (1949) 9)]; Koila (a possible Arkadian polis; 
perhaps it had a Delphic thearodokos in the 5th century [Dubois [supra 
n. 3] 295-96]); Kynouria: Thisoa and Lykaia of Kynouria have failed to 
produce a city-ethnic (for a list of Kynourian communities, see table 1); 
Mainalia: the following Mainalian cities have failed to produce a city
ethnic: Eutaia (see above), Iasaia, Lykaia, Peraitheis, Soumateion, Hai- 
moniai and Mainalos (for a list of Mainalian communities, see table 1); 
Melainai (Paus. 8.3.3); Nonakris (Hdt. 6.74.2.) Another Nonakris was 
a part of the Arkadian Tripolis, see below. Paion (Hdt. 6.127.3); Par- 
rhasia; all Parrhasian communities except Lykosoura have failed to pro
duce a city-ethnic (for a list of Parrhasian communities, see table 1). 
Phalanthos (Paus. 8.35.9); Phara (a possible Arkadian polis; it had a 
Delphic thearodokos in the 5th century (Dubois 295-96); it is just pos
sible that the city-ethnic occurs in IG V.2 548.7 (see Roy [supra n. 7] 
142)); Thaliades (possibly a polis; it had a coinage in the archaic peri
od, but is otherwise unattested until Pausanias); Thyraion (Paus. 
8.35.7); Tripolis (mentioned only by Pausanias at 8.27.4; it consisted of 
Dipoina, Kallia and Nonakris [different from the Nonakris mentioned 
by Hdt. 6.74.2]).
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Table 1
Communities Ascribed to Various Tribal Groups

Azania
The following communities are ascribed to the Azanes by:

Classical sources
1. Paion (Hdt. 6.127.3)

Hellenistic sources
2. Psophis (Polyb. 4.70.3)

Roman sources only
3. Pheneos (Steph.Byz.662.6)
4. Phigaleia (Paus. 8.42.6)

Modern scholars
5. Bouphagion (Hejnic [supra n. 40] 61 )
6. Kaphyai (Hejnic 18)
7. Kleitor (Hejnic 19, Jost [supra n. 59] 25)
8. Kynaitha (Hejnic 21, Jost 26)
9. Lousoi (Hejnic 103, Jost 26)

10. Nonakris (Jost 36)
11. Pellana (Jost 26)
12. Teuthis (Hejnic 61)
13. Thelpousa (Hejnic 58, Jost 26)

Perhaps we should add

14. Enispe

to the Azanian communities; Stephanos of Byzantion at 271.1 states that 
it was thought to have been situated in the territory of either Kleitor or 
Psophis: ’Evtojvr], jiôXtç ’AQxaôiaç...vvv ovx eon. çpaoi ôè i] Tfjç 
KXeiTOQtotç yfjç etvat fj Wcptôog.

Alipheira is treated as Azanian by Jost 77, but is here considered Ky- 
nourian.

Heraia is treated as Azanian by Callmer (supra n. 36) 50, but this has 
not won general acceptance.
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Eutresia
The following communities are ascribed to the Eutresians by:

Roman sources only
15. Chairisia (Paus. 8.27.3)
16. Knauson (Paus. 8.27.3)
17. Paroreia (Paus. 8.27.3)
18. Ptolederma (Paus. 8.27.3)
19. Trikolonoi (Paus. 8.27.3)
20. Zoiteion (Paus. 8.27.3)

Modern scholars
21. Hypsous (Hejnic 26)
22. Phalanthos (Hejnic 42)
23. Thyraion (Hejnic 60)

Kynouria
The following communities are ascribed to the Kynourians by:

Roman sources only
24. Alipheira (Paus. 8.27.4)
25. Kortys (Paus. 8.27.4)
26. Thisoa (Paus. 8.27.4)
27. Lykoa (Paus. 8.27.4)

Mainalia
The following communities are ascribed to the Mainalians by:

Classical sources
28. Dipaia (Paus. 6.7.9, cf. Moretti no. 314)
29. Oresthasion (Thue. 5.64.3)

Roman sources only
30. Asea (Paus. 8.27.3)
31. Eutaia (Paus. 8.27.3)
32. Helisson (Paus. 8.27.3)
33. Iasaia (Paus. 8.27.3)
34. Lykaia (Paus. 8.27.3)
35. Pallantion (Paus. 8.27.3)
36. Peraitheis (Paus. 8.27.3)
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37. Soumateion (Paus. 8.27.3)

Modern scholars
38. Haimoniai (Hejnic 24)
39. Mainalos (Callmer 18, Hejnic 29, 81)

Parrhasia
The following communities are ascribed to the Parrhasians by:

Roman sources only
40. Akakesion (Paus. 8.27.4)
41. Akontion (Paus. 8.27.4)
42. Dasea (Paus. 8.27.4)
43. Lykosoura (Paus. 8.27.4)
44. Makaria (Paus. 8.27.4)
45. Proseis (Paus. 8.27.4)
46. Thoknia (Paus. 8.27.4)
47. Trapezous (Paus. 8.27.4)

Modern scholars
48. Bathos (Callmer 18, Meyer RE Suppl. XI [1968] col. 1031], Hejnic

15, Jost 170)
49. Basilis (Callmer 18, Meyer col. 1031, Jost 170)
50. Kypsela (Meyer 1031)
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Figure 2
Diachronical View of the Structure of 
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Map 1
Cities with Attested City-Ethnics
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Map 2
The (Supposed) Locations of Mainalian Cities
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Notes

1 M.H. Hansen, “Boiotian Poleis. A Test Case”, in M.H. Hansen (ed.), Sources for the 
Ancient Greek City-State. Acts of the Copenhagen Polis Centre 2. Det Kongelige Danske 
Videnskabernes Selskab, Historisk-filosofiske Meddelelser 72 (Copenhagen 1995), Ap
pendix II, 45-51,

I use the term city-ethnic to refer to ethnics such as ©qßatog, ’AOrjvcxîoç, MavTiveng, 
MtA.f)0toç xiX., i.e. ethnics that refer to towns in contradistinction to regional ethnics such 
as BoiojtÔç, ’Aqxôç, 0ett(xX6ç xtL, that refer to regions, and demotics such as the Attic 
“demotika” (MeXitevç, ntxtaviEVÇ, ’Ekeuoiviog xtX.) and the Argive “kometika” 
(KXewvat, Mvxàva, n^oompva) that refer to subdivisions of a city-state, and tribal eth
nics such as ’ AxçmQEiog, noQQàotoç, Maivàkioç xtX., that refer to areas inside regions.

I would like to thank my respondent Dr. James Roy, Dr. M.H. Hansen, Dr. A. Keen, and 
the other participants in the symposium for their helpful criticisms and proposals. 1 would 
also like to thank Dr. Y.A. Pikoulas, who kindly discussed topographical questions with 
me.
2 Tribal ethnic: e.g. Xen. Anab. 1.1.2: dvaßatvEi ouv ô Kvpoç kaßtbv ... Eevlcxv 
ntxQQCtotov. Regional ethnic: e.g. Thue. 5.49.1: ’AvÔQoaOévrig ’Apxàç. City-ethnic: e.g. 
Xen. Anab. 3.1.31: ’Ayaoiaç XTrptpàktoç. Civic subdivisions: see N.F. Jones, Public Or
ganization in Ancient Greece (Philadelphia 1987) 132-142 (Arkadia).

The most important later source for Arkadian city-ethnics is Stephanos of Byzantion. 
However, he seems to have generated quite a lot of Arkadian ethnics; for this problem in 
Stephanos in general, see D. Whitehead, “Site-Classification and Reliability in Stephanus 
of Byzantium”, in D. Whitehead (ed.), From Political Architecture to Stephanus Byzan- 
tius. Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Centre 1. Historia Einzelschriften 87 (1994) 99- 
124.

Stephanos has ethnics of the following cities not discussed here: Akakesion (56.5), 
Akontion (61.15), Allante (76.1 ), Amilos (85.18), Anthana (95.15), Aulon (147.7), Basilis 
(160.5), Brenthe (185.10), Charisiai (688.20), Delphousia (225.3), Deraia (226.4), Diope 
(233.10), Enispe (271.1 ), Eugeia (284.10), Gatheai ( 195.9), Haimoniai (50.4), Hermoupo- 
lis (278.9), Kalliai (349.5), Kaous (355.13), Lykaia (420.13), Lykoa (421.13), Lyle 
(422.19), Mainalos (426.6), Makareai (427.7), Manthyrea (431.1), Melainai (441.6), Nede 
(471.13), Nymphas (479.3), Nonakris (479.20), Onkeion (482.22), Oios (487.5), Oichalia 
(487.18), Parrhasia (508.18), Paroreia (509.7), Petrosaka (519.19), Pylai (539.19), Rhipe 
(545.17), Skias (574.14), Skiros (575.7), Skirtonion (576.7), Soumatia (586.10), Stratia 
(586.2), Schoinous (596.1), Thokneia (320.24), Thyreion (320.13), Trapeza (631.7), Tri- 
kolonoi (635.3), Phalaisiai (655.5). Phalanthos (655.14), Phegeia (663.5), Phrixa (672.12), 
Zoiteion (297.11).
3 I have arranged the attestations of the respective city-ethnics in the manner used by the 
Copenhagen Polis Centre. Thus an attestation is classed as “internal” if it originates from 
organs of the polis (e.g. eôo^e toîç MavuvEÜOl, SEG 37 340) or if it is used by a citizen 
and is used inside the polis. An “individual” use is the use of the city-ethnic as part of a 
personal name (nEiOiaç ’E^aivÉïov MaviivEUÇ, IG IP 9282); this use is very rare inside 
the polis. “Collective” uses denote the citizen-body, as in e.g. È'ôo^E toîç ’Aàeloïç and 
thus 1 take the legend of the Achaian federal bronze coins (and other coinages) as exam
ples of the internal use of the ethnic, as these coins were struck by the individual cities, not 
the federation. See A. Aymard, Les assemblées de la confédération Achaienne (Paris 
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1938) 167 note 6; for the date (2nd century) of these coins, see H. Chantraine, “Der Be
ginn der jüngeren achäischen Bundesprägung”, Chiron 2 (1972) 175-191. Attestations are 
classed as “external” when they originate from organs or writers etc. outside of the polis, 
or from the polis itself or its citizens themselves, but are used outside of the polis, e.g. IvO 
16.17, an Elean decree concerning Skillous and mentioning the Mantineians; IG P 1871, 
a gravestone of a Tegeates erected in Athens.

On the different forms of the Alean city-ethnic, see J. Roy, “Ethnics of Northeastern 
Arcadia (Pheneos, Caphyae and Aiea)”, Athenaeum n.s. 50 (1972) 330-336; and Laurent 
Dubois, Recherches sur le dialecte arcadien. 2. Corpus dialectal (Louvain-la-Neuve 
1986) 186. References to “Dubois” are to this work.
4 Earlier arguments that IvO 30 belongs to Aiea: R. Weil, “Vau auf elischen Inschriften”, 
Z/7V 7 (1880) 117-120, pointed out that the earliest instance of missing digamma (IvO 30 
has ’AXetotç, not Fakeioiç) in the city-ethnic of Elis is at the turn of the 4th century (the 
reference is to IvO 295, but even this inscription has been attributed to Aiea [see below); 
and digamma is found in both toponym and ethnic in the Elean decree SEG 12 371 from 
242 BC); so, as the Athenian honorand lived in the 5th-4th century (see Lexicon of Greek 
Personal Names II s.v. AitftXog 8), IvO 30 must belong to Aiea. The aspiration of vivv, 
too, is against the attribution of IvO 30 to Elis. See R. Meister, Die Griechischen Dialekte 
II, 79 and C.D. Buck, The Greek Dialects (London 1955) 155.

The archaic enactment formula of Elis: IvO 2, 9, 10, 11, 16. The proxeny decree for 
Theotimides: SEG 15 241.
5 See Dubois (supra n. 3) 242-247; G. Thür & H. Taeuber, Processrechtliche Inschriften 
Der Griechischen Poleis. Arkadien (Wien 1994) (=IPArk) 284 do not discuss Dubois’ 
reading of line 19 xot tà Eùp.f|Xti), but on the interpretation there offered, Eumelos was a 
citizen (or had been). Epitaphs from Alipheira: SEG 11 1139-41 and Dubois (supra n. 3) 
AL.3. For the amnesty of 273 BC, see IPArk no. 24, p. 279 (= SEG 25 447); J. Roy, “When 
Did Cleonymus Liberate Aliphera?”, Taianta 4 (1972) 39-45, dates this inscription to the 
period after 199/8 on the ground that it shows Alipheira as a polis-, however, as shown be
low, Alipheira was probably always a polis, and thus this argument is not valid. On the 
contrary, since the inscription is in pure Arkadian dialect (as Roy himself notes), it should 
be dated to the 3rd century (as commonly done), since the Arkadian dialect fell out of use 
in the 2nd century, whereas a rough count of Arkadian inscriptions shows that half of all 
3rd century inscriptions still use the dialect.
6 See D.W. Bradeen, “Inscriptions from Nemea”, Hesperia 35 (1966) 321.
7 The ethnic on the Achaian federal bronze coin, [AXAlQjN EYAEQN (for which see 
NC 1917 p. 319), is different from that given by Stephanos and so is that found in SEG 30 
377 which simply means that Stephanos has generated his ethnic, see Whitehead (supra n. 
2) 103-105.

Ernst Meyer: RE s.v. Orchomenos col. 898. Eua as an Arkadian community: J. Roy, 
Studies in the History of Arcadia in the Classical and Hellenistic Periods (diss. Cambridge 
1968) 35-36.
8 Theopompos on Arkadia: see frags. 33, 60, 69, 77, 119, 175, 215, 242, 243, 244, 269, 
323, 343, 344. An interesting treatment of these fragments and the problems they raise is 
S. Dusanic, “On Theopompus’ Philippica VI-VIII”, Aevum 51 (1977) 27-36.
9 For the different forms of the city-ethnic of Helisson, see L. Dubois, “A propos d’une 
nouvelle inscription Arcadienne”, BCH 112 (1988) 288-90.
10 See IPArk (supra n. 5) no. 9, p. 100.
11 IG V.2 415 = IPArk (supra n. 5) no. 23 = Dubois (supra n. 3) 235-36.
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12 On the different forms of the city-ethnic of Kaphyai, see Roy (supra n. 3).
13 7GV.2 371-386, SEG 24 287-88.
14 “Kortys” is the epichoric form of the name; “Gortys” is found in literature; see Du
bois (supra n. 3) 287.

The nearest parallel to the reading of IG P is IG P 741: [7....J0EOÇ dvÉØExev I [? ho SeJ- 
xvôvtoç. Lazzarini no. 29 is an exact parallel to the reading of IG I3: Atxa[i]oç / 
EÙQlH[iÔO I ÙVÉ0EXE TÊl] 0EÔL.
15 The only epitaph from the city is late Hellenistic; it has name + patronymic + /atQE; 
SEG 24 289.
16 Arkadian claim to Lasion in the 390s: Xen. Hell. 3.2.30. Lasion a member of the Ar- 
kadian Confederacy: Xen. Hell. 7.4.12. Lasion as an Arkadian community: Roy (supra n. 
7) 39-40.
17 See IG V.2 389, 390, 395.
18 Civic subdivisions of Mantineia: Jones (supra n. 2) 133-35. IG V.2 278 as a dedica
tion by officials: see IG comm, ad loc.
19 Horov. IG V.2 315-17. They may represent horoi of private estates since the most 
likely reading of 316 is ÔQ(OÇ) + a personal name.
20 See Jones (supra n. 2) 135.
21 See Jones (supra n. 2) 135-38.
22 Plain personal name: IG V.2 447, 448, 478, 479, 482. Personal name + patronymic: 
IG V.2 432.3, 437.438. latus reversum 16, 18, 439 passim, 440.441 passim, 442 passim, 
443.444.445 passim. 453.1,468. Personal name + patronymic + city-ethnic: IG V.2 436.3- 
4, 437.438.22-23, SEG 36 379. Officials: IG V.2 440.441.1.
23 On the proposed dates for the civic coinage of Methydrion, see RE s.v. Methydrion 
col. 1390; see also M. Moggi, “Il sinecismo di Megalopoli”, ASNP 3.4 (1974) 93 n. 72. 
For the close relations between Methydrion and Orchomenos, see RE s.v. Methydrion col. 
1389, IG V.2 344 and Paus. 8.27.4. Date of Orchomenian coinage: Head H1\P 451. R. Weil, 
“Nochmals das altarkadische Gemeinwesen”, ZfN 29 ( 1912) 139-46, also dates the Methy- 
drian coinage to the 4th century (370-323).
24 See Dubois (supra n. 3) 166 ad loc.
25 See Dubois (supra n. 3) 0.15, 16, 17, IG V.2 348.349, 350.
26 The inscription SEG 17 829, containing accounts of tamiai, has been attributed to Or
chomenos (see SEG 33 320); if correct, this only corroborates the conclusion here reached: 
in 1. 1 the eponymous damiorgos is mentioned solely by personal name, and all other per
sons mentioned in the accounts are treated likewise, though acting in an official capacity.
27 Dubois (supra n. 3) P. 1,2, SEG 11 1085.
28 See R. Sherk, ZPE 83 (1990) 264. On the different forms of the Pheneatan city-eth
nic, see Roy (supra n. 3).
29 See Dubois (supra n. 3) comm, ad loc.: “les autres personnages sans ethnique doivent 
être des Phigaliens.”
30 Dedicators using the bare personal name: see Dubois (supra n. 3) PHI.l and PHI.4. 
Funerary monuments: see IG V.2 426, 427.428, Dubois PHI.7, 8, 9, SEG 23 246, 247, 248, 
249, 250.
31 Funerary monuments from Stymphalos: Ph. Harding & H. Williams, “Funerary In
scriptions from Stymphalos”, ZPE 93 (1992) 57-66.
32 Civic subdivisions of Tegea: Jones (supra n. 2) 139-42. Public documents arranged 
by phyletic headings: see IG V.2 36, 38-41. Lists of fallen warriors: see IG V.2 173, 174.
33 On this, see Whitehead (supra n. 2) 106 note 22.
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34 On the other inscriptions in the museum of modern Dimetsana, see IG V.2 p. 126 19- 
25, SEG 36 386.
35 See SEG 11 1124-1134, SEG 22 325 and Dubois (supra n. 3) THE.2.
36 I assume here that all the material treated relates to the same Thisoa, the one by Or- 
chomenos, see Paus. 8.27.4; this is also the opinion of Chr. Callmer, Studien zur Geschich
te Arkadiens bis zur Gründung des arkadischen Bundes (Lund 1943) 11, and S. Dusanic, 
The Arkadian League of the Fourth Century (Belgrade 1970) 329, n. 100.

We cannot, however, be completely certain that this is correct, since there were two cit
ies called Thisoa in Arkadia: one is situated slightly west of Methydrion at Karkalou; this 
is the city which has produced IG V.2 510-11, two Hellenistic decrees of the polis of the 
Thisoaioi; the second is the Kynourian, probably located at modern Lavda, where excava
tions have been carried out recently (see BCH 104.2 [1980] p. 610 for a plan of the site, 
BCH 110.211986] p. 693, and AR 1986-87 21,1987-88 23, 1988-89 33). A sherd inscribed 
©IS has been found, which seems to garantee the identification of this site with Thisoa. 
The identification furthermore fits Pausanias’ description of the city as Ttoog Avxaiip 
(8.27.4). The town is fortified and so is the akropolis. The urban remains are Hellenistic.

The Thisoa at Karkalou seems to have been a somewhat substantial settlement, and was 
clearly a polis from the 4th century onwards, if all sources ascribed to it in fact belong to 
it. All sources dealing with a Thisoa are traditionally ascribed to this Thisoa. And so the 
only written information on Kynourian Thisoa comes from Pausanias, who includes it in 
the list at 8.27, but describes it as a kome in his day. Thus, it is impossible to say anything 
about the status of Kynourian Thisoa in the classical period. But in fact the Hellenistic fed
eral coinage could belong to the former Kynourian Thisoa.

The publication of the work carried out by the Dutch at Lavda has begun in the journal 
of the Netherlands institute at Athens, Pharos. Volume I (1993) contains: G.J.-M.J. te 
Riele, "Pourquoi des recherches â Lavda?" 177-181; J.J. Feije, "Lavda. History of the Site" 
183-199; Y.C. Goester, "The Landscape of Lavda" 201-207. Volume II (1994) contains: 
Y.C. Goester, "Lavda. Outside the Circuit Walls" 39-48; J.J. Feije, "Lavda. The Site, the 
Walls" 49-89. So far, no secure chronological conclusions have been reached, but it seems 
that the walls date to the Hellenistic period.
37 The provenance of SEG 36 388, a dedication of the 3rd century with just the personal 
name, is given as: THISOA?, by SEG.
38 In SEG 18 157, I follow the reading of Dubois (supra n. 3) AS. I in reading 
naQJtvkaîoç and not IlaQajwXaïoç; Dubois gives a facsimile. For Ilaon’W.aîoç as the 
ethnic of II Mai, see E. Meyer, “Arkadisches”, MH 14 (1957) 81 and Dubois 221-22.
39 Nestane a village in Mantinike: see N.H. Demand, Urban Relocation in Archaic and 
Classical Greece (Bristol 1990) 68. For Helisson as a dependent polis of Mantineia, see 
Hansen (supra n. 1 ). The source for Helisson’s status as a dependent polis of Mantineia is 
SEG 37 340.
40 Thucydides uses nayydoiot at 5.33.1 and MatvdXiot at 5.67.1 and 5.77.1; Xeno
phon uses Et’TQijoiot at Hell. 7.1.29 and nappdoiot at Hell. 7.1.28. The federal docu
ment is IG V.2 1, which has MatvdXiot in 1. 16 and Kuvovytot in 1. 40. Strabo refers 
to several Arkadian ethne at 8.8.1; ôoxeî ôè naXaiÔTœra ËOvri twv 'EXXijvcov et vat rd 
’Aoxadtxd, ’A^àvéç te xcxi nayçdoioi xat aXXot toloûtol. Roy (supra n. 7) 135 states 
as a fact about the tribal state that it “united several communities in an ethnic relations
hip ...”

James Roy, “Tribalism in Southwestern Arcadia in the Classical Period”, Acta Antiqua 
20 (1972) 43-51 is the modern standard work on these tribal states; he provides ample re- 
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ferences to other literature. Roy exemplifies the modem practice of referring to our groups 
as “tribes.” His views are accepted by M. Jost. “Villages de l’Arcadie antique”, Ktema 11 
(1986) 150-52. The tribal states are briefly discussed by H.J. Gehrke, Jenseits von Athen 
und Sparta. Das Dritte Griechenland und seine Staatenwelt (München 1986) 112 and 154; 
he understands them as either “Dorfverbände” or as “Mini-Föderationen, aus denen sich 
kleinere Poleis zuhehmend herauslösten...” There is a brief study by Y.A. Pikoulas, “Mai- 
vâXtoi xai Hay^doioi. noXuixi) XEipaymytioT] xai XEipaipéitiaTi”, npaxuxa B’ To- 
jtlxov ZvveôqÎov AQxaÖixdrv Zjtovöcov (Athens 1990).

Hellanikos {FGrHist 4) fr. 162 reads: Malvakoç ôè oqoç ’Apxaôiaç. Èv tuf] 'AïaXàv- 
rr) ôrfiYEv, euro MatvàXcm ’Ayxàôoç, coç Eprjoiv 'EXkâvixoç. Jacoby (comm, ad loc.) se
ems to prefer the interpretation that ton ’Aoxdôoç is an ethnic rather than a patronymic. J. 
Hejnic, Pausanias the Perieget and the Archaic History of Arcadia (Prague 1961) 29, on 
the other hand seems to interpret it as a patronymic. This is an attractive interpretation, and 
perhaps the most likely, since one would not expect characters to be designated by the re
gional ethnic “Arkas” in a work entitled nepi ’Aoxaölaq. Hiller v. Gaertringen {RE IF 
1159) also interprets the passage to mean that Mainalos was a son of the eponymous hero 
Arkas.
41 The quotations are from Roy {supra n. 40) 43, 48.
42 I leave out of consideration the settlements of Skiritis and Aigytis, as these areas were 
until the synoecism of Megalopolis Lakedaimonic perioikic communities, see Callmer 
{supra n. 36) 61-62; P. Cartledge Sparta and Lakonia (London 1979) 103, 126; P. Car
tledge & A. Spawforth Hellenistic and Roman Sparta (London 1989) 4-5, 14; Callmer 19- 
20 gives a short review of the settlements of Aigytis; Skiritis is treated at RE 2.111.1 536- 
37. I also leave out the Heraieis/Heraia as it is unlikely that they were a tribe, as Roy {su
pra n. 40) thinks. That a synoecism occurred at some stage in Heraian history is not a 
proof that the polis was created by that synoecism since synoecisms occurred that did not 
create, but strengthen existing poleis, as at Olynthos and Thebes, see Demand {supra n. 
39) 74-85; in Arkadia itself Mantineia is a possible example of a polis strengthened, not 
created, by synoecism, see Demand 67-68. Callmer 49-53 does not treat the Heraicis as a 
tribe. Moreover, Heraia is mentioned by Ps.-Skylax at 44 as one of the major urban centres 
of Arkadia; the author does not include Megalopolis in his list of ilEyakat jtÔXelç, a fact 
which seems to indicate that the final redaction of chapter 44 took place before Megalo
polis had developed into a significant city; it is perhaps not unreasonable, then, to consid
er 362 BC the terminus ante quem for the redaction of chapter 44, since in that year Epa- 
meinondas could count on support from Megalopolis for the battle of Mantineia (see Xen. 
Hell. 7.5.5). The fact that Heraia could be considered an urban centre on a par with Tegea 
and Mantineia in the 360s (or even before) seems to me to seriously question the idea that 
the city was created by synoecism only in 370 BC.

It is possible, but (1 think) unlikely that MEyàXri IlôXtç was originally in Ps.-Skylax 44. 
but dropped out due to the proximity of al (lEyctkai aïôe; see GGM I p. 40 note ad 44. To 
have been affected by al (lEyakat ai'ÖE, Megalopolis must have been the first item in the 
list, but since the list is only partially laid out on in a geographical way, it is far from cer
tain that Megalopolis would have been placed first. But even if this is the case, Xen. Hell. 
3.2.30, 3.3.1 are a very strong indication that Heraia was an urban site in the 390s, as is 
Ps.-Skylax’ use of the toponym.
43 1 follow the readings of M.H. Rocha-Pereira in the Teubner edition. The most impor
tant consequences of this is that Asea and Iasaia are included, but Aiea left out.
44 Pausanias calls the list given at 8.27 a xoivôv ôôypa in 8.27.5 and 6.12.8. For the 
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view that Pausanias’ list represents the original federal decree: see Callmer {supra n. 36) 
16, Hejnic (supra n. 40) 34, Dusanic (supra n. 36) 319-20 and Roy (supra n. 40) 45 n. 14; 
Hiller von Gaertringen (RE XV col. 130) believes that Pausanias’ list depends ultimately 
on Aristotle’s f] xotvf] ’Apxctbœv JtoXtTEta; accepted by Dusanic 330. For the view that 
Pausanias’ list reflects later territorial ambitions of Megalopolis, see Moggi (supra n. 23) 
71-107, 98; Demand (supra n. 39) 113. T.H. Nielsen, “Was Eutaia a Polis? A Note on 
Xenophon’s Use of the Term Polis in the Hellenika" in M.H. Hansen and K. Raaflaub 
(eds.), Studies in the Ancient Greek Polis. Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Centre 2. 
Historia Einzelschritten 95 (Stuttgart 1995) 85 with n. 16; see also B. Niese, “Beiträge zur 
Geschichte Arkadiens”, Hermes 34 (1899) 520-552, 540-41. That Megalopolis did acquire 
new cities after the original synoecism seems to be proved by Plutarch Life of Philopoimen 
13: ... ô dn^ojioipriv cuteottjoe Jtokkàç twv jteqioixlôwv xwptùv, kéyEtv ôtbàÇaç cbç où 
ovvetÉXovv ovô’ r/<7«v £§ àQxfp; Exeivtov ... The phrase “and that they were not theirs 
from the beginning,” must mean, if correct, that they had been acquired by Megalopolis 
subsequent to the synoecism.
45 For the view that tribal borders fluctuated, see Callmer (supra n. 36) 50; Roy (supra 
n. 40) 46 with n. 22 (the source of the quotation) dismisses this theory.
46 Name of Mainalian territory: Thue. 5.64.3. Paus.: Mainalia: 3.11.7; Mainalon: e.g. 
8.27. 2 et 3. The known or supposed locations of the Mainalian cities are shown on map 2. 
Tribal ethnic as part of a personal name: see IvO 164 (372 BC, Moretti s.v no. 408); see al
so IvO 158.2, Phlegon (FGrHist 415) frag. 1.16, Paus. 5.25.7, 5.27.1 et 2 et 7, 6.6.1, 6.9.2, 
Schol. in Ar. Vesp. 1191b. Games È ft Matvotkwi: SEG 17 150. It is, of course, possible that 
the expression èp MatvdXwt refers to the particular city called Mainalos. It is interesting 
to note that the only thing Pausanias has to say about the city of Mainalos is: ketJiETai ôè 
xai aÙTfjç eti EQEtJita Maivakov, vaoù te oppEta ’A0r|vâç xai oictôtov èç åOXrpmv 
àytova xai to êteqov aùïœv èç Ïjtjkov ôyôpov (8.36.8). Mainalian oecists of Megalopo
lis: Paus. 8.27.2. Mainalian communities to be absorbed by Megalopolis: Diod. 15.72.4, 
Paus. 8.27. Mainalian membership of Arkadian Confederacy: IG N.2 1.16.
47 Xvppa/iç at Thue. 5.33 is an emendation of ouppa/ta, the MSS reading. If kept, the 
MSS reading does not affect the argument here. Parrhasians made autonomoi by Sparta: 
see Thue. 5.33.3.
48 See Thue. 5.67.1. See also HCT III 625 ad 4.134.
49 Orchomenos’ surrender to the quadruple alliance: see Thue. 5.61.5, and HCT IV 136. 
We do not know why the hostages were kept at Argos, but it is reasonable to suppose that 
the deposition was occasioned by the war in Arkadia.
50 That Mantineia subdued Mainalian communities is also assumed by Gehrke (supra n. 
40) 110. Mantineian aggression against the Mainalians is also suggested by the transfer
ence of the bones of the hero Arkas from Mt. Mainalon to Mantineia. The transference is 
mentioned by Pausanias at 8.9.3 and 8.36.8 and explained as ordered from Delphi, and an 
oracle to this effect is quoted. Pausanias does not date the transference, but the 5th centu
ry is assumed by Hejnic (supra n. 40) 29 and by M. Jost, Sanctuaires et cultes d’ Arcadie 
(Paris 1985) 128. This is the most likely date, since it is reasonable to interpret this trans
ference as a diplomatic expression of aggression and of a Mantineian claim to the leader
ship of Arkadia, and the period ca. 425-418 is the only period for which Mantineian ag
gressiveness of this kind is attested in good sources. Some kind of aggression is, perhaps, 
to be inferred from the treaty of Mantineia with Helisson by which Helisson is in fact ab
sorbed by Mantineia. The dates proposed for this treaty (= SEG 37 340) vary from 418 to 
370. It is not entirely impossible, however, that the transference should be dated to the pe- 
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riod after the Battle of Mantineia in 362. After that battle the Arkadian Confederacy broke 
into two parts, one of which was headed by Mantineia, the other by Megalopolis (see Du- 
sanic [supra n. 36] 307-311); Megalopolis certainly exploited the Arkadian nationalism 
evidenced by Xenophon (Hell. 7.1.23-24) (e.g. by striking coins inscribed APK and laying 
out lists of Lykaionikai not with Arkadian city-ethnics but with the regional ethnic 
’Aoxaç), and perhaps Mantineia did the same.

For the transference of the bones of a hero as a diplomatic expression of aggressiveness, 
the history of Sparta offers two good parallels in the transferences of the bones of Orestes 
and Teisamenos. See G.E.M. de Ste. Croix, The Origin of the Peloponnesian War (London 
1972) 96, and D.M. Leahy, “The Bones of Tisamenus”, Historia 4 (1955) 26-38.

The original grave of Arkas seems to have been near the city of Mainalos (Paus. 8.36.8), 
and the lack of importance of this city is perhaps due to this transference of the hero’s 
bones.
51 Mainalians included in tojv jtoXewv at Thue. 5.81.1; see HCT IV 148. On 
Thucydides’ use of the term polis, see Hansen (supra n. 1) 39-45.
52 We know nothing of importance about Iasaia, Peraiheis, Soumateion or Haimoniai. 
Thus these sites are left out of consideration here.
53 Herodotos: 9.11.2. Name of territory: Thue. 4.134.1. Olympic victor: IvO 147.148; 
Moretti 231. Pherekydes: (FGrHist 3) frag. 135a. Eur. Or. 1273-75. 4th century attestation 
of city-ethnic: SEG 20 716 (a payment by the city of Kyrene to AapatOiôaç ’OQEOØåot- 
oç). It is worth noting that the treaty between Mantineia, Elis, Argos and Athens recorded 
by Thue. 5.47 contains a stipulation in paragraph 6, which indicates that the Mantineian al
lies (= Mainalians, as argued above) possessed territories; the reference is probably to the 
polis territories of the individual Mainalian communities, but it might refer to the tribal 
territory; this is perhaps very unlikely, since the Mainalian tribe was split in two at this 
time.
54 Excavation of Asea: E. Holmberg, The Swedish Excavations at Asea in Arcadia 
(Lund 1944). Federal membership: Head HN2 418 and Holmberg 168. Delphic thearodo- 
kos: IG V.2 p. xxxvii 1. 64. In the summer of 1995 a Swedish team directed by Jeanette 
Forsén began new investigations at Asea. The team was able to establish that the city was 
always situated on the site of its present ruins, although Holmberg thought that the archaic 
and classical city was situated elsewhere. The team made archaic and classical finds. Jean
ette Forsén is now inclined to date the wall of the akropolis to the 5th century.

I take membership of the Achaian Confederacy as a proof a the polis-ness of the city in 
question. It is clear that Polybios considered the individual members of this confederacy to 
be poleis (see e.g. 3.37.11 ... xœcà xôXetç). Thus, of the 43 cities listed by B.V. Head as 
striking federal coins, Polybios explicitly calls no less than 27 poleis-. see Head HN2 418- 
19 with Polybios: AXAIQN AITEIPATQN/ 2.41.8 & 4.57.5: T) tcöv Aiyet^aTrnv JiôXtç; 
AXAIQN AITEQN/ 2.41.8 & 4.57.5: ifjç AiytÉ(i)V..JlôXÊ(i)ç; AXAIQN KAPYNEQN/ 
2.41.8; AXAIQN AYMAIQN/ 2.41.8 & 5.3.2: if) tcov AupaCwv jioXel; AXAIQN nEA- 
AANEQN/2.41.8 & 4.8.4: ifjç neXXovÉïov jiôXewç; AXAIQN XIKYQN1QN/ 5.27.3 & 
4.57.5: Tf)Ç..Slxwviwv jiôXewç; AXAIQN <t»AEIA21QN/ 2.52.2; AXAIQN KOPIN- 
ØIQN/ 2.61.6: tf]v KogivØtæv JtôXtv; AXAIQN MErAPEQN/ 2.43.5: tt]v Meyapétov 
jrôXiv; AXAIQN APTE1QN/ 2.64.1: TT) ’ApyEUDV jïÔXel; AXAIQN KAEQNAIQN/ 
2.52.2; AXAIQN EniAAYPEQN/ 2.52.2; AXAIQN EPMIONEQN/ 2.52.2; AXAIQN 
AAKDEIPEQN/ 4.77.10: xf|V ’AXtcpEiQÉwv JiôXiv; AXAIQN KAøYEQN/ 2.52.2; 
AXAIQN KAEITOPIQN/ 4.18.12: Tfj twv KXEiTOplwv jioXel; AXAIQN HPAIEQN/ 
4.78.2: TT]V Tæv 'Hpaiétov Jiokiv; AXAIQN ANTITONEQN/ 2.58.4 & 2.54.11: tt]V twv
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MavTivÉov...jtôUv; AXAIQN METAAOnOAITQN/ 9.26a.2: TT)V twv MeyakoJioXi- 
twv nôXiv; AXAIQN OENEQN/ 2.52.2; AXAIQN øITAAEQN/ 4.3.5: ttjv twv Oiya- 
Xéarv Jiôkiv; AXAIQN STYM<l>AAIQN/ 4.69.1 : Tfjç tojv ZTuptpaXuov jtôàewç; AXAI
QN TErEATAN/ 2.54.6: if]v xœv Teyeaicôv JioX.iv; AXAIQN ØEAHOYSIQN/ 
2.54.13; AXAIQN AAEIQN/ 20.3.1: Tïjç Tæv ’HXeiiov nôXeœç; AXAIQN YIIANEQN/ 
4.77.9; AXAIQN MESZANIQN/4.4.3.

The following cities are not mentioned by Polybios: Pagai, Tenea, Aiea, Asea, Kallistai, 
Dipaia, Teuthis, Thisoa and Koroneia in Messenia. The following are for some reason not 
called poleis: Helisson, Kortys, Lousoi, Methydrion, Pallantion (called metropolis') and 
Asine. Since the work by Head, federal bronze coins of Eua (for which see NC 1917 p. 
319), Psophis and Troizen (see Chantraine, JNG 8 [ 1957] 70) have come to light; Eua is 
not mentioned by Polybios; Psophis is called polis at 4.70.5; Troizen is called polis at 
2.52.2.

That the individual members of the Achaian Confederacy were poleis in their own right 
is also generally acknowledged by modern scholarship. See e.g. G. Busolt, Griechische 
Staatskunde (Munich 1926) 1311 with notes 1 and 2; J.O.A. Larsen, Representative 
Government in Greek and Roman History (Los Angeles 1966) 23, and Greek Federal 
States (Oxford 1968) 220, 226, 232, 234, 237; R.M. Errington, Philopoemen (Oxford 
1969) 5 (see also 91); Aymard (supra n. 3) e.g. 165.; W.W. Tarn & G.T. Griffith, Hellenis
tic Civilisation (New York 1951) 73; F.W. Walbank, The Hellenistic World (Glasgow 
1981, and London 1993) 155; P. Green, Alexander to Actium. The Hellenistic Age (London 
1990) 139-40, 248. Chantraine (supra n. 3) takes for granted throughout his article that the 
individual members were states in themselves, see e.g. 183. P.J. Rhodes, “The Greek Po
leis: Demes, Cities and Leagues”, in M.H. Hansen (ed.) The Ancient Greek City-State. 
Acts of the Copenhagen Polis Centre 1 (Copenhagen 1993) 176. It is, furthermore, proved 
by epigraphical evidence: see e.g. Sy lid 529, a grant of citizenship by Dyme to some sol
diers; it refers to Dyme as JiôXtç in line 6 and 10. In Syll.3 530 Dyme again refers to itself 
as JTÔXtç in line 6. In 531 we find in line 1 Tôt JtôXt, in 2 |Avp]ai[tov ràç JtôXtoç] (for a 
discussion of the polis-ness of the federal members and these inscriptions, see P.J. Rhodes 
“Sources for establishing Polis Identity. Epigraphical Evidence: Laws and Decrees”, in 
Hansen (ed.) (supra n. 1) 99.
55 Xenophon: Hell. 6.5.12: ô ôè ’AynoiXaoç, èjteî ÈyÉVETO aÙTW rà biaßaTf|Qia, 
eùOùç ÈxcÔQEt èjti ttjv ’Aoxaôtav. xai, xara/.aßibv jtôàiv opopov oùoav Evraiav, xai 
EÜQGjv èxeï toùç pèv jTQEoßuTEQOug xai Taç ytjvaîxaç xai TOÙÇ Jtaïôaç olxoijVTaç èv 
ratç olxiaiç, tovç ô’ èv rfj orgarevalptp rjXtxiçt oiyopfvovg eiç to ’AQxaôixàv, opinç 
oùx f)ôixT]0E ttjv iïôÀtv, àXk’ Eta te aÙToùç oIxelv, xai mvoup.Evoi Èkâp,(3avov ôoidv 
ôéolvto. e’l ôé ti xai f]QJtâaOr), ôte Eiaf|Ei e’iç ttjv jtôktv, è^EUQtbv cijtéNdxe. xai èjttp- 
xoôôpEi TO tel/oç aÙTWV Ôoa Èôeîto xtL Xenophon’s use of polis: Nielsen (supra n. 
44).

In his new forthcoming edition of the Delphic lists of thearodokoi. J. Oulhen proposes 
the restoration [Èv Eù]TÉa at col. II 1. 113 in the great 3rd century list (= BCH 45 [1921]); 
if correct, this may be interpreted as an indication that Eutaia was once a polis. See P. Perl
man, “©EÜJQOÔOXOVVTEÇ Èv Talç jtÔXeoiv. Panhellenic Epangelia and Political Status”, in 
Hansen (supra n. 1) 135.

For the location of Eutaia, see W. Loring, “Some Ancient Routes in the Peloponnese”, 
JHS 15 (1895) 50-52.
56 For the inscription, see: SEG 37 340, IPArk (supra n. 5) no. 9. Helisson called polis: 
1. 5 (primarily in the sense of “city-state”) and 11. 6-7 (primarily in the sense of “town”). 
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Territory: 1. 5 (/jnoa). Laws: 1. 15. Magistrates: I. 17; it is the most reasonable interpreta
tion that the èjup.EXT]Tai referred to are magistrates of Helisson, not Mantineia, because 
the very next sentence mentions the coming of officials from Mantineia to Helisson. This 
indicates that the epimeletai are supposed already to be in Helisson, and this suggests that 
they are Heliswasian magistrates. It may have been their duty to prevent metics and slaves 
from fraudulently getting themselves enrolled as Mantinean citizens and to supervise the 
registration in general (e.g. by confirming a man’s patronymic, etc.).

For the city-ethnic, see above. Federal membership: Head HN2 418. Territory: Polyb. 
11.11.6. Helisson is mentioned by Diodorus Siculus at 16.39.5, where he calls it a polis; 
the reference is to the 350s.
57 Literature on Pallantion: Hejnic (supra n. 40) 40-41, Jost (supra n. 50) 197-199, 
PECS s.v. Pallantion. Xenophon: Hell. 7.5.5. 5th century Delphic thearodokos; REG 62 
(1949) 6-7. Coinage: Head HN2 451. Delphic donation: CID II 5.21. Treaty with Argos: 
SEG 11 1084. Federal membership: Head HN2 418. 3rd century Delphic thearodokos-. 1G 
V.2 xxxvii. col. III. 7.
58 Mainalos: Olympic victor from Mainalos: see Moretti no. 362 (and 377). For the sig
nificance of participation in the Olympics, see the contribution of M.H. Hansen in this vol
ume, p. 18 with n. 50. Lykaia: for the possibility that Stephanos reproduces polis correctly 
from Theopompos, see Whitehead (supra n. 2) 119, Roy (supra n. 7) 160.
59 Herodotos: 9.35.2. Isocrates: 6.99. Olympic victor: Moretti no. 314, Paus. 6.7.9. Ver
dict in case involving Dipaia: SEG 23 179, see Bradeen (supra n. 6) 321. Federal member
ship: Head HN2 418. Jost (supra n. 40) 152 has pointed out that “Dipaia” is a much better 
reading than “Dipoina” at Paus. 8.27.7. This reading will testify to the physical survival of 
Dipaia. Jost proposes a location for Dipaia at modern Davia (see M. Jost, “Pausanias en 
Megalopolitide”, REA 75 [1973J 253 with pl. IX 1, 3).
60 This the opinion of Roy (supra n. 40) 48.
61 I leave Phigaleia out of consideration as a tribal community of Azania because the ad
jective ’ Açô.veç in the oracle inserted by Pausanias at 8.42.6 is probably merely a poetical 
auxesis of ’Açxàôeç; a similar usage is found in Euripides (Roy [supra n. 40] 44 with n. 
6). So it can be left out of the discussion here although its polis-ness should not be doubted 
(for the polis-ness of Phigaleia: Hdt. 6.83, IvO 161, CID II. 4.II 45; Moretti places the 
Olympic victor Arrhichion early in the 6th century, nos. 95, 99, 102), and although its in
clusion among the tribal communities would not alter the conclusions here reached. The 
oracle is not considered genuine by H.W. Parke & D.E.W. Wormell, The Delphic Oracle II 
(Oxford 1956) 200-01 (who date it to after 30 BC), or J. Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle 
(Berkeley 1978) 139, 182, 183, 327-28.

Paion is called polis by Herodotos at 6.127. The reference is to the archaic period, and 
the existence of the town in that period is proved by finds of archaic coins on the site (see 
Hejnic [supra n. 40] 41). In the classical period, Paion was perhaps a dependency of Klei- 
tor. The dependence of Paion upon Kleitor is inferred from Paus. 5.23.7, a dedication by 
Kleitor in Olympia of spoils taken JtoXXöv èx noXituv, among which Paion is supposed to 
have been by von Gaertringen, IG V.2 p. 85 1. 106ff.

The fortifications of the akropolis and the town itself date to the 4th century. The urban 
area shows extensive signs of occupation (see E. Meyer, Peloponnesische Wanderungen 
[Leipzig 1938] 83). In the Hellenistic period a Delphic thearodokos resided in the town, 
see IG V.2 p. xxxvii 1. 22. Thus nothing contradicts Herodotos’ description of the city as a 
polis.

Literature on Paion: Hejnic (supra n. 40) 41, and RE s.v. Paion I. Date of walls and 
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fortifications, see E. Meyer {supra). The Delphic thearodokos, see IG V.2 p.xxxvii I. 
22.

Psophis: The Olympian dedication on which Psophis refers to itself as a polis is IvO 
294; the inscription is, however, heavily restored, but the restoration is fairly secure since 
it is based on Pasusanias (see IvO ad loc.).

Psophis is mentioned by Hekataios, who gives the city-ethnic of the town. So the city 
must have existed in the archaic period, and this is confirmed by the Psophidian dedication 
of spoils at Olympia, set up in the 6th century (SEG 24 299). Furthermore, “of this city, 
there are archaic silver coins of the 5th century,” (Head HN2 453). Physically, Psophis was 
a big city; it was walled, had a fortified akropolis and a theatre, though these have not yet 
been dated. The urban area shows extensive signs of occupation. In the 4th century the city 
set up a monument in Olympia, on which it called itself a polis. In the Hellenistic period 
the city passed an asylia decree for Magnesia, had Delphic thearodokoi, had a political un
ion with Elis, was later a member of the Achaian Confederacy, and was described as a po
lis by Polybios. Its border with Thelpoussa was marked by a stele inscribed with (to/otta 
ypappaxa; thus, Psophis had a defined territory. So, Psophis was a polis at least from the 
6th century onwards.

Literature on Psophis: Callmer (supra n. 36) 15, Hejnic 46-48, PECS 741 s.v Psophis, 
E. Meyer RE XXIII.2 s.v. Psophis 5. Dedications at Olympia: IvO 294 (+ Paus. 5.24.2 [un
dated]). Coinage: Head HN2 453; see also NC 1921, 172. Delphic thearodokoi: IG V.2 p. 
xxxvii 11. 124-25. Asylia decree for Magnesia: I.Magnesia 38. Union with Elis: Polyb. 
4.70.4. Federal membership: NC 1921, 172. Polybios’ description: 4.70.2-73.1. Stele at 
border with Thelpoussa: Paus. 8.25.1.

Pheneos is mentioned in the Homeric Catalogue of ships (II. 2.605) (see R.H. Simpson 
& J.F. Lazenby, The Catalogue of the Ships in Homer’s Iliad [Oxford 1970] 91). In the ear
ly 5th century the city was the location of athletic games (SEG 30 1456, 39.1365), and in 
this century the city made a dedication in Olympia (Paus. 5.27.8). The akropolis was for
tified, but the fortification has not been dated (see Hejnic 42). It follows from a passage in 
Herodotos (6.74) that he considered Pheneos a polis early in the 5th century, and that this 
is correct is proved by the occurrence of the city-ethnic in the early 5th century. From the 
5th and 4th centuries we have coinage of the city, and in 392 BC the city produced an 
Olympic victor. In the Hellenistic period, the city had Delphic and Epidaurian thearodo
koi, proxenoi of Argos, of Epidauros, of Delphi and of the Aitolian Confederacy. It passed 
an asylia decree for Magnesia and was a member of the Achaian Confederacy. Polybios 
mentions the territory of the city and calls it a polis. So as far back as our sources can take 
us, Pheneos seems to have been a polis.

Literature on Pheneos: Callmer 12, Hejnic 42-44, PECS 701-02 s.v. Pheneos, F. Bölte, 
RE s.v Pheneos. Herodotos at 6.74 describes Nonakris as a polis jiqôç Oeveq), from which 
Hejnic infers that Herodotos considered Pheneos a polis too. 5th century attestation of 
Pheneatan city-ethnic: SEG 39 1365. Coinage: Head HN2 418, 452. Olympic victor: Mo
retti no. 380. Delphic thearodokoi: IG V.2 p. xxxvii 11. 118-19. Epidaurian thearodokoi: IG 
IV2 1 96.48, SEG 11 414.7. Proxenoi: of Argos, SEG 30 356, of Aitolia, IG IX2 1 22, of 
Delphi, FD III. 1.16, 39, 40, 41, 42, of Epidauros, IG IV.I2 I 96.48, 71. Asylia decree: 
I.Magnesia 38.63. Federal membership: IG IV. I2 1 73.13-14, Head //A2 418. Polybios: ter
ritory, 4.68.1, polis, 2.52.2.

Roy (supra no. 40) 44 thinks that the development of the Azanian settlements into urban 
centres was associated with the break-up of the Azanian tribe.
62 The Eutresians: Trikolonoi is the only Eutresian community of any interest in this 
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connection. It has not been located. It is included in Pausanias’ list at 8.27. It was perhaps 
the main settlement of the Eutresians, since its eponymous hero Trikolonos (8.35.5) was 
considered the father of both Paroreus, eponymous hero of Paroreia (8.35.6), and of Zoi- 
teus, eponymous hero of Zoiteion (8.35.6), and since it is the only Eutresian city for which 
any additional detail has been preserved: according to Pausanias 8.27.5, the Trikoloneis 
resisted the federal decision to found Megalopolis, but were forced to join. At 8.35.5 Pau
sanias says: Jtôktç bè poav xat o'i TqixoAjjvoI jiote; at 8.18.8 he makes a similar remark 
about Lousoi for which it is literally true that it was once a polis', but even so, we shall 
have to dismiss this evidence since it has been shown by L. Rubinstein that such remarks 
are intrinsically unreliable (see L. Rubinstein, “Pausanias as a Source for the Classical Po
lis", in Hansen & Raaflaub (supra n. 44) 211-219). Thus the conclusion should be that it is 
impossible to say anything about the status of Trikolonoi.

The Eutresians disappeared with the synoecism of Megalopolis, see Dusanic (supra 36) 
324.
63 See the discussion of Eutaia supra.
64 Herodotos 6.127.
65 Lykosoura was by common consent the most important town of the Parrhasians. Part 
of the city-wall has been preserved and dates to the classical period, perhaps to the 5th 
century (PECS s.v. Lykosoura and RE s.v. Lykosoura). The temple of Despoina probably 
belongs to the late 4th-early 3rd century (see Jost [supra n. 50] 175); The only literary 
source for the city is Pausanias!

The Parrhasian tribal state disappears after the synoecism of Megalopolis, see Dusanic 
(supra 36) 326.
66 See Moggi (supra n. 23) 76-77.
67 Kortynian dedication at Delphi: see SEG 11 1168. The quotation is from Roy (supra 
n. 40) 49. Kortynian membership of the Achaian Confederacy: see Head HN1 418.
68 See Polyb. 4.77.10 and Livy 28.8.6, 32.5.4-5.
69 Literature on Alipheira: Callmer (supra n. 36) 17, Hejnic (supra n. 40) 12-13. Athe
na statue to be dated to the 5th century: Jost (supra n. 50) 78-79. Dale of Athena temple on 
akropolis: Jost 80. Date of temple of Asklepios: Jost 81. Date of walls: R.L. Scranton, 
Greek Walls (Cambridge, Mass. 1941) 81-82. Ex-votos from the 6th century: Jost 80. 
Polyb.: 4.77.10-78. Defined territory: IPArk (supra n. 5) no. 25. International arbitration: 
IvO 48. Federal membership: Head HAP 418. Delphic thearodokos: IG V.2 p. xxxvii 1. 28.
70 For the megalai poleis of Arkadia, see e.g. Ps.-Skylax 44. These poleis are met with 
very often in Xenophon’s Hellenika: Heraia: 3.2.30, 3.3.1,6.5.11, 6.5.22; Kleitor: 5.4.36- 
37; Stymphalos: 7.3.1; Orchomenos: 4.5.18, 5.1.29, 6.5.15; Mantineia: 5.2.1-7, 6.5.4-5; 
Tegew. 3.5.7, 5.1.3 et passim; Megalopolis: 7.5.5; and in Polybios (see vol. V Indices 
under the individual cities). Arkadia not politically united before 370: see J.O.A. Larsen, 
Greek Federal States (Oxford 1968) 180-195, and Dusanic (supra 36) 281-290.

Individual policies of the big poleis: Heraia concluded an alliance with Elis on its own 
in the late 6th century (SyllP 9), Tegea fought it out with Sparta on its own in the 6th cen
tury (Hdt. 1.65-68), and Mantineia joined Argos on its own in 421. A number of Arkadian 
cities had their own mint in the 5th century, see Head HN2 444-456.
71 Thue. 4.132; Xen. Hell. 5.4.36, 6.5.11.
72 Persian Wars: Troops from Tegea, Mantineia and Orchomenos fought at Thermopy- 
lai, Hdt. 7.202. Arkadian alliance fighting Sparta: Hdt. 9.35.2.
73 Orchomenos: see Pausanias 8.27.4. Kleitor: see H. von Gaertringen, IG V.2 p. 85 II. 
94-p. 86 1. 10; Jost (supra n. 40) 148-49.
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74 Thue. 5.29-81.
75 See e.g. Rhodes {supra n. 54 Deines)', Rhodes does not discuss the Arkadian tribal 
states.

My suggestion that the Mainalian tribal state was formed from pre-existing poleis pro
voked a good deal of criticism at the symposion, both from my respondent and from 
others. J. Roy will publish his réponse as “Polis and Tribe in Classical Arkadia” (in Papers 
from The Copenhagen Polis Centre 3). 1 have to admit that my remark about the possible 
origin of tribalism (fear of big poleis such as Mantineia) can be nothing but a suggestion. 
In fact, the threats posed by the big poleis could rather be seen as the reason for the long 
lives of the tribal states, and not for their origin. So I am not strongly opposed to the idea 
that the poleis of e.g. Mainalia arose within the tribal structure. But as my respondent him
self pointed out, the very name Tripolis (of an insignificant Arkadian grouping presumably 
synoecized into Megalopolis) suggests a small union of preexisting poleis (unless the 
name refers to a remarkable feature of the landscape). Unfortunately, we cannot date the 
foundation of the Tripolis. But. let me draw attention to some archaeological evidence 
which suggests the existence of nucleated settlements in the tribal areas in the late 6th cen
tury. In the summer of 1995 a Swedish expedition began new investigations at the site of 
Asea. According to Jeanette Forsén, this expedition has found numerous traces of an ar
chaic settlement on the site of the Hellenistic city. Furthermore, there were a number of 
temples at Pallantion in the 6th century. At Alipheira, the temple of Athena was con
structed around 500; the walls are from the 5th century. Finally, I would like to draw atten
tion to what I consider an extremely important source: Pausanias (5.23.7) quotes verbatim 
the inscription on a dedication set up in the late 6th century by the city of Kleitor. The in
scriptions states that Kleitor took spoils jtoXÀâv Èx JtoXiwv. As my respondent has himself 
suggested in an article (see J. Roy, “An Arcadian League in the Earlier Fifth Century?”, 
Phoenix 26.4 [1972] 339) these “many cities” are best explained as small Arkadian poleis 
near Kleitor. If so, there existed in the north of Arkadian a number of small poleis in the 
6th century. And so there may well have existed small poleis elsewhere in Arkadia, in 
Mainalia for instance. And thus it is not completely impossible that tribal states were 
formed from poleis. But, as I have already stated, it can only be a suggestion; it is not crit
ical, and the point I want to stress is that tribalism does not exclude po/A-structure.
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Achaian Poleis and Achaian Colonisation1

Catherine Morgan and Jonathan Hall 
(Respondent: Mogens Herman Hansen)

I
It is perhaps not entirely paradoxical that those regions of Greece which 
modern scholarship has traditionally designated as ethnos states (in con
tradistinction to poleis') may prove to have the greatest potential in illu
minating the origins, nature and development of the polis by eroding 
and subverting many current orthodoxies. Achaia is one such region, 
and this paper will use documentary and archaeological evidence to ex
plore some of the issues which are of central concern to the Copenhagen 
Polis Centre: namely, the relationship between region and polis, the con
nection between city and state, and the emergence of the polis vis à vis 
colonial foundations.2

The enterprise will also reveal, however, the inevitable limitations of 
the evidence. Achaia is certainly not unique in the fact that documentary 
sources tend to be late, but contemporary literary evidence is particular
ly scarce when compared with many other regions of the Peloponnese. 
Herodotos ( 1.145) is more interested in Achaia as the traditional point of 
departure for the Ionian settlers of Asia Minor than he is in the Achaian 
political landscape of the fifth century - a silence dictated, no doubt, by 
the fact that Achaia contributed nothing to the defence of Greece during 
the Persian Wars. Achaia and the Achaians appear more frequently in 
the works of Thucydides and Xenophon, but only incidentally and usu
ally in terms of their occasional interaction with more important protag
onists such as the Athenians, Spartans or Thebans.3 Detailed informa
tion on the settlements and internal divisions of Achaia is generally lim
ited to the later accounts of Strabo and Pausanias.

An especially privileged source for the political history of the region 
is represented by Polybios. Son of the eminent Achaian strategos Lykor- 
tas and hipparkhos of the Achaian League in 170/169 B.C., Polybios 
was ideally qualified to write about the institutions and policies of the 
League after its refoundation in 280 B.C.4 His value for earlier periods 
of Achaian history is, however, more questionable. Larsen assumed that 
the re founded Achaian League of the Hellenistic period perpetuated the 
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structures and functions of its predecessor (whose origins he dated to the 
eighth century),5 and this is almost certainly the impression that Poly
bios intended to give. On the other hand, the cohesion of the League was 
founded on the putative notion of ethnic homogeneity,6 which inevitably 
requires the invention - or, at least, reordering - of a historical pedigree 
that might serve to justify the present.7 Given that much of the received 
opinion about earlier Achaian political history is based on the retrospec
tive information of Polybios, it is necessary to subject this testimony to 
particularly careful scrutiny.

Epigraphic evidence is similarly scarce.8 Only a handful of Archaic 
inscriptions are known,9 and those from the Classical period are hardly 
more plentiful; in fact, it is not until Hellenistic and especially Roman 
times that inscriptions are attested in any quantity. It is partly for this 
reason that approximately half of all known inscriptions come from Pa- 
trai - a city which acquired its greatest prominence after its refoundation 
as a Roman colony under Augustus.10 Interestingly, there is also a typo
logical distinction among Classical inscriptions between western Achaia 
where inscribed gravestones are more common, and eastern Achaia 
where dedicatory inscriptions and decrees are more in evidence. This 
may be a factor of the nature of archaeological investigation in the two 
areas, but it may also reflect genuinely different approaches to the mark
ing of identity and property.11

Archaeological evidence, while growing rapidly in quality and quan
tity, also carries with it certain difficulties. A programme of extensive 
and intensive surface survey has been conducted since 1986 by the 
Ephoreia of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities in Patras and the Cen
tre for Greek and Roman Antiquity of the Greek National Research 
Foundation, under the direction of M. Petropoulos, M. Lakakis and A. 
Rizakis. To date this has covered the Dyme area and the chora of Patras, 
and is scheduled to continue. Survey data allow closer examination of 
the spatial ordering of regional settlement and its diachronic evolution, 
and also give a degree of probability for negative inference, but they do 
not offer close chronological control or, in this area, detailed architectu
ral evidence. Elsewhere, the north coast has seen systematic excavation 
by the Austrian Institute in Athens of the acropolis area at Aigeira (al
though the lower city and port remain largely unresearched), as well as 
rescue work associated with the development of two national roads and 
the Athens-Patras railway.

In the major urban centres of Achaia, Aigion and Patras, excavation 
has been driven by rescue. This brings its own biases, not least through 
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the random nature of sampling - many large nineteenth- and early twen
tieth-century warehouses and private houses in Aigion still cover signif
icant areas, promoting an excavation bias towards areas subject to mod
ern development. In Patras, rescue work has revealed extensive remains 
of the Hellenistic-Roman city, and the consequent focus on this period is 
a reflection partly of its historical importance and the opportunity of
fered by very extensive traces to reconstruct it, and partly of the destruc
tive effects of its foundation on earlier levels (which otherwise lie deep
ly buried). Nonetheless, rescue excavation in the last few years has be
gun to uncover Archaic traces, and it is clear that significant areas of the 
early city lie under modern building; much therefore needs to be ex
plored before either negative or positive conclusions can be drawn.

Elsewhere, discoveries are a matter of chance, relying on exposure 
through agricultural or building activity (such as the construction of the 
Athens-Patras railway and national road), or the research interests of ar
chaeologists. Thus, for example, two significant periods of research in 
the Pharai valley during the late 1920s and the mid 1950s centred on the 
interests of Ephors Kyparissis and Zapheiropoulos. In the north coast 
and Pharai valley areas, negative arguments should therefore be treated 
with caution, since our evidence is certainly only the tip of the iceberg. 
Conversely, it should be noted that a high proportion of known sites in 
these areas have been excavated to some extent, producing a clearer pic
ture than in the west of the nature of artefacts, burial customs, and archi
tecture.

II
Achaia is not self-evidently a natural unity. Geographically and cultu

rally, four sub-regions can be recognised: first, the north coast from Ai- 
geira to Neos Erineos (Pellene, further to the east, appears to be distinct 
both in its topography and its role in history). Secondly, the chora of Pa- 
trai, which in Classical times extended from Drepanon perhaps as far as 
Tsoukaleika (although the exact boundary of the chora of Olenos is hard 
to define), and consisted of a broader area of plain with fewer natural di
visions; thirdly, the area of Dyme (Kato Achaia) west of the Peiros; and 
finally, the Pharai valley, an increasingly narrow inland valley punctuat
ed by small, well-watered plains.12 These divisions rest upon a range of 
cross-cutting criteria, from topography to site groupings and the spread 
of particular types of artefact, and although not rigid, they do serve to 
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highlight the considerable degree of variation in the nature of the ar
chaeological record within Achaia, and in the pace and pattern of local 
development.

According to literary sources, Achaia was divided into twelve re
gions. Herodotos ( 1.145) names these as Pellene, Aigeira, Aigai, Boura, 
Helike, Aigion, Rhypcs, Patrees (Patrai), Pharees (Pharai), Olenos, 
Dyme and Tritaiees (Tritaia). Strabo (8.7.4) is almost certainly making 
use of Herodotos, since he gives the same names in the same order. Sky- 
lax (42) also follows the same order, but omits Boura, Helike, Pharai, 
Olenos and Tritaia (the absence of the inland settlements of Pharai and 
Tritaia is perfectly explicable in an account which is a periplous). Poly
bios (2.41) omits Aigai, Rhypes, Helike and Olenos, but adds the names 
of Keryneia and Leontion. Pausanias’ list is largely in agreement with 
that of Herodotos, though he too adds the name of Keryneia and, inter
estingly enough, omits that of Patrai (perhaps because by his day it had 
been refounded as a Roman colony).13

It is not difficult to explain these slight discrepancies. Helike had been 
engulfed by a tidal wave occasioned by an earthquake in 373 B.C.14 
Boura had also been affected, but was swiftly resettled by survivors who 
had escaped the cataclysm by being away on military service.15 The ab
sence of Boura in Skylax’s list may therefore indicate a composition 
date immediately after this earthquake - i.e. ca. 370 B.C. Olenos had 
been abandoned due to weakness (wio ctodevetag)16 and its inhabitants 
incorporated within Dyme.17 The exact date of this is uncertain: Pausan
ias cites the third-century elegiac poet Hermesianax of Kolophon to 
demonstrate that Olenos had been a small polisma, though without in
forming us as to whether or not Olenos still existed in Hermesianax’s 
day. Nevertheless, the absence of Olenos in Skylax’s list may suggest 
that it had been absorbed within Dyme by ca. 370 B.C. Strabo adds that 
Aigai was incorporated within Aigeira through a process of synoikis- 
mos, though the citizens of Aigeira took the name of Aigaioi.18 By 
Strabo’s day, Rhypes was also uninhabited, and its chora had been dis
tributed between Aigion and (perhaps a little surprisingly, given its loca
tion) Pharai: according to Pausanias, it had been razed to the ground by 
Augustus and its inhabitants settled at Patrai.19 Leontion and Keryneia 
may have originally been hill sites (“fortresses” in Anderson’s words).20 
Pausanias implies that the latter, situated between Helike and Boura, 
was already in existence when it took in refugees from Mykenai shortly 
after 468 B.C.. but that it was this increase in population which guaran
teed Keryneia’s future importance.
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What is problematic is the terminology adopted to describe these 
internal divisions of Achaia. For Herodotos, the Ionians of Asia Minor 
had originated from the northern Peloponnesian region of Achaia; the 
reason why they were organised into twelve poleis and were reluctant to 
admit any new members was because they had been divided into twelve 
mere when they had occupied Achaia: on xai oie ev nEXojiovvf]ow 
OIXEOV ÔVWÔEXa f]V OWTWV pÉQEa, XCXTOt JIEQ VW ’A/atWV TÔJV e^eXcl- 
ciotvTwv ’'Iwvaç ôixbÔExà Ecru pÉQEa. After enumerating the names of 
these twelve mere (see above), Herodotos repeats his point: Tomia 
ôutbÔExa pÉQEa vw ’A/aiœv eøtl xai tots yE Tcbvwv rjv (1.145- 
146.1). At first sight, Herodotos appears to be establishing a direct 
contrast between Ionia, divided into twelve poleis, and Achaia, divided 
into twelve mere, and this has led Michel Sakellariou to hypothesise that 
the emergence of poleis in Achaia must postdate the time of Herodo
tos.21 Yet if this really was Herodotos’ intention, it was misunderstood 
by later writers. Pausanias (7.6.1) says that the Achaians established po
leis upon their arrival in Achaia: iryv te yfjv oi ’A/atot if]v ’Icwwv 
ôiEkay/avov xai Eotpxi^ovio èg iàg hôXelç. Strabo (8.7.4) presents a 
similar picture when he contrasts the village settlements of the Ionians 
with the poleis founded by the Achaians (oi pèv ow ’Twveg xœpr]ôôv 
œxow, oi Ô’ ’A/atoi jiôXeiç EXTioav), although in an earlier chapter 
he describes Achaia as already being settled in poleis at the time of the 
Ionian “occupation” (Elg ôcôÔExa Jtôksig pEQtoØÉvTEg).22 These appar
ent discrepancies provide a salutary reminder that we should not always 
expect terminological precision within the work of one author, let alone 
between authors.

Nevertheless, we should also be careful not to adopt too literal an 
interpretation of the Herodotean passage. Herodotos’ purpose is not to 
shed light on the political geography of Achaia in historical times but to 
provide an aition as to why the Ionians restricted membership of the 
Panionion to twelve cities. The mere of Achaia are introduced into the 
passage in the context of the protohistoric period prior to the Return of 
the Herakleidai (whose arrival in Argos and Sparta supposedly forced 
the Achaians to migrate to the north Peloponnese).23 If Herodotos sub
scribes to a view of Achaia at this time as relatively unurbanised, he is 
almost certainly reflecting a commonly-held opinion: Homer mentions 
only Hyperesia (Aigeira), Gonoessa (Donoussa?), Pellene, Aigion, Ai- 
gai and Helike, and to none of these does he attach a term such as polis 
or ptoliethron.2* Polis, then, would have been an unsuitable term to as
cribe to this period and so Herodotos uses the term meros which, togeth- 
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er with its cognate (meris), continued to be employed in Achaia as a 
synonym for chora even after the appearance of urban centres.23 But 
having introduced this term, Herodotos is obliged to retain it to describe 
the organisation of Achaia in his own day, since his argument would 
have been weakened had he written “when [the Ionians] used to live in 
the Peloponnese they had twelve mere, just as the Achaians today, after 
having expelled the Ionians, have twelve poleis.” In short, the dictates of 
Herodotos’ argument, together with the fact that meros could be used to 
describe a chora with or without an urban centre, makes it difficult to 
maintain that poleis cannot have existed by Herodotos’ day.

Poleis are certainly attested in Achaia by the fourth century B.C. Dur
ing the Theban invasion of Lakonia in the winter of 370/369 B.C., the 
Spartans received aid from (Pkeiaoiot te xoti KopivOioi xai ’Ejtiöom- 
Qioi xai nekkrivEÏç xat akkai ôé tlveç tcuv jtoåewv,26 which should 
suggest that Pellene at least was regarded as a polis by this time. Indeed, 
Cicero says that Dikaiarchos, a pupil of Aristotle, wrote a nekkrtvEwv 
HoX-imot,27 and an inscription dated to 344/3 B.C. refers to presbeis 
from Pellene being entertained in the prytaneion at Athens.28 More ex
plicit evidence is available for 367 B.C. when the Thebans decided to 
send harmostai to the cities of Achaia (eiç tcxç ’A/aiôaç jiôXeiç).29 
Similarly, Skylax (42) - in a document thought to date to ca. 370 B.C. 
(see above) - explicitly refers to the settlements of Achaia as poleis. In 
order to trace the earlier development of Achaian poleis, it is necessary 
to embark upon a detailed examination of the literary and archaeological 
evidence for each site, by sub-region.

i. The north coast
The early significance of the sites along the north coast of Achaia is em
phasised not only by their association with the ancestral kings of the 
Achaians but also by the role they are supposed to have played in the es
tablishment of colonies in South Italy (see below). The sites of Aigeira 
and Aigion both have early origins and, exceptionally in the wider con
text of Achaia, both seem to have developed shrines during the eighth 
century (albeit somewhat different in nature).

The most easterly site of Achaia is Pellene, which always seems to 
have acted independently from other Achaian communities. For in
stance, the people of Pellene were the only Achaians to ally themselves 
with the Spartans at the onset of the Peloponnesian War in 431 B.C. (al
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though the rest of the Achaians may have followed suit two years lat
er).30 Pellene seems to have been regarded as a polis at this period (or at 
least sufficiently similar not to have merited differentiation), since Thu
cydides describes how the Spartans put the vote for war to all the allied 
cities, big and small (xoti p,El(;ovi xat èkàooovi jiôXel).31 Similarly, 
Thucydides (8.3.2) describes how, in 411 B.C., the Spartans gave orders 
to the poleis (xaîç jiôXeoiv) to build and provide ships. Among those 
who responded to the call was Pellene, and this may again be taken as 
implicit evidence of Pellene’s polis status. This status can probably be 
retrojected somewhat, since Pausanias (7.17.13; cf. 7.17.6) attaches the 
city-ethnic nEÀ.À,T]VÊÙg to an athlete named Sostratos who won the boys’ 
foot-race shortly after the eightieth Olympiad of 460-457 B.C. It has 
even been suggested that Pellene was already a polis in the late seventh 
or sixth century when she is supposed to have waged a protracted war 
against Sikyon,32 though this is not in our opinion a sufficiently concrete 
criterion for polis status.

According to Strabo (8.7.5), each of the twelve mere of Achaia was 
formed from seven or eight demoi: exolott] ôè twv bcoÖExa [âeqlôcùv ex 
bf](iwv avvELOTr]XE.i EJtia xai oxicb. It is not impossible that these de
moi were invented during the Hellenistic period to bestow a deeper his
torical pedigree upon the members of the Achaian League, though it is 
equally likely that demoi had existed during the Archaic period at least. 
Unfortunately, there is no epigraphic evidence for the existence of de
moi in Achaia at any period - indeed, the only testimony for civic subdi
visions comes in a third-century law which regulates citizenship at 
Dyme and names three phylai (Stratis [or Spatis], Dymaia and Thesmi- 
aia). Nicholas Jones believes that since demoi are absent in this inscrip
tion, “they presumably played no role in the public administration”. He 
does, however, suggest that the phylai (which in Dyme, at any rate, seem 
to have had a geographical significance) were modelled on a pre-exist
ing demoi system.33 The archaeological evidence would appear to sug
gest that the physical existence of the demoi continued long after the Ar
chaic period, even if their political identity was lost after synoecism.

In the region of Pellene, Pausanias refers to the localities of Mysaion 
(7.27.9), Kyros (7.27.11) and Poseidion (7.27.8). Poseidion is explicitly 
described as having been a demos in earlier times, although it is not at all 
certain that Mysaion and Kyros - the locations of the sanctuaries of De
meter Mysaia and Asklepios respectively - were true demoi.3* We do not 
know whether the harbour, known as Aristonautai, was a demos of Pel
lene or whether it retained a certain independence.35 In describing the 
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war between Elis and Arkadia in 365 B.C., Xenophon reports how the 
Arkadians seized a settlement belonging to Pellene named Olouros 
which should probably be regarded as a demos.36 Finally, Strabo refers 
to a village (xcbpiTi) of Pellene lying between Aigion and Pellene where 
the well-known games were held.37 It is the proximity of these homony
mous settlements which may indicate that the city of Pellene represents 
a later urban centre resulting from a synoecism and taking its name from 
the older village where the games were held.38 There has been only lim
ited excavation in the area, producing mainly Hellenistic finds from 
tombs, but also a little Classical material.39

According to Pausanias, the polis of Aigeira had originally been 
called Hyperesia.40 The upper city (avœ Jioktv), which he situates two 
and a half kilometres from the coast, should be associated with the pla
teau, some 750m2 in area, which has been excavated since 1972 by the 
Austrian Archaeological Institute under Wilhelm Alzinger and Anton 
Bammer successively. This is one of the very few Achaian sites to have 
been systematically investigated, but unfortunately, even though it has 
not suffered from overbuilding in the same way as Aigion, it has been 
severely damaged by erosion.41 In building phases I and II, Mycenaean 
house structures plus a pottery kiln have been traced from ca. 1200, 
LHIIIC; a small number of artefacts date earlier in LHIIIB, but there is 
no evidence of any other contemporary activity.42

The Early Iron Age phase III (tenth to eighth centuries) lies over the 
final Mycenaean destruction level. Perhaps the most striking innovation 
of this period is the so-called Temple A, identified somewhat controver
sially as the first of a series of cult buildings on the plateau. As the earli
est candidate for a public building yet discovered in Achaia, this is 
worthy of detailed discussion. Only sections of the north, east and west 
walls are preserved, but a rectangular structure with antae has been re
stored on the basis of comparison with architectural models from other 
sites, notably the Argive Heraion. Both the orientation of the building 
(east-west), and the construction of the walls, 0.45-0.55m thick and built 
of small field stones bound with earth, are different from Mycenaean 
structures; there is no evidence for the form of the roof. Largely due to 
severe erosion, material of all periods is scarce and there is no clear vo
tive deposit. Of the Geometric finds represented, bronze items including 
spits and sheet fragments occur in settlements and shrines, but a large 
tripod found west of the acropolis is more revealing of cult (if not unpar
alleled in settlement). Alzinger proposed a ninth-century date for this on 
the basis of parallels with the Olympia massif style; this largely finishes 
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ca. 800 at Olympia, but there are occasional later Middle Geometric ex
amples, and so an eighth-century date is also possible. In short, we have 
just enough evidence to identify cult activity by the eighth century, but 
not to examine the interests represented among the participating com
munity nor, perhaps more significantly for the present discussion, to 
trace their geographical origins. Identification of the cult rests on infer
ence from later sources: Alzinger associated the succeeding Temple B 
with Artemis and Iphigeneia, on the basis of Pausanias’ statement 
(7.26.5) that Artemis’ was the oldest cult here (although he also men
tions a xoanon of Apollo). It is possible that this also applies to Temple 
A, if indeed it is a cult building, but there is no independent supporting 
evidence.43

The tripod would seem to indicate that cult was being practised at least 
by the early eighth century. There are, however, earlier vessels among the 
30 or so Early Iron Age sherds found in slopewash which probably origi
nated on the acropolis. These include LHIIIC/SM and dark ground Proto
geometric, followed by eighth-century local wares including Corinthian- 
ising, and Corinthian Middle-Late Geometric and Lakonian imports. Lit
tle is published, but it is unlikely that these sherds form a continuous se
quence. Notable, however, is the presence of imports from Corinth (part 
of a pattern along the north coast, which from this point seems to have 
formed links with expanding cross-Gulf traffic), and then with Lakonia 
(implying links up through Arkadia). Despite its location in the east of 
the region, diagonally opposite Delphi, Aigeira did not receive imports 
earlier than other coastal sites, but instead forms part of a clear local pat
tern. The bias towards open shapes among these sherds best fits a settle
ment or shrine; indeed, no burials have yet been discovered. Material pre
dating the earliest indication of cult in Temple A probably relates to oth
er post-Mycenaean (phase III) house structures in the north-west corner 
of the plateau. These are poorly preserved, but their wall construction is 
similar to that of Temple A. It is unclear how these relate chronologically 
to Temple A; phase III is a long one, and there are no controls to place 
structures more closely within it. The context and the social role of the 
“Temple” are therefore hard to assess. By ca. 650 and the construction of 
Temple B (see below), it is clear that the acropolis had become primarily 
a cult area, but this is merely a terminus ante quem. At present, it seems 
most likely that Temple A existed within a settlement (or perhaps, in view 
of the small area of the plateau and the extent of excavation, a complex of 
some sort), which was possibly, although not probably, continuous from 
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the Bronze Age. There is, however, insufficient evidence to assess Alex
ander Mazarakis Ainian’s suggestion that it was a ruler’s dwelling hous
ing cult activity.44

The Archaic building Phase IV on the acropolis has produced evi
dence for the aggrandisement of the temple itself, but there are as yet no 
signs of other structures: by this period at least, the area seems to have 
become primarily, if not exclusively, a sacred precinct.45 The signifi
cance of this change is a matter of some interest, especially if it implies 
a greater separation of public and private activities, but this must remain 
speculative. Temple B, which replaced Temple A during the second half 
of the seventh century, was an old-fashioned structure by the standards 
of other regions, especially the neighbouring Corinthia. It consisted of a 
6 x 20m cella on an orthostat foundation, with a Corinthian-style tiled 
roof (Alzinger identifies the tiles as of Corinthian manufacture), but it 
had no colonnade; architectural debris was found dumped in a cistern. 
There is no evidence for a cult statue; the only sculpture of this period 
yet found is a terracotta kore head of ca. 520-510. Pottery finds on the 
acropolis continue to include Protocorinthian, Corinthian and Attic 
black figure imports, but there is otherwise scant evidence with which to 
assess the development of the sanctuary’s local or regional role. Temple 
B continued in use during the Classical period, and received a new roof 
early in the fifth century, along perhaps with some form of (now unre- 
constructable) gable ornament. Finds associated with the structure in
clude a cover tile bearing the inscription AMYMQNA, which Alzinger 
links to Aischylos’ satyr play of 463. Among the published pottery from 
acropolis wash deposits are fifth-century Attic black and red figure, and 
Classical Corinthian sherds; illustrated material does not postdate ca. 
400, and the fourth century may have been a period of marked decline.

According to Pausanias, Hyperesia changed its name to Aigeira dur
ing the period of Ionian occupation. Elsewhere, however, he attaches the 
city ethnic 'Ykeoï]OioeÙç to a certain Ikaros who won the foot-race at 
Olympia in 688 B.C.46 It is difficult to appeal to evidence as late as this 
to conclude that Hyperesia was a fully-fledged polis in the early seventh 
century, and it is surely preferable to assume that this particular ethnic 
was employed because the polis of Aigeira had not yet been established. 
Pausanias also notes (7.26.1) that the dockyard (ejilvelov) of Aigeira 
bore the same name as the city, and it is tempting to suppose that Hyper
esia was the original name of the acropolis area, but that synokismos re
sulted in the creation of a new, wider community to which the port of 
Aigeira gave its name.
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One of the demoi which had constituted the synoecised Aigeira may 
well be the polisma of Phelloe (modern Seliana Aigialeias), some eight 
kilometres from Aigeira, which Pausanias (7.26.10) describes as having 
been intermittently occupied. Surface exploration on the west slopes of 
Evrostina in this area shows that settlement dates from the second half 
of the eighth century, contemporary with, or slightly earlier than, colon
isation (the earliest pottery is imported Corinthian LG).47 Limited exca
vation confirms this picture, and two nearby burials both contained Co
rinthian imports (including a Thapsos tripod, a pottery form unpar
alleled in Corinth, but relatively popular further west).48 Il thus seems 
that activity in this area followed upon the construction of Temple A on 
the acropolis at Aigeira, and the presence of imports further links the 
two sites. These settlement traces continue into the Archaic and Classi
cal periods, with local pithoi, Archaic Corinthian imports and red figure 
sherds among surface material. There are also stone footings for LG/Ar- 
chaic pithoi and Archaic pottery from the seventh century onwards, con
tained in fill around a late Classical structure of indeterminate function 
in the north part of the site: pottery in fill to the north of this building 
dates from the seventh to the fourth century.

Aigai may perhaps be identified with modem Akrata (although other 
candidates exist), but as yet no Early Iron Age material has been found 
in this area. The earliest evidence, instead, comprises a fragment of an 
Archaic or early Classical Doric poros column, and part of a contempo
rary decorated perirrhanterion from a separate location. These would 
seem to belong to a public, probably cultic building - perhaps the shrine 
of Poseidon to which Pausanias refers (7.25.12). There is, as yet, no ev
idence for settlement activity although the area has barely been ex
plored.49 Around 500 B.C., there appears a series of silver triobols, con
forming to the Aiginetan standard and depicting the protome of a goat, 
the bearded head of Dionysos and the legend AIT.50 Thomas Martin has 
demonstrated convincingly that the minting of coinage is not a sine qua 
non for polis status, since there were many communities in antiquity that 
were undoubtedly poleis, but which employed coinage issues minted in 
other city-states.51 Nevertheless, we would be reluctant to discount en
tirely the symbolic dimension of minting coinage in favour of economic 
factors. In our opinion, the decision to issue in the early fifth century a 
series of coins carrying an emblem (the goat protome) which evidently 
serves as an aetiological commentary on the self-appointed city-ethnic 
AITfAION implies a strong political consciousness.

The site of ancient Bourn may possibly be associated with scant 
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traces of material near the village of Kastro. If this identification is cor
rect, the apparent continuity from Classical (and possibly even late Ar
chaic) times through to the Roman period would tend to confirm the lit
erary tradition that the earthquake which destroyed Helike had no per
manent effect on Boura.52

Ancient Helike has for many decades been the subject of speculation 
and geophysical exploration along the coastal zone. The nature of the 
site and its approximate location have long been known: Homer (//. 
8.203; 20.404) describes it as ebpeta, presumably on a high plain; Stra
bo (8.7.2), citing Herakleides, says that it was 12 stades from the sea, 
while Pausanias (7.24.3) puts it 40 stades east of Aigion. By implication, 
it should lie between the ancient courses of the Selinous and Kerynitis 
rivers. Further topographical indication is provided by Pausanias’ refer
ence (7.25.6) to an oracular cave of Herakles Bouraikos some 30 stades 
east of Helike, now identified south of the village of Eleaion.53 Until 
1988, it had been argued (albeit not unanimously) that Helike lay under
water. Exploration off the Achaian coast has not, however, proved fruit
ful. One recent programme of sonar investigation, instigated in Septem
ber 1988, covered some 7 km2 between the Selinous and Bouraikos riv
ers, and produced evidence of a harbour mole but little else. The posi
tion of this mole implies that the coastline has changed little since antiq
uity, and it is therefore likely that, as had already been suggested, Helike 
is to be found inland. It seems that the earthquake of 373 B.C. produced 
a tidal wave which swamped the city, leaving massive sediment cover 
inland; study of deposits in the area of the likely acropolis area indicates 
a 6-12m deep cover, and survey with ground penetrating radar contin
ues.54 The discovery at Nea Keryneia (Gardena) of two sets of founda
tions, almost certainly belonging to small temples, had already led Pet- 
ropoulos to associate this site with the ancient acropolis of Helike. One 
set of foundations is Archaic in date, the other is Classical and was prob
ably destroyed in the earthquake of 373 B.C.55

Evidence is similarly scarce from the hill of Mamousia near Derveni, 
which Meyer equated with ancient Keryneia. The small body of evidence 
from the eighth century is almost certainly just the tip of an iceberg (a sin
gle pithos burial is also probably to be dated to the eighth century, within 
the local PG phase, on the grounds of the 11 local fine vessels and one 
coarse vessel found within).56 A further pithos was found during the open
ing of a new road to Stamnoula; it probably falls from the eighth century to 
the Archaic period, but cannot be more closely dated, and sculptural frag
ments found here probably come from an Archaic temple.57
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Aigion is the only other major centre (together with Aigeira) to have 
been excavated in this part of Achaia. Activity here may extend back con
tinuously to the Neolithic period, although the current lack of Protogeo
metric evidence may imply a break into the early eighth century. Clearly, 
rescue excavation in a modern city can only give a partial picture, espe
cially as much material was re-used in antiquity (notably for rebuilding 
after earthquakes); the following account is a summary of findings to 
date.58 Eighth-century evidence consists largely of burials concentrated 
on the plateau over the harbour (south-east of the main area of Myce
naean settlement). A considerable number of burials from this period 
have been reported, with other empty pithoi being probably Geometric or 
Archaic.59 The overall percentage of burials with goods is low, but in
cludes Thapsos pottery, local impressed ware, small amounts of bronze 
jewellery, and, in one case, two scarabs. Adults were normally inhumed 
in pithoi and children in cists (as far as we can tell, the normal pattern 
across the north coast, with pithoi common in other parts of Achaia too), 
but there is insufficient evidence to consider issues of ranking and social 
structure. The only instance of architecture of this period yet found com
prises traces of a late eighth- or seventh-century apsidal building on the 
edge of the main area of Bronze Age settlement.60 This is an isolated find, 
and there is no evidence to determine its function or context. Other traces 
are confined to occasional instances of displaced sherds.61

Archaic evidence from Aigion is strikingly slight, and mainly belongs 
to the sixth, rather than the seventh century. Although it is most likely 
that this picture has been distorted by the hazards of preservation and 
rescue excavation, the immediate post-colonial period is at present a 
major gap, and is reminiscent of the seventh-century “problem” in other 
regions (notably Attica). Apart from the apsidal structure (see above) 
which may well belong early in the period, the only securely datable ev
idence consists of a large orthagonal potters’ kiln, dating ca. 600,62 and a 
collection of sherds in mixed fill. Yet the new appearance of three in
scribed circular monument bases found in the area of Panagia Trypitis 
may imply some degree of communal consciousness.63

Certainly, marked changes are evident at Aigion during the Classical 
period. The city seems to have grown considerably, with Classical build
ing traces found in the western part of the modern town by the ancient 
main drain (including one fifth- and one fourth-century building, plus a 
later Roman structure re-using blocks of the second half of the fifth cen
tury). There is, however, no surviving evidence to characterise these as 
public buildings. A further area of Classical activity lies in the east of 
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the city, and comprises architectural traces plus a pottery deposit with 
red figure sherds. The main Classical cemetery probably lay in the west
ern area, north-west of the drain. Two disturbed fifth-century slab cists 
are typical of finds here, and illustrate the change in mortuary practices 
beginning in Achaia as a whole. Furthermore, occasional burials outside 
the immediate confines of the city (but much closer than earlier outlying 
sites) may imply a dependent scatter of small satellite settlements, per
haps single families: two Classical tile-covered graves were found north 
of the old Athens-Patras road at the 164km mark (one containing a 
bronze mirror and a red figure lekythos).64

There is limited evidence to suggest that certain graves may have 
been very wealthy: a bronze oinochoe of ca. 450-440, now in Baltimore 
but found in a tomb in Aigion in 1938, is inscribed on the lip interior 
teQ[o]v Aiyeoç, presumably indicating the existence of a local hero cult 
(but possibly a cult name of Poseidon). A pair of gold earrings of the 
same date, also in Baltimore, is said to come from a further grave.65 The 
hydria inscription is the sole indication of Classical cult in the city; there 
is no other evidence of any form of shrine or any other public building. 
One possible, but tenuous, reference to a Bouleuterion refers to a later, 
third-century structure linked to the federal organisation. This need not 
be surprising: with the (very limited) exception of Athens, the great ma
jority of constructions elsewhere, other than temples and theatral areas 
(often linked to race tracks), are Hellenistic.66 An absence of physical 
evidence cannot therefore support negative arguments.

Strabo (8.7.5) notes that Aigion originally comprised seven or eight 
demoi, and rural sites which may be related to Aigion begin to appear 
during the latter part of the eighth century. 3km west of Kato Mavriki 
(5km south south-west of Aigion), 6 pithos burials and a further cist 
grave nearby are disturbed, but the mode of burial, may imply an Early 
Iron Age or Archaic date.67 A further pithos burial, containing an EPC 
Thapsos krater, an unusually late example of a Naue III sword, an iron 
knife and 2 bronze bowls, dates to ca. 700 at the earliest, and is at least 
as rich as any grave yet found in Aigion.68 At present there is no firm ev
idence for Archaic activity. The status of these remains, and the nature 
of their relationship to Aigion, is unclear. If they are offshoots of Aigion, 
it is interesting to speculate on the rationale for their establishment and 
to note the date of this phenomenon in relation to colonisation.

Perhaps the most significant site in terms of the territorial definition 
of Aigion is Ano Mazaraki-Rakita, where an open-air shrine was estab
lished by ca. 750 in a large valley beside the main road into Arkadia 
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along the Meganeitas valley.69 Votives were contained in a shallow de
posit covering some 46m2, comprising six strata of dark earth laid di
rectly over the ground. This deposit contained much thoroughly broken 
pottery (LG in the lowest layer 1, EPC in layer 2), and included both lo
cal wares (notably a form of impressed ware which also occurs at Ai- 
gion, Lousoi and Delphi),70 and both orthodox and Thapsos Corinthian 
imports. Indeed, Petropoulos notes the strength of ceramic connections 
with Corinth (EPC conical oinochoai being particularly popular) and 
Argos - a link which is more likely to reflect traffic north from Arkadia 
than inland from the Achaian coast, where Argive imports have not yet 
been found.71 Thus he highlights this site as an exemplar of the marked 
divide between Eastern Achaia and the western areas of Patras and Kato 
Achaia in terms of access to imports. Perhaps the most striking feature 
of the shrine is a large apsidal temple, a hecatompedon, with an exterior 
colonnade of wooden columns on stone bases; the foundations of this 
structure are bedded in a thick and extensive ash layer, presumably from 
an earlier altar. Excavation of this structure is incomplete, and it is as yet 
unclear whether its Corinthian tiled roof may date it to the early seventh 
century, or whether this replaced an earlier thatched roof, or indeed, 
even whether this is the earliest structure on site.72 The building was de
stroyed by fire and earthquake early in the fourth century (perhaps by 
the same earthquake that destroyed Helike), but the presence of pottery 
and coins until the third century A.D. indicates continuing activity; no 
later temple has yet been discovered.

Although the site of Ano Mazaraki is not yet fully published, it is pos
sible to make some observations about the nature of cult activity from 
the material evidence: the high percentage of open forms represented 
among the pottery, combined with burnt debris, suggests drinking and 
dining. The popularity of conical oinochoai is reminiscent of Corinthian 
sanctuaries (Perachora, Isthmia and the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore 
on Acrocorinth) where they are likely to have contained liquid offer
ings,73 and it is interesting to note that this use may have been adopted in 
Achaia (especially as the shape is not common in graves). Other early 
votives include three small granary models of the very end of the eighth 
or early seventh centuries; although these probably represent agricultu
ral interests, we cannot yet determine whether they imply a farming 
population in the immediate vicinity (as the case of Perachora shows, 
architectural models can be offered at quite remote shrines). Notable is 
the wealth of small finds from the very beginning, including exotica 
such as an Egyptian faience scarab of the 22nd dynasty (ca. 725 B.C.), 
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as well as personal items like bone and stone stamps, bronze jewellery, 
combs and mirrors, glass beads, iron weapons, and bronze double axes 
and small shields. It is not yet possible to quantify these different cate
gories, but we may note the range of male and female interests repre
sented. The identification of Artemis and Apollo as the joint patron 
deities is conjectural.

The wealth and diversity of finds at Ano Mazaraki does not suggest a 
small roadside shrine, but rather a rural sanctuary with strong links to a 
wealthy centre. It is possible that there was a settlement on the Rakita 
plain ca. 1km to the south, since walling has been noted around the mod
ern village, but this has yet to be investigated. Although there is no addi
tional evidence to link the shrine to any particular city, ceramic connec
tions with Aigion are very clear. If Aigion did indeed control or main
tain a strong interest in the shrine, this would be a unique instance in 
Achaia of the territorial use of cult highlighted elsewhere as a feature of 
the eighth century.74 Interestingly, no shrine has yet been found in Ai
gion itself - something which marks a strong contrast with Aigeira.

The shrine at Ano Mazaraki continued into the third century A.D. at 
least, spanning many changes at Aigion itself, including the incorpora
tion of the city into the Achaian League. In view of the shrine’s location, 
and likely contacts with northern Arkadia, it would be unwise to link its 
fate totally to the development of Aigion. Nonetheless, when consider
ing the physical changes evident in the Classical city it is worth bearing 
in mind that the development of the city does not seem to have occurred 
at the expense of the countryside, and that a relatively constant territori
al perception is perhaps unusually evident here.

Colonial tradition implies the existence of an eighth-century settle
ment at Rhypes (see below). The site has long been identified with Tra- 
peza hill, 7 km south-west of Aigion, but although extensive Bronze 
Age and Hellenistic architectural remains have been reported, only 
small-scale excavation has taken place, and Geometric and Archaic evi
dence consists solely of occasional surface finds.75 According to Thucy
dides (7.34.1), Erineos was a coastal settlement within the territory of 
Rhypes (év ip 'Punixp). There are dispersed finds in all this area; at 
Neos Erineos, for example, there was continuous settlement from the 
Protogeometric period onwards. The Gulf of Erineos is probably to be 
located in Lambiri.76 Tombs discovered (and partially destroyed) during 
the cutting of the Athens-Patras railway begin to appear in the first half 
of the eighth century and continue, along with scattered finds, through 
the Archaic and Classical periods.77 Surface remains indicate settlement 
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at Provodos, slightly further west and inland, from the Classical period 
onwards.78 A further settlement within Rhypike was Leuktron, which 
Strabo (8.7.5) describes as having once been a demos of Rhypes.

Before considering other regions of Achaia, certain general observa
tions may be made about the development of the north coast. In the 
eighth century, the principal sites are evenly spaced along the edge of 
the coastal plain or on headlands. In the case of Aigeira, the site is con
fined by topography, but elsewhere the principal constraint may have 
been access to the resources of a relatively narrow and fragmented 
coastal plain, punctuated by the outflow of many mountain streams 
(which made east-west passage by land very difficult). The location of 
principal settlements remained remarkably stable over time, but the sec
ond half of the eighth century saw both an expansion at main sites and a 
spread of activity into the hinterland - in certain instances this appears 
to have been short-lived, although it must be emphasised that this area 
has not been systematically surveyed. Traits shared between sites in this 
period include burial practices, but there is also a degree of material dif
ferentiation in factors such as the nature of local pottery, and the pres
ence or absence of imports and local copies. Furthermore, the presence 
of imported pottery in this area is one of the key differences which 
marks it off from the western regions of Patrai and Dyme.79 There is no 
evidence of secular public buildings. By contrast, our only evidence for 
eighth-century cult is confined to the north coast, but the nature and 
likely role of the two sites involved appear wholly different - a further 
sign of strong local subdivision. Only at Aigion, however, do we have 
sufficent evidence to reconstruct, however tentatively, a discrete local 
system in place by ca. 700 and focused more or less formally on the site 
of Aigion itself.

In the Archaic period, there is a basic continuity of activity at major 
sites but a major reduction in the quantity of evidence, especially from 
burials. The addition of two shrines at Akrata and Nea Keryneia brings 
the regional total to four (noting also the aggrandisement of Temple B at 
Aigeira, and the hypothetical change in role attendant upon its more iso
lated place on the acropolis). This may be an indication of a growing 
tendency to mark local identity with cult, but if so it is limited. There is 
no evidence for any other form of public building, let alone for physical 
signs of new institutions or forms of organisation which could imply 
cross-fertilisation from colonies.

The literary evidence for Pellene and the numismatic evidence from 
Aigai ought in theory to suggest that the Classical phase should be when 
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the impact of polis formation shows in the material record. Such a case 
can be made for Aigion, but it is impossible to determine whether this is 
typical of the north coast. There remains, however, the problem of defin
ing what we mean by “Classical”. This is a long phase, and it can be 
hard to date precisely battered sherds from mixed fill or surface collec
tions. This is not a minor point: when we come to discuss western areas 
in an attempt to understand the relationship between archaeological ma
terial and the later political history of Achaia, there is a major difference 
between developments datable to the fifth century and those which be
long to the fourth-century transition into Hellenistic.

ii. The area of Patrai
The area which formed the chore of Patrai in the Classical period ex
tends along the coastal plain from modern Drepanon to Patras (Patrai) 
and west as far as Tsoukaleika (equated with ancient Olenos).80 Archae- 
ologically, the principal distinction from the north coast is the fact that 
most data come from extensive and intensive surface survey (noted 
above), and with few exceptions, excavation has been confined to rescue 
work within the modern city of Patras.

Although most of Achaia was settled throughout the Bronze Age, this 
region above all has produced evidence for large cemeteries spanning 
the Late Helladic period, and it is clear that it was an area of great wealth 
and dense settlement. Many of these graves continue into LHIIIC, but 
few have produced SM material, and Protogeometric evidence is even 
rarer.81 Only in two cases - Thea and Kallithea-Laganida (relatively 
close together, south of Patrai) - are Protogeometric sherds reported as 
the latest material on Mycenaean sites.82 Clearly, Protogeometric repre
sentation in the area is very slight, and with one exception there is noth
ing approaching the degree of continuity evident at Aigion or Aigeira. 
The exception is Drepanon where activity was continuous from Proto
geometric onwards (Bronze Age remains at present are LHI), and it may 
be no coincidence that this is the site closest to the north coast zone. This 
pattern cannot merely reflect a bias towards burials in the Bronze Age 
record, since survey data should have gone some way towards redress
ing the balance. A preliminary summary of these data lists 15 Geometric 
sites (a 37.5% reduction on LH), almost all of which were re-occupied 
in Late Geometric. The Geometric (i.e. eighth-century) picture is thus in 
essence a new creation.83

In the succeeding Archaic period, the region appears to show a strik
ingly low level of activity. The six Archaic sites noted in survey reports 
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constitute a 60% decrease from Geometric levels; 11 earlier sites - 
73.3% of the record - were abandoned, and just 4 continue.84 We there
fore find a reduction in the level of representation which is comparable 
to - or rather greater than - that observed in the north coast area, but al
so a change in site location which implies a greater degree of instability. 
It may also be significant that where dates are indicated in publications, 
Archaic material is generally sixth-century, echoing the seventh-century 
problem noted earlier. The available sample is too small to tell whether 
the apparent diminution in burial numbers is significant; this is not nec
essarily a factor of recovery techniques, but may imply a change in prac
tice or cemetery location which has not yet been documented. The loss 
of Geometric burial sites accounts for the disappearance of the great ma
jority of small rural sites noted during the previous period.

By contrast, the Classical period saw a marked increase in activity, es
pecially towards the end; a comparable increase into the Hellenistic pe
riod brought the level of activity almost up to that of the Late Bronze 
Age. Survey figures show 11 Classical sites (an 183.3% increase), with 
the abandonment of just one site and continuity at the remaining 5; this 
rose to 34 during the Hellenistic period (a 309% increase on Classical 
figures, with continuity at 5 Classical sites).

At Patrai itself, reported Geometric evidence from the modern town 
centre is very slight, comprising a small quantity of material from the ar
ea of the Odeion.85 It must, however, be noted that the combination of 
ancient overbuilding (especially following the establishment of the Ro
man colony) and the constraints of rescue excavation in a modern city 
present serious difficulties. It is quite possible that significant areas of 
early activity remain to be uncovered; indeed, the discovery of Archaic 
pottery in 1993 under Psila Alonia square may indicate that this is one 
such area.86 Late Classical sherds were also found displaced into later 
layers in this square, and traces of Classical wall appear under a later 
building on Odos Korinthou 18. It is unfortunate that only the ending of 
a particularly early inscription from Patras is preserved on a limestone 
pillar; this reads -beog, and according to Jeffery is unlikely to be earlier 
than the mid fifth century. Again, the evidence is too fragmentary to 
comment on urban structure, although there is no record of any civic 
building.87 We know enough to speak of some form of continuity, per
haps from Geometric to Classical times, but not as yet to assess the ex
act nature of the activity represented, or the place of Patrai within local 
settlement. Patrai would appear, however, to have been a unified conur
bation by 419 B.C., when Alkibiades attempted to induce its inhabitants 
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to extend their walls down to the sea,88 but it would be unwise to assume 
that the site always played the prominent role it was to enjoy in later 
times.

According to Pausanias (7.18.2-6), Patrai originally consisted of three 
poleis: Aroe, founded by the autochthonous Eumelos; Antheia, founded 
by Eumelos and Triptolemos; and Mesatis, founded between Aroe and 
Antheia. After they had expelled the Ionians, the eponymous Patreus is 
supposed to have forbidden the Achaians to settle in Antheia or Mesatis, 
and to have thrown a wall around Aroe which he renamed Patrai. Later, 
after suffering reverses in aiding the Aitolians against the Gauls in 279 
B.C., Patrai was subject to a dioikismos and its population became more 
scattered, settling the polismata of Mesatis, Antheia, Boline, Argyra and 
Arba as well as Patrai. Finally, Augustus imposed another synoecism on 
Patrai, and Strabo’s notice (8.3.2) that the city was formed from seven 
demes almost certainly belongs to this later context.89

Ernst Curtius posited two chronologically distinct synoecisms prior to 
the final Augustan union.90 The first saw the fusion of Aroe, Antheia and 
Mesatis. This explains for some the tripartite significance behind the 
epithet TQLJWQyog, attached to Aroe by a Sibylline Oracle,91 as well as 
the early importance accorded to the cult of Artemis Triklaria, located at 
Meilichos (modern Velvitsianiko).92 The second, which he dated to the 
fifth century B.C., saw the incorporation of Boline, Argyra and Arba. 
Mauro Moggi suggests that these six demoi were never completely 
abandoned and continued as rural settlements until their repopulation in 
279 B.C.93 It is often assumed (though not unproblematically) that the 
same six demes were among those synoecised by Augustus - the 
seventh might then be either Panormos, which Thucydides (2.86.1,4; cf. 
2.92.1) situates near Rhion, or even Rhypes, whose population was ac
cording to Pausanias (7.18.7) incorporated (jtQOOOVVcpxioe) within the 
polis of Patrai.

Many of these demoi have been identified in the archaeological 
record. Ancient Antheia is probably to be located at Ano Sykaina (Kou- 
fomikeli-Melitzani), where Archaic sherds and burials are reported on 
the site of a Classical villa complex (see below), along with a sixth-cen
tury grave on the nearby Anemos hill.94 Classical surface finds have 
been reported in the vicinity at Charadron-Patras.95 Ancient Mesatis, on 
the other hand, is perhaps to be equated with Mygdalia (by the acropolis 
of Achaia Klauss), where Late Geometric and Classical burials have 
been reported.96 Petropoulos associates modern Drepanon with ancient 
Boline, where surface remains across part of the modem village and in 
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fields to the south indicate continuous and probably extensive PG-Ro- 
man settlement.97 Burials have also been found, of which the most com
plete are two pairs of pithoi found during contruction work in the vil
lage.98 Pithoi 1 and 2, which form a pair, belong early in the eighth cen
tury, at the end of the local Protogeometric phase (dated by pins con
tained in 1 and a local kantharos in 2)." Pithoi 3 and 4 belong to the last 
quarter of the eighth century. Pithos 3 is of interest as a warrior grave 
containing a quantity of bronze and iron items, including a knife, sword 
and spearhead - such strong external influences on metalwork and pot
tery have not so far been traced further west.100 An empty pair of burials 
was found nearby, while a few late Protogeometric sherds found some 
distance from pithos 4 could come from disturbed graves, and one fur
ther pithos close to the National Road is similar to Pithos 2 in date and 
contents. A further Geometric pithos south of the Panagia church was 
noted as part of the existing cemetery, but no grave goods are published, 
and at Bosinaki a pithos burial cannot be closely dated.101 Incomplete in
vestigation can only give a partial picture, but the area covered by scat
tered remains - and the chance basis of grave finds - may indicate sub
stantial activity. It is also clear that Drepanon/Boline was not an isolated 
site in this area (see below).

Geometric vessels are reported at the site of Mavropodia in the area of 
Kato Kastritsi (which may well be ancient Argyra). Other Geometric 
graves are as yet unpublished;102 Classical tile graves without goods 
have been found nearby at Platani and Papadokosta.103 Another deme, 
Arba, may possibly be identified with the site of Ano Kastritsi (or at 
least be situated in the immediate area). A badly damaged pithos burial 
here dates to the late eighth century, and contains an oinochoe (the dec
oration of which is closer to the local styles of Delphi and Galaxidi than 
to the rest of Achaia).104 Modem Golimi in the area of Tekke Ag. Basi- 
leiou (opposite Naupaktos) has produced traces of Classical settlement, 
including remains of pithoi and walls, and should probably be identified 
with ancient Panormos; tile graves are attested at the nearby settlement 
of Chatzeika.105

Survey has also revealed a number of unidentified rural sites within 
the chora of Patrai. Geometric burials are reported at Psathopyrgos (clo
se to the east coast of the Drepanon promontory) and Platani (Dendros) 
to the south-west.106 Geometric settlement is indicated in the Geroko- 
meio area of Patras. Further west, and perhaps in the territory of Olenos, 
surface material attested at Alissos/Ag. Paraskevi by the Peiros river is 
securely Archaic and Classical but may also contain a few Geometric 
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sherds, and at nearby Alissos/Kamenitsa, Geometric sherds are said to 
come from Mycenaean tombs. Indeed, in his report of surface prospec
tion in the area of Alissos-Therianos (which he interprets as one of the 
demes of Olenos), Papagiannopoulos notes the surprising extent of Geo
metric material in the Kamenitsa area and, by contrast, the poverty of 
Archaic to Hellenistic finds which may indicate a move away from the 
area.107

What the survey results show is that groups of sites which can be 
equated with areas of later importance to synoecised Patras existed as 
early as the eighth century. The long term significance of this observa
tion is harder to establish, however. The hypothesis of a two-stage syn- 
oecism is not so evident, especially since Ano Sykaina (ancient Antheia) 
does not appear to predate the sixth century. In fact, from an archaeolog
ical point of view, it is difficult to recognise any synoecism much before 
the Classical period, when its effect can be seen in the gradual appear
ance of large “agroikia” in the chora of Patrai at some distance from the 
city centre.108 An early example of this is the extensive country house 
complex at Ano Sykaina, which was constructed in the second half of 
the fifth century and destroyed by fire and earthquake early in the 
fourth. This complex contained areas for storage (with pithoi and a mor
tar), weaving (with many loomweights), cooking and probably also 
bathing, and it bears favourable comparison with housing at Olynthos. 
Of particular interest is the re-use of a section of Doric capital, which 
may have come from the sanctuary of Artemis Triklaria, although a 
more likely candidate is the temple by Charadron which probably pro
duced the sculptural fragments noted earlier (see n. 92 above).109 If so, 
this would imply the abandonment, during the early fourth century, of a 
temple whose importance may have been paramount, but whose exis
tence may have been very short-lived indeed. Further investigation of 
this shrine would be of great interest.

To summarise, the evidence from the chora of Patras is generally 
more fragmentary (albeit more controlled in its recovery) than that from 
the north coast. Nonetheless, certain points of comparison may be noted. 
First, there is greater instability in site location, with relatively few sites 
occupied for more than one period. Secondly, although activity in cer
tain later demes of Patras can be traced as early as the eighth century, 
there is no uniform or simple progression towards the Classical model 
presented by Strabo, and the Archaic hiatus presents serious problems. 
Thirdly, there is no clear evidence of cult installations until the Classical 
period. Fourthly, the shortage of Archaic burials may imply a change in 
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customs/location. Fifthly, there is a greater preference for local pottery 
until the Archaic period, when imports travel widely across Achaia as a 
whole, and there is no strong evidence for regular external links during 
the eighth century. Finally, there is a lack of evidence for strong expres
sions of local identity in relation to other sites or groups of sites (and 
here it is interesting to contrast the pattern of epigraphical evidence in 
later times).

Hi. The Dy me area
The region west of the Peiros around Kato Achaia (ancient Dyme), 
marks the westernmost extent of activity during our period. This area 
too has been the subject of recent surface survey, and the resulting data 
indicate clear contrasts with patterns of development noted further 
east.110 Here too, the Mycenaean period saw a peak of settlement, but 
unlike the areas so far discussed, Geometric evidence is slight. Geomet
ric sherds are among those collected from a hill close to Kato Achaia, 
and at Teichos Dymaion (Kalogria, Araxos G) what has been (optimisti
cally) interpreted as a Geometric altar was constructed in front of the 
propylon of the main gate. Occasional SM/PG? and also later Geometric 
sherds have been found, but in small numbers and generally displaced 
into later, Medieval levels. The nature of the activity represented by 
these sporadic finds is unclear, although it is important to emphasise that 
very little of the site has been investigated. If the “altar” genuinely is a 
ritual structure (and both its date and function are speculative), then 
some form of cult marking of a remote promontory is possible, but it is 
important to stress that there is no significant body of votives, nor as yet 
any evidence of permanent occupation. The site continues into the Ar
chaic period at much the same level, with sporadic finds of seventh-cen
tury Protocorinthian, handmade, and black glaze sherds.111

By the Classical period, the most important site of the region was 
Dyme - now identified with Kato Achaia. For Strabo (8.3.2), Dyme had 
been formed from eight demes, though the only rural deme mentioned 
by name is the polichne of Teuthea (8.3.11). According to Pausanias 
(7.17.6-7), Dyme was formerly called Paleia, while for Stephanos of 
Byzantium (s.v. Aupp) Dyme was the name given to the chora of a polis 
originally known as Stratos; in time, both polis and chora came to be 
known as Dyme. It is thus normally suspected that Dyme was the name 
adopted after synoecism - something which is often assumed to have 
occurred prior to 496 B.C. when Dyme is named as the home of the 
Olympic victor, Pataikos. On the other hand, it is not entirely impossible 
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that the name Dyme in this inscription refers to a specific locality rather 
than the synoecised polis, since the name Paleia is still attested as late as 
460 B.C. (see below).112

The archaeological evidence also seems to point to a rather late devel
opment at Dyme, although particular problems attend excavation within 
the modern town. A few sixth-century sherds, displaced into Hellenistic 
levels in the north-west of the plateau, suggest that there was probably a 
small settlement at least from Archaic times.113 Furthermore, a limestone 
grave stele, bearing the retrograde inscription Aapoxctôeoç t[ôôe oàpa] 
and found near to Kato Achaia, is probably seventh-century in date - 
thus making it the earliest inscription from Achaia."4 Remains of the 
fifth and - more plentifully - the fourth-centuries are represented, 
generally displaced into later contexts, but in smaller quantities than 
might be hoped. This is largely due to building over earlier remains (not
ably after earthquakes from Hellenistic times onwards), and the very 
shallow burial of the ancient city beneath the modem town, with conse
quent re-use of material. As a result, most remains are second-century 
B.C. and later. We know enough to infer an expansion in activity in 
Classical times, but not yet to document it precisely.

Yet evidence from Dyme is hardly outstanding in comparison with 
that from a string of sites in the surrounding countryside, represented 
both by graves and sherd scatters, which, with the likely exception of 
Ano Soudheneïka,115 begins in the Archaic period. Associated material 
is rarely precisely dated within the Archaic period, but where it is, 
seventh-century material is represented. Comparisons based on partial 
samples should always be treated with caution, but it may be that the 
seventh century was less ephemeral here - certainly, the build-up in the 
level of settlement seems to have been more gradual here than in other 
areas. Archaic sherds found on the plateau at Lousika may indicate set
tlement, while a further two Archaic/Classical vases found during the 
construction of houses in the village are possibly from burials."6 At Ag. 
Nikolaos-Plakes, an extensive sherd scatter dates principally to the Clas
sical period, but also contains Archaic material probably relating to set
tlement."7 At Ano Soudheneïka (Stroupheika, Ag.Konstantinos), Ar
chaic sherds (including Protocorinthian and Subgeometric) may come 
from burials, especially as illegal excavation revealed a tumulus in the 
same field."8 Further indications of burials come from Phlokas (Zisi- 
meika, Platanos) where four late-sixth/early-fifth-century black figure 
lckythoi were found during road construction in the village in 1949 
(tombs were destroyed in these works)."9 Evidence of settlement is also 
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known from Petrochorion (Profitis Ilias), where tiles and stones were 
accompanied by Archaic sherds (including Protocorinthian),120 and at 
Riolos-Katarchia, where Archaic sherds have been found on the sur
face.121 Two further sites may also have seen Archaic activity: at Elaio- 
chorion (Bourdaneika), sherds and tiles from later tile tombs are pre
dominantly Classical and Hellenistic but include some candidates for an 
earlier date,122 while at Santameri, far to the south, there are reports of 
the foundations of a small “Archaic” temple, with triglyph and metope 
blocks - the only cult evidence found in this area.123

Classical development has been characterised by Lakakis as the rise 
of urban centres at the expense of the countryside; although she cites the 
development of Dyme as an example of this, she notes it as but one in
stance of a wider phenomenon. There is a clear increase in site numbers 
(survey reports note 23), but the degree of continuity from the Archaic 
period appears low, and much Classical evidence is fourth-century rath
er than fifth. It may therefore be better to think in terms of the Classical 
roots of a Hellenistic rural revival (Hellenistic being the first time that 
the Mycenaean settlement level was re-attained in the Dyme area).

Only one site close to Kato Achaia, Maneteika (Keramida), has pro
duced probable Classical pottery mixed with Late Antique in a sherd 
scatter probably related to habitation.124 Otherwise, to the east and south 
of Dyme, we have widely separated surface traces generally related to 
settlement (perhaps scattered farmsteads) at the following sites: Ano 
Achaia (Agia Paraskevi), Limnochorion (Kalamakion, Profitis Ilias), 
Lakkopetra (Karavostasi Kastro, Ag. Nikolaos), Lakkopetra-Kiaphes, 
Lakkopetra-Stamatopouleika, Lakkopetra-Tragani, Ag. Nikolaos-Vasil- 
osykia, Ag. Nikolaos-Plakes, Ano Soudheneika-Stroupheika, and Phlo- 
kas (Zisimeika, Phegoula).125 Burial evidence is reported from only two 
sites. At Kato Mazarakion (Galaneika, Tria Magoulia), two groups of tu
muli have been found: the first comprises three small tumuli of which 
only one is preserved to any extent, but which may be dated by the nu
merous, mainly Classical, tiles and sherds which surrounded it (the sec
ond, further west, had two larger tumuli and is probably Hellenistic).126 
Further evidence of Classical tumulus burial was discovered during ille
gal excavation at Ano Soudheneika-Stroupheika (Ag. Konstantinos), 
close to the settlement traces noted above.127 The practice of tumulus bu
rial seems to be a local trait.

Further west, at Teichos Dymaion, pottery displaced into later levels 
includes Classical as well as earlier sherds, but finds continue to be spo
radic.128 The site was, however, no longer isolated since surface sherds 
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at Araxos-Mesa Paralimni (Vardhia) indicate Classical settlement.129 To 
the south, Classical settlement traces at Metochion may relate to surface 
sherds and burials at Lapas. A group of vases and a bronze mirror found 
in 1958 in the area of the railway station almost certainly come from a 
burial in view of their state of preservation - perhaps from a further 
fifth-century pithos which was destroyed by a bulldozer in 1986 - while 
a coin hoard found in this area in 1938 is also reported to come from a 
fifth-century burial.130 To the east, near Petrochorion, there are two sim
ilar instances of settlement traces: pottery, tiles and what are probably 
construction stones were found on the hill slope of Profitis Ilias, while 
Classical and Hellenistic pithoi and cist tombs were recorded at Skalou- 
la (Tzeros).131 Finally, to the south-west at Katarchia near Riolos, 
blocks, tiles and sherds have been discovered from a building which is 
probably Classical in date and may be the Temple of Athena Larisaia 
mentioned by Pausanias (7.17.5).132

In summary, the Dyme region is exceptional in Achaia both for being 
internally settled as late as the Archaic period, and for the steady in
crease in site numbers with no major hiatuses. Only two shrines have 
been discovered, both in the south and close to the Elean border; there 
are no other indications of public building. Despite the weight of histor
ical tradition surrounding Dyme, archaeological evidence currently sug
gests that a dispersed settlement pattern probably lasted until well into 
the Classical period. It is, of course, impossible to reconstruct the rela
tionship between particular sites, and the existence of local site grouping 
is likely, but there is nothing in the present record to indicate any early 
emergence of local or regional centres.

zv. The Pharai Valley
The Pharai valley runs inland from Chalandritsa towards Katarraktis 
and the northern borders of Arkadia (Arkadian Azanidos, in the area of 
Kalavryta, within modern Achaia). Literary references to this area are 
extremely scarce, a fact which almost certainly reflects its remoteness 
from the scene of major historical events. Yet it is also possible, albeit 
highly speculative, that the major changes in the structure of the archae
ological record at the start of the Archaic period, to be outlined in this 
section, indicate the early emergence of a political ordering which re
mained relatively stable through the Archaic and Classical periods. If so, 
it may have seemed to later commentators that the region had always 
been as they found it, and thus could contribute little to accounts of the 
developmental traits (notably synoecism) regarded implicitly or expli- 
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citly as characteristic of Achaian cities; thus the very different Early 
Iron Age ordering may have been of little interest if indeed it was 
known. Whatever the case, archaeology furnishes virtually the only evi
dence for the area. As elsewhere, this region was intensely settled during 
the Mycenaean period, with notable town sites excavated at Katarraktis 
and, most recently, Stavros Chalandritsa.133 Thereafter, the earliest Early 
Iron Age evidence is a late Protogeometric cist burial from Liopesi 
(Adriakou), but this need not long predate the mid-late eighth-century 
material to be considered here.134 With the exception of early sherds in a 
mainly Archaic scatter at Ag. Giorgios,135 Geometric evidence comes 
from dispersed burial sites, the exact date of which is hard to determine 
in the absence of independent checks, although they are unlikely to ex
tend beyond ca. 690. In the great majority of cases, it is clear from exca
vation reports that these were discovered by chance and already dis
turbed, and that other nearby burials were noted but not investigated. 
Nonetheless, even within this problematic sample there is such consid
erable variation in the form and content of burials over a small area that 
it is worth reviewing the evidence in detail.

Burials have been recorded at a number of sites. At Starochori (Kou- 
fales Pyrgaki, in the region of Bolioti), a Late Geometric pithos burial is 
reported as containing a small iron knife, with two vases and more 
sherds outside. Other tombs have been observed in this area: local infor
mation reports the discovery, in 1948, of two pithoi of uncertain date, 
and in the past few years a further Geometric pithos was observed in an 
area of prehistoric settlement.136 At Platanovrisi (Kamini, in the Metze- 
na Gorge) a disturbed double cist grave was found with an eighth-centu
ry oinochoe in situ (a Geometric ring was also found in this area, while 
a glass bead - possibly of Geometric date - is reported from nearby Le- 
ontion).137 At Skoros, two tumuli contained a number of cist burials (one 
of an unusual apsidal construction), and although the site was disturbed, 
three oinochoai were restored from sherds scattered nearby. Other simi
lar tumuli were reported but not investigated.138

At Troumbe, a disturbed Geometric burial in one of a group of tholos 
tombs contained 3 vessels (including a local prochous with a lion hunt 
scene), a bronze pin and a terracotta figurine; a further 7 vessels were re
stored from sherds probably dispersed from partially destroyed tombs 
which were investigated briefly. The re-use of the tholos was interpreted 
by Coldstream as hero cult on the basis of a newly-constructed interior 
wall which he saw as an altar, but this has not been generally ac
cepted.139
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Several grave mounds have been noted on the plain of Pharai, outside 
the village of Lalikosta and east of the Peiros river. Only one of these 
was opened, revealing cists and pithoi in its upper levels and a possibly 
Geometric chamber tomb at the bottom.140 Close to the 28km marker on 
the Patras road are 3 slab cists, the so-called A, B, T Group. Each con
tained a small number of local vessels together with small bronze ob
jects (including spit fragments). Two similar burials nearby, possibly of 
Geometric date, were reported but not investigated, while three further 
tumuli on the opposite hillside appear similar to those near Chalandritsa 
(Lalikosta).141 At Fteri, a large disturbed pithos contained at least 4 local 
vessels.142 Also close to the 28km marker on the Patras road, but on the 
opposite face of the ravine from Fteri, was a disturbed slab cist sur
rounded by a peribolos wall, which has produced 4 vessels (including a 
local oinochoe with bird frieze) as well as skeletal material.143 Finally, 
we should note the chance find of a kantharos at Bourines, probably 
from a burial.144

This evidence reveals an eclectic mixture of grave forms (pithoi, a re
used tholos, cists within tumuli etc.), grouping strategies (including tu
muli and a peribolos wall), and offerings (although imported pottery is 
significantly absent). While one cannot assess levels of wealth when 
graves are so disturbed, the variety of ceramic iconography is striking, 
and the instances of figure decoration (a lion at Troumbe, fish in grave A 
of the A, B, T Group, and birds at Fteri) are particularly striking and 
have given rise to considerable debate about their derivation. It has been 
argued elsewhere that in this area traits such as iconography and burial 
forms were linked in complex strategies of local differentiation between 
groups living in close proximity in a confined environment. It is surely 
no accident that of all the regions considered, the marking of local iden
tities is at its most complex in inland Achaia, and that the sharpest dis
continuities in the quantity and form of material evidence occur here al
so.145

The contrast between this situation and Archaic evidence is especial
ly striking. The only Archaic burial so far discovered is a re-use of slab
cist B of the A, B, T Group, which is dated to the late sixth or early fifth 
century by Corinthian conventionalising pottery.146 At Ag. Basileios, 
Chalandritsa, the discovery of a single Archaic oinochoe in a Myce
naean chamber tomb (part of a cemetery which otherwise went out of 
use in LHIIIC) may represent re-use, but the only other securely datable 
Archaic material is contained in the extensive sherd scatter at Ag. Gior
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gios, which includes relief band pithoi among other Archaic wares.147 
Suspected traces of cult (perhaps to Pan) have been detected in the caves 
of Monastiraki and Pangitsa near Katarraktis: unfortunately, the caves 
were thoroughly cleared in the Middle Ages, so the precise nature, date 
of commencement and duration of activity cannot be established 
(though it is certainly later than the Early Iron Age).148

Overall, therefore, there seems to be a marked change in the quantity 
and nature of evidence. Naturally biases exist, not least because of limit
ed investigation. Without goods, burials may be hard to date, and this 
may create an artificially large fall in post-Geometric site numbers, 
though in most cases the alternative dates proposed are earlier, rather 
than later, than the Early Iron Age.149 It is, however, clear that there was at 
the very least a major shift in site location (with the location of later sites 
as yet unknown) and this situation lasts throughout the Classical period. 
At Ag. Giorgios the sherd scatter includes a few Classical black glaze 
sherds, but the main area of Classical activity was slightly further west. It 
is conceivable that activity continued in the Monastiraki and Pangitsa 
Caves. Otherwise, only one Classical pithos burial, containing three pots, 
has been discovered at Rachividi, about 1 km outside Katarrakti. This pi
thos was not covered, and was only protected by a chance rockfall; if it 
was common practice to leave pithoi exposed in this way, this might help 
to explain the paucity of burial evidence, but this is speculation.150

In view of the long duration of this apparent trough in site numbers 
throughout the Archaic and Classical periods, it is tempting to suggest 
that the shortage of sites reflects settlement nucleation, although at 
present the only candidate for a large site during these periods is Ag. 
Giorgios which remains unexcavated. It is easy to envisage a situation 
where only a small change in circumstances - perhaps a small popula
tion rise - could disrupt the organisation of, and balance between, the 
mutually self-aware and closely proximate groups inferred during the 
eighth century, and thus act as a catalyst for very dramatic change in so
cial organisation and thus the structure of the archaeological record. 
Here it is interesting to compare the much more stable situation on the 
broader plains of northern Arkadia, immediately to the east around Ka- 
lavryta, where a number of small burial sites are found from the eighth 
century into Classical times (growing increasingly rich through the Ar
chaic period).151 How such change might relate to the establishment of 
the mere of Tritaia and Pharai is a more difficult issue, although if there 
was a real shift early in the seventh century, then this would be striking
ly early in comparison with evidence from other parts of Achaia.152 
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Much more detailed and systematic investigation will be needed to test 
these hypotheses adequately.

What emerges very clearly from the detailed analysis presented above is 
the regional diversity in the development of various Achaian settle
ments. Even allowing for a fragmentary literary and archaeological 
record, the pace and nature of change in each sub-region appears very 
variable, inevitably presenting difficulties in imposing any universal or 
generalising models. Nevertheless, we are unable to find any good evi
dence which would allow us to date the emergence of Achaian poleis 
much, if at all, before the fifth century B.C.

Particularly relevant to this question is the issue of synoecism, which 
represents a frequent topos within the literary sources and has a clear 
bearing on the CPC’s working assumption that the polis is simultane
ously a city and a state.153 Reinhard Koerner has argued that many of 
these synoecisms should have already taken place by the end of the sixth 
century B.C., citing the example of the athlete from Dyme who won an 
Olympic victory in 496 B.C. (see above). It is not certain whether Stra
bo wishes to imply a chronological synchronism when he juxtaposes the 
synoecisms of Dyme, Aigion and Patrai with those of Mantineia, Tegea, 
Heraia and Elis - the last of which is dated to the period after the Persian 
Wars -154 but the archaeological record generally argues against sixth
century synoecisms. It is not until the Classical period that there is a dis
cernible emphasis on urban centres at the expense of rural sites in the 
Dyme region, while at Patrai this is the period when the establishment of 
large rural sites at some distance from the urban centre may indicate 
some abandonment among intervening settlements. In the area of Ai
gion, the commencement of urbanisation within the city itself was a 
phenomenon of the fifth century. The process of synoecism is, no doubt, 
a lengthy one, but there is no evidence that would allow us to place the 
start of this process before 500 B.C. - the date at which the issue of co
inage, probably at Aigai, provides the first clear indication of a self-con
scious political identity.

It is often assumed that even if poleis were a relatively late phenome
non in Achaia, some sort of overarching political organisation existed 
from an early period. There is certainly good evidence to indicate that 
the Achaian League existed prior to its refoundation in 280 B.C., but it 
is difficult to subscribe to Larsen’s view that the legend of Achaian co
lonial foundations in South Italy allows us to trace Achaian political 
unity back as far as the eighth century.155 For what it is worth, the local 
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traditions recorded by Pausanias (7.6.1-2) speak of a plurality of rulers 
in the early period (ol ’ A/aioi xai ol paoiÀeîç aï’Tmv). After the death 
of Teisamenos (the son of Orestes and reputedly the leader of the 
Achaian migration to the northern Peloponnese) the rule (xqotoç) of the 
Achaians was distributed among the four sons of Teisamenos - 
Daimenes, Sparton, Tellis and Leontomenes - as well as being extended 
to their cousin Damasias and the unrelated Preugenes and his son, Pa- 
treus.

The first explicit reference to a collective boule of the Achaians is 
found in an inscription dating to the late fourth or very early third centu
ry, though Hypereides, in describing events of 324 B.C., speaks of a syl- 
logos (assembly) of the Achaians.156 However, the existence of a double 
politeia (i.e. of both an Achaian polis and the Achaian League), which 
was so central to the refounded League, can probably be traced back to 
the first third of the fourth century B.C., since at some point shortly be
fore 389 B.C., the Achaians enrolled the Aitolian city of Kalydon in the 
politeia of the League: ol ’A/aioi è'/ovieg KaXvôwva, f| to Jiakaiôv 
A’iTwXiaç f)v, xai jrokixaç nejioitipévoi toùç Kakvbœviovç, cppovp- 
eîv fivayzd^ovTO èv aïnfj.157 Xenophon even appears to regard Achaia 
itself as a polis when he describes the allies who rallied to the aid of 
Sparta immediately after the Battle of Leuktra: xai KoqlvOiol ôè xai 
Xixvmvioi xai OXeiåaioi xai ’Ayaioi paXa JiooØupæq qxoXotjØovv, 
xai dXÀat ôè JiôXeiç è^éjiepjiov OT^aTicuiaç (Hell. 6.4.18).

The fact that a shipowner named Lykon is described as ’ A/aiôç in an 
Athenian honorific inscription which should predate 413 B.C. may tes
tify to the League’s existence at this date,158 but earlier indications are 
difficult to substantiate. Patrai seems not to have consulted with other 
Achaian cities when it responded to Alkibiades’ request to extend its 
walls to the sea,159 and Pellene appears to have acted independently in 
joining the Peloponnesian League in 431 B.C.160 Nor does Thucydides’ 
reference (1.111.3) to Perikles taking Achaians with him on his siege of 
Akarnanian Oiniadai in the 460s B.C. necessarily imply the existence of 
the Achaian League: they are simply referred to as ’A/aiovç without 
any definite article and could just as easily be Achaian mercenaries. In 
fact, Thucydides refers far more frequently to the region of Achaia as a 
geographical pawn in Athenian and Spartan attempts to control the Co
rinthian Gulf than he does to the Achaians as a collective political en
tity.161

Polybios writes that the Italian cities of Kroton. Sybaris and Kaulonia 
met in the middle of the fifth century and decided to adopt the politeia of 
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the Achaians. Since this passage has been so central to many accounts of 
Achaian political history, it is worth citing in full: où pôvov ôè xaià 
TOÙTOVÇ TOÙÇ XatQOÙÇ àjlEÔé^aVTO TT]V aÏQEGLV TCÜV ’A/attuv, âÀXà 
xcù peià Ttvaç xqôvovç ôLooxeqwç wQp'qaa'v ejtl to pipprai 
yevéoHat ifjç JToÀtTEtaç aÙTwv. JtaQaxaXéoavTEÇ yàq otpâç xat 
OVpcpQOVÙoaVTEÇ KqOT(DVLCXT(XI, SußaQLTOll, KavXlDVLâTCll, JIQWTOV 
pèv cutÉÔEiçav Aidç Apapton xotvdv Ieqôv xai tôjtov, ev wtoiç te 
owôôodç xat tù ötaßovXia owêtéXow, ôeùtêqov toùç èOtopoùç 
xai vôpouç ExkaßovTEg toùç twv ’Axatœv EJiEßaXovTO xQfjoOat xat 
ôiotXEÎv xœrà toùtol'Ç Tqv JtoXtTEiav.162 It has generally been assumed 
from this notice that by the middle of the fifth century B.C. the Achaians 
both possessed a politeia and held regular synodoi in the sanctuary of 
Zeus. However, in our opinion far too much credence has been given to 
Polybios’ information and there are a number of objections which can 
be levelled against it.

First, it is important to recognise that Polybios’ intention is not to 
document early Achaian history per se but to establish a historical cre
dential which might prove his contention that the Achaian League of his 
own day enshrined age-old principles of equality and fairness. To em
phasise these qualities, it was necessary to retroject them, and it should 
be noted that elsewhere he attempts to trace the origins of the Achaian 
League back to the time of Teisamenos.163 Secondly, difficulties sur
round the inclusion of Sybaris, since this city had been destroyed by 
Kroton ca. 511/510 B.C.164 Strabo says that some survivors of the de
struction did attempt to resettle the city at a later date but were driven 
out by the Athenians and their allies who then refounded the site as 
Thourioi in 443 B.C.165

In any case, it is unlikely that conditions during the attempted reset
tlement were stable enough for Sybaris to participate in the confederacy 
described by Polybios, or that her presence would have been tolerated 
by her enemy. Frank Walbank has recognised the problem and suggested 
that Polybios is referring to Sybaris on the Traeis, where the exiles from 
Thourioi are supposed to have lied,166 but the Achaian pedigree of Sy
baris on the Traeis is not so evident, especially in the light of Strabo’s 
assertion that it was a Rhodian colony.167 Thirdly, we are not entirely 
convinced that the sanctuary of Zeus Hamarios/Homarios did act as a 
centre for the Achaian League as early as the fifth century.168 There is no 
doubt that the League met in the sanctuary after its refoundation: Strabo 
describes how the koinort of the Achaians met in the Homarion from 280 
B.C.;169 Polybios recounts that a stele was erected here in 217 B.C. re
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cording a mediation by the federal general, Aratos, to re-establish peace 
in Megalopolis;170 and an inscription from Arkadian Orchomenos which 
dates to 234-224 B.C. stipulates that the representatives of the Achaian 
federation have to invoke Zeus Amarios and Athena Amaria.171 This lit
erary terminus ante quern of 280 B.C. can be pushed back to ca. 371 
B.C. - the issue date of the earliest federal coinage of the Achaians 
which depicts the head of Zeus.172

The sanctuary of Zeus Homarios belonged to Aigion, but it almost 
certainly lay outside the city itself.173 Interestingly, Pausanias does not 
mention the Homarion;174 he mentions that the synedrion of the 
Achaians met at Aigion in his own day but he implies elsewhere that this 
only came about because of the destruction of Helike.175 Aymard there
fore hypothesised that the sanctuary lay midway between Helike and Ai
gion and that it was originally part of the chora of Helike, but became 
part of the territory of Aigion after the destruction of Helike and the re
distribution of its chora.™ Nevertheless, this is not entirely satisfactory 
and rather forces the meaning of Pausanias’ testimony which does ap
pear to make a clear distinction between an earlier meeting place at He
like and a later place of assembly near Aigion.

In fact, if any location functioned as a place of union for the Achaians 
in an earlier period it is far more likely to have been the sanctuary of Po
seidon Helikonios rather than that of Zeus Homarios. The cult of Posei
don was associated with Helike as early as the Homeric epics,177 and al
though it was traditionally treated as the meeting-place of the Ionians of 
Achaia, it clearly retained its importance through to the destruction of 
Helike in 373 B.C.178 Indeed, one might argue that it could not have con
tinued to act as a potent symbol of Ionian ancestral origins in the north
ern Peloponnese had it not retained its importance throughout the histor
ical period. If this hypothesis proves correct, then we might suppose that 
the sanctuary of Zeus Homarios only became the federal sanctuary of 
the Achaians after the destruction of Helike - the fact that federal coin
age bearing the head of Zeus appears only two years after this destruc
tion is therefore particularly suggestive. In the absence of archaeological 
evidence, certainty is impossible but we hope to have shown that there 
are good reasons for doubting the early existence of the Homarion as a 
federal centre and for viewing Polybios' testimony as an attempt to con
struct a historical legitimation for the Achaian League of his own day.

Nor do two earlier events which are sometimes invoked in support of 
an early Achaian League command much more plausibility. Pausanias 
(7.25.6) reports that when the Argives destroyed Mykenai in 468 B.C., 
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Mykenaian refugees fled to Kleonai, Makedonia and Keryneia in the vi
cinity of Aigion and Helike. Larsen has argued that this indicates the ex
istence of a federal government which extended free passage to the 
foreign refugees through the “string of city-states” which lay to the east 
of Aigion,179 though this argument would appear to be predicated on a 
rather anachronistic view of state boundaries and ignores the fact that by 
tracing descent from the Herakleidai, the Mykenaians could claim eth
nic ties with the Achaians.180 Finally, Anderson has suggested that the 
independent stance taken by the Achaians during the Persian Wars 
points to a common policy decision.181 Again, however, this is not an in
evitable conclusion, especially since Achaia was barely, if at all, af
fected by the invasion of Xerxes. Collective participation would have 
been a good deal more significant that collective non-participation.

In short, there is little solid evidence for the existence of an earlier 
Achaian League much before the very end of the fifth century. Indeed, if 
the league postdates the emergence of poleis in Achaia, it becomes easi
er to explain why in the later period there are clear differences between 
the constitutions of individual Achaian poleis.'62 Nevertheless, if the 
League itself is late, there is some evidence for an earlier, less formal 
and looser association of Achaian mere based on perceived ethnic affin
ity.

By the fifth century at the very latest, the Achaians were thought to 
constitute an ethnos. Herodotos (8.73.1) describes them as one of the 
seven ethne which inhabit the Peloponnese and adds that they have al
ways been indigenous there even if they had originally occupied another 
region within the Peloponnese. Thucydides (3.92.5), in describing the 
foundation of Herakleia Trachinia in 426 B.C., reports that the Spartans 
made a proclamation to the effect that any Greek could join the new set
tlement JtXf]v Trnvwv xat ’Ayatwv xai eotlv cbv dXAtov èOvwv. In 
Greek, the word ethnos carries a far wider semantic scope than its Eng
lish derivations,183 though it certainly can be applied to ethnic groups - 
that is, those whose common identity is predicated on kinship (however 
fictive) and an association with a primordial territory.184 The centrality 
of descent to notions of Achaian ethnic affinity is demonstrated by 
Herodotos’ comment (8.47) that the people of Kroton are Achaian “by 
birth” (KQOT(i)VLÏjTai ôè yévoç eloi ’A/ciioi). What engendered a sense 
of a collective identity among the historical Achaians was their belief 
that they were descended from heroes who, after being expelled by the 
Dorians from their original homes in Argos and Sparta, had migrated to 
Achaia where they replaced the former Ionian population.
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It has already been noted that there are few material indications for a 
sharp cultural discontinuity in Achaia, and we prefer to regard Achaian 
ethnicity as a constructed identity of the Early Iron Age rather than as 
the hazy memory of genuine migrations.185 It was important for the col
lective identity of the Ionians of Asia Minor to situate their origins in 
mainland Greece; Achaia was an obvious candidate since the Achaians 
had to regard themselves as newcomers to the region if they were to sub
stantiate their claim to being the descendants of the Homeric Achaians 
who had ruled in the Argolid and Lakonia. In fact, with the notable ex
ception of the Athenians and the Arkadians, it was generally the rule for 
Greek populations to regard themselves as immigrants from other re
gions - such a strategy allowed the Greeks to defer confrontation with 
the thorny issue of human origins. Nevertheless, the invention of the tra
dition is revealed by clear traces of other myths of ethnic origin among 
the Ionians of Asia Minor which situated their Urheimat elsewhere in 
Greece.186

Territoriality is an important component of ethnos states, but as we 
have seen, Achaia does not form a natural geographical or cultural 
unity.187 It is for this reason that we should perhaps follow Pausanias’ 
view that the geographical definition of Achaia was structured around 
the ethnic definition of its inhabitants and not vice versa.'88 The likeli
hood is that the notion of Achaian territoriality was a gradual and aggre
gative process, which began in the east of the region. First, it is the 
northern coastal mere of Pellene, Aigeira, Aigai, Helike and Aigion 
which are first attested in the literary sources,189 and it is here that the 
earliest evidence for cult is attested (see above). References to the west
ern and inland regions of Achaia are, by contrast, scarce in the literary 
record.190 Secondly, many of our sources state that the earlier name of 
Achaia was Aigialos/Aigialeia,191 a designation which is more appropri
ate to the northern coastal area with its settlements of Aigion, Aigai and 
Aigeira.

The very latest terminus ante quern for the association of ethnic 
Achaians with the north coast of Achaia is the middle of the sixth centu
ry, the date at which the Spartans decided to repatriate the bones of the 
Achaian king, Teisamenos, which were said to have been discovered in 
the region of Helike.192 If, on the other hand, Strabo (8.7.5) is right to de
rive the name of Dyme from the fact that it was the most westerly of the 
Achaian cities, then this should mark the completion of the territorial 
construction of Achaia (at least in a westerly direction). Mendonc 
argues that Dyme is attested in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, normally 
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dated ca. 600 B.C.,193 though the fact that it is mentioned as part of a sea
voyage around the Peloponnese after Pylos and before Elis, Ithaka, 
Doulichion and Zakynthos may suggest that this is a different Dyme. In 
fact, the literary and archaeological evidence considered above should 
suggest a date in the fifth century (and possibly even late in that century) 
for the synoecism of Dyme and thus for the final stage in the territorial 
construction of Achaia.

Certainly in the fifth century, ’A/atôç appears to be used as a region- 
al/ethnic designation rather than as a politikon sensu stricto. The clearest 
indication of this is the bronze statue group, seen by Pausanias (5.25.8- 
10) at Olympia, which depicted the Achaian heroes casting lots to see 
who would meet Hektor in single combat: the inscription, cited by Pau
sanias, reads Ten Ait lå/atot idyaXpaia tout’ åvéOr]XCxv eyyovot 
åvTiOéou TaviaXiöa néÀ.ojioç. Jeffery assumed that this was a dedica
tion by the Achaian Federation,194 but Pausanias (5.25.8) simply de
scribes it as the donation èv xotvm top ’A/atrnv eOvovç, and the ethnic 
signification of lå/aioi is emphasised not only by the subject matter of 
the statue group but by the self-professed derivation of descent from 
Pelops (via Teisamenos, Orestes and Agamemnon).

A similar usage of Achaios appears to be indicated on the base of the 
statue erected at Olympia in 460 B.C. for the athlete Oibotas. The in
scription describes him as an Achaian but his patris as Paleia (one of the 
demes of Dyme): Olvia Oißcbiag oictôiov vixcbv ôô”Axatoç I jiotq- 
iôa nàXetav Ofjx’ ôvopaoTOTÉçav.195 On another statue base at Olym
pia, dated to 480-475 B.C., the sculptor, Athanodoros, is described as 
’A/atog:196 that this is not simply a politikon may be suggested by the 
fact that his collaborator, Asopodoros, is described not as ’AQyeîog but 
as ô ô’ ’'Apyeog Et’otr/ooc) (probably indicating the Argive Plain 
rather than the city of Argos itself). It is possible too that the ’ Ayatog at
tached to the shipowner Lykon in a late fifth-century Athenian inscrip
tion (see above)197 is meant to indicate his ethnos rather than act as a po- 
litikon, especially since it is applied externally.198 In short, it should be 
reiterated that there is, at this period, no good evidence that the term 
“Achaian” carried its later political and juridical definition.

Ill
The traditional view that the colonising movement of the eighth century 
B.C. provides evidence for the pre-existence of the polis in mainland 
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Greece199 seems paradoxical when confronted with the fact that 
““Achaia” was not a polis yet Achaians founded many important colo
nies.”200 In fact, the case of Achaia highlights the theoretical problem of 
the role of colonisation in state formation. If the polis need not be a pre
condition for colonisation, can the reverse be true? Is it the case - as has 
recently been suggested, notably by Malkin and Hansen - that colonisa
tion and the formation of mother cities were reciprocal, simultaneous 
and interdependent processes? That is to say, was the act of separation 
and of sending out distinct groups of people a key factor in motherland 
consolidation?201 To explore this problem, we have to examine not only 
the form of Achaian colonies and their development (including the exis
tence of material links with the mother region), but also ways in which 
they may have influenced political development in the motherland, both 
in terms of the evolution of poleis as well as of ethnic identity.

There are a number of questions which immediately arise when con
sidering the motivation behind the Achaian colonisation of the west. 
First, why did the Achaians need to colonise? Secondly, who was in
volved in the group as a whole, and from where did they come? Thirdly, 
who was the oikist, where was he from and when did the oikist tradition 
arise in each case? Fourthly, why did Achaians colonise in Italy when so 
much of western Achaia beyond the Peiros river was relatively empty 
during the eighth century? Finally, how much of our knowledge of 
Achaian colonisation is based on outsider traditions and perceptions?

As we have argued in the previous section, the archaeological record 
suggests that population increase seems to have enhanced local varia
tion rather than acting as a catalyst for the evolution of any unifying po
litical or social structures. The rationale for colonisation may therefore 
vary from area to area. It should, however, be noted that tolerance of 
demographic change depends as much on social structure and flexibility 
(or willingness to modify when pressure cannot be accommodated), as it 
does on subsistence needs. In the absence of institutions designed to aid 
decision-making, any society which is dependent upon personal ties or 
kinship is likely to be especially vulnerable to demographic fluctua
tions.202 In the Pharai valley, we have described what appears to be a 
sharp transition from strongly differentiated grave groups within a high
ly fragmented landscape to what may be one, single large site. If this 
really is true, it marks the earliest and most dramatic shift in the level of 
integration in any part of Achaia. Interestingly, this appears to occur at 
the very end of the eighth century - i.e. immediately after colonisation - 
and it is tempting to speculate that the departure of part of the population 
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was a means of alleviating stress, succeeded by integration. Different 
circumstances prevail along the north coast. If Aigion was in any way 
typical, then the second half of the eighth century witnessed settlement 
expansion and a greater concern for territory, something which might 
well create (and be symptomatic of) strains and tensions. In neither case, 
however, need we infer any formal definition of the groups to be “ex
pelled”, and there is certainly nothing to compare with the Spartan Par- 
theniai - perhaps a more apt comparison would be with the trend for re
gions such as Achaia and also Arkadia to view mercenary service as an 
economic (albeit seasonal) opportunity, still allowing the retention of 
citizenship. If (as we believe) more than one area of Achaia participated 
in colonisation, this need not imply any regional unity or organised form 
of effort, but rather an identical response to shared problems.

It is, however, striking that the Dyme area seems, on present evi
dence, to have so few signs of settlement during the Early Iron Age. The 
settlement attested here from the seventh century effectively constitutes 
internal movement, something which follows, rather than precedes, ven
tures in the far west. At first sight, this observation seems illogical: if 
there is so much space close to home, why go abroad? In fact, internal 
settlement and external colonisation are not mutually exclusive. Athens, 
where internal settlement seems to have taken place prior to external co
lonisation, would appear to be a rare case. Corinth, by contrast, was ac
tive at an early date in the west, where she had links throughout the 
eighth century, yet settlement evidence from the Corinthian countryside 
is very limited. In the case of Sparta, the exodus of the Partheniai to Ta
ras should almost certainly be regarded as a political consequence of the 
Spartan creation of her conquest state.

It need not, therefore, be surprising that western colonisation pre
ceded internal movement, but it is worth considering how Achaians 
gained knowledge of the west, especially as west-east links along the 
Gulfs of Corinth and Patras were only sporadic after the end of the 
Bronze Age. During the Protogeometric period, much has been made of 
the similarity between three oinochoai from Derveni, Aetos and Mede- 
on. If all three come from the same source, Ithaka seems the most likely, 
but it is important to emphasise that they run counter to the regionalism 
which is so evident until the second half of the eighth century.203 Evi
dence for cross-Gulf traffic when it reappears during the second half of 
the eighth century is very different in nature, and rests on the spread of 
Corinthian imports into the north coast area. The catalyst here is prob
ably Corinth’s interest in forging links at least as far west as Ithaka and 
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probably beyond, in view of the presence of Corinthian pottery at Otran
to from at least 800 (although this probably involved more complex 
interactions).204 It is important to stress that at this stage evidence of im
ports in Achaia is confined to the north coast, and that contacts should 
be interpreted only in the most general sense, as a means of acquiring 
knowledge of the west via interacting with those (especially Corin
thians) who had already pursued interests in this direction for over half a 
century. There is no evidence for independent Achaian trading interests, 
let alone on a scale to match Corinth.205 An alternative source of infor
mation would be Delphi, where the first signs of contact (i.e. the pres
ence of impressed ware) also date to the second half of the eighth centu
ry.

With these points in mind, we should review briefly evidence for the 
nature and early development of Achaian colonies, beginning with Sy
baris, by the mouth of the river Aisaros.206 Its small double harbour by a 
fortified promontory, close to trade routes, implies maritime interests, 
though the plain also provided wealthy resources (particularly of grain 
and wine), and there is access overland to the Tyrrhenian coast. The city, 
which currently lies ca. 5m below the water table, was founded in 
721/720 B.C. according to Pseudo-Skymnos (360), though Eusebios 
dates it to 709 B.C.207

Archaeologically, the earliest occupation is indicated by Greek pot
tery in a layer over virgin soil, with no sign of structures. Thapsos ware 
is particularly well represented among the earliest pottery, and is fol
lowed by Corinthian Subgeometric and Rhodian.208 No evidence of 
Achaian imports has yet been identified, but by this point Corinthian 
pottery had spread along the Corinthian Gulf, making it impossible to 
tell exactly who brought what to the west. The situation does not change 
much through the Archaic period: the highest percentage of pottery is 
late seventh century onwards, and despite a considerable increase in the 
volume of material, imports still remain mainly Corinthian and East 
Greek, together with some Attic black figure. By this period, the great
est proportion of pottery is local (a pottery kiln was established in the 
Stombi area, see below), though it often shows strong East Greek influ
ence. As Guzzo stresses, early evidence from Sybaris reflects general 
trends in Archaic Aegean/Tyrrhenian commerce, and is echoed widely 
in Magna Grecia.209 The only point of similarity with Achaia is the pres
ence of Corinthian and Archaic Attic imports; everything else, including 
the East Greek pottery, makes Sybaris distinct from the motherland.
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Very similar influences are shown in the limited metalwork that is pre
served, as well as in the terracottas; here too, numbers reflect the same 
period of expansion.210

Although we cannot say much about the very earliest form of the col
ony, the situation changes during the second half of the seventh and ear
ly sixth centuries, when two principal excavated zones, ca. 1600m apart, 
provide key evidence for urban development. At Stombi, to the north, a 
lack of later overbuilding has preserved regularly disposed buildings 
which are probably private houses; similar, though more fragmentary, 
structures are found at Parco del Cavallo to the south. Knowledge of 
architecture is thus confined to houses and, in the case of the better-pre
served site of Stombi, dates to the last phase of the city. There are occa
sional signs of repair, but only one instance where a surviving lower 
foundation indicates the dismantling of an earlier structure. The houses 
are built of dry-jointed rectangular blocks of “river stone”, laid on virgin 
sand. They are tiled, with painted terracotta antefixes of local manufac
ture (nothing comparable is found in Achaia), and have beaten earth 
floors with pithoi outside.211 The plan axis of both areas is dictated by 
topographical factors, running parallel to the sea and following the 
alignment of the ancient course of the rivers Krathis and Sybaris.

Urbanisation is therefore an essentially sixth-century phenomenon, al
though our knowledge of it is partial. We have a general picture of the lo
cation of necropoleis and lines of defence as well as residential areas, but 
we do not yet know the form or position of any public area. Equally, we 
cannot reconstruct the pace and process by which continuous occupation 
over such a large area was achieved. Evidence for non-domestic architec
ture is limited to isolated fragments - a limestone capital from the Stom
bi area, and fragments of triglyphs together with the quite outstanding 
find of a continuous frieze in the Parco del Cavallo, which Mertens re
gards as part of two separate monuments (probably temples).212

In the chora, the impact on native settlement is immediate from the 
time of colonisation (indeed, native sites such as Francavilla were al
ready receiving Greek imports), but the later seventh or early sixth cen
tury was a period of particular influence on cults and architecture, re
flecting the urbanisation process within the city.213 Peripheral settle
ments such as Amendolara and Francavilla show similar architecture 
and layout to the Stombi area, and were abandoned in the late sixth cen
tury along with Sybaris. The use of cult in marking territoriality is chief
ly a feature of the sixth century. The most spectacular example is the 
shrine of Athena on Motta hill at Francavilla, which has both Sybarite 
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and local dedications - e.g. a bronze plaque dedicated to Athena by Kle
ombrotos son of Dexilaos (a mid-sixth-century Olympic victor). There 
are two superimposed buildings here. Building III, which is earlier, is 
rectangular with a pronaos; it is similar to the Greek “megaron” type, 
but also has roots in local architecture (especially in its column forms). 
The later Building I, dated to the first decade of the sixth century B.C., 
takes the form of a Greek temple, but with an elaborate fusion of Doric 
and Ionic architectural traits, a combination typical of Achaian colonies 
(cf. Metapontion) but unparalleled in the mother region.214 Sixth-centu
ry votives are also attested at Cozzo Michelicchio, San Mauro, San Mar- 
co-Roggiano and San Sosti,215 though unlike the Athena cult, there is in
sufficient archaeological evidence to identify the deities worshipped at 
these sites. This use of cult in marking colonial territory is much closer 
to the model of other colonies than it is to practice within Achaia.216

Strabo (6.1.13) describes Sybaris as an ’A/atrnv XTUjpa, and this 
view would appear to have been already accepted by the fifth century 
B.C., since elsewhere Strabo cites Antiochos of Syracuse, who refers to 
Twv ev SußctQEt ’Ayauhv (6.1.15). Much of the secondary literature 
names its oikist as Is of Helike,217 though our only source for this is Stra
bo (6.1.13): Helike’s supposed earlier importance at the centre of an 
Achaian identity (see above) would certainly make it a suitable candi
date for an invented homeland. Alternatively, an ancient commentator 
notes an eponymous founder, and it has been suggested that Strabo’s 
reading is a corruption of [S YB API IS.218 Aristotle also attests to the 
Achaian foundation of Sybaris, but he adds the detail that the Troizen- 
ians joined in the venture before being expelled by the Achaians: oiov 
TQ0Lt,T]vi0Lg ’A/ottot ovvcpxqoav Sußaptv, Elia JtAeioug oi ’A/ottot 
YEvopevoi E^EßaXov toùç Tqolùivlovç;.219 It is difficult to know what 
to make of this information, though the fact that Aristotle introduces it 
to corroborate his point that joint foundations were seldom successful 
should ensure that the story of Troizenian participation enjoyed com
mon currency by at least the fourth century. Yet Aristotle’s motivation 
here is surely concern with later Sybarite history, rather than any direct 
interest in the ethnic composition of the colonising group per se. Hero- 
dotos (5.44.2) notes the presence at Sybaris of a mantis from Elis, 
named Kallias, though there is no suggestion of a wider Eleian presence. 
Finally, Nikandros connects the toponym Sybaris with a river in Lokris 
and argues on this basis for the presence of Lokrian colonists, while Sol- 
inus attributes its foundation to Troizenians and to Sagaris, the son of 
Lokrian Ajax.200
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A very similar picture emerges at Kroton, in terms of town planning, 
the pace of development and the nature of material culture.221 Eighth
century pottery has been found in several parts of the modern city. On 
via Firenze (by the Calabro-Lucane station), constructions are mainly 
fourth-century, but the pottery goes back to the eighth century; some of 
the material here seems to suggest that Kroton was a well-established 
native site. Via Tedeschi has pottery dating to the end of the eighth cen
tury and walling belonging to structures laid out at the end of the 
seventh or beginning of the sixth century on a rectilinear plan with a 
north-south axis. The area around Campo Sportivo has dense occupation 
dating back to the eighth century, with seventh- and sixth-century kilns 
in nearby via Cutro indicating its use as an industrial area. Further activ
ity is attested at the end of the eighth century at the foot of the Batteria 
hill. In general, the ceramic record appears to be very close to that of Sy- 
baris, with the early appearance of Thapsos ware as well as orthodox 
Late Geometric Corinthian dating to the third quarter of the eighth cen
tury. Like Sybaris, Kroton displays the same pattern of imports and the 
same lack of Achaian links, though it sustained an earlier and more live
ly local production than that of Sybaris.222

It is therefore clear that right from the beginning there was simultane
ous occupation of at least three nuclei in the area between the hills of 
Castello and Batteria, although, like Sybaris, evidence consists of pot
tery rather than architecture. A formal layout on a grid-plan is only evi
dent at the transition from the seventh to the sixth centuries. Spadea sees 
this as a “realisation” of an initial plan, but this is conjecture, and there 
are no indications that an agora was a feature of the city from its founda
tion. The grid-plan layout of the city, which runs perpendicular to the 
coast, incorporates the pre-existing settlement nuclei, thus implying 
some degree of overall planning (though the grid is not always perfect, 
occasionally slipping in the Campo Sportivo). Interestingly enough, this 
nucleation does not disappear but remains a constant feature of the city 
- if anything, it becomes even more pronounced over time. The city may 
also have had a mud-brick defensive wall. A massive structure on via 
Tedeschi, dating to the late sixth or early fifth century may well be a 
temple, especially since a head which probably belongs to a marble ac- 
rolith was found in the vicinity.

In the chora, the first phase of sanctuary development dates to the 
mid-seventh to early sixth centuries. Particularly notable is the extra
mural shrine of Hera Lakinia on Cape Colonna, ca. 10km to the south
west of Kroton, where the first cult building (Edificio B) dates to the ve- 
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ry beginning of the sixth century, though votives found within the buil
ding are clearly earlier.223 From the seventh century onwards, shrines ap
pear to Apollo at Ciro Marina (an originally native site) and to a chthon- 
ic divinity at Santa Anna. On the hill of Vigna Nuova, the sacred area 
had religious buildings dating to the late sixth or early fifth century, and 
fifth-century votives, including iron and bronze; the popularity of in
scribed dedications here marks a clear difference from normal Achaian 
practice. As at Sybaris, the shrines appear to suit local purposes and cul- 
tic links to the mainland are unconvincing.224

Kroton was already regarded as an Achaian foundation by the time of 
the earliest literary references in the fifth century:225 a number of sources 
name its oikist as Myskellos of Rhypes.226 Strabo (6.2.4; cf. 6.1.12) 
makes its foundation contemporary with that of Syracuse (i.e. 733 B.C.), 
describing how Myskellos, the oikist of Kroton, and Archias, the oikist 
of Syracuse, made a joint consultation of the Delphic Oracle; asked 
whether they preferred wealth or health, Archias opted for the former 
and Myskellos for the latter. This tale is clearly a later fabrication, 
forged during a period when Kroton had achieved a certain fame for its 
doctors,227 and many scholars prefer to accept the Eusebian foundation 
date of 709/708 B.C., which would make it virtually contemporary with 
Sybaris.228

The fullest account of the foundation of Kroton is given by Diodoros 
(8.17). Myskellos arrives at Delphi to ask Apollo to grant him children. 
The first response that is given to him tells him that his wish will be ful
filled, but that he must first make his home in “great Kroton among the 
fair fields”. The fact that he will only be granted offspring after founding 
Kroton has suggested to some a memory of overpopulation in Achaia.229 
Since he does not know where Kroton is, the oracle gives a second re
sponse describing the route past Taphios, Chalkis, the lands of the Kou- 
retes and Echinades to Cape Lakinion, “sacred” Krimisa and the Aisaros 
river. Having visited Kroton, Myskellos returns to Delphi to ask if it 
might not be better to settle the more attractive site of Sybaris, to which 
the oracle replies that he should approve the gift that the god grants. It is 
this last oracular response which is also preserved by Hippys of Rhegion 
and Antiochos of Syracuse.230

There are a number of elements in this story which are sufficient to 
cast doubt on its original authenticity. The third oracle appears to suit the 
context of the rivalry between Kroton and Sybaris which should date to 
the sixth century B.C.231 Similarly, the mention of “sacred Krimisa” in 
the second oracle is probably to be seen in the light of Krotoniate expan
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sion throughout the sixth century.232 Furthermore, the list of sites given 
in the second oracle is useless as a genuine navigational document; it re
fers to locations in the Korinthian Gulf and in the immediate vicinity of 
Kroton but nothing in between.233 The colonisation of Kroton presents 
all the typical ingredients of a foundation myth: like Battos (the founder 
of Kyrene), Myskellos becomes an oikist malgré lui when he consults 
Delphi on an unrelated matter; like Battos, he attempts to evade the in
structions given to him; and like Battos, he bears a name derived from a 
physical disability.234 For this reason, it has been argued that the founda
tion legend can only have developed once the genre had been estab
lished and once Delphi had acquired an international prestige.135 The ap
pearance of the Delphic tripod on the earliest Krotoniate coinage of the 
mid sixth century may suggest that the “official” foundation story had 
developed by then, though it might also be connected with the ascendan
cy of the Pythagoreans.136

While the story of Myskellos represents one of the most consistent 
foundation accounts among the Achaian colonies of South Italy, other 
versions also survive. According to Diodoros (4.24.7), Herakles unin
tentionally killed the eponymous Kroton and made a promise to found a 
great city on the site of his grave. In a later attempt to synthesise the two 
versions, Ovid {Met. 15.12-59) has Herakles appear in a dream to Mys
kellos and order him to found the Italian city. That the Heraklean version 
commands some credibility is demonstrated by the issue of coins from 
420 B.C. onwards which show on the obverse Herakles sitting on a rock 
in front of an altar and the legend OIKISTAS, and on the reverse the 
Delphic tripod with Apollo fighting Python.237 The numismatic evi
dence might indicate that the version of Herakles’ foundation is later 
than that of Myskellos, though Maurizio Giangiulio argues for a more 
ancient connection between Kroton and Herakles.238

For Strabo (6.1.12), Myskellos was not the first Greek to arrive in the 
region of Kroton. He describes how some Achaians on their return from 
Troy strayed from the rest of the fleet and disembarked at the river Neai- 
thos near Kroton. While they were exploring the area, their female Tro
jan captives decided to burn their boats, forcing them to remain in Italy. 
They were immediately joined by other settlers on the basis of ethnic af
finity (xaià to opocpuXov). Although these Homeric Achaians inhabit 
the general area of the Tarentine Gulf rather than specific colonial foun
dations, the theme of a nostos preceding colonisation is important and 
recurs in the foundation stories of other South Italian settlements.

Finally, Pausanias (3.3.1) attributes the foundation of Kroton to Spar
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tans who settled there during the reign of Polydoros (i.e. the last third of 
the eighth century B.C.). Giulio Gianelli connected this legend with 
Lykophron’s description of Menelaos’ voyage to Cape Lakinion in Kro- 
toniate territory and the presence at Kroton of cults to Achilleus and 
Helen;239 Irad Malkin suggests that Kroton tried to establish “Lakonian 
national origins” in the 540s B.C. to prevent the Spartans aiding her en
emy, Lokroi Epizephyrioi.240 There is, however, always the possibility 
that too much credence has been given to Pausanias’ notice,241 and it 
may be that this particular foundation legend was invented by Taras, 
which was the only city of the region still in existence by the Roman pe
riod.242

Kaulonia lies on low hills by a straight open beach without a har
bour.243 The archaeological evidence is very fragmentary, but Orsi dis
tinguished a northern, a western and a southern settlement area. The 
northern area is clearly sixth-century and was created by the expansion 
of the primitive settlement on the lighthouse hill and in the Castellone 
region to the south of it. Elsewhere settlement traces are earlier; trial 
trenches dug by the north gate of the Hellenistic fortification wall have 
revealed Corinthian Subgeometric pottery in the lowest layer, and 
through the Archaic period there was a heavy concentration of Corin
thian finewares as well as Corinthian A, SOS and Ionian amphorae. By 
and large, the pottery of Kaulonia is very similar to the other Achaian 
colonies, especially with regard to the pattern of imports and local imi
tations. Archaic mud brick structures are attested, although they are ex
tremely fragmentary and hard to date precisely. Part of the early sixth
century rampart wall is also preserved, showing that it was abandoned 
and then replaced during the fifth century. This Archaic fortification im
plies that the area to the north of the lighthouse was already incorporat
ed within the city to some extent during the sixth century, though it is 
unclear whether the southern area was also included. Burials start from 
the mid sixth century, but the real expansion of the site, including the 
construction of a temple, belongs to the fifth century.

Kaulonia is described as a foundation of the Achaians (’A/aitov 
XTtopa) by Strabo (6.1.10). Pseudo-Skymnos, Solinus and Stephanos of 
Byzantium regard it as a secondary foundation of Kroton,244 though Pau
sanias (6.3.12) says its oikist was Typhon of Aigion. Anderson and 
Koerner have attempted to reconcile these conflicting accounts by posit
ing the presence of people from Aigion in the original foundation of 
Kroton.245 While it is certainly possible that some of the early inhabi
tants of Kroton originated from the area of Aigion, we prefer to see two 
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concurrent versions of Kaulonia’s foundation: a Krotoniate version in 
which Kroton is named as the Kaulonian metropolis, and a Kaulonian 
version which denied its derivative foundation and attempted to estab
lish genuine first-generation Achaian credentials by tracing its origins 
back to the (by now) wealthy town of Aigion. Kaulonia certainly seems 
to have been independent of Kroton in the sixth century when it was 
minting its own coins.246

Metapontion, situated 50 km west of Taras/Taranto, is from an ar
chaeological point of view one of the best explored sites in South Ita
ly.247 There is clear evidence of the pre-Achaian city discovered in 
soundings beneath the Achaian grid. The earliest pottery here includes 
imported Thapsos ware of the late eighth century as well as native 
wares. Both pottery and architectural structures at Metapontion display 
strong similarities with the nearby site of Incoronata, a site often clai
med to be an emporion and suggested by Orlandini to overlie the ruins 
of an indigenous village, though now believed always to have been a 
mixed site. The pottery is mainly local, though Corinthian dominates the 
imported fine wares from the start, and there are also many Corinthian 
and SOS amphorae. The local wares owe nothing to Achaia (a few par
allels have been noted with Megara Hyblaia), while the pithoi seem to 
be linked stylistically to Corinth and Athens rather than Achaia. The de
struction of Incoronata is dated by the presence of imported Protocorin- 
thian pottery but an absence of Early Corinthian. Conversely, although 
there is a small amount of Protocorinthian at Metapontion, it is dwarfed 
by the amount of Early Corinthian. This has led to the hypothesis of a di
rect link between Incoronata and Metapontion. Though the issues re
main complex, there is a growing opinion that the origins of colonial 
Metapontion date to ca. 630 B.C.

It is not until at least the middle of the sixth century that we find evi
dence of a walled, grid-planned city, with an agora and monumental 
shrine. Three principal cemeteries are known: the Pantanello necropolis 
begins in the 580s B.C., with mainly tile graves but some (generally 
wealthy) cists and sarcophagi, as well as some cremations; the Saldone 
necropolis lies 8km outside the city, while the Crucinia chamber tomb 
cemetery is situated immediately outside the city walls. At this point we 
can definitely speak of an urban centre linked to colonial activity, 
though its relationship to earlier institutions remains unclear. Under the 
fourth-century theatre in the agora has been found an amphitheatral 
building, capable of seating 8000, which has been interpreted as an Ekk- 
lesiasterion; its first phase dates to the mid sixth century, which is strik- 
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ingly early by any standards. A wooden predecessor, with ikria, is dated 
ca. 600, and if it is legitimate to assume a continuity of function, this es
tablishment of a common meeting place may provide concrete evidence 
for polis status. To the late seventh century belong remains of a sanctu
ary in the area of sacellum C; an ash altar and argoi lithoi were found at 
the east end and along the flank of the site where Temple B (possibly 
dedicated to Hera) once stood.248 Sacellum C itself is not earlier than 
600, but is built over a charred layer which indicates a wooden prede
cessor. Thapsos ware was recorded between the virgin soil and this 
charred layer, and the presence of late seventh-century figurines should 
indicate a cultic function. Unfortunately, the relationship between these 
elements, which appear to relate to the earliest polis, and pre-existing 
settlement is still unclear: unless the wooden remains constitute a de
fined phase, there still appears to be a chronological gap between the 
two. Although it has often proved tempting to attribute the destruction 
of the wooden shrine and assembly place to the Samnites whom Strabo 
(6.1.15) describes as having put an end to the earlier settlement, such an 
attribution is, on both chronological and textual grounds, impossible. It 
is impossible within the scope of this paper to give a full account of the 
extensive research undertaken on the Metapontine chora and its cults. It 
will be sufficient, however, to note that in general Metapontion fits well 
within the general picture of Achaian colonial activity that we have been 
sketching. There are a number of rural shrines in the chora, where the 
earliest votives replicate those found in the city.249

According to Antiochos of Syracuse ([FGrHist 555] fr. 12), Metapon
tion was founded by Achaians who were sent for by the Achaians of Sy- 
baris because of their enmity with the Tarantinoi: tov tôjiov è jroixfjoai 
twv ’A/aimv uvag [lETajTepxpOévTaç uno tgjv ev SußapEi ’A/atmv, 
pETanEpcpdfjvai ôè xonà pîoog to hqoç Tapavuvoug twv ’A/atcnv, 
Twv exheoovtov ex Tfjç Aaxtovixfjç, iva pi) Taoaviîvoi yeltvlcdvteç 
EnmT]ôr]oa.iEV tco TÔJiœ. Similarly, Pseudo-Skymnos (328) includes 
Metapontion among those cities that were colonised by Achaians from 
the Peloponnese. It has been pointed out that an ancestral hatred 
between Sybaris and Taras is hard to reconcile with Ephoros’ comment 
([FGrHist 70] fr. 216) that the Partheniai had aided the Achaians in their 
struggles against indigenous Italic peoples prior to founding Taras; in 
Bérard’s view, a better context for this conflict between Tarentinoi and 
Achaians is the struggle between Thourioi and Taras for possession of 
the Siritid between 443 and 433 B.C. - the time at which Antiochos was 
writing.250
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Antiochos specifies that the site of Metapontion had formerly been 
occupied, and Strabo (6.1.15) says that it was first founded by Pylian 
companions of Nestor after their return from Troy: he adds that the evi
dence for this is the fact that funerary ceremonies were performed in lat
er times in honour of the Neleids. Solinus (2.10) also reports the Pylian 
foundation of Metapontion, while Bacchylides (11.113-26) attributes its 
foundation to Achaians (without further specification) on their return 
from Troy. This version of Metapontine origins thus belongs to the ranks 
of nostoi foundations. Strabo (6.1.15) recounts another (unreferenced) 
tradition which has Metapontion founded by an Achaian named Leukip- 
pos who obtained the site by trickery from the Tarantinoi. Leukippos 
was almost certainly recognised as the official oikist by the second half 
of the fourth century, when he first appears on Metapontine coinage, 
though the earlier authenticity of the tradition is rendered suspect by the 
fact that the same hero and the same artifice are reported by Dionysios 
of Halikarnassos for the foundation of Kallipolis.251 Ephoros’ attribution 
([FGrHist 70] fr. 141) of the foundation to Daulios, tyrant of Krisa, is al
so dubious.252 Eusebios dates the foundation of Metapontion to 773/732 
B.C., but in the light of the archaeological evidence presented above, 
this is almost certainly more than a century too early.253

Finally, Poseidonia is named as a secondary colonial foundation of 
Sybaris by Strabo (5.4.13) and Pseudo-Skymnos (249). Solinus (2.10) 
simply attributes its foundation to “Dorians”, and it has often been sus
pected that it was founded by the Dorian Troizenians who had co
founded Sybaris but were expelled shortly afterwards by the 
Achaians.254 No oikist or foundation date is given, though recent exca
vations have determined that the colony was established simultaneously 
with the implantation of the extra-urban sanctuary to Hera at Foce del 
Sele in the early years of the sixth century (i.e. almost a century later 
than previously supposed). Burial evidence suggests an escalation in 
activity throughout the sixth century with a balance of Archaic imported 
wares comparable to other sites.255

Despite the evident variations in foundation legends, it is fair to say 
that we can also discern a more persistent tradition associating the cities 
of Sybaris, Kroton, Kaulonia, Metapontion and Poseidonia with the 
Achaians. On the other hand, there is no solid evidence for viewing 
these foundations as official enterprises, undertaken either by the 
Achaians collectively or by individual Achaian metropoleis.256 In the 
case of the foundation of Kroton, Myskellos receives his orders as an in
dividual rather than as an official statesman.257 Rhypes is simply treated 
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as his place of origin rather than as the official metropolis of Kroton, and 
it is worth noting that the sources in which this city of departure is men
tioned are slightly outnumbered by those in which it is not. The tradition 
for the foundation of Sybaris by Is of Helike is less secure, and more 
general Achaian origins are normally hypothesised due to the fact that 
the names of the Sybaris and Krathis rivers, between which Sybaris was 
situated, appear to replicate the hydronyms of a spring near Boura and a 
river at Aigai respectively.258

Werner Goegebeur has gone so far as to argue that in Herodotos’ 
opinion, the Achaian colonies of South Italy were not historical founda
tions of the north Peloponnese at all.259 The problem arises with the am
biguity of the term “Achaian”, and the fact that it may designate the pre
Dorian inhabitants of the southern and eastern Peloponnese on the one 
hand, and the historical occupants of the northern Peloponnese on the 
other. This ambiguity is, as we have seen, preserved in the western colo
nies where foundation legends referring to colonisation by the historical 
region of Achaia coexist with nostoi legends telling of the arrival of Ho
meric Achaians to Magna Graecia. Goegebeur analyses Herodotos’ de
scription (8.43-48) of the contingents at the Battle of Salamis, and notes 
that while Herodotos normally describes the contingents in terms of 
both their ethnic affiliation and their metropolis,260 the Krotoniates are 
simply described as ethnically Achaian (KpOTwvifjToa ôè yévoç elot 
’A/aiol).261 Noting that this passage - together with Bacchylides’ refer
ence (11.113-26) to the foundation of Metapontion by Achaians return
ing from Troy - constitutes our earliest evidence for the origins of the 
Achaian colonies, Goegebeur concludes that for Herodotos, “Achaian” 
has its “protohistorical” meaning which situates the roots of the western 
colonies in the pre-Dorian Peloponnese.262

It is certainly true that the evidence for close links between Achaia 
and the Achaian colonies is ambiguous. The preservation of north Pelo
ponnesian toponyms and hydronyms in South Italy seems to suggest 
that many or most of the colonists hailed from the historical region of 
Achaia,263 and both Achaia and the Achaian colonies appear to share the 
same alphabetic script and Western Greek dialect (though it should be 
stressed that this assumption is largely predicated on the evidence of the 
Italian settlements).264 There is also limited evidence for cultic connec
tions; the epithet Mekl/iog, attached to Zeus in a late sixth-century in
scription from Kroton, can probably be connected with the Zeus 
Mekkl/tog worshipped at Pellene and the river Meilichos in the vicinity 
of Patrai.265 Furthermore, Metapontine coins of the first half of the fifth 
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century testify to a cult of Acheloos, a name shared with a river near 
Dyme.266

Conversely, material evidence linking the Achaian colonies with 
Achaia is very thin indeed. The colonies have a great deal in common, 
but what seems to be a peculiarly colonial fusion of traits (such as the 
nature and origin of imports, burial customs, and architectural styles) 
owes nothing to Achaia. Thus, for example, Mertens remarks that of all 
the South Italian colonies, those of Achaia have a distinctively local 
architectural mix of stylistic components of diverse origins, in which 
Doric and Ionic stylistic traits compete on almost equal terms, and in 
general, the material culture of the colonies is as open to Attic, Doric 
and Ionic elements as it is to general Peloponnesian features.267 Similar
ly, while the politeiai of the colonies exhibit certain similarities,268 it is 
not clear how these relate to the mainland - indeed, the model for the 
prytany organisation of the colonies may derive from Corinth rather 
than Achaia.269 Furthermore, in terms of cubic connections, it is impor
tant to note that the significance attached to the worship of Dionysos, 
Artemis and Poseidon in Achaia is not nearly so evident in the western 
colonies, where the most prominent cults are to Hera and Apollo.270 In 
fact, Hera Lakinia, whose cult was from the beginning so intrinsic to the 
identity of Kroton, appears to bear the characteristic warrior and kouro- 
trophic aspects which are the hallmark of Hera Argeia in the Argolid.271

In the Argive Plain, the cult of Hera appears to have acted as a symbol 
of Achaian identity, manipulated by those who employed their supposed 
descent from Herakles and the Herakleidai to legitimate their claims to 
territory and status.272 Is it possible that the cult of Hera Lakinia served 
similar purposes in South Italy? Apart from the strong resemblance 
between Hera Lakinia and Hera Argeia, there was a tradition that her 
sanctuary had been founded by Herakles himself.273 Nor is the impor
tance of Herakles restricted to the immediate vicinity of Kroton: a sixth 
century inscription attests to his cult at Metapontion.274 The catalyst for 
“playing the Achaian card” was almost certainly the rivalry that existed 
between the Achaian colonies and Taras.275 By promoting their Achaian 
origins, the Achaian colonies could lay claim to a glorious heroic past in 
which the Dorian ancestors of the Tarentine colonists had not participat
ed.276 They could also, however, employ their Achaian identity to pass 
themselves off as the direct descendants of those heroes whose nostoi 
first brought them to the shores of Italy, establishing a prior legitimation 
for settlement which was aimed not only at their Tarentine neighbours 
but also at the indigenous populations of South Italy.
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Clearly, this construction of an Achaian identity through opposition 
with the Dorians of Taras sought its legitimation in the pre-Dorian patri
mony of the Peloponnese. We would not, however, establish as sharp a 
dichotomy between the protohistorical and historical meanings of 
“Achaian” as Goegebeur does (see above). The ethnic and geographical 
definitions of “Achaian” had, as we have seen, already coalesced by the 
middle of the sixth century at the very latest, when Teisamenos’ bones 
were located at Helike. It is therefore clear that Herodotos gives no 
place of origin for the Krotoniates because he wished to avoid the redun
dancy that would have resulted from saying that they were “Achaians 
from Achaia.” The historical region of Achaia provided an important 
stepping-stone and point of reference within the colonists’ attempts to 
trace their ultimate origins back to Lakonia and the Argolid. It may in
deed be the case that the proclamation of Achaian identity in South Italy 
also had an important galvanising effect on the identity of the scattered 
populations of Achaia.

In this paper, we have sought to trace the emergence of poleis sharing a 
politically significant ethnic consciousness across a region which is both 
culturally and geographically diverse. We have documented major dif
ferences in the developmental trajectories of various sub-regions of 
Achaia, contrasting material and documentary evidence from the settle
ments of the north coast, from Patras (with demes scattered through the 
chora of the later city), from Dyme, and the Pharai valley. In all cases, 
archaeological evidence can be equated with the 12 mere and their con
stituent settlements listed in literary sources, but the relationship is not 
clear cut, uniform across Achaia, or stable through time, and it is clear 
that common terminology (such as the topos of synoecism) covers sig
nificant developmental differences. In no area can polis status be pushed 
earlier than the fifth century, and tentative signs of urbanisation are a 
phenomenon of the Classical period (and often fourth-century rather 
than fifth).

Against this background, we suggest that both internal settlement and 
external colonisation can be understood in terms of common interests 
arising from these very different situations (notably along the north 
coast and in the Pharai valley). This coincidence should not be taken to 
imply a strong regional organisation or even temporary political unity, 
and it must also be noted that the localisation of oikist traditions on the 
north coast is a post-colonial phenomenon. Equally, nothing in the mate
rial record of Achaia can be directly ascribed to the impact of colonisa- 
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tion. Indeed, the pace of change in Achaia and among her western colo
nies is very different. In the west, the sixth century was the key period of 
urbanisation, whereas on the mainland, the next phase of change follow
ing the eighth century colonial period was the fifth and fourth centuries. 
There is no evidence of material interaction or shared institutions. Like
wise, a self-conscious Achaian ethnicity seems to have developed in the 
west during the sixth century, probably in reaction to pressures from La- 
konian Taras rather than any input from the mainland. In Achaia, al
though a general ethnic sense may have existed throughout the periods 
under consideration, the politicisation of Achaian identity follows upon 
polis development from the fifth century onwards. Here too, there is 
something of a chronological mismatch, but we should not rule out the 
possibility that colonial ethnicity had a long term effect on the mother
region in the wake of polis formation. Achaian ethnicity is thus a double 
phenomenon, with two distinct strands serving two distinct needs; rath
er than creating a hybrid notion of “Achaian-ness”, it is essential to trace 
these elements independently and then to consider possible interactions. 
In short, the very fact that Achaia and her colonies do not readily fit any 
of the existing models of colony/mother-city relations raises important 
questions concerning the relationship between the processes of con
struction of identity in the two areas.
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Amandry, “Petits objets de Delphes,” BCH 68/9 (1944-5) 37 fig. 3 (Delphi, Geometric 
House deposit). Finds from Lousoi were noted by M. Petropoulos in a paper delivered to 
the 5th International Congress of Peloponnesian Studies, Nauplion, 6-10 September 1995 
(with thanks to the excavation director, Dr. V. Mitsopoulou Leon); we are grateful to Dr. 
Petropoulos for this information.
71 See e.g. M.E. Voyatzis, The Early Sanctuary of Athena Aiea at Tegea and Other Ar
chaic Sanctuaries in Arcadia (Göteborg 1990) ch. 3.
72 M. Petropoulos, “FlEQiJtTEQOÇ aipiôuitroç yecd|1etqixôç vaôç oto Avid Ma'Çaowxt 
(PaxiTO) naxoœv,” in Ilgaxrtxa A Aleüvovç SvvEÔgtov nEkojtovvpøtaxwv Sjtovôâtv. 
KôgtvOoç 9-16 SEtiTEpßgtov 1990 II (Athens 1992-93) 141-58.
73 Enciclopedia dell’Arte Antica, Classica e Orientale VI, s.v. Pitsa, colour plate 
between pp. 202 and 203, for depiction of a conical oinochoe being borne in a procession 
towards an altar on a votive plaque from Pitsa.
74 See F. de Polignac, Cults, Territory and the Origins of the Greek City-State (Chicago 
1995); also papers in S.E. Alcock & R. Osborne (eds.), Placing the Gods: Sanctuaries and 
Sacred Space in Ancient Greece (Oxford, 1994).
75 Åstrom (supra n. 42) 108; Rizakis (supra n. 3, Sources'), 193-94.
76 ArchDelt 20 B ( 1965) 223.
77 Among the Archaic material are Corinthian and black-figured sherds: ArchDelt 20B 
(1965)223.
78 ArchDelt 43B (1988) 170.
79 Early Iron Age pottery from surface survey in western Achaia is currently being stud
ied by Ms Eleni Simoni. We are grateful to her for confirming this observation.
80 For recent overviews of this area, see M. Petropoulos, “TonoYQacpixd TT1S Z(’,oa5 
Ttnv naiQÉwv,” in Rizakis (ed.) (supra n. 3) 249-58; M. Petropoulos & A. Rizakis, “Settle
ments Patterns and Landscape in the Coastal Area of Patras. Preliminary Report,” JRA 7 
(1994) 183-207. For Tsoukaleika/Olenos, where a fourth-century cist tomb has been 
found, see Petropoulos & Rizakis (op. cit.) site 25; Petropoulos (op. cit.) 253 n. 50.
81 E.g. at Koukoura (Achaia Klauss), only four chamber tombs continue from LHIIIA- 
SM; AR ( 1992-93) 23, citing report in Rizospastes 27.8.92.
82 Thea: Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) 197. Kallithea: AR (1988-89) 41; Ergon 
( 1987) 89-91 (PG? sherds in LH tholos with multiple (40+) burials, LH1-III; elsewhere in 
this cemetery, burials go to LHIIC).
83 Petropoulos (supra n. 80) 256.
84 Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) 197 and tables 2a-2d, figs. 4a-4c.
85 Th. Papadopoulos, Mycenaean Achaea (Göteborg 1979) 28. However, Petropoulos 
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(supra n. 55) 495 and n. 5 notes that no PG or G traces have been found and that 
Papadopoulos’ report does not cross-check.
86 Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) 197 n. 23 report 6th century sherds.
87 Psila Alonia: ArchDelt 26 B (1971) 151. Odos Korinthou 18: ArchDelt 42 B ( 1987) 
151. Inscription: Jeffery (supra n. 9) 224 no. 3; Papapostolou (supra n. 10) 34 no. 1, Patras 
inv. 147. Petropoulos (supra n. 55) 495-96 notes that the Archaic and Classical city ex
tended from the south slope of the Acropolis towards Psila Alonia, whereas the late Helle
nistic goes down towards the sea.
88 Thue. 5.52.2. See Anderson (supra n. 19) 79; Koerner (supra n. 22) 467, 476. I. 
Papapostolou, “IoTÔytxEç papiuyiEç xai ayx<nokoyixâ EDQfipaia tt]ç xkaøixrig xat 
tî|Ç jiQiDipiqç EÀ.X.TivLOTtxr|g jtôXtiç itov naTQtôv,” in Tôpoç TippTtxôç K.N. Tgiavra- 
cpvÅÅ.ov I (Patras 1990) 466 n. 11 conjectures that the lower part of a fortified structure 
found at the northern edge of the Roman city on Odos D. Botsi 52 may be part of this 
wall.
89 Rizakis (supra n. 3, Sources) 163-65; LIMC s.v. Patreus, Preugenes (M. Petropoulos).
90 E. Curtius, Peloponnesos: eine historich-geographische Beschreibung der Halbinsel 
I (Gotha 1851)437,453.
91 Etym. Magn. s.v. ’Aoôï].
92 ArchDelt 40 B ( 1985) 120. The only other remains of the temple found to date com
prise three fragments of architectural sculpture of the end of the fifth century - two com
batants from a pediment and an acroterial Nike: I. Trianti, O rÀUJTTÔç ôtâxoopoç tov 
Naov OTO MâÇl Tpç Hheiaç (Thessaloniki 1985) 116-17, 133; Petropoulos (supra n. 80) 
fig. 3. Paus. 7.19.1 notes that this sanctuary was shared by Aroe, Antheia and Mesatis dur
ing the Ionian occupation of Achaia.
93 M. Moggi, I sinecismi interstatali greci (Pisa 1976) 92-93. M. Petropoulos, Tà 
ÈoyaoTrioia twv (jtnpatxthjv kv/vagtæv Tfjç nâTQaç xat to Av/vopavreto (PhD thesis, 
University of Ioannina, 1994) 43 argues that the political synoicism of Patras did not take 
place before the mid fifth century, noting that the city cemetery does not predate the sec
ond half of the century (we thank him for this reference).
94 Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) sites 102, 103. Anemos: AR (1955) 17.
95 Charadron/Patras: Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) site 109.
96 Petropoulos (supra n. 80) 253; Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) site 57. Graves at 
Mygdalia/Petroton: ArchDelt 43 B (1988) 168. Petropoulos (supra n. 55) 517 n. 28 reports 
signs of a fortified acropolis on the hill of Siderokastro, with scattered Myc. and G sherds, 
damaged C or HL cist tombs on the east slope, and 5 LG pithos burials slightly higher on 
the west side. Lower in the nearby hollow of Xeropotamos are blocks from a large Classi
cal or Hellenistic building.
97 ArchDelt 26 B (1971) 185-86; Petropoulos (supra n. 80); Petropoulos & Rizakis (su
pra n. 80) 197.
98 I. Dekoulakou, ‘TEupETQixoi ratpixot JtiOot Axa'taç,” ArchEph (1973) Chr., 15- 
29. Contents as follows: Pithos 1 = 2 handmade prochoes, 2 bronze rings, 2 pins and a spi
ral; Pithos 2 = kantharos, iron pin, bronze lekythos/oinochoe, bead necklace, ring, spiral, 2 
disc ornaments; Pithos 3 = clay bowl, 2 bronze fibulae, bronze bowl, bronze pins and a 
ring, iron knife, iron pins, sword and spearhead, glass beads; Pithos 4= clay bowl, kotyle, 
bronze ring and a bead, iron pin.
99 Dekoulakou (supra n. 98) dates pithos 1 as E/MG on the basis of the pins contained. 
Yet these are of a type which dates from the early ninth to the mid eighth century (P. Ja- 
cobsthal, Greek Pins and their Connexions with Europe and Asia [Oxford 1956] 5-6); had 
they been found in a region further east one might suggest a ninth century date, but it is 
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very hard to place Achaian finds so precisely. For general discussion of the chronology of 
this pair of burials: C. Morgan, Settlement and Exploitation in the Region of the Corin
thian Gulf c. 1000-700 BC (PhD thesis, University of Cambridge, 1986), 17-20.
100 Dekoulakou (supra n. 98); Morgan (supra n. 99) 65-66. Pithos 4 is dated by a Corin- 
thianising kotyle.
101 National Road: ArchDelt 26 B (1971) 185-86 pls. 166-67, containing a clay flask 
and similar quantity of bronze items to those in pithos 2. Panagia: ArchDelt 36 B (1981) 
166. Bosinaki: ArchDelt 30 B (1975) 120 (only find is a spearhead outside the grave).
102 Petropoulos (supra n. 80) 256; Petropoulos and Rizakis (supra n. 80) site 111.
103 Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) site 124 (Platani). Kato Kastritsi/Papadokosta: 
Petropoulos (supra n. 80) 256.
104 ArchDelt 30 B (1975) 118; Dekoulakou (supra n. 48) 228 fig. 19; Petropoulos (su
pra n. 80) 257; Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) sites 113-116.
105 Panormos: Petropoulos (supra n. 80) 257; ArchDelt 22 B (1967) 216 (the Chatzeika 
tombs contained three black figure lekythoi, PM 940-942); see also Petropoulos & Rizakis 
(supra n. 80) sites 118, 120.
106 Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) sites 137 and 124 respectively.
107 Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) sites 70 (Gerokomeio), 6 (Alissos/Ag Paraske
vi), reported in ArchDelt 45 B (1990, forthcoming), 5 (Alissos/Kamenitsa). K. Papagian- 
nopoulos, “AgxatoXoYixT] EQEUva <jif| jiêqloxti AXiooov-ØEQiavov,” in Tôpoç TtpTjTt- 
xôç K.N. T(JtavTaqtv7Å.ov I (Patras 1991) 545.
108 Petropoulos & Rizakis (supra n. 80) 197-98, and tables 2a-2d, figs.4a-4c; M. Petro
poulos, “AyqotixÉç narpaïxfiç,” in P.N. Doukellis & L.G. Mendoni (eds.), Structures ru
rales et sociétés antiques. Actes du colloque de Corfou, 14-16 Mai 1992 (Paris 1994) 405- 
424.
109 ArchDelt 40 B (1985) 120; Petropoulos (supra n. 108). Papapostolou (supra n. 88) 
466 n. 5 notes early Classical material at Kouphomiheli-Melitzani, also in fill around the 
ca. 1st AD bridge across the river, further NW; cf. n. 93.
110 A. Rizakis, Paysages d’Achaie I. Le bassin du Peiros et la plaine occidentale (Ath
ens 1992); M. Lakakis, “Ayqôtlxoi oixtopoé ott] Avp.aia xwQCt; î] ."TEpinriDOTi rov IIetq- 
oxwqiou,” in Rizakis (supra n. 3) 241-46; A. Rizakis & M. Lakakis, “Polis et Chora, 
l’organisation de l’espace urbain et rural en Achaïe occidentale,” Actes du congrès inter
national de l’archéologie classique de Berlin (Frankfurt 1990) 551-52.
111 Kato Achaia: this material is currently being studied by Ms A. Vasilogamvrou (Pa
tras Ephoreia), and we are grateful to her for this information. Papadopoulos (supra n. 85) 
24, 46-7; Rizakis (supra n. 110) 102-107, site 7; Prakt (1962) 130; ArchDelt 19 B (1964) 
187-89; ArchDelt 20 B ( 1965) 224-27.
112 Paus. 5.9.1. See Koerner (supra n. 22) 469; Moggi (supra n. 93) 123; L. Moretti, 
Olympionikai, I vincitori negli antichi Agoni Olimpici (Rome 1957) no. 171. For Paleia: 
Paus. 6.3.8; 7.17.6.
113 ArchDelt 39 B (1984) 101; ArchDelt (1985-1988, forthcoming); Rizakis (supra n. 
110) 68 and ch. 4, site 24.
114 Jeffery (supra n. 9) 224 no. 1; A. Wilhelm, Beiträge zur griechischen Inschriften
kunde (Vienna 1909) 121 no. 106, fig. 69; Papapostolou (supra n. 10) 34 compares it with 
his no. 1.
115 ArchDelt 43 B (1988) 168 notes discovery of parts of large burial pithoi, probably 
Geometric in date.
116 Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 36.
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117
118
119
120
121
122

Rizakis (supra n.
Rizakis (supra n.

110) site 45.
110) site 49.

Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 50,
Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 65;
Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 77.

lekythoi Patras Museum 604-607.
Lakakis (supra n. 110) 244-45.

Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 63.
123 ArchDelt 22 B ( 1967) 216.
124 Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 26.
125 In order of notice: Rizakis (supra n. 110) sites 33 (1 fragt C? pithos rim with mod
ern), 18 (C -R sherds, tile), 10 (Hell fortification, earlier stray sherds 4thC), 15 (C-R, few
Classical sherds localised on east part of site), 16 ( C-R, few sherds and tiles), 17 (C-H, 
sherds and tile), 44 (C?-Hell, tiles and sherds), 45 (extensive sherd scatter mainly C), 48 
(C-R sherd and tile scatter, dispersed stones probably ancient), and 53 (C?-Hell sherds).
126 Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 46.
127 Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 49.
128 ArchDelt 20 B (1965) 224-27; red figure sherds include one with an incised sigma.
129 Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 2. Åstrom (supra n. 42) 102 notes the collection of black 
glaze sherds from Gerbesi (Loutra Araxou) in 1961.
130 Rizakis (supra n. 110) sites 8, 9. Burials: ArchDelt 42 B (1987) 165. 1958 group 
comprised 4 lekythoi (PM 562-565), a skyphos (PM 566), and a bronze mirror (PM 656). 
1986 pithos burial contained 2 BG lekythoi (PM 7491-7492), a BG kylix (PM 7493), and 
a small BG kotyle (PM 7494). Coin hoard: BCH 63 (1939), chronique 288; M. Thompson, 
O. Mørkholm, and C. Kraay, An Inventory of Greek Coin Hoards (New York 1973) 8 no. 
35 (containing coinage of Elis, Phokis and Aigina).
131 Rizakis (supra n. 110) sites 65, 66.
132 Rizakis (supra n. 110) site 77.
133 Papadopoulos (supra n. 85) 30-31,44-48. Chalandritsa: ArchDelt 40 B (1985) 136- 
38, LHIIIB-SM settlement on site of local health centre. 3 concentric areas of building 
with radiating roads; 2 storeyed houses (cuttings for wooden stairs), with one or two trap
ezoidal rooms, ground floors with hearths used for heating also storage, cooking areas out
side.
134 ArchDelt 19 B (1964) 186, containing a kyathos (PM679) and kantharos (PM680).
135 N. Zapheiropoulos, “Avaoxacpixat ËQEUvai eIç IlEQupÉQEiav dxtodiv Axaïaç” 
Prakt (1956) 195-96; sherds mainly kantharoi, skyphoi and kraters, plus some closed 
forms and coarsewares.
136 ArchDelt 39 B (1984) 103-104; ArchDelt 42 B (1987) 163.
137 ArchDelt 19 B (1964) 186.
138 ArchDelt 17 B ( 1961 -62) 129.
139 N. Kyparissis, “Avctoxatpf] Mvxrivaïxwv VEXQOiarpEUirv Af|pov øcxqwv A/aiaç 
Ev Ayup BaaikEim XakavbyiTarig xai Mt)TQOJtôXei,” Prakt (1929) 89-91; Idem, 
“’Avaoxarpr] Muxrivaïxmv vEXQoraqJEtwv èv XakavôQÎTop (Afipov <baowv Axaï’aç) 
xcù MavEOt (Af|pov AaJiaOtbv Kakaß^vimv),” Prakt (1930) 83-85; V.R.d’A. Desbo- 
rough, The Greek Dark Ages (London 1972) 92; Zapheiropoulos (supra n. 135) 199-200; 
J.N. Coldstream, Geometric Greece (London 1977) 180.
140 N. Zapheiropoulos, “Avaoxarpf] <Popxov,” Prakt (1957) 114-17.
141 P. Zapheiropoulos, “Avaoxacpixat ËQEUvat elç nEQicpÉQEiav øaomv Ayaiaç” 
Prakt (1952) 400-412. A contained 1 oinochoe, 6 skyphoi (incl 1 with fish), bronze rings 
and iron spit fragments. B1 =pyxis, kyathos, 2 skyphoi, T=3 skyphoi, 3 oinochoai, a bronze 
ring and bracelet. T has spit fragments plus at least 1 oinochoe and skyphos.
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142 Zapheiropoulos {supra n. 135) 196-97.
143 Zapheiropoulos (supra n. 135) 197-98.
144 Dekoulakou {supra n. 48) fig. 18.
145 Morgan {supra n. 3) 139-40. Analogous observations have been made about the 
Sperchios valley in Thessaly: F. Dakoronia, “Sperchios Valley and the Adjacent Area,” in 
0E2ZAAIA. Aexoljzévte xQÔvta aQxaioÀ.fyyixriç ÉQEwaç 1975-1990. AjtoTEÅÉapara 
xcu JlQoojmxeç (Athens 1994) 233-42.
146 Zapheiropoulos {supra n. 141) 403-404 fig. 14.
147 Zapheiropoulos {supra n. 135) 195-96. Petropoulos {supra n. 55) 504-505.
148 Zapheiropoulos {supra n. 141)396-98.
149 The following fall into this category: Bouga: Zapheiropoulos {supra n. 135) 193; a 
tholos originally described as Geometric, but almost certainly Mycenaean. Pori: Kyparis- 
sis {supra n. 139 [1930]) 87; disturbed traces of unexcavated Mycenaean or possibly later 
cemetery at the foot of Korakofolia hill. Troumbe: Kyparissis, 85; destroyed tomb sur
rounded by peribolos wall, with one obsidian point; further uninvestigated burials on near
by hilltops. Agrapidies: Papadopoulos {supra n. 85) 29; Coldstream {supra n. 139) 180; a 
group of cist tombs within a peribolos wall, undatable coarseware and beads from one bu
rial only; Coldstream dates the group as Geometric, Papadopoulos restores a tumulus and 
suggests LH (II?). Ag.Basileos in Marnolaka ravine: Kyparissis {supra n. 139 [1929]) 86- 
88; idem “Avaoxacpf] Mvxi'ivaïxo'O NEX^OTOupeioi) èv Ay. BaoiÀckp XctXavbQÎTO'nç, 
Ayaiaç,” Prakt (1928) 110-119; pithos without goods, probably Mycenaean since there 
are numerous Mycenaean remains in the area.
150 ArchDelt 39 B (1984) 103: G. Hatzi Spiliopoulou “Tatpixot IltOoi ott]v HXEta 
xotTO. tov 4ov at. Jt.X. xat xovg EkXrivicmxoOc; Xqôvouç” in Rizakis {supra n. 3) n. 57.
151 EIA Manesi: single burial, end 8thC (containing local pottery, showing Lakonian in
fluence but no strong stylistic links with the rest of Achaia): Dekoulakou {supra n. 48) 
231-32 figs. 24-29. Kompegadi: Geometric burial reported, no further details: AR (1954) 
157. Priolithos: late eighth century pithos burial: ArchDelt 22 B (1967) pl. 156e. Three fur
ther undatable burials (EIA or later?): Xydia, disturbed cist tomb without contents: Arch
Delt 35 B (1980) 198; Agros Katsikopoulou (N. of Mon. Lavra, Kalavryta), 2 cist tombs, 
robbed and badly damaged: ArchDelt 33 ( 1978) 103.

Flaboura: early seventh-century kantharos probably from a burial: Dekoulakou {supra 
n. 48) fig. 35, PM 883. Asani (= Classical Kryoneri): early seventh-century pithos burial, 
containing one imported Corinthian aryballos and local Corinthianising pottery: Dekoula
kou {supra n. 48), 232-34 figs. 30-34. Pithos burial of late 5thC-Hellenistic type, plus a 
further pithos burial 100m from Kryoneri church in contact with a contemporary enchy- 
trismos vessel (the latter with a kotyle as an offering). Possibly related are vases deposited 
in Patras Museum 20 years ago from Kouzia property: Hatzi {supra n. 150) n. 57; Arch
Delt 42 B (1987) 163. Ag. Konstantinos, early-mid seventh-century panoply burial (con
taining a sword and an early Illyrian helmet): ArchDelt 17 B (1961-62) 131-32.

Planiterou (Kleisoura, Seremetaki); cemetery destroyed in road building, 3 tile tombs 
rescued, presumed Classical; stele with 2 also found: ArchDelt 39 B (1984) 104. Kalavry
ta Kastro: ancient cemetery noted at Kioupia ca. 1km from Kastro; prehistoric, Classical 
and Medieval sherds reported, perhaps related to Arkadian Kynaitha? Ag. Vlasi, Glastra: 
Classical-Hellenistic tiles used to cover a later cist tomb (re-used into Roman period) im
plies the existence of a building: ArchDelt 42 B (1987) 163-64. At Drosato Brysariou- 
Lakes, west of the Selinous river, extensive surface traces of settlement include a continu- 
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ous pottery sequence from the eighth to the first century BC. Of particular interest here is 
the chance discovery of an eighth-century bronze horse figurine, since although isolated 
finds are hard to interpret, horse figurines elsewhere are most usually found in sanctuaries 
(being rare in settlements and almost unknown in graves): ADelt 42 B (1982) 164-65 (hor
se Patras 3866).
152 Among the earliest evidence relating to Pharai is the late 5th/early 4th C. d>ctikt’xoç 
stele: Papadopoulos (supra n. 10) 36 no. 11, Patras inv. 175. Petropoulos (supra n. 55) 
496-97 notes that excavations conducted by Maria Lakakis at Ag. Marina Tritaias have un
covered remains of ancient Tritaia; further details will appear in the forthcoming ArchDelt 
(1987-1989).
153 See Hansen (supra n. 2 11993]) 13-16.
154 Strab. 8.3.2. See Moggi (supra n. 93) 93, 124, 126. N. Demand, Urban Relocation 
in Archaic and Classical Greece: Flight and Consolidation (Bristol 1990) 61-64 argues 
that Strabo envisages the synoecism of Dyme as involving the incorporation of Olenos - 
something that must have happened after Herodotos was writing (cf. Hdt 1.145). See su
pra, where it was suggested that the incorporation should predate ca. 370 B.C. since the 
name of Olenos is omitted by Skylax (42).
155 Larsen (supra n. 4) 83.
156 Boule: SEG 14 375. See Larsen (supra n. 4) 86, who dates it to the earlier confeder
acy, and Koerner (supra n. 22) 490.
157 Xen. Hell. 4.6.1. See Larsen (supra n. 30) 809; Idem (supra n. 4) 9; Koerner (supra 
n. 22) 485. Interestingly enough, after the refoundation of the League, grants of citizenship 
to foreigners were made by individual poleis rather than by the League itself: P.J. Rhodes, 
“The Greek Poleis: Demes, Cities and Leagues,” in Hansen (supra n. 2) 176. See also Riz- 
akis (supra n. 10).
158 IG I2 93. See Koerner (supra n. 22) 483, 486. However, it is also possible that this 
external ethnic simply designates the ethnos to which Lykon belonged: see below.
159 Thue. 5.52.2. See Anderson (supra n. 19) 84; Koerner (supra n. 22) 480.
160 Thue. 2.9.2. See Larsen (supra n. 30) 802; Idem (supra n. 4) 128. Again, the Pel- 
lenes are the only Achaians enrolled in the Peloponnesian League in 418 B.C.: Thue. 
5.58.4; 5.59.3; 5.60.3; Larsen (supra n. 4) 153.
161 E.g. Thue. 1.1 15.1; 2.86.1,4; 2.92.5; 4.21.3; 5.82.1.
162 Polyb. 2.39.5-6. Chronological indications are given by the fact that Polybios dates 
this meeting to some time shortly after the synedria of the Pythagoreans had burned down.
163 Polyb. 2.41.3-6.
164 Hdt. 5.44-45; 6.21.2; 6.1.13. The date is given by Diod. 11.90.3 who places it 58 
years before the archonship of Lysikrates at Athens in 453/452 B.C.
165 Strab. 6.1.13; cf. Diod. 11.90.3; 12.9-10. See W. Leschhorn, “Gründer der Stadt”: 
Studien zu einem politisch-religiösen Phänomen der griechischen Geschichte (Stuttgart 
1984) 128-29.
166 F.W. Walbank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius I (Oxford 1957) 225-26. See 
also T.J. Dunbabin, The Western Greeks (Oxford 1948) 35.
167 Strab. 6.1.14. Strabo actually refers to Sybaris on the Teuthras, but Meinecke 
emended this to Traeis.
168 This is the view of A. Aymard, “Le Zeus fédéral achaien Hamarios-Homarios,” in 
Melanges offerts à M. Octave Navarre (Toulouse 1935) 454; Anderson (supra n. 19) 80; 
Larsen (supra n. 4) 84.
169 Strab. 8.7.3. In actual fact, Strabo refers to the Arnarion and later (8.7.5) to the Ai- 
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narion, but as Aymard {supra n. 168) argues this is almost certainly a copyist’s error from 
Amarion, which is the regular epigraphic form for Hamarion once the aspirate was no 
longer in use. In accounting for the oscillation between Homarion and Hamarion, Aymard 
suggests that the former is a dialectal form, while the latter is the common Greek form.
170 Polyb. 5.93.10.
171 P. Foucart, “Fragment inédit d’ un décret de la Ligue achéenne,” RA 32 (1876) 96- 
103; Aymard (supra n. 168) 457.
172 Head (supra n. 50) 416.
173 Livy 38.30.2: “Aegium a principio Achaici concilii semper conventus gentis indicti 
sunt.” Strab. 8.7.5 seems to situate it within the chora of Aigion.
174 It is extremely unlikely that the Homarion is to be associated with the coastal sanc
tuary of Zeus Homagyrios at Aigion, where Agamemnon is supposed to have held consul
tations prior to embarking upon the expedition against Troy: Paus. 7.24.2. See Aymard 
(supra n. 168) 454 n. 1 ; Idem, Les assemblées de la confédération achaienne (Bordeaux 
1938) 279-80. Rizakis (supra n. 3, Sources), 200-201.
175 Paus. 7.24.4 (Aigion); 7.7.2 (Helike).
176 Aymard (supra n. 174) 286-87, 293. Aymard suggests that the Homarion should be 
situated at either Kato Temeni or Ano Temeni which he believes to lie midway between 
Aigion and Helike; for recent research on the location of Helike see n. 55 here above.
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betico acheo di Magna Grecia (Brescia 1988); see also review, Gnomon 63 (1991) 649-50. 
For the the lack of balance in the sample: Rizakis (supra n. 3) 58.
265 Kroton: Jeffery (supra n. 9) 257. Pellene: SEG 3 329. Patrai: Paus. 7.19.9. See Sa- 
kellariou (supra n. 21) 17.
266 Head (supra n. 50) 76; Bérard (supra n. 207) 179-80.
267 D. Mertens, “Zur archaischen Architektur der achaïschen Kolonien in Unteritalien,” 
in Jantzen (supra n. 247), 167-96; Idem, “Some Principal Features of West Greek Coloni
al Architecture,” in Descoeudres (supra n. 247) 373-83.
268 Ampolo (supra n. 262) 242-53 for the politeia of Sybaris and its relation to other 
Achaian cities.
269 Giangiulio (supra n. 192)286.
270 G. Camassa, “I culti,” in Sibari e la Sibaritide (supra n. 55) 573-94; Giangiulio (su
pra n. 192) 175. An early sixth-century stele from Metapontion refers to the cult of Apol
lo Lykeios which is, as far as we are aware, unattested in Achaia itself: Jeffery (supra n. 9) 
457.
271 Giangiulio (supra n. 192)92-93, 178-79.
272 For the connection between Hera Argeia and Herakles, and the use of both as a sym
bol of Heraklid/Achaian resistance to Dorian claims: J.M. Hall, “How Argive was the “Ar
give” Heraion? The Political and Cultic Geography of the Argive Plain, 900-400 B.C.,” 
AJA 99 (1995) 577-613; Idem, “Heroes, Hera and Herakleidai in the Argive Plain,” in R. 
Hägg (ed.), Peloponnesian Sanctuaries and Cults (forthcoming).
273 Serv. Aen. 3.552.
274 IG XIV 652. See Giangiulio (supra n. 192) 186.
275 Cf. Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12.
276 Note that, in their conflict with Kroton at the end of the sixth century, the Sybarites 
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Adendum: The following site information has been published since the completion of this 
article: Platani-Xylokeras: 3 G pithos burials: ArchDelt 45 B (1990), 135. - Vasiliko, Phar- 
ai: late A clay sima, stone bases, rooftiles (no pottery): ArchDelt 44 B (1989), 132-33. - 
Ag. Basileios Chalandritsa: A oinochoe in Myc chamber tomb (re-use?): ArchDelt 44 B 
(1989), 134, 136. - Prevedos: collection of clay figurines and small pots, votive deposit 
from A shrine: ArchDelt 44 B (1989), 133. - Marmara Aigialeias: A sherds: ArchDelt 44 
B (1989), 140.
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nôXiç 'Yjvrptooç;.
The Dependent Polis and Crete1

Paula Perlman
(Respondent: Pierre Ducrey)

I. Introduction
One of the fundamental tasks of the contributors to the inventory of 
Greek poleis is to decide which of the communities within each region 
were and which were not poleis. Doing so for Crete is less straightfor
ward than I foresaw when I first contemplated the project. I had anti
cipated that this task would be complicated for me by the paucity of 
evidence - literary, epigraphic, and material - for the fifth and early 
fourth centuries B.C. In many cases it would be necessary to argue from 
Hellenistic and later evidence that a particular polis had existed earlier. 
Whether or not a community was a polis seemed to me to be an uncom
plicated question. Was the community independent, did it mint coins, 
sign treaties, enjoy its own laws and courts?2 If so, it was a polis and 
would claim its place in the inventory. In fifty-seven cases, the weight of 
the combined numismatic, epigraphic, and literary evidence endorses 
such a conclusion (Fig. 1). But for another two dozen or so Cretan topo
nyms, appeal to these criteria fails to yield an unequivocal answer to the 
question, polis or not? For example, Stephanus of Byzantium (585.12) 
identified STfjXat as a polis. Yet the political and economic independ
ence of the Stalitai is quite clearly compromised in the only other evid
ence for the community, the well-known third century B.C. agreement 
between Stalai and Praisos (I.Cret. Ill.vi [Praisos].7).3 The agreement 
sets forth the terms by which the Praisians promised the Stalitai enjoy
ment of their chora, polis, islands, and a share of the revenue from har
bor taxes and from the purple-dye and fishing industries (I.Cret. 
III.vi.7A, lines 4-8 ejtl toîoôe EÔtnxav Hçaioioi SiaXiiaig tolv /Icoq- 
av xat tù.v nôXiv xat vaoovç iàg xat vûv ë/ovlfn x]at EÀÀipEviov 
xat ttoQCpUQOtç xat l/Øbarv öexalfiajg, tovtwv jtàvrœv to qpiaoov, l/- 
Øvtop pèv xaOoutE[g] I [x]at jtqôteqov; lines 19-20 èdoop,Ev e/elv . . . 
xat ouïe åtpaiQqøoiiEØa).4 The Stalitai agreed as well to provide the 
Praisians with rowers (B, lines 12-25). Of course, one might claim that 
Stephanus (or his source) used the word polis in its topographical sense 
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(as must be the case in the lines of the decree quoted above) or one 
might suggest instead a diachronic solution; Stephanus’ source reflects 
an earlier moment in the history of Stalai which by the third century 
B.C. was controlled by Praisos and so could no longer fairly be called a 
polis.5 Yet, the sheer number of problematic cases recommends a rééval
uation of the criteria.

Clearly, we must agree upon what a polis was, and perhaps as import
antly what was not essential to polis-ness, before we can determine 
whether or not a particular community was one. I doubt that there would 
be much opposition to the minimalist position that a polis was at the 
least a community of citizens. Unfortunately, for many communities 
there is no explicit, unequivocal evidence that they were or were not so 
constituted. If we move beyond this minimalist approach in search of 
more substantial signs of the polis, we discover as did Pausanias at 
Panopeus (Paus. 10.4.1-2), that not only can a community be a polis des
pite the absence of government offices, gymnasia, theaters, market
places, or public fountains, but that such accoutrements did not a polis 
make. Indeed, the papers and responses presented at the second annual 
symposium of the Copenhagen Polis Centre in August 1994, served to 
remind us how difficult it is to establish a list of criteria or indicia of po- 
lis-ness: decrees, ethnica, coinage, fortification walls, public buildings, 
officials, community cults, league membership, as each category was 
addressed the list of essential features of the polis seemed to shrink.

The present essay explores one criterion which has, at least in Eng
land and the United States, been privileged as fundamental to the defini
tion of the polis, namely political independence. In recent papers, M. H. 
Hansen has argued against the position that without political independ
ence a community was not a polis.6 The ancient record, Hansen ob
serves, nowhere premises polis status upon political independence. If 
such were the case, many of the ancient Greek communities we accept 
uncritically as poleis would not pass the test,7 and hundreds of commun
ities actually called poleis in contemporary sources would have to be de
nied the status of polis on the assumption that even good sources are 
hopelessly inconsistent in the way they use the term polis whereas mod
em historians know better how the term ought to be used.8 Rather, we 
should recognize that a community often remained a polis even if it hap
pened to be politically subordinate to another polis. In short, the depend
ent or hypekoos polis was not an oxymoron.91 expect that Hansen’s po
sition will meet with considerable resistance. If a polis was not an inde
pendent community of citizens then what, exactly, was it? Yet not only 
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are the arguments adduced by Hansen convincing, but, against the view 
that a community must be independent in order to be a polis, the ancient 
record for the status of many communities quite simply makes better 
sense. One example from beyond the shores of Crete will serve to illus
trate this final point.

J. M. Cook introduces his recent study of the political geography of 
the Troad with a definition of polis: “The word JiôXtç (city) is generally 
regarded as having a specific meaning in classical and Hellenistic times. 
It implied a community, often small but normally ranking as Greek, 
which was autonomous and not subordinated to another city. A com
munity which was so subordinated, and therefore did not have city stat
us was often spoken of as, for instance, a noXi/vtov, JioXtopånov, /(!)- 
Qtov, or more explicitly xaroixta, xcopr], or the like.”10 The focus of 
Cook’s article is the use of the theorodokia in determining political sta
tus, a practice which he rejects, but he begins the essay with a brief ex
ploration of local patriotism and self-definition, suggesting, it would 
seem, that a community might call itself a polis (and be so called by 
others) when its dependent status did not entitle it to do so. Marpessos is 
invoked as one example of this phenomenon. Pausanias (10.12) re
marked that the nearly-deserted remains of the Jiôkiç of Marpessos were 
extant in his day and quoted an oracle of the sibyl Herophile, whose por
trait has been identified on the fourth century and early Hellenistic coin
age of neighboring Gergis, in which she claimed to come from Marpes
sos.11 Cook suggests that the adoption of the sibyl’s portrait by Gergis 
for its coins indicates that Marpessos was a dependency of Gergis and so 
not a polis. He seems to attribute Pausanias’ description of Marpessos as 
a polis to the inflated rhetoric of a community which was proud of its 
standing as the birthplace and home of the sibyl. He notes, finally, that 
Lactantius I, 6 described the home of the sibyl as “in agro Troiano, vico 
Marpesso, circa oppidum Gergithum.” In his seminal study of the Troad, 
Cook had described the remains identified as the site of Marpessos 
(modern Dam Dere) as those of a village or small town which probably 
belonged to Gergis.12 Without the testimony of Pausanias (and Stepha
nus who also identified Marpessos as a polis13) there would be no reason 
to suggest that Marpessos was anything but a xaioixiot or xwpq of Ger
gis.

Marpessos emerges from the ancient record as a modestly sized com
munity situated within eight kilometers of the polis Gergis.14 The com
munity claimed to be the birthplace of the sibyl Herophile, whose por
trait appeared on the coins of neighboring Gergis, and a cult of the 
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Mother was probably located there.15 Pausanias and Stephanus identi
fied Marpessos as a polis. To be sure, Cook may well be right to identify 
Marpessos as a dependent community of Gergis, but several points in 
his argument require additional comment. (1) The numismatic argument 
is weak. The adoption of the portrait of the sibyl by Gergis might just as 
well reflect contested claims to her birthplace rather than to political 
status. Indeed, there were several traditions concerning the sibyl’s birth
place and home. If Cook’s point is rather that Gergis minted while 
Marpessos apparently did not, it should be noted that while coinage is a 
good indication of polis status, the failure to mint in and of itself does 
not indicate the opposite.16 (2) Pausanias and Stephanus may have erred 
in their identification of Marpessos as a polis, but that their usage of site
classification terms was loose must be demonstrated rather than simply 
asserted. (3) There is no doubt that communal traditions helped to con
stitute the polis as they did all types of community. That the ancient 
geographers and periegetes included local foundation legends in their 
descriptions of cities reflects not only their antiquarian interest in such 
matters, but also the fact that these traditions were as much a constitu
tive element of the polis as its buildings, monuments and institutions. 
Thus, if we are willing to admit the category of the dependent polis, the 
evidence for the status of ancient Marpessos may well lead us in that dir
ection.

Still, the question what exactly was a polis if not an independent com
munity of citizens remains. In answer to this question, Hansen proposes 
three criteria which may be used to distinguish the (even dependent) po
lis from other types of communities:17 (1) the presence of prytaneia, 
bouleuteria or ekklesiasteria and the institutions which these buildings 
accommodated, viz. magistrates having common meals, a council and an 
assembly;18 (2) the possession of a hinterland in the form of a territory 
bordering on neighboring territories; and (3) self-governance in ques
tions of citizenship, land ownership, inheritance and so on.

The essay which follows explores the evidence from Crete for the 
hypekoos polis. Earlier studies have addressed the question of dependent 
communities on Crete.19 This study differs from them not only in its 
interpretation of particular documents and categories of evidence, but 
also in its theoretical approach as a test case for the historicity of the de
pendent or hypekoospolis. It must be admitted at the outset that only sel
dom does the evidence carry us back into the classical or archaic 
periods. For the most part we must rest content with the Hellenistic 
record. Furthermore, there is very little evidence for the first of Hansen’s 
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criteria, the architectural expression of the fundamental political institu
tions of the polis, for the communities with which I will be concerned. 
The evidence is somewhat better for the two remaining criteria, hinter
land and self-governance. Finally, I do not pretend to have accomplished 
here a comprehensive study of the evidence for the hypekoos polis on 
Crete. Rather, I begin with studies of the Cretan terminology of depend
ency (II) and the use by Cretans of sub-regional ethnikci as part of the 
personal name and their collective use as well (III and Fig. 2). The two 
inquiries function in part as a preface to the fourth and final section of 
this paper, a study of the communities in the Mesara and the contiguous 
mountain highlands where the evidence for the political and social hier
archy of settlement is best (IV).

II. Terms for Dependent Communities
ILL Introduction

J. A. O. Larsen was the first scholar to give full weight to the epigraphic 
evidence for dependent communities on Crete.20 Earlier discussions had 
concentrated upon two passages in Aristotle’s Politics in which Aristo
tle equated the perioikoi of Crete with Sparta’s helots (Aristot. Pol. 
1271b40-72al, 1272b 18-19), and upon a passage from Athenaeus on 
Cretan terms for servile and dependent status (Athen. 6, 84). Athenaeus 
quoted a passage from Sosicrates’ Kqtjtlxol wherein the Cretan perioi
koi were defined as hypekooi, and added that the views of Dosiades on 
Cretan terms for various categories of servile status were “nearly 
equal”.21 Appealing chiefly to the epigraphic evidence, Larsen identified 
fourteen Cretan towns as “perioikic”: Aulon, Rhitten, Kaudos, Amyk- 
lai, Lebena, Bene, Boibe, Rhytion, and Matalon (all perioikic com
munities of Gortyn), the Kransopeioi (perioikoi of Phaistos and Gor- 
tyn),22 Herakleion (perioecic community of Knossos), Stalai and Setaia 
(perioikic communities of Praisos), and the Kerines (perioikoi of Elty- 
nia). The closest he came to defining precisely what he intended by the 
term is found in his assessment of the status of Kaudos: “...the commu
nity (sc. Kaudos) is seen to have been completely under the control of 
Gortyn but to have had local self-government. It certainly would have as 
good a claim to be called a polis as the perioecic communities of Spar
ta.”23 With few exceptions, subsequent discussions of dependent com
munities on Crete have focused upon just one type of community, the 
perioikic, and have appealed to an essentially Spartan model.24 While I 
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shall argue below that the evidence does support the identification of a 
number of these communities as dependent,25 the approach of Larsen is 
flawed on two counts.

The perioikic communities of Sparta have not received the scholarly 
attention they deserve. Fundamental questions about their internal struc
ture and their relationship with Sparta remain unanswered.26 Further
more, what we do know about the settlement history of Laconia and the 
development of the Spartan state should lead us to anticipate that the or
ganization of the perioikic communities of Laconia, not to mention 
Messenia, varied considerably from one to the other.27 The settlement 
history of Crete was if anything more complex and so we should expect 
greater variation in community organization and in the structure of inter
community hierarchies. As is becoming increasingly clear, remnants 
of the pre-Greek and Mycenaean populations continued to flourish on 
the island following the destructions of the thirteenth century B.C. 
(LMIIIB).28 The material record of dark age Crete reveals considerable 
regional diversity.29 We should expect that the conditions encountered 
by the later colonists to the island varied considerably from place to 
place and recognize that different conditions pose different problems 
and different problems demand different responses. Indeed, the dark age 
communities of Crete seem to have followed different paths toward po
lis development. For example, the abandonment of the three dark age 
settlements at Hagios Ioannis, Profitis Ilias and Charkiå Pervoli at the 
northern edge of the Mesara suggests that the foundation of Gortyn at 
the end of the eighth century B.C. was the result of a synoikism of these 
and possibly other villages.30 Knossos, on the other hand, evidently sur
vived the destruction of the Mycenaean palace and persisted as a nuc
leated settlement without interruption into the age of the city-state.31 In 
such case, not only should we avoid appealing to a mainland model for 
the dependent communities of Crete, but we should anticipate consider
able variation in the social, political and economic relations enjoyed by 
the autonomous and independent poleis with their dependent com
munities.

The discussion which follows explores the evidence provided by the 
Cretan epigraphic corpus for terms used to identify free but dependent 
populations and communities on the island. It must be noted at the out
set that the term perioikos is not securely attested on the island. Larsen 
invoked I.Cret. IV, 65, lines 7-10, a sacrificial law from Gortyn of the 
fifth century B.C., for the use of the term on Crete: tol ’AXilot oitv eq- 
øEvfa -] I [—]ct Tabe TtayOuplaTai JtEpiFoit-J. He suggested that the 
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clause established special regulations for the perioikoi. But M. Guarduc- 
ci suggested as an alternative the reading là ôè jra^Øopai’ oil jteql 
Fo i [x£ lov J.32 Otherwise there is only the reference to to.lç JteQLoixonç 
in a poorly preserved decree of a Cretan polis which forbids its citizens 
from pillaging Attica (/G II2, 1130, early 2nd century B.C.).33 Too little 
of the text survives to deduce the meaning of the term. The feminine 
form suggests that we might supply Jtoketg (or xmqcn), but if so it is im
possible to determine whether these perioikic communities were located 
on Crete or elsewhere.

II.2 vjroßotxog
Terms for the citizen and for the servile populations are abundant.34 
Only one, hypoboikos, probably refers to a member of a free but depen
dent population. The term occurs in a poorly preserved agreement 
between Lato and Gortyn of the late third century B.C. (I.Cret. I.xvi [La
to].!) which provides for the settlement of private law-suits between 
Gortynians and Latoans. A plaintiff from Lato was to choose a Gorty- 
nian judge and vice versa (lines 9-12). If the plaintiff prevailed, penal
ties were to be decided in accordance with those specified in the dzTz- 
gramma of the Cretans (lines 36-38).35 The final provision extends the 
terms of the agreement to a group called the tutößoLXOL (lines 38-40 
xotià là ainà ôè xat oi wtößotxot wte/ovTov tô ôlxolov tolç Aoitl- 
olç Toqtwl). Opinion is divided as to whether the wtößoLXOL were 
members of the community of Lato or Gortyn.36 The answer depends in 
part upon how one construes Toïç AortLOLg: construed with xcrtà là 
avia the provision required that the UJioßoLXOL in the same way as the 
Latoans were to be tried at Gortyn;37 construed with wte/ovtidv to 
bixcuov the VJtößOLXOL shall defend themselves against charges brought 
by Latoans at Gortyn.38 In the first alternative, the wtößoLXOL were La- 
toan defendants who would be tried by Latoan judges chosen by the 
plaintiff in the plaintiff’s hometown of Gortyn. In the second, the VJTÔ- 
ßotxoL were Gortynian defendants who would be tried by a Gortynian 
judge chosen by the Latoan plaintiff in the defendant’s hometown of 
Gortyn. Both constructions are grammatical, but are the legal proce
dures outlined in the two alternatives equally likely?

We know that the choice of judge was left up to the plaintiff. The prin
ciple clause concerning venue was apparently lost in the lacuna at lines 
13 and following. Several observations suggest that the second altern
ative proposed above is the more likely of the two. There are no close 
parallels, and none on Crete, for the procedure envisioned in the first al
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ternative (judges traveling to another town to try a case).39 Indeed, venue 
would have little effect upon the outcome of the case which was prob
ably decided on the basis of the testimony and oaths of the parties and 
their witnesses.40 The procedure for the selection of judges in this agree
ment (viz. the plaintiff selects a judge from the defendant’s polis) seems 
intent to strike a balance between the interests of the two parties. In sum. 
the weight of the evidence favors the second alternative; the ÜJioßoixoi, 
members of the polis of Gortyn who belonged to neither the citizen class 
(otherwise the provision would be redundant) or servile class (otherwise 
the master would represent the wioßoixog in court),41 were the prospec
tive defendants in cases brought by Lato.an plaintiffs. Such cases would 
be tried at Gortyn by a Gortynian judge who himself had been chosen by 
the Latoan plaintiff.

Granted that the wtoßoixot were a free but dependent segment of the 
population of the polis of Gortyn, did they form communities and, if so, 
what, if anything, may be concluded about the political status of those 
communities? Larsen compared the Gortynian wtoßoixoi to the Spartan 
perioikoi and from this we may conclude that he would have assigned 
the status of unoßoixog to the members of the ten perioikic commu
nities of Gortyn, although he nowhere said this in so many words.42

Furthermore, Larsen argued, the Gortynians used the term perioikos 
to refer to the same social group as hypoboikos, adding that the two 
terms may have been in use at different times, or used synchronically 
with varying emphasis.43 Neither of these claims has been received with 
great enthusiasm. Guarducci preferred Aristotle’s statements that the 
Cretan perioikoi constituted a serf class comparable to the Spartan he
lots. Rather, ürtoßoixog was the term used at Gortyn (and elsewhere on 
Crete?) for a class comparable to the Spartan perioikoi.44 Support for 
this suggestion was sought in the fragment of Sosicrates for which Guar
ducci proposed the emendation wioixoc (= Cretan furoßoixot) for 
pjif|xoot; oi KQfjieç xaXoûot...Toùg ôè jtsqloixovç uhoixovç.45

In all of this discussion, little attention was given to the historical con
text of the treaty or to the question why the provision concerning the 
UJlÖßoixol was included in it. The inscription may be dated epigraphi
cally to the end of the third or first half of the second century B.C. This 
suits the chronology suggested by the provision that damages be as
sessed in accordance with the diagrammet of the Cretans, an instrument 
of the Hellenistic Cretan xoivov.46 The agreement proper commences 
with a provision concerning the cessation of hostilities, the establish
ment of peace for all time, and the peaceful resolution of disputes (lines 
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5-7 [- xjàctnovôàvç äyev I [xai xàv rlpavajv al el xai xà bixaia 
ôtal[xQLVEV Ev àXXàXJoiç). A stipulation concerning the return of 
property follows immediately upon the promise to resort to the courts 
for conflict resolution (lines 7-9 xà pèv qxxvEpà JXQa^al[vxag av- 
ØapEQOJv ajtoôopEv, xœv ôè åcpalfvÉwv ôôpEV jxqJcé^iv). A precise 
context for the hostilities which this agreement sought to resolve cannot 
be identified.47 But it is clear that raids were conducted and property was 
stolen.

The western border of Lato was close to sixty kilometers east of the 
asty of Gortyn as the crow flies.48 A number of poleis lay between the 
two. The northern route between Gortyn and Lato passed through the 
territory of Knossos and Lyktos with whom Lato shared her western 
border. To the south of Mt. Dikte were a number of small communities 
including (from east to west) the independent poleis Biannos and Prian- 
sos, as well as Inatos, Pyranthos and Rhytion whose political status is 
unclear. Inatos does not concern us here as it seems to have belonged to 
the polis of Priansos.49 Stephanus identified Pyranthos (modern Pyrathi) 
as a small polis or kome located in the vicinity of Gortyn, referring to its 
inhabitants as o'l xaxotxovvxEÇ rather than jroXXxat.50 Rhytion (modem 
Rotassi) he identified as a polis and its inhabitants as JloXXxai.51 Strabo, 
on the other hand, claimed that Rhytion, like Phaistos, belonged to Gor
tyn.52 I suspect that small communities such as these located at the east
ern edge of the Mesara participated with Gortyn in the hostilities against 
Lato which were concluded by our agreement, and in the raids which lie 
at its heart, and that they were, as the geographers suggest, poleis depen
dent upon Gortyn, or in Gortynian terms ujioßoixoi.

Gortyn possessed a number of such communities which were as a rule 
located at the edges of the Mesara and so could be called, as Pollux sug
gests, neighbors of Gortyn.53 In other circumstances they were av- 
xôbixoi, but Lato requested and Gortyn conceded that in this instance 
all cases arising from the hostilities which were brought by Lato against 
members of these several dependent poleis would be heard in Gortyn. It 
is possible to suggest why Lato might request this concession. Not only 
would the establishment of a single venue have simplified the process of 
trial and recovery for the Latoans, but it would no doubt have been easi
er for them to find a sympathetic ear among Gortyn’s much larger popu
lation. In conclusion, the ürroßoixot were the dependent poleis of Gor
tyn. One of the rights which they enjoyed, was the operation of courts. 
As we have seen, in special circumstances Gortyn could abrogate this 
right. Finally, Larsen’s suggestion that the wioßoixot should be num- 
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bered among the aJtETaiQOt, a term from the Gortyn Law Code {I.Cret. 
IV, 72, ii, lines 5, 25, 41 ) which has been understood to refer to free non
citizens, has been uniformly accepted despite the absence of supporting 
evidence.54

II. 3. 8JIOLXOÇ
The term etcolxoç appears in an inscription of the late third century B.C. 
from Eleutherna {I.Cret. Il.xii [Eleutherna].22). The term appears in an 
uncertain context on the poorly preserved Face A of a block which is in
scribed on three of its faces. The text on Face B, the best preserved of 
the three, regulates the relations between Eleutherna and the Artemitai. 
The text seems to be continued on the third face where Guarducci re
stored [tccJç ouv0[T)xaç-Tôjv ’AQl[TE]piTâ[v-]. Guarducci proposed 
that ejiolxoç was a synonym for vjtoßoixog and that the ekoixoi men
tioned on Face A of this stone should be identified with the Artemitai 
mentioned on Faces B and C.55 However, ejtolxoç should probably be 
understood to mean “new settlers” or the like rather than taken as a so
cial status term.56 In such case, the term does not concern us, although 
the Artemitai may have been a dependent community of Eleutherna.57

II.4. XO)Q(X/XO)QLOV
The term /cnça in the sense of hinterland is ubiquitous in the texts of the 
Hellenistic period.58 Earlier, it appears only in the toponym Keoxoqoi = 
Kso/wpa? in a fifth century B.C. law from Gortyn concerning the use of 
public lands {I.Cret. IV, 43B, a).

Biol; tolv é[vj Kt](Jxôqou xoti I xàv èp nàXai JiuiaLtav eeIôo- 
xav {è'ôoxav} à jtokiç nuiEVoai. ali' xtç xavxav Jt^iaixo fj 
xalxaØE[l]xo, pf] xaxéxEØai xölt JtQiapévoi xà[v ôjvàv ppôlè 
[xà]v xa[xåJØ£øiw pqô’ evexIuqolööev ai pq êjti[p]ETQ[fji] xàlv 
EJtLxaQJiiav. vac.

Gods. The city leases the orchard? vineyard? at Keskora and at 
Paia for cultivation. If someone puts it up for sale or mortgage, 
neither the purchase price nor the mortgage shall he keep. Nor 
may he pledge it as security if he has not measured out the profit.

Keskora and Paia were probably located in the Mesara. Nothing further 
may be said about their location. Nor do we know to what precisely 
these toponyms referred (villages, districts, vel sim.). At issue here, as in 
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several inscriptions which were issued by poleis concerning their depen
dencies, is the use of land owned by the polis. In marked contrast to the 
provisions concerning the use of public land by the Rhittenians (I.Cret. 
IV, 80) these orchards were not alienable.59

/(OQiov appears in two classical texts from Gortyn in the sense of par
cels of privately owned land (I.Cret. IV, 46B, lines 7-8; I.Cret. IV, 52A, 
line 7). At the end of the second century B.C. the term was used in the 
Magnesian arbitration for Itanos and Hierapytna in reference to the set
tlement which Hierapytna established on sacred land belonging to the 
sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios (I.Cret. Ill.iv [Itanosl.9, line 86). As A. Cha- 
niotis has demonstrated, this unnamed settlement or village was both ag
ricultural and military in character.60 Bile maintained that this use of /(»- 
Qiov was unknown on Crete before the Hellenistic period,61 but Ptolemy 
(3.15.2) preserves the toponym ’'Iva /wqlov “village of Ina” which has 
been identified with the substantial remains at Perivolia in west Crete.62 
The settlement achieved its period of greatest prosperity only in Roman 
times, but ceramic evidence proves that it dates back to at least as early 
as the fifth century B.C. Gondiccas suggests that the village of Ina be
longed to Phalasarna during the classical and Hellenistic periods. Final
ly, there is the Cretan toponym Koqlov (Cretan for Xwqlov?) men
tioned by Stephanus, Kôptov; tôhoç èv Kq^tï] (Steph. Byz. 374.12- 
15).63

II. 5 xco^iri
The term xtnpr] occurs in a single inscription from Crete, a third century 
B.C. list of the leases of presumably public real property (land and 
houses) to seven proxenoi and one euergetes of Kydonia “to farm for so 
long as the lessors remain useful to the polis" (I.Cret. II. x [Kydonia]. 1, 
lines 2-3: Tctôe EJiQiaio a itoXig toîç jtqo^évoiç xapnEUEiv åg xa 
EJTiTaÖEioi ùtvii). The Kydonian proxenos at Arkades, Misgolas, was 
permitted to lease six plethra of grapes in the plain, another two plethra 
of grapes in Schinouris, and a house in the xcbpr] Aaxavta. Lachania 
has been identified with the substantial fortified site (archaic through 
Byzantine) on Kastellos Varypetro about seven kilometers southwest of 
Chania at the edge of the coastal plain.64

Lachania is the only toponym in the inscription for which the type of 
community is indicated. This in itself is of some interest to us. In addi
tion to the five parcels of land all planted in grapes located “in the plain” 
and the single parcel “on the island”, the proxenoi were sold vineyards 
E|i Moko/avu, èv tæt jiEÔioi xaxå BåØEtav, èv Mivtbiai JlOl TCL)l 
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noQiDi éø/orrøti], ejti Automat, and èv S/ivovpi, fallow land not toi 
Kopixoù, and a house èv toi 'Hqociôl. Heraïs, like Lachania, is distin
guished by the use of the definite article and by the nature of the proper
ty conveyed (a house). It was most likely a settlement of some sort (e.g. 
a district or suburb of the asty or a kome). Little may be said about Mo- 
lochas, Vatheia, Lipara and Schinouris. The observation that they, like 
Minoa, are referred to without the definite article may provide a clue to 
their nature.

Pliny included Minoa in his list of coastal oppida insignia (Pliny NH 
4.12.59). The toponym has been identified with the remains (archaic 
through Roman) of a large settlement at the southwestern comer of Ak- 
rotiri peninsula (modem Marathi).65 A second, smaller coastal settle
ment (classical to Roman) with the remains of houses and a guard tower 
or lighthouse connected to the shore by a fortified road, is located a short 
distance to the west at Limnai (south of modern Sternes).66 Stephanus 
included a Cretan Minoa in his lemma for the toponym, but it is unclear 
whether he intended the Kydonian Minoa (there was a second Minoa on 
the northeast coast of Crete) and whether he meant to identify the Cretan 
Minoa as a polish At the least, we are entitled to conclude that the top
onym Minoa referred to a sizeable coastal settlement with perhaps a de
pendent village and farmland, the latter including vineyards owned by 
Kydonia.

I suspect that the polis of Kydonia consisted of the asty (with Heraïs?) 
and its chora (the plain and the anonymous island) and at least two dif
ferent types of sub-units: xdtpai like Lachania and a second category of 
community of which Molochas, Vatheia, Lipara and Schinouris are ex
amples. These latter consisted, like Minoa, of a settlement and agricul
tural lands including some state owned parcels. Lipara has been iden
tified with one of the small islands located in Souda Bay opposite Mara
thi, although to the best of my knowledge no remains of a Greek settle
ment have been found on them.68

naoidepiç MaXiàôa Aurapaïoç Kqt)ç, a Cretan mercenary of the 
second century B.C., is probably to be identified as a resident of this 
same Lipara.69 Does the use of this sub-regional ethnikon as part of his 
personal name by a mercenary soldier in the Ptolemaic army suggest 
that Lipara enjoyed a political identity distinct from that of Kydonia? It 
is to this question that I turn next.
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III. Sub-regional ethnika
III. J Introduction: Patterns of Use of 

Sub-Regional Ethnika on Crete 
The following discussion focuses on two uses of what I will refer to for 
the time being as sub-regional ethnika: (1) the sub-regional ethnikon 
used as part of the personal name either alone or in conjunction with the 
regional ethnikon Kpfig/K^fjoo« (III.2); and (2) the collective use of the 
sub-regional ethnikon (III.3).70 M.H. Hansen and T.H. Nielsen have de
termined that in Boiotia (Hansen) and in Arcadia (Nielsen) city-ethnics 
(ethnics that refer to towns) are very good evidence for the po/A-ness of 
the city in question.71 May the same be said for the sub-regional ethnika 
of Crete? If so, this category of evidence may prove to be very important 
in determining the political status of communities which otherwise ap
pear to be subject communities.

Evidence for the use by Cretans of the sub-regional ethnikon as part 
of the personal name is for the most part Hellenistic (Fig. 2, columns II- 
VII). Examples in the archaic and classical periods are known only for 
individuals from Chersonesos, Dattalla, Gortyn, Kydonia and perhaps 
Priansos.72 The collective use of the plural sub-regional ethnikon on 
Crete was somewhat more common during the archaic and classical pe
riods and ubiquitous thereafter (Fig. 2, column VIII).73 Two factors, the 
uses to which writing was first put by the Cretans and the increased mo
bility of the island’s inhabitants during the late classical and Hellenistic 
periods, help to explain this pattern. Sub-regional ethnika as part of the 
personal name for the most part appear on Crete in one of two contexts: 
(1) to identify proxenoi and euergetar, and (2) to identify the dead who 
died and were buried away from home. Before the fourth century B.C., 
writing on Crete, at least on stone and metal, was used almost exclusive
ly for the publication of laws. There are very few examples of other 
types of public inscriptions (agreements between communities, hon
orary decrees and the like) or of private texts such as funerary monu
ments or dedications.74 The occasions which later prompted the publica
tion of ethnika in personal names simply were not very often recorded 
on stone or metal in the archaic and classical periods. Additionally, com
mon sense recommends what the evidence for the Hellenistic period 
confirms, that we are more likely to find the regional and sub-regional 
ethnika in personal names in references from outside of the individual’s 
home.75 Not only are more Cretans known to have left Crete during the 
late classical and Hellenistic periods than are known to have done so 
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earlier, but both the regional and the sub-regional ethnica were used as 
part of the personal name on more occasions beyond the shores of Crete 
than on the island itself: by victorious athletes, mercenaries, immigrants 
who struggled to keep or exchange the civic status of their birth and so 
on.

III.2  The Political Significance of the Use of the Sub-Regional 
Ethnika as Part of the Personal Names of Cretans

III.2.a Introduction
The foregoing discussion has sought to make some sense out of the 
chronological and geographical patterns apparent in the evidence for the 
personal use of sub-regional ethnika by Cretans and by others in refer
ring to Cretans. But what, if anything, does the use of the sub-regional 
ethnikon contribute to the matter at hand, the political status of the de
pendent communities of Crete? Of the forty-one Cretan sub-regional 
ethnika which were used in this way, thirty-five or roughly eighty per
cent represent communities which were quite clearly autonomous and 
independent poleis (Fig. 2, nos. 2-5, 7-8, 10-11, 13-15, 19-26, 29-31,33- 
34, 37, 39-48).76 The political status of the communities represented by 
the remaining six ethnika is more difficult to determine (Fig. 2, nos. 51- 
52, 54-56, 60).77 The fact that over eighty-five percent of the ethnika 
used as part of the personal name represent independent and autono
mous poleis provides a strong presumption in favor of a direct correla
tion between this use of the ethnikon and the identification of a com
munity as a polis. This presumption is strengthened by the observation 
that there is almost no evidence from Crete for territorial civic subdivi
sions within the Cretan poleis like the Argive komai or the Attic demoi.™ 
Rather, with the exception of a single reference to the pentekostys,19 the 
only civic subdivisions known from Crete are the phylai and in all but 
one of the poleis, Axos, the names of the phylai suggest personal rather 
than territorial units.80 On Crete the names of the phylai appear only in 
the dating formulae of public inscriptions and never as part of the per
sonal name and so are easily distinguished from the sub-regional ethni
ka which are our concern. The evidence for the political status of the six 
communities of the second group tends to support this preliminary con
clusion concerning the significance of this use of the sub-regional ethni
ka on Crete. As will be demonstrated below there are sound reasons 
apart from the attestation of a sub-regional ethnikon to argue that at least 
three of these communities were poleis even though they may not have 
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been independent and autonomous. We turn next to a brief review of the 
evidence for the political status of each of the six communities.

111.2. b.i Detonnion/Diatonion
Early in the second century B.C., the Gortynians attacked Knossos, cut 
to Alotoviov from her territory and handed it over to Lyktos. The terri
tory was later restored to Knossos as part of the settlement arranged by 
Appius Claudius between Gortyn and Knossos.81 Guarducci located Di- 
atonion near the modern village Astritsi, thirteen kilometers southeast of 
Knossos, where remains of an ancient settlement have been identified.82 
In 1976, M. Dothan reported the discovery of a funerary stele from Ak- 
ko, Israel, for Hypergenes, son of Eurymedes, Cretan from Detonion 
'YjtepYévnç I Ei)Q[o]pf|ô[o]ug [K]yf|ç I Aï][tô]vvloç [/]cxiq[e].83 The 
inscription has been dated to the second century B.C. on the basis of let
ter forms and the deceased has been identified as a mercenary soldier 
who fell “in one of the many battles of the 2nd century B.C.E. in the vi
cinity of Akko-Ptolemais”.84 S. Alexiou suggested that this inscription 
provides the correct spelling of Polybius’ Akxtovlov.85

111.2. b.ii Kourtolia
The unattested toponym Kourtolia has been deduced from the ethnikon 
KoDQTwXiatoç which appears in a third century B.C. dedication from 
the Redesieh, Egypt: ’AxéoTipoç Kqt]Ç KouQTœXiaïoç navi, oœOetç èx 
TQwyoômœv.86 P. Faure identified the proposed ancient toponym with 
to KovQTaXicûTixo (paQayyi and the KomaXid)Tî]ç JiOTap.ôg in Ha- 
gios Vasilios province.87 Faurc reported abundant remains on both sides 
of the river between the two villages Hagios Vasilios and Koxares at a 
spot which dominated the valley of the ancient Messalias river (modern 
ô Méyoig jtOTapAg). S. Hood and P. Warren reported their discovery in 
1965 of the remains of a “small Greco-Roman “city” on a flat-topped 
ridge which forms a natural acropolis” south of Koxares at the northern 
end of the gorge.88 The remains of buildings on the top of the acropolis 
and of building terraces and walls on its slopes were visible. The acro
polis may have been protected by a circuit wall. This is not Faure’s loca
tion for Kourtolia, but it is perhaps a better candidate insofar as Hood 
and Warren do not report Greek remains in the region which lies 
between Hagios Vasilios and Koxare. There is no evidence for the polit
ical status of Kourtolia, but if Faure is right to locate the ancient com
munity in the vicinity of the modern homonymous gorge it should be 
observed that the modern eparchy of Hagios Vasilios seems not to have 
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been dominated by a single large polis. Rather, the region appears to 
have been home to several small poleis including ancient Biannos and 
Psycheion?, as well as the unidentified settlements at modem Me- 
lambes, Koxare (ancient Kourtolia?) and Pantanassa.89

III. 2 .b.iii Lebena
An early fifth century inscription from Gortyn seems to preserve part of 
an agreement between Gortyn and Lebena (l.Cret. IV, 63). Five inscrip
tions dating to the third and second centuries B.C. concerning the ad
ministration of the Asklepieion at Lebena where they were found were 
probably published by Gortyn and so indicate that Gortyn managed the 
sanctuary during the Hellenistic period.90 These five inscriptions have 
been understood as decisive evidence in favor of the political absorption 
of Lebena by Gortyn early in the Hellenistic period.91 Polybius identi
fied Lebena as the port of Gortyn in his narrative of the civil war at Gor
tyn which seems to have run its course during the Lyktian war (221-219 
B.C.). Lebena was seized by the exiled faction, the véot, who continued 
to make war upon the party in Gortyn from there.92 In the final decades 
of the third century B.C. (co. 230-210 B.C.) ’'EjiatOoç Kag[-] was ap
pointed to serve as theorodokos for the ambassadors sent by Delphi to 
announce the celebration of the Pythia and Soteria (SEG 26 624 col. 
4.8). K. Rigsby suggested that the Delphic theoroi visited Lebena pre
cisely at the moment when the port was held by the Gortynian exiles and 
so freed from Gortynian control.93 The ethnikon Aeßrjvatog appears in 
the cure inscriptions from the sanctuary of Asklepios at Lebena (I.Cret. 
I.xvii.8, 9, & 15), in a late dedication also from Lebena U.Cret. 
I.xvii.27), and in the personal name of a Cretan mercenary in Egypt who 
scratched his name, Sœiàôag Aeßr]vaiog, on a noble’s tomb in the 
Thebaid.94

III.2.b.  iv Lip ar a
The toponym Lipara occurs in l.Cret. II.x (Kydonia).l, line 15 (ejtl 
Autåpai àvjiéXtov TeTQajiXéBçLOtv), the third century B.C. decree of Ky- 
donia providing for the lease of land and houses to proxenoi and euerge- 
tai of the polis. As previously discussed ( II.5) several of the toponyms 
found in this decree are best understood to represent sub-units but not 
necessarily civic sub-units of the polis of Kydonia. Although the site of 
ancient Lipara has not been identified, the location of another of these 
sub-units, Minoa, has been and may serve as a model. Minoa consisted 
of a sizeable conurbation with perhaps a dependent village and agricul- 
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tural land including public land which could be disposed of by the state. 
If the framers of the decree were consistent and careful in their descrip
tions of the location of the real estate made available to the benefactors of 
the polis, unlike Aa/avia (line 22-23) neither Minoa nor Lipara was a 
xcbpr]. Lipara may be identified as the hometown of IlaotØrpig 
Maktàôa Ain’aoatoç a Cretan mercenary who scratched his 
name on the Memnonion in Abydos during the second century B.C.95

III. 2. b. v Lykastos
Lykastos appears in the Catalogue of Ships (II. 2. 647, a^ytvoevia Au- 
xaoiov) and has long been identified with the ancient site at Kanli Kas
telli twelve kilometers southwest of Knossos in the foothills of Mt. Ida.96 
Stephanus quoted the Catalogue of Ships and identified Lykastos as a 
polis (Steph. Byz. 421.1 -5). Strabo described Lykastos as a former polis 
which had been destroyed and its territory taken by Knossos.97 These 
events had surely taken place by the early second century B.C. when 
Gortyn cut off from Knossos to Auxctortov and handed it over to Rhau- 
kos. The territory was restored to Knossos in 184 B.C. in the short-lived 
settlement arranged by Appius Claudius.98 A terminus post quern for the 
destruction of Lykastos is more difficult to determine. Two funerary epi
grams for the Cretan npaiaLibag AvxâoTiog appear in the Greek An
thology where they are attributed to Leonidas of Tarentum.99 Gow and 
Page doubted that the epigrams, particularly the second, were inscrip- 
tional,100 but O. Masson has demonstrated that the name IlQtXTaXiôaç 
(and so perhaps his ethnikon as well) is genuine.101 If genuine, we are 
still left with the uncertainty concerning the floruit of Leonidas in the 
early, middle or even late third century B.C.102

7/Z.2A vi Pergamos
Aristoxenos of Tarentum and the fourth century B.C. periplus attributed 
to Skylax provide the earliest references to Pergamos. Aristoxenos 
claimed to have been shown the tomb of Lykourgos nept Tqv Eevixt]V 
ôôov Tf)g riEQYaptcxç (Plut. Lyk. 31). Ps.-Skylax listed the territory of 
Pergamos (Tfjç xœqaç nepyotpiag) between Diktynnaion (Cape Spatha) 
to the north and Hyrtakina (modern Temenia) across the White Moun
tains to the south (Ps.-Skylax 47). Pliny numbered Pergamos among his 
Cretan oppida insignia and listed the toponym between Kydonia and 
Kisamos (Pliny NH 4.12.59). The toponym is clearly to be located in 
northwestern Crete, but precisely where remains contested.103 Augustan 
authors variously attributed the foundation of the Cretan urbs to Aga- 
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memnon (Velleius Paterculus HR 1.1) or Aeneas (Vergil Aen. 3.131- 
134). Finally, there is the third century B.C. funerary monument of Pa- 
si mnasta, daughter of Sosarchos, Pergamene by birth, found at Hyrtaki- 
na.104 No Greek author explicitly identified Pergamos as a polis nor are 
there any references which suggest that Pergamos was a dependent com
munity. The claim of Aristoxenos to have traveled the Eevixt] ôôôç of 
Pergamos provides our best evidence for its political status. Elsewhere 
on Crete, the phrase seems to have been used of special routes leading 
beyond the territory of a city.105 Thus, if Pergamos were merely a sub
unit of a polis with no political identity of its own the road would have 
been named after that polis rather than Pergamos. On the other hand, 
Pergamos appears in none of the Hellenistic treaties of Crete. On current 
evidence, two interpretations of the testimonia for the political status of 
Pergamos are recommended. Pergamos, a classical polis, lost her status 
as a political entity sometime after the fourth century B.C. Alternatively, 
Pergamos was a dependent polis of another state, perhaps Polyrrhenia, 
and as such enjoyed her own territory and defined borders but did not 
participate as a political entity in interstate affairs.

III.2.C  Conclusions
This review of the evidence for the six communities whose ethnika were 
used as part of the personal name but whose political status is uncertain 
was prefaced by the observation that in general the evidence from Crete 
for this use of sub-regional ethnika recommends a presumption in favor 
of a direct correlation between their use and the status of the community 
as a polis. Has the foregoing discussion confirmed this presumption? Of 
these six, the case for the political status of Lykastos as a polis is perhaps 
the best. While one might dismiss the evidence from the Catalogue of 
Ships and Stephanus, the testimony of Polybius and Strabo is more dif
ficult to ignore. Lykastos was destroyed and her territory absorbed by 
Knossos. Clearly what was destroyed was Lykastos as a political entity. 
The events of the first two decades of the second century B.C. provide 
the terminus ante quem for this destruction. Thus, it is certainly possible 
that nQaiakiôaç AuxåoTtog died (if indeed ever he lived!) without 
having seen the destruction of his community. At the other end of the 
spectrum, there is no evidence apart from the sub-regional ethnikon for 
the political status of Kourtolia.

The evidence for Detonnion, Lipara and Pergamos permits the con
clusion that each of the toponyms referred to a territory (seized from and 
returned to Knossos in the case of Detonnion, including state-owned 
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vineyards in the case of Lipara, and with a defined border in the case of 
Pergamos). For Detonnion there is no further evidence as to her status, 
but I believe that the arguments presented above concerning Lipara and 
Pergamos indicate that these toponyms refer to communities which en
joyed a separate territorial identity. They were not simply parts of the 
territory of Kydonia and Polyrrhenia? respectively. For Pergamos, the 
evidence for a separate territorial identity suggests a separate political 
identity as well. I would tentatively identify Pergamos as a dependent 
polis.

There remains the case of Lebena. The evidence for Gortyn's admin
istration of the Asklepieion recommends the position that by the third 
century B.C. Lebena was in some sense a dependency of Gortyn. Thus, 
it was as a member of dependent Lebena that Swrdöag Aeßtivalog left 
his name on the tomb of an Egyptian noble. The question remains 
whether Lebena was a polis, albeit a dependent one? The early fifth cen
tury B.C. fragment of an agreement between Gortyn and Lebena proves 
that Lebena was recognized at that time as a political entity by her more 
powerful neighbor to the north. I suspect that between this fifth century 
agreement and the third century evidence for Gortyn’s administration of 
Asklepieion the political relationship between Gortyn and Lebena had 
changed, but it must be admitted that we do not have the evidence re
quired for proof. We may only speculate that the relations between Gor
tyn and Lebena were perhaps re-negotiated in the course of the fourth 
century B.C. when the poleis of Crete became more active in interna
tional affairs and when the earlier sanctuary of Acheloos and the 
nymphs at Lebena was rededicated to Asklepios.106 The appointment of 
a theorodokos at Lebena suggests that Lebena remained a polis, albeit a 
dependent one, until late in the third century B.C.

To conclude. For two of the forty-one communities represented by 
sub-regional ethnika used as part of the personal name (Detonnion and 
Kourtolia) we are unable to draw any independent conclusions concern
ing their political status. For Lipara we may draw the independent con
clusion (independent of the appearance of the sub-regional ethnikon) 
that the community was at least a territorial entity. Lykastos is identified 
tentatively as a polis (type unknown) and Pergamos and Lebena as de
pendent poleis, at least during the Hellenistic period, again on the basis 
of evidence independent of the sub-regional ethnika. One final observa
tion and four conclusions will complete this discussion. First the obser
vation. Of the group of six communities discussed in some detail above, 
all examples of this use of the ethnikon occurred in what I have called 
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private contexts. (1) Most importantly, we may conclude that the use of 
the sub-regional ethnikon as part of the personal name is a good indica
tion of /?o/A-ness on Crete. (2) We may note further that whether the 
context of the ethnikon is public or private does not seem to affect its use 
as evidence for political status. (3) We may appeal to the sub-regional 
ethnika of Detonnion, Kourtolia and Lipara as strong if not conclusive 
evidence for their status as dependent poleis. (4) Finally, we may substi
tute the term polis-ethnikon for sub-regional ethnikon when used as part 
of the personal name.

III. 3 The Collective Use of the Suh-Regional Ethnikon

111.3. a Introduction
I turn next to the collective use of the sub-regional ethnikon which is at
tested for forty-seven of the fifty-seven independent poleis of Crete 
(Fig. 2, 1-40, 42-48, all save Rhithymna [no. 41 ]). The precise classifi
cation of the communities represented by another twelve collective sub
regional ethnika is less clear (Fig. 2, nos. 49-50, 53-54, 57-59, 61-65). 
These twelve are studied in detail below.

111.3. b.i Amyklai
The evidence for the political status of Amyklai is discussed below 
(IV.2.i). The sub-regional ethnikon o'l ’ApimXatot occurs in what ap
pears to be an agreement between them and the Gortynians (I.Cret. IV, 
172, 2nd-3rd century B.C.). While the evidence is not sufficient to deter
mine that Amyklai was a polis, it is important to note that there is no 
good reason to deny Amyklai polis status (as I have indicated in Fig. 2, 
no. 49).

111.3. b.ii Artemitai
The collective o’l ’ApTEpIiat occurs in the late third century B.C. text 
from Eleutherna discussed already in II.3 above (I.Cret. Il.xii [Eleuther
na].22). Earlier I rejected the suggestion of M. Guarducci that è'jtoixoç 
was a social status term and was synonymous with wioßoixog. Rather, 
the term ETtoixoç should probably be understood to mean “new settlers” 
or the like. I return now to the further suggestion of Guarducci that the 
Artemitai were a dependent population of Eleutherna.107

The Artemitai are mentioned on Face B and on the poorly preserved 
Face C of the stone. Face B preserves two provisions. Chaniotis108 has 
convincingly argued that the first provision (lines 1-7) concerned the 
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military obligations of men older than twenty and younger than an age 
grade identified as toç JiQeoyqiag.109 Those who failed to comply when 
ordered to do so by the kosmos of Eleutherna were punished by a fine of 
five staters. The second provision (lines 7-13) required those who left 
Tctv Jtok[t]Tf|iav Ttbv ’AQTepiTàv to notify the kosmoi of Eleutherna. In 
this case, failure to comply cost the individual his right to participate in 
public ritual.110 Of immediate interest to us is the term JioÀ.iTf]La which 
is attested in the sense of “citizenship” and “constitution” elsewhere on 
the island.111 The latter meaning, “constitution”, is difficult to construe 
in this context, “whoever abandons the constitution of the Artemitai 
must advise the kosmoF, and should probably be rejected.112 The former 
meaning, “citizenship”, might be understood in this context to suggest 
that the individual intended to relinquish his citizenship in this commun
ity presumably in order to become a citizen of another. Chaniotis rejects 
both of these two attested meanings of the term in favor of a third. He 
suggests that JtoXiTf|ia here means “Ort” (yel sim.), “whoever moves 
out of the territory of the Artemitai must advise the kosmoi etc.”113 This 
last suggestion for the use of the term is extremely attractive, although 
admittedly without parallel. Which meaning of the term one prefers (cit
izenship or “Ort”) has important ramifications in the context of the 
present study.

Several points may be made about the relationship of the Artemitai 
and Eleutherna regardless of the meaning of the term jioXiTqia. If we 
assume, as I believe we must, that both provisions of Face B treat the 
same population - that is, the Artemitai - , then we may certainly de
duce that the Artemitai were organized by age grades and that they were 
obligated to serve in the army of Eleutherna. The officials of Eleutherna 
had the authority to fine the Artemitai and to restrict their participation 
in public cult. If we take the term noXtirjia in the sense of “citizenship” 
then surely we are obliged to view the political status of the community 
as a dependent polis of Eleutherna; polis because the Artemitai formed a 
community of citizens, dependent because they were obliged to serve in 
the army of Eleutherna and were subject to the authority of the kosmoi 
of that polis. That a member of this polis who wished to abandon his cit
izenship and relocate must inform the kosmoi of Eleutherna makes good 
sense insofar as Eleutherna stood to suffer the loss of a soldier. If this 
interpretation of the text and its ramifications is sound, we have at least 
one parallel from Crete for the military role of the Lakonian perioikoi.

If, on the other hand, we follow the suggestion of Chaniotis and 
understand noXiTijia to mean “Ort”, then we must add the power of the
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officials of Eleutherna to restrict the movement of the Artemitai to our 
list of points concerning their legal relationship to Eleutherna. Taken to
gether with their service in the army of Eleutherna and the authority of 
the officials of Eleutherna to fine them and to restrict their participation 
in public cult, I would suggest that the JioktTf|ta Ttuv ’AQiepiTäv was a 
civic unit of the polis of Eleutherna. If so, the polis of Eleutherna was 
comprised of civic units called nokiTtjiat which like the demoi of Ath
ens and the komai of Argos were geographic units as well. These 
JToXtTf)tcci provided the organizational basis for the army of Eleutherna. 
The picture of Eleutherna as polynucleated settlement which is emerg
ing from the excavations of the University of Crete perhaps provides 
some slight support for this suggestion.114 On the other hand, the traces 
preserved on Face C undermine this view. Lines 7-8 have been restored 
[xàjç ovv0[f|xag - Tæv ’ Ap]l[Te]ptTä[v----- ]. If correctly restored and
if the ovvØiqxa joined Eleutherna and the Artemitai it is difficult to 
argue that the Artemitai were a civic unit unless this Oitv0ï|xa marked 
the addition of a new JioklTqia to the polis or some similar occasion. 
Reference to a (JW0f|xa would be easy to understand if the Artemitai 
were the members of a dependent polis. On balance it seems preferable 
to take the term JiokiTpia to mean “citizenship” and I tentatively iden
tify the Artemitai as the members of a dependent polis of Eleutherna.

III. 3. b. Hi Latosion
The collective Aaiootot occurs in a fragmentary law of Gortyn (J.Cret.
IV, 58, 5th century B.C.). M. Guarducci identified the Latosioi as the in
habitants of a quarter of the asty of Gortyn called the Latosion. This top
onym appears in a Gortynian law which grants a particular category of 
non-citizens the right to reside there and extends to them certain guaran
ties including the freedom from seizure (I.Cret. IV, 78, 5th century 
B.C.). Guarducci suggested that the group in question were freedmen 
(toi åjtEkeu[ØEøoil, line 1), and on the basis of this suggestion located 
Latosion in the vicinity of Mitropolis a half kilometer or so to the south
west of the Odeion where the majority of the manumission texts from 
Gortyn have been found.115 The proximity of Mitropolis to the asty of 
Gortyn provides considerable support for its identification as a neigh
borhood. More recently H. van Effenterre proposed instead that the 
group permitted to reside in Latosion were repatriated Gortynians (xoi 
àjt£kEv[aôp,evot]).116 If van Effenterre is right, there is no reason to lo
cate Latosion at Mitropolis and so the site-classification argument from 
proximity must be abandoned as well.
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111.3. b.iv Lebena
The evidence for the political status of Lebena as a dependent polis is 
discussed elsewhere in this essay (III.2.b.iii and IV.2.ix). The collective 
öl Aeßevcxtot occurs in a lex sacra concerning the cults of Acheloos and 
the nymphs and of Asklepios at Lebena (I.Cret. I.xvii [Lebena],7, lines 
2-3 ÔJifj o'i Aeßrivaiot ext xat vbv 0voI[vti xJqtôç àQ/atoç vôpoç, 
2nd century B.C.).

111.3. b.v Mitoi
The eastern frontier of Lato passed xcxi toutcö xai[à Tâç xecpakâç xâv 
vcxnàv] xœv èp MtTotç (I.Cret. I.xvi [Lato],5, lines 53-54, 2nd century 
B.C.). Faure identified Mitoi as the demotic or ethnie of a village (ville) 
controlled by Hierapytna.117 The Souda identified Mitoç as the name of 
a polis, but did not indicate in what region of Greece Mitoç was loc
ated. 118 There is no further evidence for either the toponym or the “ethni- 
kon”, if indeed it is one.

III. 3 .b.vi Modaioi
The collective Mœbottœv appears on two silver didrachm issues and a 
third small bronze issue. The small bronze was found in northwest Crete 
in the vicinity of the modern village Phaleliana in the Kolenis river val
ley.119 Faure suggests that the collective Mœbatot refers not to a single 
community (polis vel sim.), but to a federation consisting of the several 
small settlements located along the Kolenis river. Faure doubts that the 
modern village Modi, located on the coastal plain between Chania and 
Cape Spatha, was the site of an ancient community of that name.120 On 
present evidence it is impossible to endorse the views of Faure either as 
to the precise nature of the Mwôaîot (single community or federation) 
or as to their location. At most on the bases of the numismatic evidence 
and the modern toponym Modi we may conclude that the MœÔatot were 
located somewhere in northwest Crete.

111.3. b.vii Oreioi
The collective ethnikon o’l ’'Opetoi occurs in Polybius (4.53.6, ’'Optot), 
and in an alliance made by this group with king Magas, king of Cyrene 
(I.Cret. ll.xvii [LisosJ.l). M. Guarducci demonstrated that this collec
tive referred not to a polis vel sim., but to a federation of small poleis lo
cated on the southern side of the White Mountains in southwest Crete.121 
Members included Tarrha, Lisos, Elyros, and Hyrtakina and perhaps 
Poikilasion.122 Coins of the late fourth or early third century B.C. pro
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vide the earliest evidence for the existence of the federation.123 Towards 
the middle of the third century B.C. the Oreioi formed an alliance with 
Magas xaOcutEQ ToqtovIoiç [omp.p,ax]lav noif]oaoOat (I.Cret. II. xvii. 
I).124 An inscribed text of the alliance (our inscription) was to be dis
played at Lisos in the Diktynnaion from which Guarducci and others de
duced that Lisos served as the federal capital.125 The federation is last 
heard of in 221/0 B.C. when it fought against Knossos in the Lyktian 
war (Polyb. 4.53.6). Two further attestations of this adjectival form indi
cate that the federation probably derived its name from the name of the 
region. The earlier of the two references occurs in a third century B.C. 
funerary epigram, probably of a Cretan mercenary, which was found in 
Laconia (/G V.l, 723, Jiaiçlç p,ol egtiv ’'Oqeiol). The second appears 
in the decree of an unknown Cretan polis which forbids its citizens from 
pillaging Attica (discussed briefly infra II. 1) in a clause which seems to 
concern (Athenian?) ambassadors who had been seized, JtQeoyeuTàvç 
ovyxExXEipÉvovç èv Töt ’OpEiat (IG II2, 1130, lines 12-13, early 2nd 
century B.C.).126

III. 3. b. viii Prepsidai
The collective nQEJrolôai occurs in an archaic inscription from Dreros 
([—] ôe ai ol nQEJioiôai xol MiXanoi àlQxaav “from the time when 
lor “as”] the Milatioi and the Prepsidai began”, BCHID [1946] 588-590, 
no. 1,6th century B.C.). Milatos, mentioned already in the Catalogue of 
Ships, was certainly an independent polis throughout the Hellenistic pe
riod. There is no reason to conclude that she had not enjoyed the same 
status in earlier times. This text suggests that ol IIOEHOtdai referred to a 
community of the same type as Milatos. Yet, ethnika in -lôtiç are other
wise unattested on the island.127 Van Effenterre suggested that ol 
riQEJtolöai inhabited “une de ces bourgades...un de ces hameaux isolés 
dans la montagne.”128

111.3. b.ix Rhitten
The evidence for the political status of Rhitten as a dependent polis is 
discussed below (IV.2.iv). The collective ol ’Plttevloi appears in the 
5th century B.C. agreement between them and the Gortynians (I.Cret. 
IV, 80).

111.3. b.x Rhytion
The political status of Rhytion is discussed elsewhere in this essay (II.2; 
IV.2.vii; IV.3). Certainty in this case is not possible, but I favor the iden- 
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tification of Rhytion as a dependent polis of Gortyn. The collective eth- 
nikon 'Pviidoiog occurs in a decree of 120 A.D. which mentions Rhy
tion with Pyrgos as part of a kome of Gortyn (IC I.xxix [Rhytion]. 1, 
lines 6-8 ’'Apßpoq ô [xciTaojTaOetç I Ieqeùç Aiôç [ïxvXtoJu xfjç I 'Pv- 
Ttaoiwv xcbtpqç xai TIujQyov).

III. 3.b.xi Setaia
The collective SqiafiTai occurs in the agreement of Praisos with the 
Stalitai (I.Cret. Ill.vi | Praisos].7B, lines 12-17, 3rd century B.C.). The 
terms of this agreement regulated the use by Praisos of the ships and 
crew of the Sicdd/rai and the SqTOtqTai both of whom were responsible 
for supplying the crew and their provisions on voyages to Delphi and 
Olympia. Ancient Setaia is presumably to be located in the vicinity of 
the modern port of the same name in northwest Crete.129 Ps.-Skylax in
dicated that the territory of Praisos extended to the north and south 
coasts of Crete and it is probably the case that by the time of this agree
ment both Setaia and Stalai were subjugated to Praisos.130 Unlike the 
case for Stalai (see infra), there is little evidence that Setaia was re
garded as a polis, albeit a dependent one, at the time of this agreement or 
that she had been one in the past. Only the use of this collective ethnikon 
and the testimony of late authors suggest otherwise. Both Stephanus and 
Diogenes Laertius (Life of Myson) identified Setaia as a polish

111.3. b.xii Stalai
The decree of Praisos concerning the SiakiTai (I.Cret. Ill.vi.7, 3rd cen
tury B.C.) has been discussed previously in several contexts (I and
111.3. b.xi). The collective ethnic occurs as well in the Magnesian arbitra
tion of the dispute between Itanos and Hierapytna (I.Cret. Ill.iv [Ita- 
nos].9, line 123, 112 B.C.). At that time Hierapytna claimed to control 
the (polis?, choral, island?) of the Stalitai (Tfjg twv Stï]Â,itû)v).132 The 
toponym STfjkou is preserved by Stephanus who identified the commun
ity as a polis (Steph. Byz. 585.12-13). Ancient Stalai has been identified 
with the remains just south of the modern village Makrigialos on the 
southwest coast of the island.133

The political status of the Stalitai has been discussed in detail in the 
past, most recently by F. Gschnitzer who maintained that in consquence 
of this decree the Stalitai can not be said to have formed a polish They 
were not sovereign in their territory, they did not participate either as a 
community or through their representatives in the oath ceremony by 
which the provisions of this decree were first ratified nor would they do 
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so in the future when the oath was renewed each year in the month of 
Dionysios, no officials of the Stalitai are mentioned, and the Stalitai en
joyed no reciprocity in any one of the decree’s several provisions. In 
light of these observations, I agree that it is impossible to accord the Sta
litai the political status of even a dependent polis at the time of this de
cree according to the criteria enumerated by Hansen. To the extent that 
the decree suggests that they had at one time apparently enjoyed the 
sovereign possession of their polis and chora, which was now theirs 
only by leave of the Praisians, and retained full enjoyment of the public 
revenue derived from their harbor taxes and from the purple-dye indus
try and so must have appointed officials and maintained the institutions 
required to tax, collect and allocate such revenue, the Stalitai may be 
understood to have met two of the sine qua non of polis-ness put for
ward by Hansen: (1) the possession of a hinterland in the form of a terri
tory bordering on neighboring territories; and (2) self-governance in 
questions of land ownership and so on. This observation lends some 
weight to the suggestion that the Stalitai had earlier formed a polis, al
though whether of the dependent or independent type is unknown. What 
is significant for us, however, is that in this case the collective ethnikon 
was used of a community which was not a polis of either type.135

II1.3.C.  Conclusions
In contrast to the use of the sub-regional ethnikon as part of the personal 
name, the foregoing study demonstrates that the collective sub-regional 
ethnikon should not be taken as an indication of polis-ness. Of the 
twelve collective ethnika studied in detail above, one (’Aqvxkalot) may 
represent a polis (type unknown), two (Aeßrivatoi, ’Pittéviol ) were 
probably and two others (’ Aqieptiai, ’Ptmaoioi) were perhaps used of 
the members of dependent poleis, two (Mmbatoi, ’'Oqelol) represent 
federations, and one (AotTOtJioi) was most likely used of the residents of 
a neighborhood of a polis. The evidence for the remaining four (Mltol, 
nQEJtctiöai, SqTafjTai, XiakiTai) is not sufficient to determine their 
site-classification.

IV. The Dependent Communities of Gortyn
IV. I Introduction

We know more about the settlement of the Mesara and about the politi
cal and social history of its dominent power, Gortyn, than about any 
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other region and polis of Crete. The material remains, epigraphic, and 
literary sources allow us to trace the development of the polis of Gortyn 
from the eighth century B.C. to its establishment as the capital of the 
Roman province of Crete and Cyrcnc. The productivity of the Mesara is 
too well-known to require discussion here. It goes without saying that 
the Mesara was very desirable agricultural real estate. The ancient 
record has preserved for us the names and the remains of many settle
ments which depended upon the fertility of the Mesara for their liveli
hood. Considerations of defense, climate and economics led the major
ity of the settlements to locate not on the plain itself but on the northern 
slopes of the Asterousia mountains which separate the Mesara from the 
Libyan sea and on the southern slopes of the foothills to the west of La- 
sithi and the east of Psiloriti (Mt. Ida). In the course of the last two cen
turies, scholarly travelers and traveling scholars have explored these 
hills and documented the remains of the ancient settlements which dot 
them.

Among these ancient settlements of the Mesara are a number which 
for reasons beyond the simple fact that they shared the plain with Gortyn 
have been regarded as her “dependencies”.136 The general question of 
terminology and of the Gortynian hypoboikoi as well as the evidence for 
the political status of several of these communities have already been 
considered in earlier sections of this paper. The discussion which fol
lows explores the evidence for the political status of nine communities 
located along the perimeter of the Mesara, which have for one reason or 
another been identified as Gortynian dependencies, with the goal of de
veloping a regional picture of settlement hierarchy.137 I cannot make the 
claim that the situation in the Mesara was representative of other regions 
on Crete as well, but several patterns do emerge which seem to have par
allels elsewhere on the island.

Seven of the settlements (Fig. 3) which have been identified as depen
dencies of Gortyn form a chain extending across the length of the south
ern edge of the Mesara plain (ca. sixty kilometers) from Kommos (an
cient Amyklai) on Mesara bay east to Boibe (modern Pobia), Pyloros 
(modem Plora), Rhitten (in the vicinity of Apessokari), Bene (modern 
Panagia), Aulon (modern Pirgos) and Rhytion (modern Rotassi).138 The 
Asterousia mountains lie to their south and separate them from the 
coast. Today, convenient routes south connect the modern villages of 
Pobia, Plora, Apessokari, Panagia, Pirgos and Rhytion to the sea and we 
should imagine that ease of access to the sea was one of the factors 
which prompted the establishment of the ancient settlements. To the best 
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of my knowledge there is no evidence that the Asterousia mountains 
were themselves settled in any substantial way.139 Three Greek settle
ments were located along the coast beween Tsoutsouros Bay in the east 
and Cape Lithinos to the west: Inatos (modern Tsoutsouros), Lebena and 
Lasaia (modern Kali Limenes). Of these, only Lebena appears to have 
been attached to Gortyn. The territory belonging to the small polis of 
Lasaia extended west to Cape Lithinon and inland to the watershed 
which divides this part of the the coast from the Mesara.140 To the east of 
Rhytion lay the territory of the polis of Priansos (modern Kastel iana) 
and east of Priansos the Lasithi massif. Inatos, recognized as a polis by 
Xenion (Steph. Byz. 261.17-18 s.v. Elvoitoç) and Ptolemy (Geog. 
3.15.3), has been identified as the harbor of Priansos and part of her ter
ritory.141 To the north, only one community has been identified as a Gor- 
tynian dependency, Pyranthos (modern Pyrathi), which commanded one 
of the two principle routes between the north coast and the Mesara. 
These nine communities are discussed in geographical order beginning 
in the west with Amyklai and proceeding east counterclockwise along 
the hilly rim of the Mesara.

1V.2 The “Dependent” Communities of the Mesara

IV.2.i Amyklai
There was a tradition, preserved by Conon ([FGrHist 26] fr. 1 .xxxvi), 
that under Spartan leadership a group of Imbrians and Lemnians from 
Lakonian Amyklai immigrated to Gortyn in the third generation after 
the conquest of Amyklai by Sparta (early in the eighth century B.C.).142 
Some support for the tradition preserved by Conon is offered by refer
ences to the Amyklaioi (ot ’ApvxXaloi) in the third or second century 
B.C. inscription which seems to preserve the text of an agreement 
between Gortyn and the Amyklaioi (JLCret. IV, 172).143 Although twen- 
ty-two lines of the text are preserved, the stone is broken at both edges 
(as well as at the bottom) leaving only a portion from the middle of each 
line. The agreement seems largely to concern judicial procedure, the 
role of kosmoi and the assessment of fines, but it is not possible to con
clude anything about the political status of the Amyklaioi from what 
survives. Taken together, from Conon’s account of the foundation of 
Gortyn which links its founders with the toponym Amyklai and I.Cret. 
IV, 172 which attests the existence of a homonymous community with 
formal relations with Gortyn we may conclude that the Amyklaioi were 
closely linked to the polis of Gortyn. But how, exactly? The opinio com- 
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munis identifies Amyklai as a perioikic town of Gortyn, but in truth 
there is no evidence for this.144

Stephanus described the polis of Amyklaion as a harbor town and its 
location has been sought on the coast to the southwest of Phaistos, per
haps in the vicnity of Kommos.145 Sir Arthur Evans long ago suggested 
that the topographical details in Odyssey 3.293-296, recommended the 
vicinity of Kommos as the place on the outskirts of the territory of Gor
tyn (èo/aTtf) rÔQTUvoç) where Menelaus’ fleet was driven ashore.146 
Malkin suggests that the Homeric and post-Homeric accounts of the 
nostos of king Menelaus provided Sparta with “a precedent of presence 
in the areas (particularly North Africa and the western Mediterranean) in 
which colonists of Lakonian origins would settle.”147 Most recently, D. 
Viviers has suggested that the plan of rooms Al and A2 of Temple C at 
Kommos (classical period) recommends their function as andreia, ad
ducing as well the statement of Dosiades ([FGrHist 4581 fr. 2) that 
everywhere on Crete there were two syssitia, one for citizens called the 
andreion and one for visitors called the koimeterion.Vivier does not 
himself propose this, but if he is right about the function of these rooms 
we might conclude that Kommos was the center of a harbor town which 
enjoyed its own social institutions. The identification of Kommos and 
ancient Amyklai has now become standard in the literature and is attrac
tive save for the fact that I.Cret. IV, 172 was found in the modern village 
of Apesokari (reused in the wall of the church of the Panagia), some 
nineteen kilometers east of Kommos. There are, to be sure, substantial 
ancient remains which extend from Apessokari west to Plora (ancient 
Pyloros?). But Apessokari-Plora is inland and the only harbor in the vi
cinity is that of Lebena. The decision rests on whether to prefer the evi
dence suggested by the provenience of a reused block or the evidence 
provided by mythological tradition and Stephanus.

IV.2.U Boibe
Stephanus provides the only ancient reference for the Cretan Boibe. The 
full lemma for the toponym reads:

Bolßp, jiôXlç ØEOøaXtag. "Opri^oç “Boißirv xat rXacpvgaç xat 
èvxTipévT]v Tawkxov”. egtlv ovv xat nôXtç xat XtpvT] 

Botßtag, ano Botßov tov TXacpvpov tov Tag TXacpvQaç 

XTtøavTog. EOTt xat ev Kqtjtt] Botßr] Tfjç IoqtvvIôoç. xat èv 
Maxebovta XTpavri Botßp. to éOvtxov Tfjç Botßpg Botßrvg xat 

Botßptg Ot]Xvxov. el Ôè xat Botßatog, ov xwXvel. eotl xat 
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Boißr]iov itoÀiç;. XéyeTat ôè xod Boißia f] À.tpvT]. (Steph. Byz. 
172, 9-15).

Two aspects of this passage call for comment. Stephanus does not expli
citly refer to Cretan Boibe as a polis, although we may infer as much 
from his language: there is also the (polis) Boibe which belongs to Gor- 
tyn. His use of to eOvtxov rather than ô tcoXittiç to refer to the inhabi
tants of Boibe should not be regarded as politically significant.149 An
cient Boibe has long been identified with the modern Pobia although 
with little supporting evidence beyond the similarity of their names.150 
The suggested location does, however, suit the geographical pattern, 
which emerges from this study of the “dependent” communities of Gor- 
tyn.

IV.2.iii Pyloros.
Pliny provides the only ancient reference for Pyloros which he included 
in his list of Cretan oppida insignia (Pliny NH 4.12.59). The ancient top
onym has been associated with the modern Plora and the location of Py
loros has been sought in the vicinity of the modern village which is in a 
good position to control the most convenient route from Gortyn to Leb- 
ena. Faure included Pyloros in his list of Roman foundations, but an epi- 
choric inscription (grave marker?) written retrograde was found in Plora 
(I.Cret. I.xxv.l).151 Indeed, evidence for human occupation extends the 
entire distance between the villages of Plora and Apessokari two kilom
eters to the east.152

IV.2.iv Rhitten
The location of ancient Rhitten153 is central to the interpretation of the 
most important evidence for its political status, namely the fifth century 
B.C. agreement between the Gortynians and the Rhittenians (I.Cret. IV, 
80), and so will be addressed first.154 Guarducci identified ancient Rhit
ten with the remains of the important settlement at Patela Prinias and the 
majority of scholars have followed her lead.155 In support of this identifi
cation she adduced (1) a fragment of an epichoric inscription preserving 
ZENIA in the first of two lines of text, which Guarducci following Xan- 
thoudides and Pernier restored as [rP]ttEVta (I.Cret. I.xxviii.2); and (2) 
the provisions for publication of an agreement between Gortyn and 
Knossos 'Pt[TT]r|vtai èv tg)i vamt iàç ’AOavaiotç (I.Cret. IV, 182, lines 
20-21, ca. 166/5 B.C.) in combination with the inscriptional evidence 
for a sanctuary of Athena on Patela Prinias (I.Cret. I.xxvii. 19 & 20). Fa- 
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ure, on the other hand, has argued strenuously against what has become 
the opinio communis.156 Faure contended that the epichoric inscription 
I.Cret. I.xxviii.2 was better understood as a reference to Zeus, Zevt ayo- 
qolîoç, aval;, aOdvaiog, aounoç vel sim. (it is not certain that the 
scribes of Prinias used a divider between every word), while Guarduc- 
ci’s reading of 'Pi[TTjr|viai in I.Cret. IV, 182 was simply wrong.157 Fa
ure located Apollonia at Patela Prinias preferring a location south of the 
Mesura for Rhitten. He suggested that Rhitten be sought on the northern 
foothills of the Asterousia mountains near Apessokari, at the foot of a 
chain of hills called f| Kdio Pita, a location already proposed by F. 
Halbherr at the end of the last century.158 In favor of Faure’s reluctance 
to identify Rhitten with the settlement at Patela Prinias is the observa
tion that Patela Prinias, does not appear to have been inhabited during 
the fifth century B.C. when I.Cret. IV, 80 was inscribed. The current ex
cavations at Prinias indicate that the settlement was abandoned towards 
the middle of the sixth century and not reoccupied before the Hellenistic 
period.159 The material record as currently understood would seem to 
rule out the identification of Rhitten with the settlement at Patela Prin
ias.

Despite differences of detail, in broad outline the provisions of I.Cret. 
IV, 80, have been interpreted by most as demonstrating that Rhitten was 
a dependent community of Gortyn.160 H. van Effenterre has recently pro
posed a fundamentally different interpretation of this text and of the po
litical status of Rhitten.161 He argues that I.Cret. IV, 80 should be under
stood within the context of hostilities between Gortyn and Knossos. 
Rhitten (Patela Prinias) occupied a strategic position along the main 
route linking the Mesara and the north coast. Gortyn had defeated Rhit
ten but was unable to push any further towards the north in the direction 
of Knossos. Rather than incorporating Rhitten into the polis of Gortyn, 
Gortyn established a military district on Rhittenian territory close to the 
border shared by these two poleis to guard the northern approach into 
the Mesara. With this decree Gortyn agreed to respect the sovereignty of 
Rhitten and established the rules and judicial procedures which were to 
govern relations between the occupation forces of Gortyn and the Rhit- 
tenians, particularly as concerned the military district held by Gortyn on 
Rhittenian land. For van Effenterre, then, the focus of I.Cret. IV, 80, was 
the occupied territory rather than the status of Rhitten and the Rhitten- 
ians. This is an important distinction, particularly in the context of this 
essay, and one which I cannot endorse insofar as it is premised upon 
three problematic points: (1) the archaeological difficulty raised by the 
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settlement history of Patela Prinias; (2) the interpretation of the starta- 
getas as a military official162 and (3) the interpretation of the problematic 
passage in line 6 as having to do with frontiers or borders.1631 prefer in
stead to view the application of the provisions of this text in broader 
terms than does van Effenterre and to understand them to reflect the sta
tus of Rhitten and the Rhittenians vis-a-vis Gortyn.

A detailed explication of I.Cret. IV, 80 lies beyond the scope of the 
present study. The following four points must suffice.

(1) I.Cret. IV, 80 is a decree of Gortyn concerning Rhitten and Rhit
tenians. It is not an agreement between two independent poleis, even 
two poleis of unequal size and power. One sign of this is the absence of 
reciprocity in this decree. Only Rhittenians are envisioned as the wrong
doers who if convicted will be assessed a fine of one drachma (lines 4- 
8), only Gortynians as defendants in cases concerning security seized 
from Rhittenians (lines 9-12), and only Rhitten as the plaintiff in the fi
nal provision (lines 12-15)

(2) Gortyn’s recognition that the Rhittenians were odrc]ôvop[o]i x’ 
avTÔôixot may have a more specific reference point than is usually en
tertained. The majority of the provisions which follow concern judicial 
procedure. I suspect that the initial general reference to Rhittenian judi
cial authority may have been made with the specific provisions which 
followed and limited this authority in mind.

(3) At least some of the land occupied by Rhittenians was owned by 
Gortyn (or by Gortynians). I can see no other reason for the provision in 
lines 3-4 which provided for the Rhittenian who built a house or planted 
trees the right to sell the products of his labor.164 We may compare this 
with the contemporary decree of Gortyn concerning the lease of public 
land in Keskora and Paia (I.Cret. IV, 43 B,a) and the much later inscrip
tion from Kydonia (I.Cret. II. x. 1) which prove that some at least of the 
land within a dependent or constituent community of the polis was state- 
owned.165

(4) Several of the judicial and executive procedures provided for by 
this decree were to take place in Rhitten. Officials from Gortyn traveled 
to Rhitten and there in conjunction with the Rhittenian kosmate judged 
(xoaitEiv) a particular category of wrongdoer and assessed a fine if the 
accused was found guilty (lines 4-8).166 Complaints arising from the fine 
(size or application) were to be decided according to the laws pertaining 
to foreigners xoevelcxl btxa[t biJxàbÔEÔat. We hear of Fotcrdai ôixai, 
suits pertaining to citizens, at Gortyn (I.Cret. IV, 13, g-h, line 2)167 which 
implies their use of a separate category for foreigners, as does the exist- 
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ence there of a magistrate for affairs concerning foreigners, the xoevtoç 
(kosmos) (I.Cret. IV, 14, g-p, lines 1-2). Does this decree then require 
the use of Gortynian procedure in Rhitten? Or in such cases was the ve
nue transferred to Gortyn? Furthermore, the Rhittenians were to be (cù- 
Toôtxoï. Are we to understand, then, that the Rhittenians had a separate 
procedure for suits pertaining to foreigners or xoEVEtai ôtxat? If so, by 
extension they had citizen suits and so they had citizens. A further pro
vision required that fines assessed against a Gortynian who lost a suit 
concerning security taken from a Rhittenian be collected by the Rhitten- 
ian kosmoi and in the event that they failed to do so the responsibility 
fell to TOÙç jtqeiy[io]tovç, presumably also Rhittenian officials (lines 
8-12). The venue of the hearing to determine guilt or innocence is not 
specified, but one would suspect Rhitten. A third procedure was out
lined for public, as opposed to private, complaints, brought by Rhitten 
against Gortyn (lines 12-15).168 Such complaints were to be heard before 
the full assembly, but whose? The text is not clear. Were the Rhittenian 
complainants or their proxies required to travel to Gortyn in order to 
present their charges before the Gortynian assembly (so van Effenterre), 
or were the Gortynian officials?, defendants? or their proxies required to 
appear before the assembly of Rhitten in order to hear the charges 
against them (so Guarducci)? At the least we can conclude from the 
phrase to xotvov ot ’Ptriéviot that the community of the Rhittenians 
was regarded as a legal entity with the ability to initiate claims at law 
against a polis and its citizens.

Even if we adopt the position that xoevelo ôlxa refers to Gortynian 
procedure, and that such cases were heard in Gortyn as were suits 
against Gortynian creditors and public complaints against Gortyn and 
the Gortynians, we are still left with a community which was regarded 
as a legal entity by at least one other polis, and which employed its own 
public officials who were responsible for executing fines assessed 
against the citizens of another polis. On the other hand, at least one cat
egory of delict fell under the joint jurisdiction of Gortynian and Rhitten
ian officials while other complaints against Gortyn and individual Gor
tynians were heard in Gortyn. Finally, at least some territory occupied 
by Rhittenians was apparently owned by Gortyn or perhaps individual 
Gortynians and it was within Gortyn’s jurisdiction to determine the 
rights of the Rhittenian occupants. Stephanus, our only other ancient 
source for Rhitten, identified the community as a polis.169 On balance, 
the evidence suggests that Rhitten was a polis with her own laws, courts, 
magistrates, council and assembly, but a dependent polis of Gortyn who 
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controlled land within the territory of Rhitten and could under certain 
circumstances abrogate the judicial and executive authority of the state.

IV.2.V Bene
Stephanus is our only ancient source for Bene: Bf)VT]; JtôXiç Kqt|Tî]ç 
ûjio rÔQTW TETotypévri. to èBvtxov Bî]vatoq. 'Piavôç yàç ô jrotr|Tf]ç 
Bt]vaîoç rjv rj KEQeàxtig fj Kof]Ç (Steph. Byz. 167. 4-5). Faure sug
gested that the remains at Kastellos just south of the modern village of 
Panagia should perhaps be identified as those of ancient Bene.170 Faure 
described remains of the archaic, classical and Hellenistic periods ex
tending some 1000 m. across the summit and slopes of Kastellos where 
there was also discovered a cave sanctuary with remains from the classi
cal, Hellenistic and Roman periods. K. Rigsby, on the other hand, has 
presented a good case in support of his suggestion that Stephanus or his 
source (probably Herodian?) mistook Aeßijviq for BijvT].171

IV.2.vi Aulon
Aulon, identified as a polis or a topos by Stephanus (Steph. Byz. 147.8 
Avkcbv; TQLTT] JtôXiç Kgr]thÇ P tôjtoç), has long been located at Hagii 
Deka, just two kilometers east of Gortyn.172 It would be difficult to ima
gine a separate village or sub-unit of the polis situated in such close 
proximity to the asty, and Guarducci identified Aulon as a suburb.173 
Apart from Stephanus, evidence for ancient Aulon comes from the ear
liest honorary decree yet known from Crete, I.Cret. IV, 64 (early fifth 
century B.C.).

Biot, BuxctyaBài. ôopiàv EÖoxav Aiovvoftoi iö]t Ko[-]
[- aQEiäg èp Jt]oÀ,É[poi xat è IFeQyeotaç è'vexa roQiuvç e- 
jtijtavaa
9’ ol Èv ’AFkôvi Foixiovteç àxÉÀ.Etav [jtavxov à]F.xô[i xat è- 
oyovotç -]
[- Fajoxtav ôtxav xat Foixtav ev ’ AFXôvt è-

5 vôog nuQyo xat Fotxôneôov èxooi yâv x[—J
[-jxov xat Ytuvjaato. vac.

Gods! Good Fortune! The Gortynians and those who live in Aulon give 
to Dionysios Ko[-] on account of his virtue in war and his benefactions 
to Gortyn tax exemption in all matters for himself and his descendants, 
the right to sue as a citizen, a house in Aulon inside of Pyrgos and a par
cel of land outside ... and the gymnasium.
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Most editors have construed Jingyo (line 5) as fortress (a house in Au- 
lon within the fortress). Manganaro has suggested that nboyo in line 5 is 
a toponym, Pyrgos, a small fortified community within the territory of 
Aulon, itself a small polis which by the time of this decree had fallen 
under the control of Gortyn. Manganaro proposed that Pyrgos (and Au
lon) were in the vicinity of modern Pirgos located twelve kilometers east 
of Panagia.174 To the best of my knowledge no ancient remains have 
been found in the vicinity of modern Pirgos, but Pyrgos is mentioned as 
part of a kome with Rhytion in a Hadrianic decree of 120 A.D. (J.Cret.
I. xxix [Rhytion). 1 ).

Of perhaps greater interest to us is the the use of the phrase rather than 
a collective ethnikon to describe the group which joined with all Gortyn 
in granting the honors to Dionysius. This usage is repeated several cen
turies later in the second century B.C. agreement between Gortyn and ol 
TCtv Kavöov Fotxlovoi (J.Cret. IV, 184). Was this usage meaningful 
and if so what did it suggest about the social and political status of the 
group so referred to and the place where they lived? Most have followed
J. A. O. Larsen who denied the phrase a significance different from that 
of the simple ethnikon. For Larsen, Aulon was a perioikic community 
with its own local government and taxes. I do not believe that the evi
dence is sufficient to answer this question, but it should be observed that 
the phrase TÔqtuvç EiUJtavoa in the sense of the community of citizens 
is unparallelled at Gortyn or elsewhere on Crete. There is little doubt 
that this phrase was used synonymously for the collective ethnikon of 
Toqtuvloi and this perhaps provides some support for the position of 
Larsen et al. regarding the significance of ol ev ’AFkövi FolxIovteç. 
However, as demonstrated above (III.3) the collective use of the sub-re
gional ethnikon should not be adduced as evidence of poZzs-ness.

There is no way to determine conclusively whether the honors 
granted Dionysius allowed him to sue as a citizen in the courts of Gortyn 
or Aulon, or made him exempt from taxes imposed by Gortyn or by 
those who lived in Aulon, but I suspect that the rights pertain to Gortyn 
rather than Aulon. This need not mean that Aulon was not a political en
tity with its own courts and perhaps its own taxes. Rather, the inhabi
tants of Aulon, like those no doubt of Rhitten, were subject to the proce
dures of xoeveIo ötxa in the Gortyn courts. Dionysius, on the other 
hand, was granted the right to sue as a citizen of Gortyn subject to the 
procedures there of the Footloii ôlxcti, suits pertaining to citizens 
(J.Cret. IV, 13, g-h, line 2). The fact that the inhabitants of Aulon were 
required to join in the grant to Dionysius suggests first of all that they 
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were legally responsible for the disposition of real property within their 
community and secondly that they had a political or institutional appara
tus which was capable of making decisions such as the current one on 
behalf of the community. In conclusion, the status of the inhabitants at 
Aulon seems quite similar to that of the Rhittenians and I would suggest 
that Aulon, like Rhitten, was a dependent polis of Gortyn.

IV.2.vii Rhytion
Rhytion (modern Rotassi) is the easternmost of the chain of seven small 
communities of the southern Mesara. We have already noted that Steph
anus referred to Rhytion as a polis and its inhabitants as politai while 
Strabo claimed that Rhytion, like Phaistos, belonged to Gortyn (supra
II. 2). T.B.S. Spratt described a very large settlement whose remains ex
tended for nearly a mile.175 Rhytion is mentioned as part of a kome (with 
Pyrgos) in a decree of 120 A.D. (I.Cret. I.xxix [Rhytion]. 1 ).

IV.2.viii Pyranthos
Ancient Pyranthos was situated about ten kilometers northeast of Rhy
tion near the modern village Pyrathi. The remains of the settlement have 
been identified on Kefala Kirathiani.176 We have previously noted that 
Stephanus identified Pyranthos as a small polis or a kome belonging to 
Gortyn (supra II.2). J. D. S. Pendlebury et al. called the site “insignifi
cant”, but described seeing much cut stone and many Greco-Roman 
sherds.177 A proconsular boundary stele of 63 A.D. found in the vicinity 
of Pyrathi mentions public lands and indicates that under Roman rule 
Pyranthos was a kome of Gortyn.

lV.2.ix Lebena.
For the political status of Lebena, see the discussion supra III.2.b.iii and
III. 3.b.iv

IV.3 Conclusions
What general conclusions about the political hierarchy of settlement in 
the Mesara might we draw from these several brief studies of the indi
vidual communities which have in the past been recognized as Gorty- 
nian dependencies? For seven of the nine communities there is explicit 
or readily deduced evidence of political subjugation to Gortyn. For 
Boibe, Bene, Pyranthos and Rhytion there are the explicit statements of 
the Hellenistic and Roman geographers who defined the relationship 
between these communities and Gortyn with the phrases eon xat èv 
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Kqtitt] Botßri Tfjg Foqtvvlôoç (Boibe), IoQTvvlœv ô’ eoti xai tô 
Putlov, and Jiôkiç Kqyjttiç; ÛJtô rÔQTvv T£Tayp,Évï| (Bene), jtôXlç 
ptxpà fj xcbpï] Kpriiriç Jteyi rôoTi’va (Pyranthos), roQTWiwv ô’ eoti 
xat to Pvtlov (Rhytion). For the others the case must be made by (1) 
the decree of Gortyn which resolves certain issues without reciprocity 
for, rather than with, the Rhittenians, (2) the gift of property in Aulon to 
a benefactor of Gortyn and (3) Gortyn’s administration of the sanctuary 
of Asklepios at Lebena. Nothing certain may be said about the relation
ship between Gortyn and the two communities Amyklai and Pyloros, al
though the location of Pyloros along the route between the Mesara and 
Lebena surely requires that it belonged to Gortyn in some sense.

The inscriptions which preserve the provisions regulating the rela
tions between these communities and Gortyn suggest that two areas 
were of overriding concern, the disposition of public land and judicial 
authority. In the cases of Rhitten and Aulon it appears that Gortyn 
owned and regulated the use of public property within their territorial 
limits (cf. Keskora and Paia). This land was leased by Gortyn to mem
bers of the community (Rhitten, cf. Keskora and Paia) or given to public 
benefactors (Aulon, cf. Kydonia “leased for so long as the benefactors 
were useful to the polis”). The disposition of improvements was regulat
ed as well. Lessees could dispose of improvements (houses and or
chards) which they themselves had produced (Rhitten; cf. Keskora and 
Paia: pre-existing improvements belonged to the state and could not be 
disposed of by the lessee). Rhitten and the other communities of hypo- 
hoikoi had their own laws and courts, were autonomoi and autodikoi. In 
exceptional circumstances Gortyn could abrogate their judicial sove
reignty, for example at the request of a treaty partner (Lato). At Gortyn, 
suits involving members of these communities as plaintiffs (Aulon) and 
defendants ? (Rhitten) came under the jurisdiction of xgevelöl ôixat.

On the other hand, at least four of these communities did possess 
many of the features indicative of polis-ness. They possessed a hinter
land with recognized boundaries (Aulon, Rhitten; cf. I.Cret. ILx [Kydo
nia]. 1 and Pergamon in west Crete) and a conurbation together with 
smaller settlements (e.g. Aulon and Pyrgos; cf. Minoa and the small set
tlement south of Sternes on Akrotiri peninsula in west Crete). Their own 
laws concerning property as well as those imposed by Gortyn were en
forced and executed by their own political officials (the Rhittenian kos- 
moi, presbeutai and to xolvov ol ’Plttévlol; the assembly of ol ev 
’AFÀ.ÔVI Folxlovteç). The member of one of these communities added 
the polis-ethnikon of his hometown to his personal name (Lebena). Fi
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nally, two-thirds of these communities were identified by Stephanus as 
poleis (Boibe, Rhitten, Bene, Aulon [or topos], Rhytion, Pyranthos [or 
kome]). Clearly these communities were not independent poleis, but the 
arguments adduced in this paper have presented a reasonably strong 
case for identifying three of the group of nine Mesara communities as 
dependent or wif]xooi jtôXelç (Rhitten, Aulon, and Lebena), at least ac
cording to the criteria suggested by Hansen.178 And if my interpretation 
of the agreement between Lato and Gortyn is correct, then we may in
clude the easternmost of these communities, namely Pyranthos and 
Rhytion, among the dependent poleis of Gortyn. Finally, it should be 
noted that the appearance of the dependent polis in the Mesara was not a 
purely Hellenistic development. At least in the cases of Rhitten and Au
lon the evidence for their status as such extends back into the fifth cen
tury B.C. Beyond the Mesara our evidence for the political hierarchy of 
settlement is poorer, yet it has been possible to identify parallels 
between the situation in the Mesara and in other parts of Crete and to 
suggest that the inrf|xooç Jiôktç on Crete was not a phenomenon unique 
to the development of one region of the island.
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Vélissaropoulos (supra n. 34) 38, “Ce but (restitution des saises illicites) sera plus facile
ment atteint si le dommage causé est examiné sur place, en l’occurrence dans la cité meme 
du demandeur...”
41 On this point, see Willetts 1966, 13.
42 Larsen, 12-13; cf. supra n. 25 (list of perioikic communities of Gortyn).
43 Larsen, 13: “It is possible that the usage may have varied at different times, but it is 
also possible that both terms were used at the same time, depending on whether one 
wished to emphasize that the perioeci dwelt round about or that they were subjects.”
44 Guarducci.
45 Quoted supra n. 21.
46 The date of the foundation of the Cretan xotvov and its subsequent development con
tinue to be vigorously disputed. For a recent study which discusses much of the earlier bib
liography, see S. L. Ager, “Hellenistic Crete and the KOINODIK1ON,” JHS 114 (1994) 1- 
18. Vélissaropoulos (supra n. 35) argues that the diagramma was instituted at the very end 
of the third century B.C. following the conclusion of the First Cretan War.
47 Chaniotis 1992, 123-124, dates this treaty to the period shortly after the end of the 
Lyttian War in 219 B.C..
48 For a map showing the borders of Lato based upon their description in the late second 
century B.C. treaties of Lato and her neighbors, see P. Faure, “Aux frontières de l’État de 
Lato: 50 toponymes,” in Europa. Festschrift für Ernst Grumach (1967) 94-112 with map 
facing p. 97.
49 For Inatos, see infra IV. 1.
50 Steph. Byz. 541.1-2 nôÀ.tç ptxoà f| xwpr] Kof)Tï]ç jteql rÔQnrva. ol xœroixoùvTEç 
nvQavOiot.
51 Steph. Byz. 548.6-7 'Pvxiov; Jiôkiç KypTTig. ô JioXiiîig 'Putieuç.
52 Strabo 10.14, 479.13 Footvvûdv ô’ eotl xat to 'Pûtlov oùv tt) tPaiOTto “(PatoTOv 
TE 'PVTLOV TE”.
53 Pollux 6.113 included wiotxoûvTaç among his glosses for ô yEiTarv. For these com
munities, see infra IV.
54 Larsen, 18-19.
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55 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. II, p. 163.
56 M. Casewitz, Le vocabulaire de la colonisation en grec anden. Etude lexicologique: 
les families de xiita et de olxéæ-olxé^w (Paris 1985) 153-160. Cf. I.Cret. III.iii (Hierapyt- 
na).31, a statue base bearing the signature of the Itanian sculptor Damokrates, son of Aris- 
tomedes, known only from the text of H. Belli (1594). Belli recorded the second line of the 
text as fi [-]. Guarducci restored this line of the text to read ’liàvioç énot(T])Ge, but L. 
Beschi has recently argued in favor of Belli’s reading, suggesting that Damokrates of Ita- 
nos was allowed to live and work in Hierapytna (L. Beschi, “La nike di Hierapytna, opera 
di Damokrates di Itanos,” RAL 40 [1985] 131-143). 261j
57 See infra III.3.b.ii
58 M. Bile, “Le vocabulaire du village dans les inscription Cretoises,” Ktema 11 (1986) 
140-141.
59 See infra IV.2.
60 A. Chaniotis, “Habgierige Götter, habgierige Städte. Heiligtumsbesitz und Gebietan
spruch in der kretischen Staatsverträgen,” Ktema 13 (1988) 21-39; 1995, 35.
61 Bile (supra n. 58) 141.
62 Gondiccas, 74-78; Faure, 1988, 93.
63 For the possibility that there was a Cretan polis by this name, see infra p. 276 n. 
79.
64 Faure, 1988, 90; Sanders, 168 (18/9).
65 See most conveniently D. J. Blackman, PECS 550 s.v. The settlement possessed an 
important cult of Diktynna? at Marathospelios (P. Faure, Fonctions des cavernes Cretoises 
[Paris 1964] 186-187).
66 Blackman, (supra n. 65) l.c., suggests that this settlement was perhaps dependent 
upon the larger community at Marathi.
67 Steph. Byz. 454.9. For the second Minoa in northeastern Crete (at Pachy Ammos), 
see Faure 1959, 196 no. 61.
68 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. II, p. 117.
69 F. Preisigke and F. Bilabel, Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Aegypten I (Ber- 
lin/Leipzig 1918) no. 4057.
70 The use of the regional ethnikon Kgt)q/Kpf|ooa as part of the personal name is inter
esting, but not strictly relevant to this essay. To the best of my knowledge no example of 
the use of the regional ethnikon as part of the personal name has been found on Crete, but 
it was used in almost one-half of the extra-Cretan references to Cretans.
71 Hansen (supra n. 16) appendix 2; T. H. Nielsen, “Arkadia City-Ethnics and Tribal
ism,” supra pp. 117-132.
72 Chersonesos; <bikœvtôr|Ç Zwtrou (IvO 276, 336-323 B.C.); Dattalla: AapoOexog (D. 
Viviers, “La cité de Dattalla et l’expansion territoriale de Lyktos en Crète centrale,” BCH 
118 [1994] 240, 6th BC); Gortyn: Bootciq/oç (AP 7.254 [Simonides], 6th-5th BC), ”Ev- 
Ttpoç (Athen. 2.48d-f, 5th BC), Ntxiaç (Thuc. 2.85, 429 BC), nökußog MeveaOéœç (IG 
P 125, 405/4 BC), Sœaévoç (IG IF 8464, late 5th BC); Kydonia: ’OvaoœvÔQOÇ (Inscrip- 
tiones Graecae Aegypti III. Abydos, no. 405, ca. 400 BC), KgrioiXaç (IG IV, 683, ca. 450 
BC); Priansos: ©eôôWQOÇ (FD III.5, 75, col. I, line 6, mid-4th BC).
73 Early examples of this use of the collective sub-regional ethnikon are known for Dat
talla (SEG 27 631), Eltynia (I.Cret. Lx.2), Gortyn (I.Cret. IV, 78, 80), Lebena (I.Cret. IV, 
63), Lyktos (I.Cret. I.xviii.4; SEG 35 991A & B), Knossos (I.Cret. I.xxx.l), and Tylisos 
(I.Cret. I.viii.4). The plural ethnikon appears as well on the classical coins of Axos (= 
’'Oa^oç), Eleuthema, Gortyn, Itanos, Knossos, Lyktos, Phaistos, Praisos, Rhaukos? and 
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Sybrita. The classical coins of Kydonia use the toponym rather than the ethnikon. For the 
classical Cretan mints, see Le Rider, 194-197.
74 For a regional comparison of the uses to which writing was first put, see S. Stoddard 
and J. Whitley, “The social context of literacy in archaic Greece and Etruria,” Antiquity 62 
(1988) 761-772. Groups of archaic and classical inscribed dedications are known from 
Aphrati (H. Hoffmann and A. E. Raubitschek, Early Cretan Armorers | Mainz 1972]) and 
from the sanctuary of Hermes and Aphrodite at Kato Syme Viannou (unpublished). Vi
viers (supra n. 71) 229-259, suggests that the inscribed bronzes from Aphrati came from a 
large public building excavated there and that this site should be identified as ancient Dat
talla. A. Lebessi, “A sanctuary of Hermes and Aphrodite in Crete,” Expedition 18 (1976) 
13, indicates that the dedications from Kato Syme Viannou record several sub-regional 
ethnika including those for Dattalla, Lyttos, Knossos, Tylissos, Hierapytna and Arcades, 
but apart from the signature of Aapô0Eioç of Dattalla (supra n. 71 ) no further information 
about them has been published.
75 See the Fig. 2, Totals for columns II + III ( 181 extra-Cretan references) and column V 
+ VI (57 intra-Cretan references).
76 For the supporting evidence, see Fig. 1.
77 I remain uncertain about the authenticity of the toponym Kpf]Ç MaptovEiTTiç which is 
found in the Souda s.v. S(irràÔT]Ç. The passage is generally regarded to be corrupt with 
Kqt]Ç an intrusion. In his interesting but highly speculative study of the Eteocretan lan
guage, P. Faure interpreted l.Cret. III.vi.3 (Praisos, 6th century BC) to read l(e)qe(l) ('E)- 
QpEta Maptp[VEioti] where cp = tn/'U (?) and to refer to Hermes at Maroneia (P. Faure, “Les 
sept inscriptions dites “Étéocrétoises” reconsidérées,” KrChr 28-29 [1988-1989] 103- 
105). Faure identifies ancient Maroneia with the “sites archéologiques considérables” in 
the vicinity of modern Maronia. ten kilometers south of Sitia (P. Faure, “Nouvelles iden
tifications d’antiques localités crétoises,” Kadmos 32 [1993] 68).
78 For the possibility that the polis Eleutherna was so constituted, see infra 111.3.b.ii.
79 The pentekostys is attested in an inscription from Voulgari Armokastelia near the mod
ern village Melambes a few kilometers north of Hagia Galini (ancient Soulia). The inscrip
tion, a dedication of the custodians of a temple, has been dated to the 3rd-2nd century B.C. 
(SEG 28 753). N. Platon, KrChr 13 (1959) 391, read for lines 4-5 â jievtexootoç à Jtôkioç 
Ktngiwv. S. Hood and P. Warren, “Ancient Sites in the Province of Ayios Vasilios, Crete,” 
BSA 61 (1966) 169, identified the location of the polis Korion with two nucleated settle
ments, one 2 kilometers northeast of Melambes and a second and earlier cluster 4 kilome
ters to the northeast at Kastri. The ceramic material they collected was classical and Helle
nistic. Cf. Steph. Byz. 374.12-15 KÔQiov: TÔJtoç Èv Kqt|TT], and G. Huxley, “Stephanus of 
Byzantium s.v. KOPION,” GRBS 11 (1970) 53-55. However, G. Manganaro, “Epigrafiae 
istituzioni di Creta,” in Antichitd Cretesi. Studi in onore di Doro Levi vol. 2 (Catania 1977- 
1978) 41-50, read for lines 4-5 à tievtexoovÙç ô.no Aioaxœytœv, and argued that the pente
kostys was a unit of the polis of Rhethymna. Manganaro suggested that the village of Me
lambes was incorporated into a pentekostys of Rhethymna. SEG presents the text and inter
pretation of Manganaro. A dedication to Athena Adia (Faôia) probably also comes from 
Voulgari Armokastelia (I. Cret. II.xxx.2). Manganaro suggested that the ancient name of the 
settlement at Melambes was rétôcptov or Fdôtov. I have not seen the inscription myself and 
I am unable to endorse one or the other reading on the basis of the photograph published by 
Manganaro (p. 42, Fig. 4). Lines 4-5 of this text were reinscribed and the surviving traces of 
the earlier letters render the photograph difficult to read. If Platon’s reading proves to be the 
correct one, then the polis Korion must be added to the inventory of Cretan poleis.
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phia 1987) 219-231,esp. 220-222.
81 Polyb. 22.15. For the mission of Appius Claudius to Crete in 184 BC, see F. W. Wal- 
bank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius III (Oxford 1979) 200-201.
82 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. I, p. 46.
83 M. Dothan, “Akko: Interim Excavation Report First Season, 1973-1974,” BASOR 
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84 I profess no experience with letter form dating of inscriptions from the Levant, but I 
see no reason to exclude the third century B.C. on the basis of the photograph published by 
Dothan.
85 As reported by Dothan {supra n. 83).
86 OGIS I, 71. The inscription apparently reads Ko'UQTwkitctoç. Dittenberger proposed 
that the correct form of the ethnikon was KovQTwklâoç. Faure’s KooQTetXiatoç is prob
ably preferable (P. Faure, “Sept nouvelles villes de la Crète antique,” KChr [1965] 226 n. 
21).
87 Faure {supra n. 86) 226-227; 1988, 87-88.
88 Hood and Warren {supra n. 79) 180, no. 19.
89 See Hood and Warren {supra n. 79) 169-170 no. 2 (Melambes), 170 no. 3 (Psy
cheion), 173-174 no. 8 (Bionnos), and 188-189 no. 36 (Pantanassa). For Melambes, cf. su
pra n. 78.
90 I.Cret. I.xvii.2, 4A & B, 5, 6, 8. The attribution of these inscriptions to Gortyn is 
based chiefly upon prosopographic grounds. See Perlman, 136-137.
91 See e.g. M. Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, p. 118.
92 Polyb. 4.55.6. Van Effenterre, 165-172, noted that the civil strife need not have been 
precipitated by the Lyktian war, but may have begun sometime earlier for entirely differ
ent reasons.
93 K. Rigsby, “Notes sur la Crète hellénistique," REG 99 ( 1986) 353, n. 13.
94 J. Baillet, Inscriptions grecques et latines des Tombeaux des Rois ou Syringes III 
(Cairo 1920-1926) 816.
95 F. Preisigke and E Bilabel, Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Aegypten I (Ber- 
lin/Leipzig 1918) no. 4057.
96 For the location of Lykastos and its possible identification with Mycenaean Ru-ki-to, 
see J. K. McArthur, Place-Names in the Knossos Tablets. Identification and Location, Mi
nos. Supp. 9 (Salamanca 1993) 145-146 with earlier bibliography.
97 Strabo 10.4,14 ai ôè onyxaTaXEXÔEÎotxL jtôLelç otixét’ Etal, MlXt|tôç te xai 
Avxaoioç, tt]v ôè xtbçav iqv pèv ÈvEip,avTo Apttlol tt']v ôè Kvcoaoiot xctTaoxœtpavTEÇ 
TT]V JTÔX.IV.
98 Polyb. 22.15. For the mission of Ap. Claudius, see supra n. 80.
99 AP 7. 448 & 449.
100 A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page, The Greek Anthology. Hellenistic Epigrams II (Cam
bridge 1965)323-324.
101 O. Masson, “Cretica VI-IX,” BCH 109 (1985) 197-198. Masson reported the sug
gestion of P. Faure (per ep.) that Lykastos was perhaps located at Astritsi rather than Ras
telli. If so, another location for Diatonnion must be sought.
102 Gow and Page {supra n. 100) 308.
103 Gondiccas, 280-285.
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104 I.Cret. II.xv (Hyrtacina). 3 'Eçpaiap naçiôôvxa èrti ÔE^ià I xeîpar Swociq/ou 
0vyciTlT|Q naatpvdaxa nEQya.pt.Llcx to yévoç.
105 Chaniotis 1995, 29.
106 For a recent study of the history of the sanctuary of Asklepios at Lebena, see A. Sa- 
velkoul, “Sur une épigramme de Lébéné (Incr. Creticae, I, 17, 21),” BIBR 55/56 
(1985/1986)11987] 47-56.
107 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. II, p. 163.
108 Chaniotis 1992,410-417.
109 I.Cret. II. xii. 22, lines 1-7 [. . ]tü)l tôç xa a .[-] I F.txaxiExiaç xai JtQEoyT]l[La]ç;. 
ai ôé xa pf] ànocpavrit I [o]/’ ô xôopoç xéXrixai ô ’EXi[ov]0EQvaîoç, jtévte Graxlfigaç à- 
TtOTtvEv Éxaoxov [xjlôv p.f| [n]aQEXÔp£vov. Chaniotis suggests that xôç JipEoyfitag are 
those of sixty years and over.
110 I.Cret. II. xii. 22, lines 7-13 ôo[x]l[i]ç ôé x’ àjioXEijvr|i xàv jxok[i]lxf|iav xwv 
’ApxEptxav [E]ljrayyT|Ä.ctTtD xoîç xôopoi[ç] I xoïç ’Ekou0EQvaioiç- ai ôé x[a] I pf] 
ÈJxayYxiXT], xà Oîva pi] ilvqpEv xœivv.
111 Citizenship: I.Cret. I.xix [Malla].3A; I.Cret. Ill.iv. [ItanosJ.l; I.Cret. III.vi [Prai- 
sos].8, I.Cret. IV, 168 (restored). Constitution: I.Cret. I.xxiv [Priansos].2; I.Cret. Ill.iv [ka
nos],8. AH citations are Hellenistic (3rd-2nd B.C.) and so provide good parallels for our text.
112 It must be admitted that the closest parallel to our text is found in the civic oath of 
Itanos and has precisely this meaning: xai o<v> JTQ[okeitpÉ]æ xàv 7toXiXE[i]lav ovxe è[v 
JTokÉlpœt ovxE êv Ei[Q]lf|vat xaxà xo ô[vv]axôv {I.Cret. Ill.iv [Itanos].8, lines 36-38). If 
the two verbs JiQokEtJiw and curoXEtrai) are indeed synonyms, we would be forced to ima
gine a law requiring a traitor to advise the authorities of his intentions!
113 Chaniotis (1992), l.c.
114 See the statement to this effect by H. van Effenterre, “Les deux inscriptions de 
Nési,” in H. van Effenterre et al. (eds) EAEYØEPNA II. 1 (Rhethymnon 1991) 29.
115 M. Guarducci, I. Cret. IV, p. 79.
116 H. van Effenterre, “Nouvelles lois archaïques de Lyttos,” BCH 109 (1985) 157-188, 
esp. 187-188.
117 Faure {supra n. 86) 229.
118 Souda s.v. Mixtoç, Mixoç: ovopa hôàecjç.
119 For the silver issues, see J.-N. Svoronos, Numismatique de la Crète ancienne (Bonn 
repr. 1972) 243-244; for the bronze coin, see Faure {supra n. 76) 72-73. An example of 
one of the silver issues (Svoronos, pl. XXII 20) was found in the hoard of 1936. Le Rider 
suggests that the hoard was uncovered at Siwa, a village to the south of Phaistos, and dates 
its deposition to ca. 280-270 B.C. (Le Rider, 18, 41-49).
120 Faure, l.c. Cf. Gondiccas, 272-274.
121 M. Guarducci, “Una nuova confederazione a Creta, gli Orii,” Riv.Fil. (1938) 50-55.
122 Van Effenterre, 119-127.
123 Van Effenterre, l.c.
124 Van Effenterre, l.c., argued contra Guarducci {supra n. 120), that the terms of the 
agreement were fully reciprocal.
125 Guarducci, l.c.
126 Cf. also Steph. Byz. 354.11-12 Kavxavoç, jxôXlç Kqt|xt]Ç, tbç Eevudv èv jtEQiOQiov 
(for |x<n] JXEQI ’Opiov) Kgnxixov xÔJiou. For the location of ancient Kantanos in the vi
cinity of modem Kadre or Kantanos, see Gondiccas, 26-31,44-48.
127 Indeed, the patronymic suffix occurs in the name of only one of the Cretan phylai 
([-]xiôâv, I.Cret. II. v [Axos].28).
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128 H. van Effenterre, “Inscriptions archaïques crétoises,” BCH 70 [1946] 588-590, no. 
1. Cf. P. Faure, “La Crète aux cent villes,” BAssBudé (1960) 244, oi IlQEJicnôai “forment 
... un village descendant d’un même ancêtre ... et non un État.” J. Bennet suggests (per ep.) 
that the geometric-archaic settlement at Anavlochos is perhaps to be identified as the 
home of the Prepsidai. See P. Demargne, “Recherches sur le site de Anavlochos,” BCH 55 
(1931)365-407.
129 For the location of Setaia, see Sanders, 16 and 136 (1/12).
130 Ps. Scylax 47 riQaioàç ôtf)XEt àpcpOTÉ^œOev.
131 Steph. Byz. 305 tHtiç; ôrjpoç Aaxtovixfjç, xai Tfjç KyfiTqç JtôXiç; Diog. Laert. 
1.107 EùOwpçwv ô’ ô 'HpaxXEiôov tov Hovtixoù, KQfjrâ cpqaiv el var 'HiEiav yap 
JTÔktv El vat Kqtittiç. Unfortunately, nothing is known about Euthyphron, the son of He- 
rakleides.
132 The subjugation of Stalai by Hierapytna must have occurred at the time of 
Hierapytna’s conquest of Praisos several decades earlier (145-140 B.C.). For the date of 
the conquest, see M. Guarducci, I.Cret. Ill, pp. 91-92; S. Spyridakis, Ptolemaic Itanos and 
Hellenistic Crete (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London 1970) 56-57.
133 For the location of Stalai, see Sanders, 136 (1/10); Faure (1963) 25-26.
134 Gschnitzer {supra n. 3).
135 Mention must be made of the suggestion of A. Inglese, “ltinerario cretese dei theo- 
roi di Delfi: proposta di integrazione nel percorso orientale,” MGR 16 (1991) 165-171, 
that the toponym Srakat should perhaps be restored to the list of Cretan toponyms in the 
grande liste of theorodokoi from Delphi (SEG 26 624 col. 4.1). I regret that I was not 
aware of this article when I prepared my discussion of this same section of the Delphic list 
for publication (Perlman). This reading does not suit the traces as recorded by J. Oulhen to 
whom I am indebted for providing me with a copy of his text of this inscription in advance 
of his much awaited publication of it.
136 Views vary as to which communities should be regarded as members of the list of 
Gortynian dependencies. For Larsen, Aulon and Kaudos, Amyklaion, Lebena, Bene, 
Boibe, and Rhytion “can be identified with more or less certainty as perioikic communities 
subject to Gortyn” (Larsen 16). The list of Manganaro includes Lebena, Rhittenia, Pyran- 
thos, Aulon and Rhytion (Manganaro [supra n. 79] 54-56).
137 I have omitted from this discussion the well-known decree of Gortyn for Kaudos 
(I.Cret. IV, 184) for reasons of topography and chronology. The island of Kaudos lies well 
to the west of the shores of the Mesara. Gortyn’s interest in the island was probably 
prompted by somewhat different historic and economic factors from those at play closer to 
home. Furthermore, the agreement dates to the second century B.C. Those pertaining to 
the Mesara settlements are for the most part earlier and so provide us with a rare glimpse 
of the situation during the archaic and classical periods.
138 As will be made clear in the discussion which follows, the location of several of 
these ancient toponyms is either uncertain or controversial.
139 On the settlement history of the Asterousia mountains, see P. Faure, “Recherches sur 
le peuplement des montagnes de Crète: sites, cavernes et cultes, iii. Massif des Asterous
ia,” BCH 89 (1965) 37-40.
140 For the settlement history of this watershed, see D. J. Blackman and K. Branigan, 
“An Archaeological Survey of the Lower Catchment of the Ayiofarango Valley,” BSA 72 
(1977)13-84.
141 For Inatos, see M. Guarducci, I.Cret. I, p. 98. EtkEtOuta Bivaxta, whose cult at In- 
atos was mentioned by Stephanus, was included last in the list of oath gods in a treaty of 
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Gortyn, Hierapytna and Priansos (I.Cret. IV, 174, lines 60-61, 76, 2nd century B.C.). This 
suggests that at least at the time of this agreement Inatos was part of the po/is of Priansos.
142 The role of Sparta as colonizer has been doubted in the past, but Irad Malkin has re
cently argued not only that Sparta was a colonizer but that she was somewhat precocious 
in this regard. He locates the most active period of Spartan colonization before the First 
Messenian War in the eighth century B.C.. For the date, see I. Malkin, Myth and Territory 
in the Spartan Mediterranean (Cambridge 1994) 111-113.
143 In addition to this reference to the Amyklaioi, there was a cult of Apollo Amyklaios 
at Gortyn (I.Cret. IV, 72, col. Ill, 8) and a month name Amyklaios in the Gortynian calen
dar (I.Cret. IV, 182).
144 Larsen, 16; M. Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, p. 173; Willetts 1955, 119.
145 Steph. Byz. 88.3 eoti xat JiôUç ’ApézÀaiov èv K^qir) xai ÔQ[.ioç. For the identifi
cation of Amyklai and Kommos, see J. Shaw, “Excavations at Kommos (Crete) during 
1977,“ Hesperia Al (1978) 150-154. For the settlement history of the Kommos area as re
vealed by surface survey, see now R. Hope Simpson et al., “The Archaeological Survey of 
the Kommos Area,” in J. W Shaw and M. C. Shaw (eds.) Kommos. An Excavation on the 
South Coast of Crete, vol. I, part I (Princeton 1995) 325-402.
146 Sir Arthur Evans, The Palace of Minos at Knossos II. 1 (New York 1964 repr.) 85- 
88.
147 Malkin (supra n. 142) 47.
148 Viviers (supra n. 72) 245.
149 Whitehead (supra n. 5) 123-124.
150 See Guarducci, I.Cret. I.xxiii (Phaistos).20.
151 Faure 1959, 198 no. 19. See also Sanders 159 (10/15).
152 J. D. S. Pendlebury, M. B. Money-Coutts, and E. Eccles, “Journeys in Crete, 1934,” 
BSA 33 ( 1932/1933)[ 1935] 88-89, describe the remains which they identify as “Greco-Ro
man”.
153 Modern scholars variously refer to this community as Rhittenia, Rhitten, Rhizenia 
or Rhizen. The toponym is attested only in Stephanus who used the spelling 'Pt^T]via 
(Steph. Byz. 544.20). I.Cret. IV, 80, the only certain epigraphic source for the name of this 
community, preserves the collective form of the polis-ethnikon ’Plttévloç and the adver
bial form ’PiTTEvàôe. This adverbial form suggests that the toponym was either Ritten or 
Rizen. For Gortynian tt ='Ç, see Bile, 145.
154 For the date of this text, see Nomima, 46 (beginning of the fifth century B.C.); M. 
Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, p. 123 (480-450 B.C.); Gschnitzer, 41 (second half of the fifth cen
tury B.C.); B. Bravo, “Sulan. Représailles et justice privée contre des étrangers dans les 
cités grecques,” ASNP 10 (1980) 816 (late fifth or early fourth century B.C.).
155 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. 1. p. 294; IV, pp. 184-185, and most recently H. van Effen- 
terre, “Le pacte Gortyne-Rhittèn,” Cahiers du centre G. Glotz 4 (1993) 13-21, and Nomi
ma, 48-50.
156 Faure 1963, 22-24.
157 Faure 1992, 70, reports the following reading based on autopsy; EN APO AA2I[N]IAl 
èv Ttôi vomi xâç ’AOavaéaç (èv An;okXœl[v]iai èv rmi vaux ràç ’AOavaiaç in the sanc
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158 F. Halbherr, “Epigraphical Researches in Gortyna,”ÄJÄ 1 (1897) 204-205.
159 G. Rizza, “Prinias. La cittä arcaica sulla Patella,” in D. Musti et al. (eds.) La transi- 
zione dal Miceneo all’alto arcaismo. Dal palazzo alia cittd (Rome 1991 ) 331-347.
160 See e.g. M. Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, 80; Willetts 1955, 110-114; Gschnitzer, 41-43. B. 
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Bravo (supra n. 154) argued that with I.Cret. IV, 80 Gortyn’s subjugation of Rhitten was 
weakened if not ended.
161 Van Effenterre (supra n. 155) ; Nomima, 48-50.
162 For van Effenterre’s own doubts, see van Effenterre (supra n. 155) 17 n. 27.
163 Line 6 (sinistrograde): tôv pè KEtOopEvov to jto[ ....]. Halbherr’s facsimile draw
ing shows a vertical stroke at the right edge of the first letter space after the omikron and a 
slightly oblique stroke at the right edge of the third letter space after the omikron (Halbherr 
[supra n. 158] 206). Van Effenterre restores the lacuna tôv pè JTEiOôpEVOV to ’jioytop[o] 
and proposes the unattested form (f])q)OQiopôç (vel sim.) “frontier” or “border”. He admits 
that the restoration seems too long for the lacuna, but suggests that the mu was written as 
a single vertical line, an orthography attested only at Axos. This seems an unlikely solu
tion insofar as elsewhere in this text the five bar mu is used. For the phrase “the one who 
disobeys the frontier”, see infra n. 165.
164 Lines 3-4: OTÉyav ô’ äv xa Foixoôopéa[Ei ]ç e ôévôQea jtvtewei, tôv I 
F'oixoôopÉaavra xai nvTEvaavT[a] xat jTQtaOat x’ àjioôôOat. Attempts to restore the 
subject of the provision to the lacuna in line 3 have not been successful. See Halbherr (su
pra n. 158) 207-208 (tiç is too short and citeqoç does not suit the traces of letters which 
remain). Understanding this clause to provide for the reciprocal right of EyxTîiaLÇ (for a 
Gortynian in Rhitten and for a Rhittenian in Gortyn) is unlikely in light of the absence of 
similar clauses elsewhere in this text. I believe that the Rhittenians must be the subject of 
this clause. For van Effenterre (supra n. 155), “Le pacte” 18, this clause concerns the 
rights of Rhittenians who owned (or used to own!) land now occupied by Gortyn.
165 For I.Cret. IV, 43B,a, see supra II.4; for I.Cret. II. x. 1, see supra II.5.
166 For this use of the term xoopEiv, see Bile, 282. The precise nature of the delict is un
certain. The accused is referred to as tov pè JTEiOôpEVOV. The object of JtElØopEvov has 
been variously emended and interpreted: JtoXÉp[o] Halbherr ’jiOQip[o] “docs not obey the 
ephorate” (M. Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, p. 80); ’jlOQiop[o] “does not respect the border” (van 
Effenterre [supra n. 155] 17-20); jroptp[o] “does not pay the tax” (Bile, 171 n. 70).
167 Van Effenterre and Ruzé (Nomima, 32) suggest that dika should be translated 
“droit” rather than “procès”.
168 oti ôé [xa av]T[t]ç àvjiijraéaovTi to xolvôv o’i ’PlIttevloi jtoqtl tov; 
roQTi’vtov[; ...ca. 6...]v tov xapuxa ’PiTTEvàÔE Èv Taîô <ô>é Ixa naQÉpEv e avTovç e 
aXkovç jt[q]o [tovtov àn|oxoivE06ai xot’ àyogàv FEupév lav xâç a[i]Tiaç aç x’ 
aiTt[ci]olovTai x.t.X. 26 lj
169 Steph. Byz. 544.21 'Pit,T]via; Jiôkiç Kqt|tt]ç. ô jtoMtt]; 'Pi£qviàTr|Ç.
170 P. Faure, “Nouvelles recherches de spéléologie et de topographie crétoises,” BCH 
84(1960) 200-201.
171 K. Rigsby, “Notes sur la Crète hellénistique,” REG 99 (1986) 350-355.
172 The identification of Aulon with Hagii Deka was made on the basis of the account 
of the ten Cretans (the Hagii Deka) who were martyred (249 or 250 AD) eIjoOev ôÈ Tfjç 
JTÔkEtoç el; to xakotjpEVOV ...’Aktbviov (see M. Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, pp. 30-31).
173 Guarducci, 361.
174 Manganaro (supra n. 79), 54-56.
175 T. B. S. Spratt, I 333; Pendlebury et al. (supra n. 152) 86.
176 Faure (supra n. 170) 196.
177 Pendlebury et al. (supra n. 152) 85.
178 Amyklai was likely a polis, but whether it was a dependent polis remains uncertain.
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Figure 1.1 The Independent Poleis of Crete
I polis (* nominal form is not attested), (modern place name)
II explicit attestation as a polis in an archaic or classical source
III explicit attestation as a polis in a Hellenistic source

x(i) = citation of Hellenistic source by Roman or later source
IV explicit attestation as a polis
V polis status confirmed by: 

coins:
C(i) = 5thB.C.
C(ii) =4th-3rd B.C.

in a later source 

political institutions:
PI(i) = archaic
PI(ii) = classical

C(iii) = unknown 
theorodokoi'.

Pl(iii) = Hellenistic 
laws:

Th = late 3rd B.C. 
treaties:

Tr(i) = archaic
Tr(ii) = classical
Tr(iii) = Hellenistic

L(i) = archaic 
L(ii) = classical
L(iii) = Hellenistic

' For the identification of the settlement at Prinias as Apollonia, see Faure 1963, 16-17.

I n in IV V

1 * Aivaeîç (-vaoi) (Kastelli) C(ii)
2 'AXXapia (Chamalevri) X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
3 AvûjttoXiç (Anopolis ) X C(iii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
4 'AnoXAcovia (Prinias)1 X X C(iii). Tr(iii), Pl(iii), L(i)
5 "ArrTapa (-Tepa) (Megala Chorafia) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
6 'ApaStyv (Aradaina) X Th, Tr(iii)
7 * 'Apiaïoi (Arvi) C(iii), Tr(iii)
8 ’ApKa6e$ (Inion: Kefala) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), PI(ii,iii)
9 Biâvvoç (Ano Biannos: Chorakia) X X C(iii), Trfiii), Pl(iii)
10 Bicbvvoç (Kerame: Pyrgos) Th
11 rôpTWç (Gortyna) X X X C(i,ii), Th, Tr(i,ii,iii), PI(i,ii,iii), L(i,ii,iii)
12 AaTTCtAXa (Aphrati) PI(i). L(i)
13 Apaypôç (Koutsoulopetres: Kastri) x(i) X Tr(iii)
14 Apfjpoç (Neapolis: Hag. Antonios ) X X Tr(i.iii), PI(i,iii), L(i)
15 ‘EXeuBepva (Prines) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), PI(i,iii), L(i,iii)
16 EAtuvio (Kounavoi: Ellinika) Tr(iii), PI(i,iii), L(i)
17 "EXupo$ (Rhodovani) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
18 * EpTaïoi (Melidochori: Kasteriotis) Tr(iii)
19 * Epcovtoi CEpàvvioi) (Agios Georgios) Tr(iii)
20 'HpaxAeiov (Irakleion) Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
21 ' lEpcrrrvTva (Hierapetra) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
22 "IdTpcov (Kalo Chorio: Pyrgos/Nisi Panteleimon) X X Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
23 "iTctvoy (Erimoupolis) X X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
24 Kepaia (-péa) (Meskla) C(ii), Th
25 Kvcoooç (Knossos) X X C(i, ii), Tr(ii.iii), Pl(ii.iii). L(iii)
26 KuScovia (Chania) X X C(i,ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
27 Accrrrra (Aauirri) (Argyroupolis) X X C(ii), Th. Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
28 Aaaoaia (Aaoaoia) (opposite Trafos Isl.) X Th
29 AaTco (Goulas) + Lato Pros Kamara (Hag. Nikolaos) X X C(iii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii), L(iii)
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Figure 1.2 The Independent Poleis of Crete

30 Aia(a)6ç (Aiaaa) (Hagios Kyrkos) X X C(ii), Th. Tr(ii). Pl(iii)
31 Aùktoç (Askoi-Xidas) X X C(i, ii), Tr(ii.iii), Pl(i.ii.iii), L(i)
32 MâXÀa (Malles) X C(iii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
33 MctTaXov (Malala) Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
34 MiÀaToç (Milatos) X Tr(i.iii)
35 "OaÇoç ("AÇoç) (Axos ) X X X C(ii), Th. Tr(iii), PI(i,ii,iii), L(i.ii.iii)
36 ’OX0Û5 (Elounda) X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
37 rtavTOpaTpiov (Slavromenos) X C(iii)
38 rtÉÀKiç (FIéXkiv) (Kontokynigi) Th
39 rtÉTpa (Liopetra) C(iii), Tr(iii)
40 TToXixva 1 (Cape Trypitos) X? C(iii)
41 TloXi/va 2 (Vryses: Hag. Georgios) X C(ii), Th, Pl(iii)
42 FloXupprivia (Epano Palaiokastro) X X C(ii), Th.Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
43 Tlpaioôç (Praisos) X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
44 rtpiavooç (Kasteliana) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
45 PaÛKOç (Hag. Myron) X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
46 Pi'Oupva (Rhethymnon) X C(ii), Th
47 SußpiTa (Thronos) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
48 Tàvoç (Almyrida/Castel Apicorno) X C(iii)
49 Tàppa (Hag. Roumeli) X C(ii), Th.Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
50 TûXio(a)oç (Tyl isos ) X C(ii), Tr(ii.iii), Pl(ii.iii)
51 ’YpTaxiva (Temenia: Kastri) X C(ii), Tr(iii), PI(ii)
52 (DaiaTOç (Phaistos ) X C(i, ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii), L(i)
53 OâXavvcdi) (Onithi) X Th
54 (DaXàaapva (south of Cape Koutri) X(i) X C(i, ii), Th. Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
55 TuxeTov (Cape Melissa) X Th. Tr?(iii)
56 Xepoovaaoç (Limen Chersonisos) x(i) X C(ii), Tr(iii). Pl(iii)
57 "GOXepoç (Mescleroi) x(i) X Th
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Les cités grecques de la côte
Ouest du Pont-Euxin

HfM 74

Alexandru Avram
(Respondent John Hind)

Rien de plus simple que de présenter un bilan de nos connaissances sur 
les cités grecques situées sur la rive occidentale du Pont-Euxin aux VIIe 
- IVe siècles à la lumière des sources contemporaines. Comme on le sait, 
l’information épigraphique est à cet égard presque nulle, alors que 
même les écrits des auteurs anciens ne nous renseignent qu’avec parci
monie sur la vie des Grecs de cette zone bien éloignée. En fait, il n’y a 
que les quelques récits d'Hérodote et quelques données fort imprécises 
extraites de chroniques et de périples tardifs qui ont longtemps alimenté 
les recherches portant sur la colonisation grecque dans ce que les An
ciens appelaient le Pont Gauche. Les dates mêmes des fondations de ces 
villes sont sujettes à caution; car il n’y a point de tradition précise - 
comme, par exemple, grâce notamment à Thucydide, et ensuite à Dio- 
dore, pour la Sicile et l’Italie méridionale - et les données archéologi
ques, si elles existent bien, ne sauraient à elles seules combler ce vide. 
Il est donc compréhensible que les savants, qui se sont penchés sur 
l’histoire des cités grecques du Pont Gauche, ont dû faire état à plusieurs 
reprises des documents littéraires et épigraphiques plus tardifs, tout en 
cherchant à en tirer certaines informations qui auraient pu concerner 
des époques beaucoup plus reculées que la date de la source même. Il 
s'agit là d’une méthode qui n’est pas nouvelle1 et qui a déjà donné de 
bons résultats, notamment en ce qui concerne une datation plus serrée 
des fondations coloniales et la reconstitution des institutions et des 
cultes originaires dans le monde milésien2 ou mégarien.3

Quelles que soient les difficultés d’une telle démarche, les acquis me 
paraissent l’avoir emporté sur les déclarations d’ignorance. Néan
moins, sur un tel terrain les questions menacent de rester toujours ouver
tes; car les acquis que l’on pourrait considérer comme définitifs sont 
bien négligeables par rapport aux domaines où règne le doute, et des 
nouveaux documents, surtout épigraphiques, qui, par exemple pour les 
villes de la côte septentrionale de la Mer Noire, ont plus d’une fois et à 
plus d’un titre changé les données sur tel ou tel point, sont encore à 
attendre.

Avant de procéder à un dépouillement des sources plus tardives il 
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conviendrait d’attirer l’attention sur un acquis de dernière heure qui me 
semble être d’une particulière importance pour l’investigation que je 
propose. Dans une belle étude portant sur les périples de la Mer Noire, P. 
Arnaud4 vient de reprendre et de développer l’idée d’A. Baschinakoff. 
qui était passée à peu près inaperçue - au moins des exégètes du Pont- 
Euxin5 -, selon laquelle le périple dit “de Scylax” daterait d’environ 
500. Sa compilation définitive est, certes, de l’époque d’Alexandre le 
Grand; mais, au moins pour ce qui est du Pont-Euxin, le périple présen
te quelques caractères qui en font remonter la source jusqu’à cette date 
très haute. En fait, contre une telle date il n’y avait apparemment qu’un 
seul argument: la mention de Chersonèse Taurique, fondée, comme on 
le sait, en 422/1.6 Mais le périple ne mentionne que XEQQÔvqoog 
èpjrÔQLOV, ce qui est brillamment confirmé par un passage de Strabon 
(7. 4. 2), qui continue à mettre à rude épreuve l’ingéniosité des savants: 
q naXatà XEQpôvqooç xaTEOxappÉvq (“la vieille Chersonèse qui est 
entièrement ruinée”).7 Qui plus est, les découvertes archéologiques et 
notamment les graffiti y attestent sans l’ombre d’un doute un établisse
ment à caractère mixte mégaro-milésien dès le dernier quart du VIe s.8 Si 
c’est donc bien cet emporion qui figurait dans le périple,9 plus rien ne 
s’oppose à ce que l’écrit ait été composé vers 500. Aux arguments déjà 
avancés par son prédécesseur, Arnaud ajoute: “Un fait n’a pas frappé 
Baschmakoff. Il apportait pourtant indéniablement un atout majeur à 
son argumentation: le pseudo-Scylax n’est en effet en état de fournir 
d’évaluation de durée que pour cette «moitié gauche» du Pont. Sur ce 
point, il se distingue très nettement d’Hérodote (4. 85 sq.), qui, dans la 
seconde moitié du Ve siècle, mentionne deux itinéraires, des Bouches du 
Bosphore au Phase (9 jours et 8 nuits, soit 1110 stades) et de Sindique à 
Témiscyra, aux bouches du Thermodon (3 jours et 2 nuits, soit 330 
stades), accorde à plusieurs reprises une importance justifiée à la ville de 
Sinope, et connaît déjà la conversion des durées en distances, alors que 
seul le compilateur hellénistique du Périple en fait usage dans les chapi
tres récapitulatifs”.10

A tout cela j’ajouterais que dans la liste des villes que donne le Péri
ple pour la côte septentrionale de la Mer Noire il y a une lacune surpre
nante: c’est Olbia qui n’y est pas mentionnée, alors que des établisse
ments de moindre importance sont même désignés comme étant des po- 
leis, par exemple 68: Ntxcoviov JiôXiç, ’Ocptoùoct JioXiç. Avant 
l’époque d’Hérodote un tel silence aurait été bien plus pardonnable 
qu’au IVe s. Il est de plus étrange que le Périple ne mentionne pas quel
ques villes des plus importantes, alors qu’il en donne les fleuves homo- 
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nymes. Le chapitre 67 enregistre le fleuve Istros (’'Iøtqoc; HOTap-ôç;), 
alors que dans le chapitre suivant on trouve Tvqlç JtOTOp.ôç.11 A propos 
d’Istros, Hérodote distingue clairement le fleuve de la ville et confère - 
sans doute pour éviter des confusions - à la ville le nom ’Iotqlt],12 bien 
qu’en outre celui-ci ne semble jamais avoir désigné la fondation milé- 
sienne.13 Bref, les chapitres 67-68 du Périple du Pseudo-Scylax appor
tent des arguments supplémentaires pour la datation de l’écrit originaire 
au moins avant Hérodote.

Dans ces circonstances, une nouvelle lecture du chapitre 67 du Pé
riple est instructive à plus d’un titre: Eloi ôè èv tûj nôvtcp JtoXeig ’EX- 
XqvtÔEç aiôx èv ØQotxp. ’AjtoXXwvia, MEoqpßqla, ’OôtiooojioXiç, 
KâXXaTtç xat JtOTapog ’Totqoç. En effet, ce n’est que pour Apollonia, 
Odessos et Istros, dont les dates de fondation remontent à une époque 
beaucoup plus ancienne,14 que le passage est dépourvu d’intérêt. Il n’en 
est pas de même pour Mésambria, pour ne pas parler de Callatis.

Sur la fondation de Mésambria,15 nous disposons de deux informa
tions apparemment contradictoires fournies par Hérodote. En décrivant 
l'itinéraire suivi par Darius lors de sa campagne contre les Scythes (519- 
517?), le père de l’histoire écrit (4. 93): IIqivôè outixÉcOai ejiltov "Io- 
TQOv, JtQCDTong alçéet réxaç toùç aOavait^oviag. Ol |ièv yàg tov 
SaXjlUÔTlOOOV Ê/OVTEÇ 0QT)LXEg XQl ÏUTEQ ' AjtoXX(DVtT]Ç TE XŒL ME- 
Ga|TpQtr]Ç jtOÆlOÇ olxT]|lÉVOl, XaÀEÔpEVOL ÔÈ SXDQptâÔat xat Nl- 
ipatoi, cqia/tiTt ocpéaç aùxoùç JtaQÉôooav AaQEtœ. A un tout autre en
droit (6. 33), Hérodote parle de la mésaventure des Byzantins et des 
Chalcédoniens devant la menace de la flotte perse en 493 dans les 
termes suivants: Bu^dviiot pèv vôv xat ot jieqîiôe KaX/riööviot oùô’ 
vjiÉ|iEivav ènwtXÉovTaç toùç <î>oivtxag [à savoir la flotte phénicienne 
au service des Perses], aXX’ oï/ovto àjioXiJtôvTEÇ tt]v ocpetêqt]v eow 
êç tov Evçelvov Hôvtov, xat ÈvTaûOa JtôXtv MEoap,ßQiT]v oixqoav. 
Traditionnellement, on a voulu en tirer un renseignement sur l’acte de 
fondation de Mésambria. Mais comme le même Hérodote avait men
tionné la ville dans le contexte des événements de 519-517 (?), les sa
vants ont dû recourir à des interprétations tout aussi ingénieuses qu’inu
tiles. B. Lenk, par exemple, suivi de près par K. Hanell,16 estimait que 
l’historien avait mentionné déjà Mésambria “schon gelegentlich des 
Skythenzuges, aber nur um die Wohnsitze eines Thrakerstammes seinen 
Lesern zu bezeichnen”.17 Chr. Danov et V. Velkov y voyaient la preuve 
d’une colonisation en étapes.18 “Il est évident que cette colonisation ne 
s’effectua pas en une seule fois, mais que ce fut un processus répété de 
plusieurs vagues successives d’émigrants”.19
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Cependant, en relisant attentivement le deuxième passage - et en 
bénéficiant en plus du privilège d’avoir pu faire état des recherches 
exhaustives de M. Casevitz sur le vocabulaire de la colonisation - N. 
Ehrhardt a démontré20 qu’Hérodote n’y fait pas usage du verbe qu’il em
ploie communément pour désigner l’acte de fondation d’une colonie 
(xtTÇo)).21 Il emploie en revanche l’aoriste de o’lxéo, qui n’est attesté que 
sept fois dans toute son oeuvre.22 M. Casevitz en a donné et commenté 
les occurrences, ce qui m’épargne l’effort de poursuivre l’enquête à ce 
propos. En fait, trois exemples (Hdt. 1.1; 4.116; 5. 58) “concernent une 
migration de peuples non-grecs et leur installation, sans que soient in
diqués une colonisation organisée ni un mode d’habitat et d’organisation 
politique’’, alors que deux autres résultent de la correction de la tradition 
manuscrite (1. 57; 7. 164). L’exemple le plus proche du passage qui re
tient mon attention est 7. 170: MixuOoç . . . èxjteoibv èx 'Priyiou xai 
TeyéT]v vqv ’Apxâôov olxijoaç (“Mikythos chassé de Rhégion et 
s’étant établi à Tégée d’Arcadie...”).23 Il s’agit donc d’un site préexis
tant, qui accueillit un réfugié. Il me paraît donc en être de même pour le 
passage concernant l’installation des Byzantins et des Chalcédoniens à 
Mésambria et je traduis avec Ph.-E. Legrand: “ils partirent, abandonnant 
leur patrie, et pénétrèrent dans le Pont-Euxin où ils s’établirent dans la 
ville de Mésambria”.24 Par conséquent, les deux passages d’Hérodote ne 
sont guère contradictoires, mais clairs et explicites: la ville existait déjà 
au moins dès l’époque de la campagne contre les Scythes et n’a fait 
qu’accueillir des réfugiés, comme Tégée dans le cas de Mikythos.

La tradition relative à la fondation de Mésambria - cette fois-ci avec 
la spécification de ses fondateurs, les Chalcédoniens et les Mégariens - 
à l’époque de la campagne de Darius figure ensuite dans la chronique 
versifiée connue sous le nom du Pseudo-Scymnos (IIe s.), qui fait usage 
pour la section pontique des renseignements très fiables de Dèmètrios de 
Callatis (v. 741-742 éd. Diller p. 166):25 KaXyribovtoi Tauiriv ôè Meya- 
qêlç t’ wxiaav ot’ ejtl Lxt’Oac Aapeîoç eotqoiteùeto. Toutefois je fe
rai remarquer que le Ps.-Scymnos, qui emploie, lui aussi, largement le 
verbe xii^œ, préfère ici le verbe olxitio.

Au bout de ces remarques, il convient d’accréditer Mésambria com
me une fondation chalcédo-mégarienne des environs des années 520/10; 
ce que confirme sa présence dans la liste du Ps.-Scylax, qui n’aurait pas 
pu être expliquée si la colonie avait été fondée en 493. Il ne reste qu’à 
expliquer sur les traces d’Ehrhardt l’annotation d’Eusthatius 803 [GGM 
II 356-357J26 à la chronique versifiée de Denys le Périégète:27 'Ioto- 
^ELTOtl ÔÊ xat Tî]V èv àQlOTEQÇt TOU EÙ^EIVOV nÔVTOD ME(JT]|JlßQiaV 
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XaXxqôovtœv eivai xuapa xai BvÇavuwv, f)TTî]0évTwv ev uvi pà/p 
xai (pvyôvTwv èxeî. Eusthatius suit sans aucun doute Hérodote, sauf 
qu’il semble avoir confondu - comme les modernes d’ailleurs - olxéœ 
avec olxtÇœ et compris qu'il s’agissait de la fondation même; c’est 
pourquoi qu’il parle de xtlopa, un “nom instrumental” qui désigne le 
résultat d’une fondation.28

Si l’épisode de l’installation des Byzantins et d’un nouveau groupe de 
Chalcédoniens à Mésambria en 493 n’a plus affaire à la fondation pro
prement dite, il invite en revanche à rouvrir un dossier tout aussi fasci
nant que mal connu de la colonisation pontique, celui des époikoi dont il 
sera question plus loin.

La mention de Callatis parmi les villes du Pont Gauche vers 500 dans 
la liste dressée par le Ps.-Scylax est encore plus importante. Comme on 
le sait, le seul repère pour la fondation de Callatis était le passage du Ps.- 
Scymnos (v. 760-764 éd. Diller p. 166-167), qui nous fait savoir que la 
cité àjtotxla <tô)v> 'HpoixXetDTcov yevopévT] xaià XQqøpov; ËXTtoav 
ôè t(wtt|v T)vtxa tï]v Molxeôôvwv àp/qv ’Apûviaç jiapEXaßev. Le 
problème restait de savoir lequel des trois Amyntas il s’agissait; car le 
premier avait régné dans la deuxième moitié du VIe s., alors que l’avène
ment du troisième se situe beaucoup plus tard, vers 393.29 Les opinions 
exprimées à cet égard par les savants sont fort diverses.30 Sans entrer ici 
dans des détails - car je suis en train de préparer une étude spécialement 
consacrée à la fondation de Callatis - je rappelle qu’il y a plusieurs ar
guments pour préférer une date plus haute, pour parler avec le Ps.- 
Scymnos, vers l'époque d’Amyntas I. Il s’agit tout d’abord de l’infor
mation sur la consultation de l’oracle, qui me paraît trouver sa place à 
une époque plus reculée plutôt qu’au IVe s. Deuxièmement, si c’était 
Amyntas III, je verrais mal un historien originaire de la cité même, 
Dèmètrios de Callatis, à qui la chronique versifiée doit les informations 
pontiques, fournir des renseignements aussi vagues sur des événements 
bien proches des premiers contacts entre le royaume de Macédoine et les 
cités ouest-pontiques, qui remontent à 339.31 A tout cela je viens d’ajou
ter récemment un argument plus concret: l'existence de l’institution des 
proboules à Callatis - qui est de très ancienne origine mégarienne - par 
rapport à l’absence de tout renseignement sur les mêmes magistrats à 
Chersonèse montre que cette dernière cité a dû être fondée bien après 
Callatis, à une époque à laquelle les proboules ne figuraient plus parmi 
les institutions politiques de la métropole des deux colonies, la ville 
d’Héraclée du Pont.32

Sur cette question, le texte du Ps.-Scylax nous fournit une fois de plus 
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un atout majeur: s’il date d’autour de 500 et si Callatis y est mentionnée, 
il s’ensuit que, dans la tradition transmise par le Ps.-Scymnos, il est 
précisément question d’une fondation à l’époque d’Amyntas I. Sinon, il 
faudrait refaire toutes les données du problème, à savoir dater le Ps.- 
Scylax après 393 et expliquer, rien que pour les côtes occidentale et sep
tentrionale du Pont, un tas de contradictions et de silences inquiétants.

Pour conclure, à en suivre le Ps.-Scylax, la côte Ouest du Pont ne 
présentait vers 500 que quatre établissements grecs appelés poleis: dans 
l’ordre de leur fondation, Apollonia, Odessos, Callatis et Mésambria. Is- 
tros, la plus ancienne fondation dans la région, y est à ajouter. Du point 
de vue chronologique, la coupure est très importante, car, à continuer le 
raisonnement, il s’ensuit que les poleis attestées dans la région sur la foi 
de la documentation littéraire et épigraphique à l’époque hellénistique 
ont dû être fondées plus tard ou bien avoir “accédé” au statut de polis à 
une époque ultérieure. Malheureusement, c’est justement là où, du point 
de vue méthodologique, commencent les difficultés.

Prenons tout d’abord le cas de Tomis. L’origine milésienne en est pro
clamée par le Ps.-Scymnos (v. 765 éd. Diller p. 167: Topéot jtôàiç; 
anoixoi yevop-Evoi MtXqotwv), tandis que ses institutions et surtout la 
présence des anciennes tribus milésiennes33 ne font que confirmer cela 
sans conteste. A ce propos, je trouve utile de reprendre le jugement de 
N. Ehrhardt: “Die Gründung muß, da Tomis die alten sechs milesischen 
Phylen aufweist, vor der Mitte des 5. Jhs. erfolgt sein, da Milet um die
se Zeit die attischen Phylen übernahm. Darüberhinaus muß die Grün
dung der Stadt mit Sicherheit vor 500 v. Chr. erfolgt sein, da Milet zur 
Zeit des Ionischen Aufstandes und in der Zeit nach der Zerstörung nicht 
in der Lage gewesen sein dürfte, Städte im Pontosgebiet anzulegen. We
gen des deutlichen milesischen Charakters der Einrichtungen ist milesi- 
sche Primärgründung zu vermuten”.34 Ce raisonnement est apparem
ment sans faille; sauf que l’on aurait du mal à expliquer le silence suspect 
des sources de toutes catégories à l’égard d'une polis aussi ancienne jus
qu’au IIIe s. En effet, Tomis n’est présente dans les sources littéraires 
(qui sont d’ailleurs, à la seule exception du Ps.-Scymnos, d’époque im
périale) qu’à partir des années ’60 du IIIe s. et alors c’est dans le contex
te d’une guerre que menaient les Callatiens et les Istriens contre Byzan
ce JtEQi TôpEioç toü èpjtOQiou (Memnon [FGrHist 434] fr. 13).35 Les 
premières émissions monétaires autonomes datent du IIIe s.36 Si l’évi
dence archéologique offre sans conteste des éléments qui en font remon
ter le premier habitat vers le début du VIe s.37 et si les premières inscrip
tions datent du IVe s.38 - ce qui serait tout aussi tard et tout aussi tôt que 
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dans toutes les autres cités de la région - il n’est pas pour autant ques
tion d’y voir une polis. Les premiers renseignements fournis par les in
scriptions sur les institutions typiques pour une polis datent de la fin du 
IIe s.39 Comme la fondation milésienne après 494 semble exclue, il 
resterait donc à expliquer tous ces siècles d’anonymat presque total; et 
cela sans préjudice de l’absence de cette cité Sur la liste du Ps.-Scylax.

Il en va de même pour Dionysopolis. Une tradition fort curieuse - 
léguée uniquement par le Ps.-Scymnos (v. 751-755 éd. Diller p. 166) - 
veut que la cité se soit appelée à l’origine Crounoi et qu’elle ait changé 
de nom au moment où une statue de Dionysos fut trouvée dans les eaux 
de la mer: (AiovnoÔJioÀLg) jiqwtov covopàtEio Kqovvol ôtà tùç twv 
èyyùç vôaitov èxQwetç. Atovvoiaxoù ôè jrgoojieoôvToç voieQOv éx 
Tfjç OaÀàTTqç toîç tôholç àyàX^otToç, AtovuoôJioXiv Xéyovai xXqBq- 
vat JiàXtv. La tradition n’est pas, à vrai dire, sans parallèles, car Etienne 
de Byzance fait état d'un épisode similaire dans le cas d’une ville homo
nyme située en Phrygie, fondée par Attale I et Eumène (Steph. Byz. s. v. 
AtovvoôjroXiç). Cependant, la fondation milésienne de Dionysopolis 
pontique n’est jamais mentionnée dans les sources et, à la différence de 
Tomis, où les éléments en mesure d'indiquer une origine milésienne 
sont plus accentués, ici il n’y a qu'une seule mention vague des “sept tri
bus” dans une inscription d’époque impériale qui pourrait faire penser 
aux six tribus d’origine milésienne et à une autre (tpvÂ,f| 'Pwpxxiœv) qui 
s’y soit ajoutée à l’époque romaine.40 A partir du IIIe s. au plus tard, les 
inscriptions de Dionysopolis41 ainsi que ses premières émissions mo
nétaires42 ne laissent persister aucun doute sur son caractère de polis. 
Pourtant, le problème de son évolution antérieure se pose dans les 
mêmes termes que pour Tomis: si la colonie avait été fondée par les Mi- 
lésiens avant la révolte ionienne, de quoi “remplir” les Ve-IVe siècles? 
Qui plus est, comment expliquer non seulement le nom, mais l’épony
mie même du prêtre de Dionysos43 et en général la position prééminente 
de Dionysos44 par rapport à des divinités beaucoup plus “milésiennes”, 
comme par exemple Apollon ou Artémis? Quoi qu’il en soit, la docu
mentation épigraphique sur Dionysopolis hellénistique cadre mal avec 
une ancienne fondation milésienne.

J’en viens enfin à la polis la moins connue de la région, à savoir Bi- 
zoné. En fait, pour définir cette ville comme polis il n’y a que le texte du 
Ps.-Scymnos (v. 759-760 éd. Diller p. 166), une inscription d’Istros de la 
fin du IIIe s. qui atteste la /topa de Bizoné et, implicitement, ses rem
parts (car il s’agit d’un siège que les Thraces mirent devant la ville),45 et 
l’ethnique qui figure dans une inscription du IIe s.46 L’origine même de 
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la ville était bien peu connue au temps de Dèmètrios de Callatis, car le 
Ps.-Scynmos (v. 758-759 éd. Diller p. 166) en donne deux variantes: (Bl- 
Uüvt] jiôXlç) (paotv rivEç pèv ßaQßapwv, nvèç ô’ anoixov yeyovÉvai 
MeoripßQiag. Cependant, ni l’une ni l’autre des deux possibilités envi
sagées n’est en mesure de satisfaire les exigences de la critique. Deux 
vers auparavant le Ps.-Scymnos faisait savoir que les régions situées en
tre Dionysopolis et Bizoné étaient peuplées de Crobydes (d’origine thra- 
ce), de Scythes et de piyàÔEÇ "EXXïyvEç: èv peboQioiç ôè Tfjg Kqo- 
ßb^wv xai SxuOœv /cogaç piyàôaç "EXXrivag olxTytàç; e/el. Dans une 
étude sur le territoire de Callatis j’ai remarqué le parallélisme entre la 
formule piyaÖEg "EXXt]veç et les pi^ékX,T]VEÇ mentionnés dans la /topa 
d’Olbia par le célèbre décret pour Protogène au IIIe s.47 et j’ai proposé de 
comprendre l'expression ptyàôeç "EXXqveg comme se référant à une 
population de statut inférieur, mélangée à une enclave scythique helléni
sée, qui habitait les confins des territoires de villes comme Callatis, Bi
zoné. Dionysopolis ou Odessos.4* Dans le territoire de Callatis ces piyd- 
ôeç "EXXqvEg auraient bien pu être les habitants des (ppouQia ou des 
JWQyot attestés tant par les monuments archéologiques que par les do
cuments épigraphiques.49 Il serait, dans ces conditions, bien possible que 
Bizoné fût à l’origine un fort (comme ceux du territoire callatien ou 
comme Anchialos ou Naulochos dont il sera question plus bas). En re
vanche, rien ne nous autorise à considérer Bizoné comme une fondation 
barbare, mais comme une fondation de l’une des cités grecques de la 
région. En tout cas, cette cité ne saurait être Mésambria, car des rares 
inscriptions de Bizoné il ne ressort rien (ni comme traits doriens de la 
langue ni comme institutions ou comme cultes) qui puisse accréditer une 
origine mésambrienne.50 Si fondation de la part d’une ville de la zone il 
y eut, il faudrait penser plutôt à Odessos ou bien à Dionysopolis. En ce 
qui concerne l’évolution ultérieure de la ville à l’époque hellénistique, il 
est à noter qu’elle tomba victime d’un tremblement de terre.51 Cela se 
passa après 72/1, car Bizoné figure encore parmi les cités prises par M. 
Terentius Lucullus Varron lors de sa campagne en Scythie Mineure52 et 
avant l'époque à laquelle Strabon écrivait. Une confirmation de dernière 
heure est l’inscription trouvée à Baltchik, qui date de l’époque de Cotys 
III, fils de Sadalas II (mort peu avant 16) et qui concerne l’établissement 
des frontières du territoire de Dionysopolis.53 En faisant état des don
nées de cette inscription en ce qui concerne la limite entre le territoire de 
Callatis et celui de Dionysopolis, j’avais remarqué que les deux cités se 
partageaient entre elles ce qui appartenait naguère à la /mon. de Bizo
né.54 La cité de Bizoné cessa donc d’exister à la suite de sa destruction 
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physique datable entre 72/1 et ca. 16 et ne fut fondée pour la seconde 
fois qu’à l’époque impériale.

D’autres sites de la région sont mentionnés simplement comme des 
communautés dépendant d’une polis. C’est le cas d’Anchialos, un topo- 
nyme désignant dans une importante inscription un cppoupiov disputé 
entre Mésambria et Apollonia55 et, encore, le cas de Naulochos,56 sans 
doute toujours un cppoépiov des Mésambriens. Des fondations secon
daires - à vocation sans doute commerciale - sont attestées indirectement 
au compte d’Istros. Il s’agit d’un établissement localisé probablement 
dans la région de l’estuaire du Dniestr (Tyras), ToTQiavwv Xtpf|v (Arr., 
Peripl. Pont. Eux. 20; Anonym. Peripl. Pont. Eux. éd. Diller p. 134), dont 
le nom semble indiquer l’origine de ses fondateurs,57 et notamment de 
Niconéon (Niconion).58 Ce dernier site, localisé par des fouilles archéo
logiques à Roksolanskoé Gorodichtché,59 à la même embouchure du 
Dniestr, n’est jamais attesté dans les sources comme étant une fondation 
istrienne; en revanche, les fouilles archéologiques y ont révélé une quan
tité considérable de monnaies frappées à Istros. Sur la foi des documents 
archéologiques, on peut donc considérer que l’établissement de Nico
néon (Niconion) a été fondé par Istros et qu’il a connu son floruit au Ve s. 
Ceci explique d’ailleurs sa présence non seulement dans la liste du Pseu- 
do-Scylax, mais surtout, en 425/4, dans la liste des tributs attiques, où la 
restitution Nix[ôveov] est l'une des très peu nombreuses à pouvoir être 
considérées comme certaines.60 La nouvelle datation du périple du Pseu- 
do-Scylax nous offre un terminus ante quem pour la fondation de Nico
néon (peu avant ca. 500). Enfin, il faudrait ajouter ’Opyctpr]. Jtokig èjtl 
tcû ’Tgtqü) mentionnée à l’époque préromaine uniquement par Hécatée 
([EGrHist 1] fr. 172) et localisée sur l’emplacement de la future cité ro- 
mano-byzantine Argamum située au Cap Dolojman entre Istros et le bras 
méridional du Delta du Danube.61 Récemment, j’ai proposé de restituer 
dans la liste des tributs attiques de 425/4 le nom d’ ’Otpydpe] à la place de 
celui d’ ’O[kßta],62 ce qui nous fournirait une deuxième mention du site à 
l’époque préromaine. Tout comme dans le cas de Niconéon, Orgamé 
semble avoir été au Ve s. une communauté dépendant étroitement d’Is- 
tros; il est bien possible que Niconéon et Orgamé aient été des poleis, 
mais le silence des sources nous empêche d’en essayer une réponse trop 
affirmative. Aussi est-il hors de doute que ces deux sites, quelque soit 
leur statut, sont nettement à distinguer des simples établissements dans la 
Xcüqoi d’une ville, tels qu’Anchialos ou Naulochos, ou des comptoirs tels 
que “le port des Istriens”.

J’ai insisté sur les fondations secondaires des cités du Pont Gauche, 
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qu’elles soient des forts dans leur proximité ou bien des comptoirs plus 
éloignés, parce que je suis enclin à y voir un phénomène qui n’a pas en
core été suffisamment approfondi par la recherche. Cependant, il me 
semble que c’est justement là qu’il faudrait chercher l’explication poul
ies origines des cités comme Tomis, Bizoné ou Dionysopolis, attestées, 
certes, comme poleis dès l’époque hellénistique, mais qui ne sont guère 
en mesure de produire quelque chose de cohérent à une époque plus an
cienne. Leur attribuer une origine directement milésienne - par un acte 
de fondation qui serait alors forcément antérieur à la révolte ionienne63 - 
soulèverait les difficultés que je viens d’invoquer. D’autre part, je n’ac
cepterai jamais l’opinion bien étrange, selon laquelle certains sites aient 
fait le saut du stade d’emporion à celui de polis,64 comme s’il s’agissait 
d’un octroi de statut accordé on ne comprend pas bien par qui, ni dans 
quelles circonstances.

En revanche, sans pouvoir invoquer trop d’arguments, il me semble 
que rien ne s’oppose à ce que certains sites aient été à l’origine de 
simples comptoirs milésiens; ce ne serait alors que bien plus tard que 
certaines poleis de la région auraient pris la décision d’y fonder des 
apoikiai en règle. Dans ce cas, nous n’aurions point affaire à une pro
motion, mais à l’acte même de la fondation. Certes, le caractère milésien 
des institutions, de l’organisation du corps civique, des cultes et du ca
lendrier - là où ces traits peuvent être suivis à la lumière des sources - 
aurait été le même si le fondateur en avait été directement Milet ou bien, 
mettons, Istros ou Apollonia. Je crois donc qu’il est grand temps au 
moins de se poser sérieusement ce problème.

Derrière les fondations coloniales peuvent se cacher, comme on le 
sait, des motivations fort différentes, notamment à l’époque tardive; il 
convient d’en analyser quelques unes à partir de certaines études de cas.

Tomis, par exemple, était disputée dans les années 260 par Callatis 
(ayant de son côté Istros) et Byzance.65 Le texte de Memnon (\FGrHist 
434] fr. 13) est à ce propos, quoi qu’il en soit, bien précis: on guerroyait 
JiEQi Tôpewç toù èpjroQiou. Il n’est pas question de s’attaquer ici au ter
me d’emporion et à sa prétendue opposition par rapport à la polis. Aussi 
me paraît-il bien plus intéressant que le texte ne nous renseigne point sur 
l’attitude de Tomis même; par contre, tout laisse plutôt penser qu’il 
s’agissait d’un combat pour un territoire en litige. Or, si fréquents que 
soient à l’époque hellénistique les litiges frontaliers, même les guerres 
dont l’enjeu est le contrôle exercé sur tel ou tel territoire, il n’est jamais 
pour autant question d’une polis. D’autre part, l’ingérence des Byzantins 
- bien loin de Tomis - semble indiquer qu’il s’agissait de motivations 
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commerciales concrètes.66 Tout cela relève plutôt d’un port of trade, dont 
le contrôle était soumis aux sorts changeants de l’enjeu politique que 
d’une polis attaquée par une cité et ses alliés.

Par conséquent, je vois dans l’épisode des années 260 le terminus post 
quem même de la fondation de Tomis en tant qu’apoikia. Et comme ce 
moment ne saurait être par trop abaissé - car les premières émissions mo
nétaires autonomes de Tomis datent, comme nous l’avons vu, du IIIe s.- 
je verrais volontiers l’implantation d’une apoikia justement après cette 
guerre, sans doute pour prévenir des expériences pareilles. Qui en aurait 
été le fondateur? Sans doute Istros, la cité la mieux placée pour y envoyer 
des colons.67 C’est ainsi que Tomis n’aurait été en rien moins “milésien- 
ne” que si elle avait été fondée comme apoikia par Milet même. La tradi
tion n’aurait retenu que la “fondation” originaire, qui semble remonter au 
VIe s., comme le montrent les trouvailles archéologiques. On notera ce
pendant que le Ps.-Scymnos prend garde à ne pas faire usage de la formu
le qu’il emploie aussi souvent MiXtjøtoi XTt^oiXJL, car il ne s’agissait pas 
d'une XTioiç, mais d’une simple installation.

A Bizoné on pourrait penser, à suivre le même Ps.-Scymnos, notam
ment en ce qui concerne ses informations sur les piyaÔEÇ "EXXqveç, à 
une fondation due à l’une des cités milésienncs de la région, sans doute 
Odessos ou Dionysopolis, qui aurait fondé une apoikia sur l’emplace
ment d’un cpQOVQiov comme Anchialos ou comme Naulochos. En fait 
rien ne s’oppose à ce que dans un passé lointain les Mésambriens soient 
venus s’y installer; mais la polis d’époque hellénistique ne saurait être 
fondée que par une ville milésienne, car à Bizoné il n’y a point de traces 
doriennes.

A Dionysopolis, enfin, les quelques débris d’information - le 
moindre n’étant pas l’étiologie autour de la statue de Dionysos - me 
semblent autoriser une hypothèse bien plus hardie. Le nom de la cité est 
lui même étrange et il semble y être question, de même que pour d’au
tres composés pareils, d’une fondation pour le compte d’un groupe de 
colons adorateurs de Dionysos de l’époque d’Alexandre le Grand. La re
crudescence des thiases, le rapport entre le dieu et le “mythe d’Alexan
dre”,68 l’ancienneté des mystères bachiques dans les contrées du Pont- 
Euxin,69 mais surtout l’éponymie du prêtre de Dionysos70 me semblent 
être des arguments non dépourvus de valeur dans cette direction. Com
me je l’ai fait remarquer plus haut, je ne crois pas que les Milésiens aient 
pu fonder une apoikia au nom de Dionysos et en confier l’éponymie au 
prêtre de Dionysos contrairement à l’usage. Aussi verrais-je vers 
l’époque d’Alexandre le Grand un groupe de colons venus d'une ou de 
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plusieurs villes de la région fonder Dionysopolis sur l’emplacement 
d’un comptoir sans doute plus ancien (Kqowol?). La tradition n’aurait 
retenu que le changement de nom et l'étiologie née pro causa dans le 
milieu local.71

Le phénomène des fondations secondaires est encore suggéré par 
quelques exemples de refuge devant une menace: c’est bien le cas des 
Callatiens qui se sont réfugiés dans le royaume du Bosphore après que 
leur cité soit tombée entre les mains de Lysimaque, où ils ont été instal
lés dans une “clérouchie” par le roi Eumèle.72

Il y a ensuite, surtout à l’époque qui succède immédiatement à la fon
dation d’une apoikia, le problème des époikoi. Le cas nous est explicite
ment détaillé par Aristote à Apollonia (Pol. 1303 a 36-38). A Mésam- 
bria il a été question, comme nous l’avons vu, de réfugiés venus de la 
métropole et des environs moins d’une génération après la fondation de 
la cité. Des cas pareils sont sans doute à envisager dans d’autres cités du 
Pont-Euxin.

Il faut néanmoins souligner que par ËJtoixoi on entend “les nouveaux 
colons sans distinguer ceux qu’une métropole a envoyés sur demande de 
la cité qui les accueille, de ceux que l’exil a fait s’établir dans une ci
té”.73 Dans le cas de Mésambria nous avons sûrement affaire à des eji- 
oixoi de la deuxième catégorie, alors que dans le cas d’Apollonia on 
pourrait penser aux “colons de renfort” envoyés dans un deuxième 
temps par Milet. Cela nous permettrait de concilier la tradition sur la 
date fournie par le Ps.-Scymnos pour la fondation d’Apollonia (v. 728- 
731 éd. Diller p. 165-166: towttjv ôè jiqôteqov Ëieoi JtevTqxovTâ Jtov 
XTi^onoi Tfjç; Kvqov ßaoiXelag iqv jiôXlv elç roùç tojiovç èXOôvreç 
ol Mikf|(Jioi, ce qui signifie autour de 610) avec une autre tradition 
transmise par Elien (Var. hist. 3, 17), selon laquelle le philosophe Anaxi- 
mandre en aurait été le fondateur: xai ’Ava^t^iavÔQOÇ ôè fiyfioaTO Trjç 
elç ’AJioXÀœvlœv ex Mlà.ï]TOV œnoixiaç. Anaximandre avait, selon 
Diogène Laërce (2. 2) l’âge de 64 ans dans la deuxième année de la 58e 
Olympiade, il était donc né vers 611. Les trouvailles archéologiques de 
la nécropole d’Apollonia accréditent l’idée d’une fondation de la ville 
autour de 610.74 Alors, à condition que la tradition dont Elien se fait 
l’écho soit digne d’être prise en considération, il ne reste qu’à accepter 
qu’Anaximandre ait dirigé un corps d’ènoixot envoyés d’une manière 
organisée par la métropole.75

Quoi qu’il en soit, ces époikoi ont été la source de dissensions à Apol
lonia. Il s’agissait bien du partage des terres et une stasis alimentée par 
le conflit entre les colons originaires et ces colons additionnels trouve- 
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rait confortablement sa place à une époque encore très reculée.76 Dans ce 
cas et sans doute dans beaucoup d’autres, il n’y aurait qu’un pas à fran
chir pour supposer que des groupes de gens exclus de la distribution des 
terres ou de vaincus dans les luttes politiques aient pris le chemin du re
fuge ou que ce soit la cité même qui les aurait envoyés s’établir ailleurs. 
On arrive donc à la même possibilité de fondations secondaires.

Pour en finir, je ne crois pas qu’il y ait eu sur la côte occidentale du 
Pont plus de trois fondations directement milésiennes (Istros, Apollonia 
et Odessos), d’une fondation d’Héraclée du Pont (Callatis, que je date de 
la fin du VIe s.) et d’une fondation commune de Chalcédoine et de 
Mégare, avec des renforts venus de Chalcédoine et de Byzance (Mésam- 
bria, datée de 520/10). Les trois autres poleis attestées d’une manière in
déniable à l’époque hellénistique (Tomis, Bizoné et Dionysopolis) ne 
sauraient être que des fondations secondaires des cités comme Istros, 
Odessos ou Apollonia sur l’emplacement d’anciens comptoirs milé- 
siens. Quant à leur date de fondation, on ne saurait dépasser le stade des 
présomptions, car il n’y a que Tomis qui semble offrir - à condition que 
mon raisonnement soit correct - un repère indiquant le milieu du IIIe s.. 
C’est à l’époque d’Alexandre le Grand, de Lysimaque ou peu après qu’il 
conviendrait de chercher la date de fondation de Bizoné et de Dionyso
polis.

En laissant donc de côté les cités plus récentes, j’en viens aux institu
tions des cinq poleis du Pont Gauche aux VIe-IVe s. Comme à quelques 
exceptions près toute notre documentation ne concerne que l’époque 
hellénistique, le problème est d’en tirer les informations qui peuvent in
téresser les époques archaïque et classique.

Les institutions ne sauraient être jugées qu’à partir de la distinction 
fondamentale entre cités milésiennes (Istros, Apollonia, Odessos) et ci
tés mégariennes (Callatis,77 Mésambria).

En ce qui concerne les colonies milésiennes, leur cohérence institu
tionnelle a été récemment mise en évidence par N. Ehrhardt, par rapport 
à qui je n’aurais pas grand chose à ajouter.78 L’éponymie du prêtre 
d’Apollon, attestée sûrement à Istros79 et se situant presque hors de dou
te à Odessos,80 doit être également acceptée pour Apollonia;81 à peine 
faut-il souligner qu’il s’agit d’une institution introduite par les colons 
milésiens, bien que les premières mentions qui nous sont parvenues 
soient d’époque hellénistique. Il en est de même pour les ènipf]vioi, les 
“faux éponymes” qui président à l’Assemblée; car c’est justement la co
hérence de la documentation coloniale sur les è jriLiqvioi qui témoigne 
de l’ancienneté de cette institution originellement milésienne.82
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L’Assemblée (partout ôfjpoç, parfois èxxXr]Oia) et le Conseil (ßouXf|) 
doivent être de beaucoup plus anciens que la date de leurs premières at
testations (la haute époque hellénistique); néanmoins, on ne saurait dire 
quels en auront été la composition et le mode de fonctionnement aux 
VIe-IVe siècles, notamment avant l’instauration des régimes démocra
tiques. Dans certaines inscriptions les membres du Conseil sont 
désignés à partir du IIIe s. par le terme oweôpoi.83 Il ne semble pas qu’il 
s’agisse d’une dénomination technique qui ne concerne qu’une partie, 
qu’une division du corps des membres du Conseil,84 mais simplement 
d’un synonyme pour le Conseil même.85 Il paraît en être de même pour 
les archontes, fréquemment attestés, surtout à Istros, comme rogatores 
de décrets, qui ne seraient que les magistrats en général, non pas un col
lège de type athénien.86 Le collège d’archontes - s’il a jamais existé dans 
l’une ou plusieurs colonies milésiennes - ne serait alors que le reflet 
d’une influence athénienne, à mettre éventuellement en rapport avec 
l’appartenance des cités du Pont Gauche à la Ligue de Délos. Cepen
dant, comme il est difficile de prouver quelque influence athénienne in
déniable sur l’une des institutions de ces cités, sauf sans doute pour ce 
qui est des JtotQEÖQOi d’Apollonia (IGB I2 3 91 ),87 il est, je crois, 
préférable de s’en tenir au sens non-technique du terme exp/tov.

Les magistratures mineures - à caractère agoranomique ou financier, 
etc. - ne peuvent pas être datées. Dans la plupart des cas il faudrait 
compter sur une évolution des institutions à l’époque hellénistique, ce 
qui aurait sans doute conduit vers une diversification des magistratures. 
Toutefois, il n'est pas a prioiri exclu que certains des offices à attesta
tion tardive soient en fait plus anciens.

Les colonies mégariennes présentent, elles aussi, quelques institutions 
qui remontent au moment même de la fondation coloniale. Cela est bien 
plus visible à Callatis, où les inscriptions hellénistiques nous ont parfois 
conservé le souvenir de quelques institutions et magistratures qui peu
vent être considérées sans conteste comme originaires. Il s’agit tout 
d’abord du basileus, attesté comme éponyme de la cité par de nombreux 
documents à Callatis, alors qu’il ne figure qu’une seule fois dans les do
cuments de Mésambria;88 ceci s’explique aisément par le simple hasard, 
qui a bien voulu nous faire part surtout de décrets “acéphales”, qui nous 
empêchent d’y trouver la formule canonique êjil [SaotXéoç.89 La seule 
mention du basileus à Mésambria est, même isolée, bien suggestive; car 
elle confirme une fois de plus le caractère mégarien prédominant de la 
fondation. Comme on le sait, l’éponyme était à Byzance le leqo- 
pvotpwv.90 A Chalcédoine, le lEQopvotpœv figure dans une inscription à 
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côté du [3ot0iÀevç,91 ce qui lui confère à mon avis le statut d’un “faux épo
nyme”. Or, si les Byzantins et les Chalcédoniens avaient été les fon
dateurs de Mésambria - comme on l’a parfois suggéré sur la foi d’une 
lecture inexacte d’un passage d’Hérodote92 - on aurait eu des difficultés à 
expliquer la présence du basileus dans une fondation byzantine.

Les JiQÖßonXoi ne sont attestés que dans les inscriptions de Callatis. 
Récemment, j’ai interprété cette évidence comme étant une preuve que 
l’institution - qui est d’origine mégarienne - existait à Héraclée du Pont 
au moment de la fondation de Callatis, alors qu’elle serait ensuite 
disparue de la constitution héracléote avant la fondation de Chersonèse 
Taurique, puisqu’elle ne figure pas parmi les institutions de cette der
nière cité. Jusqu’à l'heure actuelle, Mésambria n’a, elle non plus, rien 
livré à ce propos. De très ancienne origine mégarienne est également la 
fonction de président de l’Assemblée: JtQ(o)aL0vpv(ôv (dans les inscrip
tions toujours JtQaioipvcDVTOÇ au génitif).93

La mention des archontes dans quelques inscriptions de Callatis94 
n’est guère pertinente pour prouver l’existence d’un collège. Il s’agit 
plutôt, comme dans les colonies milésiennes, d’une désignation généra
le pour les notables. En revanche, dans une inscription de Mésambria,95 
le contexte pourrait apparemment donner à penser à un collège:

tô ôè yevôpevov ôajtd-
vexpa ôôpev tong [cxqxov]tcxç toùç Jte-
Qi Alôôwqov AlooxovqIôcx.

La construction du type ol jteql indique sûrement un collège. Cependant, 
je doute de la justesse de la restitution et je propose: ôôpEV toùç 
[pEQiojTCtç. Les pEQicrrat sont attestés dans les cités voisines d’Istros et 
de Callatis96 et dans le même contexte (financement de l’érection d'une 
statue, comme dans ce cas, ou bien simplement de la gravure de la stèle) 
on trouve d’habitude des magistrats mineurs à responsabilités finan
cières, comme le Ttxpiaç, les olxovôpot ou les pEQtOTai. Par consé
quent, je ne crois pas à l'existence d’un collège d’archontes à Mésambria.

Aux magistratures originaires des cités mégariennes appartiennent 
sans aucun doute également les stratèges. A Mésambria, on les trouve 
groupés d’une manière collégiale, au nombre de six et en compagnie 
d’un YQappaiEÛç.97 Les données qu’offre Callatis à ce propos ne sont 
pas aussi circonstanciées. Toutefois, je renverrais à une inscription où je 
crois avoir été en droit de restituer jtoti toùç onoTQa[TdYorç]98 et à 
deux autres décrets, où il s’agit également de otqcxtoiyol, sans que le 
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nombre en soit pour autant mentionné." En dépit du manque d’évidence 
concrète, j’estime qu’il est presque sûr que leur nombre a toujours été de 
six, comme à Mésambria. Un argument supplémentaire serait un relief 
funéraire sur lequel on lit sept noms (tous à patronyme),100 interprété, sur 
la foi des analogies convaincantes qu’offre Mésambria, comme dési
gnant les six stratèges et leur yQOtppaTEvg.

Comme dans le cas des colonies milésicnnes, il est plus difficile de se 
prononcer sur l'ancienneté des magistratures mineures, qui peuvent être 
en grande partie des créations plus tardives; en revanche, pour ce qui est 
des institutions et des magistratures fondamentales, les données des in
scriptions hellénistiques peuvent être appliquées aux époques plus an
ciennes.

On ne saurait être assez prudent lorsqu'il s’agit de se représenter les 
constitutions des cités de la côte occidentale du Pont-Euxin avant l’in
troduction de la démocratie; car le manque de toute information épi
graphique à cet égard dessine un vide que les quelques allusions d’Aris
tote aux troubles d’Istros ou d’Apollonia ne peuvent pas entièrement 
combler.

De même, on en sait trop peu sur les relations étrangères de ces cités 
et rien du tout sur leurs liens avec l’oracle de Delphes ou avec d’autres 
sanctuaires panhelléniques. A en juger d’après la documentation 
d’époque hellénistique - qui n’est en état de fournir des preuves sur les 
théarodokoi et des consultations oraculaires que dans le seul cas de Cal- 
latis101 - il semble que ces liens aient été plutôt rares.

En revanche, nous sommes un peu mieux placés dans le domaine des 
cultes.

Dans les colonies milésiennes c’est surtout le culte d'Apollon Iètros, 
sur lequel on a tant glosé, qui nous renseigne sur le fond milésien origi
naire814. Son caractère de culte de yévoç est surtout bien mis en éviden
ce à Istros, où, même après les changements politiques mentionnés par 
Aristote (Pol. 1305 b 1-12) à la suite desquels la constitution de la cité 
devint démocratique (èv ’'Iotqo) ô’ elç ôfjpov ÖJteTEXevTqoev),103 le sa
cerdoce d’Apollon Iètros continuait à être monopolisé par la même fa
mille de père en fils.104 Dans un rapport très étroit avec le dieu, dont le 
prêtre détient l’éponymie, se trouve le culte d’Artémis - attesté dès 
l’époque archaïque à Apollonia,105 à l’époque hellénistique seulement à 
Istros,106 mais étant sûrement plus ancien - et de Létô.107 D’autres cultes 
qui remontent sans aucun doute aux époques archaïque et classique sont 
ceux de Zeus Polieus et d’Aphrodite. Le premier est attesté à Istros tant 
par un temple construit vers le milieu du VIe s.108 que par des inscrip- 
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tions d’époque hellénistique.109 Le culte d’Aphrodite est, lui aussi, bien 
représenté à Istros par un temple érigé vers la même époque que le 
temple de Zeus110 et des inscriptions;111 il est présent également à Apol
lonia.112 Les autres cultes attestés dans les cités milésiennes de la côte 
occidentale du Pont-Euxin sont ou de moindre importance ou bien plus 
tardifs. Parmi les cultes qui commencent à pénétrer à la fin de l’époque 
classique ou à l’époque hellénistique il est question notamment des 
Dieux de Samothrace, de dieux locaux se situant sans doute dans un 
certain rapport de syncrétisme avec les premiers et de dieux égyptiens.

Des deux cités mégariennes c’est notamment Callatis qui nous a four
ni, grâce à sa belle moisson d’inscriptions d’époque hellénistique, des 
données fort circonstanciées sur les cultes pratiqués dans cette cité. Tl 
n’est pas question d’en faire ici le bilan, aussi rapide qu’il soit. En re
vanche, je voudrais attirer l’attention sur deux traits qui me semblent 
bien importants.

Il s’agit tout d’abord de la cohérence, encore plus prononcée que dans 
l’univers milésien, que présentent les cultes de Mégare et ceux de ses 
fondations. A ce propos, je mentionnerais quelques correspondances 
uniquement mégariennes, comme par exemple les épiclèses riaTQcôoç 
et AaouXktoç pour Dionysos à Mégare et à Callatis113 ou MaXôcpoQog 
pour Damatèr à Mégare et à Mésambria.114 Je remarquerais ensuite la 
position importante que semble détenir à Mésambria et à Callatis, com
me dans tout le monde mégarien, Apollon (Pythien).115 Pour les rapports 
encore plus particuliers entre Callatis et sa métropole, Héraclée du Pont, 
on se rapportera, certes, au culte d’Héraclès à Callatis, qui doit être tout 
aussi vieux que la cité même.116

Mais l’exemple le plus fascinant de correspondances cultuelles entre 
Mégare et ses colonies me semble être une inscription callatienne du IVe 
s., récemment publiée, qui nous donne une liste de divinités:117

[Aiôvluooç na[TQœoç]
[Atjôvvooç Bax[/evçl
’Acppobrra notv[ôapoç] 

4 neiOœ, AaGv[ÀAioç]
’'AQieptç, X0[ovia ?]
Kqôvoç [----------- 1

Il est très significatif que cette liste - comptant, entre autres, quelques 
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divinités bien rares - peut être calquée, dans ses grandes lignes, sur l’iti
néraire mégarien de Pausanias (1.43. 5-6):118

“Polyeidos construisit en outre le sanctuaire de Dionysos et y consa
cra une statue de culte qui de nos jours est cachée, sauf le visage qui est 
la seule partie visible. Un satyre se tient auprès de lui, oeuvre de Praxi
tèle, en marbre de Paros. Ils appellent ce Dionysos Patrôos (Ancestral). 
Il y a un second Dionysos qu’ils surnomment Dasyllios (tout velu), et 
dont Euchènor, fils de Coiranos, fils de Polyeidos, a disent-ils, consacré 
la statue. Après le sanctuaire de Dionysos, il y a un temple d’Aphrodi
te, une statue d’Aphrodite en ivoire et Praxis (PAction) est le surnom 
d’Aphrodite. Cette statue est la plus ancienne du temple. Peithô (Persu
asion) et une autre divinité qu’ils nomment Parègoros (Consolatrice), 
sont des oeuvres de Praxitèle” [c’est moi qui a souligné].

D’autre part, il conviendrait d’attirer l’attention sur le grand nombre 
de divinités protectrices de la communauté civique à Callatis. Certes, la 
documentation porte surtout sur l’époque hellénistique. Mais au moins 
en ce qui concerne Zeus Ilokievç et SœxfiQ119 et Athana IloXiàg (et 
ZcoTetQCx),120 il faudrait admettre leur ancienneté. Il en serait sans doute 
de même pour bien d’autres cultes civiques attestés à Callatis à l’époque 
hellénistique.

A la lumière des sources d’époque archaïque et classique l’informa
tion sur les cités du Pont Gauche peut donc avoir l’air d’être décevante. 
Elle l’est sûrement moins, si l’on fait soigneusement usage de certaines 
sources plus tardives. Car c’est notamment aux inscriptions, heureuse
ment, de très bonne qualité documentaire dans nombre de cas, qu’il re
vient de combler les lacunes de notre savoir. Il ne reste qu’à espérer que 
l’avenir nous réserve de nouveaux documents, pour autant que les 
fouilles archéologiques qui se poursuivent dans la plupart de ces villes 
nous en offrent l’accès.121

Notes

1 Voir à ce propos les considérations méthodologiques de N. Ehrhardt, Die politischen 
Beziehungen zwischen den griechischen Schwarzmeergründungen und ihren Mutterstäd
ten. Ein Beitrag zur Bedeutung von Kolonialverhältnissen in Griechenland, dans: Acta 
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graphie grecque et latine] 78-117, surtout 80-81.
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désignent comme emporion. Pour la variété des réalités qui se cachent derrière ce concep- 
te voir n. 8-9.
8 On en trouvera un aperçu chez I. Vinogradov et M. Zolotarev, “La Chersonèse de la fin 
de l’archaïsme”, dans O. Lordkipanidzé et P. Lévêque (éds.), Le Pont-Euxin vu par les 
Grecs. Sources écrites et archéologie [Symposium de Vani-Colchide, septembre-octobre 
1987] (Paris 1990) [Ann. Litt. Univ. Besançon 427] 85-119. Les auteurs insistent sur le 
caractère politiquement structuré de l’établissement, en faisant état avant tout de la belle 
récolte de 25 ostraka révélés par les fouilles des années ’7O-’8O (voir déjà pour les pre
mières trouvailles de ce genre E. I. Solomonik, “Nekotoryje gruppy graffiti iz anticnogo 
Xersonesa”, VDI 1976, 3, 121-124; eadem, VDI 1984, 3, 77 n. 22) et interprétés comme 
étant des bulletins de vote pour les organes représentatifs de la cité; cf. Bull. ép. 1990, 420. 
Vinogradov et Zolotarev écrivent à cet égard: “Les ostraka de Chersonèse nous incitent 
donc à renoncer complètement à l’hypothèse spéculative d’un lieu d’escale de vaisseaux 
ou d’un emporion ionien: quelle que soit leur interprétation, ils sont une preuve évidente 
de l’existence au seuil du Vème siècle, d’une petite, mais d’une vraie polis avec sa commu
nauté de citoyens et ses organismes représentatifs élus du pouvoir”. Cf. Ju. G. Vinogradov, 
“Der Pontos Euxeinos als politische, ökonomische und kulturelle Einheit und die Epigra
phik”, dans Acta Centri Historiae (cf. n. 1 ) 18. Parmi les découvertes encore plus récentes 
- dont je viens de prendre connaissance grâce à l'amitié de G. Tsetskhladsé (Université de 
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Londres) - il convient d’attirer l’attention sur une superbe lékané du troisième quart du VIe 
s.: M. I. Zolotarev, “A Boeotian Lekanis from Chersonesus”, Ancient Civilizations from 
Scythia to Siberia 1 (1994); cf. idem, communication présentée au VIe Symposium de Va- 
ni (septembre 1990), à paraître dans les Ann. Litt. Univ. Besançon [Je n’ai pas vu le livre 
du même savant Arxaiceskij Xersones (Sébastopol 1993)]. Je ne m’attarderai pas à discu
ter les opinions de Vinogradov et de Zolotarev sur la composante béotienne dans le grou
pe des premiers colons héracléotes de Chersonèse Taurique et sur la collaboration d’Héra- 
clée avec Sinope (ce qui expliquerait le fond milésien des trouvailles). En principe je par
tage leurs avis, sauf que je serais moins optimiste en ce qui concerne la fiabilité de cer
taines des preuves matérielles et onomastiques qu’ils invoquent et que je ne crois pas qu’il 
s’agisse dès cette époque d’une “vraie polis”; car les ostraka - même s’ils sont des bulle
tins de vote, ce que j’admet sans réserve - ne sont pas forcément destinés à élire les mem
bres d’un corps politique. Ne pourraient-ils être un premier indice justement pour l’orga
nisation interne d’un emporion? Car on ne saurait admettre a priori que tout ce qui n’est 
pas polis soit forcément dépourvu d’organisation. Qui gérait donc les prosodoi d’un empo
rion et suivant quel méchanisme? En fait, nous connaissons si peu de l’univers bureau
cratique de la polis même, qu’il est encore plus aventureux d’émettre des hypothèses sur 
ce qui était hors des cadres de la polis. Cependant, une sorte de contrôle bureaucratique 
spécialisé, quelle qu’eût été sa forme, pourrait expliquer la présence des tessons inscrits 
dans un établissement aussi actif que l’eût été selon toute vraisemblance “l’ancienne Cher
sonèse” tout aussi bien que dans une prétendue polis pour laquelle il n’y a encore aucun 
autre indice. J’y reviendrai sans doute à une prochaine occasion. Cependant, pour ce qui 
intéresse notre discussion, il est simplement à retenir que l’établissement de Chersonèse 
existait déjà dès le dernier quart du VIe s. au plus tard (les arguments invoqués contre cet
te date par A. Zedgenidzé, Rossiskaja Arxeologija 1993, 3, 50-56 ne me paraissent pas 
convaincants).
9 11 est intéressant de constater 1) que le terme emporion est employé juste un chapitre 
auparavant par le Ps.-Scylax 67 avec référence aux possessions continentales des Thasiens 
dans la même phrase dans laquelle l’auteur avait désigné les mêmes établissements com
me étant des poleis (Etat ôè êv Ooâxiq jiôXeiç 'EXKr|viôeç aïÔE’ ’AptpÎJtokiç, dxr/oqç, 
TciÀrppôç, Olovpri xat, ôikka èpjtÔQia ôaotwv); 2) que le terme emporion figure à Cher
sonèse même (hélas, sans que l’on puisse dire quelque chose de plus précis sur sa significa
tion) sur deux cachets destinés à timbrer des amphores, datés des années 284-275: V. V. Bo
risova, Numizmatika i epigrafika 11 (1974) pl. XV 9; discussion exhaustive chez Y. Gar- 
lan, “E’tç èpjtÔQiov dans le timbrage amphorique de Chersonèse”, dans A. Bresson et P. 
Rouillard (éds.), L’Emporion (Paris 1993) 99-102. Il n’est, certes, pas question de re
prendre ici la discussion portant sur les emporia des Thasiens (voir dernièrement A. Bres
son, “Les cités grecques et leurs emporia”, dans le même recueil, 201-204), mais la co
hérence du texte du Ps.-Scylax invite à un rapprochement de leur statuts avec le régime de 
Chersonèse Taurique; c’est justement ce qu’a fait d’une manière bien ingénieuse V. I. Kac, 
“Emporij Xersones”, Anticnyj mir i arxeologija (Saratov) 7 (1990) 97-111, partant - com
me il était encore normal - de la prémisse que l’écrit soit du IVe s. Non seulement la nou
velle datation de la section pontique du périple n’est pas gênée par la référence à l’emporion 
de Chersonèse, mais bien au contraire, elle donne plus de cohérence au texte et est en mesu
re de présenter l’établissement de Chersonèse comme un centre commercial, dont les 
rapports vis-à-vis de sa métropole (ou, plus exactement, de ses métropoles, puisqu’il sem
ble s’agir d’une collaboration mégaro-sinopéenne) seraient bien proches des liens très 
particuliers entre Thasos et ses colonies.
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10 Arnaud (supra n. 4) 60-61.
11 Cette forme originale (Tüqlç) pour Tf’oag constitue l’un des arguments de Baschma- 
koff pour sa haute datation du périple; cf. Arnaud (supra n. 4) 60.- A l’occasion du col
loque. M. H. Hansen m’a attiré l’attention sur la section 43 du même Périple: THÀtç èortv 
è'Ovoç, xai jrôkEtç èv amp aïôe- KvXkpvq xai ktpijv, xai Jtoiapôç ’AXtpeîoç, avec la 
remarque que je partage entièrement: “in this case there can be no doubt that Skylax (in
tentionally) records the river and not (by mistake) the homonymous river. Cf. also Ache- 
loos (34), Eurotas (46), Mesapios (47), Spercheios (62) etc.”
12 Cf. Hdt. 2. 33: TEkevrà ôè ô ’'Iotqoç èç OaXaooav ôéoiv rpv roû EùË;e(,vov jiôvtov 
ôtà JTCtopç Eùpœjrpç, xp ’Iaryipv ol MiXpattuv olxéowi aitoixot.
13 Cf. tout de même Arr., Peripl. Pont. Eux. 24: ’Iarpia (mais voir justement à ce propos 
le commentaire d’Etienne de Byzance: ’Aggiavôç ôè ’IüTQiav cuç ’OÄßiav ampv tppot).
14 Sur Apollonia voir plus bas. Sur la date de fondation d’Odessos (autour de 585-570 
ou, moins vraisemblablement, plus tard, vers 560) voir, entre autres, Chr. Danov, Altthra- 
kien (Berlin-New York 1976) 260; R. F. Hoddinott, Bulgaria in Antiquity. An Archaeolo
gical Introduction (Londres 1975) 49; B. Isaac, The Greek Settlements in Thrace until the 
Macedonian Conquest (Leiden 1986) 255; A. J. Graham, dans CAH III 3 (Cambridge 
1982) 161. Sur Istros (?657 selon la tradition; ca. 630 d’après les premiers documents 
archéologiques) voir dernièrement P. Alexandrescu, “Histria in archaischer Zeit”, dans P. 
Alexandrescu et W. Schuller (éds.), Histria. Eine Griechenstadt an der rumänischen 
Schwarzmeerküste [Xenia. Konstanzer althistorische Vorträge und Forschungen 25 
(1990)] 50-51.
15 Ample discussion sur l’évidence littéraire et archéologique chez P. Alexandrescu et 
S. Morintz, “A propos de la couche précoloniale de Mésambria”, Pontica 15 (1982) 47-55.
16 Hanell (supra n. 3) 128.
17 B. Lenk, RE 15, col. 1073.
18 Chr. Danov, RE Suppl. 9, col. 1071; V. Velkov, dans Nessèbre I (Sofia 1969) 16; 
idem, dans W. Schuller (éd.), Die bulgarische Schwarzmeerküste im Altertum [Xenia 16 
(1985)] 31.
19 Velkov, Nessèbre I, 16. Isaac (supra n. 14) 250-251 est, par contre, beaucoup plus 
tranchant: “There is no reason to question the authority of Herodotus who says that it was 
founded in 493 by Chalkedonians and Byzantians who fled before the arrival of the Phoe
nician fleet”.
20 Ehrhardt (supra n. 1) 92.
21 M. Casevitz, Le vocabulaire de la colonisation en grec ancien. Etude lexicologique: 
les familles de xri^ti) et de oixétu - olxîÇw (Paris 1985) 33-34: 33 exemples dont 6 oracles.
22 Sur deux cent six exemples du verbe: ibidem 76.
23 Ibidem 76-78.
24 Hérodote, Histoires. Livre VI, texte établi et traduit par Ph.-E. Legrand (Les Belles 
Lettres, Paris 1948) 24.- Voir, cependant, les doutes de J. G. F. Hind dans le commentaire 
présenté au colloque: “I am not myself convinced that the use by Herodotus of the verb 
oixpoav for the settlement of this city by Chalcedonians and Byzantines in 493 B.C., me
ans that they settled in an already existing city. It may be so, but the context does not seem 
to suggest that”.
25 Sur Dèmètrios de Callatis et la qualité de ses informations voir Schwartz, RE IV, col. 
2806-2807, s. v. Demetrios 77.
26 Voir aussi R. Merkelbach (mit Hilfe von F. K. Dörner und S. Çahin), Die Inschriften 
von Kalchedon \IK 20] (Bonn 1980) p. 111.
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27 G. Mihailov, IGB I2 p. 255 renvoie à “schol. ad Dionysium Periegetam, cuius editio- 
nem novam non vidi: Dionysii Byzantii Anaplous Bospori una cum scholiis, ed. R. Giin- 
gerich, Berolini 1927” (en confondant apparemment Denys le Périégète avec Denys de 
Byzance). Son renvoi est repris ensuite par Velkov, Nessèbre I, 15 et Xenia 16 (1985) 38 n. 
9. Il convient noter, avec Isaac (supra n. 14) 250 n. 230, que ni chez Denys de Byzance ni 
dans les scholies, on ne trouve rien qui intéresse Mésambria.
28 Casevitz (supra n. 21 ) 58-59.
29 N. G. L. Hammond, G. T. Griffith, A History of Macedonia II (Oxford 1979) 57-60 
(Amyntas I, ca. 540 - mort probablement en 498), 168-170 (Amyntas II, autour de 394/3), 
172-180 (Amyntas III, 393-370/69); le seul à ne pas entrer en discussion est Amyntas II à 
une apparition moins qu'éphémère.
30 Pour la fondation de Callatis à l’époque d’Amyntas I voir surtout D. M. Pippidi, I 
Greci nel basso Danubio dall’età arcaica alla conquista romana (Milan 1971) 38-39 et 
63-64. Sur les traces d’U. Koehler, Abb. Berlin 1869 [1870] 164, le regretté savant avait 
d’ailleurs proposé, StCl 7 (1965) 329-330, de restituer à la I. 165 de la col. IV de la liste 
des tributs attiques de 425/4 ATL I A9 = JG I3 71 (décret de Thoudippos) Kà[kkaiiç] à la 
place de Ka[QXtvÎTiç], La proposition n’a été retenue que dans l’apparat critique lors de la 
réédition des listes dans les IG. En fait, si on admet sur la foi d’autres arguments que la ci
té de Callatis existait à la date des listes, les deux solutions sont à mon avis également pos
sibles. En revanche, si l’existence de Callatis à cette époque est mise en doute, la nouvelle 
restitution par rapport à celle avancée par les éditeurs des ATL et reprise dans les IG ne 
saurait être, à elle seule, l’argument décisif que l’on souhaiterait.- Le problème est que les 
fouilles de Callatis n’ont jamais été en état de fournir des trouvailles plus anciennes que le 
seuil du IVe s., ni dans la ville même, ni dans son territoire; c’est ce qu’a amené nombre de 
savants à accorder plus de crédit à la variante “Amyntas III”. Voir dernièrement à cet égard 
J. G. F. Hind, “Archaeology of the Greeks and Barbarian Peoples around the Black Sea 
(1982-1992)”, AR 39 (1993) 89, et A. J. Graham, “Greek and Roman Settlements on the 
Black Sea Coast: Historical Background”, Colloquenda Pontica 1 (1994) 6. Il faut, cepen
dant, retenir que les fouilles de Callatis sont considérablement limitées dans leur ampleur 
par l’emplacement de la ville moderne de Mangalia, qui superpose entièrement le site an
tique et que dès l’antiquité même les édifices de la ville romano-byzantine - pour autant 
que l’on puisse juger d’après les situations connues jusqu’à l’heure qu’il est - semblent 
avoir profondément bouleversé le site préromain.- Contre ce point de vue, .1. G. F. Hind, 
dans le commentaire présenté au colloque: “It still seems to me that the most likely time of 
foundation was in the time of Amyntas III, father of Philip. There is not merely the absen
ce of 6th or 5th century B.C. Greek finds from Mangalia town, but also their absence from 
the xmpa, to be taken into consideration. Furthermore, the political and economic situa
tion in Herakleia in the early 4th century B.C. was ripe for strife, and for the remedy of 
sending out colonies. The presence of HQÖßoukoi at Kallatis [voir plus bas - A. A.] may 
be explained by a party of aristocrats forming its first settlement”.
31 D. M. Pippidi, “Les Macédoniens sur le Bas-Danube de Philippe II à Lysimaque”, 
dans Ancient Macedonia II (Thessaloniki 1974) 381-396 = Parerga. Ecrits de Philologie, 
d’Epigraphie et d’Histoire ancienne (Bucarest-Paris 1984) 151-164.
32 A. Avram, “Zur Verfassung von Kallatis in hellenistischer Zeit”, // Mar Nero 1 
(1994) 167-175.
33 Documentation résumée par N. F. Jones, Public Organization in Ancient Greece. A 
Documentary Study (Philadelphia 1987) 276-278.
34 Ehrhardt (supra n. 2) 68-69.
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35 Voir plus bas n. 65.
36 B. Pick et K. Regling, Die antiken Münzen von Dacien und Moesien II (Berlin 1910), 
s. v. Tomis-, M. J. Price, SNG IX 1, pl. XI.
37 Voir à cet égard A. Radulescu et C. Scorpan, “Rezultate preliminare ale säpäturilor 
arheologice din Tomis (Parcul Catedralei)”, Pontica 8 (1975) 9-54.
38 M. Munteanu, Pontica 7 (1974) 157-159 n°. 1 [ISM II 456]: inscription funéraire de 
la première moitié du IVe s. A mon avis, il n’y a pas de raison sérieuse de mettre sous le 
signe du doute la provenance tomitaine de l’inscription, comme le fait 1. Stoian, ISM II 
comm. ad 456.
39 ISM II 1 (règlement sacré), 2 (décret sur l’organisation de la défense de la ville), 5 
(décret accordant la proxénie à un citoyen de Tyras), etc. Ces inscriptions ne datent que de 
la deuxième moitié du IIe s. au plus tôt, sinon d’autour de 100 ou même du début du Ier s.
40 Jones (supra n. 33) 276.
41 IGB I2 13 bis et 13 ter (décrets accordant la proxénie à un Odessitain, respectivement 
à un Callatien).
42 B. Pick, Die antiken Münzen von Dacien und Moesien I (Berlin 1898) 126, 130.
43 IGB I2 22 (IIe s.) et, très explicitement 13 (milieu du Ier s.), 1. 13-14: io0 te 
Èraovûfpov Tîjç jiôXewç Atovjwoi) oùx e/ovtoç iEQfj. Cf. L. Robert, RPh 33 (1959) 202- 
203 = Opera minora selecta V, 232-233; Z. Gotchéva, “Prêtres éponymes d’Odessos et de 
Dionysopolis”, Klio 62 ( 1980) 52.
44 II est d’usage que le dieu détienne lui-même l’éponymie: IGB I2 22 (IIe s.) et ensuite 
à l’époque impériale 14 a (IIIe s. ap. J.-C.). Sur le thiase de Dionysopolis voir IGB I2 20. 
J’ajoute enfin qu’à l’exception de Dionysos aucun des dieux grecs n’est attesté comme fai
sant l’objet d’un culte civique à Dionysopolis. A Istros en revanche, pour ne donner qu’un 
seul exemple d’une cité profondément milésienne, Dionysos manque totalement des docu
ments épigraphiques d’époque grecque.
45 ISM I 15: Bdjôvriv qèv jioXioqxovvtiov.
46 W. Blümel, Die Inschriften von lassos [1K 28] (Bonn 1985) 408 (inscription datable 
d’après 167): [K|tî|oloi> tou ’AnoXXw[v]iov BiÇœvtxov; cf. Robert, RPh 33 (1959) 179- 
180 - Opera minora selecta N, 207-208, qui y lisait Zt]øéov. On pourrait y ajouter un pas
sage de Clément d’Alexandrie (Strom. 5. 5) portant sur des événements survenus en 339 
(campagne du roi scythe Ataïas), mais uniquement à condition que la conjecture proposée 
par V. Iliescu, RESEE 7 (1969) 400-404 et Historia 20 (1971) 172-185 soit justifiée: 
BiUdvltcüv Ôf|ptp au lieu de BvÇavriœv ôf||iq); contre cette solution: Pippidi, Parerga (cf. 
n. 31) 153 n. 12.
47 IOSPE I2 32 = Sylld 495 B 1. 17.
48 A. Avram, “Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des Territoriums von Kallatis in griechi
scher Zeit”, Dacia V. S. 35 (1991) 130.
49 Idem, ibidem 117-118 pour la situation archéologique et 114, 131-132 pour les men
tions de jTTJQyot.
50 Mihailov, 7GB I2, p. 36: “sed ut inscriptiones demonstrant, elementum Doricum, si ré
véra erat. vestigia nulla reliquit”. Dans le même sens Ehrhardt (supra n. 2) 66-67.
51 Strab. 1.3. 10 et 7. 6. 1 (Pomp. Mel. 2. 2. 22; Plin. NH 4. 11.44).
52 Eutr. 6. 10.
53 L’inscription sera publiée dans le Ve vol. des IGB, dont le manuscrit avait été achevé 
par le regretté G. Mihailov peu avant sa mort. Cf. pour l’instant K. Banev et M. P. Dimi
trov, Thracia Pontica 2 (1982) 34-37 et SEG 37, 607.
54 Avram (supra n. 48) 106-108.
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55 IGB I2 388 bis = ISM I 64 (IF s.).
56 Strab. 7.6.1: MEOqpßQtavtbv JtoXt/viov (cf. 9.5.19; Plin. NH 4.11.45).
57 Toutefois, il est également possible que le nom soit tiré des “Istriens” dans le sens 
d’habitants de la région du fleuve Istros (J. G. F. Hind, commentaire présenté au col
loque).
58 Pour le nom de la ville et pour ses relations avec Istros et Tyras à l’époque hellénis
tique voir l’inscription annoncée par Yu. G. Vinogradov, Ancient Civilizations from Scy
thia to Siberia 1 (1994) n°. 13. Sur l’origine istrienne du site cf. A. Avram, StCl 27 (1991 ) 
23.
59 I. M. Sekerskaja, Anticnyj Nikonij i ego okruga v VI-IV vv. do n. e. (Kiev 1989).
60 ATL I A 9 = /G I 3 71 (décret de Thoudippos), col. IV, 1. 167, rest. Nix[ovia],
61 M. Mänucu Adameçteanu, “Le rôle de la colonie grecque Orgamé dans la diffusion 
des éléments de civilisation hellénique”, dans Actes du XIIe Congrès International 
d’archéologie classique (Athènes 1983) I (Athènes 1983) 169-175; eadem, “Orgamé po
lis”, Pontica 25 (1992) 55-67, avec des remarques sur les sources, présentation de l’évi
dence archéologique et bibliographie complète.
62 A. Avram, “Poleis und Nicht-Poleis im Ersten und Zweiten Attischen Seebund”, dans 
M. H. Hansen and K. Raaflaub (éds.), Studies in the Ancient Greek Polis. Papers from the 
Copenhagen Polis Centre 2. Historia Einzelschriften 95 (Stuttgart 1995) 197.
63 Voir n. 34.
64 C’était surtout la thèse à la mode dans certains travaux soviétiques des années ’50- 
’60, abandonnée depuis lors par la plupart des savants. Comme je l’ai dit, il n’est pas 
question d’entrer ici dans des détails sur le concepte d’emporion. Je renvoie simplement 
au beau recueil (cf. n. 9) d’A. Bresson et P. Rouillard et, spécialement sur le Pont, à l’ar
ticle à paraître de J. G. F. Hind, Il Mar Nero 2 (1995) dont je partage entièrement les vues.
65 On en trouvera une analyse approfondie chez Vinogradov (supra n. 8) 47-49.
66 D’ailleurs, le texte le dit povoJtwXiov toüto ôiavoovpÉvtov xaiaoxEuaoat trâv 
KotXXaiiavœv; ce qui veut dire que les Callatiens essayaient “sich die Einnahmen aus 
dem Handel des Nachbarn, d. h. vor allem die Zoll- und anderen Marktgebühren anzueig
nen”: Vinogradov (supra n. 8) 48.
67 Je verrais volontiers un indice pour la fondation istrienne de Tomis dans le fait - qui 
ne semble pas avoir retenu l’attention qu’il méritait - que l’une des traditions locales de 
Tomis faisait des Dioscures les “fondateurs de la cité”. En effet, dans une inscription tardi
ve gravée sur une base de groupe statuaire représentant les Dioscures (époque des Sévères: 
ISM II 122) ceux-ci figurent comme xùoTfou Tfjç JtÔXEtoç]. Qui plus est, dès la basse 
époque hellénistique (ISM I 2 = Syll.3 731 1. 37-38) on sacrifiait annuellement vjtÈQ Tfjfç] 
toû ôtjpov 0(OTT]piafc;l Mt]TQl Øewv xai Alogxôqoiç, alors que les mêmes Dioscures sont 
représentés sur les monnaies autonomes de Tomis (Pick et Regling [supra n. 36] 596, n°. 
3; cf. 602 avec n. 1 ), ce qui leur vaut le statut de dieux civiques. Or, le culte des Dioscures 
est absent de Milet - Ehrhardt (supra n. 2) 187 - alors qu’il est en revanche bien représen
té à Istros: ISM I 112, 123 etc.. Quoi qu’il en soit, à en consulter l’ouvrage exhaustif de W. 
Leschhom, “Gründer der Stadt". Studien zu einem politisch-religiösen Phänomen der 
griechischen Geschichte (Stuttgart 1984), il n’y a guère d’autre exemple de Dioscures 
comme XTlOTai d’une cité, sauf à Tomis (367, cat. n°. 52). N’empêche qu’à l’époque im
périale une autre tradition - dont les monnaies nous ont conservé le souvenir: I. Stoian, 
Dacia N. S. 10 (1966) 353; cf. L. Robert, JSav 1978, 41 - tirait le nom de la ville d’un 
prétendu Ktiottiç Tôpoç; dans ce cas il s’agit de la coutume bien fréquente de créer des 
étiologies à partir du nom de la cité, ce qui fait que cette tradition soit dépourvue de signi- 
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fication. Mais la tradition sur les Dioscures - d’une part parce qu’elle est attestée dès 
l’époque hellénistique, d’autre part parce qu’elle est soutenue par des catégories de docu
ments bien diverses - pourrait soulever un certain intérêt.
68 Voir P. Goukowsky, Essai sur les origines du mythe d’Alexandre (336-270av. J.-C.), II. 
Alexandre et Dionysos (Nancy 1981), notamment 79-83. Cf. W. W. Tarn, The Greeks in 
Bactria and India2 (Cambridge 1951 ) 11 : “The names ending in -polis, like Alexandropolis, 
Dionysopolis, Macedonopolis, are almost certainly names assumed by the settlers them
selves, either to claim that they went back to Alexander or to honour their god or them
selves”.
69 Voir Hdt. 4. 78-80 sur la mésaventure du roi scythe Scylès, initié aux mystères du 
dieu extatique à Olbia au Ve s.; cf. A. Avram et F. Lefèvre. “Les cultes de Callatis et 
l’oracle de Delphes”, REG 108 (1995) 17-19, inscription de Callatis du IVe s.. A Dionyso
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tchéva (supra n. 43) 50-51.
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121 Je remercie vivement J. G. F. Hind - l’auteur d’un commentaire conçu comme une 
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The Earliest Town-Planning of 
the Western Greek Colonies, 
with special regard to Sicily.1

Tobias Fischer-Hansen 
(Respondent: Erik Østby)

Introduction
Magna Graecia and, above all, Sicily offer basic evidence of Greek ur
banism, especially in regard to the problems of the development of ear
ly town-planning. The numerous, and well published, urban excavations 
in the western Greek colonies offer outstanding opportunities to study 
the early urbanization of settlements founded on virgin sites, or at least 
founded without regard to the layout of the indigenous settlements, 
where these precede the Greek foundations.

Studies of the Greek city, focusing on the political or institutional his
tory, often disregard the urbanistic evidence, as succinctly formulated by 
Emanuele Greco at a recent Taranto-Convegno:

Nel quadro dello studio della città, in quanto comunità, insomma, 
viene generalmente assegnato uno scarso rilievo allo o/fipci, 
come dicevano i Greci, da un lato per il contribute ritenuto spes- 
so marginale ehe lo studio urbanistico puö dare alia storia di una 
città (specialmente quando si tratti di storia politica ed istituzio- 
nale) dall’altro perché la elaborazione archeologica dei dati non 
ha offerto sufficiente materia di riflessione né ha proposto model
li interpretativi sul piano storico generale (almeno nelle fasi iniz- 
iali del periodo ehe stiamo considerando).2

In the context of the Copenhagen Polis Centre it could therefore seem 
relevant to discuss some of the aspects of western Greek urbanization.

At the time of the western Greek colonization around the middle of 
the 8th century B.C. the degree of urbanization of the geometric and ar
chaic settlements in Greece itself, even at such sites as Argos, Corinth 
and Eretria,3 is somewhat elusive and it is normally taken for granted 
that there is as yet no evidence of regular town-plans. There is a near 
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enough consensus of opinion when discussing the origin of urban, or
thogonal planning to see this as a direct result of colonization, a result of 
the colony founded on virgin soil, artificially and according to a prede
termined plan.4 Some settlements such as Zagora on Andros and Vroulia 
on Rhodes may. however, present limited evidence of early town-plan
ning.5 Giorgio Gullini has even argued for a rudimentary Hippodamian 
town-planning at these sites, and also in the eastern quarter of the 11th 
century B.C. site of Karphi on Crete, with the use here of orthogonal 
axes, an overall alignment of the single houses, creating a cellular-like 
planned lay-out of the settlements.6 However, urban grid-plans or or
thogonal-planning at any significant scale at these sites, comparable to 
the evidence from Sicily and Magna Graecia, seems hardly demon
strable. Also Old Smyrna, reconstructed after its destruction in 700 
B.C.. has been taken as a prototype of an orthogonally planned city, dis
playing a “plan régulateur, a checkerboard plan”.7 But although there is 
a system of parallel aligned streets, there is no division of the town into 
equally sized housing blocks or insulae with transverse streets, and there 
is no town-planning with the laying-out of public spaces.8

By the time the Sicilian secondary colonies, Akrai, Kasmenai, Kamari- 
na, Selinus and Himera were founded, some within a few generations af
ter the period of the first colonization, we are not presented with fully 
developed and sophisticated town-planning, but we do find well-defined 
functions of the single units, such as habitation and public areas for both 
sacred and secular purposes. It should be obvious that the first colonies 
must have played a decisive part in the development of early town-plan
ning. However, if the evidence for the first, or very early, urbanization of 
the Greek foundations in the West is examined it can be shown that this 
evidence, for not a few of the colonies, is far more tenuous than it is of
ten indicated in older standard publications, where the reproduced plans 
mostly refer to a later, and more developed urbanistic situation.9

The scope of this short survey is to focus on some of the evidence for 
town-planning during the early history of the Greek colonies in Western 
Greece. Archaic Greek urbanization and town-planning as evidenced in 
the colonies of Sicily and Magna Graecia has, for several years, been the 
subject of profound study.10 For the 5th century period of town-planning 
in Sicily and the school of Hippodamas, outside the scope of this study, 
we refer only to the recent study by Oscar Belvedere which contains a 
copious bibliography.11

Evidence of urbanization from the early period of colonization.
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choosing the problems of town-planning as a starting point, is more lim
ited than is, perhaps, often realized in fields of research bordering on 
classical archaeology. The basic view is that the development of town
planning in the Greek world was given a particular impetus by the foun
dation of colonies in Magna Graecia, Sicily and in the Black Sea area 
and the division of the colonised land here into equally sized lots (iso- 
moiria), partly as landowning plots (kleroi) in the territory, and partly as 
housing and garden plots (gepeda, oikopeda) in the town, with more 
substantial plots laid out for the communal cult or the cult of the oikistes. 
The regular, measured plots divided into larger units created the basis 
for the later orthogonally planned, “Hippodamian”, Greek city.12

However, let us turn to the evidence of urbanization from structural 
remains, looking first briefly at one of the two major areas of western 
Greek colonization, Magna Graecia.

Magna Graecia
Apart from the 8th century B.C. metal-working centre at Pithekoussai, 
on the island of Ischia, with its apsis-hut, and the later 7th century rect
angular buildings,13 we have rather limited evidence of urbanization 
from civic centres in the Greek foundations of Magna Graecia.14

Vestiges of habitation from the early archaic period are rare. For in
stance, apart from archaic houses at Elea (founded c. 540 B.C.) with 
evidence of early urbanism,15 and some remains of habitation and streets 
possibly going back to the late 7th century B.C. at Kroton and at Sybar- 
is, with some indication of a planned orientation of the single houses, we 
have no evidence of the early urbanization, that is of the period of colo
nization, at Kyme (founded c. 725-700 B.C.), Poseidonia (625-600 
B.C.), Kroton (709 B.C.), Sybaris (c. 720 B.C.), Hipponion (c. 650 
B.C.), Rhegion (730-720 B.C.) or Taras (706 B.C.).

Although it is always taken for granted that the early colonizers must 
have constructed walls to secure and defend their newly founded settle
ments from hostile indigenous tribes, the evidence of fortifications from 
the early period of colonization is virtually non-existent. Apart from the 
primitive 8th century wall at Policoro (Siris?),16 and 6th century vestiges 
at Kyme,17 Kaulonia,18 and Taras,19 all other evidence of defensive walls 
is from the 5th century and, above all, from the 4th century B.C. Most of 
the early colonies were not fortified at the time of colonization and de
fensive works can therefore not be used as an indication of the degree of 
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urbanization of the colonies during their earliest history. Only Siris liv
ing at close quarters with the indigenous populations was compelled to 
fortify its settlement from the earliest period.

Above all there is a lack of evidence of the organization or planning 
of civic centres, such as the agora or buildings for political meetings 
and assemblies. In most cases we are even in ignorance of the location 
of the agora. The notable exceptions are Metapontion and Poseidonia. 
At Metapontion (traditional and improbable, 773 B.C.) the traces of 
wooden bleachers, ikria, possibly the remains of an ekklesiasterion from 
as early as the 7th century B.C., probably indicate also the existence of 
an agora of the same date.20 There is some evidence of town-planning 
from Metapontion from the end of the 6th century B.C., though, as men
tioned above, the history of an assembly place and the agora may go 
back to the 7th century. The overall picture, however, is that of scarce 
knowledge of town-planning at the period of foundation.

At Lokroi (679 B.C.) remains of habitation structures of 7th century 
date, partly in the coastal plain and partly in the hinterland, may suggest 
some overall main urban axis in function as early as the foundation of 
the colony, but the evidence is tenuous, and the remains of the orthogo
nally planned city are from the second half of the 6th century.21

Taras, from the time of foundation (end of 8th century B.C.) until the 
5th century, occupied the restricted area of the promontory (“akropolis” 
- now Città Vecchia) with a perimeter of only about 2 km and an exten
sion of about 16 ha. The urban lay-out is unknown, but, in analogy with 
Syracuse, the town plan of the medieval city, with its reminiscences of 
orthogonal planning, may reflect a Greek origin. It was certainly a very 
restricted area to encompass habitation and public space - with sanctu
aries and perhaps also areas with a political function. The location of an 
agora is suggested where the promontory enlarges into the isthmus, near 
the location of the archaic necropolis. However all of this is uncertain.22 
There is evidence that the main axis of the 5th century town, increased 
in size and encompassing the neighbouring isthmus, respected and took 
over the axis joining the settlement with the necropolis, in use from the 
time of the foundation of Taras.23 The existence of an early major axis in 
spite of the small size of the settlement is of interest for the problems 
under examination here, and a possible confirmation that great overall 
axes were laid out already at the time of the foundation of the colonies.

Kroton (fig. 1) does present important evidence of town-planning. 
The urban lay-out of the colony is characterised by a division of the ter
ritory into three nuclei, each with its own orientation. This does not ne- 
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cessarily reflect a division with origin in different small settlements, in 
the manner of 'kata komas', but it reflects rather an overall plan with the 
laying-out of different main areas of lots, possibly already at the time of 
foundation towards the end of the 8th century B.C., with the orientations 
retained in the later 7th century urban development and its use of steno- 
poi and plateiai. The nuclei were oriented perpendicularly to the coast 
and in accordance with the morphology of the narrow coastal plain, on 
both sides of the Esaro river and harbour.24 Of primary interest is the sug
gestion that a public area was located at the point of convergence of the 
two western habitation nuclei and the route leading to the chora. At 
this point of convergence the archaeological evidence suggests other 
functions than that of habitation, partly a kerameikos, and possibly a 
public space such as an agora.25 Direct evidence for defensive works 
from the time of the first urban history is lacking, though it is suggested 
that they could have been constructed in clay bricks, leaving no trace.26

Sicily
The evidence from Sicily is more lucrative. Evidence of early city-plan
ning comes above all from Megara Hyblaia (728 B.C.), but also from 
Syracuse (733 B.C.), Naxos (734 B.C.), Leontinoi (729 B.C.), Akrai 
(663 B.C.), Kasmenai (643 B.C.), Kamarina (598 B.C.), Himera (648 
B.C.), and Selinus (650/628 B.C.) - all sites that from an early period of 
their settlement history offer evidence, albeit at times sporadic, of divi
sion into habitation areas, political centres, workshops, sanctuaries (ur
ban, extra-urban and sub-urban), and cemeteries. As all of these sites 
have been the subject of several detailed studies. I have chosen to focus 
on Gela, a site which has played a smaller role in recent studies of west
ern Greek town-planning.27

Gela
Gela was the earliest colony on the south coast of Sicily, traditionally 
founded 689/8 B.C. by Creto-Rhodian colonists on an oblong plateau, 
extending east - west and situated west of the mouth of the river Gelas.28 
Unfortunately the site offers very little evidence of the urbanistic situa
tion in the first period after the foundation of the settlement and in the 
archaic period as such. However, the temenos and the confining zones 
on the eastern part of the plateau give a few hints about the early city
plan. According to Thucydides (VI.4.3) TeXccv ôè ’Avitcpripog èx 'Pôô- 
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od xai ’'Evnpoç èx Kqï]tt]ç ejioéxodç; otyayovTEg xoivfj extloolv etei 
jtépjiTtp xai TEGoaQaxooKÎ) psiot SopaxoDCKöv oi'xioiv. xai Tfj pèv 
jioXel euro tod yéXa jtoxapoD TODvopa èyévEro, to ôè /æpiov od vdv 
f| jtôZlç EOTi xai ô JtQWTOv ètel/igOt] Aivôtot xaÀEÎTai. The topo
graphical description is normally translated something like: “the city 
[polis] took its name from the river Gelas, whereas the place [chorion] 
where the city stands [once more the term is polis], and which was the 
first part [of the city] to be fortified, was called Lindioi,"2^ thus reflect
ing the Rhodian origin of some of the settlers. The apposition of the two 
occurrences of the term polis, used partly of Gela, the city as such, and 
partly of a place named Lindioi with the earliest defences, explains the 
normal translation - akropolis - for the latter. From the point of view of 
the morphology of the site an akropolis at Gela could possibly be iden
tified with a part of the eastern plateau above the estuary of the Gela riv
er, where the sanctuary of Athena and a number of smaller sanctuaries 
have been identified.

However, if the first occurrence of polis is understood as state or com
munity the text might give better sense: “The community got its name 
from the river Gela, but the place where the town now is, and the first to 
be walled, is called Lindioi.” The reason why Thucydides offers this 
piece of information would be that Gela, exceptionally, was a polis 
named after a river, and not, as usual, after a town, although there are 
possibly other examples of this, for instance Siris, Himera and Selinus. 
The implication of “where the town now is” is that the location of the 
town in Thucydides’ time was different from what it had once been, - 
that must at least be what Thucydides believed. Whether he is right is a 
different matter.30

Our main concern here is the topography of the eastern part of the plateau 
of Gela, the modem locality of Molino a Vento, during the early history of 
the colony (fig. 2). It is indisputable that the most significant, and prob
ably earliest cult place of Gela was the Athenaion, situated here, as re
vealed by the excavations undertaken first by Paolo Orsi at the beginning 
of the century and in the 1950’s by P. Orlandini and D. Adamesteanu.31 
The importance of the cult of Athena at Gela reflects the position which 
the goddess had at Lindos in Rhodes and this is a good example of a prin
cipal cult taken over by the colony from the mother city.32 However, there 
are basic differences between the topography of the Geloan sanctuary and 
the Lindian which need to be compared and discussed briefly.

There are few indications of the topography and architecture of the 
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Lindos sanctuary in its early phases. C. Blinkenberg believed that the 
sanctuary had a shrine in the late 8th or early 7th century B.C.,33 a belief 
based solely upon the circumstantial evidence of a postulated (!) cult
image which he saw reflected in the votive terracottas of that period. 
Such a cult-image would require a cult-building. The Rhodian colonial 
enterprise in Sicily and the tradition of the early anathemata from Gela, 
mentioned in the Lindian Chronicle and possibly contemporary with the 
early history of the colony, have also been taken as evidence for a sanc
tuary with cult-buildings at Lindos.34 The earliest structural remains at 
Lindos, suggesting a prostyle temple without pteron, and the first re
mains of monumental steps are dated to the period of Kleoboulos, 
around the middle of the 6th century B.C.35 The first monumentalization 
of the sanctuary at Lindos is therefore contemporary with, or a little lat
er than, the first peripteral temple “B” in the Athena sanctuary at Gela, 
but the degree of monumentalization is somewhat different, temple “B” 
at Gela being by far the more monumental. The two sanctuaries have, in 
fact, little in common.

Let us return to Gela. As the evidence of the early urbanization of Gela 
is rather complicated, and as the lack of correlation between the plans of 
the published excavation reports is a problem for the understanding of 
the relationship between the Athenaion and the adjacent zones, it may 
be useful to attempt to present an overall view.

The remains of an early shrine, “sacellum A”, the earliest substantial 
structural remains at Gela, were revealed inside the cella of the later pe
ripteral temple “B” (fig. 3). The only extant vestiges of this early build
ing consist of a wall running north-south, but at an oblique angle to the 
orientation of the later temple. The wall, about 12 m. long, was original
ly longer as parts of it was removed by the foundations of the later tem
ple. The technique is a primitive polygonal-like rubble masonry, with 
the use of large boulders, or orthostates, the joins filled out with smaller 
stones,36 and difficult to date by its technique alone. A similar building 
technique is, however, also used in early archaic private architecture at 
Megara Hyblaia and at Syracuse, in structures from the earliest period of 
those sites.37 The cuttings of the upper surfaces suggest that the wall 
constituted the western-most foundation of shrine “A” so that the build
ing was situated eastwards. The type of structure, a (small) shrine with
out peripteros, widely used in early Sicilian sanctuaries, was dated to the 
early 7th century by P. Orsi, contemporary with, or not much later than, 
the foundation of the colony, a date followed by L. Bemabö Brea and 
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other scholars.38 It is noteworthy that the orientation of the later stenopoi 
and the early archaic shrines laid out in the part of the temenos situated 
north of shrine “A” are in accordance with the orientation of this first 
shrine and not with that of the later peripteral temple.

We have somewhat analogous situations at Naxos, and later at Hime- 
ra, where the orientation of the monumental, and later, temples is differ
ent from that of the first cult buildings of the sites.39

The early shrine “A” at Gela was replaced by the Doric hexastyle pe
ripteral temple “B” in the first half of the 6th century B.C., and possibly 
as early as the beginning of the century.40 The architectural terracottas 
from the temple are a testimony to the impressive and elaborate revet
ment systems evolved at Gela, as reflected also in the Geloan treasury at 
Olympia. Several sets of revetments testify to successive repairs and re
placements around the middle of the 6th century,41 but Ch. Wikander 
seems to suggest that perhaps not all of the different revetment sets 
should be attributed to the same temple.42

If the architectural elements are not all from the same building, we 
have an indication of more than one large shrine in the sanctuary. In fact 
other evidence of a temple not identified in the structural remains is an 
early archaic Doric limestone capital, not attributable to temple “B” ac
cording to Bernabö Brea.43

The votive deposit excavated on the south slope of the Athenaion te
menos contains 7th century and early 6th century votive material from 
the shrine “A” phase and the early phase of temple “B”.44 The lack of 
finds in the deposit datable to the latter part of the 6th century must re
flect the abandonment of temple “B”, replaced by the later Doric temple 
“C”, see infra.

The earliest temenos building known in any detail is therefore temple 
“B”, and without going into a detailed discussion of this, a few points 
should be discussed (apart from the evidence of the architectural terra
cottas, already mentioned):

- The foundations of the temple, laid out already in the early part of the 
6th century and possibly as early as 600 B.C., are built in a sophisti
cated ashlar technique.

- There is little evidence for the cella of the temple,45 which was perhaps 
structured in simple mud-brick. S. Stucchi has pointed out the apparent 
lack of cellas in some western Greek temples, a phenomenon perhaps 
explained by their simple structure leaving few vestiges,46 and E. 
Østby has added more evidence of this from Lokroi.47
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- Frieze and peristasis were planned independently of each other ac
cording to E. Østby, a suggestion made also for temple “D” at Seli- 
nus.48 In short what we know of the architectural lay-out, technique 
and terracotta decoration all clearly indicate western Greek traditions, 
independent of Greece itself and also of what we know of Rhodian 
architecture in the time of Kleoboulos.

The abandonment of temple “B” is demonstrated by the absence of re
mains later than the end of the 6th century B.C.,49 and it is suggested that 
the building was demolished and its function taken over, apparently with 
some hiatus, in the early part of the 5th century by the so-called Tempio 
dorico - temple “C”, situated c. 47 m further east.50 The plan of the site 
with two major temples, rendered in all publications, is therefore inac
curate, as the temenos had two distinct phases, a 7th-6th century phase 
and a 5th century B.C. phase, with two different locations for the temple 
of Athena in the two periods.51

In addition to the Athena temple the temenos had a number of smaller 
buildings, such as nai'skoi and oikoi\ their function is not very clear.52 
The great number of small religious buildings at Gela is one of the char
acteristic features of the sanctuary and a valuable indication of its organ
ization during the early history of the site. The structural remains are 
rather sporadic but are supplemented by important votive material and 
architectural terracottas. Although the sporadic remains indicate that 
there were some nai'skoi and thesauroi on the main plateau, the main 
evidence is from the zones adjacent to the temple, above all the border 
on the northern slope.

Description of the border area along 
the northern slope of the Athenaion 

Naïskos I, dated to the late 7th century, is a narrow building (9.5 m. x 4.7 
m.) with a tripartite division, each room with an entrance facing south. 
The technique is primitive with walls constructed in pietrame a secco. 
Outside, on its south side, there are traces of burnt-offerings, Øvoioti, in
dicating that the building is indeed a small shrine, as is also suggested by 
the unusual internal division.53

Naïskos (?) II, late 7th century, is built in a technique more advanced 
than that of I, the lower part of the wall constructed in carefully laid 
limestone slabs. The preserved part of the structure consists of one 
square room (4 m. x 4 m.) oriented north-south with an entrance on the 
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east side, but the excavators believe that the structure originally con
sisted of two more rooms, comparing it to building I and related struc
tures from Sicilian shrines of the Chthonian divinities. The remains do 
suggest another room on the north side, but the reconstruction of the 
building with three rooms is very uncertain.54

The 7th century buildings were rebuilt, or replaced by other oikoi/- 
naïskoi, in the course of the 6th century B.C.55 The monumentalisation 
of this part of the temenos must have been contemporaneous with the 
early history of temple “B”. Some of the structures were well-built, ob
long, megaron-like structures, naïskoi or oikoi, nos. VI, VII and VIII, 
oriented east-west, with measurements vacillating around 16 m. x 8 m., 
VI and VIII with an inner adyton, and VIII with an internal row of three 
pillars.

The building technique used is that of roughly dressed, or irregular 
limestone blocks, though in one case isodomic ashlars and orthostates. 
Votive deposits with dates reaching back to the 7th century B.C., traces 
of offerings and architectural terracottas support the interpretation of 
naïskoi in one or two cases. The term oikoi (secondary, “amenity build
ing”) is preferred by B. Bergquist.56 The buildings respect the orienta
tion of the plateiai and stenopoi (nos. 4 and 6), and do in some cases 
face these. However, I find it worth stressing that in no case do the 
buildings trespass upon those areas where other stenopoi were laid out, 
even though the date suggested for these is later.

According to G. Fiorentini the period of the first urbanistic planning 
took place with the laying out of two north-south oriented stenopoi (nos. 
4 and 6) and an east-west plateia in the axis of the plateau, along the 
northern border of the Athenaion.57 However, an earlier date for a first 
systematic urbanization of the site has been suggested by E. De Miro 
and G. Fiorentini in a later study of the same area,58 and there may be 
evidence to support an early date for a rudimentary lay-out of a grid
plan, possibly going back to the early 7th century B.C.

Another group of naïskoi or oikoi, also dated to the 6th century phase 
of temple “B”, were studied by P. Orlandini in the western area of the 
north border of the Athenaion, of which only nos. 1-4 are discussed 
here.59 The function of these buildings have, from their first publication, 
been related to the temenos, and they are said to have carried architec
tural terracottas, small friezes and antefixes, dated to c. 550-530.60

The technique used is apparently more primitive than that described 
for buildings VI, VII, VIII above, though the measurements correspond 
well with the buildings from the excavation of De Miro and Fiorentini. 
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The more simple structure could suggest that we have to do not with 
shrines, but with secondary buildings serving the sanctuary. Buildings 1, 
2 and 3 directly face the plateia, and form a border on the north side of 
the Athenaion; building 4 lies awkwardly behind building 1, giving the 
impression rather of an agglomeration than of town-planning. The plan 
published by P. Orlandini shows that the south-east comer of building 1 
faces the later stenopos 2, suggesting a thoroughfare here, in existence 
prior to the 6th century fortification wall, and in fact corresponding to 
the later system of stenopoi used in the fourth century Timoleonic hab
itation quarter. There is space between building 1 and 2 for such an ear
ly stenopos.

Building 3 is apparently also laid out in accordance with the later 
system of stenopoi, as the east wall of this building constitutes the west 
side of stenopos 3.61 The continuation of stenopos 3 coincides with the 
west wall of the early 7th century temple “A”, and the orientation of “A” 
is exactly the same as that of buildings 1-3, revealing that the basic ur
ban grid-plan existed from the 7th century B.C., that it was respected 
during the 6th century, and that it formed the basis of the system of ste
nopoi used in the 5th century, and again in the 4th century Timoleonic 
phase.62 Thoroughfares contemporary with the earliest temple have 
therefore decided the orientation of the later stenopoi on the north slope. 
C. Parisi Presicce’s interpretation of the topography of the sanctuaries 

at the Molino a Vento is unacceptable and not substantiated by any evid
ence. He believes that the small sanctuaries are placed along the original 
perimeter of the settlement, so that they surround an area inside which 
the city developed from the foundation in 688 B.C. until the time of the 
Carthaginian destruction of Gela in 405 B.C. The proposed comparison 
with Selinus is also, from this point of view, unwarranted.63

Western part of the temenos. Molino di Pietro 
The temenos extended further westwards, the Molino di Pietro quarter 
of the modern city which comprises part of the temenos and the border
area of the habitation.64 A narrowing of the plateau and a slight depres
sion of the terrain probably indicate the border between the city proper 
and the temenoi, which was fortified by a north-south running wall, at 
least in the 4th century B.C.65 We know very little about the border 
between the habitation area, the city proper, and the temenos; it is not 
clearly indicated in the excavation reports, as it cannot be determined in 
more than general terms.

While the architectural remains in the eastern part of the temenos were 
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accessible for excavation, the remains from the Greek period to the west 
of the temenos, the part of the plateau taken up by the Medieval and mod
ern town, were accessible for examination only in very limited areas.

The finds from the 7th century B.C., in one case possibly the 8th cen
tury B.C., consist of Protocorinthian lekythoi, skyphoi, and local imita
tions of Protocorinthian. This material was not found with, or with an in
dication of architectural structures, and we cannot know with certainty 
whether they are the remains of votive deposits and therefore an indica
tion of a sanctuary, or whether they belong to the habitation. The finds 
are not only from the upper part of the plateau, but also from the north
ern slope. The latter material cannot be taken as a residue of a downslide 
from the plateau, as the Greek material succeeds indigenous levels.66 
The finds indicate the extension of the Greek settlement already during 
its early history, whether the finds are civic or religious. However, it is 
tempting to interpret the evidence as religious, at least from the 7th cen
tury B.C. If the 7th century finds were from a habitation site it would 
imply a change in function of the area during the 6th century B.C., as the 
finds from this period undoubtedly are votive,67 and as religious archi
tecture is indicated by the architectural terracottas. The evidence from 
the the eastern part of the temenos is the same - no functional changes 
for the buildings on the northern slope of the Athenaion during the 7th 
and 6th centuries, though there is evidence of this in the 5th century, for 
which see infra. The archaic temenos at Gela would therefore have com
prised also this area, making the archaic temenos about 200-250 m. 
long, and therefore about half of the size of the archaic city. It is normal
ly taken for granted that the settlement area of Gela corresponded, gros
so modo, to the extension of the Medieval city of Gela - Terranova, in 
fact also suggested by the location of the archaic necropoleis (fig. 2).

In the short space available it is not possible to go into a detailed ex
position of the finds with indications of exact find-spots. It is also rather 
difficult to correlate the results of the several years of the archaeological 
research undertaken in the area, as no overall site-plan has been pub
lished. A short survey of the main results should suffice here:

- Ashlar blocks from the foundation of a naïskos or thesauros, dated to 
the latter part of the 6th century by a fragment of an antefix, but prob
ably with an earlier history going back to the earlier part of the centu
ry, as indicated by the important votive material found under the floor 
of the building.68 The orientation is the same as that of the 7th and 6th 
century buildings situated in the eastern part of the temenos.
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- Ashlar blocks from a (massive) foundation and architectural terracot
tas of early 6th century date (kalypteres, fragments of a lateral sima 
with parts of revetments and tubular water spouts) from a large temple, 
comparable to, or even larger than temple “B”;69 the size of the sima, 
and its decoration - double guilloche and central rosette and lotus with 
five petals - show that the fragments cannot be referred to temple “B”.

That the Molino di Pietro was an integral and important part of the 
larger temenos comprising all of the eastern part of the Gela plateau, 
is indicated by these substantial remains of foundations and architec
tural terracottas found here.

- A deposit of yet another series of terraccotta revetments, of a size to 
suggest a temple larger than temple B. This material is unpublished 
and not mentioned in the early reports by D. Adamestcanu and P. Or- 
landini.70

- In the same area there is evidence of a smaller building, perhaps a 
smaller shrine or thesauros. Its existence is proven by the famous sile- 
noi antefixes of 5th century date (the earlier series from as early as 
470-460), and kalypteres with a painted palmette decoration.71 How
ever, an even earlier phase of this 5th century building is evidenced by 
archaic ceramic material - vases andpinakes, but also architectural ter
racottas of small size. Only a general archaic date is given in the 
publication, but the building should surely be related to the phase of 
the archaic temple described above. The material reveals the existence 
in this part of the temenos of yet another large temple and small 
nal'skos or oikos, the smaller building with a subsequent 5th century 
phase, not evidenced as far as the larger building is concerned, although 
this may, of course, have continued with its old architectural elements. 
The second phase of the nal'skos, c. 470-460, may correspond to the 
construction of temple “C”, indicating a general re-organization of the 
temenos in the early period of the the 5th century B.C.

- Votive material going back to the 7th century B.C. and a fragment of 
an early archaic Doric capital re-used as fill in the foundation of a 
structure, habitation or shrine, of 4th century date.72

- Remains of an altar 8 m west of the find-place of the silenoi-antefix- 
es, no structural details given.73

- Base of an honorary monument, dated with some uncertainty to the 
archaic period.74

- Architectural terracottas, among which are fragments for a pedimen- 
tal embellishment and an early archaic Doric capital, re-used in a 
foundation of archaic date (?).75
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- Remains of votives and 6th century B.C. architectural terracottas, 
found in a cistern. Although the location of the cistern is not clearly 
indicated, the material is taken here as further evidence of the relig
ious character of the area under discussion.76

- Well with archaic architectural terracottas, among these a silenos- 
antefix.77

- Apart from the evidence listed above there is also material from at 
least two 4th century wells. This consists of 6th century architectural 
terracottas, a fragment of a 5th century Doric capital, and archaic pot
tery, although not certainly from the temenos, at least possibly so.78 
Among the material a 6th century graffitto with the name of Hera, ap
parently from the Heraion lying further westwards on the slope near 
the heroon for Antiphemos, neither sanctuaries being discussed 
here.79

- Sporadic finds of architectural terracottas from a structure, which 
from the size of the material should rather be a temple than a 
nais ko s.90

- Two Ionic column capitals and two drums found in a cistern west of 
the modern museum building, and a pilaster capital recovered from a 
clandestine excavation.81 Reconstructed as a Ionic prostyle porch with 
a column height of c. 3.5 m and dated to the late 6th century. An ear
ly, if not the earliest, example of this type of building from the Greek 
West, and a testimony of a sophisticated architectural embellishment 
of the temenos.9,2

- Evidence from architectural terracottas of 6th century nal'skoi, found 
during the construction of the new museum,83 and fragments of 
winged sphinxes and equestrian sculptured groups in terracotta, acro
teria of a very high artistic quality, spanning the early and middle 5th 
century B.C.84 There is very little information available about any 
structural remains, though there is mention of a mass of downfallen 
tiles on the east side of an ashlar constructed foundation. No plan and 
orientation of the remains are given in the report.

Though some of the material listed above is of 5th century date I 
have taken it into account as it indicates the continuity of the area of 
Molino di Pietro as a temenos also in this period, but I have not in
cluded it in my plan with the attempted reconstruction of the lay-out 
of the area (fig. 3).

- Finally the small urban or sub-urban shrine at the “località Carrubaz- 
za”.85 It is situated on the northern slope of the plateau, west of the ar
ea Molino di Pietro, and seems to me, topographically, so much part 
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of the whole temenos complex, that we should consider it part of this. 
Its position in relation to a hypothetical early circuit wall cannot be 
ascertained. There are remains of a structure 6.50 m x 8 m thus corre
sponding in size to the small shrines from the north side of the Athe- 
naion. To this structure belongs the earliest silenos-antefix from the 
site, second half 6th century B.C. and the prototype for the later 5th 
century series. Also a gorgo-antefix, and other architectural terracot
tas of late 6th century date have been found here. A votive terracotta 
of Athena, showing her armed and echoing the type of Athena Parthe- 
nos, suggests that the shrine was dedicated to her. The sanctuaries of 
Gela could well include two different cults for the goddess. The 
shrine was in use from middle of the 6th century and again in the 4th 
century B.C.

There may be further evidence overlooked here, but 1 hope to have been 
able to outline some of the main indications for the size and complexity 
of the Molino di Pietro sanctuary or sanctuaries.

A part of the 7th and early 6th century B.C. temenos was destroyed by 
the late 6th century defensive wall, if the reconstruction of its course is 
correct.86 However, an analogous situation is found on the north slope of 
the Athenaion, where the construction of the fortification also infringes 
violently on the already existing structures. The unrest mirrored in the 
construction of the wall is explained by Orlandini as a result of the intro
duction of the tyranny under Kleandros, son of Pantares, about 505 
B.C.87

The conclusion must be that the western part of the temenos extend
ing over a quite large area, had at least three large temples, and a number 
of smaller naiskoi or thesauroi. We have no certain evidence for the di
vinities, apart from Athena, though P. Orlandini has made one sugges
tion, that of the Rhodian Zeus Atabyrios, mentioned by Polybios in his 
description of Akragas and the cults of that city (9.27).88

We have attempted to interpret all this evidence in the form of a recon
structed plan of the whole temenos (fig. 3). Although the evidence 
shows that the area of Molino di Pietro is a sanctuary comparable to that 
of the Athenaion, and although this has been recognized since the 
1950’s, when this part of the plateau was examined by excavations, it is 
not indicated more than superficially on the published plans of ancient 
Gela. These always show only the part of the plateau with the 6th cen
tury and the 5th century Athenaion, and the buildings bordering on this 
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on its northern side. The reconstruction of the temenos is, of course, 
somewhat hypothetical as far as the location of the single buildings is 
concerned, but it should mirror some sort of reality, taking into account 
the evidence and conclusion above. Three temples, as large as temple 
"B” . and several nal'skoi and thesauroi or oikoi would require an enor
mous output from the pottery-workshops, substantiating the ideas about 
the importance of Gela in the development of western Greek architectu
ral terracotta revetment systems and roof ornamentation.89
The relationship between the habitation area and the ternene at Gela, 
above all to what extent these were part of the same urban planning and 
urban structure, is nearly unknown at Gela. However, that there are main 
elements of an overall plan, a division of the plateau into basic units, 
where the sanctuaries of the Molino a Vento and Molino di Pietro take 
up an impressive part, seems demonstrable. The evidence may also sug
gest that we have to do with two separate ternene, and to compare the to
pography of the sanctuaries on the akropolis at Selinus.90

These sanctuaries therefore belong in the group of Sicilian urban 
sanctuaries, which are closely linked with the act of foundation and 
which are part of a preconceived urban structure.91

Excursus
A digression treating the thorny problem of “Lindioi” and the sugges
tion of an early settlement on the “akropolis” at Gela could perhaps be 
excused here. The idea of a primary akropolis-settlement named Lindi
oi, that developed into a later, more extensive city (Gela) is found al
ready in the first, detailed study of the topography of Gela by Schubring, 
though his suggestion for the location of such an akropolis at Capo So
prano was shown as untenable already by Orsi’s investigations in the 
early part of this century.92

P. Orsi and C. Blinkenberg avoided the interpretation of an akropolis, 
but understood Lindioi rather as a district, the name reflecting the domi
nant Rhodian element of the foundation.93 An early, purely Rhodian 
foundation is not supported by the evidence (Hdt. 3.153 mentions only a 
Rhodian contingent) and cannot overrule the unambiguous evidence and 
source of Thucydides; also the archaeological evidence mirrors a Cretan 
participation, apparently not necessarily smaller than the Rhodian.94 
However, the idea of Orsi and Blinkenberg, that Lindioi may have been a 
part or quarter of the city of Gela is in fact supported by the passage in 
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Thucydides 5.4.4 where we learn that Phokaia was a part or a quarter of 
Leontinoi.95

The idea of an akropolis was taken up by L. Pareti, but he understood 
this as the fortified city itself, on the central part of the plateau (where 
the Medieval city of Terranova was laid out as a re-foundation of the 
site), the eastern sanctuary lying outside the walls.96 A somewhat similar 
suggestion is given by J. Bérard.97 The large-scale investigations of the 
eastern plateau, undertaken in more recent times, have given the impetus 
to the widely accepted designation of this area as the akropolis of Gela, 
found in L. Bernabö Brea, P. Orlandini, and above all P. Orlandini & D. 
Adamesteanu who erroneously saddle Thucydides with the term 6xqo- 
noXtg, and who misread the text by H. Wentker. Wentker does not inter
pret Lindioi as a Geloan akropolis, on the contrary.98

The historically orientated treatises, for example those of A.J. Gra
ham, G.K. Jenkins and W. Leschhorn, interpret the text of Thucydides 
basically as it stands - Lindioi was a preliminary, walled phase of the 
city and the original name of Gela - and do not deal with the topography 
of Gela and the problem of its early development, or the location of a 
first settlement.99 The solution proposed by H. Wentker is that Gela was 
colonized in two phases, a first “pre-colonization phase” (the Lindioi- 
phase), where the territory of the later city was occupied but not urba
nized (the terms used by Thucydides are cutoixot and olxi^etv), apart 
from some fortification of the site mentioned by Thucydides; and a later 
colonization phase (e Jioixot and xtl^elv, Wentker’s “Zusiedlung” - the 
Gela-phase ) with the construction of urban features, such as defensive 
walls, the establishment of sanctuaries and the setting up of political 
functions. This would be the foundation by the oikists Antiphemos and 
Entimos.100 J. De Wever and R. Van Compernolle have studied the ter
minology of colonization used by Thucydides and find that the evidence 
does not support this interpretation, the terms curotxot and o’txl^Eiv, 
and EJTOixot and xtl^elv are used synonymously,101 and their use cannot 
therefore mirror different phases or internal developments in settlement 
patterns

Also M. Casevitz suggests that ejtolxol in Thue. 6.4.3 refers to colo
nists in a general sense, and not in the sense of additional, new or re
placement colonists, because “. . il a été établi que le site de Géla n’était 
pas occupé avant la fondation de la cité.”102 But this is precisely what 
has not been established, if by “foundation of the city” Casevitz means 
the foundation traditionally dated to 688 B.C.! Gela does belong to the, 
still expanding, group of colonies which in recent years have shown ev- 
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idence of a pre-colonial phase,103 and the discussions of terminology 
should take into account the possibility of more steps or phases in the es
tablishment of colonies, avoiding too rigid a system of chronology, as 
shown by R. Martin in his discussion of the colonization of Thasos.104

Wentker could indeed be right in suggesting that by polis, as used of 
“Lindioi”, Thucydides intends a settlement, however sparsely scattered 
on a part of the whole plateau, though not necessarily fortified (see 
infra), although this later comprised a more fully urbanized polis of Ge
la. An argument in support of this view is, surely, that if a first settle
ment was situated exclusively on the eastern-most part of the plateau, it 
is hardly likely that this area was taken up solely by sanctuaries already 
from the 7th century B.C. Wentker’s interpretation has been widely ac
cepted by the excavators of Gela, ignoring the rejection by philologists 
of his reading of Thucycides. The evidence of Greek material from the 
latter part of the 8th century has been taken as proof of Wentker’s pre
colonial, Lindioi, phase, and if we disregard the (according to me) erro
neous topographical interpretation of an early akropolis settlement, but 
rather follow the original idea of Wentker who proposed a sporadic pres
ence, the evidence could point in this direction, and is also interpreted in 
this manner by M.G. Canzanella.105 The archaeological material does 
give support to the notion of a pre-688 B.C. Greek presence at Gela, al
though the material does not point specifically to Rhodes and does not 
reveal what type of presence;106 and though the evidence is too tenuous 
to support the idea of two distinct, separate phases of settlement there is 
still the question whether such an early Greek settlement on the plateau 
of Gela in fact had defensive walls.107 On the basis of the archaeological 
material this seems rather unlikely, though admittedly such early walls 
could have been constructed in a perishable material such as sun-dried 
bricks, leaving no traces.1™ There is very little evidence of defensive 
walls in the early period of colonization in the Greek West, as already 
pointed out, and at Gela no evidence before the late 6th century B.C.

Other sites
Syracuse

Founded 733 from Corinth, had its earliest settlement on the island of 
Orthygia, where recent excavations by P. Pelagatti109 have revealed re
mains of houses from the earliest history of the colony (Pelagatti uses 
the term Proto-archaic). The technique and size of the single houses are 
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very similar to the early settlement remains at Megara Hyblaia, but the 
density of habitation is higher at Syracuse.110 It has also been possible to 
reconstruct the main elements of an urban plan, partly on the basis of the 
Medieval road system and partly with the help of excavation (fig. 4). 
The urban plan, archaeologically dated to the middle of the 7th century 
B.C.,111 was based upon east-west oriented narrow blocks, c. 23-24 m 
wide, and narrow streets, stenopoi, c. 2.50-3 m wide, which correspond 
to the measures of the habitation blocks and streets at Megara Hyblaia 
and Kasmenai."2 The length of the blocks is unknown. A transversal 
plateia, that is a main north-south axis, has not been recognized with 
certainty, although we may have a trace of it in the Medieval city-plan, if 
it coincides with one of the streets which even today join the three Greek 
ternene, the Athenaion, the Apollonion and the “Tempio Ionico”."3 A 
public space, possibly an agora, in use from the earliest history of the 
site, is hypothetically located west of the temple of Athena and the 
“Tempio Ionico”, where archaeological investigations have indicated an 
area free from settlement.114

Akrai
Founded 664 B.C. as a sub-colony of Syracuse, a result of the Syracusan 
policy of subjugation of a large part of south-eastern Sicily."5 Our in
sight into the early history of Akrai is limited and the remains of the ear
ly city are also sparse, little else being preserved than the Aphrodi- 
sion."6 The most conspicuous remains are the theatre and the bouleuter- 
ion from the third century B.C. However, there are traces of early town
planning which may go back to the time of foundation. The evidence 
consists of a system of a plateia and several stenopoi, dated to the late 
Hellenistic and Roman periods, but according to the excavators based 
upon a scheme going back to the archaic period.117 The plateia spans the 
whole city terminating in public spaces, to the west in the possible loca
tion of an agora, to the east in the area of the later theatre and bouleuter- 
ion. The lay-out of the plan looks rudimentary and supports the idea of 
its antiquity. The stenopoi not only intercept the plateia at an obtuse an
gle, not orthogonally, but the axis of the stenopoi north of the plateia is 
different from that of the southern stenopoi.

As it is demonstrable that Kasmenai and Kamarina were laid out in 
accordance with a well-ordered urban plan at the lime of their founda
tion, respectively 643 and 598 B.C., we should be able to take it for 
granted that the urban lay-out at Akrai also goes back to the time of the 
foundation. The continuation of the original archaic town-plan in Helle- 
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nistic times was evidenced at Gela, and is also found at Kamerina. Here 
the city was greatly enlarged in this period, but the orientation and grid
system of the first period of the site were followed. Akrai is therefore a 
very valuable testimony of early town-planning in Sicily, probably the 
earliest evidence of an urban lay-out based upon a system of plateiai and 
narrower stenopoi (fig. 5).

Kasmenai
The settlement of Kasmenai, founded 643 B.C. by Syracuse on the 
height of Monte Casale, was laid out according to a well defined plan in 
the second half of the 7th century B.C., and therefore contemporaneous
ly with the urban lay-out of Syracuse and Akrai (fig. 6). The urban plan 
consists of at least 38 narrow streets running perpendicularly to the long 
axis of the plateau and delimiting the single, c. 25 m wide, narrow 
blocks. Neither traces nor evidence have been found for a larger, trans
versal street-net and the plan is rather primitive in its lay-out. mirroring 
the function of the place, a fort or garrison to defend the territory of Sy
racuse. The situation of the site, topographically as well as morphologi
cally, is wholly unsuitable for a colony, and the nature of the votive ma
terial from the settlement’s shrine also point to a military function as a 
(PQOVQLOV.118

The principle of an urban plan based upon narrow rectangular hous
ing blocks, a number of parallel narrow streets - stenopoi, cut orthogo
nally by broader avenues - plateiai, a system called “per strigas” by F. 
Castagnoli, and seen by him as the basic element in the Hippodamian 
town-plan,119 is normally explained on the basis of the fully developed 
late 6th and early 5th century town-plans of Naxos, Akragas, Himera, 
Selinus and other sites. However, on the evidence of Gela, Syracuse and 
Akrai it could be argued that the rudimentary stage is found here. As to 
Kasmenai, Di Vita has pointed to a very important aspect. Although the 
urban plan of this site is primitive, in its lack of a transversal plateia, it 
is more important to focus upon the fact that it is the result of a pre-con
ceived plan effected on the spot, and not a result of a gradual develop
ment - such as we know it from the older Sicilian colonies, such as 
Naxos, Megara Hyblaia and Syracuse, where the well-defined town
plans should, after all, be dated some generations after the foundation. It 
is noteworthy that Di Vita has argued for the existence of an embryonic 
stage of the per strigas system at Kasmenai at a time when the traces of 
the early settlement plans at Syracuse and at Akrai were as yet unknown 
to him.120
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Naxos
Chalkidian colony (734 B.C.) founded as the earliest colony in Sicily on 
a low peninsula on the coast (modern Capo Schisö) on the site of an in
digenous settlement, revealed above all by the prehistoric necropolis 
found in the south-western temenos of Aphrodite.

The principal elements of the urban lay-out of the colony, and of its 
two main phases, have been clarified during the enormously fruitful ex
cavations of P. Pelagatti in the 1970’s and 80’s, making it the only Chal
kidian colony in which the urban development is known in any detail.121 
The first generation of colonization is evidenced by dispersed pottery, 
mainly from the coastal area of the peninsula, and by the structural re
mains of a house similar to the early habitation of Megara Hyblaia and 
Syracuse. Of paramount importance is the fact that the house is oriented 
in accordance not only with the short course of the adjoining 8th centu
ry road, but also with the neighbouring early shrine “C”.

By the 7th century B.C. almost all of the peninsula is urbanised. The 
archaic city, with which we are mainly concerned here, goes back to the 
7th century. It was destroyed by Hieron in 476 B.C. and it is the fifth 
century re-foundation by Hieron which forms the primary source for the 
urban history of Naxos. The fifth century city was laid out with three 
east-west oriented plateiai and a number of north-south orthogonally 
placed stenopoi, creating a Hippodamian grid-plan where the measure
ments of the streets and the proportions of the single blocks are compar
able with other Sicilian cities of the same period.122

Traces of the archaic urban plan have been found under the classical 
city, in the form of courses of streets, habitation and sanctuaries, and 
though the traces are rather dispersed they are sufficient to reconstruct 
some of the principles of the early lay-out. (See fig. 7, letters Sa, Sb, Sd, 
and the “case” and “sacelli” marked by hatching).
The main points of interest are:

- The gates of the defensive walls, P2, P3, P4, were laid out in accor
dance with the grid-plan of the archaic city.

- The street “Sf” leading northwards to the coast, the harbour?, and to 
the archaic necropolis is wider than the other streets, a phenomenon 
repeated in the classical town-plan.

- There is a main axis, “Sd”, joining the kerameikos in the north-west 
with the south-western temenos, the so-called Aphrodision, and an
other axis joining the settlement with the 7th century temenos lying 
outside the city on the other side of the Santa Venera river. The loca- 
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tion of the sanctuary of Apollo Archegetes is unknown, and we can
not know how this shrine fitted into the urban plan.

- The orientation of the streets in the eastern part of the city “Se” and 
“Sg” is different to that of the streets in the western area, but similar 
to the short course of the 8th century road found in the same area 
“Sh”. The archaic city is therefore different from the classical in hav
ing had two main areas of habitation with different orientations.

- The orientation of the 7th century shrine “A” in the temenos of Aph
rodite is in accordance with that of the archaic city (its western part). 
When temple “B” replaces shrine “A” in the late 6th century, the new 
orientation of this temple anticipates that of the classical city of Hier- 
on. However the isodomic defense wall put up between the temenos 
and the city also in the last quarter of the 6th century follows the or
ientation of the 7th century shrine “A”, and not that of the temple “B” 
and the later city.

- The defensive walls along the south-eastern part of the city and along 
the western side of the sanctuary are dated to the mid 6th century 
B.C., but they follow the orientation of the early 7th century sanctu
ary, and, as mentioned above, the gates were laid out in accordance 
with the 7th. century grid-plan.123 The later 5th century urban plan is 
aligned in accordance with the 6th century gates.

This is not the place to go into a detailed description of fortification, but 
a few points should be brought up. The southern walls are built in a tech
nique of two rows of finely dressed polygonal masonry in the local vol
canic-basalt rock, with a fill of small stones and basalt rock, in all about 
2 m. wide.

The north-western extension of the city wall is constructed in the 
same technique, but the rocks used are of massive size, roughly hewn 
and put in place without dressing, a local technique reflecting the local 
type of volcanic rock readily available. The greater strength of the wall 
here along the river Santa Venera, is perhaps explained by a lateral func
tion as a dyke to protect against inundations from the river. It is also 
noteworthy that the defences are in large measure identified seawards, 
whereas the landward side, the hinterland-defences, have left no re
mains; at least they have not been identified so far. Local, possibly hos
tile, indigenous populations were not an impetus for the first fortifica
tions, but the factor of neighbouring, and hostile, Greek cities was prob
ably of primary importance.

Summing up these points, we note the pre-occupation with orienta- 
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tion, primarily revealed in the archaic and classical urban plans, but in
dicated already in the few structural remains from the 8th century B.C.

Noteworthy also is the double orientation of the archaic city with the 
probability that a public space, possibly an agora, was situated in the 
middle of the city, where the two, differently oriented areas of the city 
join up. Separate and differently oriented settlement areas could also re
flect colonizers of different origin. There is evidence for this at Naxos 
where we have traditions of settlers of different origin, not only Chalkid- 
ians as found in Thucydides (6.3.1.) and Diod. Sic. (14.88), but also Ae
gean Naxians, according to Hellanikos ([FGrHist 4] fr. 82), and other 
Ionian and Dorian settlers according to Ephoros ([FGrHist 701 fr- 
137).124

Himera
Himera was founded as a secondary colony by Zanklaians and Syracu
san exiles, the Myletidai (Thue. 6.5.1), traditionally in 648 B.C. (240 
years before the final destruction of the city by the Carthaginians in 408 
[Diod. Sic. 13.62.4]), and therefore as a mixed Chalkidian-Dorian city, 
though the oikists were from Zankle and the Chalkidan institutions pre
vailed, according to Thucydides. It was the only Greek colony, apart 
from Mylai, on the north coast of Sicily 125

Bordering on the territory of the Phoenician city of Soloeis it had a 
strategic position echoing the nearly contemporary foundation of Seli- 
nus on the south coast.126 The city occupied partly the oblong hill com
manding the northern part of the Himera river and partly the coastal 
plain below, west of the river mouth, though whether this also com
prised a harbour settlement near the estuary is as yet unsettled (fig. 9).127

Himera has until recently been taken as a site with an urban history 
rather similar to that of Naxos, with two urban phases, an archaic phase 
spanning a period from the late 7th century B.C., all of the 6th century 
and the beginning of the 5th century, and a classical phase originating 
with the refoundation of Himera by Theron in 476 B.C., after the de
struction by the Carthaginians. The two phases had two clearly distin
guishable orientations, the archaic phase north-west/south-east, an over
all orientation followed by habitation and sanctuary, and the classical 
town, as was believed, with a new orientation laid out in clearly defined 
insulae oriented east-west. However recent investigations have shown 
that this view has to be modified: the east-west oriented town with its 
impressive size and regular lay-out has a history going back to 580-570 
B.C. The new interpretation is based upon an examination of the south 
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temenos wall of the sanctuary. The east-west oriented peribolos wall has 
an early phase dated not later than 580-570 B.C., revealing that the over
all new east-west oriented urban lay-out goes this far back.128 A peribo
los wall of the sanctuary oriented north-west/south-east and contempo
rary with the proto-archaic settlement is, however, as yet undocumented. 
The first phase of the urban history of the colony is now termed “proto- 
archaic”, in the terminology used by the excavators, and given a chro
nological span of only about 50 years, from about 625 B.C. to 580 B.C.

Although the proto-archaic remains on the plateau of Himera are nu
merous, they are too inconsistent to form the basis for a reconstruction 
of an urban plan with equally sized lots and regular streets. The houses 
are of unequal size, with some indication of a scattered location, but the 
same overall orientation is followed by the quite extensive vestiges of 
proto-archaic remains, and there are indications that the earliest settle
ment was after all laid out in accordance with some divison of lots in
cluding houses and a certain amount of surrounding space, as at Megara 
Hyblaia. The Early Corinthian ceramic material found in all areas of ex
cavation on many parts of the upper plateau, shows that this was occu
pied over large tracts from the time of the foundation of the colony.129 
The open tracts of land between the single housing lots may have varied 
in size, but the remains on the northern part of the plateau seem to sug
gest that the habitation was relatively close-knit, with remains of the ar
chaic habitation found right on the edge of the plateau. The morphology 
and the orientation of the northern edge of the plateau may have decided 
the overall orientation of the archaic structures, habitation and sanctu
ary. In fact the edge of the plateau also decided the orientation of the 
northernmost structures of the later archaic phase on this part of the pla
teau.130 Structural remains have been laid bare partly under the struc
tures of the later phases, and partly in areas laid out as roads in the later 
town-plan, indicating that the later re-organisation took no account of 
the earlier urban lay-out. It is apparent even from these sparse remains 
that the structures are concentrated in specific areas. The north-eastern 
part of the plateau was occupied by the sanctuary, which with its earliest 
shrine, “Temple A” from the last quarter of the 7th century, respects the 
orientation of the proto-archaic settlement, pointing to an overall urban 
plan for the two areas already from this period, an orientation main
tained during the later urban phases.131 There is, however, no indication 
of a specific structural relationship between the sanctuary and the habi
tation area, although N. Bonacasa has suggested that the area to the west 
of the sanctuary, where there is no evidence of habitation structures, was 
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the location of an open public space, perhaps an agora joining the settle
ment area with the sanctuary.132 There can be little doubt that the first 
urban phase at Himera was from the beginning conceived as a whole, 
with a habitation area and a sanctuary, and with a public space conjoin
ing the two main urban units of the colony.

Some of the proto-archaic remains in the settlement are substantial 
and with a longer span of life, such as the small shrine, oikos, possibly 
for Demeter, which continued in use in the classical period, revealing 
not only continuity of cult, but also that the early orientation continued 
unaltered in the later archaic city.133

There is less evidence from the central part of the plateau where the 
remains are less easy to interpret. One structure dated to the proto-archa
ic period is, however, not oriented as the other early structures, but in ac
cordance with the later archaic city, that is north-south; the size of the 
structure is also more suggestive of the later than the earlier.134 Apart 
from this there are proto-archaic evidence - walls oriented as normal for 
this period, circular walls delimiting proto-archaic archaic deposits of 
uncertain function, and evidence of later archaic structures laid in strata 
of proto-archaic date though no structural remains are extant.135

The eastern plateau of Himera, “Quartiere Est”, situated east of the 
sanctuary, has a history also going to the 7th century B.C.,136 and so re
vealing the extent of the early colony, encompassing the confining zones 
of the plateau. The small urban sanctuary here had a proto-archaic 
phase, revealed by the material from a votive deposit and there is also 
evidence of a terracing going back to this early phase.137

The reasons behind the refoundation of Himera with its radical change 
in lay-out are not known, but we must envisage a violent destruction of 
the city leading to a new foundation. A system of insulae oriented east
west, 32 m wide and divided by 6 m wide stenopoi was laid out on large 
parts of the plateau, comprising also the northern part of the “Piano Lun- 
go” plateau to the east of the main plateau of Himera (fig 9).138 Although 
the archaic town-plan is impressive in its size and regularity the remains 
suggest that even in this second period the habitation was concentrated 
mainly in certain areas: the northern part (near the sanctuary) and the sou
thern area (near the main route to the chord), the central insula “12” has 
revealed few or no remains of the archais period. The most recent invest
igations have given indications of a 6.20 m wide north-south oriented 
plateia uniting the main parts of the plateau.139

Further remains of the 7th century, proto-archaic phase have been 
found in the lower city below the north-western corner of the plateau, 
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where the few structures so far laid bare reveal two orientations, one 
corresponding to that of the first urban phase of the upper city, the other 
to the second.140 Traces of settlement of mid 6th century date west of the 
temple of Victoria, belonging to the new urban lay-out of the lower city 
is dated by the excavators to the mid 6th century.141 This phase is repre
sented by insulae laid out in accordance with stenopoi oriented north/- 
north west - south/south east (not east - west as on the plateau) and with 
a width of the single insulae as high as 40 m, a quite unusual size of in
sulae, contrary to the 32 m width of the insulae on the plateau, and not 
otherwise attested in the urban centres in Sicily and Magna Graecia. 
These basic differences in the urban lay-out of lower and upper should 
perhaps be explained by the relationship of the lower town to the sea, 
river and harbour, or perhaps rather by socio-economic factors which 
could differentiate the population of the upper city from that of the low
er.142 In any case it does not exclude the possibility of an overall urban 
planning of lower and upper city.

The remains of a circuit wall from the arely phase of the colony on the 
southern edge of the plateau corrobarates the estimate of the size of the 
colony, encompassing the whole plateau. The type of fortification used 
is that of a stone and earth rampart, an agger, a primitive type of fortifi
cation, otherwise not known from the Greek colonies, but widely used 
by the non-Greek settlements.143 The agger at Himera is preserved for a 
stretch of about 80 m on the southern edge of the plateau, with a north- 
western/south-eastern orientation and with a small stretch running 
northwards from the south-east corner. To what extent the whole site 
was fortified, and the possible location of a gate on the south side, lead
ing to the territory of Akragas, must remain uncertain.144

Kamarina
Kamarina was founded by Syracusan settlers on the south coast of Sici
ly at the estuary of the river Hyparis, as a result of Syracusan territorial 
expansion in south eastern Sicily.145 The oikists were Daskon and Men- 
ekolos, the one Syracusan, the other Corinthian?,146 and the foundation 
took place in 599/8, 135 years after the foundation of Syracuse (Thue. 
6.5.3). The inhabitants, or some of them (possibly only the ruling 
classes), were expelled from Kamarina about 552 B.C. by Syracuse after 
an uprising and alliances with the Siculans (Thue., 46 years after the 
foundation - Schol. Pind. Ol. 5.16; Ps.-Scymn. 295-296).147 The site was 
apparently not depopulated, there is the record of a Parmenides from 
Kamarina, victor in the third year of the 63rd Olympiad (526/5 B.C.) 
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(Diod. 1.68.6) and there is no archaeological evidence ofa break in hab
itation. The recent excavation of a late archaic well has brought to light 
material from about 550 to 490/480 B.C. with no chronological 
breaks.148 The city was refounded and recolonized by Hippokrates of 
Gela in 492 B.C.149 The term used by Thucydides is xaTOtxiÇeiv, that is 
to “refound”, and Hippokrates himself is designated oikistes. However, 
there is archaeologically no apparent hiatus between 552 and 491, and 
Herodotus speaks only of the territory, “until then Syracusan”, being 
given up to Hippokrates. M. Casevitz has shown that the term is used by 
Thucydides mainly to designate the settling of inhabitants, but that it is 
also used for a colonization of a site already inhabited (Thue. 3.34.4).150

The city was destroyed and the population transplanted to Syracuse a 
few years later in 484 B.C. as a result of Gelon’s vast program of syn- 
oikism; the direct occasion was the revolt of Kamarina against Glaukos 
of Karystos, the governor put in by Gelon.151

Kamarina was refounded and recolonized for the third time by the 
Geloans in 462/1 B.C.152 The decrease of archaeological evidence for 
the years c. 484-461 B.C. suggests that the site was uninhabited, or at 
least only sparsely inhabited until this resettlemet of the site.153 The nu
mismatic evidence supports this reconstruction.154

Kamarina was founded on the coast, on a promontory and a plateau ex
tending inland, and during the later history of the site comprised a for
tified area of not less than c. 150 hectares. The remains of the earliest 
history of the site have primarily been laid bare in the western part of the 
later city, nearest the coast on the promontory proper, near the estuary of 
the river Hyparis and the harbour. The archaic remains present already 
from the time of foundation an organic lay-out with an overall alignment 
of the single structures and the designation of a specific cult area (the 
Athena Polias sanctuary on the highest part of the plateau). However, 
the limited extent of excavations make the concept of the overall urban 
system uncertain. The excavators believe that the foundation consisted 
of single houses and housing plots with open areas. However, the orien
tation was followed by the later city plan, probably laid out during the 
Deinomenid refoundation of 461-460 B.C.155 That the size and plan of 
the single insulae and stenopoi of the early classical city may not have 
had an archaic origin is suggested by the position of the archaic wall 
which delimits the west side of the temenos of Athena Polias. This wall, 
although following the orientation of the urban lay-out, does not join up 
with or delimit its neighbouring stenopoi. The substantial foundation 
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walls of the Athena temple are dated to the first half of the 5th century 
B.C, but the archaic temenos wall shows clearly that the Athena sanctu
ary had an archaic predecessor to the early classical temple.156

The archaic remains were largely obliterated during the 4th century 
Timoleontic refoundation, but there are some indications of the extent of 
the early city. There is testimony of the extension of the archaic city as 
far as 600 m east of the temenos,and in insula 34, where an archaic 
well was revealed during the excavation of the so-called “Casa dell’ 
iscrizione”, though no archaic walls were laid bare.158 The evidence is 
sporadic and unhomogeneous, but so substantial as to reveal an orienta
tion different to that of the habitation known from the western part of the 
settlement.159 This could be explained by the morphology of the plateau, 
characterized by marked differences of level, but it is perhaps note
worthy that according to some traditions there were two founders, of Sy
racusan and Corinthian origin, to whom we might possibly assign re
spective areas of habitation, though with the common sanctuary of 
Athena Polias and public space, agora, and necropolis.

The circuit wall raised about the middle of the 6th century B.C. en
closed an area much vaster than the ascertained area of early habitation. 
There is so far no evidence of a circuit wall contemporary with the 
foundation, yet another instance of the lack of evidence of defensive 
walls contemporary with the foundation dates of the colonies.

There are remains of sanctuaries from the earliest history of the colo
ny, not only the archaic western temenos wall of the Athena sanctuary of 
early 6th century date, but also a few structural remains north of the te
menos, to which are attributed finds of architectural terracottas. How
ever, we have no detailed information about size and orientation of the 
structures.160

The excavation of the two stoas, dated to the 5th and 4th centuries 
B.C., confirms the existence of a public space in the south-western part 
of the promontory, and suggests a similar function for this area already 
from the earliest urban history, because this space has revealed no re
mains of habitation.161 Paola Pelagatti believes that this vast area was di
vided into two main public spaces, a mercantile agora to the west with 
direct access to the river mouth and harbour, and a civic-political agora 
to the east, later delimited on its west and north sides by stoas.

Recent investigations at the mouth of the Hipparis river have revealed 
the remains of an impressive harbour structure situated perpendicularly 
to the coast, about 300 m. long and joining up with the Kamarina pla
teau. The mole or breakwater, protecting the harbour at the river mouth 
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from silting, carried various buildings and magazines. Parts of this struc
ture go back to the archaic period.162

Although the urban remains at Kamarina datable to the earliest histo
ry of the site are somewhat sporadic and elusive the overall impression 
is that the colony from its foundation consisted of habitation and sanctu
ary areas laid out in accordance with an overall orientation, with a pub
lic space, likely already from this period divided into two agoras, a mer
cantile and a political, borne out by the strong mercantile function of 
Kamarina,163 and by the harbour installation with its history going back 
to the archaic period.

Me gara Hyblaia
Megara Hyblaia is a site so well-published and documented in all publi
cations treating western Greece, that it is hardly necessary to discuss it 
here.164 However, the main aspects should be pointed out in this context. 
Already in the 8th century B.C., from the earliest history of the site, the 
urban space is laid out with open spaces and main lines of communica
tion, respected by the later 7th century urban phase (fig. 8). In this period 
the town-plan may not be strictly orthogonal, but it is systematic and or
ganised according to major and minor transversal axes. The two main ar
teries oriented north-south are not parallel but converge northwards, and 
the secondary east-west arteries, converging slightly eastwards, all create 
a trapezoidal shape for the central public space, the agora, and overall 
five differently oriented quarters. The five main parts of the settlement, 
going back to its earliest phase, could mirror different contingents among 
the early settlers, explained by the tradition of the five villages or districts 
of the mother city Megara Nisaia (Strabo 8.6.22).165

The recent investigation of the southern plateau, still within the confines 
of the archaic circuit wall, reveals the impressive extent of the early col
ony.166 Also the southern site has a well defined urban lay-out from the 
earliest 8th century history of the colony, with oriented streets and hous
ing, at this location closely aligned with the sea and the neighbouring 
necropolis.

Se linns
Selinus was founded on two north-south oriented plateaus between the 
Modione river valley to the west and the Gorgo Cotone river valley to 
the east. The plateaus of Kamarina and Himera, though smaller, have 
much in common with the basic morphology of the Selinuntian site. The 
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southern part of the plateau lying above the sea coast, and always re
garded as the akropolis of the city, owes its akropolis-like appearance to 
an artificial accentuation of the site in a late phase in the history of the 
site. The northern Manuzza plateau has an oblique orientation in relation 
to the southern akropolis plateau (fig. 10). The morphology of the saddle 
joining the two plateaus was accentuated by the construction of the 
northern gate and fortification in the late 5th century B.C., and the for
tification of the sides of the akropolis hill at this time also enhances this 
impression.167

According to Thucydides (6.4.2) Selinus was founded 100 years after 
the foundation of the mother-colony Megara Hyblaia, that is about 628- 
627 B.C. The oikistes was Pammilos, possibly from the original mother
city, Megara Nisaia, though the text is ambiguous, and a Megara Hy- 
blaian origin cannot be excluded. Diodorus (13.59.4) supports the Euse- 
bian date for the foundation of Selinus, 242 years before its destruction 
in 409-408, that is c. 651-650 B.C.168 The Diodorean date is now largely 
favoured, supported as it is by the chronology of the recently excavated 
Buffa and Manuzza necropoleis.169 Thucydides’ use of the term ouyxaT- 
oixi^etv may imply a lacuna in the text, perhaps indicating that Pammi
los had a co-founder (name lost) from Megara Nisaia, or from Megara 
Hyblaia if Pammilos represented Megara Nisaia.170

The earliest structural remains of the settlement on the akropolis, laid 
bare by the French investigations in insula FF north of the temenos,'1' 
cannot be taken as evidence of town-planning, but it is noteworthy that 
the technique employed in the wall structures is similar to that used in 
the earliest habitation on the northern part of the Manuzza plain, sug
gesting an overall coherence in the urbanization of the two areas.172

The early settlement history of Selinus has, above all, been illuminat
ed by the investigations on the north-westernmost area of the Manuzza 
plateau,173 revealing Greek dwellings, datable by Corinthian transitional 
and Early Corinthian material to the latter part of the 7th century B.C. 
They are laid out in accordance with that of the north-westem/south- 
eastern orientation of the plateau and its main dorsal artery, probably of 
pre-Greek origin, and followed also by the later archaic plateiai. Al
though there is no evidence of orthogonal planning from this early 
phase, there is evidence of some overall orientation with narrow steno- 
poi between the single buildings, not broad enough to serve as passage
ways but probably defining ownership, with paving along the external 
walls. The façades of the structures are drawn back from the streets and 
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the techniques used in one larger building shows structural traits similar 
to those known from Megara Hyblaia. The initial phase of the necropo
lis situated centrally on the Manuzza is contemporaneous with the foun
dation of the colony.174

A. Di Vita believes that there must have been a Greek settlement also 
on the southernmost part of the akropolis, from the earliest history of the 
site. There is, however, no certain evidence as to the function of the 
southern-most part of the akropolis plateau, whereas there is no doubt 
that the central part of the plateau very early in the history of the site was 
laid out as a temenos. If the idea of Di Vita is accepted the extent of hab
itation during the late 7th century history of the site is indeed impres
sive, extending for nearly 700 m from the northernmost point of Manuz
za to the southern part of the akropolis.

Selinus thus encompassed, though obviously not in the sense of ur
banization as such, but in the sense of urban coherence, the whole area 
later occupied by the developed, 6th century city. There is already in this 
early phase an overall coherence between the two central plateaus, the 
eastern (Marinella) plateau, with an early 7th century shrine (predeces
sor of the early archaic temple “El”),175 and the Malophoros sanctuary 
on the western Gaggera plateau, with the predecessor of the archaic 
megaron from the late 7th century B.C.176 The earliest major temple on 
the akropolis is not earlier than 580-560 B.C.177 but there are earlier 
shrines in the temenos going back to the 7th century.178 There is an over
all orientation followed by these early urban features, from the early 
shrines, predecessors of the temple “El” and the Malophoros megaron, 
possibly also oriented in accordance with a major transversal east-west 
route across the saddle dividing the Manuzza and akropolis plains.179 In 
this pattern we have the rudimentary stage of overall orientation of the 
settlement areas, and the lay-out of the temenos on the south part of the 
akropolis, with a main east-west axis south of the temenos, joining up 
the two valleys and the river mouth harbours - the eastern harbour pos
sibly military, as is suggested by the name of river (Cotone, reflecting 
the Phoenician kothon, i.e. a naval harbour installation), the western har
bour possibly commercial, as suggested by the nearby Demeter sanctu
ary. Such an overall, primordial unity is very different from the idea of 
Gabrici, who saw a gradual, “diffusionistic”, formation of Selinus, with 
a diffusion of settlement from the area of the Malophoros sanctuary with 
a (hypothetical) early harbour settlement at the mouth of the Modione 
river, to the akropolis, and finally encompassing the habitation area on 
the Manuzza plain.180
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The second urban phase of the colony, datable to c. 580-560 B.C., re
veals clear evidence of overall urban planning, the laying out of insulae 
in a per strigas system, encompassing also the eastern and western val
leys, not respecting the geomorphological borders of the akropolis (fig. 
10).

The French excavations have shown that this town-plan, until recent
ly known from the northern part of the akropolis, comprised also an area 
north of this, north of the later 5th and 4th century gate. These insulae 
are also of archaic date, and were only at a later date “cut off’ from the 
southern plateau by the construction of the 5th century B.C. fortification 
at this point, later enlarged by the so-called Hermocratean wall and gate 
system, which created an artificial saddle between the akropolis and the 
Manuzza plateau. The orientation of the insulae north of the later gate 
follows that of the insulae on the akropolis and extended further north
wards, as far north as to comprise a 6th insula and about one third of the 
Manuzza plain. A continuation of the roads and insulae to the west of 
the akropolis, between this and the Modione river, is also demon
strable.181 The most northern east-west oriented plateia joined the Ma
nuzza plateau with the Gaggera sanctuaries, and further westwards, 
about 13 km north-west of Selinus, with the quarry Cave di Cusa.182

The roads and insulae probably extended over a wide area, from the 
western river valley to the eastern. There is evidence of this for the west
ern Modione valley183 and in the eastern Gorgo Cotone valley. The re
cently examined circuit wall may give us an indication of the eastern 
limit of the city.184

Somewhere further northwards the orientation of the streets and insu
lae changed to north-western/south-eastern orientation, this change 
probably took place on the northern side of the (hypothetical) location of 
a public area, an agora.

The system of insulae, plateiai and stenopoi dated to this phase, re
vealed by the investigations on the Manuzza, maintains the orientation 
of the earlier phase. It is an indication of the internal coherence that the 
measurements employed in the laying out of insulae and plateiai corre
spond to those used on the akropolis.185

It is noteworthy that the orientation followed by structures laid bare 
on the south-eastern part of the plateau is different to those used on the 
akropolis and those of the northern Manuzza plateau.186 There is there
fore some indication of yet a third habitation area in the southern part of 
the Manuzza plain, perhaps, to judge from the type of material, identifi
able as a craftmen’s or artisans’ quarter. A. Rallo has suggested that the 
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differentiation of orientation of these different “quarters” could reflect 
different ethnic groups,187 and it is tempting to imagine a public area, 
such as an agora, at the junction of these separate areas, not least with 
the rather similar location of the agora at Megara Hyblaia in mind.188

According to the interpretations of the French scholars,189 the southern 
part of the acropolis was not laid out to habitation before the Hellenistic 
period, and they do not accept the idea of an east-west transversal route 
across the akropolis south of the archaic temenos area. Contrary to this A. 
Di Vita stresses the importance of this artery of communication from the 
period of the first major urbanistic planning of the site, linking up, across 
the akropolis, the southern and western river valleys near the river har
bours.190 This does seem rather convincing, enhancing the importance of 
the archaic temenos and emphasizing the coherence of this sanctuary with 
the early 6th century temple “El” on the Marinella plateau,191 and the 
three 6th century sanctuaries on the Gaggera plateau - the Malophoros 
Megaron, the so-called “Temple M” (possibly a monumental fountain) 
and the recently excavated temple south of the Malophoros sanctuary.192

So far none of the defensive walls of the “akropolis” can be dated back 
to the archaic period or to the classical, earlier than the Hermocratean 
structures of after 409 B.C.193 Remains of circuit walls, with a history 
going back to the earlier history of the site, in use during the Carthagin
ian siege in 409 (Diod. 13.54-59), could be the wall structures in the 
Gorgo Cotone valley and in the Modione valley.194 If there were archaic 
circuit walls these would have delimited Selinus along its outer (in re
spect to the main plateaus) more extensive habitation areas. However, 
the remains in the Cotone valley, recently examined by German scholars 
are dated to the first quarter of the 5th century B.C.,195 and so far the pic
ture of the lack of evidence of early defensive walls is apparently valid 
also for the site of Selinus.

Recapitulation
- Urbanization as such is not necessarily a basic element of polis-for- 
mation.196 Nor, probably, are fortifications.197 The evidence from the 
Greek West, as outlined above, has shown that there is a notable lack of 
defensive walls and circuit walls unequivocally datable to the early peri
od of colonization. This certainly supports the views of A.M. Snodgrass 
and P. Ducrey for the Greek mainland.
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Contrary to this the development of early Greek town-planning must 
be an essential element in /w/A-formation. The contribution of the west
ern Greek colonies to Greek town-planning is covered by these main 
points:

- The overall and communal division of land in lots - in the city as well 
as in the chora.

- The preoccupation, if not obsession, with orientations reflected in the 
different orientations of the habitation units at Kroton, Megara Hyblaia, 
Naxos, Akrai and Selinus, in fact at most of the sites discussed above.

The phenomenon of the differently oriented quarters of the towns 
may be explained simply by the morphological condition of the ter
rains,198 but it seems that there is also convincing evidence that the phe
nomenon could be explained by the presence of different ethnic groups. 
D. Asheri has pointed to yet another phenomenon, that the succesive 
phases of settlement can entail alterations of orientations, - to distin
guish new properties from previous, a practice well known from Roman 
surveying.199

The point under discussion here is also documented by the overall 
common orientation of civic and religious units, visible at several sites. 
At Naxos we have the preoccupation with orientation in the different re
solves of what to respect and what not to respect, observable in the Aph- 
rodision temenos and the contingent areas of the colony. Other examples 
of this have been given above.

Selinus offers an example of axial planing on an enormous scale, 
probably originating in the first phase of settlement. The overall orienta
tions encompassing the outlying sanctuaries could suggest that these are 
not really to be understood as sub-urban sanctuaries, but as urban, as 
they belong in an overall, urban unity.

The role of the oikist here may have been of paramount importance, 
as suggested by G. P. R. Métraux and 1. Malkin.200 And this whole sub
ject seems more suggestive of a “communal activity, in the service of the 
polity as a whole”.201

- Town-planning found in an embryonic phase, for example at Naxos, 
and in a developed form in the secondary colonies. That urban planning 
based upon the per strigas prevails in the secondary colonies presup
poses that such phenomena had already developed in the mother colo
nies.
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With this indication of autonomous development of Greek urbanplan- 
ning in the West, I cannot avoid the conclusion that western Greece was 
more centre than periphery.

- The early development of the per strigas system of townplanning, 
which created one of the basic prerequisites for the later development of 
orthogonal town-planning.

- The importance of the ternene, conceived as an integral part of the set
tlement and the urban-plan from the earliest period, and at some sites 
taking up an impressive part of the overall settlement area. This is also 
the case at Gela, and as I have documented we have here the additional 
evidence of the conspicuous differences and development of size and 
lay-out of a sanctuary, of the iconography of the major divinity, - in re
gard to the sanctuary of the mother city.

- The modest evidence for public and civic centres such as an agora. 
There are primarily the examples of Megara Hyblaia and Metapontion, 
but there are also the interesting, though indirect, indications for such 
public areas at Naxos, Syracuse, Akrai, Selinus and Himera.

- Although the evidence from the Greek West may in some respects ap
pear rather limited, it is of primary importance when discussing the 
problems of po/A-formation. One of the most important aspects of these 
new sites is the degree of planning or other centralised activity that they 
display.

The model of settlement sometimes changed from one of sporadic 
centrifugal growth to one of regular lay-out, clearly planned by some 
kind of central authority that was concerned with the community as a 
whole. Present evidence suggests that that moment arrived in the eighth 
century B.C. at the latest, after which the process was strongly re-en
forced by the colonising movement.202
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problem is that we have so little structural evidence. The best known example of mud 
brick walls are those of Old Smyrna: R.V. Nicholls, “Old Smyrna: The Iron Age Fortifica
tions,” BSA 53-54 (1958-1959) esp. 100-105, 117-119 for discussion of the structural de
tails. However, as demonstrated here also mud brick walls presupposes at least some stone 
substructures and probably some use of outer stone-facing, at least for the lower part of the 
wall.
27 For the mainly 6th century date of the circuit walls in Sicily see C. Parisi Presicce, 
“La funzione delle aree sacre nell’organizzazione urbanistica primitiva delle colonie 
greche alla luce della scoperta di un nuovo santuario periferico di Selinunte,” ArchCi 36 
(1984) 101-103. The impressive defensive walls of S. Mauro at Leontinoi, tentatively dat
ed to the 8th-7th century would be an important testimony of early urbanization, but the 
evidence for such an early date is unhappily rather uncertain: see G. Rizza, “Leontini nell’ 
VIII e nel VII secolo a.C.,” in Insediamenti, 26-37. In fact, H. Tréziny suggests that the 
first phase of the fortification belong in the second half of the 6th century, with a fourth 
century date for the second phase: “Les techniques grecques de fortification et leur diffu
sion à la périphérie du monde grec d'Occident,” in Fortification du monde grec, 186-187; 
idem “L’étude archéologique des fortifications grecques,” Dossiers d'Archéologie 172 
(1992) 62. The circuit wall at Kasmenai, often dated as contemporaneous with the founda
tion of 643 B.C., probably dates from the 6th century: D. Moreschini, “Monte Casale,” 
BTCG1 10 (1992) 290. The late 6th century archaic circuit walls of Megara Hyblaia - G. 
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Vallet, E Villard & P. Auberson, Megara Hyblaia 3. Guida agli scavi (Roma 1983) 97-101 
- have now been shown to have had a 7th century phase - H. Tréziny, toc. cit. 188.
28 W. Leschhorn, “Gründer der Stadt”. Studien zu einem politish-religiösen Phänomen 
der Griechischen Geschichte (Stuttgart 1984) 43-48 gives a useful survey of the traditions.
29 Steph. Byz., 417.21 xat StxeMaç JtôXtç Aivôoç, probably with Thucydides as 
source, giving a proper name rather than an ethnikon.
30 I am grateful to Mogens Herman Hansen for these readings of the difficult passage in 
Thucydides. For a more detailed discussion see the excursus infra pp. 332-334.
31 P. Orlandini, “Gela - Topografia dei Santuari e documentazione archeologica dei cul- 
ti,” RIA 15(1968) 20-30, with the epigraphic and votive evidence.
32 The existence of an Athena cult at Gela and the designation Lindioi in Thucydides 
does not per se prove that the cult was that of Athana Lindia, as pointed out already by J. 
Bérard, La Colonisation Grecque de l’Italie Méridionale et de la Sicilie dans l’Antiquité 
(Paris 1957) 237 n.l; see also U. Bianchi, “La dea di Lindos,” Epigraphica 19 (1957) 15- 
16). G. Zuntz has shown {Persephone. Three Essays on Religion and Thought in Magna 
Graecia [Oxford 1971] 117, 399) that the terracotta statuettes of an enthroned goddess 
known from Gela and Akragas, for which the terminology Athana Lindia has been used 
since the study by C. Blinkenberg (L’Image d’Athana Lindia [Copenhague 1917]), are not 
known from Rhodes and more likely represent Demeter. See also CAH (1988), plates to 
vol. IV, 190 ad no. 254 (R.J.A. Wilson), and E. Lippolis,“Il santuario di Athana a Lindo,” 
ASAtene 66-67 (1988-1989) 112 “la tipologia votiva delle statue di divinità in trono è tal
mente genirica da rendere inattendibile un rapporto con il culto dell’Athena di Lindo”.

Apart from the deity involved, the Lindian and Geloan cult places have very little in 
common, not only topographically and architecturally, cf. infra, but also as far as the ico
nography of the deity is concerned; and it not possible to use the evidence of the Geloan 
statuettes’ iconography to date the re-organisation of the sanctuary at Lindos by Kleobou- 
los as suggested by P. Orlandini, (supra n. 31) 28.
33 C. Blinkenberg, Lindos I. Fouilles de T acropole. Les petits objets (Copenhague 
1931) 12-13, 15; see also Lippolis, (supra n. 32) 103-111.
34 S.C. Humphreys rejects the evidence of the anathemata listed in the Lindian Chroni
cle as untrustworthy (“Colonie e madre patria nella Grecia antica,” RivStltal 78 (1966) 
914-915). However, it is probably possible to separate the obvious forgeries from the more 
trustworthy evidence, see for instance L. H. Jeffery, Archaic Greece. The City-States c. 
700-500 B.C (London 1976) 197-198; U. Brackertz, Zum Problem der Schutzgottheiten 
griechischer Städte (Berlin 1976) 106-108.
35 E. Dyggve, Lindos III. 1. Le Sanctuaire d’Athana Lindia et T Architecure Lindienne. 
(Copenhague 1960) 114, 126. H. Berve, Die Tyrannis bei den Griechen (München 1967) 
119, 588 follows the excavators of Lindos for the date of Kleoboulos and the re-organisa
tion of the sanctuary (mid-6th century); L.H. Jeffery (supra n. 34) 198, places the tyrant in 
the first half of the century, on the basis of numismatic evidence (?).
36 L. Bemabo Brea, “L’Athenaion di Gela e le sue terracotte architettoniche,” ASAtene 
27-29(1949-51) 11, fig. 2.
37 F. Villard & G. Vallet, “Megara Hyblaea II,” MEFR 64 (1952) 11, fig. 4, 22, fig. 14; 
P. Pelagatti, “Siracusa. Elementi dell’abitato di Ortigia nell'VIII e nel VII sec. a.C.,” in In- 
sediamenti, 127-128, fig. 7c, with further refs. A similar structural technique is found in 
the Cyclades, for instance at Emporion in “House A”, from the same period, late 8th/early 
7th century - (J. Boardman [supra n. 2] 42, pl. 9c), and also in 8th/7th century religious 
architecture in Greece, for instance the early Apollo temple at Eretria dated to about 670- 
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650 (P. Auberson, Temple d’Apollon Daphnéphors (Eretria I) (Bern 1968) 13-15, pl. Il, 
figs. 3-4).
38 Bernabö Brea (supra n. 36) 11-12, fig. 2; I. Romeo, “Sacelli arcaici senza peristasi 
nella Sicilia greca,” Xenia 17 (1989) 16.19, pl. 5.
39 See infra. This is possibly also the case at Akrai, where a change in the orientation of 
the preparatory cutting of the rock in the substructure of the temple of Aphrodite, from the 
2nd half of the 6th century B.C., could perhaps reflect the orientation of a first, 7th centu
ry ?, shrine from the period of the foundation, see L. Bemabo Brea, Il tempio di Afrodite di 
Akrai (Cahiers Centre Jean Bérard X) (Napoli 1986) 15, fig. 18.
40 Bernabo Brea (supra n. 36) 9-10. C. Wikander dates the formation of the Geloan re
vetment sima to shortly after 600 B.C. (Sicilian Architectural Terracottas. A Reappraisal 
(ActalnstRomRegSue ser. 8, XV) (Stockholm 1986) 11).
41 Bemabo Brea (supra n. 36); Wikander (supra n. 40) 32-35.
42 (Supra n. 40) 34, n. 117.
43 Bernabo Brea (supra n. 36) 15. In the limited space available we cannot discuss the 
remains of a few flimsy walls a secco revealed inside temple “B” (medieval according to 
P. Orsi (“Gela, Scavi del 1900-1907,” MonAnt 17 [1907] 38), “pre-sacellum A” according 
to Bemabo Brea, 11; nor the structure to the east of temple “B” (an altar according to P. 
Orsi, though not oriented in accordance with either of these), the remains of another shrine 
contemporary to phase “A” according to Bernabo Brea 13, 17-19, and interpreted as a 
shrine postdating temple “B” according to P. Orlandini (supra n. 31) 61 n. 34.
44 Gela. Ritrovamenti vari, 205-214.
45 The only evidence seems to be the openings in the wall of shrine “A”, mirroring the 
space necessary for cella walls of the later temple “B”.
46 S. Stucchi, “Alla ricerca della cella del tempio di Segesta,” QuadlstStArch 6-8 (1961) 
13-20, for the Geloan example pp. 16-17. Although we now know that the temple of Se
gesta does not belong in this group this could still be a valid observation.
47 E. Østby, “The temple of Casa Marafioti at Locri and some related buildings,” Ac- 
mAArtHAr 8 (1978)41.
48 Østby (supra n. 47) 43-44.
49 Orsi (supra n. 43) 40. D. Adamesteanu suggests a date as early as the mid 6th centu
ry in the publicaton of the votive deposit from the south side of the temenos (Gela. Ritrov
amenti vari, 214).
50 Bernabö Brea (supra n. 36) 91. Temple “C”, not discussed here, is attributed to the 
Deinomids by D. Mertens, Der Tempel von Segesta (Mainz a. R. 1984) 149, and T. Van 
Compernolle,“Architecture et tyrannie,” AntCI 58 (1989) 68-69.
51 B. Pace, Arte e civiltà della Sicilia antica, III (Milano 1946) 586 suggests that the 
temple “C” was dedicated to Demeter and Persephone, as there “ought to be” such a tem
ple on the heights at Gela, but the evidence shows that “C” replaces “B”, and therefore 
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52 The terminology - sacelli, nai'skoi, oikoi and thesauroi is used rather indiscriminate
ly. We use nai'skos, when remains suggest cult in, or by, the building; oikoi is used only as 
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67 loc. cit., 370-372, figs. 40-45.
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amenti vari, 382-392; Orlandini (supra n. 31) 42-43.
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Abai, 41
Abdera, 30, 41
Abydos, 4, 249
Achaia, 5, 31, 164-232
Achaia Klauss, 183, 220
Acheloos, 213,251,255, 308
Achilleion, 41
Achilleios, 68
Achilleus, 66, 208
Adamesteanu, D„ 230, 322, 329, 333, 353, 356 
Adeimantos, 14, 17
Adirakou, 190
Aelian, 299
Aeneas, 250
Aeneas Tacticus, 24-5, 26, 27, 29-30, 312 
Aetos, 201
Africa, 261
Ag. Basileios, 191,224
Ag. Giorgos, 190, 191, 192
Ag. Konstantinos, 187, 188, 224
Ag. Marina Tritaias, 225
Ag. Nikolaos, 188
Ag. Nikolaos-Plakes, 187, 188
Ag. Nikolaos-Vasilosykia, 188
Ag. Paraskevi, 184, 188, 222
Ag. Vlasi, 224
Agamemnon, 199, 226, 249-50
Agariste, 139
Agesilaos, 37, 65, 70, 137
Agore, 37, 72 
Agrapidies, 224
Agros Katsikopoulou, 224
Aigai. 149, 167, 169, 174, 180, 198,212,216,

218
Aigaiai, 42
Aige, 24, 42
Aigeira, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 171-4, 176,

179, 180, 181, 198, 218
Aigialeia, 198
Aigialos, 198
Aigina, 42, 71, 223
Aigion, 165-6, 167, 168, 169, 171, 174. 176-9,

180, 181, 193, 196, 197, 198, 201,208,217, 
218,219, 226

Aigiroessa, 42
Aigosthena, 17, 32, 68, 74, 103

Aigytis, 156
Ainarion, 225
Aineia, 42, 71
Aineias of Stymphalos, 25
Ainian, A. Mazarakis, 173
Ainos, 42
Aiolidai, 42
Aisaros river, 202, 206
Aischylos, 173
Aischylos ofThespiai, 111
Aitolia, 161
Ajax, 204
Akakesion, 148, 152
Akanthos, 24
Akarnania, 31
Akko, 247
Akko-Ptolemaïs, 24
Akontion, 148, 152
Akragas, 331, 336, 342, 355, 358
Akrai, 318.321,335-6, 350, 351.356
Akraiphia, 22, 42, 78-9, 82, 89, 90, 106, 107
Akrata, 174, 180
Akrokorinth, 178
Akrothoon, 24, 42
Akrotiri peninsula, 244, 269
Alalia, 43
Alalkomenai, 70, 77, 79
Aiea, 118, 142, 144, 153, 156, 159
Alexander the Great, 13, 63, 98, 107, 289, 298, 

299, 300, 312
Alexandropolis, 312
Alexandrescu, P., 314, 315
Alexiou, S„ 247
Alipheira. 22-3, 118-9, 140-1, 143, 144. 146,

147, 149, 153, 162, 163
Alissos, 184. 185, 222
Alkaios, 21-2
Alkibiades, 182, 194
Alkinoos, 67
Allante, 152
Alpenos, 20, 29, 41, 43
Alpheios, 68
Alzinger, W„ 171-2, 173
Amarion, 226
Amasis, 41
Amendolara, 203
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Amilos, 145, 152
Amphikaia, 43
Amphilochos, 51
Amphissa, 43
Amprakia, 71
Amyklai, 237, 252, 259, 260-1,269, 273, 279,

280, 281
Amyntas I, 292, 293, 309
Amyntas II, 309
Amyntas III, 292, 309
Anaphlystos, 30, 32
Anavlochos, 10, 36, 279
Anaximandros, 299
Anchialos, 295,296, 298,314
Anderson, J.K., 197, 208, 216
Andros, 318
Androtion, 53
Anemoshill, 183
AnoAchaia, 188
Ano Mazaraki-Rakita, 177, 178, 179
Ano-Siphai, 103
Ano Soudheneika, 187
Ano Soudheneïka-Stroupheika, 188
Ano Sykaina, 183, 185
Ano Temeni, 226
Antandros, 43
Anthana. 152
Anthas, 81
Anthedon, 56, 73, 77, 80-1, 105, 107
Antheia, 183, 185, 221
Anthele, 20, 29,41,43
Anthene, 20, 66
Antikyra, 43
Antiochos of Syracuse, 204, 206, 210-1 
Antiphemos, 330, 333, 358
Apessokari, 259, 261, 262, 263 
Apessokari-Plora, 261
Aphrati, 276
Aphrodite, 111, 276, 303, 304, 305, 314, 337,

338, 356; Pontia: 314
Aphytis, 24, 43
Apollon, 67, 85, 94, 102, 106, 172, 179, 206,

207, 213, 217, 294, 299, 304, 312, 355; Ar- 
chegetas'. Ill, 338; Amyklaios: 280; Ietros:
303, 314; Lykeios: 231; Pythios: 229

Apollonia (Crete), 263, 280, 314, 315
Apollonia (Illyria), 43
Apollonia (Pontos), 30, 43, 290, 293, 296, 297,

300, 301, 303, 304, 308, 312, 313, 314
Appius Claudius, 247, 249, 277
Aratos, 196
Araxos-Mesa Paralimni, 189
Arbas, 183
Archias, 206
Archidamos, 100
Argamum, 296
Argilos, 23, 24, 43
Argolis, 143, 198,213,214
Argos, 23,30,43,67,78, 135, 143, 157, 158, 

161, 162, 168, 178, 197, 199, 254, 317
Argyra, 183, 184
Arisha, 71
Aristomedes, 275
Aristophanes, 34
Aristoteles of Marathon, 17
Aristotle, 9, 15, 20-1, 22, 23, 25, 37, 63, 169, 

204, 237, 240
Aristoxenos of Tarentum, 249, 250, 299, 303
Arkades, 243, 276
Arkadia, 5, 17, 23, 117-163, 171, 172, 177,

178, 179, 192,201.216, 245,291
Arkas, 132, 157-8
Arnarion, 225
Arnaud, P, 289
Aroe, 183, 221
Arrhichion, 160
Artake, 43
Artemidoros of Ephesos, 271
Artemis, 172, 179, 213, 294, 303; Pytheia: 313- 

4; Triklaria: 183, 185
Artemitai, 252-4, 273
Arva, 183, 184
Asani, 224
Asea, 119, 136-7, 142, 143, 144, 147, 149, 156, 

158, 159, 163
Asheri, D., 350
Asia Minor, 164, 198
Asine, 71, 159
Asklepios, 127, 141, 162, 170, 248, 251, 255,

269,278
Askra, 74, 78, 86, 110
Asodoporos, 199
Asopichos of Orchomenos, 96
Asopos river, 99, 103, 104, 106
Aspledon, 73, 74
Assa, 24, 44
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Assera, 44
Astakas, 68
Astritsi, 247, 277
Astylos of Kroton, 65
Atai'as, 310
Athanodoros, 199
Athena, 67, 80, 87, 129, 141, 162, 163, 203,

204, 262, 280, 305, 315, 322, 323, 325, 335, 
344, 355, 356; Adia: 276; Amaria: 196; Ito- 
nia: 86, 87, 91; Larisaia: 189; Lindia: 355;
Polias: 36, 67, 70, 80, 315, 343, 344;
Soteira: 315

Athenaios, 237
Athens, 14, 15, 16, 20, 22, 23, 25, 27, 32, 35,

36, 44, 67, 89, 97, 98, 100, 101, 107, 122, 
143, 153, 155, 158, 169, 176, 201,209, 225, 
231,254, 272, 274,306, 357

Athos, 20, 27, 42, 44, 46, 51,53
Atramyttion, 71
Attalos I, 294
Attika, 15, 19, 30, 73, 74, 89, 97, 99, 100, 176,

239, 256
Augustus, 165, 167, 183, 216
Aulis, 56,74, 104, 106
Aulon (Arkadia), 152
Aulon (Crete), 237, 259, 266-8, 269, 270, 273,

279, 281
Austin, M.M., 40
Australia, 10
Aymard, A., 225-6
Axos, 246, 275, 281
Azania, 160
Azanidos, 189

Bacchylides, 211
Bakhuizen, 31
Baltchik, 295
Baltimore, 177
Bammer, A„ 171
Barke, 44
Barra Bagnasco, M., 354
Baschmakoff, A., 289, 308
Basilis, 148, 152
Bathos, 148
Bathykies, 130
Batteria hill, 205
Battos, 207, 229
Belbina, 20

Belli, H„ 275
Belvedere, O., 318
Bene, 237, 259, 266, 268-9, 270, 273, 279
Bennet, J., 279
Benveniste, E., 69
Bérard, J., 210, 333
Bergquist, B., 326
Bernabo Brea, L„ 323, 324, 333, 356
Beschi, L., 275
Biannos, 241
Bile, 243
Bionnos, 248, 277
Bizone, 294-6, 297, 298, 300
Black Sea, the, 5, 288-316,319
Blinkenberg, C., 323, 332
Boeckh, A., 313
Boges, 44
Boibe, 237, 259, 261-2, 268-9, 270, 273, 279
Boiotia, 5, 7, 11, 22, 38, 57, 64, 71,73-112, 

117, 143, 226, 245
Boline, 183-4, 217
Bolioti, 190
Bonacasa, N„ 340
Bosnia, 16
Bouga, 224
Bouphagion, 146
Boura, 167, 174-5
Bourdaneika, 188
Bourines, 191
Bradeen, D.W., 119
Brasidas, 24
Brenthe, 145, 152
Bresson, A., 72
Byzantion, 44, 48, 293, 297, 300, 301

Callmer, C., 133
Canzanella, M.G., 334
Cape Colonna, 71,205
Cape Dolojman, 296
Cape Geraistos, 68
Cape Lakinion, 206, 208
Cape Lithinos, 260
Cape Malea, 68
Cape Spatha, 249, 255
Cape Tainaros, 68
Capo Schisö, 337
Capo Soprano, 332, 358, 359
Carter, J.C., 11,230
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Casevitz, M., 291,333, 343
Castagnoli, F., 336
Castello hill, 205
Cave di Cusa, 363
Chairisia, 147, 152
Chaironeia, 38, 66, 73, 77, 79, 81-2, 90, 92, 94,

96, 98, 143
Chalandritsa, 189, 191,223
Chalia, 74
Chalkedon, 48, 300, 301-2
Chalkis, 30,71
Chania, 243, 255
Chaniotis, A„ 243, 252, 253, 274, 277
Charadra, 44
Charadron, 185, 221
Charadron-Patras, 183
Charkiå Pervoli, 238
Chatzeika, 184
Cherry, J.F., 11
Chersonesos (Black Sea), 289, 292, 302, 306, 

307, 311
Chersonesos (Crete), 245
China, 16
Chios, 30, 44
Chorsiai, 73, 77, 82-3, 112
Cicero, 169
Ciro Marina, 206
Città Vecchia, 320
Claudius Julius, 271
Clemens Alexandrinus, 310
Coldstream, J.N., 224
Cole, S„ 70, 315
Compemolle, R. Van, 333, 356
Cook, J.M., 235, 236, 272
Copenhagen Polis Centre, the, 5, 7, 9, 12, 18,

19, 26, 27, 32, 33, 62, 152, 164, 234, 271,
317

Coucouzeli, A., 353
Cozzo Michelicchio, 204
Crete, 5, 10, 233-87,318,364
Curtius, E., 183

Daidalos, 358
Daïmenes, 194
Dam Dere, 235
Damasias, 194
Damokrates of Itanos, 275
Danov, C„ 290, 312

Darda nos, 44
Dareios, 290, 291
Dasea, 145, 148
Daskon, 342
Dattalla, 245, 276
Daulieus, 230
Daulios, 211
Daulis, 44
Davia, 160
Davis, J.L., 11
Dekelia, 35
Dekoulakou, 224
Delion, 56, 57, 74, 85, 89, 90, 94, 97, 104, 106
Delphi, 44, 58, 67, 91, 92, 96, 110, 140, 157,

161, 162, 172, 178, 184, 202, 206, 207, 229,
248, 257, 279, 303

Delphinion, 73, 73
Delphousia, 152
Demand, N„ 133, 225
Demeter, 34, 89, 102, 108, 178, 304, 341,347,

355, 356, 358; Eleusinios: 89; Mysaicr. 170
Demetrias, 46
Demetrios of Kallatis, 271, 291, 292, 295, 303,

308
Demosthenes, 25, 40, 83, 217
Dendros, 184
Denmark, 10
Deraia, 152
Derveni, 175, 201
Despoina, 162
Detonnion/Diatonion, 247, 250, 251, 252, 277
Dexilaos, 204
Didyma, 313
Dikaia, 44
Dikaiarchos, 169
Dikte, 241
Diktynna, 275
Diktynnaion, 249, 256
Dimetsana, 155
Diodoros, 13, 17,207,288,346
Diogenes Laertius, 257, 299
Dion, 24, 44, 66
Dionysios, 267
Dionysios of Byzantion, 309
Dionysios of Halikarnassos, 211
Dionysios Periegetes, 291, 309
Dionysopolis, 294, 295, 297, 298, 299, 300,

310, 312
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Dionysos, 97, HO, 174.213,258, 266, 294. 
298, 304, 305, 310, 314; Dasyllios: 305, 314;
Kadmeios'. 108; Patroos'. 305

Diope, 152
Diopos, 361
Dioskouroi, 311
Dipaia, 119, 133, 138, 142, 143. 144. 147, 149, 

159, 160
Dipoina, 145, 160
Dniestr. 296
Dreros. 9. 10,21,36,67
Dobree, P.P., 272
Donakon, 75
Donau, 296
Donoussa, 168, 217
Dorieus. 231
Doris, 66, 231
Dosiades, 237, 261
Dothan. M., 247, 277
Doulichion, 199
Drepanon, 166, 181, 183, 184
Drosato Brysariou-Lakes, 224
Drymos, 44, 75
Dubois, L„ 120, 155
Ducrey, P., 271,349
Dunbabin, T.J., 229
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Dusanic, S., 133
Dymaia, 170
Dyme, 67, 159, 165, 166, 167, 170, 180, 186-9, 

193, 198-9, 201. 213, 214, 225, 226, 227

Effenterre, van H„ 254, 256, 263-4. 265, 278, 
281

Egypt, 248
Ehrhardt, N„ 291,293, 300
Eilesion, 75
Eion, 44
Elaia, 42
Elaiochorion, 188
Elateia, 44
Elea, 319
Eleaion, 175
Eleia, 227
Eleon, 56, 75,77,99, 105
Eleusis. 19,30,32,68, 84, 85
Eleutherai, 74, 89
Eleutherna, 242, 252-4, 275, 276

Elis, 45,48, 50, 64. 65.67,71, 118, 143, 149, 
153, 158, 161, 162, 171, 193, 199, 204,223

Eltynia, 237
Ely ros. 255
Emporion, 355
England. 234
Enispe, 133, 146, 152
Entimos, 333
Epameinondas, 65, 156
Ephesos, 44, 65
Ephoros, 210, 211,230, 271
Epidauros, 71,91,92, 108, 111, 161.231
Epion, 45
Erchia, 27, 36. 67
Eretria, 22, 23. 35. 45. 58, 67, 69, 71.98. 317. 

355
Erineos, 179
Erochos, 45
Erythrai, 45. 77. 83-4, 89. 100, 107
Esaro river, 321
Eteonos, 77, 84-5
Eua, 119-20. 144, 153. 159
Euaimon, 120, 142, 144
Euchenor, 305
Eugeia, 152
Eumelos, 153
Eumelos, 183
Eumenes, 294
Euripides, 34
Europe, 28
Eurotas, 68, 308
Eury medes, 247
Eusebios, 202, 211
Eustathius, 291-2
Eutaia, 137, 142, 145, 147, 159. 162
Eutresia, 145, 147
Eutresis, 77, 84.85. 110, 112
Euthyphron, 279
Evans, A., 261
Evrostina, 174
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Fteri, 191

Gabrici, E., 347
Gadolou, A.,215, 220
Gaertringen, Hiller von, 121, 122, 156, 157,

160
Galaneika, 188
Galaxidi, 184
Gale(psos), 24, 45
Gardena, 175
Gatheai, 152
Gehrke, H.-J., 156, 157
Gela, 321-34, 336, 351, 355, 356, 358, 359
Gelas river, 321, 322
Gelon, 343, 358
Geraneia, 68
Gerbesi, 223
Gergis, 235-6
Gerokomeio, 184, 222
Gianelli, G., 208
Giangiulio, M., 207, 229
Gigonos, 45
Gla, 75
Glastra, 224
Glaukos, 343
Glisas, 56, 75, 105
Goegebeur, W., 212, 214
Golimi, 184
Gondiccas, D., 243
Gonnos, 45
Gonoessa, 168
Gorgo Cotone river, 345, 347
Gortyn, 21, 237, 238, 239-42, 243, 245, 247,

248, 249, 254, 257, 258, 259, 261,262-6,
267, 268, 269, 270, 273, 274, 275, 277, 279, 
280, 281

Gow, A.S.F, 248
Graham, A.J., 333
Graia, 75
Greco, E., 317
Greece (ancient), 11, 33, 35, 63, 164, 198, 200,

255,325,345, 351,355
Greece (modern), 10
Gryneia, 45
Gschnitzer, F., 257

Guarducci, M„ 239, 240, 242, 247, 252, 254,
255, 256, 262-3, 266, 272, 273, 275

Gullini, G„ 318
Guzzo, P.G., 202

Hagia Galini, 276
Hagii Deka, 266, 281
Hagios Ioannis, 238
Haimoniai, 145, 148, 152, 158
Halbherr, E, 263, 281
Haliartos, 38, 85-7, 90, 92, 94, 106, 107, 110
Halikarnassos, 71
Halous, 145
Hamarion, 226
Hanell, K„ 290,315
Hänsel, B., 353
Hansen, M.H., 5, 72, 136, 152, 200, 215, 234-5,

236, 245, 258, 270, 271, 308, 315, 352, 355, 
359

Harma, 56, 75, 77, 78, 99, 105
Harpokration, 83
Hatzi, 224
Head, B.V., 125
Hejnic, J„ 133. 161
Hekataios, 68, 161,296
Hekatonnesoi, 45
Helen, 208
Helike, 167, 168, 175, 178, 196, 197, 198, 214,

217,219, 226
Helikon, 112
Helisson, 120-1, 137, 142, 143, 144, 147, 153,

155, 157, 159-60
Hellanikos, 271
Hellas, 8, 11,22, 28
Hera, 102, 213, 229, 330, 358; Argeia: 213,

231 ; Lakinia: 205, 213; Parthenos'. 331
Heraia, 121, 132, 141, 142, 143, 146, 156, 162,

193
Heraion, 45
Heraionteichos, 45
Herats, 244
Herakleia Pontike, 106, 110, 292, 300, 302,

304, 306, 307, 309,312,314
Herakleia Trachinia, 197
Herakleides, 81
Herakleides, 279
Herakleion, 237, 273
Herakles, 110, 207, 213, 229, 231, 304, 315;
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Bouraikos: 175
Herkyna river, 92
Hermaion, 91
Hermes, 217, 276; Kriophoros: 60; Promachos'.

59, 60
Hermesianax of Kolophon, 167
Hermione, 71
Herodian, 266, 271
Herodotos, 14, 19, 20, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29, 32,

39-41,46,71, 136. 138, 139, 142, 161, 163,
167-8, 197, 204, 212, 214, 271,288, 289,
290, 291,292, 302, 308, 343
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Herrenius Philo of Byblos, 271
Hierapytna, 243, 255, 257, 276, 279, 280 
Hieran, 337, 338
Himera, 30, 318, 321, 322, 324, 336, 339-42,

345, 351,360, 363
Himera river, 339
Hind, J.G.F.. 308, 309, 315
Hipparis river, 344
Hippodamas, 318
Hippokrates of Gela, 343
Hipponion, 319
Hippotai, 75
Hippys of Rhegion, 206, 229
Histiaia, 45-6
Holmberg, E„ 158
Homarion, 195, 196, 226
Homer, 34, 168, 175, 217
Hood, S., 247, 276
Humphreys, S.C., 355
Hyampolis, 46, 66
Hyele, 46
Hyettos, 73, 87-8, 95
Hyle, 75
Hyparis river, 342, 343
Hypereides, 194
Hyperesia, 168, 169, 173
Hypergenes, 247
Hypsous, 147
Hyria, 46, 75
Hyrtakina, 249, 250, 255
Hysiai, 74, 77, 88-9, 99, 100

Ialysos, 71, 72
Iasaia, 133. 145, 147, 156, 158
lasos, 48

Ida, 249, 259
Ikaros, 173
Ilion, 30, 272
Ina, 243
lnatos, 241,259, 274, 279-80
Incoronata, 209
Ionia, 168
Iphigeneia, 172
Iran, 16
Is of Helike, 204, 212
Ischia, 319
Isokrates, 14-5, 138
Isos, 75
Isthmia, 178
Istros, 290, 293, 294, 296, 297, 298, 300, 301,

303,304,310,311,312,313,314
Istros river, 290, 311
Italy, 5, 169, 193, 207, 209, 212, 213, 214, 216, 

229, 230, 288
Itanos, 46, 243, 257, 275, 277
Ithaka, 199, 201
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Jenkins, G.K., 333
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Jost, M„ 160

Kadmeia, 107, 108, 109
Kadre, 278
Kalamakion, 188
Kalaureia, 230
Kalavryta, 189, 192,216, 224
Kalavryta Kastro, 224
Kali Li menes, 260
Kallatis, 290, 292, 293, 295, 297, 300, 301,

302, 304, 305, 309, 312, 313, 314, 315
Kallia, 145
Kalliai, 152
Kallias, 204
Kallipolis, 71,211
Kallistai, 159
Kallisthenes, 271
Kallisto, 125
Kallithea-Laganida, 181
Kalogria, 186
Kalydnos, 71
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Kalydon, 194
Kamarina, 318, 321, 335, 336, 342-345
Kamenitsa, 185, 222
Kamini, 190
Kamiros, 71,72
Kampsa, 46
Kanli Kastelli, 249
Kantanos, 278
Kaous, 152
Kaphyai, 121, 142, 143, 146, 154
Karavostasi Kastro, 188
Kardia, 46
Karene. 46
Karkalou, 155
Karphi, 318
Kasmenai, 46. 318, 321, 335, 336, 354
Kasteliana, 260
Kastelli, 277
Kastellos, 266
Kastellos Varypetro, 243
Kasthanaia, 46
Kastri, 276
Kastro, 175
Katarchia, 189
Katarraktis, 189, 190, 192
KatoAchaia, 166, 178, 186, 187, 188,215,222
Kato Katritsi, 184, 222
Kato Mavriki. 177
Kato Mazarakion, 188
Kato Syrne Viannou, 276
Kato Temeni, 226
Kaudos, 237, 279
Kaulonia, 194, 208-9, 211,319, 354
Keen, A„ 72, 152
Kefala Kirathiani, 268
Keos, 11,22, 46, 71
Keramida, 188
Keressos, 75, 110
Keryneia, 167. 175, 197, 219
Kerynitis, 175
Keskora, 242, 264, 269
Killa, 46
Kimon, 65
Kioupia, 224
Kisamos, 249
Kithairon, 74
Klaffenbach, G., 118
Klazomenai, 30, 46

Kleandros, 331
Kleinopatros of Miletos, 65
Kleisoura, 224
Kleisthenes, 66
Kleitor, 121, 142, 143, 144, 146, 160, 162, 163
Kleoboulos. 323, 325, 355
Kleombrotos, 204
Kleomenes, 231
Kleonai (Argolis), 197
Kleonai (Athos), 24, 46-7
Knauson, 133, 147
Knidos, 71
Knossos, 237. 238, 241,247, 249. 250, 262. 

263, 273, 274, 276
Koerner. R„ 193,208.217
Koila, 145
Koiranos, 305
Kolenis river, 255
Kolophon, 47
Kombreia, 47
Kommos, 259, 261,280
Kompegadi, 224
Konon, 260
Kopai. 73, 78, 79, 82, 89-90
Korakofolia hill, 224
Kore, 102, 178
Koressia, 22
Korinth, 9, 12, 14, 22, 28. 36, 38. 71,73, 172.

174. 178. 201,202, 209, 213, 231, 317, 334
Korinthia, 173
Korion, 276
Koroneia (Boiotia), 38, 57, 76, 83. 86, 90-1, 92,

93, 107
Koroneia (Messenia), 159
Kortys. 122, 140, 142, 143, 144, 147, 149, 154.

159
Kos, 71. 130
Kotys III, 295
Koufales Pyrgaki. 190
Koufomikeli-Melitzani, 183.222
Koukoura. 220
Kourtolia, 247-8, 250, 251,252
Koxare, 247, 248
Krathis, 203, 212
Kreusis, 75, 107, 110
Krimisa, 206
Krisa, 211
Kroll, J., 215, 218
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231,319, 320-1, 350

Krousis, 42, 45, 46, 47, 52
Kryoneri, 224
Kydonia, 243, 244, 245, 248, 249, 251,264, 

269, 276
Kyklades, 355, 364
Kyllene, 68, 127
Kyme, 47, 319
Kynaitha, 122, 142, 144, 145, 224
Kynouria, 134, 145, 147
Kypsela, 148
Kyrene, 12, 23, 25, 40, 47, 158, 207, 229, 255, 

259
Kyros, 14, 169
Kyrtone, 75
Kythera, 29, 68
Kythnos, 71
Kyzikos, 71

Lachania, 243
Lactantius, 235
Lakakis, M„ 165, 188,225
Lake Kopais, 88
Lakedaimon, 18, 25, 29
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